


In March, 1958, Jon Van Tassel, a senior at George
town University, posted a notice on campus asking 
anyone who was interested in forming a crew to 
meet with him in Old North, the oldest building 
on the Washington, DC, campus. Van Tassel had 
never rowed and would graduate in a few months 
without ever having been in a shell. But he thought 
Georgetown should have a crew and he had taken it 
upon himself to speak with Fred Maletz, the volun
teer coach of the George Washington crew, and to 
make arrangements for Maletz to give instruction to 
anyone who answered the call. Led by a freshman 
named Drew Gerber, a small group of first year 
students went to van Tassel's meeting and together 
they revived a sport that had had only an intermittent 
existence on the Hilltop since 1876. 

Maletz found the young Hoyas to be so en
thusiastic and so coachable that he soon left his 
coaching job at GW to work fulltime with his new 
oarsmen. But in less than a year Maletz' job took 
him abroad and the young Georgetown crew, not 
yet a recognized sport at the University, advertised 
in the local papers for a new coach. The coach they 
found was Don Cadle, a recent Rhodes Scholar 
who had rowed at Yale and at Oxford, and who very 
quickly turned the Hoyas into a championship crew. 

But Cadle also helped his rowers develop a unique 
culture and philosophy of the sport. Modeled after 
British rowing clubs, the Georgetown University Row
ing Association was a student-run, volunteer-coached 
crew that celebrated amateurism and created traditions 
that cemented lifelong bonds among rowers. 

After Cadle's departure the crew grew and pros
pered under the devoted guidance of alumni coaches 
like Bob Rcmuzzi and Frank Barrett, but struggled 
to maintain its success on the water. And then in 1966, 
Tony Johnson arrived on the scene. An Olympic 
oarsman himself,Johnson quickly led the crew back 
to its winning ways in dramatic fashion. 

In his meticulously researched history of that 
incomparable first decade of the Georgetown crew, 
Ed Witman - Georgetown alumnus and varsity 
oarsman - has captured all the drama of those years. 
From its tentative beginning, through the early years 
of glory and the later years of disappointment, to the 
resurgence of its success, Never Row is a story that 
will inspire everyone who loves rowing. Complete 
with extensive footnotes, numerous profiles and 
entertaining vignettes, and accompanied by more 
than 250 photos, news clippings and illustrations, 
Never Row is a unique, inspiring celebration of a very 
special time in the history of a very special crew. 
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A NOTE ON THE TITLE 

The title, Never Row, is the motto of the 
Balliol College crew of Oxford University and is one of 

the many things British that Don Cadle introduced 
into the traditions of the Georgetown crew. 

The origins and meaning of this cryptic phrase are 
somewhat uncertain, but two theories have credence among 

the Hoyas of the first decade. According to the first, 
the motto is a typical bit of British understatement, a casual 

disclaimer by the amateur oarsman to minimize the 
intensity of his preparations for competitive rowing, as in 

"Practice? Oh no, I never row." 

The second is admonitory and conveys the commitment 
inherent in taking up a sport that so quickly 

becomes an obsession, the implication being: never 
row unless you are prepared to never stop. 

Rowing is a life-long dedication. 
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DEDICATION 

To my Dad, 
"The man on the bridge" 

And to my sons Christopher and Michael, 
who never rowed: that they might understand. 

And, 
To all the men - and the women -

who built the Georgetown Crew and 
to those who will come after 

us to earn their seats in the boat. 

And finally, 
To all the parents, the dates who 

became wives, and the loyal friends 

who stood in wait at the finish 
line - Without them, rien. 
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Believe me, my youngfriend, there is Nothing 

- absolutely nothing- ha!fso much 

worth doing as simply messing about in boats. 

From The Wind In The Willows 

BY KENNETH GRAHAME 

We believed what was being done at Georgetown 

was the most important thing we could do. 

It was almost religious. 

Thank God we were naive enough to believe 

it could be, and was worth being done. 

Fifty years later the result in terms of lives and people 

- more than wins and losses - speaks for itself. 

FRANK BARRETT '61 

So the first thing to remember is that 
we were young friends, mere college boys, 

"messing about in boats." And it was 

absolutely "worth doing." 



FOREWORD: MEMORIES 

Old men forget, but all shall be forgot 
Yet he'll remember with advantages what feats he did that day! 1 

In fifty years boys become men; men mature, age, 
and remember their youth. Our memories tell us about 

both our past and present. The past provides the 

material, but the present shapes the form. Rowing is an apt 
metaphor for this process: we go into the future 

looking backward at our wake. For those who come 
after us, let these memories be our wake. 

Some who lived these events may read this narrative 
with nostalgia for their youth. Others who did 

not share in them will only be able to imagine those 
days though the words on the page. In either 

case, the historian can only write and then rest his pen. 
The reader will make of his work what he will. 

In writing and reading about the past we hope to revive 
an experience with whatever wisdom maturity 

has brought us: to see and understand ourselves as we 
were and as we have become, or as we might be. 

The writer's task is to mediate reveries of the past by 
spinning that gossamer into such words and lines 

as will conjure events through the poetic miracle of 
language. This is a delicate art that may not 

bear the burden of his hope; but no matter. When 
scanning his lines it will be enough if the reader 

feels the stirring of his own recollections in the now 
oflater life, to feel young again, but knowing. 

Yet memory is a personal process, and story-telling 
a creative art. Though ideal, strict accuracy is not always 

possible and in the end, may even be somewhat 
beside the point. Did this or that event really happen 

that way, or was it only the narrator's imagination 
at work where memories fail? Who can say? The "truth" 

of these events is often moot, and surely imagination 
has a Truth all its own. This is one of the deeper losses 

we feel at the passing of friends who shared those 
days with us; they take with them their own memories 

and the keys to much that we would like to share. 
Thus questions about our common past echo in their 

absence, and leave us with uncertainty and 
ambiguity at the core of our history. 

So we must tell these stories about our past while 
we can, to celebrate this legacy to our heirs for whatever 

it may be worth. Suffice it that our memoirs are 
the best we can offer from the autumn of our lives. 

':And so we beat on, boats against the current, 
borne back ceaselessly into the past." 2 
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INTRODUCTION 

OF TIME AND THE RIVER 

The river where you set your faot just now is gone, 
those waters giving way to this, 

now this. 1 

J 
n the Spring of 1958 the "Star Spangled Banner" had only forty-eight stars, 
President "Ike" Eisenhower was in the middle of his second term, and Car
dinal Pacelli was in the last year of his papacy as Pius XII. Cuban dictator 

Fulgencio Batista, also in his last year of power, ordered a large scale offensive 
against rebels led by Fidel Castro. The junior Senator from Massachusetts, Jack 
Kennedy and his wife Jackie were living on N St. in Georgetown with their little 
girl, Caroline; it was Jack who described Washington as "a city of southern effi
ciency and northern charm." 

Politically, the country was engaged in the "Cold War;" and given the omi
nous military implications of "Sputnik," Premier of the USSR Nikita Khrushchev 

was Time's "Man of the Year." Fearful of the international tensions between the 
nuclear adversaries some American families were building bomb shelters in their 
cellars, and school children learned to "duck and cover" in the event of a nuclear 

attack. A lively sense of patriotism pervaded the culture. It is notable that the 
Spring of '58 arrived only twelve and a half years after V-J Day and only five 
years after the truce that ended the fighting in Korea. Despite the personal dis
ruptions posed by the draft, young men still felt the legitimacy of serving their 
country. Men in uniform were respected and admired for their service. In schools 
every morning, students pledged allegiance to the flag and sang patriotic songs. In 
towns across the country Memorial Day marked the unofficial start of summer, 
and was celebrated enthusiastically; virtually everybody went out to march in local 
parades or to applaud those who did. And in 1958 Vietnam was just a small coun
try somewhere in Southeast Asia. 

In the fifties, before Pope John and Vatican-II, Catholicism was a culture of 
muscular faith and parochial schooling that inculcated a lively sense of sin and 
personal culpability. There was confession on Saturday afternoon, and the tra
ditional Tridentine Latin mass and communion every Sunday morning. During 
mass the whole congregation joined in singing old familiar hymns accompanied 
by an organ; communicants knelt at the altar rail, and at the conclusion, everyone 
prayed for the conversion of Russia. Nuns were strict disciplinarians who wore 
black habits with long rosary beads, and priests were respected "Fathers" who wore 
birettas and cassocks, and faced the altar during mass. But even more than the 
shared theology and liturgy, Catholicism instilled the moral virtue of self-restraint 
(or guilt) that sustained us through the long years before the wedding day. 

In 1958, the economy was in a recession. Since there were no computers, 
no internet, no credit cards, and no ATMs, money meant cash, cash meant "sil
ver certificates"2 and silver coins actually did contain silver. When you bought 
something you either paid cash or wrote a check against actual cash on deposit. A 
gallon of milk cost four times more than a gallon of gasoline, the minimum wage 
was a dollar an hour, and fifteen cents would get you a cup of coffee. 

The Ford Motor Co. was going into full scale production with their new car, 
the Edsel, named for the son of Henry Ford himself National Airlines introduced 
the Boeing 707 jetliner, and Wham-o began marketing the hula hoop. Televi
sion was black and white, telephones were all black, and had dials and wires that 
plugged into the wall. Music was recorded on vinyl discs. Rock 'n roll was in its 

The Presiden1s· [ isenl1ower 
and Fr Bunn 

John Carrol keeps an eternnl vigil. 

9 
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heyday, Ricky Nelson became a teen-idol, and Elvis Presley was inducted into the 
US Army. Robert Travers' novel Anatomy Of A Murder was on the top of the NY 
Times best seller list. The film version of South Pacific was released, and Bridge On 
The River Kwai won the Academy Award for best picture of 1957. 

In sports, Adolph Rupp's all white Kentucky Wildcats won the NCAA Bas

ketball Championship defeating the Seattle team led by MVP E lgin Baylor. The 
Montreal Canadiens won the Stanley Cup over the Boston Bruins for the second 
year in a row. The New York Yankees launched their nineteenth World Series 
season. In the Triple Crown races, Tim Tam, with Milo Valenzuela up, won the 
Kentucky Derby and the Preakness, but sadly came in second in the Belmont due 
to a fractured bone in his foreleg. Arnold Palmer won his first Green Jacket at the 
PGA Masters Tournament. Floyd Paterson reigned as the youngest heavyweight 
champ, and Sugar Ray Robinson regained his Middleweight title in a bloody bout 
with perennial contender Carmine Basilio. That Summer, after a twenty year hi
atus, the NY Yacht Club chose Columbia (designed by O lin Stephens) to defend 
the America's Cup in the new 12 meter class, and in late September off Newport, 
Columbia easily swept four races against the British challenger Scepter in the sev
enteenth successful defense of the "auld mug." In the NFL, the Detroit Lions 
were still champs, but the era's two great pro quarterbacks were the NY Giants' 
Y.A. Tittle and the Baltimore Colts' Johnny Unitas. In the off-season that spring, 
"Johnny U" was working out with his favorite receiver, Raymond Berry; their dil
igence would make the difference nine months later in an epic confrontation with 
Tittle's Giants, the NFL's first "sudden death" overtime championship, the game 

reputed to be "the best ever played."3 

And in rowing, Cambridge was 3½ lengths faster than Oxford on the Thames 
in England, while Yale again bested Harvard in their annual 4 mile race on the 
Thames in Connecticut. Yale then went on to take the Eastern Sprints, Cornell 
won the IRA, while on the Schuylkill, LaSalle won the Dad Vail in 6:52.2 by a 

scant .6 of a second over Fordham. 

The River 
Throned on hills beside the rive,; 
Georgetown sees its flow forever, 
Sees the ripples shine and shiver, 
Watching night and day. 
And each tender breeze upspringing 
Rarest woodland perfumes bringing 
A II its fald to fullness flinging 
Flaunts the Blue and Gray_! 

Let's imagine ourselves standing on the eastern pedestrian walk of Key 
Bridge in the early Spring of 1958. From this vantage point the Potomac and 
environs presented some sharp contrasts. Swirling around the abutments directly 
below, the river itself was turbid with sediment and debris washed down by the 

spring rains, the current flowing fast and unimpeded all the way to the Lincoln 
Memorial Bridge.4 Looking downstream to the east, the Virginia river bank on 
the right appeared very much as it is now, the virtually uninterrupted green nature 
preserve of Roosevelt Island stretching east and curving south-east. To the left, on 
the Georgetown side, there was the gritty industrial waterfront that bounded the 
river with a concrete bulkhead stretching from Key Bridge more than a half mile 

east, almost to the mouth of Rock Creek. 
This strip between the river and K St. under the Whitehurst Freeway was 

occupied by a number of gritty businesses that included a malodorous rendering 
plant, a workmen's luncheonette, a defunct electric power plant, Super Concrete 
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Co., Potomac Sand and Gravel Co., and Capital Building Supply Co. 
Of particular note on this strip were P.S. & G's wharves, derricks, and con

veyor belts that dominated the waterfront and skyline looking northeast from Key 
Bridge. The central feature of this skyline was a six story concrete cube that con
tained nine silos. Tug boats regularly delivered barges filled with sand and gravel 
from dredges downriver, and wharf-side derricks off-loaded the materials to a 
system of conveyors that would sort and grade the gravel and drop it into these si
los. There were also silos for cement so that Super Concrete's cement-mixer trucks 
could drive under and through this huge cubical facility and receive the ingredi
ents of their namesake product, all in one continuous process. This was a dirty, 
dusty, and sometimes dangerous place to work.5 

Farther east, beyond the leafy margins of Rock Creek, the DC riverbank was 
a greensward that stretched southeast all the way to the steps of the "Watergate"6 

and the Lincoln Memorial Bridge. Not until August '63 was ground broken for 
the famous Watergate Hotel & Apartment complex and later the Kennedy Center 
that now dominate that stretch of the Potomac. 

Turning about and crossing the lanes of traffic to look upstream from Key 
Bridge, the view was virtually the same as it is today with the Three Sisters in 
the middle of the river; but looking straight down from this western side of the 
bridge we'd see that the abutments of the old aqueduct7 were still dividing and ob
structing the river. Over on the Georgetown side to the north, there was "Jack's," 
a small boathouse and dock that rented row-boats to fishermen and canoes to 

couples wishing to take a romantic afternoon or evening paddle. Next to Jack's 
was the venerable green and white Potomac Boat Club, then home to the crew of 
Washington & Lee High School, the perennial scholastic crew champions, and 
in this Spring of 1958, host to the nascent Georgetown crew. Another boathouse, 
Dempsey's, stood just upriver from Potomac BC, but eventually burned down.8 

Several hundred feet further west stood the rambling and, even then somewhat 
dilapidated, Washington Canoe Club where canoeists and kayakers kept their 
boats. Beyond the Canoe Club, the northern riverbank was two miles of unde
veloped woodland that ran all the way up to Fletcher's Boat House about a mile 
south-east of Chain Bridge. 

Turning to the Virginia side on our left we'd notice that the hill rising at 
the southern end of Key Bridge was virtually vacant except for a pawn shop, a 
few discount liquor stores, and on its crest the Tom Sarris' "New Orleans Steak
house," one of the few reasons anyone would visit this neighborhood in those days. 
Construction of the landmark Key Bridge Marriott Motel would not begin until 
the following Spring of 1959. In the late fifties Rosslyn might well have been 
described by Gertrude Stein's comment that "There's no there there." It was only 
later, in the mid-sixties that the area underwent the building boom that trans
formed this barren hill into the upscale neighborhood of multistory office towers 
and high-rise apartments we see from Georgetown today. 

Finally, turning north, we would see the M Street store fronts, Eagle Liquor, 
Dixie Liquor, the DC Transit Trolley Barn,9 and the infamous 74 "Exorcist" steps10 

up to Prospect St. Then, looking up to the northwestern skyline, we'd see the spires 
of Healy Building, and the long horizontal lines of the New South dormitory. 

Let's climb those steps and visit the campus. 

The Campus 
Not counting the downtown Law School, the Georgetown campus was divided 
into the "Main Campus" on the hilltop which was home to the Schools of Medi
ci ne, Dentistry, and Nursing over on Reservoir Road, and the flagship College of 
Arts and Sciences centered on the iconic Healy Building; and the "East Campus" 

me Potomac Boat Club. 

11 

A lancJrnmk on M Street. 
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just down O St. between 361h and 35,h Streets, where clustered the Edmund Walsh 

School of Foreign Service, the McDonough School of Business, and in those days, 
the Institute of Language & Linguistics. 

Climbing up the stone steps from M St. we are now approaching the corner 
of 361

h & Prospect Streets, the heart and soul of the "East Campus." No, not the 
schools, but rather the two public houses, the Hilltop and Tehaan's,11 that served 

the students and faculty of all the GU schools. To call these two establishments 
mere "bars" would be to serious understate their role in promoting the social life 
and collegiate atmosphere of the university campus. These were the prime resorts 
for a quick meal or snack, but more often served as places for lingering with friends 
over a draft or two, or three, or more. I recall that one Friday afternoon in October 
'63, the freshman class was sent on a weekend retreat and someone arranged for 
the buses to depart from 361

h St. right in front of Tehaan's. Needless to say, hardly 
anyone boarded the bus without first downing a few pints. Since the drive to the 
retreat house in the Virginia countryside took a couple of hours, those beers soon 
became an insistent burden and then a fierce penance enforced by the sadistic bus 
driver who refused to stop for roadside relief. 

In the late fifties, Georgetown was a school where Catholic fam ilies of means 
sent their sons (and some of their daughters) to get a good Jesuit education and to 
benefit from the social and cultural amenities afforded by the capital city of the 
"free world." Truth be told, there were other Catholic colleges that might provide 
as good an education, Notre Dame perhaps, or Holy C ross, but neither South 
Bend nor Worcester could rival Washington's critical mass of political, social, and 
cultural opportunities, and so Georgetown h ad a certain cachet that attracted 
young gentlemen of "great expectations." 

The social life of Washington's collegians reflected the disparity between 
the sexes in the local population generally, and among the local campuses in par
ticular. In DC, young women ("girls") outnumbered men by reason of the large 
number of female government workers. And the residential women's colleges (the 
four year schools, Trinity and Dunbarton, and the junior colleges, Mount Vernon, 
Immaculata, Marymount, and Marjorie Webster,) all contributed to this gender 
imbalance. Since the other universities, George Washington, American, Howard, 
and Catholic U were coed and had their own intramural social calendars, George
town was the exception to the rule of female preponderance. GU's undergraduate 
professional schools, Foreign Service, Business, and the Institute, had begun ad
mitting women in 1952, although only "on a limited basis," of course. By contrast, 
the College of Arts & Sciences remained a bastion of male exclusivity until 1970 
when it finally broke with tradition and admitted "girls." 

So the men of Georgetown enjoyed an advantage when it came to dating and 
mating. Besides the romantic opportunities available on the GU campus itself, 
there were the parties, mixers, dances, balls, cotillions, etc. sponsored by the other 
schools of the District. There were few weekends without some such events, and 
for those who preferred the more casual opportunistic approach, there were the 
various watering holes along M St. and up Wisconsin Ave. where Hoyas could 
"see and be seen." In short, a young gentleman from Georgetown who desired 
female companionship had no difficulty finding it wherever he went. 

In this era before the Civil Rights Acts of the sixties made "diversity" a legal 
mandate rather than simply a moral desideratum, Georgetown University was 
pretty homogenous racially, religiously, and socially: virtually all white, all Catholic, 
and all middle and upper middle class. 

Having toured the campus environs and described something of the social 
ambiance of the U niversity in the Spring of 1958, we now begin our story of the 
founding of the Georgetown Crew. ■ 



CHAPTER 

I 
The Revival of the Georgetown 

University Crew 

T o caption the opening chapter of this book, "The Revival of the George
town University Crew"1 is rather grand, but grandeur hardly suits the 
events of that spring of 1958. As with most things, the beginnings of 

our "modern" crew happened pretty much ad hoc and without historical self-con
sciousness. In fact the precise details leading up to the launching of our crew are 
shrouded in legend, according to which it all began with a simple sign in Tehaan's 
window. And as the saying goes "when the legend becomes fact, print the legend."2 

But let's try to recover the facts behind the legend. 

The Catalyst 
That spring Jonathan Ure Van Tassel was a senior and a member of the Yard, the 
student council of the College. Although he had never rowed, he did enjoy the 
views of the Potomac and often wondered why Georgetown did not have its own 
crew. Realizing that his time on the Hilltop was coming to a close in June, he 
proposed the idea of starting a Hoya crew to the other members of the council and 
they promptly appointed him a committee of one to investigate the possibilities. 

Pursuing his inspiration, Jon made his way across the C&O canal and down 
the steps to K St. to visit the Potomac Boat Club. What he found was encourag
ing: the George Washington University crew was there rowing under a coach by 
the name of Fred Maletz. As Jon looked around he saw all but one of the elements 
for a Hoya crew: a boathouse dedicated to rowing, boats to be borrowed or rented, 
and a seasoned coach, and all within a short jog from the campus! All that was 
wanting were Hoyas. Of course the practical details would have to be worked out, 
but Jon was an optimist and immediately set out to conjure up the final element of 
his dream: the Hoyas to row those boats and become our first crew in the "modern 
era." So Jon returned to campus and posted a notice on the bulletin board outside 
Fr. Ryan's office inviting anyone interested in learning to row to a meeting in Old 
North.3 These are the unfamiliar facts that form the context for the familiar leg

end that follows. 

The Sign in Tehaan's Window 
In those days, graduate oarsmen who'd relocated to Washington and wanted to 
continue rowing gravitated to Potomac Boat Club. One of these was Fred Maletz.4 

Since the late 1940's, Fred had been a regular fixture at Potomac BC and in 
1958 he was starting his third year coaching the George Washington University 
crew. But Fred had a problem: his efforts to assemble a consistently reliable GW 
squad on the dock every afternoon were not always successful, and too often he 
couldn't fill his eight(s) for workouts. Obviously, rowing with an odd number of 
oarsmen was difficult, while leaving the odd man waiting on the dock was bad for 
morale. Fred simply needed more bodies for his boats, and as he looked up at the 
spires of Healy on the Hilltop he could see where they might be found. So when 
Jon Van Tassel appeared on the Potomac Boat Club dock inquiring about starting 

Geor g·etot.vn 
Plan,s Cre1.v 
Next Season 

Georgetown University is 
planning a formal crew for 
1959, 

The informal Hoyas crew of 
this season. which got its s tart 
when Gcot·gc \Vashinglon Uni
versity Coach Fred Maletz is
sued a rush call at George
town lo he!p fill ou t the llW 
c1·e"·· will race GW on the 
Potomac Saturday. The r ac-c 
starts al l p. Ill. off the Po
toni.H: Bo:11 Club. 

Wilen I\Taletz issued the call 
for a •·fc-w fellows·• Lo help out, 
45 Hoya unclcrgracluatc~ r e
ported anct i\l alctz found him
self coaching two c-rcws. In 
one infor m:il rnc>cting. G\\" cle
feated the lloyas b}' three 
lengths nnd 15 seconds. 

The Vcry Rev. Edward B. 
Bunn , S J .. Georgetown ,>r<'s
idenl. promises a formal crew 
for the J·Joy :is lf he can enrol I 
the- support of area business
m ~n to finance the i11 itial 
equipment needed. The school 
will hi1·e a coach and maintain 
the equipment. 

The informal lloy:i~ team 
cu1Tc-ntl_v is using one shell 
wh ich be-longs to GW and 
a n ot h<'r \\'h ich is the property 
of the Potomac Boat Club. 

In the beginning . .. 
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Fred Maletz, the first coach (standing, left). 
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The catalyst, Jon Van Tassel. 
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a crew at Georgetown, it must have seemed that most satisfying of all coincidences: 
supply meeting demand. GU's crew began as the solution to GW's problem. 

Since the actual details of these events are long lost, we must suppose that 
soon after Van Tassel's appearance, Fred Maletz climbed the stone steps next to 
the offices he shared above the DC Transit Co.'s "trolley barn" on M St.,5 walked 
across Prospect St. and posted a sign in Tehaan's window. We don't have the sign 
itself but we do know that it invited "a few fellows"6 interested in learning to row 

to a meeting. 

The Meeting in Old North 
Van Tassel's posting outside of Fr. Ryan's office7 invited those interested to an eve
ning meeting later that week, and it was this invitation which caught the attention 
of a freshman by the name of Louis Andrew Gerber III. Drew had rowed stroke in 
the successful varsity crew at Nutley High School (NJ) so he jumped at the chance 

to organize a team at Georgetown. 
With the zeal of an evangelist, Drew en listed his roommate Jim Fitzgerald, 

and together they went throughout New North recruiting their fellow freshmen. 
Drew even went over to third Healy to track down a guy named Al Difiore as a 

possible coxswain. 

My introduction to crew came in the shower room on 3'd Healy. After 
showering one morning, Drew Gerber said to me "How would you like 
to be a cox?" This bothered me because I had no idea what a cox was 
and being in a room showering with a bunch of other guys and him asking 
me that had me concerned. He explained that it was the guy in the back 
of the shell who was the brains behind a bunch of strong bullheaded 
guys that would pull oars through the water. I asked him what made him 
think I could be a cox since I'd never even seen a shell. His answer was 
"because you are so small," (I weighed 105) and "Don't worry. No one 
else who has signed up knows anything about crew either." 

In a day or two, Drew and Jim had personally enlisted several guys who then 
went out and brought in a couple of friends each8 so that by the time the meeting 
rolled around, Gerber recalls that about a dozen interested "fellows" attended. The 
meeting itself was held in the "study room" in Old North adjacent to Fr. Ryan's 
office, where Jon Van Tassel explained about Fred Maletz and his need for more 
oarsmen willing to learn to row with, and against, his GW crew. Jon came well 
prepared and was quite serious about his mission of recruiting the nucleus of what 
would soon become the Georgetown crew.9 Though not an oarsman, he seemed to 
know quite a bit about rowing and was enthusiastic about the prospects of starting 
a crew at Georgetown. In effect, he gave the guys a pep talk on the sport of row
ing. He took down their names, arranged to lead them down to the boathouse, 

and then adjourned the meeting. 
Historically it is important to note that all this happened spontaneously: a 

group of enthusiastic freshmen led by an inspired senior founded our crew - quite 

independently of any involvement with the university administration. From the 
very first the Georgetown crew was a student run organization. 

"Of Oars and the Men I Sing": The Originals of'61 
On the appointed afternoon10 in mid-March, Fred Maletz arrived at the Potomac 

boathouse to find more than dozen young Hoyas eager to learn this new sport of 
crew; and as word spread around campus over the next few days the dozen grew 
to about forty guys. According to Don Whamond, Fred began their conditioning 
(and winnowing) by having them run the C&O towpath and up and down the 
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famous 74 steps of "the stairway to heaven." Whether it was the workouts them
selves, academic pressure, or simply a loss of interest, the attrition rate was high, 
but fortunately the enthusiasm among the remainder was even higher. So high in 
fact that Fred generously decided to split his schedule and devote his early morn
ings to coaching his new proteges. And so began the tradition of rowing at dawn. 
Al Difiore sets the scene: 

Those early morning rows under Maletz were something to behold. It 
was fine when we had four oarsmen and me, but the fun was mornings 
when we had five oarsmen and a cox. Keeping the boat somewhat on 
course those mornings was fun ... 

As for a training regime under Fred, it was to get to Potomac boat 
house at 6, hope you had a full crew, then go back for a day of school. 
To put it in perspective and jumping forward [to] 1960-61, the first year 
of university recognition, I do not remember if we did anything in the 

fall but do know as soon as we returned in January, workouts started at 
6 a.m. in the gym.II As soon as the ice was gone we were on the river. 
Life for the crew the entire season as I remember it was morning row, 
breakfast together, off to class, then dinner and me making bed checks 
at 10 p.m. 

After a few weeks the GU squad came down to a hard core of about twenty guys 
whose names form our first Honor Roll as the "Originals of '61," freshmen who 
succeeded in juggling the demands of both rowing and academics: 

Drew Gerber, "the real ultimate founder"I 2 and first President; Jim 
Fitzgerald, the first Captain of Boats; Al Di Fiore the first coxswain, 
Treasurer, and eventually the first coach of the lightweight crew; Don 
Whamond, the "smooth" and powerful port oar in the engine room; 
Bill "Dixie" Prest, who always "pulled harder;" Mike O'Brien, the 
second (and two-term) president to whom Don Cadle awarded the oar 
he broke by pulling even harder than Prest; Frank Barrett, the irre
pressible "pit bull" in bow,I3 and eventual coach; and Bob "The Goose" 
Remuzzi, who was there not only to help create, and then coach, but 
also to preserve the crew during its darkest and most parlous time; 
Mike Lang, Bill Blanchet, Joe Masterson, and Bill Connett. 

There were others who rowed that spring but who, for various reasons, did not 
row all four years; still they merit honorable mention for the sake of auld fang syne: 

John Clynes, Paul Coughlin, Frank Kane, Mike "Flak Mac" McAllister, 
Bob O'Brien, Mike Danna, Tom Largay, cox, and Chuck Wolfertz. 

Taken together these are the twenty men to whom everyone who has ever rowed 
for Georgetown owes profound gratitude for the legacy they created_ I4 

What motivated them to embrace the challenges of mastering a new and 
relatively esoteric sport in such inauspicious circumstances? Ironically, it may have 
been this very aspect of rowing that appealed to some of the Originals, the fact that 
it was something unconventional, "countercultural" (in Barrett's term). "Messing 
about in boats" has always been fun, even despite the bitter cold of March morn
ings. Add to that the instant fraternity of an eight, and you begin to understand 
the attraction, especially for freshmen trying to find their niche at Georgetown. 
Only Gerber had any idea of how all this should be done; the rest had to take it all 
on faith that somehow they would eventually come together as a crew worthy of 
winning. As Don Whamond writes: 
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Potomac, B.C., the crew's first home. 
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Being on crew is a very different experience than you'll find in most any 
other sport. You have to be a little crazy to continue to get up before 
dawn, row on a freezing river, see the ice build on your sweep as it gets 
heavier and heavier, and be asked time and again to take it up to 40 ... 
And [then lifting a water-filled eight] "up and over" and into the boat 
house, wipe it all down, run back to campus ... shower/change and still 
make your 9:15 (sometimes an 8:15) class!! 

And even beyond the hardships of rowing, there was the complete void of the 
traditions that sustained those of us who came after them. We joined the "George
town University Rowing Association," a thriving organization with an estab
lished identity and a winning record to inspire and to emulate. The Originals had 
none of that, no exemplars, no recognition and certainly no support from their 
own university.15 

Still, they were crazy enough to row purely for the fun of it, unconscious of 
the fact that they were laying the foundation of all that came afterward, which says 
something about them and about the sport we all love. There is something about 
rowing as a crew that transforms the individual in a way that is almost sacramen
tal. One factor that strengthened their esprit was that they were all freshmen and 
thus all equals, rowing as a de facto "varsity." It is no wonder that when the ti me 

came to name the GU crew's first new shells,16 one of them was christened The 

Spirit oj'61, and the other was named after their founding coach, The Fred Maletz. 

The Learning Curve 
Keeping within the sacramental metaphor, the spring of 1958 was the baptism, the 
initiation of the Originals into the fraternity of oarsmen. The Hoyas were such 
an enthusiastic bunch that Maletz's loyalties began to shift. Under his coaching 
they soon learned the fundamentals of rowing, and began to move the boat. As 
the weather warmed and the crew began to swing, the guys naturally wanted to 
test themselves in something like a race, so Fred obliged by setting up a weekend 
scrimmage for the "varsity" with the boats from Potomac and GW. After all, this 
had been his purpose when he posted his original invitation. It would not be a 
formal race, something they knew they were not yet ready for, but nevertheless it 
would be a milestone in our history and deserves note. 

The workout was held on a Saturday afternoon when the Potomac eight was 
a man short, so Fred assigned Drew Gerber to row in their boat, meaning that 
the GU eight was made up entirely of novices. For this reason they were granted 
a long head start, to be pursued by the Potomac and GW crews. The result was 
as surprising as it was gratifying: the Potomac eight did manage to catch-up and 
take the lead by the finish, but the Hoyas came in ahead of GW. Of course, as 
Frank Barrett concedes "We were given a big head start!" Nevertheless, in terms 
of morale, this was a major boost for the nine young Hoyas. Together, as a crew, 
they had tasted the sweet essence of competition and it was enough to whet their 

appetites. They were hungry, but they still had a long way to go before they'd be 
prepared to win races. 17 

From that starting point we proceeded to lose every race rowed in '58 
and '59. We were never close to winning and clearly d idn't take it terribly 
seriously. We put little in and didn't deserve to achieve much. We were 
clueless as to what it took to be good.18 

But that would change in time. 
The spring '58 rowing season came to an end, and with it Fred Maletz' tenure 

as coach of George Washington's crew. He'd been so impressed with the spirit 

''Being on crew 
is a very dijferent 
experience than 
you' !!_find in most 
any other sport." 

17 
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GWCrew 
Wins Over 
Georgetown 

By Mark Hannan 

George Washington Univer
sity's junior varsity put a 
damper on Georgetown Uni
versity's formal return to 
rowing by defeating tlle Hoyas 
by three lengths yesterday on 
the Potomac. 

Battling a choppy river and 
st1·ong head winds. the Colo
nials rowed a steady race to 
win going away in 5 minutes, 
47 seconds. 

The race was the first 
rowed by a Georgetown crew 
in 50 years and the Boyas 
g3ve a good account of them
sc lvei;. 
C 1 lanials Lead 

'Roth crews gol off lo a good 
,: ~rt but the Colonials, using 
a Jung Jay back in deference 
t ·• the wind, moved out by a 
,:~,·k leni;th at the quarter 
m; le mark. 

The Colonials increased the 
k:id to 2 lengths at the ¾ milJ! 
mark. As the boats came down 
to the finish line in front of 
the Potomac Boat Club, the 
Colonials upped their stroke 
slightly to win by 3 lengths. 

Georgetown rowed a steady 
30-32 stroke all the way but 
were unable lo match the 
power of the long-sweeping 
Colonials. 
Coach Pleased 

Fred Maletz, who coached 
both c1·ews, was pleased with 
the performance. He was 
rather surprised at the mar
gin of the Colonials' victory 
since both teams have had 
about the same number of 
hours on the river. 

George Washington intends 
to give official sanction to row
ing next year. Maletz hopes 
the showing of the Hoya crew 
yesterday will give impetus to 
rowing .at Georgetown. 

The first race in 50 years. 
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and dedication of the upstart Hoyas (and perhaps with the huge potential of the 
student body they represented within a stone's throw of the river) that he assumed 
the head coaching position at Georgetown. One of the traditions that has defined 
the sport of rowing from its earliest days in England is its code of amateurism 
and tradition of volunteer coaching, and Fred Maletz was our first exemplar of 
that hallowed tradition at Georgetown, a volunteer who was acting in the best 
tradition of the Jesuit motto: Ad maiorem Dei gloriam. In keeping with the amateur 
ideal, Fred was not a tough negotiator: his package of salary, benefits, and perks 

totaled $0.00.19 

The Spring of 1959 
There was no fall or winter rowing program in those days, but as February drew 
to an end in 1959 and the ice began to melt on the Potomac, the Originals of '61 
(now sophomores) began recruiting among the class of'62. At least now they had a 
coach of their own,20 and they managed to enlist a number of promising freshmen: 
Vin Andrews, Bulent Atalay, Butch Cassidy,21 Tim Kelly, Randy Maloney, Frank 
Murray, Jay O'Brien, Bill Petzold, Paul Rennie, a cox, Tim Toomey, and Vito 

Zambelli. The crew was now in its second season and growing. 
On February 28'", 195922 Georgetown returned to the Potomac in earnest. 

Photos taken early that spring show their oars nicely aligned and clearing the wa
ter on the recovery. I n those photos the form really does look pretty good for the 
Varsity consisting of Al Difiore as cox, Don Whamond stroke, Drew Gerber 7, 
Jim Fitzgerald 6, Mike O'Brien 5, Bill Prest 4, Mike Danna 3, Frank Kane 2, and 
Frank Barrett in bow.23 Whether it was Fred Maletz' undivided attention or the 
synergy of having a freshman boat along for the workouts, they were moving their 
boats and now knew what rowing as a crew felt like. I n their first "race" the Varsity 
again defeated George Washington.24 At some point that spring, they traveled to 
Annapolis to row against Navy's freshmen. The Severn was choppy as usual, and 
the Navy crew was as big and well-trained as usual, and the Hoyas lost the race 
as usual. But they did gain the experience of rowing against a first rate, nationally 

ranked crew.25 

The Freshmen Win Their First Race 
In mid-April Fred took the Varsity26, JV27, and Freshman crews up to New York 
to row against Fordham, one of the Dad Vail Association's more powerful crews.28 

This was the weekend that our winning tradition got its start; or at least that's 

what the freshmen like to claim. 
It was a warm Saturday afternoon on April 18'", when the Georgetown fresh

men stepped into their shell and shoved-off from the dock of the New York Ath
letic Club's Travers Island facility in Pelham. Coxed by Paul Rennie and stroked 
by Bulent "Bill" Atalay,29 the crew included Randy Maloney at 7, Frank Murray 6, 
Butch Cassidy 5, Vin Andrews 4, Tim Kelly 3, Jay O'Brien 2, and Vito Zambelli 
in bow. Rennie had been told to paddle down the channel a ways and then follow 
the right hand shore line around to the starting line. The directions were given 
with a few hand gestures and in only the vaguest of terms. Nothing was men

tioned about guns. 
T he Fordham crew had some significant advantages over the novice Hoyas 

that year. Besides rowing on their home course, they had their own boats in the 
NYAC boathouse, and an established program run by an established coach.30 

They also had the confidence factor in their favor: they knew what it was like to 
win crew races and so, understandably, they expected to win this one, especially 
given the short and winless record of the new crew from Georgetown. I n a word, 
the Rams were beyond confident. They were downright cocky. 
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Back on the water, the Georgetown freshmen were paddling down the channel 
and looking for the starting dock, when they began to hear the unmistakable sounds 
of gunfire. As they continued on, the firing became louder, and shot-gun pellets be
gan to rain down on them from far back on the shoreline. Accelerating the stroke, 
they swung into the wider opening at the mouth of the channel and could now see 
that they were passing down-range under the guns of the NYAC's skeet shooters 
firing out over the upper reaches of the race course! Brushing pellets from their 
hair and shoulders, the Hoyas gave the gunners a wide berth and after a few power 
tens managed to get safely out of range. It wasn't exactly a dangerous situation, but 
it was disconcerting and downright discourteous not to have been warned about 
the hazards of the course. The freshman Hoyas were understandably aggrieved 
and went to the starting line with one advantage of their own: they were now guite 
pissed off at being made to feel like "ducks" in Fordham's shooting gallery. 

The Travers Island course is a 2000 meter straight-a-way that runs south
west from the NYAC to the finish line hard by the parking lot for Orchard Beach 
Park that fronts onto Long Island Sound. The course is bordered on the west by 
Shore Parkway and on the east by a wooded strip of nature preserve. The first 
300 meters is open and exposed to the winds blowing in off the Sound and can be 

guite choppy especially for crews on that side of the course. In July 1964 it would 
be the site for the US Olympic Rowing Trials, but at the time of our story it was a 
narrow unimproved inlet of brackish water that at low tide was barely deep enough 
to allow passage for an outboard motor boat. 

When the Fordham crew arrived at the starting line, the coxswains agreed on 
the customary betting of shirts, and settled into the task of getting lined up and 
pointed, with Fordham on the exposed windward side. The Hoya reported the race 
in detail: 

The frosh crew, stroked by Bill Atalay, came through with an impressive 
victory for coach Maletz, defeating a strong frosh crew from Fordham. 
The race started with Fordham grabbing an early lead, and w hen the 
teams passed the guarter mile marker Georgetown upped the stroke to 
40 strokes per minute. Soon they slacked off to 37, which was the rate 
for the rest of the race. The two shells were about even until the three
guarter mile marker, when Georgetown started pulling ahead, open ing 
a lead which was almost a fu ll boat length at the fini sh. Georgetown's 
time for the 2000 meters was 7 minutes 44 seconds. 

Whether it was a case of Fordham's crew being overconfident, or Georgetown be
ing so angered by the shot-gunning, the Freshmen made crew history as the first 
victorious Georgetown eight of the modern era. The as yet winless Varsity greeted 
the Freshmen on the dock and joined in the celebratory tossing of the cox, and 
then on signal, they managed to dunk the rest of the frosh as well. "To the victors 
go the spoils"? Not this time. Fordham never did pay off with the traditional bet
ting shirts, a fact that Butch Cassidy would remind one of the Fordham guys about 
years later when they became friends in med school. 

The Freshmen had won their first race and thereby started the winning tradi
tion of Georgetown crew that now proudly extends over six decades. "Well rowed, 
Georgetown!" 

Unfortunately the JV "could not cope with the heavier, better conditioned 
Iona Junior Varsity;" and the Varsity Hoyas succumbed to Iona's finishing sprint 
after leading for the first half of the race. According to the New York Times, "All 
the crews rowed over calm water but against a steady head wind and a slight tide." 
No times were available for the JV and Varsity races. 

The 1959 season ended the next week on April 25, when St. Joe's came to 

On Potomac Saturday 

Frosh Win, 
Varsity, JV 
Bow ~ 

411
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Last Saturday the Georgetown 
Rowing Association was represen
ted by 35 men at the New York 
Athletic Club"s regatta. The re
gatta, which was held at Travers 
Island off Long Island Sound. was 
the first big contest for all three 
of the Georgetown Crews. Under 
volunteer Coach Fred Maletz the 
Georgetown Crews fared well , con
sidering the poor rowing conditions 
and the little time lhcy have had 
to practice this year. 

The frosh crew, stroked by Bill 
Atalay, came through with an im
pressive victory for Coach Maletz, 
defeating a strong frosh crew from 
Fordham. The race started with 
Bill Atalay, and coxswain Paul 
Rennie. 

Georgetown's junior varsity 
stroked by Fr-ank Kane could not 
cope with a heavier, better condi
tioned Iona junior varsity. A 
sprint at the finish enabled 
Iona to win by a comfortable mar
gin, but no time was available for 
the race. Boating for the junior 
varsity were Mike McAllister, Tom 
Cardella, Tim Toomey, Henry Sny
der, Robert Daly, Aili BlanchC'l, 
Mike Lang, stroke Frank Kane, 
coxswain Bob Riley. 

The varsity crew lost to an Iona 
Crew that thrived on the tough row
ing conditions. F'or the first three
auarters or a mile Gi>nrePtnwn 

The first victory of the modern era. 
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race on the Potomac against the Hoyas and Colonials of GW. As reported in The 

Hoya (4/30/59): 

All three boats broke evenly from the start; Georgetown stroked at 36. 

After about 20 strokes the rate was cut to 34 and held at that for the re
mainder of the 2000 meter course. St. Joe's, moving at 35, opened a slight 
lead over the Hoyas at the half-mile, while GW fell behind. With a 
quarter-mile to go, a half-length of open water separated Georgetown 
and St. Joe's and the Philadelphians stretched it into a length and a 
half by the finish. 

After their strong showing in New York a week previously, the 
Freshmen were disappointing. They caught at least six crabs and rowed 
a generally poor race in losing to St. Joe's frosh by some four lengths. 

The only success that afternoon came when the Hoya JV, stroked by Frank Kane 
and coxed by Bob Riley, easily defeated the Colonial second boat by seven lengths; 
but the significance of this win was diminished by the fact that St. Joe's did not 

enter their JV in this race. 
And so the Georgetown crew's second spring season came to a close. The 

Hoya reporter, Joe Lee, who covered this last race summed up the situation well: 
"Considering the problems which confront them, the spirit of the crew must be 
admired. Saturday's crowd indicated that their efforts have not been in vain." 

As reported in The Hoya (10/22/59) there were workouts that fall for the 
forty-four new guys including thirty-five new freshmen (class of '63) who came 
down to the dock to learn to row. So by the fall of '59, the GU crew comprised 
three classes and was growing into a club sport with strong appeal and growing 

respect on campus. ■ 



CHAPTER 

II 
The Advent of the Cadles 

J n late winter of 1960 Fred Maletz informed the crew that he'd have to resign 
as their coach due to his assignment to new a State Department job in Iran. 
For guys who had formed a tight team of underclassmen this news came as a 

real blow. They were unwilling to allow their fledgling organization disband two 
years before their graduation and just as they felt on the verge of real competitive 
success. Something had to be done to find a new coach to continue to build on the 
foundation they had built over these two seasons. In an article under the headline 
"Hoyas Seek Crew Coach" Maletz is quoted as saying: 

(The new coach) doesn't have to be a professional or anything near it; 
all he has to be able to do is get up early - very early in the morning -
to coach some of the finest young men in America. 

And so the guys placed a want-ad in the sports section of The Washington Post that 
read in part: 

WANTED: ONE CREW COACH 
Must be willing to get up at 5:30 a.m. 
and coach Georgetown's crew with 
borrowed equipment and without pay.1 

Although this was hardly an "offer too good to refuse," it did not go unnoticed 
and surprisingly, there was no shortage of respondents. Different reports have the 
numbers varying between six and fifteen. 2 

We must now shift scenes and imagine a breakfast table at a home in Arling
ton sometime in March of that year. A young wife, the mother of a beautiful little 
girl, is perusing the morning paper when she spots an ad that she thinks might 
interest her husband.3 She passes him the page, and he reads: "Wanted: One crew 
coach ... " The mom is a native of Germany married not quite four years to a prom
ising young man of 31 with an impressive resume who at that time was working as 
an examiner in the federal Bureau of the Budget. She knows the ad will pique his 
interest because he's done some rowing during his college years, and even coached 
for a while in grad school. He reads the ad and decides to follow up. 

The young family in this scene is Don and Inge Cadle, and their little gi rl, 
Caron. They probably didn't realize it that morning but their family was about to 
expand to include the boys of the Georgetown crew.4 

Don Duane Cadle was born June 25, 1929 in Omaha 5, attended Wentworth 
Military Academy in Lexington, Missouri, and then entered Yale in 1946, where 
he rowed all four years, stroked the JV to an undefeated season, and stroked the 
Varsity as a senior6

• In 1950 he graduated from Yale with a degree in history and 
then went to Oxford University on a Rhodes Scholarship, where he rowed for 
Balliol College. At Balliol, Don was elected Captain of Boats7, and rowed six8 in 
the crew that went to the "Head of the River" in the series of "bump races" that 
determines the championship of all the Oxford college rowing clubs. These were 
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Don Cadle prepped at Wentworth. 
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Thor Hansen coached the freshmen. 
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the credentials that Don brought to his interview for the position.9 

Incredibly, no one recalls any details of that interview so we can only imagine 
what it must have been like, but given Don's credentials the decision could not 
have required much deliberation, and so by March 31" The Hoya reported that the 
crew had chosen two new coaches, Don Cadle and Thor Hansen. 

Lt. Commander Thor Hansen, USN, was a tall rangy Texan who rowed as a 
midshipman at the Naval Academy and had become friends with D on in the late 
forties during their several competitive meetings when Yale raced against Navy. 
When they both arrived at Oxford as Rhodes scholars, their friendship deepened 
despite their continued rivalry on the river: Thor rowed for New College while 
Don rowed for Balliol. After graduating from Oxford they remained in contact, 
and fortunately Thor was also living in the W ashington area while working in the 
Pentagon for the Chief of Naval Operations.10 

When Don brought Thor along to coach the Freshmen, the fortunes of the 

Georgetown crew suddenly took a momentous turn. Prior to Cadle, rowing at 
Georgetown had been in Frank Barrett's word, "a lark," just something that was 
fun and not much more than "messing about in boats," nothing to be taken too 
seriously. That casual approach to rowing was about to change. 

The advent of Don Cadle and Thor Hansen proved to be a quantum step 
forward in terms of the technical aspects of rowing as well as an introduction to 
a new paradigm for crew at Georgetown. Both men came imbued with the best 
traditions of the sport, and recognized their opportunity to implant those tradi
tions at Georgetown. Although they were American oarsmen (D on grew up in 
Alabama and Colorado11 , and Thor was a Texan from Amarillo) and were alumni 
of great American programs (Yale & Navy), they had spent the last years of their 
competitive careers in England absorbing the British traditions of rowing as a 
club sport. On American campuses, "club sports" are often athletic step-child ren, 
and usually aspire to achieve "varsity" recognition and the monetary support that 
comes with it. A club's "autonomy" vis a vis the university is hardly ever an issue. 
But at Oxford and Cambridge, each college had its own rowing club which usually 
maintained its own boat house. The club members (students and active alumni) 
ran their own affairs quite independently of their respective universities. Members 
paid dues, elected their officers and captains, and chose their own coaches who, as 
"amateur oarsmen," were volunteers serving without pay,12 purely for the love for 
the sport and the honor of competing as gentlemen against their peers in a major 

sport that enjoyed a considerable national following. 13 

In the OxBridge14 paradigm the college rowing club was virtually auton
omous, in contrast with the American system in which the university sponsors 
(and controls) a certain number of "varsity"15 sports under the aegis of its athletic 
department. It was this O xBridge paradigm16 and its traditions that Don Cadle 
brought with him that spring. Under D on and Thor, rowing at Georgetown was 

about to get serious. 

The Spring Races, 1960 
Spring came late to the Potomac that year as unusually cold weather delayed the 
early workouts on the ice-bound river. But despite the delay and the shadow cast 
by Maletz' imminent departure, the crew - now boasting three full eights - was 
looking forward to earning recognition from the university as a varsity sport. This 
would be their third season, and already their gutsy tenacity and work ethic had 

won the respect and admiration of the student body. Guys who get up before dawn 
every morning to row on the nearly frozen Potomac command respect, and articles 
in The Hoya chronicled their g rowing support on campus. Everybody loves an 

underdog, especially one so fiercely dedicated to the fight. 



THE ADVENT OF THE CADLES 

The first race was on the Schuylkill, April 30'd against a more experienced 
and highly regarded St. Joe's crew17

• Although the Boyas managed to take a slight 
lead in the first quarter, St. Joe's took command coming out of Strawberry Man
sion Bridge to win by 13 seconds (7:17 to 7:30). The loss was mitigated by the fact 
that the Boyas did lead both George Washington and Fordham across the finish 
line. Rowing Varsity that Saturday were Tim Toomey, Bob O'Brien, Frank Bar
rett, Bill Prest, Vito Zambelli, Randy Maloney, Mike O'Brien, and stroke Frank 
Murray; Al Difiore coxed. 18 

The Freshman race that day provided some unexpected excitement when the 
GU yearlings managed to ram the Drexel boat19 before recovering their poise and 
coming in second to Fordham's frosh by only a third of a length, with Drexel in 
third place. Henry Walker, John Walsh, Carl Haeger, Ken MacKensie, John Mc
Guire, Dave Casey, Chris Risser, and stroke Jim Mietus rowed, while cox Paul 
Ritter steered the eight. 

There must have been one home race that spring2° that gave rise to the legend 
of "The CARE Package." Borrowing old boats in poor repair, the crew often had 
to row in leaky hulls with water sloshing back and forth at every catch. This was 
not good. So the easiest solution was to try to seal the leaks with strips of tape, 
and since the tape they used came in several different colors the result looked like 
a CARE package. Unfortunately the name stuck much longer than the tape. As 
Frank recalls, "the problem was that the tape loosened as we rowed and when we 
finished (we lost) there were multi-colored streamers trailing like sea-weed. CARE 
packages may help the hungry and homeless but do not make for fast boats." 

Our First Dad Vail 
Two weeks later Georgetown's Varsity and Freshmen21 returned to the Schuylkill 
to row in their first Dad Vail Regatta to decide the "small college championship."22 

For the over-night stay, May 13'" and 141h, the guys enjoyed the hospitality of the 
Murray & Zambelli homes. The races were not as successful as they had hoped, 
since the Varsity failed to qualify for the six-boat final. The Freshmen did make 
their final but came in fifth ahead of Purdue; the victorious Brown frosh showed 
their disdain for their competition by rowing through the finish line and, without 
even a pause, continued back to Boathouse Row. 23 Overall, the Varsity placed 9'" 
in the field of 18, while the Freshmen placed 5'" out of nine. 

Although the Varsity had yet to win a regular race in its first three years, the 
members were undaunted and their spirit undiminished. Despite the hardships 
and difficulties of the founding, they had grown into a cohesive fraternity com
prising more than 45 enthusiastic stalwarts. They had "paid their dues," li terally 
and figuratively. To raise money to help defray their expenses, they had pounded 
the neighborhood pavements of Georgetown selling raffle tickets and soliciting 
support from local businesses. They had rowed in the Dad Vail and felt its ex
citement. Across the campus there was growing respect among the student body 
and support for Varsity recognition from the university. There was a new munic
ipal boathouse under construction and awaiting occupancy in the fall, and most 
important in Don Cadle they had a new coach who seemed capable of working 
magic. Led by the founding juniors who'd struggled for three long winless years, 
the crew felt ready to break out and win boat races. As fans of the old Brooklyn 
Dodgers used to say, "Wait 'til next year!" 

Postscript: The Crew and the University 
In our history of the first decade there is no topic more fraught with myth and 
misunderstanding than the crew's relationship with the university, a misunder
standing grounded on certain facts but which developed into a virtually paranoid 

Don Cadle rowed at Balliol College, 
Oxford. 
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C Donates $125 
or Crew Tea1n 
The Student Council acted last week to give financial 

~sistance to Georgetown's unofficial, sophomore-studded 
rew team. Representative Bob Gilmartin called for a shot
n-the-arm donation of $125 to help the early morning rowers 
n their efforts to raise funds necessary for continued exist

The measure was passed unanimously by the council 
in a voice vote. 

"This spirited team," said 
Gilmartin, "has managed to 
exist for a year and a half, 
although they have received 
neither recognition nor finan
cial assistance from the adminis
tration. What c x pens es they 
incur are paid from lhclr own 
pockets. and from that or the coach 
The team is scheduled to send 
three ('rews to New York. and the 
trip will cost $250. Therefore 1 ask 
that the Student Council donate 
$125 lo help the crew" 

Gilmartin said that Father John 
Jacklin. SJ., told the coach of the 
learn thal lh<' administration would 
be unwllllng to give financial as
s istance to crew now or in the 
foreseeable future 
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Senior Gift To Provide 
Crew With Shell, Oars 

FederalAssistance, 
Strains On Tuit ion 
Reviewed A t Meet 

d. The Class of l96l's 'Senior Gift Committee', under the The ever-important topic of 
i~::c!ion of Paul Kenney, has announced plans to buy the the need for scholarships and 
and thecogn,zed Georgetown crew team a much needed shell the ability of an institution 
fi t irty oars for approximately $2900. The name of this to bestow them was discussed 

rs shell will appropriately be 'The Spirit of '61'. Wednesday and Thursday, 
The Senior Class has about $2400 in Gift funds pres- January 11 and 12, during- the 

ently and should collect the reirional mHting of the College 
remaining five hundred do!- Scholarohip Board. 
lars at semester registrations Maln speakers at this event were 
next week. Each member of two representatives of the Federal 

government: The Hon. Pettr H. B. 
the class has donated twenty- Frelingbuy .. n, Jr., member of the 
five dollars towards their class Committee on Education and La
e-ift over the past two yeara. Any~ bor, who spoke on ' 1Federal Assiat-
thini- collected by the committee ance to Students,u and Dr. Homer 
thn.t exceeds the $2000 will also o. Babbidge, Jr., Commias:ionar and 
be given to the crew teatn t.oward• Director of the Diviaion of Higher 

~::~bf;reap~~ci~~e ,t.~, ••:::.:• :~ Educa.tion, U. S. Office of FAluca• 
which is quite needed. Some ot the tion, who spoke on uFederal In
other sog-eeatfona which were con• teruts jn Able Studenta". 
sldered by the Clasa' committee in- Throug-hout the course of both 
eluded new bells for Healy Tower. of these men'• speeches one thing 
sqoash court.a:, a golf room, an oth- was evident: de.1pite the cry for 
Jetic bus, and a new floor for Mc- federal ~id to schools. there la lit
Donoui'h Gymnasium. tle or no demand that federal achol-

Chatrman Paul Kenney, a senior arshipa be ri_ven. 
philosophy major from the Boston 

GtPT.BEARERS ~~~:~b 10otth~e;i:s~:~ ~~~b,P~~r~= An Altemate Plan 
er- ond Paul Ken~~y·. Dave Meek- mural sports, the Senior Smoker, M!:i~ J~]~"i,~;'e'ct!~· ;;•1:m~: 

M le. ' Ra.t Race, and Senior Week Com- siona at Georgetown, pointed out 
_ee er S Men mitteea. Tho otheT memben ot the that this 18 duo In part to the fact J . 'Senior Gift Committee' include t.hat those persons who did not 
un1or Gifts Ideas John Armentano, Fred Bine-ham, have a son or daughter in or en-

c Bob Devine, PhiJ Limpert, Bob teriqg- collee-e would not support 
ove r W id e Area Markee, Joe Mas terson, Pat Nu~ such 11ction1. However, thia fa 

genl, Dave Raycroft, Bob RemU2%i, not t he entJre J)icture. An apathy 
"S\,\'~rk on the Junior Class' Bob Riu.o, Ed Shugrue, Bob Spain, la apparent among parent.II, atu-

en1or G"f Gene Sullivan, and Bill WalJace. dents, and alumni groups toward 
welJ T 1 t" is progressing Much of the success of the Class of support o.f this projecL 
th · h_e committee, under 1961'• Gift Committee is due to the 1 1 h 

e cha1rrna.nshi f D effort.a ot Senior Class President woAuld~~rr•ecloogir;:c,.;ed Pbyanbo' t~ngre o~p••', 
M P O ave Charlie Matthew• who forme,-ly = 
rr:eker, began its work at .erved as chairman of the group. (Continued on Pace 5) 
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Fr. Bunn Reports 
Expansion Plans 

l>y Da1Je K/.eiler 

~'I;-: - :·-- ·• "'" 
;~~ :-.~C"-;" •• 

:s, -· .::.:;;;: 

VERY REVEREND EDW ,\RD B. BUNN, S.J. 

"What has already been done is the !ulflllment of a long 
term plan," explained the Very Rev. Edward B. Bunn, S.J., 
University President, when approached concerning George
town's current plans for building projects and future expan
sion. Then, tlie President, whose administration has brought 
to completion such buildings as the Edmund A. Walsh 

M oney M aze 

Financial Support 
Needed for Prom 

"The Junior Prom Week
end will be unparalled," states 
Committee Chairman Brian 
Dwyer, " but it absolutely 
needs the !ull support of all 
the classes and the backing 

School of Foreign Service and 
the New South and Kober
Cogan dormitories, outlined 
his future program. 

Work is well under way on 
the new science building, to 
be completed as planned in 1962. 
This buildina-, to house all tho .ci~ 
encH except astronomy, Mil de
vote 40-50$'0 of its apace to re
search and graduate studiea, and 
provide the latest in scientific 
equipment. Th.is is a prirr.e factor 
~n"'·-~}~~cti~fm~:1~h ~ scientist as 

Georgetown Has Opening 
For Unpaid Rowing Coach 
'If It were In the ClaSolfied . i-wo yean, but he Is with the 

Section. 1t would 1 o under!' State Department . and will 
., leave 1or a new l'"1gnment in 

":Help Uen end read some- Iran March a1. 
thing )Ike. thl• : I T h e sport , till ls o.n an In• 
- - · formal ba61& al Georgetown c-::r ~i?p~~:;;•I:•Arlf J~t!~it1,~~ln•;::;"I The Very Rev, Edward B. Bunn, 
CoRcbtu upn. nni r.rcruar,. No pru ldent of Georgetown, 58Jd 
~~l ,1t'\::tnr~'·11~cl::r •d,..v: .. t'.~~(1\~ t.he Sl'b001 would adopt the 
t,u1thlill urb~motnln~ .AU and ,J- 1 , port officially jf the udenrs 
i~~ D~"l:'o'JIJi'¥b\J'~••u~Wil{'~,~ I proved over a Jive-year span 

_ _ _____ - t.hey really wanted IL. 

And unlei& Georgetown can The coach has lo love the 
.· h ,·olun1eer 1 sport, for lt means genlna to 

come up '"11 8 · practice aeuions at a. 45 • m 
,omeone like Fred Maletz, the . But as Maletz will tell :vou. 
rowlnr i;port at the H1IILOPl'the , allsfactlon o! doin1 a 
will be ln Jeopardy. . worthwhile Job more than com-

Maletz has coached the young' penn tes for ihe sacrifice, . 
men from Oeorietown the lutj Any takers? 
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Hoy·as Cre,v 

Second in 
Plilladelpl1ia 

PHIL.-\DELPlll:\, April 30 
The Georgetown 'IJni\'ersity 
varsity crt>w placed second to 
St. Joseph·s College. Philadel
phia, in a hard-fought m ile and 
fi\'e ·sixtecnths race against 
head winds a nd rain on the 
Schuylkill today. 

The l;co ri::ctown frc!-hmcn 
boat lost to Fordham by a 
third of a boat length. George 
Was hini;ton Cni\"crsity eights 
gra bhed two third places . 

Coach Don !,aedle shook up 
the Gcor~ctown varsity before 
today·,- r:t cc and the ~moot h 
pcrformanrc prumi:-c~ well 
for tht' Dad Y;!il Champion
ship rt"gatta two 1\'C('ks ht'ncc . 
Frank ~-[urr.tr wa~ back at 
s troke. an<l Tim Toomey \\' ;is 
in tht> bow. 

It was a pcwerful crew. and 
for a lime it threatened the 
St. Joseph's crew in its 
Italian-rigged boat. For a quar· 
tcr mile the Jloyas were 
slightly in front in the four
boat race. George Washin.~ton 
and Fordham were a deck• 
length astern, first ont' and 
tht'n the other ahead. 

St. Joseph's mo\·ed in front 
and kept gaining to -..in by 
about three len~ths. 

A Cadle-coached crew's first race. 

NEVER ROW 

mythology during that first decade. As we have mentioned in Chapter One, the 
crew was from the beginning a student-run organization; but its need for funds 
was a constant concern that at times led to strained relations with the adminis
tration. It was a fairly simple development: need begat hope for assistance, and 
disappointed hope lead to resentment, suspicion, and alienation. Let's review the 

record objectively from the vantage of history. 
It is unclear exactly how or when the crew first approached the adminis

tration about funding, but the same article that announced "Hoyas Seek Crew 
Coach" (March '60) concludes with this paragraph: 

Father Bunn, president of Georgetown, informed Maletz two years 
ago that if he could interest the students in rowing for five consecutive 
years the university would adopt the sport on an official basis. 

T hat promise must have been made in 1958 and predicted "adoption" in 1963. Yet 
the h istory of the issue is more complex (and inconsistent) than those terms would 

suggest. 
April 16, 1959, a Hoya headline reported "SC Donates $125 For Crew Team," 

and includes an account of the split between the Student Council and the adminis
tration over the Council 's unanimous vote to "donate funds in order to reward the 
team for its spirit and to prevent any financial hardships to the members." Fr. John 
Jacklin, SJ reportedly "told the coach of the team [Maletz] that the administration 
would be unwilling to give financial assistance to the crew now or in the future." 
Assuming this report is accurate, it wou ld be a reneging on Fr. Bunn's pledge. 
There followed a rather unfortunate sub-headline that resonated long afterward: 

No Place for Crew 
Fr. Joseph Cohalen, SJ spoke immediately after the presentation of the 
bill, (authorizing the donation) expressing the hope that the Council would 
not vote in the money for the purpose of pressuring the school authorities 
into recognizing crew as a minor sport. 'W e are in a bind,' he said. 'The 
principal factor is to attract and keep competent teachers. To continue 
to do this, salary levels must rise ... I'm a great crew fan, but we just 
can't afford it. T here's no place for crew in the future at Georgetown. 

T hat same day in The Courier appeared an article under the headline "Rowing As
sociation Carries on Despite Financial Handicaps". T he article lauded the crew's 

spirit and detailed its accomplishments over the fi rst two seasons. 
Later that month and probably in reaction to Frs. Jacklin & Cohalen's re

marks, a sympathetic article (in The Washington Post ?) by Henry Frankhauser 
reported under the headline "Georgetown Crew Strictly on its Own" that: 

T he university is unable to support it, so the boys each have chipped 
in $5 dues to pay race entries, equipment breakage and S250 for the 
use of Potomac Boat C lub. T he boys plan several raffles to raise more 

money. O utside contributions will be greatly appreciated. 

T he next year Ed Weathersbee, reporting in The Hoya, (3/10160) on Maletz' 

pending departure, wrote: 

The fact that Georgetown University does not offer financial support 
to the crew team and that coach Maletz volunteered his assistance will 
definitely handicap the crew's future when their coach leaves ... T he 
primary objective of this year's team is to gain recognition ... (A successful 
season of racing) should show Georgetown University that its crew 
team is worthy of the fi nancial support that is given to other athletes. 



THE ADVENT OF THE CADLES 

The tenor of these early articles is clearly sympathetic to the crew's financial plight, 
and implicitly critical of the university's lack of support. The Hoya (3/31/60: 

The team members have already great enthusiasm over their new 
coaches (Cadle & Hansen) and all feel that they are more than quali
fied to handle the tasks they have so unselfishly undertaken." 

Again in The Hoya (515160) Jack Scott wrote: 

The hardworking Georgetown varsity crew proved themselves again 
worthy of university recognition by placing second behind St. Joseph's 
in the first college regatta of the year. 

As reported, the student body was supportive of the crew; but the university? Not 
so much. At least not yet. But with this kind of publicity, the pressure on the ad
ministration was building to provide at least some token support.24 

Then on January 19, 1961, in a banner headline in The H oya came the an
nouncement: 

Crew Gains Recognition 
Budget Granted; Crew Shell To 

Be Donated By Senior Class 
Reverend Robert L. Hoggson, SJ, Chairman of the Athletic Council, 
announced that the crew team has been given a yearly budget of $1000 
and its members can now become eligible for varsity letters and fresh
man numerals. This action of the Council represents three and a half 
years of work by the team members who kept the sport alive and active 
during these years of probation relying primarily on a highly enthu
siastic spirit built on their love of the sport. This guiding spirit- the 
"Spirit of '61" - originated with our present Senior Class. 25 

In a companion piece, the front-page headline read: 

Senior Gift To Provide 
Crew With Shell, Oars 

The Class of 196l's Senior Gift Committee, under the direction of Paul 
Kenney, has announced plans to buy the just recognized Georgetown 
crew team a much needed shell and thirty oars for approximately $2900. 
The name of this first shell will appropriately be The Spirit of '61. 

These are the reported facts, but there are two other incidents that served to per
sonalize the issue for the members of the crew and add another dimension to the 
news clippings. 

The first story is told by Jim Mietus, '63. Sometime during his first year 
rowing for Georgetown (probably spring of 1960) Jim went to McDonough Gym 
to seek out someone in the athletic department to ask for an exemption from the 
physical training requirement on behalf of the members of the crew. It's unclear 
whether this was done on Jim's own initiative, but regardless, the response spoke 
volumes about the attitude of at least some in the AD toward the crew and its 
members. "You and your crew are never going to amount to anything. You are 
wasting your time." 

The second story is told by Al Difiore and concerns his relationship with Fr. 
Cohalen in the aftermath of the "no place for crew" remark in April, '59. By way of 
background, Fr. Cohalen was a friend of the Difiore family and had helped with 
Al's admission to GU. Walking out ofWhite-Gravenor with friends the day The 

Hoya reported Cohalen's comment, Al was "blowing off steam about how unfair 
this was," not noticing that there was a Jesuit right behind him who overhearing 

Al DiFiore, the crew's first coxswain. 

27 
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Don Cadle endeared himself to the 
Jesuits. 

N EVER ROW 

his rant. The next day Al received a summons to Fr. Cohalen's office. 

The note did not mean much because he and I had remained good 

friends. When I got to his office ... he said 'I understand you are up-

set with my position regarding crew.' Being less than diplomatic, I 

answered 'Yes. I think you are being totally unreasonable.' He very 

quietly responded by telling me that no one had asked me to come 

through those big gates out in front and ifl did not like the way they 

ran things no one would miss me ifl went out through those big gates 

and did not come back. 

Taken together, the tenor of the clippings and the anecdotes created the mythology 

of "the hard-working underdogs vs. the hard-hearted administrators." Of course 

there was substantial truth underlying the myth: the oarsmen did work hard both 

on the water and off, raising their funds by dues, solicitations and raffles, some

times selling tickets on prizes they had not yet procured.26 And despite Fr. Bunn's 

initial offer of support after a five year probationary period, the administration was 

flinty (and impolitic) in its early responses to the young upstarts. Being told they'd 

have to wait years even for token recognition was galling, especially when their 

competition - long established crew programs like Marietta, L aSalle, and Jesuit 

rivals St. Joe's and Fordham - seemed comparatively so well-provided for. And 

while adversity built a strong spirit of camaraderie, in this case it also engendered 

an adversarial relationship with the university the crew represented. The Hoya 

rowers understandably felt like unwanted stepchildren. 

But young men are impatient and particularly so since the opportunity for 

the glories of collegiate sport are fast-fleeting. So to be fair let's try to look at 

things from the perspective of the university. In the post-John Thompson & Pat

rick Ewing era it is hard to remember that in the early sixties, Georgetown was 

not a wealthy school, nor one renowned for its athletic programs. The univer

sity had dropped varsity football long before, and supported only its basketball, 

cross-country and track (but not field events), baseball, and tennis teams. The 

return on investment was not impressive: only the runners attained national suc

cess. The athletic department's budget was relatively small (compared with other 

universities of Georgetown's stature), and it clearly had no interest in encourag

ing a rag-tag bunch of freshmen and sophomores in a capital intensive, non-reve

nue producing sport that no one in the administration understood. People whose 

notions of collegiate athletics were g rounded in the traditional American "ball" 

games were bewildered by the enthusiasm of these kids for "messing about in 

boats." And who could blame them? As Frank says, "It's easy in hindsight to crit

icize GU and they (the administration) weren't the easiest bunch to deal with, but 

at that time they were not to blame for thinking that these guys aren't the world's 

best bet." 

Given this "go away, we aren't interested" attitude within the administration, 

the success of Don Cadle in winning varsity recognition (along with even a mini

mum one thousand dollar allowance and boathouse rent) is all the more amazing. 

The "Cadle Touch" turned the cold shoulder to a sympathetic ear,27 and we must 

credit the university administration at least for recognizing a good thing when 

he walked in the door. Yet that very charm was a risky basis on which to rely, for 

when Don departed in the spring of '64, there was fear that "it would be easy for 

the school's administration to call it a day."28 That they didn't is the best evidence 

that in the final analysis they judged that crew - with or without Don Cadle - was 

indeed a good thing for both the university and its students. 29 ■ 



CHAPTER 

III 
The Crew Comes of Age 

T he fall of 1960 brought significant improvements in the fortunes of the 
Georgetown crew. Coach Cadle was already impressing the OxBridge 
traditions on the upperclassmen he'd brought under his spell that spring, 

while the freshman class of 1964 included a number of strong young rowers who 
would soon earn their seats.1 The timeline for university recognition was maturing, 
the Class of '61 was beginning to discuss its senior class gift, and the committee 
charged with the decision included a strong crew representative in Bob Remuzzi. 
From the river the crew was eagerly watching the completion of what would soon 
become their new boathouse close by the mouth of Rock Creek, a project referred 
to at that time as the ational Capital Water Sports Center, aka "Mission 66."2 So 
that fall the crew, and especially the seniors, were eager to follow the new coach as 
he charted the course toward their first victory the next spring. 

By the time the new boathouse was dedicated on Saturday, Sept 24'", 1960, 
the university and Don Cadle had already put in their "dibs" on the far bay on 
the eastern side of the brick and fieldstone structure. Georgetown would now 
have ample space for the storage of at least four eights on one side, and a couple of 
fours and pairs on the other. Upstairs were lockers and a shower room, a spacious 
meeting room as well as a balcony overlooking the dock that offered good views of 
the Potomac both upstream and down. The crews of GW, American, and How
ard also came to share the facility for rowing shells, while on the other side of the 
central office on the ground floor there were several bays available for canoes and 
kayaks. Broad aluminum ramps reached down to a long and spacious floating dock 
that could easily accommodate two eights at a time with ample room to spa re. The 
new facil ity would become the home for the Georgetown crew for the next fifty 
years and was a big step in establishing the Potomac as a major rowing venue. But 
without their own boats a new boathouse would be oflittle use, so that March the 
crew continued to row out of Potomac Boat C lub, using rented boats & oars. 

The Spirit of '61 
Happily, the issue of boats was already being solved behind the scenes. ot only 
was the student government senior gift committee coming to a consensus on how 
to allocate its $2,900 gift, but Don Cadle had taken the initiative in contact
ing George Pocock, the great American boat builder in Seattle, Washington. A s 
events unfolded both tracks came together the following spring, when two new 
eights and three sets of oars were delivered to the newly named "Harry Thompson 
Water Sports Center." The senior class gift committee (having been successfully 
lobbied by member Bob Remuzzi) decided to buy one shell and thirty oars, the 
shell to be named appropriately, The Spirit of '61. The name paid respect both to 
the class as a whole, and in particular to the dedication of the seniors who had 
founded the modern era crew, and held it together for three tough years.3 The sec
ond shell, donated by Don and Inge Cadle, was named The Fred Maletz, in honor 
of their first coach and founder. 

29 

Cadle at work. 
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George Pocock built the crew's 
first shells. 

NEVER ROW 

T here was more good news in January when the university announced that 
it was granting the crew Varsity status and an annual allowance of $1000. Varsity 
status gave formal recognition to all the work accomplished by the members over 
the years and conferred the Varsity letter "G" and Freshman numerals on those 
who rowed the season in the Varsity boat and the first Freshman eight. Guys who 
had sacrificed for so long were finally going to receive their visible reward in these 
tokens of university recognition and support.4 Cadle also created the Society of 
the Golden Oar with membership limited to those who rowed at least half the 
season's races in the Varsity boat, and to graduating seniors who'd rowed all four 
years; members would be awarded a handsome 14k gold oar tie clip to adorn the 

new crew tie he'd designed.5 

The Cadle Touch 
Don Cadle's arrival and the university's recognition and budgetary support might 
have been happily coincidental, but it is worth noting that Don was a remarkably 
charming fellow and was able to deal successfully with the university administra
tion from the outset. The reasons for this are not difficult to understand. 

As an advocate for the OxBridge paradigm of rowing as a club sport, Don 
was not asking from the university anything beyond the token support they had 
already promised, and which the crew had earned during its probationary years. In 
Don's view, financial support from the university was at best a mixed blessing that 
could compromise the independence of the crew as an autonomous student-run 
organization. On principle, Don didn't press the administration for more than 

they were willing to grant.6 

Then there was the Cadle pedigree: Wentworth Military Academy, Yale, a 
Rhodes scholarship, an Oxford D.Phil.,7 and currently working as an executive at 
NASA.8 Here was a highly credentialed volunteer willing to coach an up and 
coming young team in a prestigious Ivy League sport, and do so without pay! No 
wonder the administration was eager to embrace him. As events would soon reveal, 
with Don and Inge Cadle they were getting much more than they were giving. 

But there was a deeper reason for the warm relationship Don was able to cul
tivate with the administration, something more than the personal charisma and an 
impressive professional resume. It is likely that despite their religious differences,9 
the Jesuits recognized in him something very close to their own Ignatian ideals: 
a stern commitment to excellence. And the admiration was mutual. Although we 
have no quote from Don himself, here is a comment on what the Jesuits represent
ed to another patron of Georgetown athletics that probably captures Don's own 

feelings toward the Society of Jesus: 

The order seemed to stand for great things .. .I came to see them as men 
formed in a great school, modeled on a noble pattern and I thought ifl 
could be the kind of man that they were ... there was nothing better that 

I could ask or do in life.10 

Not that Don was going to convert to Catholicism, but the total commitment11 

to a moral ideal oflife was definitely something he shared with the Jesuits, and it 
was their shared dedication that provided the moral foundation for the cordial and 
cooperative relationship they enjoyed. Religious differences aside, Don and the 

Jesuits were morally kindred spirits.12 

The Spring of 196113 

Nineteen sixty one was the year the GU crew realized its potential and began 
to win races. No doubt part of this was due to Don Cadle's technical knowledge 
and skill as a coach, but the decisive change was psychological and moral. Cadle 
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had the ability not just to demand the best from his men, but to convince them 
that their notion of their "best" was only the threshold to a higher level of perfor
mance. No one knew what his best really was; one's best was still to be discovered. 
For Don, rowing was much more than something done merely for fun, it was an 
expression of one's moral character, and consequently it deserved to be taken seri
ously, very seriously. Someone once said of football (soccer) that "it's not a matter 
oflife and death. It's more important than that."14 Cadle would have agreed to the 
extent that he believed that the way one plays a sport is the way he'll live his life, 
and die his death. Seriousness and dedication are the price of excellence, and to 
perform excellently is better than mere "fun." The Greek word for it is eudemonia, 
and it is a moral and spiritual exercise.15 

One of the most important innovations that Cadle introduced that first win
ter was early morning workouts in the gym. In January and February while the 
river was ice-bound, Don gathered the crew at six each morning for calisthenics to 
prepare them for the spring races. This is where the Cadle gospel was first put into 
practice; it wasn't explicitly "spiritual," and was never expressed in this religious 
idiom. But in retrospect the coach clearly knew what he was striving to achieve 
with his new converts. 

The physical benefits of pushing beyond one's personal best in these exer
cises are obvious: increasing strength, agility and endurance. But as Pat Doyle 
'63 recalls,16 Cadle was also concerned with the psychological (spiritual) effects of 
continually striving to surpass one's "best;" the self-discovery that comes from 

driving (or being driven) beyond anything you had thought possible, whets the 
sort of desire that is absolutely crucial for winning crew races. The Cadle gospel 
taught that such intensity in the gym would enable the oarsman to row through 
the pain and exhaustion of a close race on the river, and convince him that he was 
worthy of winning. As Jim Mietus '63 wrote, "You win races in the gym in Janu
ary. You collect your medals after the races in May."17 The point of such exercise 
is to do "one more" and then another one, and another; and most importantly, to 
develop an appetite, a positive taste for that sort of intensity. 18 Cadle's approach to 
conditioning stressed this spiritual dimension of calisthenics and made the winter 
workouts something akin to a personal quest, an exploration of the frontiers of 
one's endurance. Call it "brainwashing" or "cool aid," but the crew believed and ac
cepted the gospel according to Cadle, and by the time they hit the water in March 
of '61 they were ready- seriously ready- to win. 

On that first foggy morning of March 61h the Varsity went out with Henry 
Walker in the bow, Don Whamond 2, Butch Cassidy 3, Dave Casey 4, Frank 
Barrett 5, Jim Fitzgerald 6, Chris Risser 7, Jim Mietus at stroke, and Al Di Fiore 
in the coxswain's seat. According to the anonymous keeper of the log, they "rowed 
well - 5 miles at a 20."19 Although there is scant mention of the JV boatings in the 
log, Chris Risser explains some background: 

All '60 freshmen (ie, class of '63) to my recall started in the '61 JV. 
Don Cadle was very determined to put the strongest varsity into the 
'61 Dad Vail and to that purpose began Jayvee/Varsity seat challenges 
early in the season. Eventually, all four oarsmen from the stern half of 
the '60 frosh crew (Mietus, Risser, Casey, and McGuire) ended up in 
the same order (stroke, 7, 6, 5) in the '61 Varsity Dad Vail race with 
four seniors (Barrett, O'Brien, Whamond, and Fitzgerald) retaining 
the bow seats, and A l serving as coxswain. 

I did not unseat Butch (Cassidy). My challenge sent senior Bill 
Prest back to the Jayvee boat. I felt bad about that and feared Bill 
would hold that against me. To my great relief, he was the perfect gen-
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Cadle was ordained as coach. 



Hoyas Crews Finish 1~i 
By Dick Homan town's two freshmen crews in 

The unbeaten Georgetown a preliminary race, withdrew 
University varsity crew yes- w~en an outrigger on its shell 
tcrday prepared for the small came loose. 
college rowing championships The Georgetown varsity was 
at Philadelphia next week never pressed. 
with a convincing five-length The Hoyas, matching 
victory at the Water Sports G e or g e Washington at 32 
Center. strokes a minute, held a half 

The Georgetown j unior var• length lead through the first 
sity, probably the second best half mile. 
college crew in the area, de- They widened the lead to a 
feated the George Washington length and a half and began 
vars ity for second place in the their final sprlnt about 400 
feature race. y.ards from the finish. GW 

'Phe victory gave W-L the couldn't matc:h the Hoyas' 
Northern Virginia schoolboy power stroking and dropped 
championship. back quickly. 

Because of choppy water on The Hoyas misjudged the 
the Center's upstream course, finish line and stopped row
the race was rowed down- ing two lengths short, but 
s tr c a m from above Key their momentum kept them 
Bridge. ahead by five lengths. 

American University, sched· The Georgetown junior var-
uled lo row against George- si ty began its sprint later, 

with about 300 yards t.o row, 
and caught a tiring GW crew 
to place second by about IS, 
feet. 

The winning time for the; 
mile .and a quarter course wa~· 
6:28.8. ,:: 

The race ended Washing •. 
ton's college rowing season'.· 
Next Saturday, Georgetow11, 
and George Washington wilt: 
compete with 20 other col•. 
Jeges in Philadelphia's Dad 
Vail regatta, the small college 
cham ionshi . : 
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Hoyas Surge at Finish, 
Upset St. Joseph's Crew 
Georgetown Univcn;ity surged into ll1c lead JOO yards from 

the finish and scored an upset victory ovl'r St. Joseph's or 
Philadelphia in the vnrsity crew race on the Potomac ycs
tPrdav. 

More than 1500 spectators at the new Washington Waler 
Sports Center watched as the lloyas lost an early advantage, 
but rnared back to win its opening race of the season. 

George Washington's crew, 
also rowing its first race this 
year, finished well behind the 

Rowing upstream to avoid 
conflict with a high school re
gatta, Georgetown covered the 
2000-meter course in 8:48.6, 
besting St. Joseph's by thrC'c• 
fourths of a length: 

After Georgetown took .in 
early lead, St. Joseph's pullccl 
ahead by one-third or a lcin;::th 
at the midway point and 
opened up a one-length spread 
500 meters from the finish. 

Then Georgetown increased 
its stroke to 39 and pulled 
ahead just before the furious 
finish. 

In preliminaries, St. Jo
seph's freshmen eight swept 
across the finish four lengths 
ahead of , Georgetown's first 
and second freshmen units, 
and the Hoyas' junior varsity 
had little trouble with George 
Washin;::ton's JV. 

Georgetown Crews 
Sweep Four Races 

By Dick Homan 

Georgetown University's rowing team, 3 crew without a 
sc-hool until four months ago, showed unexpected power In 
winning all !our of its races yesterday before 800 spectators 
at the Waler Sports Center course. 

Don Cadle's varsity crew edged Washington-Lee hl:h 
school. defendinl! national schoolboy champions. In the fea
ture race, establishing its su
periority over area crews. 

For three years Georgetown 
rowers have competed at their 
own expense. This year the 
sc-hool instituted rowing as a 
varsity sport. 

Jn the match race between 
Georgetown and W-L, the 
Jioyas took a one-length lead 
at the halfway mark and 
stretched it to three l~nglhs 
with 300 yards to go. 

At thnt point, Georgetown 
almost over-extended Itself 
with too rapid a stroke. The 
Generals sprinted and closed 
the rllstance to one length. 
Georgetown then steadied its 
stroke, and finished at a brisk 
pace of 39 for a length and a 
half victory. 

Georgetown's junior varsity 
held of[ \V-L's second eight In 
the last 100 yards and won its 
race by one length. The 
American University varsity 
was !our lengths back In thiru 
place. 

The Hoyas' first freshman 
team won an easy victory 
over W-L"s thtrd eight with 
American's JV and the How
ard varsity out of the run
nin·g. Georgetown's second 
freshman tea-m was awuded 
the first race unopposed. 
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tleman and true sportsman ... and his friendship was to be cherished.20 

Four days later on March 10, Don began to introduce the freshmen to rowing by 

rotating them into the Varsity boat as pairs (in the 3 and 4 seats) while the Varsity 

guys "set" the boat (on an even keel) for them. 

Shells and Shirts, April '61 
TS. Eliot famously wrote that "April is the cruelest month." Whatever that might 

have meant for Thomas Stearns, it certainly didn't fit the fortunes of the George

town crew, for April finally brought the laurels they had been seeking for three 

years. In April, they began to win boat races. In fact, in the next three years they 

would come in behind only three crews, and one of them was the reigning O lym

pic, and W orld Champion Ratzeburg eight. 

The change in fortune was perhaps best symbolized by the arrival of the 

two new Pocock eights and oars delivered to the newly named Thompson Water 

Sports Center on Good Friday, March 31". New season, new house,21 new boats, 

new oars, new launches, and a new and charismatic coach: as Frank Barrett wrote 

in his memoir, "We had it all!" Could things get any better? Yes! 

Before the first race Cadle presented them with their new English rowing 

shirts from "Walter's Oxford": heavy cotton jerseys in the classic OxBridge cut, 

white with horizontal navy-blue pinstripes and vertical button dickey.22 ow the 

circumstances were set; all that remained was to row, race, and win. 

The Varsity Wins its First Race 
Their first race that year was April 15th against St. Joe's and George Washington. 

Given the friendly publicity generated for the crew by the class gift of their new 

shell, The Spirit of '61, and by the flyers posted around campus inviting Hoyas 

to "bring a date" to the crew races, there was a huge crowd (by crew standards) 

of 1,500 spectators gathered at the new boat house. The fini sh line stretched 

from the boathouse across to a point on Roosevelt Island, but it was the down

stream23 course they rowed that day, with the start about 3/s'h' of a mile south of 

Memorial Bridge. 

The reasons for choosing the downstream course for this race were both 

practical and prudential. Practically, there was a high school race being run on the 

upper stretch of the upstream course. Prudentially, the upstream course was still 

obstructed by the piers of the old aqueduct only a hundred feet or so upriver from 

the abutments for Key Bridge. 1n a three boat race, steering through these obsta

cles in the fast water of April would be a coxswain's nightmare.24 By contrast, the 

downstream course afforded a relatively straight shot from start to finish line, with 

the only obstacles being the widely spaced abutments of the Memorial Bridge and 

the even wider abutments of the unfinished Theodore Roosevelt Bridge, neither 

of which posed any problems for the coxswains. So with two brand new boats and 

oars at risk, the preference for the Jess obstructed course is understandable. 

A s usual in rowing regattas, the Freshman race went off first, with the Hoyas25 

facing a tough crew from St. Joe's. There were no times posted for this race, just 

the result: St. Joe's first, GU second; but judging by the times for the later races 

the Freshmen must have endured a grueling debut, rowing against a headwind 

and strong current. The Junior Varsity26 was more successful, defeating George 

Washington in 9:00.6 for the 2000 meter course. St. Joe's did not enter a JV. 

By the time of the Varsity race the crowd had swelled, and when the crew 

emerged from the boathouse with their new eight on their shoulders they were 

cheered all the way down to the dock. The bright gold leafletters on the bow, The 

Spirit of '6127 announced high expectations for this first race of the season. After 

The Varsity ,n therr new shrrts. 
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A huge crowd turned out for the opener. 

NEVER ROW 

three years of hard struggle, The Spirit of '61 was something very real for the five 
seniors in the boat: Frank Barrett in bow, Don Whamond 2, Mike O'Brien 3,Jim 
Fitzgerald 4, and cox Al Di Fiore. The next four weeks would be the culmination 
of their rowing careers and they were now ready and determined to go out win
ners. No less determined were the four sophomores in the boat: John McGuire at 

5, Dave Casey 6, Chris Risser 7, and Jim Mietus at stroke. 
The race quickly developed into a duel between the Boyas and the Hawks 

of St. Joe's, as the GW crew was left in their wakes from the very start and was 
never a factor. Going off the line at 39 spm, the Boyas took the lead and built on 
it going under the Memorial Bridge. But then Mike O'Brien caught a horrendous 
crab that given the current almost stopped the boat. Fortunately, Mike had the 
presence of mind to maintain control of his oar and quickly recovered. Momen
tum had been lost, but not the race. St. Joe's seized the lead and held it all the way 
through the abutments for the unfinished Roosevelt Bridge, but despite being be
hind in adverse conditions the guys were confident they had time to overtake the 
Hawks. The fact was that they were used to rowing against the Potomac's spring 
currents but the boys from Philly were not. So with five hundred very long me
ters to go, Jim Mietus took the stroke up and began to close the gap. From three 
quarters of a length down, the Boyas simply rowed through the tiring Hawks to 
go three quarters of a length up, the winning margin. As Jim Mietus wrote in his 
memoir, "One of life's greatest pleasures is being, say 300 yards from the finish 
line .. .You will win if you have it in you. You have it in you. You win!" 

The times tell the tale of a very long 2000 meter race: GU 8:46.6, St. Joseph's 
8:49.3, and George Washington two and a half lengths back.28 As the excited 
crowd rushed down to the dock to greet their heroes, their weight actually buckled 
the ramp's under-structure. The Spirit of '61 was victorious, and as Frank Barrett 
has said: "Georgetown rowing as we know it began that day." 

The First Sweep 
The victory over St. Joe's was followed two weeks later on April 29th, with the Boyas' 
first sweep against their you ng neighbors, the crew of Washington & Lee HS, 
the defending National Schoolboy Champions29 coached by the venerable Charlie 
Butt. Although the Generals were several years younger than the Boyas, in terms 
of experience they were a strong and seasoned crew. This was no mismatch. 

The Hoya Freshmen30 easily handled the W&L third Varsity boat by a two 
length margin, with American University's JV and Howard's Varsity trailing. The 
JV31 then won their race over the Generals' second eight by a length, with an over
matched American University Varsity boat four lengths back. 

The GU Varsity eight remained unchanged, but rowed a shorter one mile 
downstream course from just below Memorial Bridge, again against a strong cur
rent and a gusty headwind. The outcome was never really in doubt as the Hoyas, 
again rowing in the Spirit pulled away to a solid lead from the start and at 39 spm 
in the sprint won going away by a length and a half in a time of 6:38, over W&L's 
6:46. After this race Coach Cadle told the victors they were now "Kings of the 
Potomac," and that never again would they row against a high school crew.32 

The next Saturday, May 61
\ Georgetown scored another sweep over the Co

lonials of George Washington. Competitively, this was not a particularly import
ant race since GW had already proven to be no match for the GU crews. Whatever 
interest there is in this race comes from the shifts Cadle made in the boatings. In 
the Varsity, Don Whamond and Jim Fitzgerald exchanged seats: Whamond now 
rowing 4 and Fitzgerald in 2. In the Freshman boat, the changes were more sig
nificant; Jack Michael came in as stroke, Sterling Miller rowed 6, Pete Fisher 4, 
and Ed Geary, Dean Conley and Jack Sharkey fi lled out the bow three. 
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Except for a moment of comic relief at the finish of the Varsity race, the racing 
itself was almost anticlimactic. The Freshmen won by default when American 
University withdrew from their race. Rowing in the Varsity race, the J V came from 
behind to pass the GW Varsity by a quarter length. In the same race, the GU Var
sity rowed out to a six length lead, but in the last strokes Al Di Fiore misjudged the 
finish and called "let 'er run" about fifty feet short of the line. Fortunately for the 
Varsity, their momentum carried them over the line and they came in a scant five 
lengths ahead of their own JV and the st ruggling GW Varsity. The times for the 
Varsity race were 6:28.8 for the Hoya Varsity, 6:43 for their JV, and 6:44 for GW. 

The Dad Vail '61 
Having rowed to their first (albeit brief) regular season undefeated, the Hoyas ar
rived on the Schuylkill with high hopes that they would improve on last year's ninth 
place showing. T he regatta was the largest yet, with nineteen Varsities, nine JV's 
and eleven Freshman crews set to row in the qualifying heats on Saturday morn
ing, May 13th. Given the odd number of entries in each division some heats were 
overloaded, and as luck wou ld have it, each of the GU crews faced a loaded heat. 

In the second heat of the morning, the Varsity Hoyas33 found themselves 
rowing in the middle lane (four) against six other crews: St. Joe's, Tampa, Am
herst, Fordham, Marietta, and A merican International; fi rst two from each heat 
to qualify, second two to the consolation race. From the start, Georgetown took 
a quarter length lead at 40 spm and extended it to a half-length over St. Joe's and 
Amherst by the half-mile mark at 32 spm. From there it was essentially a two 
boat race while the sprint at 40 spm stretched the Hoya's lead to three quarters of 
a length over Amherst, with St. Joe's trailing. T he times were GU 6:22.4, Am
herst 6:24.4, and St. Joe's 6:28.2. 34 Marietta, American International, Tampa, and 
Fordham followed . 

There were two JV heats35 with the first three from each to quali fy. Rowing 
in lane five, Georgetown again faced the larger (five boat) field, but won by a full 
length in a ti me of 6:38 .8 over Fordham 6:42 .8 and P urdue 6:45.2, with Rollins 
and Tampa trailing. 

T he Hoya Freshmen36 (6:37.1) qualified from lane three by placing four 
tenths of a second behind Fordham 6:36.7, with LaSalle 6:40.6, while Purdue, 
W ayne State, and St. John's failed to make the final. 

The Finals 
T he afternoon events were foretold by the morning heats as Brown swept to deci
sive open water victories in each d ivision. 

In the Freshman race, the H oyas were d isappointed, coming in fifth (6:35.5) 
behind Brown 6:24.8, Fordham 6:29.8, LaSalle 6:31.8, and St. Joe's 6:32.8. Drex
el came in last. 

T he JV final was a run-away for the low-stroking Bruins who cru ised the 
course in 6:25.5, well ahead of the second place Hoyas (6:39) and the rest of the 
closely spaced field: Marietta in 6.40.5, Purdue 6:42, D rexel 6:45.9, and Fordham 
6:46.1. 

In the grand finale, the Hoya Varsity went off at a swift 40 spm but by the 
settle they found themselves in fourth place behind the lower stroking Bruins, 
Amherst, and LaSalle. By the turn under the St rawberry Mansion Bridge, Di
Fiore and M ietus had moved the Hoyas past LaSalle but still a quarter-length 
behind Amherst and more than a length behind the big Brown crew. Down the 
st retch, Brown and Amherst extended their leads over GU by about a half-length 
each. With three-eighths of a mile to go, Mietus took the stroke up to 41 spm and 
managed to pull even with Amherst in second place; but passing the last quarter 

BROWN CAPTURES 
DAD VAIL REGATTA 
Rowers Beat Amherst by 2 
Lengths-Georgetown 3d 

Sp,clal to TM :-:, .. York T lmta. 

PHILADELPHIA, Mar 13-
Brown University won the 
twenty-third annual Dad Vail 
regatta today for the third 
straight year. The junior varsity 
and freshmen also won on the 
Schuylkill River before a crowd 
of 7,500. It was the first sweep 
for Brown since it began par
ticipation in the e~ent in 1955. 

Brown, beaten only by Harv
ard this season, finished almost 
two lengths ahead of Amherst 
in 6 minutes 19.5 seconds over 
the mile and fi\•e·sixteenths. 
Georgetown was a close third. 

La Salle took fourth, Drexel 
fifth and Rolllns of \\'inter 
Park, Fla., sixth. Bl'own. win
ning its sc\'enth race of the 
season. took the lead about a 
mile from the finish. The Bruins 
raisW their beat from 35 to 38 
a quart~r of a mile from home. 

The 'Brown junior varsity, 
third in 1960. won by four 
lentghs in 6:25.7. Georgetown 
was second by a deck O\•er 
Marietta, which was a deck 
ahead of Purdue. 

The Hoyas' second Dad Vail. 
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mile marker both Brown and Amherst raised their strokes and drew away again 
to finish first and second. The times: Brown 6:19.5, Amherst 6:25.8, Georgetown 
6:28.5, LaSalle 6:32.7, Drexel 6: 37, Rollins 6:37.6. Brown's time set a new course 

record by bettering LaSalle's 6:25.8 that had stood since 1953.37 

Although disappointed with third place, the seniors of '61 who ended their 
rowing careers that afternoon could look back on four years of solid accomplish
ment and lifelong friendships forged through adversity and lately, real success. 
Had they been able to look into the future they would have had even greater reason 
to be proud of what they'd started, for this third place finish would be the last time 
a Georgetown Varsity would finish behind another college crew for two years. 

The Golden Oar 
The following Monday night, May 15, 1961, at the annual Athletic Award Ban
quet thirteen members of the Georgetown crew became the first oarsmen to re
ceive their Varsity letter certificates from Coach Cadle:38 Frank Barrett*, Wilfred 
Blanchet*, David Casey, Albert Difiore*, James Fitzgerald (Captain of Boats)*, 
Joseph Masterson*, John McGuire, James Mietus, Michael O'Brien (President)*, 
William Prest*, Robert Remuzzi*, Christian Risser, Donald Whamond*. 

These men were also the charter members of the Society of the Golden 
Oar and the first recipients of the Golden Oar tie clasp. (*The asterisks mark the 
"Originals" who persevered from the first days to this final celebration. 39

) 

It deserves note that traditionally the Varsity letter was awarded with a heavy 
navy-blue cardigan sweater; and personally, when I won the Golden Oar in 1965, 
I bought my letter sweater. The price: $40. But because the 14k Golden Oar cost 
$16, the athletic department ruled that the Golden Oar was to be awarded in lieu 

of the letter sweater. A letterman in crew could receive one or the other but not 
both, which seemed fair with respect to the other sports. Now to us the Golden 
Oar meant more than the "G" on a sweater because it represented all that was 
special about being on the crew. But it also meant that the athletic department 
was saving about $24 on each oarsman who earned the Varsity "G" but chose 

the Golden Oar. ■ 



CHAPTER 

IV 
Going Undefeated 

T he fall of 1961 marked the ascendance of the class of'63. Ordinarily, one 
might expect that vacancies in the Varsity boat left by the graduation of 
"The Originals of '61"1 would have been filled by the new seniors of '62, 

but because of the high attrition among the members of that class, Jay O'Brien2 

would be the only senior in the Varsity boat of '62. In fact he was the only senior 
on the entire squad that year. But their youth was a good omen for a Varsity that 
had been undefeated in the regular season and had been bested only by Brown 
and Amherst in last spring's final of the Dad Vail. The new Varsity would thus 
have the two seasons of '62 and '63 to improve before they lost any members (ex
cept Jay O 'Brien) to graduation. And with Cadle in charge, they would improve.3 

To make the most of the time and equipment he had, Cadle began a fall 
rowing program that afforded the freshman recruits time to learn to row before 

the spring. From now on, crew would be a three season sport: fall practices, win
ter workouts in the gym, and racing in the spring.4 After the departu re of Thor 
Hansen, Bob Remuzzi, Al Difiore and Jack Galloway stepped up to assist in 
running this expanded schedule of activities.5 As two of the "Originals," Al and 
Goose need no introduction. Jack Galloway was a Philadelphia oarsman who had 
rowed through high school and then four years at LaSalle, rowing in their D ad 
Vail champion eight in 1957.6 So that spring Jack and Al would take care of the 
Freshmen during the afternoons, allowing Don to focus on the Varsity & JV in 
the mornings, while Goose served as rigger, manager and driver for the crews. 

As later events would reveal, Cadle had more long term plans to improve his 
crew. He knew he had a Varsity squad with championship potential, but the plain 
fact was that the Varsity boat could seat only eight of the largest and strongest 
rowers out of a pool of more than fifty hardworking oarsmen. Too many would 
never be able to compete fairly for one of those seats because they simply were not 
big enough. What Georgetown needed was a lightweight crew for smaller guys 
willing to make weight (maximum of 155).7 Of course a lightweight crew would 
need a coach and a lightweight shell, so that fall Cadle began to plan accordingly. 
In mid-April, as the season was just getting underway, a new lightweight eight8 

arrived at the boathouse to accommodate the increasing nu mber of crews, and 
eventually, the nascent lightweight crew. 

The Spring of'62 
Just how good the new young Varsity Hoyas9 might be, became apparent in their 
first outing April 7th on the Schuylkill against St. Joe's, GW, and American U. 
Coxed by Paul Ritter and stroked by Jim Mietus, the crew trailed coming off the 
line through rough water and a stiff headwind, but they quickly caught and passed 
St. Joe's and moved out to a length lead by the midpoint of the course. Extending 
that lead as they approached the head of Peters Island at a smoothly conservative 
32 spm, M ietus then took the beat up to 40 spm for the final quarter to win by an 
impressive four lengths over St. Joes, with American and GW even farther back. 
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The Hoya eight, 
clipping over 
the whitecaps 
with a steady 

36-per-minute 
stroke ran away 

from Drexel, 
the second boat, 

and finished 
with a five 

length lead. 

NEVER ROW 

D espite the adverse conditions, the winning time was a solid 6:47.6, with St. Joe's 

clocking 7:03.9, and American at 7:17.6. 
There were similarly satisfying results from the JV1° and Freshmen. In 

the JV race that The Hoya11 accurately described as "a runaway": 

Georgetown coxswain D oug "Tiger" Sergeant and stroke Jack Michael 
got their team off to a fast start and then poured it on for an eight 
length victory over St. Joe's with a time of 7:00.8. The Hawk's distant 
second place finish was in the time of 7:25.9 and American U. fol
lowed in 7:50.7. 

Georgetown began this sweep earlier in the afternoon on an official's ruling. GU 
had both its first and second Freshman boats in the race against St. Joe's and GW's 
frosh, but the results at the finish line were disappointing. St. Joe's came in (7:15.4) 
two and a half lengths ahead of the Hoya's first Freshmen stroked by Linc H off
man, followed by their second boat and GW. But then the referee, George Hines 
motored up to the grandstand and reported that he was disqualifying the St Joe's 
crew for cutting into Georgetown's lane. So the official result had Georgetown's 
Freshmen first and second, and GW third.12 

The next Saturday, April 14'\ the Hoya crew13 returned to the Schuylkill 
and repeated their winning performance by beating LaSalle in three of four races: 
Varsity, JV14, and 3rd V.15 This was not a sweep however since the Freshmen16 lost 
to an Explorer eight that would go through their season undefeated and then take 
the Dad Vail (again spoiling the chances for a Georgetown sweep at the Vail four 
weeks later.) 

Easter came very late that year (April 22nd) , so the next race was at home on 
the Potomac, against St. John's on Wednesday the 25th

• Another victory for the big 
boat. Winning was becoming a regular habit as the crews looked forward to the 
Dad Vail. 

The following Saturday (4/28), there was no sweep, but the V~rsity, 3rd Varsi
ty, and Freshman eights all won by comfortable margins over an outclassed Drexel 
squadron on the upstream course. In the first race of the afternoon, the GU 3rd 
Varsity,17 which included several future Hoya standouts, won their race against 
H oward 's Varsity, by three lengths, 7:28 over 7:41.5. 

Stepping up against the Drexel Jrd Varsity, the GU 2nd Freshmen had a tough

er time, losing to the older guys who came in at 7:04 ahead of 7:11.5. 
The Hoya first Freshmen18 made the trip from the Three Sisters to the finish 

in 7:15.7, far ahead of the Drexel yearlings who crossed in 7:40.7, trailed by GW 
a length back in 7:44.5. 

The JV race promised to be a true test since both the GU and Drexel crews 
left the dock undefeated. The start went well, until the Hoya 4 oar caught a crab 
and was thrown over the side, which is never a good thing. Still, despite the loss 
of power, the crew managed to regain its composure and complete the course less 
than two lengths astern of Drexel at 7:08.5 over GU in 7:15.6; American U's hap
less JV drifted down in third place in the astonishingly slow time of7:55. 

In the Varsity race, the undefeated Hoyas19
, now stroked by Dave Casey, lined 

up agai nst the crews of Drexel, American and GW. Conditions on the "frothy Po
tomac" were less than ideal, but: 

The Hoya eight, clipping over the whitecaps with a steady 
36-per-minute stroke ran away from Drexel, the second boat, and fin
ished with a five length lead. The time was a strong 6:17 for the mile 

and a quarter upstream course. 20 

The reporter for The Post was being overly kind to the vanquished; the times tell 
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of an even wider margin: Drexel came in 41 seconds back in 6:58, American in 3rd 

at 7:07, and GW last at 7:14. 
On May 5'\ in a regatta that would become known as the "DC Area Cham

pionship" for the Styron Cup, Georgetown enjoyed their last tune-up before the 
Dad Vail. Howard, George Washington, and American U sent their crews up river 
to challenge the Hoyas. Yet another sweep was in the making as the Georgetown 
boats again rowed to easy victories in all four events despite coach Cadle's decision 
to give his second boats the challenge of racing above their nominal classes. 

Leading off the afternoon's program, the GU 2nd Freshmen21 far outdis
tanced GW's 1" Freshmen: 7:21 over 8:06. Then the 3rd Varsity22 d id the same to 
American U's JV in a time of 7:21 over 7:52. 

For the last two races, Cadle entered his J\123 in the Varsity race, and as an 
exercise, rowed the Varsity against the first Freshmen simply for the fun of chal
lenging the frosh. Not surprisingly, the Varsity24 finished ahead, but mercifully, no 
times were given. 

So again, as in 1961, the regular season concluded with the Hoya Varsity un
defeated. But everyone knew that no matter how successful their season had been 
so far, it would mean little without a culminating victory in the Dad Vail, and so 
the next seven days were counted down with a determination to achieve the goal 
that had escaped them last year. 1962 would be their year. 

T he Dad Vail, May 12r\ 1962 
The '62 Dad Vail included the largest field yet with twenty one Varsities, 12 JV's, 
and 11 Freshman crews. To make the river traffic even more hectic, Penn was 
hosting MIT and Navy at noon in the Callow Cup25 regatta scheduled to run be
tween the Vail's morning heats and afternoon finals. As a result, the crowd for the 
finals was large, loud, and "lagered-up". Lanes 7 and 6, closest to the eastern shore 
line were strewn with beer cans tossed at the crews by the inebriated spectators; 
fortunately however, they did not interfere with the races. 

T he M orning Heats26 

T here were two six-boat heats for the Freshman crews with the first three to qual
ify from each. To enhance his Freshman squad's experience, Don entered his 2nd 
Freshman eight in the first heat;27 they didn't qualify, coming in 5,h (in 7:23.1) be
hind LaSalle (6:44.8,) St. Joes' (6:48.8,) St. John's (7:12.2,) and Trinity (7:16.2,) 
but ahead of American International (7:32.3.) 

Fortunately, the first Freshmen28 fared better in the second heat by easily out 
racing the rest of the field in 7:01.3. The other qualifiers were Fordham (7:11.9) 
and Purdue (7:12.1.) 

In the second JV heat, the Hoyas qualified by placing first (6:43.9,) well ahead 
of Drexel (6:50.1) and St. Joe's (6:54.5) . In the earlier heat, Amherst (6:47.8) came 
in ahead of Marietta (6:53) and LaSalle (6:58.3.) 

There were three Varsity heats (with first two to qualify for the final, and 
the next two to the consolation race.) In the first heat Marietta (6:38.4) narrowly 
edged out Amherst (6:39.2) and LaSalle (6:43.4); Marist, Wayne State, Ameri
can U, and Howard trailed. But since Amherstwas disqualified, LaSalle advanced 
to the final. 

In the second heat, St. Joe's (6:36.7) and Purdue (6:39.8) qualified; Rollins, 
Fordham, GW, Clark, and SUNY of Long Island followed. 

T he Georgetown Varsity had to wait until the third heat at 11:30 to qualify 
easily in the fastesttime of the morning, 6:34.8, followed by Trinity (6:42.8) Drexel, 
Iona (disqualified), St. John's, Western Ontario, and American International. 

Georgeto1v11 
Creivs Win 

Georgetown's crews went 
four-for-four in sweeping the 
Potomac in mixed rowing yes
terd-ay at the Water Sports 
Center. 

The Hoy.as, George Washing
ton, Howard, and American 
raceci 1-n preparation for the 
Dad Vail Reg atta in Philadel
phia next weekend, and 
Gcorget-0wn won all tour 
events. 

The coaches, still seeking 
the best lineups in their she lls 
mixed their crews in all fou; 
races. 

Another Hoya sweep. 
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Hoyas Win Dad Vail Race by 3 Length 
George lo\\ n 
Also Takes 

Pl! ILAD~;l,1'111 '\, \Jay 12 
:<'orgrtown '-'nivrr~1ty won 
he- c.·rrw champ1onsh1r, or 
\mcnca·s rowrn~ <·o!lrgc!li on 
he plac1tl 1,rhuylk!II today 
• thr 110.1 a ,·.u II)' Cl~hl de 

c111cd 2l rollc~r honls. 1n the 
4th annual Dad \'atl rc~atla 
Thr Ceo, 1.trtnwn v.iri.1ty lrcl 

II 1he ,.,:ay ovrr thr mile and 
1ve-sixl.()rnth, flC'ulr} t:nur~r. 
r) \\'Jn by "101(' than thrrc 1 

oat lcn.l.!ths 
The total ,tarting llrld u/ 

4 college- r1~hl-~ 1n thr <•0111 
med Dad V;ul and C'allnw 
·up rcgatt.as. hrokc a rcrord 
·hich had stood for more 
han 100 yrais, fo r the largest I 
nc-da,r Heel rompeling here 
Manclt.:1 wa, ~econd for th!! ! 

up. T,·1n,ty third and St I 
n~eph'.-. fourth I 
Georgetown also won thr 

unior varsity race, wrnnin,::: 
.v halt a length over .\mhrrsl. 
rexcl and Mar1cu:1 1n thr 

mal The Jfoy.,~ wf'rP run I 



W 01·k Pays Divide11ds 
For Georgetown Crew 

By Dough Lamborne 
It lakes work, and plenty their legs held down and 

or it, to build a successful sit-ups with their hands 
crew. laced behind their backs. 'fo 

For example, take George- lop it o!f, they run about 
town's r O wing team. It two miles arter a couple of 

hours of exercises." 
practices on the Potomac Late in February. the boys 
daily at dawn. Saturday moved to the waler !or the 
afternoons are reserved for real thing, gelling under 
competition. way at 6 in the morning. 

The Hoya varsity eight They were taught how to 
defeated Drexel, American, slide and to handle the oars. 
and George Was,hinglon on More than 100 hours are 
bhe Potomac Saturday for needed to !ind the best 
its fourth crew \;ctory In as tempo for each crew. 
many starts. The stroke, who sits in 

This weekend, Geo.,:<!• front of the coxswain, calls 
town rows against the local the signals to the cox, who, 
colleges al the Water Sports In turn, slaps cues with his 
Center In preparation for rudder handles on the sides 
the Dad Vail Regatta in of the shell to the others in 
Philadelphia on May 12. the boat. 

Last year, the Hoyas Cin- Georgetown's whole oper-
ishcd third behind Brown atlon ls based on the "Eng. 
and Amherst In the Dad lish system," in which the 
Vail, Ko. 1 crew meet for three coaches receive no p~ 
small colleges. and the organization is 

Though Lhe Hoyas are handled solely by the stu
only In their second year or dents. 
organized crew, coach Don To raise the money to pay 
Cadle, using work as the for a $2200 shell, the boys 
order of the day, has built hold raffles, seek alumni do. 
a strong team with a grow- nations, and even mow 
inc reputation. lawns. 

Cadle started training back "Since they all participate 
In January and adopted to such a degree, their mo-
exercises common to the rale Is high," Cadle said. 
Russian Army. "They know the work ls 

"You can win easily with going lo pay off." 
rudimentary y e t difficult 
training methods," Cad I e 
said yesterday. 

"The boys competed in 
physical tests, vying against 
one another with simple 
exercises. 

"1'hey do chin-ups with 

DAD VAIL REGA TT A 
SCHUYLKILL RIVER • PHILADELPHIA, PA 

SATURDAY, MAY 12, 1962 

5 

1 At their ti11rd Dad Vn1I the Varsity completed an undefeated season. 
2 Tl1e f•estimen w,tt1 Coc1ct1 Cadle at the boat bu111,ng. 
3 It ,s an English t,ad,t,011 to burn a st1ell to celebrate an undefeated season. 
4 Tt1e 'Cadle Magic' was rooted in t1arcl work. Lots of ,1. 

5 From 9t11 place. to 3rcl. to 1st. in ttiree years tl1e Vars,ty c lirnbed to the top of 
the Dad Va,I Regattn. 
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Eulogy for Don Cadle 

Don Cadle came to coaching naturally 
and with limitless enthusiasm, for he 
was always, at heart, a coach. He found 
the Georgetown crew through a singu
larly inauspicious vehicle - probably the 
only classified ad he ever answered. The 
Georgetown crew was a wholly volun
teer and woefully under-funded club. It 
had been started a few years earlier and 
when its coach moved away, the club, in 
its amateur way, resorted to the classi
fieds to find a successor. 

The position provided no pay, no 
budget, no tradition, and no recogni
tion. It required long and early hours of 
work, personal funding of launch, gas, 
and other costs, and a compelling vi
sion. Don, who had rowed for both Yale 
and Balliol College, Oxford, provided 
all of these and more. He developed a 
fraternity of fanatics who reveled in the 
predawn assembly of boats, the ano
nymity of individual effort, and a sense 
of camaraderie known only to initiates. 
He quickly established important tradi
tions that reinforced the perverse pride 
of his rowers: Welsh Rarebit in the 1789 
restaurant, boat-burning after an un
defeated season, the enigmatic Balliol 
valediction "Never Row." 

Don not only provided ritual and 
tradition, but he also insisted that 

by jack Hoeschler '64 

those be coupled with substantial and 
tangible accomplishment. Thus it was 
that he promptly coached the crew 
to national small college dominance, 
achieving a 19 win/3 loss record during 
his tenure, giving us the prospect that 
we could seriously compete for Olympic 
team designation. 

Don and his wife, Inge, fostered a 
sense of family among the rowers, in
cluding meals at their home, babysitting 
for their daughter Caron, and summer 
jobs at NASA (where Don was a deputy 
administrator). He wrote countless let
ters of recommendation for us then and 
throughout our lives. And for those of 
us lucky enough to visit Don and Inge in 
Germany, he taught us German history 
and politics while driving us around the 
countryside. 

In sum, Don broadened our horizons 
of and beyond the sport. As important, 
he and Inge served as godparents to a new 
generation of our children, continuing as 
coaches, counselors, and guides. 

What was it that made Don such a 
force in the lives of so many? I believe it 
was his habit of investing everything that 
interested him with a sense of gravity. 
Whatever he was working on, he had a 
way of making it seem like the most im
portant thing in the world. This import 

would justify, indeed require, double time 
and overtime effort. It attached not just to 
NASA's efforts to put a man on the moon. 
It included the crew's continual efforts to 
collect the T-shirts of vanquished oppo
nents until we had enough to polish sil
ver and automobiles for twenty years. It 
extended to number-crunching at Chase 
and the collection of porcelain and tex
tiles later. Don was temperamentally un
able to do the trivial. 

The truth is that had Don been 
left to his natural Teutonic tendencies, 
he might well have gone over the top. 
But happily he found a true American 
wife who counterbalanced some of 
his dogged Germanness with a sense 
of easy grace and informal hospitality 
that made them, together, such a de
lightful couple. 

Don has left each of us a wonderful 
legacy. His example as a coach - leverag
ing good works for and through others -
will live at Georgetown and wherever his 
students go. A complex person, we will 
always remember him with that elusive 
phrase, "Never Row." Ave Atque Vale, 
Don. Hale and farewell! 

This is an abbreviated version of 
the eulogy that jack Roesch/er delivered 
at a memorial service far Don Cadle on 
December 7, 1996. 
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The Finals 
In the Freshman final the spread of open water between the six boats was remark
able. LaSalle's yearlings closed out their undefeated season by cruising down their 
home course in 6:48.4, more than two lengths ahead of the Hoyas in 6:56.9, thus 
preempting a hoped-for Georgetown sweep. Following the GU frosh came St. 
Joe's (7:03,) Purdue (7:12) Fordham (7:21.5) and St. John's (7:28.4). 

From then on the day belonged to the Don Cadle's Hoyas. The JV final 
provided the only real excitement when the Georgetown eight29 had to hold off a 
late challenge from Amherst. The GU crew had a length lead coming down the 

stretch, but then Amherst took up the stroke and began to close. But the Hoyas 
were not to be denied as stroke Jack Michael responded to the challenge to hold 
a narrowed but still adequate lead at the finish line: 6:49 over Amherst's 6:50.4. 
Drexel (6:53.9) came in third, followed by Marietta (6:58.3,) St. Joe's (7:02.6,) 
and LaSalle (7:08.1). 

In the consolation race Rollins won (6:47.9) over Fordham (6:50.3) with 
Drexel, Wayne State, Marist, and St. John's following. 

Now the time had come for the Varsity final, the moment the Georgetown 
crew had been looking forward to since Don Cadle had first brought them to the 
Dad Vail in 1960. In the two years since that 9th place showing, the Varsity had 
lost only one race - in last year's Vail final. Since then they had improved and 
were once again undefeated. But this year's final would be different; this time 
they knew they would win. The race itself proved to be a demonstration of how 
far Georgetown rowing had come from the days of The Shrimp Boat and The 
CARE Package. 

As described by Dr. U.T. Bradley3° in the following year's (1963) Dad Vail 
program: 

Competing for the third time, and elected to membership in the asso
ciation only the previous evening, Don Cadle's Hoya crews served no
tice that they may well take over as the major power among the lesser 
rowing colleges ... Rowing in the high thirties, and leading all the way, 
the beautifully conditioned Georgetown Varsity won by three lengths 
over Ralph Lindamood's previously undefeated Marietta. 

Even without being pushed, the Hoyas31 came across the line in the fastest time 
of the two-day regatta, 6:34.6, followed distantly by a tight pack of pursuers: 
Marietta (6:46.1,) Trinity (6:47.9,) St.Joe's (6:48,) LaSalle (6:55.7) and Purdue 
( 6: 57.4. )32 

The Boat Burning, May 15th 

The 1962 Dad Vail Championship was, with little room for argument,33 the emo
tional highpoint for Georgetown rowing in its first decade. And to celebrate the 
occasion Don managed to obtain a decrepit 40 year old shell from Old Dominion 
Boat Club, and brought it up to the parking lot in front of McDonough Gymna
sium. This was one of the English traditions Cadle had brought to Georgetown, 
the celebration of an undefeated season by burning a shell. So after the annual 
Athletic Awards Banquet,34 the Hoya crew gathered with its student supporters, 
carefully doused the old boat with kerosene and then set it ablaze. And like the 
poet's double-ended candle, "It (did) not last night, but ah my foes and oh my 
friends, it gave a lovely light."35 

The season of '62 came to a very happy close that night. Jay O'Brien would 
graduate from the crew, but his junior mates would be back to build on their suc
cess and extend the undefeated streak into the next year, 1963. 

As a somewhat regretful postscript to this championship year, Coach Cadle 

Old Dominion supplied the boat 
for burning. 
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announced that despite earning invitations to race in the Eastern Sprints and the 
IRA36 the Hoyas would not be able to make it to either regatta. As reported in The 

Washington Evening Star (5/15/62): 

Cadle last year set up a "three year plan" to build a good crew and 
acquire the necessary equipment to become a major rowing school. "It 
would cost us $1,500 for the Eastern Sprints and $3,500 to enter the 
IRA," Cadle explained. "We would rather concentrate on building up 

our equipment than stage a fund drive for these races." 

The three year plan would come to fruition in 1964 when the Georgetown light
weight crew did go to the Eastern Sprints, and took first place in the consolation 
race, an impressive showing for a crew in only its first year of competition and its 
first year at the Sprints. And coincidentally that same year the heavyweight Varsi
ty again won the Dad Vail and went to row in the IRA. But we are getting ahead 

of our history. ■ 



CHAPTER 

V 
The Dawn of the Lightweights 

and the Ratzeburg Race 

c/[ s the fall semester of 1962 began, the Georgetown Varsity and JV 
Dad Vail Champions could look back with pride, and forward with 
the enthusiasm. The crew now numbered over 54 hearty veterans 

and was virtually undiminished by last June's graduation. Even the smaller guys 
now had something to hope for as the lightweight crew began to take on reality.1 

There was now a fall training program in the afternoons that Coach Cadle had 
organized for the new recruits from the class of '66. Even that numeral, '66, was 

a hopeful symbol: the GU crew was now in its second generation. These were 
Cadle's men now; even for the seniors of '63, the Maletz era was only a brief and 
fading memory from their freshman year.2 And most important, they were con
ditioned to Cadle's winning ways. So 1963 looked to be another very good year. 

Our history must stand silent regarding events of the fall of 1962 for the 
simple reason that there is no report of any events! We can fairly assume that there 
was the usual recruiting throughout the dorms, and coaching of the freshmen in 
the afternoons: not much to warrant attention from the press, not even the friend
ly Hoya. But after the return to school in the new year, flyers appeared around 
campus announcing that: 

THE 1963 CREW SEASON BEGINS. 
ALL INTERESTED 
REPORT TO McDONOUGH GYM 
IN SWEAT CLOTHES & 
GYM-SHOES 6:30AM 
FRIDAY JAN.4 
FOR WORK TOWARD VICTORY 

According to The Hoya: 

It was during the indoor practices that Cadle reiterated that "this 
is where the races are won - before we go on the water." The team 
obviously took his words to heart, as over twenty candidates broke the 
900 point barrier on 1,000 point physical fitness tests ... Cadle plans to 
experiment during these opening days. Instead of boating his "golden 
oars" (Varsity lettermen) intact, he will distribute them among the five 

Varsity crews in an effort to promote competition. After this shake
down period, the 1962 Varsity will be boated and the candidate who 
scored the highest during the indoor workouts will be awarded the 
remaining Varsity seat. As soon as the Varsity is boated, two weeks of 
challenge races will follow in which oarsmen in the lower boats may 
attempt to advance to the Varsity shell. Challenges will end the week 
before the first race.3 

That winter proved to be unusually cold in Washington and the icy conditions on 
the Potomac delayed the start of rowing until the first of March. But once on the 
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Hoya Cre,v 
Wins Ope11er 

i'\ IAl'? l ~TTJ\, O hio, March 30 
The vars ity eight or Gem·ge
town Universi ty opened its 
season in swift a nd conclusive 
fashio n, beating the Marietta 
College oarsmen loclay on the 
rainswcpt Ohio mver. 

T h e IIoy ns, stroked by Dave 
Casey, scooted over the mile 
and a quai-tei- course in 4:58 
mi nutes and won by a le ngth · 
or 0 1>cn waler. Georgetown is 

.

1

. the de fending smal l college 
champion. 

I n other r,1ces, Georgetown 
look thr j unior ,·arsily jaunt 
by a nwrr cleck-lengt h over 
the llfarietln c rew. 

Mariella won the other two 
rnt:c", the fresh man and thi rd 
v.in;ity ev<mls. 

An auspicious start to the season. 

NEVER ROW 

water, the coaches wasted no time preparing for the season's opening race against 

Marietta on the Muskingum, March 30'". 

T he D awn of the Lightweight Crew 
The Marietta race would be the first time Georgetown would boat a lightweight 

crew, and despite the fact that they would still have to row alongside the heavy
weights this first year, the spirit of the "skinnies" was high. They were finally go
ing to get a fair shot at making their own Varsity; and they eagerly embraced their 

new identity as lightweights, despite the added hardship inherent in that status: 
the constant concern with their weight as individuals, and as a crew. The new 

squad epitomized the mental toughness that had been ingrained in the Hoya crew 
from the beginning. Throughout the March workouts, Coach Al DiFiore4 kept a 

sharp eye on his lightweight squad trying to identify the best combination to boat 
for their maiden race, and when the day came to pack the shells on the trailer, he 

had his nine: from bow: John Harrington, '64, Byron Sigg, '64, Jack Hardigg 
'65, Jim Lock, '65, Jerry Foust, '65, Rory C2.!,1irk, '65, Jim Hergen, '655, stroke, Bill 

Crusey, '65, and cox, Bill Harnist, '66. 
Just as the Georgetown crew honors the original founders of '61, so must we 

all honor these nine as our first "skinnies" of '63.6 

Rowing races on rivers in early spring usually means having to contend with high 

water and swift currents, and this spring was no exception, especially so on the 
relatively narrow and winding course of the Muskingum. The times that Saturday 
were more than a minute faster for the 2000 meters than they would be six weeks 
later for the Dad Vail on the placid Schuylkill.7 Earlier that week the river had 

been even higher and deposited a thick covering of mud along the banks. G eorge

town had brought all three of its new boats for its Freshman, J V and Varsity crews 
to race that dreary Saturday and so had good reason to be careful carrying their 

shells over the muddy walk to the slippery docks. 
In the opening event that included GU's first8 and second9 boats against 

Marietta's frosh, the Hoya first boat lost to a very good MC crew by more than 

two and a half lengths: 5:06 over 5:12;10 the GU second frosh time was 5:15. Re
markably, the winning time was faster than the JV time, and only eight seconds 

off the winning time in the Varsity race. 

Happily, G eorgetown's upperclassmen fared better against the Pioneers. In 
the closest contest of the afternoon, the Hoya heavyweight JV1 1 seized a lead at the 
start and held it despite Marietta's challenges. With both crews rowing 36 spm the 

race was virtually even at the halfway mark, but from then on Hoya stroke Linc 
Hoffman showed his steady command by powering his crew into a two, and then 
a three seat lead crossing the line in 5:14 over Marietta's 5:14.5. The margin was 

close but the Hoyas' grace under pressure was impressive in this first outing.12 

Trailing the JV heavyweights competitors, the brand new Hoya lightweights 
came across in 5:32. The explanation for this tardy arrival at the finish deserves 
our attention. As noted, the Muskingum course at high water is a navigational 

nightmare where strong eddies can accelerate or slow boats and create steering 
difficulties for coxswains, especially a freshman coxswain used to the relatively 

benign currents of the broad Potomac. As Rory Qiirk recalls: 

In mid- race we collided with the Marietta shell (the Musking um 

course was really narrow) and it stopped us dead in the water. We 
finished possibly with only six oars operative after the collision, which 

would explain the 17 second differential. We were close when it hap

pened thus the collision. 
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While their place and time were disappointing, the lightweights could take some 
consolation in the fact that they had rowed their first race in Georgetown's pin
striped shirts. 

The Varsity race proved to be a repeat of the crews' last meeting in the '62 
Dad Vail final, as the powerful Hoyas13 again rowed away from the higher strok
ing Pioneers14 

( 43 to 41spm) at the start, held off their mid-race challenge, and 
won by a comfortable six seconds: 4:58 to Marietta's 5:04.15 The unbeaten string 
continued, but was soon to end. 

No races were scheduled for the next two weeks, April 6, and Holy Saturday, 
April 13, but at some point during that interim there occurred an exchange be
tween Coach Cadle and his varsity that deserves retelling by Tiger Sergeant: 

It came to pass in the relatively calm waters in the lee of Roosevelt 
Island that the Coach had me let 'er run and asked us to count down 
from bow with our grade point averages. 3.7 for Vollbrecht and on to 
Mietus with a 3.9 then 4.0, 3.2, 3.6, 3.9 and 4.0. The count paused a 
bit at stroke and Casey said "2.2." And then there was a longer pause, 
and a prompting "Tiger?" from the Coach, and I finally responded 
"1.8." There was polite laughter from the crew and the Coach know
ingly addressed Casey and me: "Ah, the brains of the outfit.''16 

T he Ratzehurg Race 
One of the most significant events of the first decade of the modern era of George
town rowing occurred on April 201

\ 1963 when Georgetown hosted the visiting 
Olympic and World Champion Ratzeburg Rowing Club from Kiel, West Ger
many. The diplomacy and logistics that went into the invitation to race on the 
Potomac are another story in the legendary career of coach Don Cadle. Suffice it 
to say that Cadle had friends in high places both in the U.S. State Department and 
among the rowing fraternity in general. So along with his connections in Germa
ny, he was able to ensure that Georgetown would be the first stop on Ratzeburg's 
U.S. tour that spring. 

In the early sixties, the Ratzeburg club was a revolutionary force in interna
tional rowing. Their coach, Karl Adam, was a professor of physics who had recon
ceived the nature of crew races as sprints17 to be rowed at the hitherto unheard of 
rate of 40+ strokes per minute, not just off the line, but throughout the entire race. 
Of course this demanded a different method of athletic conditioning, so Adam 
imposed a training regimen that stressed breaking out of the eight into small 
boats: sculls, pairs and fours; and rowing intervals: thirty to fifty strokes at maxi
mum power followed by twenty to thirty light strokes, with no respite in between. 

The higher stroke rate also required a new blade design, one that was shorter 
but wider and provided a more positive fulcrum at the catch. In shape, the new 
Karlish blades resembled a tulip, and so the name stuck. The "tulip" blades (or less 
elegantly, "shovels") placed a premium on strength at the catch, so oarsmen had to 
resort to weight-training to use them effectively.18 The result of this revolution was 
on display at the 1960 Rome Olympics, when Ratzeburg won the gold, and broke 
the American collegiate dominance in the eights. 

But aside from their technical innovations, Ratzeburg worked a revolution 
in terms of the culture of crew, especially in the United States where crew was 
virtually synonymous with elite Ivy League universities, the U.S. Naval Academy, 
and a few large state schools like W isconsin, Washington, and California. Amer
ican college crews had won the gold in the eight-oar event every Olympiad since 
1920. By contrast, U.S. club crews were regarded as second tier, mere conveniences 
where alumni rowed for recreation and college boys rowed to keep in shape for the 
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Ratzeburg introduced the 'tulip' blade. 
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Cadle supervised winter training. 
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real competition in the spring among the tradition-bound members of the Inter
collegiate Rowing Association. It was presumed that any first rate college varsity 
would always beat even the better club crews, and in Olympic years, that the IRA 
champion would win the NAAO Nationals to represent the USA and bring home 
the gold. So in 1960 when Ratzeburg defeated Canada and Czechoslovakia to 
shut the Americans out of the medals, it was clear that something momentous was 
happening. Then four years later, when Vesper Boat Club soundly defeated the 
hitherto undefeated crews from Harvard and California in the trials on their way 
to recapturing the Olympic Gold for the USA, the shift in power was no longer 
in question. Club crews made up of veteran oarsmen skilled in small boats and 
used to the rigors of European (ie. German) style training were now the dominant 
factor in international rowing. In reporting Vesper's conquest of Harvard in the 
'64 Olympic Trials, Sports Iffustrated(7/20/64) summed up the situation with the 
headline: "Anything that boys can do (men can do better)." But we are getting a 

bit ahead of our story. 
Ratzeburg's victory at the 1960 Olympics was followed by the World Cham

pionship, and soon every crew on both sides of the Atlantic was experimenting 
with the new "German style" of rowing, and ordering their own "tulips." In 1962 
plans were laid for Ratzeburg to tour the U.S. during the spring of '63 and row 
against America's best, which of course meant primarily America's best college 
crews. Given his connections, coach Don Cadle was intimately involved in plan
ning their tour, and managed to get Georgetown the first slot on the schedule. 

Having won the '62 Dad Vail, the undefeated Hoya Varsity was the reigning 
small college champion and in the spring of '63 the boat was - and may still be -
one of the fastest crews ever to row for the Blue & Gray. Cadle had six veteran oars 
returning from the undefeated Vail boat: Fred Vollbrecht in bow, Jim Mietus 2, 
Mike Mullin 3, Pat Doyle 4, Jack Hoeschler 5, and Dave Casey at stroke; and to 
this core he added a powerful sophomore Pete Blyberg at 6, and a solid junior Bill 
Allen at 7. Tiger Sergeant, a junior, came in as cox; and that spring the boat just got 
faster with each race. Coming just two weeks before the Dad Vail, the Ratzeburg 
race was the real highlight of the season. St. Joe's was the college rival that day, but 
for Georgetown, the real race would be against the supermen from Germany. 

As a friend of Karl Adam, Cadle had observed their workouts with a keen 
eye and thus was able to train his young rowers in the new high stroking style 
and prepare them physically and psychologically for this very special event. That 
spring, the Varsity got used to rowing the full 2000 meter course at a beat of 36 
to 38 spm, not counting the starts and sprints in the mid 40's. The Hoyas adapted 
well to this training and their times continued to improve. Morale was excellent 
because they knew they were getting faster, and because they hoped to surprise 
the Germans and seize an advantage right at the start. It was part of Cadle's magic 
that they were not intimidated by their opponents but instead were quite happy in 

their role as u nderdogs.19 

That they were indeed underdogs became obvious when the Ratzeburg crew 
arrived at the Thompson Boathouse. These were men who looked every muscu
lar inch to be the world champions they were. From the bow, their names were 
Horst Meyer, Jurgen Plagemann, Klaus Aeffke, Klaus Bittner, Hans Wallbrecht, 
Karl von Groddeck, Ingo Kliefoth, and Bernd Kruse at stroke. Their 97 lbs cox, 
Thomas Ahrens, was a 14 year old whose only job was to steer - as little as possi

ble. As Tiger Sergeant recalls: 

Von Groddeck stands out in my mind's eye. He was a real animal and 
huge. It would seem they would have to roll him down to the dock 
in a cage and unshackle him there and then hook him into the boat. 
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He was the engine room. Cadle told us "Their shell momentarily lost 
its set in a wake just before their catch and von Groddeck smashed 
his pinky finger on the strut by the gunwale. Von Groddeck takes his 
stroke without so much as a wince, looked right at me, blew on his 
finger and set down another elephant puddle." 

Discounting Tiger's hyperbole, Frank Barrett gives a less fanciful description: 

Karl Von Groddeck was about 28 and a massive person. I le ran the 
boat and controlled the crew from the six seat .. .I le was not an "an
imal." He was the heart and brain of the German boat. A quality 
person and a good guy to try to talk with and first and foremost a very 
large man and an excellent oarsman. 

Fred Vollbrecht adds that "von Groddeck was apparently a rock star among the 
young girls in Germany and many approached him later in the boathouse to get 
his autograph." Whether brutes or heartthrobs, the Ratzeburgers were physically 
an awesome crew. Among the Hoyas only the four man, Pat Doyle at 6'5, 210lbs. 
matched the Germans in raw power. But our guys were more than ready to try to 
play David to this crew of Goliaths. They were psyched up by the weeks of prepa
ration and eager to pull their surprise, and maybe even an upset. After all, they 
were faster than last year's Vail boat, and still undefeated; and with a bit of luck 
anything might happen. Jack Hoeschler recalls Cadle's prerace pep-talk making 
the point that "sometimes you win races you shouldn't because of the spirit of the 
moment. You can do this." Besides, as Cadle reminded them, even the Germans 
"put their pants on one leg at a time," just like the Hoyas. 

But Don was going a little further than relying only on the power of positive 
thinking. I le gave the visitors Georgetown's newest and lightest eight, Inge, and as 
an added touch, moved their foot stretchers up a notch. As Frank Barrett recalls: 

I think Don wanted to win. I thought he felt they would be too big 
to row the Inge well - it was a small boat - stretchers were set short 
when we gave them the boat. Don figured they might not be familiar 
and make a mistake. At the end of the day he would do all possible (as 
long as ethical) to win. No edge would be given. (But notwithstand
ing,) They loved the smaller boat, kept the stretchers short, and Aew. 
(Parenthetical added.)20 

Whether this gamesmanship was aimed at Ratzeburg or was a sly psychological 
ploy to further boost morale among his Hoyas is an interesting question. But one 
thing is certain, Cadle loved the tactics of racing as much as the rowing itself. 

The undercard for the afternoon featured an exciting Freshman race that 
went right down to a very close finish as the Hoyas21 narrowly edged out the 
St. Joe's frosh by barely a foot in 6:43.7. The JV race was less suspenseful as the 
Hoyas22 came in with some open water over the St. Joe's second Varsity in 6:22.3.21 

According to the New York Times ( 4/21/63) report, the weather that Saturday 
was far from ideal. The sky was clear and sunny but a strong 20 knot tail-wind 
blew down the river roiling the swift April current and creating rolling waves that 
caused some delay in starting the race. St. Joe's had lane one closest to the Virginia 
side, Georgetown was in the middle in lane two, and Ratzeburg had lane three, 
with all three lanes passing under the middle arch of Key Bridge. Eventually the 
three boats got pointed and the command was given: ROW124 

The memories of this race should remind us of the old Japanese story, Ro
shomon, in which the participants' accounts of the same incident vary in their 
details.25 So the best way of rendering the race is to let oarsmen tell their own 

" ... sometimes you 
wzn races you 
shouldn't because 
of the spirit of the 
moment. ... " 
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Karl von Groddeck, Ratzeburg's 
six man. 
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versions, and then in the same way that we view a mosaic of discrete pieces, we 

may step back to appreciate the composite as a whole. 
As Pete Blyberg recalls: 

We started out at a high stroke26 since Don knew that was what the 
Germans did, and it surprised them. We were with them for the first 
quarter, and maybe a half a boat length behind. By Key Bridge they 
had pulled out to a length, but we were holding our own and they were 
having to fight to keep their lead. W e were right with them. It was 
about a hundred meters later that the crab happened ... We lost by 1½ to 
2 lengths of open water ... W e were really disappointed, but were proud 
of the fact that we led the Germans at the start and pushed them into 
a real race and were right with them until the crab. 

Pat Doyle tells the tale a bit differently: 

The race started at about a 44 and we settled to 40. At the bridge we 
were down by about a seat. When we hit the island the margin was 
around three seats. When we passed that little dock that sticks out 
from the island we were still right with them but they were in the lead 
and our rate was probably the same as theirs, around a 44. St. Joe's was 
never even close. With about twenty strokes left there was a crab ... 
Without the crab I still think we would have lost. 

W e were soundly beaten by around three lengths. Before the crab 
we were down by about½ a length. There is no way you can make a 
mistake like that against such a good crew. Did I feel that we could 
have won the race? No. We were rowing our best prior to the crab 
and were still behind. I just think we would have lost by less, maybe a 

length but who knows. 

Jim Mietus and Jack Hoeschler both recall that in the rough water the Germans 
took the advantage from the start and held a commanding lead throughout the 
race. In their memories it was the wind and waves that spelled the difference quite 
as much as the subsequent crab. From the coxswain's seat, Tiger's view looks like 
this: 

W e were psyched. Maybe too much so, all the way to "bloody-mind
edness," an English word coined by Cadle27 .. .The first thousand meters 
was extremely competitive with a Georgetown lead of about a deck 
length. Coming through the bridge they just took off and bested us by 
five leng ths ... From my standpoint, they may have been toying with us, 
just sucking us in for the first thousand to destroy us in the last. We 
may never know. I do not remember the crab. 

From up in the bow Fred Vollbrecht recalls the turning point under Key Bridge 

and lends support to the eye of the Tiger: 

We were about three seats behind after the start (I was across from 
their three man.) W e stayed pretty close down to the bridge which 
I think surprised the Germans. I never saw them look out of their 
boat as the race progressed. However, just before the bridge their six 
man, Karl von Groddeck looked over at us in perhaps what was a little 
surprise and perhaps panic at seeing us so close. In any case he bel
lowed out in a death defying shriek, "THOMAS, THOMAS! Machen 
Sie schnell ! Machen Sie schnell! "28 This echoed back and forth under 
the bridge .. .I thought that the apparent panic in the engine room of 
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their shell might allow us to win or finish very close to them, but then 
came the crab and we came to a complete halt in the rough water and 

current. By the time we restarted, Ratzeburg was many lengths ahead 
and our hopes of making a creditable showing had disappeared. 

The times were: Ratzeburg 6:03, Georgetown 6:15, and St. Joe's 6:22.5. 

In writing this part of our history, I have been acutely aware of the signi fi
cance of this race in the memory of each person involved. The mosaic of memories 
centers on the closeness of the race until at one moment du ring the extraordinary 
tension of the race a man's arm cramped and as a result he caught a crab and was 

unable to recover the rhythm, and his crew came in a bit farther behind the world 
champions than they might have otherwise. To lose this way was a disappointment 

and something that no one forgets when he remembers that day. But it is well to 
remind ourselves that it was Ratzeburg's maturity, experience, skill, and power 
quite as much as Georgetown's crab that explain the loss which, as everyone con

cedes, was virtually inevitable coming out of the bridge.29 Frank Barrett's words 
recall the Sports Illustrated verdict on Harvard's loss to Vesper a year later, "these 
were boys rowing against men," and in those last eight hundred meters the d iffer

ences became clear in the distance separati ng the two boats. 

Ratzeburg's victory that day was hardly a surprise to anyone, but the fact that 
Georgetown had stayed with them over the first 1000 meters, and had matched 
their withering stroke rate throughout did impress the cognoscenti who had come 

to observe the Germans first hand. The representatives from the Ivy League had 

expected to see an exhibition of championship style and speed, but what they 
didn't expect was that the Hoyas would make their international debut with such 

eclat. This was more than a mere moral victory; it was a clear signal that in its three 
years under Don Cadle Georgetown had grown from a club of casual novices into 
a disciplined rowing program worthy of respect even by the world champions. 

In the aftermath of the race two things happened. Among the Germans 

there was some chagrin at what they evidently regarded as an embarrassingly close 
race. If the small college champs were able to push them hard from the start, what 
might happen when they encountered the major IRA contenders like Harvard, 
Yale, Penn, and Navy? They were now forewarned against any tendency to take 
their American competition lightly. On the Georgetown side, there was a subtle 

shift among members of the university administration who began to change their 
minds about the quality and the viability of the crew, a club sport that until then 
they had regarded as something of a nuisance. The showing in this race, and the 
favorable press garnered by the Ratzeburg visit, were both likely factors in the uni

versity's decision to double the crew's allowance for the 1963-64 season to $2000. 
This may seem a small amount, but the increase signified a major turning point in 

the status of the crew vis a vis the university whose colors it wore. 30 

Even more than the Dad Vail victory the year before, the race with Rat
zeburg in 1963 established Georgetown's credibility and reputation among the 
nation's top crews. 

The Singing Boat 
Despite the fact that the Ratzeburg race was a loss for the Varsity and ended their 
unbeaten string, it marked a high point for morale that spring. A s Frank Barrett 

recalls, "Georgetown got good press for rowing a strong race," and the guys in the 
boat were justifiably proud of their performance. But that week there occurred an 

incident that impressed even Don Cadle, and became legendary as the day they 
made the boat "sing."31 

It happened during a race workout with the JV from the starting line at the 
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Three Sisters. A s usual, the second boat was given a head start calculated to have 
the Varsity catch up in the last 500 meters so that the sprint would simulate a 
come-from-behind race the Varsity would win by more or less depending on how 

fast both boats rowed. So off went the JV, followed shortly later by the Varsity. 

The start was high, hard and solid, and the boat was really flying by the settle. 
Approaching Key Bridge, they could hear the JV, and by the time they came out 
of the bridge they were drawing even. This was surprising in itself because unless 

the JV had crabbed they should still have been several lengths ahead at this point. 
The launch was now trailing closely behind the Varsity and weaving from one side 

to the other as Cadle watched intently. 
By this time they had already passed the JV and were nearing the fi nal 500; 

the launch drew along-side, and Cadle began to talk to the crew as they continued 

to row. Pat Doyle recalls the moment: 

Very calmly he asked us to close our eyes and listen to the boat, and 

we would hear it make a singing sound ... On the recovery the hiss-
ing of the boat was almost melodic. It was fascinating and definitely 

something you could hear. Then he asked us to keep on rowing past 

the finish li ne which was fast approaching. He wanted us to enjoy the 
moment and keep it going. He explained what it meant to make a boat 

sing. It was the perfect rhythm, all eight in sync, producing unbeatable 
speed through the water. . .To this day I remember that moment as if it 
just happened. Cadle told us that the boat was traveling at its ultimate 

speed which is why it sang. 

Fred Vollbrecht also remembers that day: 

The single thing that I have never forgotten was hearing our shell 
'sing' during one of our practices .. .It was an amazing feeling as the 

shell rocketed ahead every time the bow settled back into the water 
after the finish with a kind oflow volume whistle (whoosh.) I had 

been rowing since I was a freshman and had never even heard of a boat 
sing ing. For the first time I felt we were a really unbeatable crew. But 

alas, it was short-lived. We never agai n achieved whatever it took to 

make our shell do this. 

This event became legendary in the years thereafter, and I can recall Goose exhor
ting us on our better days to make the boat "sing."32 Of course none of us (except 
Pete Blyberg33) could know what that actually meant, and sadly, we never would. 

Nevertheless, their boat "sang" that warm spring day, and the incident may 

have convinced Cadle that he could not do much to improve the Varsity,34 so he 
turned the boat over to his assistant coach Jack Galloway for the interim and ded
icated his attention to the freshmen in their preparation for the Dad Vail. 

The Run-up to the Dad Vail 
Jack Galloway35 was a third year law student with his own ideas of how best to 

move boats and motivate men, and he believed that the Varsity would benefit from 
a reversion to the "long and low" stroke of the pre-Ratzeburg era. So for the bet
ter part of those two weeks between the Ratzeburg race and the taper before the 

Dad Vail, the Varsity rowed long distances at 18 spm. For oarsmen of any era, 18 

spm is an extremely low stroke; at that rate each stroke takes three and one-third 
seconds. Such a regimen might have been appropriate had they been preparing for 
a four miler on the Thames, but the Dad Vail course is the H enley distance of a 

mile and five/sixteenths, just slightly longer than the Olympic 2000 meters A s a 
temporary drill or as a respite, such a rate can serve to regain focus on fundamen-
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tals and finesse, but to spend days rowing at 18 seemed insane to a crew that had 

been training to row at 38 spm and above. A s Jack H oeschler succinctly explains, 

"It was frustrating." Galloway's rationale was that the crew would benefit from the 

grueling distances and thus be better prepared to "maintain their technique" for 

the shorter sprint races. 

The LaSalle Race 
The week after the Ratzeburg race, April 27'\ L aSalle came to visit, a nd the Var

sity easily dispatched the Explorers, leading from start to finish by sprinting off 

the line at a brisk 45 spm, settling down to 36, and then closing it out at 42; their 

margin of victory over the "puffing and straining Philadelphians" was two and a 

halflengths in the time of 6:08.6, ahead of 6:17.1 

The hitherto undefeated H oya JV suffered their first (and only) loss of the 

year when the E xplorer second boat came across the line a leng th and a half ahead 

in 6 :13.2 . This would prove to be an especially p ainful loss as L aSalle's JV failed to 

even qualify for the Dad Vail fin al two weeks later. In the Freshman race, both the 

H oya first and second boats led the way while LaSalle's frosh t railed ; the w inning 
time w as 6:27.0.36 

The DC Area Regatta 
The race for the Styron C up, 37 emblematic of rowing supremacy on the Potomac, w as 

rowed on M ay 4th against crews from GW, H oward, and American. The outcome 

was ag ain reassuring: the H oya crews scoring an easy sweep, winning all three 

races. In the Varsity race, the H oyas cruised across the line three lengths ahead 

of the Colonials of G W, after leading by a length coming out of Key Bridge; the 

winning time was 6:41.2. Howard came in third,just a head of G eorgetown's new 

lightweight Varsity which bested the trailing h eavyweights from American U. 
The JV also won easily that day by four leng ths over their own 3rd Varsity and 

the mismatched second boats from American and Howard w ho "were never in the 

race."38 But once again the most exciting race of the afternoon was the Freshman 

event. T h e Georgetown yearlings39 were leading their rivals into the last quarter 

mile when an errant canoeist suddenly paddled into their lane and caused a minor 

mishap with the boat 's starboard oars. A s three-m an Jim C onley recalls: 

A s we were paddling upstream I noted several canoes and hoped 

they'd be out of our way when we raced down. N o such luck! I'm sure 

we had open water on the other shells and had started taking up the 

stroke for our final fifty when suddenly, off starboard there was this 

eighteen foot Grumman with its canoeists t rying desperately to turn, 

and as (Art C harles) had us "let 'r run ," the canoe glided into Bill Mc

Neill 's oar. I thought our soft- spoken, mild- mannered Bill was going 

to jump out of our shell and try to chase those amate urs off the water. 

H e didn't , which meant we could resta rt and claim a couple more 

shirts that day. 

Luckily, the officials ruled "outside interference" and restarted the race from the 

point of the accident, and despite this dist raction, the young H oyas maintained 

their composure to win easily, leading H oward and their own second frosh boat 

over the finish line. 

The Dad Vail, May 10th & 111
\ 1963 

T he Georgetown crew arrived on the Schuylkill with high hopes for a repeat of 

last years' winning performances. T he Varsity was still undefeated among the col

legiate competition, and the F reshman and J V boats were again st rong contenders. 

Georgetown 
Cre,vs Swe.ep 
A1·ea Scl1ools 

Georgetown U n iv er s It y I 
made a clean sweep of the I 
Wnshington area college row
ing championships yesterday 
on the Potomac River. 

It was as easy as that. 
Th<' I loy:ts cnptured the 

ri-cshmen, junior varsity, and 
\'nrsily events in races J1eld 
on a 2000-mcter course with 
the finish at the Water Sports 
Center. 

The Hoya varsity, the de
frmling small-college cham
pion, prepared for the Dad 
Vail Regatta in Philarlelphia 
next week by beating George 
11·:ishington by three lengths. 

(;corgetown had a length 
lead al Key Brict~e and with 
the issue lo!' first no longer 
in doubt, nttcntion turned to 
the rac:c for n111n<•ru11. 

Howal'cl haunted c;w the 
full <li,.,Lnnec hut failed to 
kcc•p up with the sprinting 
Colonials, .11111 Jost b,v less 
than a lcn,!1h-thc Bisons' 
h<•st pl•rfornwnce c,f the year. 
The lloya lightweights took 
fourth and American U. 
trniled. 

Gcorgelow1i"s fr cs h men 
\\'t'rt' lea cling their 1·ace ancl 
as tht·v s tnrlcd their stretch 
rnn 0°11c "r the numerous 
c·nnc:,:•s 011 the course fouled 
tllr l loyas· oar~. There was a 
uniquP rerun starting where: 
lhe :1ec:idc-nl ot·etn·n·cl ancl 
(;tor::c town wun, followed 
Ii~- J low:irrl and the Hoy.is 
s<•toncl frosh. 

A warm up for the Dad Vail. 
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Georgetown's 4th Dad Vail Regatta. 

NEVER ROW 

The two Freshman heats on Friday afternoon (May lO'h ) were both highly 
competitive with only a five second spread among the six qualifying crews. In 
the first heat the three qualifiers were Drexel 6:35.5, St. Joe's 6:36.7, and Purdue 
6:38.4; in the second, Fordham came in at 6:22, Marietta 6:24.4, and George

town40 6:28.1. 
The Freshman final was similarly tight: Fordham won in 6:16.2, and George

town came in second at 6:19.9, followed by Marietta 6:21.7, Purdue 6:35.2, Drexel 

6:39.8, St. Joe's 6:43. 
The three JV heats were a bit less tense, especially for the defending JV 

champion Hoyas who cruised to the finish in the second heat in 6:26, comfortably 
ahead of St. Joe's in 6:40. The first heat qualified Marietta 6:21 and Amherst 
6:24.6, and the third completed the final six with Rollins 6:27 ahead of Trinity 

in 6:35.2. 
Then in the final on Saturday afternoon the Hoya JV crew41 out-raced the 

field, crossing the line with a three quarter length lead in 6:11.9 ahead of Amherst 
6:14.9; trailing were Marietta 6:18.6, Rollins 6:21.4, Trinity 6:23.4, and St. Joe's 
6:28.4. Given that the finish was relatively close, the guys were uncertain of their 

place. As Rick Reynolds tells the tale: 

I remember a close race in the final. At the end we weren't sure if we 
had won. A couple of officials came around to remove the number 
from our bow; they must have thought we were looking pretty blue, 
and one of them said something like "Cheer up guys, you won! Con

gratulations."42 

T he Varsity Races 
Given the heady experience of rowing stroke for stroke with the World Cham
pions, and their subsequent victories, the mood of the Varsity43 before the Vail 
was one of assured confidence, not quite cocky; they still worked-out hard and 
took their customary preparations as seriously as ever (neither Cadle nor Galloway 
would have condoned any signs of complacency,) but nevertheless there was a sub
tle sense of anticlimax in those weeks after the Ratzeburg race. They all believed 
- with good evidence - that they would be the fastest crew on the Schuylkill that 
year, and they expected to repeat as Dad Vail Champions;44 but such confidence 

can be a treacherous asset. 
Having swept through the qualifying heats on Friday and Saturday morn

ing45 with thei r confidence undiminished, the Varsity was now poised for their last 
race.46 The lanes for the final had Marietta in lane one on the far (western) side of 
the river, next to Drexel, Amherst, Georgetown, St. Joe's and Wayne State in lane 
six. Marietta's position in lane one gave them a slight but significant advantage 
that afternoon. In any six-boat race the crews on the outside lanes (one and six) 
are often shielded from the view of the crews in the center lanes, and in the midst 
of the frenzied first thirty strokes, this can make it difficult for these coxswains to 
keep eyes on the outside boats; this position may have played a part in the course 

of the race. 
Stealing a page from Georgetown's own book, Marietta went off the line at 

44 spm, and quickly gained a lead. Georgetown also went off high but couldn't 
get out of the pack until after the settle, but by then Marietta had a length lead 
on the field passing under the bridge. As the race entered the long straight-away 
to the finish, the smooth stroking Pioneers held an open water lead over George
town with Amherst a close third. Cox Tiger Sergeant discussed the situation with 
stroke Dave Casey; both were surprised at Marietta's high stroke and expected 
that they would soon tire and begin to fade; no need to worry, yet. Recall that this 
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was a crew they had met and defeated on the Muskingum six weeks before. But 
the race was now maturing, and Marietta had actually increased their lead. The 
boats were fast approaching Peter's Island, and now it was time to worry. Casey 
and Tiger decided to let their crew know their position, as they called for their 
closing sprint. Amherst was also beginning to sprint to close their own gap with 
the Hoyas. 

Finally alert to their peril, Georgetown now knew that they were caught up 
in the race of their lives: two lengths down, with only about six hundred yards to 
go. Casey took the stroke up to 42, and his crew quickly began closing the gap, 
gaining about a seat every couple of strokes. As Pat Doyle recalls: 

When we came through the bridge I thought we were leading by about 
2 or 3 lengths. We could see the boats behind us. Only Tiger and Ca
sey knew that Marietta in the far lane was actually leading. I believe if 
we had started our sprint at the bridge, we could have run them down. 
As it was we didn't start our sprint until there was perhaps 700 me

ters left. Anyway, they told us we were behind, raised the rate and we 
pounded it to the finish. 

Despite stroking a smooth 40 spm, Marietta's lead was being closed by the fast 
moving Hoyas. In third place, Amherst was also coming on fast. It was now a 
question of whether the Hoyas had enough river left to nose them out. By the fin
ish line Marietta held a smaller, but still decisive three-quarter length (6:06.5 to 
6.09.7) margin of victory over the onrushing Hoyas. Amherst crossed the line in 
6:12.7, followed by Wayne State 6:18.1, St. Joe's 6:21.5, and Drexel 6:22.4. 

For a crew that considered itself the fastest in the Dad Vail Association this 
was a bitter defeat, especially for the two seniors Casey and Doyle. Frank Barrett 
summarizes the Hoya's disappointment: "All we know is they were a strong expe
rienced crew that had lost to a good crew they had beaten handily only a month 
before. They should never have lost." 

Tiger's postscript on the race poses a key issue: 

In the '63 loss of the Vail, I was criticized for not informing the stroke 
that Marietta was ahead of us, the feeling being, if he had known he 
could have taken it up. The other side of that is - do you race the other 
boats or just pay attention to rowing your "fastest" race. Was there 
something extra left over at the end of the day that was not expended? 
Still it was my job to tell him what's in front and his job to tell me 
what's behind. 

But to be quite honest and fair, we need to credit Coach Ralph Lindamood and 
his Marietta crew. Having had their own eleven race undefeated string broken by 
the Hoyas in their season opener on their own course, the Pioneer varsity went 
to work with a will. After that initial loss they prepared their comeback and went 
on to win every regular race in the '63 season. So they came to the Dad Vail ready 
to win. Whatever might have been the tactical errors in the Georgetown boat, 
Marietta seized a substantial lead at the start, built on it during the body of the 
race, and resisted the closing sprint of the on-rushing Hoyas to win their race. The 
Pioneers proved they were better than "good;" they closed their season as Dad 
Vail Champions of 1963. 

Postscript: The Summer of '63 
Despite the Varsity's disappointment at the Dad Vail, Cadle remained determined 
to keep to his optimistic plans for 1964: Win the Vail, attend the IRA, and enter 
the Olympic Trials. To prepare for this ambitious agenda he initiated a summer 

In his years as a 

Hoya oarsman, Pat 

Doyle '63 came in 

behind only three 

crews: Amherst in 

the JV Dad Vail of 

'61, Ratzeburg in 

'63, and Marietta at 

the Dad Vail of '63. 
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Summer rowers got very familiar with 
Observatory Hill. 

NEVER ROW 

rowing program for those willing to stay in Washington and endure two-a-day 
workouts. Not surprisingly - given Cadle's charisma - there was no shortage of 
guys willing to sacrifice the more conventional joys of summer for the rigors that 

Cadle had in store for them. 
Their optimism did have some solid basis in terms of the personnel at hand. 

Although it would prove hard to replace the power of Pat Doyle and the leader
ship of Dave Casey, the remaining seven members of the Varsity boat were still 
onboard: Vollbrecht, Hoffman, Mullin, Hoeschler, Blyberg, Allen, and Sergeant 
at cox. That was more than just a "nucleus," it was an impressive crew by itself. 
The second place Vail Freshman boat also included a couple of big boys eager to 
join the Varsity.47 So that summer Cadle had an experienced and enthusiastic crew 
returning after graduation to get ready for the campaign of 1964. 

Let Darro Angelini describe the summer: 

For me it was one of those "just keep putting one foot in front of the 
other" times ... Most days involved two-a-day workouts on the water, or 
in the morning and a running workout on the track in the evening. We 
lived pretty much in a state of subdued exhaustion ... The practices were 
long and hard. Numerous configurations were looked at but in the 
end we stayed with the standard port/starboard setup. We got to the 
point toward the end of the summer that we knew we were moving the 
boat, but the constant state of tiredness from the workouts muted any 
sense of accomplishment. Toward the last days the coaches eased up 
and the energy returned. We sensed a time trial coming, and shortly 
enough it was upon us. I don't really remember the trial, but the boat 
moved well. It was a warm sunny morning and the water was relatively 
calm. After we crossed the finish line we eased up and looked over at 
the coach's launch. There seemed to be some discussion and then they 
motored toward us and shouted the news.48 The conditioning and hard 
work had paid off. The Olympic Trials the following summer suddenly 
seemed like something transforming from wishful thinking to possi
bility. The summer ended on a positive note. 

Dinners at the Cadles' 
Certainly one of the best things about the summer of '63 were the dinners that 
the crew enjoyed at the Cadles' home over in Arlington. Don and Inge would 
regularly host their "boys" for big family style meals that nourished their spirits 
as well as their stomachs. When they were off on vacation Don gave the house 
keys to Goose & Frank along with the understanding that they should continue 
to host the hungry Hoyas. And so they did. Very well in fact, until they began 
to run too low on their funds. After that the meals tended more toward pasta 
than steaks, but the spirits of the crew continued to feast on the camaraderie of 
sharing home-cooked meals together in a real home. And of course there was 
some occasional comedy, like the time that Bill McNeill leaned back in his spin
dle-legged chair and it collapsed under him. Bill came up unscathed, and thanks 
to the skills of Goose, our master rigger, the chair was soon glued back together 
and almost as good as new. 

Among all the many things that Don and Inge gave to the Georgetown crew, 
these evenings around the couple's dinner table may have been the most significant 
reminder of the kind of people they were: generous, warm, hospitable, loving, and 
wise; but here, words fail. To say they were "a class act" would understate my point 

because this was no "act." They were the real thing. 
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The 1963 National Championships 
On the weekend ofJuly 19-21st Georgetown entered two coxed-fours and its sum
mer eight in the Nationals in Philadelphia. This would be the Hoya's first time 
rowing as the Georgetown University Rowing Association, i.e., as a "club crew," 
not that the designation made any practical difference. The GURA entries were 
two intermediate fours,49 an intermediate eight,50 and a senior eight.51 

The second four placed sixth in the final coming in behind Riverside B.C. 
6:43.8, Lake Washington B.C. 6:47, Detroit B.C. 7:03, Vesper B.C. 7:05, and 
West Side R.C 7:13.6. 

The Hoya intermediate eight came in a respectable fourth (6:34.5), behind 
first place Detroit B.C. 6:17, Potomac B.C. 6:22, and St. Catharine's R.C. 6:26.1, 
but ahead of West Side R.C. 6:39, and Vesper B.C. (no time given.) 

Postscript: The Romance ofRaunch 
Fortunately for morale, that summer was memorable for more than grueling work
outs and disappointing races. There were other more pleasant opportunities wait

ing the boys of summer when they weren't rowing, running, working or sleeping. 
While it is true that summer in DC was a series of days that began with sunrise 
workouts on the Potomac, and ended in sweat-damp sheets in a stifling dorm 
room, it is also true that in between there were impromptu parties, road trips, 
pig-outs at "all you can eat" buffet tables in Waldorff, MD, ice cream sundaes 
at Gifford's, and evenings spent with college and working girls looking for male 
companionship or even a summer romance. All this without any need to write 
term papers, study for tests, or visit a library. In short, staying in DC for the sum
mer promised all the fun of college with none of the academic burdens. 

And then there was the undeniable romance of raunchiness itself According 
to the survivors of that summer of '63, there was nothing quite like the squalid 
ambiance of the rooms on the second floor of McDonough Gymnasium. (That 
summer the crew was granted these rooms above the gym; for reasons to be de
scribed, no one else would be interested in occupying them.52) 

The gym lay in the open sunshine on the western edge of the lower field 
and lacked air-conditioning to deal with the cumulating summer heat. By noon 
on a sunny June day the temperature in the eastern-facing rooms could average in 
the mid-nineties, and the roof over the gym absorbed and retained the day's heat 
throughout the muggy night. 

For readers who've grown up in air-conditioned homes, schools, shopping 
malls, and cars, the madding effects of such relentless heat are difficult to appre
ciate. Of course there is the constant sweat, the clothes that cannot dry, and so 
are never fresh; the resulting thirst, and the continual quest for cold drink in a 
landscape devoid of water coolers. On those too frequent days when the tempera
ture was matched by Washington's notorious humidity the atmosphere in those 
rooms can hardly be imagined unless you can picture the infamous "black hole of 
Calcutta" with the lights on. Let a few details from those who endured53 suffice to 
set the mood. 

First, there was the plumbing. As Bill McNeill explains, the water main 
supplying McDonough was not only set at a relatively shallow depth but ran under 
the old parking lot and adjacent athletic fields to the west of New South (in the 
area now occupied by the Jesuit residence and the Southwest Qiadrangle). Since 
there was minimal demand for water in the deserted gym during the summer 
months, the water in this main moved only sluggishly, if at all; and being cov
ered by the superheated asphalt of the lot and the dry grass of the field, the line 
delivered water to the "cold" taps that was well above 100°. This meant that the 
denizens of the dorm could not even enjoy the momentary relief of a cool shower. 

\ 

Ice cream - and lots of 1t - was a way to 
beat the heat. 
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And remember that this was years before the Yates Field House and its Olympic 

pool were opened. 
Then there were the insects that owned the night, the pedestrian cock

roaches and the flying swarms that dotted the walls and ceilings whenever the 

lights went on. 
So adding the heat, humidity, the warm water, and the bugs to the close 

living conditions of young athletes never noted for being fastidious, one begins to 
understand the collective madness that permeated the dorm that summer. 

Was it disgusting? Certainly; but that is probably the wrong question to ask. 
More interesting is why well-educated and well-bred young men would allow 
themselves to live like this? Aside from the mitigating fact that they didn't actu
ally choose this particular dorm, there is the consideration that left to their own 
devices and absent any civilizing feminine (i.e., maternal) influence or externally 
imposed (e.g., military) discipline, young men will tend to sink to their lowest 
common threshold of raunch and at some point they accommodate to it, more or 
less. It is as if their tolerance and comfort levels are on a sliding scale, and past 
a certain point, they take perverse pride in discovering what those nether levels 
might be. Dostoevsky wrote that "man is the animal that can get used to any
thing," and the survivors of that summer in McDonough would support his view. 
Hence the familiar term "animal house." ■ 



CHAPTER 

VI 
A Freshman Learns to Row 

y interest in crew began as a boy. On Sundays in springtime, 
I'd scan the sports pages of the NY Herald Tribune and dwell on 
the pictures of the crews racing on the Harlem River. Columbia 

would annually host Yale and Penn racing for the Blackwell Trophy, and there 
would usually be photos of the race taken from High Bridge or from the launches 
following the crews. I was fascinated by the long slender boats and when I asked 
my father about them, he told me they were "shells" and that they were very fast. 
Beautiful slender boats that moved very fast: I was hooked, and resolved that ifl 
ever got the chance I would like to row in one. Of course, photos give no idea of 
how strenuous rowing "fast" really is. The boats were so sleek and fast-looking that 
I assumed rowing them must be sort of effortless, just a matter of glidi ng along 
and pulling the oars through the water. How hard could that be? I had learned to 
row as a child and enjoyed paddling canoes, so when I got accepted at Georgetown 
and found that they had crew I decided to give rowing a try. 

During freshman orientation week in September of '63, I saw a posting in
viting guys interested in the crew to come to the Harry T. Thompson Boathouse 
below K St., about a mile from campus, down where Rock Creek meanders into 
the Potomac. The weather that Saturday afternoon was overcast and quite cool for 
late-September in DC and the river was gray and choppy under a westerly wind. 
A small crowd of guys clustered around an eight that had been set up on slings 
in front of the boathouse. I was fascinated by the beauty of its architecture: the 
honey-colored cedar hull, the keelson and cross braces, the oddly shaped rolling 
seats, foot stretchers, riggers and brass oar-locks, and the red rubber bow ball set 
like a clown's nose up there on the prow. Walking the length of the shell from bow 
to stern, I paused at the coxswain's seat to ponder the small hallmark of its maker: 

George Pocock, 
Seattle Washington. 
"Building boats for building men." 

Being over six foot five inches tall I wondered aloud whether I could fit into the 
seats. One of the older guys, whom I later discovered to be the late Dave Casey 
'63, assured me I would fit and pointed out Peter Blyberg, who was even taller than 
I. Height, he assured me, was an advantage in rowing. Encouraged, I decided to 
attend an organizational meeting later that week. 

The meeting was held Thursday evening, September 26'" in room 208, the 
large lecture room on the second floor of White-Gravenor Hall. The coaches, 
Frank Barrett and Bob "The Goose" Remuzzi, were introduced along with the of
ficers of the Georgetown University Rowing Association: Mike Mullin, president, 
and Pete Blyberg, captain of boats, and Marc O'Brien, treasurer. The main busi
ness of the meeting was to explain a bit about the Georgetown crew and to have 
us fill-out cards with our personal information, and then to divide the hundred (or 
more) interested freshmen1 into small groups each to be led by an upper-classman. 
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Coach Bob 

Remuzzi had a 

generations-old 

connection to 

the water and 

to rowing. In 

Italian, the name 

"Remuzzi" 

translates as 

"little oar". 
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Times were assigned for each group to muster Saturday morning "at the stump"2 

on John Carroll circle, before running down to the boathouse. I was assigned to 
the group led by Doug "Tiger" Sergeant, the Varsity coxswain who had a blond 

crew cut (of course) and a great, inimitable voice. 
Arriving at the stump that morning I joined a literally "motley" crew of guys 

milling about nervously in sweats and sneakers. Once our names were checked-off 

his list, Tiger told us to follow him as he set off at a run to the steps from Prospect 

St. down to M St., across the traffic approaching Key Bridge, over the wall and 
down to the narrow tow path along the C&O canal, to 30th St.,3 and then through 
the Potomac Sand and Gravel Co. yard to the Harry T. Thompson Boathouse. 

Being in no physical condition to run a mile, even down-hill, I was surprised 
to make it to the boathouse without an asthma attack. Throughout my childhood 
and high school years I had never been able to play sports because of severe asth

ma, but I very much wanted to row crew and so decided to take it one day at a time 

and see how it went. At that time few people were aware that second hand smoke 
could cause respiratory problems, especially in children, so no one connected my 
asthma to my father's two-pack-a-day cigarette habit. After spending a couple of 

weeks removed from the smoky atmosphere of my own home, my lungs proved re
markably resilient, and I never again suffered restrictions on my athletic activity.4 

The physical and moral development wrought by rowing crew profoundly 
changed my way of thinking about my potentials and is why those four years on 
the Potomac were so determinative of my later life and character. Nor am I un

usual in this regard. I think Georgetown crew had that effect on most of us, as 

evidenced by the fact that you are reading this now, after all these years. 

First Strokes: Learning the Rudiments of Rowing 
Arriving at the boathouse we were led down to the dock and introduced to "the 
barge," a gray flat-bottomed boat about six feet wide and twenty-five feet long 

with five pairs of riggers and seats, and a central walkway for the coach to pa
trol; there was space at the stern for a coxswain to sit and steer with a large tiller. 

Our group was arbitrarily but fatefully divided into five port and five starboard 
rowers, 5 shown how to select the right oars (banded red for port, green for star

board,) and seated in the barge. This would be our introduction to rowing for the 
next week or so as we learned the rudiments of the stroke: feathering and squar

ing the oar, the catch and pull through, recovery and "sliding" in unison. These 
first few days in the barge were just enough time to get the rhythm of "hands -
body - slide - catch," and to raise some serious blisters on our hands that would 

eventually become tough callouses with the help of dai ly applications of tincture 
of benzoin as recommended by our coach, whom we knew then only as "Goose." 
(Bob Remuzzi.) 6 

Besides rowing technique, these early sessions taught us a number of import-

ant points of crew etiquette and discipline. 
First, we row in all weathers. If a workout is ever cancelled, it will be cancelled 

at the dock, not in your dorm-room. 
Second, don't be on time, be early/ Your crew depends on you. If you are late you 
lose your seat, period. This rule was simple, ruthless, and fair. 

Third, respect the equipment, it costs us money: 
• Always carry and place the oar blade face downward to prevent scratching 

the back of the blade; 
• Always hold the boat off the dock, so its fragile hull won't bang against the 

edge; 
• When carrying the boat, always close and turn the empty oar locks inward 

to minimize the hazard of them striking anything or anybody; 
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Fourth, shut up and listen to the commands of coach and cox; the boat is no 
place for chattering; when rowing keep your eyes in the boat. 

Fifth, always leave the boathouse in better condition than you found it. 
Last, and in summation, remember this paraphrase of Will Rogers: "I never 
met an oarsman I didn't Ii ke. Don't spoil it." 

These admonitions set a moral standard of personal responsibility that was 
the basic predicate for rowing at Georgetown. Those who absorbed the ethos 
stayed and became full-fledged members of the fraternity of the crew. There was 
no need for initiation rituals or hazing, and there were no cuts; you either felt the 
appeal of the sport and its disciplines or not.7 Those who did not simply stopped 
showing up every afternoon. In the process, the many became fewer. "We happy 
few, we band of brothers." 

Different Strokes: The Finer Points of Rowing 
The key to speed in rowing any sliding seat boat has less to do with the brute pow
er of the rowers, and more to do with their finesse and slide control on the recovery 
when the oars are out of the water. This requires that the oarsmen all move down 
their slides in unison so that they all arrive at the catch at precisely the same in
stant. In physical terms, slide control exemplifies Newton's third law of motion, of 
action and opposite reaction. Physically, as the rowers slide toward the stern they 
are in effect pulling the boat forward toward the finish line.8 

In the traditional low stroke style of rowing (28 to 32 strokes per minute,) 
the ideal was to finish the stroke with the upper body in a more or less laid-back 
position; the hands would then snap downward (cleanly lifting the blade from the 
water), feather, and then thrust away, leading the body slowly out of bow on the 
recovery. The reversal of direction of the slide (the transition from pull-through to 
recovery) naturally required a momentary pause to minimize disruption of the for
ward momentum of the boat after the impetus of the stroke. After this transitional 
pause on the slide, the crew's mass would begin accelerating down the slide toward 
the next catch, thus giving the boat a forward thrust to overcome the inertia of the 
boat on the pull through. The coaching mantra was "Hands - Body- Slide." This 
sounds complicated, but once mastered by a well-trained crew the rhythmic swing 
of the crew and the surging of the shell was beautiful to see and made the speed 
seem almost effortless.9 

Because the major regattas in Britain and America were traditionally rowed 
at distances of several miles,10 this classic "long and low" style was the only one 
practicable in terms of crews' endurance. Crews generally rowed these long races 
at ratings that rarely exceeded 35 strokes per minute even in the closing sprints. 
Those were the days of the old Pocock "American" style oars: laminated wood
en shafts with long, gracefully tapered blades of the type that survive now only 
as trophies adorning the wall down in the Tombs at the 1789. These Pocock 
blades lent themselves to the classic style of rowing described above, and that 
fall ('63) we freshmen still used the Pocock blades and learned to row the old 
"American" stroke.11 

But the shorter H enley (one and 5/161h• of a mile) and the O lympic (2000 me
ters) distances allowed for, and competitively soon came to demand, much high
er ratings from 36 to 44 spm. And such higher rates required a different blade 
shape, and thus evolved the wider "shovel" or "tulip" shaped blades. When the 
high-stroking Ratzeburg crew won the O lympics in 1960 using their new Karlish 
tulip shaped blades, the days of the old "long and low" Conibear style and the 
Pocock oars were numbered. After the GU Varsity raced Ratzeburg in April 1963, 
they too adopted the new "German style" and the tulip oars soon became the 
norm among American college crews.12 

R emember this 
paraphrase of 
Will Rogers: 
''I never met 
an oarsmen 
I didn't like. 
Don't spoil it." 
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The major domo 
in those years was a big 

gray-haired Irishman 
and former heavyweight 
boxing contender named 

Marty Gallagher 
who'd greet everyone 

with a "How ya doin', 
buddy?" 

NEVER ROW 

The new oars and the higher stroke meant a much faster movement "out of 
bow;" no more pause and layback at the finish, now the crew had to shoot their 
hands out of the finish, and swing their bodies forward and down the slide in one 

continuous motion. "Fast hands, body, slide!" To the degree that there was any 
pause on the recovery it was in the instant before the catch, a reversal of the old 
American rhythm. The greatest advantage of the tulip blades was that the catch 
was much more positive; by shortening and widening the blade, the "business end" 
of the oar was pushed further out on the shaft lengthening the leverage by a few 
inches and creating a more solid fulcrum against which to pry the boat forward 
on the pull through.13 This increased the physical demands on the oarsmen in 
terms of both the higher stroke rates (spm) and the strength needed to pull the 
more efficient oars, so the training regimen had to adjust to the new stroke as well. 
Rowing the German style brought a whole new meaning to the phrase "the rigor 
of the game." Races now became sprints. 

But in the fall of 1963, the freshmen inherited the old Pocock oars and 
learned to row the "long and low" American stroke, while the Varsity adjusted to 
the demands of the new German style and their tulip blades. 

Having become competent in shouldering the eights out of the house, and 
stepping into them without mishap, we now settled into our seats and actually 
began to row, first as pairs, then fours, (while our boat-mates used their oars to 
keep the shell stable for us.) Then, at last came the command: "All eight sit ready. 
Ready all, Row!" 

Now rowing what is an essentially round-bottomed boat only twenty-four 
inches wide and carrying eight moving men swinging twelve foot oars through 
winds and choppy water is harder than it may appear from the shore. In fact, it 
was quite ugly in those first afternoon trials. At first our "keel" was quite rocky, but 
after a few days we began moving the boat despite our blisters. Learning to carry 
eight oars at just the right level so as to "set the boat up" (i .e., balance the boat) 
on an even keel was most effectively encouraged by the painful effects of failure: 
getting a crew mate's oar handle in the kidney, or smashed knuckles caught be
tween the oar handle and the gunwales. There was hardly anyone who didn't leave 
blood on his oar during those first weeks in the eights. But once in a while all eight 
blades would clear the water on the recovery and take the next catch together just 
like a real crew, and gradually we began to get the feel for what rowing should be. 

On some of those October afternoons, just as we were beginning to move 
the boat as a crew, a comely young woman in a single kayak would paddle past us 
with remarkable speed and dexterity. This was Francine Fox, an O lympic hopeful 
out of the Washington Canoe Club. She was quite pretty with short blond hair, 
but had the upper body musculature that most men would envy in a guy but few 
would adm ire in a girl. She seemed to enjoy paddling beside us just long enough 
to show off and then gradually accelerate away from us. She knew we were only 
novices and that once we got together as an effective eight we'd be fast enough to 
turn the tables and leave her behind, as we did the next spring. But despite her 
teasing (or because of it) she was a pleasant diversion in the midst of a workout; we 
didn't always keep our eyes in the boat when Francine was around. 

Being late October, we'd get off the water about dusk and then run back to 
campus to make it to the cafeteria in New South just in time for dinner. That was 
the last year of meal cards that entitled the holder to virtually unlimited helpings 
of everything but the meat entree, so we'd fill up on rolls and butter, and multiple 
glasses of cold chocolate milk from the stainless-steel dispensers. The majordomo 
in those years was a big gray-haired Irishman and former heavy-weight boxing 
contender named Marty Gallagher who'd greet everyone with a "How ya <loin', 
buddy?" Since we'd arrive en mass and just before closing, he got to know us as 
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crew guys and would feint a jab at each of us as we passed through the line at the 
checkout where we'd show our meal cards. Marty was as much a part of George
town as Healy or White-Gravenor Halls. 

To mark the end of the fall rowing season for the freshman heavies, a scrim
mage was arranged for us with the Naval Academy plebes on Saturday, November 
2nd

• Unfortunately, this workout had to be cancelled because of the rough condi
tions on the Severn. Imagine! Although the cancellation was disappointing, we 
were still happy to have two months off from the daily practices. We'd learned the 
basics of rowing, and had joined the fraternity of the crew. 

The winter workouts in M cDonough Gym began soon after the end of 
Christmas vacation in early January and ran six days a week through to the last 
week in February. In the mid-sixties, the fall semester didn't end until mid-Jan
uary, followed by a brief reading period, final exams, and a semester break. The 
spring semester didn't begin until around Groundhog Day. 

As we have seen in Chapter Three, one of the most important innovations 
that Don Cadle brought to Georgetown was the notion that one first had to get 
into peak physical condition before attempting to row. This might seem obvious 

now, but in those days some rival coaches (fortunately for Georgetown) operated 
on the assumption that rowing itself would condition athletes for the rigors of 
racing; just get in the boat and row. Cadle understood that unless the would-be 
oarsman already had a fairly high level of overall strength and stamina, the rigors 
of rowing would quickly lead to exhaustion, the erosion of skills, and the forma
tion of sloppy habits. Rowing well, much less rowing to win, demands a high level 
of endurance as well as very specific physical strengths that one must bring to the 
boat. To develop these strengths he introduced an off-water regimen based on the 
"Russian PT Test" that consisted of performing a personal maximum number of 
callisthenic exercises: push-ups, sit-ups, leg lifts, etc. Cadle added the innovation 
that wherever possible these exercises should be performed at a rate approximating 
the racing stroke rate on the water.14 The savvy coach never missed a trick. 

The calisthenics were usually led by the two captains up on the gym stage 
and consisted of jumping jacks, push-ups, leg-lifts, sit-ups, squat- thrusts, reverse 
sit-ups, etc. and concluded with wind-sprints from one end of the gym to the 
other in quick succession. In the first few days of sprints, dry-heaves were com
mon among those who'd overindulged during the off-season from Thanksgiving 
through Christmas. On days when the streets were not too icy, we'd leave the 
relatively cozy confines of the gym and run a mile or two around the campus 
perimeter. I recall one morning having to crawl up New South hill on my hands 
and knees because a sleet storm had left an inch of ice on the walk-ways and roads, 
making it impossible to walk upright much less run. 

In a novel addition to the usual regimen of calisthenics that winter of '64, 
Mark Pisano introduced us all to the theory and practice of isometric exercise.15 

M ark was a senior from California who rowed the 2-seat in the heavyweight 
Varsity and took training very seriously. He persuaded "Goose" Remuzzi and 
Frank Barrett, that exercising against the resistance of a looped rope would im
prove our strength without resort to weight-training (which would have been 
difficult if not impossible given almost a hundred guys and the severely limited 

weight room in McDonough.) So everyone got a piece of rope about 10 feet long 
and tied it into a loop to use in a series of isometric exercises. M ost of us used 
a piece of simple half-inch cotton clothesline wrapped in a towel (for padding,) 
but some of the more ostentatious guys brought hawsers an inch thick lest their 
mighty muscles tear any lesser cables to shreds. Whether the isometrics worked 
as intended, having the ropes did encourage us all to skip rope, and some of us 
got to be pretty good at that. 

Francine Fox won a silver medal at the 
Tokyo Olympics. 
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The discipline 
of abstinence served 
to bond us together 

in a spirit of 
shared sacrifice. 

NEVER ROW 

Saturday mornings were devoted to the performance tests in which each of 
us was paired with another guy who was likely to be competing for the same seat 
in the boat: so port oars were paired with ports, starboards with starboards. We 
were given index cards and stubby pencils for recording the number of reps of 
each exercise performed in the allotted time (e.g., 360 sit-ups in 10 minutes) with 
the competitor keeping an honest count. Points were assigned for each rep of the 
various exercises and a final score kept by the coaches. After the five or six weekly 
tests, these scores (and one's attendance) determined the initial boatings when we 

finally got on the water. In the years before ergometers, this system was the fairest 
way to select the best (or at least the fittest) men for the first, second, and third 
boats. After getting on the water, challenges would decide the final boatings for 
the racing season. 

The Discipline of Abstinence 
One of the things that made us feel especially dedicated to the crew and to each 
other was that once training started in January we were expected to forgo beer, 
booze, and cigarettes.16 The discipline of abstinence served to bond us together in 
a spirit of shared sacrifice. Given that the social life of Georgetown was heavily 
lubricated by alcohol, to abstain merely for the sake of an athletic ideal of mutual 
sacrifice and self-discipline was to stand apart from the crowd. To illustrate the 
prevailing campus ethos I cite one of my classmates who chose to be remembered 
in the College yearbook by the quote: "Temperance is the greatest violation of party 

etiquette. "17 But for us, temperance was a badge of distinction. Even off the water 
we were members of the crew, and tacitly proud of it. 

That being said, there did occur at least one case in which a Varsity oarsman 
(who shall go nameless) was discovered to be breaking faith with his crew by 
violating the rule against drinking, and something had to be done about it. The 
officers that year convened a meeting of the Varsity oarsmen and proceeded to lay 
out the facts as known. There was a long discussion about whether to drop him 
from the crew or allow him a second chance to redeem himself. Since it was still 
early in the season before the crew hit the water, it was decided to allow him to 
stay, on probation so to speak. The whole affair from the accusation, through the 
discussion, to the decision was made by the oarsmen and their elected officers 
without involving the coaches. The episode illustrates not only the seriousness 
of the commitment to abstinence but the autonomy of the crew's officers in han
dling such matters. When the incident came to the attention of the coach several 
months later, he said that while he approved of the process he would have set the 
man down, permanently. ■ 



CHAPTER 

VII 
The Cadles Depart 

and a Freshman's First Races 

J
ometime in the late fall of1963 or early winter of 1964, Don Cadle made 
the difficult decision to relocate his family to Bonnigheim, Germany 
where Inge's family had their business.1 A year earlier Inge's older brother 
had died in an auto accident and Don felt a strong sense ofloyalty and re

sponsibility to help her father and younger brothers manage affairs in the aftermath 
of their loss.2 The relocation was welcome news for the fami ly and their business, 
but it created a crisis for the crew he had shaped into a championship program. 

For the men of the crew the impending departure of their coach and patron 
posed problems both spiritual and material. Spiritually, Don was their guru, the 
coach whose personal charisma, as much as his expertise, had so impressed the 
crew for four seasons. He was the only coach these guys knew, the source of their 
confidence, strength and success. It seemed impossible to imagine the program 
without him. But besides his leadership, there was the financial support that he 
and Inge contributed, funding that provided the means of success: the boats and 
oars, the launches and outboards, even their shirts, not to mention all the inci
dental expenses involved in the day-to-day operations of the crew. Despite their 
raffles, dues and ad hoc solicitations, the oarsmen knew that without the Cadles' 
support the crew's very survival was in peril. Even the meager subsidy from the 
university might be withdrawn if the program faltered in his absence. 

When Don broached the subject of the crew's future with his assistants, 
Frank Barrett, Al Difiore, and Bob Remuzzi, he gave them some dispiriting but 
realistic advice. The facts he marshaled were both obvious and irrefutable. To 
begin with, these three young men were just two years out of college. Al was 
going into his third year at Georgetown Law School, and Goose was essentially 
repeating his first year at the med school.3 Frank was fresh out of the army and 
starting his career in banking. None of them was in circumstances that would 
permit them the time, much less the money, to assume the responsibilities oflead
ing the crew. The demands on their time would prove professionally prohibitive, 
even personally disastrous. Then there was the issue of competence. These alumni 
had their rowing experiences as "Originals of '61," and taking nothing away from 
their unquestionable loyalty, spirit, and dedication to their crew, they lacked the 
expertise necessary to command the respect of guys who were virtually their peers. 
Don Cadle gave them some sound but discouraging advice: let the Georgetown 
crew come to its end quickly and with as much dignity as possible. 

Was Don simply speaking his mind or, as could be his wont, was he also 
playing mind games with his young proteges? Recall that Don had spent these 
last years teaching them more than just how to row. He had taught his crew the 
OxBridge paradigm of a strong student-run organization coached by volunteers 
but governed by a president and captain of boats with the constitutional authority 
to choose coaches and determine its own destiny. It might have been only an ideal 
then, but this was now, and the impending crisis made it very real. This would be 
their trial of faith, of faith in themselves and in what they had built together. 
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Sandy Sanborn succeeded Cadle as 
head coach. 

NEVER ROW 

The best teacher is one who enables his students to learn to stand, and even 
to teach on their own.4 My own hopeful surmise is that Don Cadle was that sort 
of teacher and that his advice was actually intended as an implicit challenge; that 
as a mentor he wanted them to understand the prima facie case for closure, but 
somehow to rise to the challenge of rebuttal. The facts said that the post-Cadle 
survival of the crew was clearly improbable, but Cadle's own spirit and his example 
had taught them that the improbable is not impossible. For what is faith but the 

dedication and determination that something worthwhile shall not perish for want 
of trying? So I'd prefer to believe this was Cadle's ultimate lesson to his Hoyas.5 

In the days and weeks that followed, the three young men took their own 
counsel. 6 They certainly felt the force of Cadle's advice, and were conscious of their 
own limitations. Yet allowing the crew to die (for the third time in Georgetown's 
history) was something they would not countenance. They remembered the depar
ture of Fred Maletz and how they had survived that crisis, and although the stakes 
were higher now, they knew that they must do it again. Somehow the Georgetown 
University Rowing Association would endure without Don and Inge Cadle. 

Goose especially refused to envision the end, and so he decided that crew 
would survive, and thankfully, his determination ensured that it did. And so it 
was that principal responsibility for the future of rowing at Georgetown was tak
en by a twenty-four year old medical student who would prove himself to be the 
worthy heir of the Cadle legacy. Robert "The Goose" Remuzzi had made up his 
mind, and vindicated Don's tacit hope. Thus began the transition from Cadle to 

Remuzzi and from one era to another.7 

Coach "Sandy" Sanborn 
To prepare for the transition and ensure that his crew would have a credible head 
coach as his successor, Cadle used his persuasive powers to recruit Lt. Command
er Vincent Guy "Sandy" Sanborn, USN (Ret.). Sanborn was working as an acci
dent investigator for the FAA and coaching the George W ashington crew8 at the 

time. Unfortunately, as Frank Barrett recalls, Sanborn "was a very nice man who 
let Don Cadle manipulate him into taking over as a figurehead at GU. In hind
sight Sandy was a victim as he was almost guaranteed to fail one way or another." 

In fact, Frank is probably understating the difficulties facing the new coach. 
Sanborn suffered from two disadvantages during his brief (one year) tenure at 
Georgetown. In the first place, compared to his alumni assistants, he didn't have 
the rapport, affection or the implicit trust of his crew; and second, he could not 
match Cadle's charisma and coaching expertise. H e was "H ead Coach" in name 
only. Relations with his assistants were always cordial and respectful ,9 but the real 
authority was "The Goose." As Pete Blyberg wrote, "It was always Goose who was 
there to hold it together. He was the one we listened to, the one who struggled 

along with us ... We trusted and believed in him." 
Given the facts of the situation it is hardly surprising that - fair or not - San

dy Sanborn's stint as Georgetown's coach was brief. After the crew won the Dad 
Vail that May, his job was relocated and he had to leave Washington and coaching. 

H e resigned effective Memorial Day, 1964.10 

For the next two years, the crew was in the hands of its volunteer alumni, 
Frank Barrett and Bob "The Goose" Remuzzi, assisted by Pat Doyle.11 

The Cadles Depart 

"On March 14th after four years under his expert coaching, the 
Georgetown University crew bade a sad farewell to Mr. Don D. Cadle, 
who guided the crew to the national small college championship and 
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personally engendered much of the esprit de corps which is the trade
mark of Georgetown rowing."12 

The date refers to the reception at the 1789 hosted by the Society of the Golden 
Oar, at which Don was presented with an inscribed oar-blade: 

To Don Cadle, dedicated sportsman and perceptive leader who taught men, 
largely by example, to discipline themselves to believe in se!f and others and 
to be confident that loyalty and friendship are among the highest virtues. 

In his parting Black Velvet toast Don himself gave his I Ioyas a valedictory challenge: 

The aim of all Georgetown coaches is to instill the idea of public ser
vice into our athletes. We don't care how much money you make. But 
we do care about the contributions you make to society and your fellow 
man. Drink up, gentlemen - it may be your last chance.11 

Though it was the most intimate and meaningful, the reception at the 1789 was 
only one of the testimonials Don received that spring. Here is the text of Don's 
induction into the Georgetown Athletic Hall of Fame:14 

Georgetown University 175th Anniversary Medal of Honor 
The Athletic Hall of Fame 

The President and Directors of Georgetown College 
with pride and pleasure present this testimonial 
of lasting esteem, admiration and gratitude to 

Don Cadle 
Coach of Crew, 1960-1964 

not only in recognition of the expertise of his volunteer services 
reflected in the successes of our crews over the last five years, 

but even more for the splendid personal example to our students 
of selfless devotion, perseverance and courage -

the hallmarks of the true lover of sports and 
of the value of sports in human character development. 

With characteristic understatement, Frank Barrett later wrote: "The Cadle legacy 
was absolute." Indeed it will forever remain, Absolute. 15 

Getting on the Water 
Washington's Birthday was the date traditionally set for getting into the boats11

' 

and on the water. At 6 a.m. in late February, the Potomac River is a dark, bitterly 
cold, sometimes icy, and usually windswept place to be. Typically, after a workout 
ice covered sweats would crunch, and once removed, could stand up on their own 
like a suit of armor. Nevertheless, given the choice between calisthenics in Mc
Donough Gym, or the rigor of rowing on the frigid Potomac, even against chill 
winds and fast current, the true oarsman always chooses the river over the gym. As 
February passed into March, and the approach of spring brought earlier sunrises, 
the cold winds abated, and we settled into the run-up to the racing season. 

Challenge races were run and the boatings began to stabilize. March 261
", 

Holy Thursday, I lost my six-seat in the first Freshman boat in a morning chal
lenge, and then won it back that afternoon. In the second race of the morning 
challenge,17 Terry Manning (who was rowing seven in the second Freshman eight) 
caught a horrendous crab and was almost thrown out of the boat. Despite the 
mishap, I still lost only by the requisite minimum four seconds. Frank Barrett was 
coaching that day and must have had some doubt about making the change. 

c, ()H.(,I f()\\ f\ l '" I R\11 \ 

CREW 

A marketing brochure for the '64 season. 
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• Boennigheim 

GW, Georgetoiv..n 
Crews Begin 
Season Tuesday 

Georgetown and George 
,vashington crews open their 
seasons Tuesday with a tri• 
school regatta on the Potomac 
starting at 1 p.m. off the 
Thompson Boat House. 

Georgetown and George 
\Va~hington w i 11 compe1tc 
against Fordham w h i 1 c 
Ho,·:ard will row against St. 
John's in a second feature. 

,vednesday, Georgetown and 
G\V will row against St. John's 
at 1 p.m. with Howard taking 
on Fordham as a co-feature 
following the first race, 

1 The Cadle family moved to Bonnigheim, Germany. 
2 The Hoyas began their season at home. 
3 The Golden Oar Society hosted a dinner in March to 
honor the departing coach. 
4 Before the 1964 season began, Don Cadle an
nounced he was moving to Germany with his family. 
5 The Freshman crew of 1964 had their first home race 
against Fordham and St. Johns. 
6 It was an impressive start to the season. 
7 The Varsity seemed unbeatable. 

Georgetown Oarsmen Bid 
Farewell to Coach Cadle 

l:ly C.:circ:e llli not 
Starr Rrnorter 

E1ghty-l"our young Gcorgc
tCJwn oars - there's no 
sul'11 Lhing as an old George· 
Lown oar - hid fa1·cwc:ll to 
their coai.h, wcltomed a new 
l1cndma11 of crew and talked 
about their first assault on 
the bii.: eights or rowing 
over the wcekcncl. 

1 L all happened at a re• 
ceJ)tion for Don Cad Ir, form• 
er Yale and Oxford rower, 
who built the Hoyas lnlo a 
:-.I alional power among small 
1·owing colleges. He, his 
wife and &year-old daughter 
arc sailing Tuesday for 
l~u ropc where Cagle will 
enter the Jamily Lcxtilc busi
ness near Stullgarl, Ger
many. 

When Cadle look over 
four years ago as George
town's lOJl oar, the lioyas 
hadn't wc,n a race in two 
:,Cason of trying ancl Lile 

l.'rcw totaled four men. 
eagle's first cigill didn 't 

win a race, either, but in lhe 
last three years his varsity 
took 19 of 22 races, lnclud• 
ln:;: the Dad Vail champion
ship symbolic of small col· 
lc;;c rowing sur>rcmccy. Now 
95 llo,c:as strain for spots in 
fl ve shells. 

Cacllc's wccesi.or will !Jc 
Sanely SanJ-:orn, co11ch at 
George \Vashin,c:lon Univcr-

DON CADLE 

.. , headed for Europe 

sily, who's goin:;: from one 
unpayin:;: job to another. 

I le is inheriting five reg
ula1·s ancJ 20 oth<'rS who 

stayed fo town last summer 
to work oul on their own 
lime. The objectives is the 
Olympic trials this summer, 
when !or the first time, tllC 
Hoyas will challenge the biS 
oars or collegiate rowinS 
like Navy, Cornell, Wiscon· 
sin and Washington. 

BETWEEN drinks 
"black velvet," a delightful 
marriage of champagne and 
stout, the Georgetown r;;,VI· 

ers prcse-ntcd Cadle with an 
oar blade on which was in· 
scrjbcd: 

"To Don Cadle, dedicated 
sportsman and perceptive 
leader who tought men, 
largely by example, to dis· 
clpline themselves to be· 
Jieve Jn self and others and 
to be confident that loyalt)' 
and friendship are amonl/ 
the highest values." 

Cadle, big, friendly man 
or 220 pounds- 10 pounds 
over his rowini? weight- an· 
swered in kine!. 

"The aim of all George· 
Lown coaches," he said, "JS 
lo instill the idea of publiC 
service into our athletes. 

"We don't care how mucl1 
money you make. But we do 
care about the contributions 
you make to society and 
your fellow man" 

"Drink up gcnllcmen,'' 
"It may he your last 
chance." Cadle was refer· 
ring 1-0 the rlgicl trainin!I 
progr;;m ·.vhich is preparin!! 
the Hoyas for the upcomln/1 
season-and a try !or the 
Olympics. 



Georgetown's freshman crew 
the Fordham frosh near the 
ce on the Potomac yesterday. 
nd Georretown also captured 

the varsity race. In the winninr shell are, from left, 
co:uwaln Jay Weldon, stroke Jim Woods, John Soisson, 
Ed Witman, Jlfllte Ryan, Tom Carney, Chuck Daily, Harry 
Scheer and Jim Mockler. Sports Center Is In backr round. 

Iloyas Take 4 of 5 Races 

Georgetown's Creivs Triumph 
Georgetown won four of I n t he heavyweight varsity coum and won by about l 

five c rew r aces yesterday on contest Georgetown took an length. 
the Potomac River as t our early lead and when Fordham The Georgetown li)!htwei~h 
local schools competed against varsity, rowing its first rac, 
Fordham and St. John's. upped Its beat to 44 Just b~ ever, was third behind Ford 

George Washington, Amer t- tore the f inish, the Hoyas re- ham and Geor~e Washlni;tor 
can University and Howard sponded with a speeded-up was a dis tant fourth. 
were the other local crews 
wh ich opened the area rowing 
season. 

The Hoyas won the light• 
weight frosh, the first frosh, 
the j unior varsity and the 
heavyweight varsity races. 

St. John's won a varsity 
race over American UnfvPr
slty and Howard, which fin· 
ished In a dearl heat toe sec
ond. 

Hoyas "'hip 
La Salle Crew 

PHlLADELPHlA, April S 
George tow n University's 
husky crew finished .£our boat 
lengths ahead of LaSalle's 
varsity Saturday in a two
school regatta on the Schuyl
kill River. 

LaSalle capt.ured the Junior 
Varsity race by a fool and 
won the frosh race by a length 
and a half. 

The Hoyas varsity, a poten
tial national champion crew, 
shot from the line at the urg
ing of stroke Dan Ebert and 
made a shambles of the con
test. 

Georgetown was timed in 
6:00.7 for the 2000 meter 
course. 

The Hoya boating: bow 
Fred Vollbrecht; 2, Mark Pi
sano; 3, Bill McNelll; 4, Dar
rell Angellini; 5, ,fack Hoesch
ler; 6, Pete Blybcrg; 7, Mike 
Mullin; stroke Dan Ebert; 
coxswain Doug Sargent. 





THE CADLES DEPART AND A FRESH MAN 'S FIRST RACES 

Lu~kily for me, he staged a second challenge that I won by seven seconds to re

clam~ my seat in the first boat. Although John Barry had also challenged me for 

the six-seat, the coaches evidently had other plans for Jack because that challenge 

never happened and by Good Friday, the boatings were set for the first race. 

That spring the racing season began at home during Easter week on Tues

day March 31st against Fordham, followed the next day against St. John's. For 

the Freshman heavyweights this would be our maiden race and Goose had us 

w~ll-prepared. Since getting on the water in February, he'd kept our boat together 

with few changes in seats so we had a good esprit as a crew. \Ve'd practiced our 

starts, the settle, and sprints, and were familiar with the characteristics of the 

co~rse, the currents under Key Bridge, and the land-marks on the approach to the 

finish line. We had the advantage of rowing our own course and were ready and 

e_ager for our first experience of racing for Georgetown. Jay Weldon was our cox, 

Jim Woods rowed stroke with John Soisson 7, Ed Witman 6, Mike Ryan 5, Tom 

Carney 4, Chuck Daily 3, Henry Scherr 2, and Jim Mockler in the bow. 

. Georgetown was boating five crews that Tuesday afternoon: the new light

weight Freshmen and Varsity crews were rowing, along with the heavyweight 

Freshmen, JV, and Varsity. The other local universities -American, 1--Ioward and 

George Washington - were also racing their Varsities against the visitors from 

Fordham and St. John's. Managing the transitions of boats and crews on the dock 

would be critical to the success of the regatta, so punctuality and cooperation 

were the order of the day. Our Freshman race was scheduled first so after a late 

breakfast of poached eggs toast honey and tea we gathered in Copley Lounge at 

11 ' ' ' ' 
a.m. for the pre-race meeting. 

When Goose arrived he passed out our uniform racing jerseys. Don Cadle 

had purchased these rowing shirts from England18 to give his Hoyas the authentic 

loo~ of the Ox-Bridge college crews of that era. The shirts were heavy cotton, 

white with horizontal navy blue pinstripes and a six inch vertical button dickey at 

the neck, and they were the envy of every school we rowed against that year. But 

for us freshmen what was really special at this prerace meeting was that Goose 

gave each of us a package of new crew socks. It may seem odd, but this simple ges

ture with the new socks thereafter became a prerace ritual that bonded us together 

as a boat and to him personally. I suppose he wanted us to look sharp because we 

were his crew; but on our side, it reaffirmed that he was our coach. 

Once in uniform we came to attention to listen to Goose explain the plan for 

the race. The previous year the Fordham Freshmen had beaten Georgetown in 
th

e 

Dad Vail, so this race would be a bit of a grudge match.1
9 The two sophomores in 

the Varsity boat, Darro Angelini and Bill Mc eill, remembered that defeat and 

;ge? us to a_venge their loss. (They got their own revenge later that day when the 

arsity heavies outraced Fordham by open water.) There were other reasons for 

the ill-will against Fordham, but more of that later. 

According to the scuttlebutt the Fordham stroke had rowed in high school; 

but h ' d · ·r h. 

t e good news was that he was the nervous type who tende to panic 
I 

is 

cre_w didn't have the lead after the first quarter mile.20 So our plan was to row a 

solid start and thirty at about 40 spm, then settle to a moderate 34, and see where 

we were at the quarter mile mark. After that point we'd just have to row it out 

and rely on our conditioning and training to get us to the finish first. Goose pro

nounced us ready to row, and with that we left Copley and climbed into the back 

of the GURA pickup truck for the ride down to the boathouse.
21 

It was a seasonably chilly, but sunny noontime and Goose wanted us to 
sta

y 

off our feet and out of the sun, so we sat in the shade on the east side of the boat

house nervously awaiting our coxswain's call: "All eight on the boat!" When Jay's 

command came we lined up on our usual eight, The Spirit rf '61, and counted 

The University Barge Club was over 100 

years old. 

For us freshmen 

what was really 

special at this 
prerace meeting 

was that Goose 

gave each of us 

a package of new 
crew socks. 
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The blazer patch was designed by 
Joe Frederick '64. 

NEVER ROW 

down. We were excited as we carried the boat out through the crowd and down 
to the dock, and I recall the familiar sting of icy-cold water on my bare feet as we 
carefully placed The Spirit into the Potomac and walked her up to the top of the 
dock. As insurance against anyone lifting off his seat pulling on the oar at the 
start, Goose had placed two loops of adhesive tape on each seat, and another thin 
strip to tape the keeper closed on the oar locks. Since equipment breakage was 
a frequent cause of recalled starts and lost races, these precautions were well
taken. We locked our oars, shoved off smartly, tied in, taped our locks, and began 
our row up to the starting line, alone together for the first time in uniform as a 
Georgetown crew. 

They say "you always remember your first time," and even after fifty years 
certain details of that race remain clearly etched in memory. At such moments 
in life the mind concentrates and the senses become exquisitely acute, the sights 
and sou nds and feel of the occasion are vividly crisp and one feels intensely alive; 
time slows and the mind takes in every sensuous detail: the rough wooden texture 
of the oar in the hands, the sounds of rolling slides and the oars turning in the 
locks, the water splashing off the blades, the hiss of the bow-wake running along 
the hull, the color of the new grass greening on the banks, cloud shadows sweep
ing across the water, and the river-smell on the breeze in early spring. Given the 
proper Zen-like attitude, rowing the Potomac can be an aesthetic rhapsody, and I 
would argue that it is the beauty as much as the glory of the sport that accounts for 
its profound affect on those who row. I have never felt more intensely alive than in 
those seconds sitting at the ready just before the start of a race. 

Because this was a relatively large regatta with six schools competing, there 
were stake-boats anchored on the starting line at the Three Sisters. We paddled 
past the stake-boats on our way farther up river to practice our starts off by our
selves. Since we hadn't rowed a hard workout during the three day "taper" lead
ing up to the race, our energy level was high and the starts relieved some of our 
pent-up tension. Although the weather was still cold, in the mid-40's, forsythias 
were blooming on the Virginia shore and the sun was shining through the passing 
clouds when Goose arrived and maneuvered the launch close-in by our stern. We 
stripped off our sweatshirts and passed them back to Jay, our cox, who tossed them 
into the launch as Goose wished us luck one last time. We then paused momentar
ily to link hands in a quick prayer. Our Lady of Victory, pray for us. Amen. 

When the Fordham eight came up and turned about, we paddled back down 
on the line. The referee arrived in his launch and took control of the start. Both 
crews backed water toward the stake-boats, and the stake-boys took hold of the 
sterns. As we waited, Jay politely asked the Fordham cox if they were betting 
shirts, but he declined; since they weren't wearing uniforms, my guess is they had 
no shirts to bet. I took that unwillingness to be a good sign for us. 

The luck of the draw gave us lane three to the portside of the Fordham 
boat in lane two, although with only two boats racing the lanes didn't matter 
very much. Because the third pier of Key Bridge stands in the middle of the race 
course, all the lanes diverge as they pass under the third and fourth arches, so 
both the start and finish lines are staggered to compensate for the wider swing-out 
required of crews on the left or DC side of the course. This meant that as the boat 
on the left, we lined up slightly ahead of Fordham to our starboard side, giving us 
the psychological advantage of an apparent one seat lead. Another good omen. 

The ref explained the starting procedure: coxswains were to hold their hands 
up until their bows were pointed at their bright orange lane markers up on Key 
Bridge half a mile away; once pointed they should lower their hands. When both 
coxes' hands went down, the ref would call out the commands: "Are you ready? 
Ready all, ROW'" and the stake-boys would release the boats. 
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We now were sitting ready at the "X position" - at half-slide - with our oars 
resting flat on the water while both coxswains had their bow or 2 man take short 
light strokes to get pointed. Then Jay's arm went down, and the ref s commands 
- his voice deepened and amplified by his megaphone - came booming across the 
water: ''- ROW1"Instantly, sixteen oars ripped the river and the two eights surged 
forward and gathered speed as the crews took their first strokes.22 

We went off at about 39 or 40 spm and held that for the first thirty strokes 
until Jay's command - "SLIDE_! " - ordering us to drop the stroke to a more sus
tainable 34. This is always a critical point in a race as the crew gathers itself for 
that first stroke at the lower beat. Given the extra second between the thirtieth 
(high) and thirty-first (lower) stroke the crew usually drives that next catch harder 
which can give the boat a momentary surge, or result in somebody catching a crab 
that brings the boat to a stop. Luckily, we got the happy surge. 

Although racing crews are trained to "keep eyes in the boat," who could re
sist glancing off to the left to check our position? The start had been good, just as 
we'd practiced it, no one crabbed and our keel was steady, and so when I checked 
on the Fordham eight I noted that we had about a two seat lead. Jim Woods, our 
stroke called for a "power ten" passing the quarter-mile marker and we moved up 
another seat. The boat was moving well now and we were swinging as comfortably 
as could be expected for freshmen in the early phases of their first race. I remem
ber that I was breathing in rhythm with the stroke and without any distress; my 
hands gripped the oar lightly on the recovery, and the timing felt solid despite the 
chop we encountered as we moved into the wider, more windswept part of the 
river around the half-mile mark just before Key Bridge. I was actually beginning 
to enjoy the race. From my vantage point in the six-seat I could catch glimpses of 
their bowman which meant that we were holding a three-quarter length lead. Ap
proaching the center arch of the bridge, Jay was beginning to apply the rudder, and 
I could see the stern moving slightly to port as he called "hard on port" to swing 
the bow into a starboard turn going under the bridge. It was a tricky bit of coxing 
for a novice, but Jay deftly got us pointed toward the finish line. W oods called for 
another "power ten" and we began to open water on Fordham. 

The remaining half-mile of the race was rowed with a comfortable lead. 
We continued to pull away, and our closing sprint was merely an exercise. As we 
crossed the line more than two lengths ahead of the Fordham boat, Jay called out 
"Let 'er run," and we congratulated each other on our first victory. Goose had pre
pared us well and we didn't forget his two rules of post-race etiquette: first, after 
the finish maintain your dignity and poise - sit-up, no collapsing in mock (or real) 
exhaustion; and second, win or lose, always give three cheers for the other crew(s) . 
Georgetown crews were supposed to show class on and off the water, and as fresh
men we were proud to have become part of that honored tradition. 

While we were waiting to be waved into the dock, Goose motored past us 
with Don Cadle who gave us his ultimate but understated accolade, "W ell-Rowed, 
Georgetown! " This was the last time I ever saw Don. From behind his sunglasses, 
Goose just grinned. The next day The Washington Post ran a photo of our freshman 
boat pulling away at the finish with the caption "H oyas in a Hurry," along with an 
article reporting the day's race results. 

That was a good day for Georgetown as the Hoyas swept their races in each 
division. The Freshman lightweights won their first-ever race, the Freshman 
heavies led Fordham over the line by two lengths, and our JV beat Fordham, 
American, and GW 's third Varsity. Rowing a brisk 40 spm, the GU Varsity heav
ies led the Rams all the way and sprinted over the line at 44 spm in a time of 
6:20.6, and the overpowered Hoya lightweight Varsity came in a close thi rd.21 To 
honor the sweep by the heavies, Goose ran a broom up the flag pole24 when the 

·Georgetown· Wins 4 Races, 
St. John's One on Potomac 

Special to The New York Tim.es 

WASHINGTON,. March 31-1' 
Georgetown Univers{ty crew
men made a clean sweep of the 
rowing regatta today on the. 
cold Potomac. Four area teams / 
competed along with visiting'. 
crews from St. John's and. 
Fordham of New York. I 

Using lhe Ratzenburg style 
and oars employed.· so success- I 
fully by the visiting Germans 
last year, the Hoya's won all! 
four events they . competed in. I 
,t. John's won the other. I 

The fastest time of 6 minutes 
20.6 seconds was rowed by the 
Georgetown crew in the f ifth. 
race., Fordham was second, the: 
Georgetown . lightweights 3dl 
and the George Washington 
varsity last. St. John's won the : 
fourth event in 6:45. American 
University and Howard finished · 
in a dead heat for second. I 

All six schools will compete 
tomorrow. . J 

The 1964 season started with a sweep. 
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Steak and potatos in Philadelphia. 

NEVER ROW 

first day of racing came to an end. 
The next day was April Fools and might have produced a second GU sweep 

but for the skullduggery of Fordham's coach,Jack Sulger. The day started with the 
Fordham heavy frosh coming in ahead of the Hoya lightweight Freshmen. Our 
Freshman heavy eight25 came in five lengths (6:41) ahead of St. John's with 
American another three lengths behind them. Having watched his Varsity sound
ly defeated the day before, Sulger decided to go for a cheap face-saving win by 
putting six of those Varsity oarsmen in his JV for the rematch against the H oya 
JV.26 And then he disappeared, hiding to avoid Goose who knew of the switch 
and made sure his crews knew too. Sulger's stacked JV out a one length win eked 
in a remarkably fast time of 6:11. But when the time came for the reconstituted 
Fordham "Varsity" to race Howard, they won by only two seconds in the remark
ably slow time of 6:28. The 17 second difference between their "JV" and "Varsity" 
times gave the lie to the excuse that the two crews were so evenly matched that 
their personnel were interchangeable; in fact two of their "JV" oarsmen had 
competed the year before in the Pan American Games.27 

After this folderol, the heavy Varsity race was an anti-climactic run-away 

for the GU heavies as they won over St. John's, and GW's heavies, and the GU 
lightweight Varsity in 6:08. 

As a coach and exemplar, the kindest thing that can be said about Jack Sulger 
is that he was "The Anti-Cadle." The Fordham oarsmen deserved better and I 
suspect they were deeply embarrassed by their coach 's unsportsmanlike conduct 
that day. Sadly, Sulger proved himself to be the exception to the rule, "I never met 
an oarsman I didn't like." 

Ironically, six years later I found myself coaching Fordham's lightweight crew 
- their only crew at the time - and I came to understand and sympathize with the 
difficulties involved in rowing for Fordham even aside from the shadow cast by 
Jack Sulger. T here was the everyday difficulty of transporting crews in cars from 
the Rose H ill campus in the Bronx to the NY Athletic C lub's boathouse in Pel
ham seven miles away. I came to appreciate what a g reat advantage Georgetown 
had in being able to schedule workouts six days a week and hold its members 
strictly liable for getting to the boathouse on their own, and on time. In terms 
of hours of preparation, we probably had a two to one advantage over Fordham's 
crews, and even more over St. John's. Not to mention the fact that in Don Cadle 
and Bob Remuzzi we had coaches we could admire as men as well as mentors.28 

As freshmen we were now undefeated, and just a bit cocky. That was not to 
last, for the next Saturday, April 4th we travelled up to Philadelphia to row against 
LaSalle who did to us what we'd done to Fordham: they grabbed the lead at the 
start and held it all the way. T he JV also lost, but the Varsity won its race, so offi
cially the trip was a success. 

On the Road 
For us freshmen the LaSalle race was our first road trip and our introduction to the 
logistics of t raveling as a crew. After the T hursday afternoon workout we washed 
down the eights, loaded them on the trailer and proceeded to tie them down for 
the trip up to Philly. I recall Goose describing how unnerving it was while driving 
through the Baltimore Harbor tunnel to watch the eights begin to lift off the trail
er due to the peculiar aerodynamics of the tunnel. He checked and secured each 
tie personally. Then after classes on Friday, we got in the cars of the upperclass
men and coaches for the three hour jaunt up the road, arriving at the Ben Franklin 
Motel close by Kelly Drive and Boathouse Row. We checked in quickly, and then 
headed downtown to Tad's Steakhouse for a $1.29 steak dinner. 

Eating at Tad's was always a crap-shoot. T he steaks varied in quality, some 
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were pretty good (considering the price), but many were slabs of gristle and bone 
that were virtually inedible. So standing in line watching the grill-men cooking 
them, you would try to figure out which ones looked better so that you could grab 
a good one when they put them up on the counter. But the baked potato and the 
slice of garlic bread were consistently good and so that, plus the appeal of taking 
a chance on the steak, kept us coming back. With any luck one might run a win
ning streak of three, maybe even four decent steaks over the course of one's rowing 
career in Philly. Tad's was a crew tradition in those days. 

Another Philly tradition was rowing out of the University Barge Club, one of 
the more antiquated and decrepit structures on Boathouse Row along Kelly Drive. 
Here our etiquette had to be impeccable because we were quests. Goose laid down 
the rule that we should leave the place looking neater and cleaner than we fou nd 
it, so before we left Saturday afternoon we'd always sweep through the house and 
grounds picking up litter we hadn't dropped so that we'd leave a good impression 
of Georgetown's crew. We were always conscious of such appearances. 

The LaSalle trip was memorable for two other minor details. The song 
"Goin' to the Chapel" (by the Crystals) played incessantly on every radio within 
ear shot, and I rode home to DC in the back seat of Jack Hoeschler's VW at about 
ninety miles per hour (who knew a bug could fly that fast?). It wasn't so much 
Jack's speeding that I recall so vividly, nor even his considerable skill as a racon
teur. What really impressed me was his penchant for maintaining eye contact 
with us in the back seat, while our own eyes were frozen on the road ahead. 
Somebody had to watch where we were going! 

Perhaps as a result of the loss to LaSalle, Goose made some significant 
changes in our Freshman boat.29 The starboard side remained the same, but on 
the port, John Barry came up from the second boat to row stroke (so his pending 
challenge for my six seat became moot). Jim W oods moved from stroke to two, 
and Henry Scherr moved from two to fou r replacing Tom Carney. We kept this 
seating for the remainder of the season. 30 

A Digression: On Rowing Stroke31 

The elevation of Jack Barry to stroke provides an opportunity to ask, what makes 
a good or better stroke ? In my four years at Georgetown, I rowed behind two very 
good strokes and a third whom I think was even better, but I cannot say with any 
assurance what makes the difference other than those intangibles: personality, 
leadership, and not least, good luck. H aving rowed stroke myself in both JV and 
Varsity boats, I candidly confess that I do not think I was a particularly good 
stroke, and I suppose I came to this realization even before Goose and Frank did. 
So I believe that my comments are both informed and unbiased. (I am not a horse 
in this race.) So let's try to explain the elements that go to make the ideal stroke. 

The first requisite is excellent form. A s the leader that the crew must follow, 
the 8-man must model for them the particular style of stroke the crew is rowing, 
and must maintain this ideal form throughout the race and whatever the spm. 

Next, as the pacemaker for the boat, the stroke must have a reliable sense of 
timing and rhythm; he must know the difference between 34 and 36 spm and be 
able to hit and maintain any given rate without flagging. I recall one guy who had 
an uncanny ability to hit exactly whatever rate a coach might demand; but despite 
this metronomic precision, he was not a good stroke. Much more is needed. 

Physically, it helps to be the proper stature relative to the others in the crew, 
particularly the stern section . For example, at 6'5" I was too tall and my reach too 
long in the water for the seven and six men to keep time with. Conversely, at 5'10" 
the late Linc Hoffman, although otherwise a very good stroke, was too short in 
the water for someone like Pete Blyberg (6'7") at six. In our Freshman eight in '64, 

3 FORDHAM SHELLS 
SCORE ON POTOMAC 

WASHINGTON, April 1-The 
Fordham University varsity 
crew, stroked by Jack Papa, 
today scored over Howard Uni
versity by three-quarters of a 
length 1n 6 minutes 28 seconds 
over a. 2,000-meter course on 
the Potomac River. Amerlcan 
University was two more 
lengths behind in third place. 

The Ram varsity's triumph 
was tts second in three starts. 
The . Rams lost to the Hoya 
varsity on Tuesday by a boat 
length. 

In another varsltv race St 
John's University lost its first 
race in four starts to the 
Georgetown heavyweight and 
lightweight varsities in 6 :08, 
wltli George Washington last. 

Fordham also won the fresh
man and junior varsity races. 
The Ram junior varsity boat 
scored· the second fastest time 
of ·the day. defeating George. 
town by 11/4 lengths in 6 :11. 
The Fordham crew. a ouarter 
of a. length behind at the start. 
rowed ·ar 40 strokes a minut~ 
to Georgetwon's 44. The Rams 
caught i the Hoyas at the 800-
metter mark and went a half• 
length in front at the 1.000-
pieter mark and were never 
headed. 

The Times gave Fondham top b1ll1ng. but 
the Hoyas beat St. John. 
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The stroke has to 
have the character
istics of a leader: be 
able to stand alone, 
not waver, be goal 

oriented, be se!f 
sacrificial for the 
common good, be 

able to work harder 
and longer, and 

have the heart 
of a warrior. 

NEVER ROW 

John Barry came in at 6'1" and had the height advantage over the former stroke 
Jim Woods (5'10",) and was a better match with John Soisson (6'2") at seven and 
me at six. But these physical comparisons are not what make the crucial difference. 

Over and above the timing and physical skills there is the crucial question 
of personality and the temperamental harmony between the stroke and the crew 
he must lead. For its part, the crew must have more than mere confidence in 
the stroke's technical abilities; the other eight (cox included) must spontaneously 
con fer the mantle of leadership on their stroke, and s/he must have the character 
to win and hold that authority. In this respect, strokes are like coxswains: techni
cal proficiency is not enough for excellence. John Soisson, who rowed seven seat 
behind virtually every stroke of that era ('64 through '67, both lightweights and 
heavies) notes perceptively that: 

There are 'team' qualities, especially the ability to merge mind and 
synchronize body with the seven seat. Some of that falls to the seven 
man certainly, but the stroke needs to have a personality disposed to 
that merging. A good stroke is a strong individual personality. But at 
the same time he must fit seamlessly into the community of the boat... 
The stroke has to have the characteristics of a leader: be able to stand 
alone, not waver, be goal oriented, be self-sacrificial for the common 
good, be able to work harder and longer, and have the heart of a warrior. 

Soisson's point about "standing alone" may sound odd in the context of crew, but 
recall that the stroke rows his own 'stroke'; everyone else is following his oar as the 
orchestra follows the baton of the conductor. At the same time he must respond 
to the tactical exigencies of the race with no loss of focus and concentration. That 
burden requires a mental and visceral toughness that gets communicated to the 
crew behind him, a spiritual strength that tells them he is not willing to lose a 
duel down the stretch. The rest of the crew looks (literally) to him; but he can look 
only to himself No wonder then, that really good strokes are often cocky, even 
arrogant; but a bit of justified arrogance isn't a vice because being convinced that 
you can do it is the key virtue that makes a good stroke. And on the river as on the 

baseball diamond, "It ain't braggin' if you can do it." 
Then there is the fact that while the bonds within a boat are extremely tight, 

this can sometimes magnify the tempers. Any spirited crew will include volatile 
members who are quick to express their emotions, and since their exertions are 
sometimes frustrating, and always exhausting, those emotions are often hot and 
negative, even nasty. The stroke must then be the stabilizing leader, restoring calm 
discipline and reminding them all of their common purpose. As Soisson writes, 
the good stroke must possess the right temperamental spirit: 

... the evenness, the steadiness of an upbeat personality. A good stroke 
doesn't get down. Probably, if you tested the best strokes, you'd find 
they do not have the least tendency to depression. A stroke can't wal
low in self-pity or sorrow when there is a loss. That would destroy the 
emotional streng th of the boat. 

This is a daunting inventory of physical and psychological virtues, and accounts 
for the rarity of truly great stroke oars; but it does remind us of what to look for in 
guys who aspire to row the 8-oar. From the coaching perspective, Frank Barrett 
summarizes the practical issue nicely: "It isn't that complicated to know what you 
want. The trick is to take oarsmen who don't have it all, (who does?) backfill and 
develop a winning crew behind a good but imperfect stroke. That's called life." 

And finally, as Napoleon remarked about choosing his generals, it helps to 

have good luck. ■ 



CHAPTER 

VIII 
From D.C. Debacle to Dad Vail Victory 

T o recap briefly: The 1964 season began March 31, the Tuesday after Easter, 
when crews from Fordham and St. John's arrived on the Potomac to row 
a two-day regatta against Georgetown, George Washington, Howard, 

and American. The Hoya Freshmen and Varsity won their races against Fordham 
and GW, but the JV came in second; Wednesday, against St. John's, the I loya 
heavies swept with victories by the Freshmen, JV, and Varsity. The next Satur
day, we travelled to Philadelphia to race LaSalle. Again the Varsity won, but the 
Freshmen and JV lost. At home again April ll'h , we scored another sweep over 
Drexel and Howard' . So far the Varsity heavies2 were continuing their two year 
undefeated streak. And in mid-April, Don and Inge Cadle left for Germany. 

Then on the 18th we (the Freshmen and Varsity) returned to the Schuylkill 
to race crews from St. Joe's and Iona. This was a major test for the Varsity since SJ 
was also undefeated this year. In the Freshman race, St. Joe's entered two boats, 
and Iona entered its JV making a four boat field. With our new stroke, John Barry, 
we rowed well into a headwind, and drew away to win by two lengths over Iona, 
with both SJ boats trailing; the time was 6:51.1.3 Given the pre- race hype about 
SJ's strength, we were relieved to win and excited about getting SJ's nice betting 
shirts that featured crossed oars.4 However, our enthusiasm was short-lived. 

The Varsity race was a portent of dark days to come. Having fallen two 
lengths behind early on, the Georgetown eight managed to draw even but were 
beaten in the closing sprint by a half-length, by what seemed to be a better crew.' 
The guys were pretty demoralized about breaking their streak. This was not sup
posed to happen, not this year; five of them were veterans who had lost only twice 
before in their careers, and one of those losses was to the World Champion Ratze
burg crew. As Frank Barrett recalls: 

They (SJ) were a good crew, the best we had faced and rowing in 
Philly it wasn't a surprise that we had a real race on our hands. They 
beat us fair and square. The kids felt that the world had ended, were 
shocked and surprised. How could this happen? We were GU and we 
didn't lose. That loss ... was shattering ... We lacked the confidence to 

lose, mark it up as a growth experience, and move on.6 

So despite our Freshman victory, and our cool trophy shirts, the ride home was 
somber and subdued. 

The loss to St. Joe's began a process of self-defeating introspection. What 
went wrong? Was it the loss of the Cadle mystique? Could the Varsity recover 
their confidence without his special magic? Was it the new Karlish tulip blades? 
The higher stroke rates? These questions bred uncertainty, and the uncertainty 
bred a desperate quest for a fix. 

Goose and Frank thought that perhaps the higher stroke was diminishing the 
run resulting in the seven oar taking his catch in the bow-man's puddle thus losing 
proper purchase and dissipating his power, so they tried a new rigging switching 

The loss to 
St. Joe's began 
a process of 
self-defeating 
introspection. 
What went 
wrong? 
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What ensued can 
only be described as 

a debacle, the nadir of 
Georgetown rowing 

for many years to 
come. The Varsity 
came in dead last, 
"DFL", beaten by 

Howard, American, 
and CW 

NEVER ROW 

Mark Pisano to a port bow and Fred Vollbrecht to a starboard two seat.7 But there 
was no difference in speed, and the doubt deepened. 

That next Saturday, April 25'", Marietta coach Ralph Lindamood brought 
his unbeaten Dad Vail champion squad to the Potomac and swept the Freshman,8 

JV, and Varsity races. To suffer a sweep on our own river was bad enough but even 
worse was to come the following weekend in the DC Area Regatta. 

Since the advent of Don Cadle, Georgetown had enjoyed supremacy over 
the area crews, GW, American, and Howard. We were better trained and better 
coached, and had the benefit of many more hours on the water than our local 
competitors, and so the outcome of the racing that Saturday was supposed to be 
a forgone conclusion, a morale boosting sweep in preparation for the '64 Dad Vail 
Championship May 8'h• 

The day got off to a good start as the Freshman heavies9 won their race with 
what would prove to be the fastest time of the day, 6:07 for the 2,000 meters, a 

time assisted by a gusty wind that diminished during the later races. The JV1° then 
set the stage for the expected sweep by winning their race. But what ensued can 
only be described as a debacle, the nadir of Georgetown rowing for many years to 
come. The Varsity came in dead last, "DFL", beaten by Howard, American, and 
GW. Only Joseph Conrad had the right word for it: "The Horror. The Horror!" 

In his column in The Hoya, Rory Qtirk11 hypothesized that the crew had 
peaked too early and was physically exhausted by months of training. Though a 
friendly excuse, this theory was quite implausible on its face. Physical exhaustion 
among young athletes in their prime is curable with a few nights' sleep. Still the 
"Great Crew Mystery" haunted us all during the next week's preparations. As 
freshmen, we were excitedly looking forward to our first shot at the legendary 
Dad Vail Championship, a chance to measure ourselves against the other eleven 
freshman entries. But our enthusiasm was dampened by the concern everyone felt 
regarding the state of the Varsity. No one in their boat spoke about Saturday's 
race; no one even ventured an explanation. Such a defeat by such rivals was like 

an unspeakable stigma that required us to avert our eyes and remain silent while 
praying for some miracle to set us all right again. 

After fifty years, recollections of that awful afternoon are sketchy and on 
some points inconsistent or altogether vacant. Nevertheless a mosaic of memories 
can be assembled to provide an understanding of what went so horribly wrong. 
Whatever the truth might be about those seven minutes of agony on the Potomac 
so long ago, this account will have to suffice.12 

The mood of the Varsity that week before the DC regatta was a bit schizo
phrenic. Given the mediocre quality of their competition, there was cocky confi
dence; but there was also a lingering concern. Despite the realistic expectation of 
victory, two consecutive defeats had left a pervasive residue of self-doubt. As Dar
ro recalled, "the 'Don is gone' fog had an effect on our rowing." Looking back to 
that time, even Frank Barrett acknowledged that as inexperienced young coaches 
he and Goose pressed too hard; there was a lack of confidence, that ability "to lose, 
and yet grow through it ... (as coaches) we panicked." 

The lane assignments for the four Varsities put Georgetown in the fourth 
lane, closest to the DC shore; this was unfortunate because it required steering 
a course out and around the fourth pier of Key Bridge. This was not a great hand
icap, but it was still worrisome and would prove to be a contributing factor in the 
race result. As Tiger Sergeant recalls, once the boat arrived above the starting 
line, the practice starts felt solid and so too the set-up of the shell on the "easy 
alls." The crew felt confident and ready to race against crews they considered 
little better than JV squads. That confidence probably disguised their lingering 
unease. When the ref gave the command "ROW!" the GU eight nailed their 
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start; in the first twenty strokes they sprinted out to an open water lead over the 
field, and victory seemed assured. But an equipment failure in one of the other 
boats forced a recall and a long delay getting restarted ; another bad omen. 

By all accounts the second start was an absolute nightmare. His hand in 
the air, Tiger was still getting pointed at his lane marker when the command to 
"ROW1" sounded across the water. After this initial confusion, the crew never set
tled into their racing beat; and worse, they began to come apart, shouting to one 
another in unwonted confusion. With such a breakdown of discipline, it would 
have been best for the cox simply to call a halt, gather the crew, and restart. T he 
race was not yet out of hand and they had the resilience and the speed to catch up. 
Instead the meltdown only got worse; in Tiger Sergeant's memory: "W e scram
bled completely out of control as if we'd never rowed before. We panicked." 

By this time they were making their turn under Key Bridge,13 off in lane fou r 

where the current flowing around the pier tends to push boats even fa rther off the 
shortest line to the finish. But worse than the current under the bridge, was the 
15 mph crossing wind swirling just beyond the lee of the abutment. As the bow 
came out of the turn that wind and chop caught the oars and exacerbated the 

mayhem. M ark Pisano recalls that bowman Fred Vollbrecht was swearing about 
the high stroke (36 spm). Oars flailing, timing and keel utterly lost, emot ions 
running amok, chaos reigned. They were now far behind H oward, and t rai ling 
third place GW by open water. It was all over but the shouting. Literally! 

The Revival Meeting 
As bad as it was however, the defeat was not irredeemable. In fact it was the bot
tom; and when you hit bottom, there is only one way left to go. In the aftermath 
of Saturday's loss, the Varsity was taken in hand by Frank Barrett and Bob "The 
Goose" Remuzzi. As young alumni coaches, they were not Cadle's equal in regard 
to technique, but they did know their guys and knew what they needed. T iger put 
the point perfectly: "Crews cannot gain in strength and finesse in two weeks. The 
only thing left is the mind .. . The thing that carries the day is always psychologi
cal." And so together, Goose and Frank made a psychological appeal that brought 
about the most stunning comeback in the history of Georgetown rowing. 

T hat Sunday evening Goose and Frank convened a closed meeting of the 
Varsity heavies in Copley Lounge; it was like the apostles gathered in the upper 
room on Pentecost. Amid the rich leather upholstery, the deep carpets and all 
the trappings of Georgetown's traditions, the two young coaches wove their spell 
as their crew listened with despondent attention. 

Rhetorically, this couldn't be a Knute Rockne style pep-talk in the locker 
room at half-time, not a "Win one for the Gipper" speech. T here are no half-times 
in crew, and locker room ranting would be utterly ill-suited to the moment and the 
mood they needed to create. Their purpose that day was not to elicit a transient 
passion, but to restore hope and instill sustaining conviction. T he Pentecost simile 
is apt: the "H oly Spirit" was about work a minor miracle.14 

No one recalls the exact words Goose used, but then neither do we have the 
words Themistocles spoke to his captains and crews before they rowed to their 
immortal victory over the Persians at Salamis. Yet those who heard them agree 
upon the themes they gave shape and substance. 

Qiietly, Goose reminded them that the stakes could not be h igher. T he fate 
of the university's commitment to crew would be riding in the boat with them 
at the D ad Vail. Without D on Cadle's charisma to defend them from the long 
knives in the athletic department, another defeat would probably doom rowing at 
Georgetown. They could not allow the crew to fold. Not this way.1' Not after all 
that Cadle and their alumni, guys like Gerber, F itzgerald, Cassidy, Casey, Doyle, 

Howard's 
Cre,v Beats 
Area Schools 

Unclerclog J-l owarcl huc:ked 
the odds ancl I\ 15 mile-an-hour 
head wind today to capture 
tile Washini?ton Crew cham
pionships on th e Potomac 
River. 

Lefl in Howard's wake over 
the 2000-rneter Olympic course 
were the heavyweight eights 
or America n University, 
G e or i:: c Washington a n d 
Gcor~etown. The Hoyas, win• 
ner~ or the previous two cham• 
pionshlps and favo1·ed to make 
it 3-for-:l , finished Inst, four 
lengths behind the winners. 

Howard took the lead abou t 
a quarter-mile from the start 
near Three Sisters Island and 
held it all the way to the fin. 
ish at Thompson Bont Center. 
Howard's time on the choppy 
course was 6 minutes, 14 see
oncls. 

Georgetown captured the 
freshman heavyweight race in 
6:07, trailed by Howard and 
AU. The Hoyas also captured 
lhc jayvee event, with AU 
second and GW third. 

The D.C. Debacle. 
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DAD VAJL REGATTA 
Schuylkill River, Philadelphia, PL 

Mau 9, 1961 

St. Joseph's, Marietta Upset 

Georgetown Wins Dad 11 
IIILL CONLIN la<t out, can't recommend--10- er-bottom laat Saturday on the lut year He decided that shovel Y I." Potomac. oars were the thing, 

Of TM Bull«tin SPoru Stoff Well, Georcetown's rank t- The Hoyos, their German When hl.l crew reported for 

ii Regatta 
oneer1 aetUed into a 1trokmg race by a length over Ge<""; I. Only they were 1troking town with Dresel finishlffl 

Looking over the m,:nu for sider upset the Schuylkill ha f. •ho~I oars blown away by practice two months •So-the the Dad Vall Regatta, you had cappers yesterday. ~•ty winds, f1nl1h~ 1111 be- same veteran crew that loll by M . tta d SL Joa- Ha,.ka, Marietta Upaet hind Howard, American U, and only a length to MarielUI 1n 1111 to like ane an Geo,ae Washinaion, namca not year's V11J-S1nborn handed 

b o u t two lengths behind 1tron1 Ihm!. The htUe Pi"'.' alJ. raetown 11 the trolley j victory exlended Marietta• 1dge. boat w1nnin1 streak th11 
eph'a. / The Hoyu' vtnity turned e lilc.ely to txc1te the rowin1 fra- out shovel-bladed oars. 

Both were unbeattn, Some 25th Dad Vall derby In • t.ernity, Yeoterday, Georgetown fully people In a.mall colleae rowina shambles with • 1tuMln1 •c• Imp realized what can be done with 
circles even considered the tory over St Joseph's. Marlttta - by Germana thffll. Hawks and the terrors of the was a woll beaten third. The only 1im1lar1ty yesterday The Ho)ai stroked 

11 
3~ at 

Abreut ot the i•l•nd, St. Jos- to 13. 
•• beaan a auicidal sprint and But the streak was stopped w a run length ahead of the Junior var11ty event w ainina Marietu. It was not Rollins-taking advaots5e Ohio River good enough to cha!- It was an lmpl1uS1ble lltn- to the crew that repr=nted the atart ,nto the teeth of • len1te the major rowing powss about for retired Na"?' ~m- Geor1etown I week ago wu IUSty southerly that turned the ,n th,

1 
year when all eyes look minder Vince Sanborn• at, that 1t 11111 used shovel oara, Schuvlklll into 

I 

r,pplin1t w,nd toward Tokyo and the Olym- which came here with • 4-3 • wh!ch m11ht provide a clue to tunnel. Sanborn said that 
1

t h" 

ough alack water near the river bl rt-The Hoyos whooped joyously -scored bv a length over lb ro,s the f,ni•h llne th,-quar• 1 ella. Geor,icto'IVJI was third. rs of a Jenath and 2½ seconds/ len,rth and a halt in tronl rad of Joe Toland's Hawk,, LaSalle. ~ pica. ord. their remarkable comeback. crow broke on top. 11 had a •OOd 
Georgetown? If this had been Those four victories w~ in Sanborn wa, m1ght1ly unpres- llhol at St Joseph'• and Mari-

• horse race, the arly line/slow company and the d al/led by the world champ1on/etta would have read: "Bealcn badly aeason apparcnUy reached 1v- R1tzeb11r1 crew that rowed here As txpected, the Hawks and 

ho alsn rowed with German Gcorgelown'1 van,ly dud-
rlt1 will take on the b11 boy.., tn rt4 Mariella, a lrngth back, bare-I ing Cornell, Harvard, Yale d" 1101 up tn edae Amherst. The Princeton. nut Saturday '" pl 11lcr1 w,re Fordham and Doc Ea1tem Sprint champ1onoh1 err', Drexel boat which earn- at Worcester, Mau .Id darkhorae ststus with a fine Now the morning lint sh0 lhowing in the quallfyu,g heata r•d: "Moving up in ct .... di" Friday and yesterday momma. gerous." 

"'We d~ided last week that t.. v.ul~ '!~~ ,,,..,,,.a:_ w,re aoina to Win lhi1 one:· ,.~.=,.,, l. am Mc:H1,,u t ..... Sanbom "It was ■ matter ,. """""'" '- Jkk HOl!Khs~'~.' Pl!• --.. ........ . 1. MU_,,,,_,.., ~1-c,f a,rung the ki~ to think poei• f,"'Iot.~t"~=.,~. •~ uvely. Wt. didn't work any hard- s. FGr'Cf"I•"'; '- °'"•' 1 a:, t; 1 fr thla week and w, didn't do 7 •tt ' 111. 7 ' ' ',o 1nvthi1& d1fftn•nt with our VARIITY ~~• :::.;~c: ,.._ 1trok~ Jn ract. wr tailed otr ■ 1·:= t~~ ..... •· ,.,.,;;;,.-:, l1t1Jc 1n our 1r11nm1 toward the ;•~;!'}., t~:,.=;· ft,~~ !i ~ end of th ¥Jttk .. c.-, •• ..._ Jw~ 11t......,,u , ~:f Th, Hnru ha rely quahf1ed :0,tto;,1c1~u"::'~. i, G=• 1 :'" for thf' final . In • mnrnma semi• 1 ,, • 1 "• 1 25, 1 M • 1 1,. final, th,y trllde-d M■r1e1t.1 and JUNto• vu1nv , J.ff' Amher~t and ould h■\"e gone t ~="". i"°: • .:t!.~.,,~~•v· := home empty-handed had they t=·,.~ •• ,~~.~~ •. ~,J;,; f1ni.shtd another pl■ce back. ,,..,; conw••" JOl'WI • ..,.,: 1f JJ'!' Marien■ WI• ,,..,.. Rate ~,~t\.~tow;.: 1,~~1~. 1 ,._ .. Marietta won ttt. freshman ,.,u, 1 ,u, J.n..._ 
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Georgeto·wn Cretv Loses 
PHILADELPHli\, ,\prll 18 

Geort?Nown's l'arsil)' crew losl 
ils rirsl regularly schedule 
race in l111·cc years today, Ile· 
ini; nipped 01 the rinish line 
by St. Joseph\ unclercatecl 
shell. 

The lloyM I0Sl a narrow 
Jecision to l\lnrlNla In last 
,enr's Dael Voll reouo, also 
in the Schuylkill nivt>r. 

A tremendous sprint In lhl' 
'inal 100 yards h~· SI. ,Joseph's 
lid the trick today anil t>lldr.cl 
.he Hoy as undcreatecl slrl ns 
.his year at rour. 

Earlier, l ll C Gl' 0l't:C'I0\\'11 
rrcshman boat, slrnkt>cl hy 
John Barry, Jeri nil the way 
OVCI' the 2000-mNCl' Olympic 
:oursc, lo win lhc rour-honl 
race in 6:51.l minutes b~• al
most two hoal leni:Lhs. lonn 
iunior varsity, a guest In lhe 

race. cndecl second, Lrollccl hy 
Lwo SI. ,Joseph's rrcshnrnn 
lmats. Thi- times "'ere slow 
c.lue 10 lhl• hcotl wind 

,\llhnu~h the lloya~ 11cvc1· 
\Ook 1hr h•A<I. thc•y wcrl' very 
much in thr ,·ai·sily ral'I' nil 
lht' wny, al ont• lime Cll'Cl'l'Ulll• 

in,q nn rnrly lW0-lrnglh deficit. 
Then lhe~• m0l'Ccl 011 C\"1'11 
terms u111·11 within 100 rnrd~ 
or the rinish line. whrn a sec
ond breath scernccl to i:ivc lhc 
Hawk.s a heLter rinnl SJ)rint 
ror hnlr-lcngth victory. 

St. Jo~cph's wns clocked In 
6:19.2, n g a Inst 6:21.1 for 
Georgetown. Jonn was more 
lhan four lengths hchlnd fot 
third In 6:34, Lrailcd hy lhc 
Penn Athletic Cluh first crtw 
an Olymrik hopdul. fourth Ir 
R:39 



Marietta Boats Clobber 
EntireGeorgetownFleet 

DAT OJI' MOURNING . •• f« GMf'1"etoW11 er♦w fan.a who saw th• 
Roya crew h .11 ,.lc:tlm to a elH a 1wMp b7 Marl• t.u 011 lhe Potomac 
tut S a turda y. 

Marietta College stunned the Georgetown crew last 
Saturday when the P ioneers swep t the tour-race regatta on 
the Potomac. The defending Dad Vail champions were never 
headed In the junior varsity and varsit y races and won both 
contest.a goin£" aw ay. In the freshman race, Georgetown's 
OllC4-b aaten frosh lost by three q uarters of a length to the 

Marietta yearlings in a r a ce 
that was rated a toas-up. T he 
P ioneers were clocked in 
6 :20.0, six seconds ahead of 
the Hoyas. 

The Georgetown thi rd var
alty ma de the b .. t abowinl' ol the 
afternoon u ther tnoved out to a 
on ... tangth le.ad at t he au.rt. The 
amooth. atrolc.ins Ploneera made up 
thta deftdt o~er the body of t.hc: 
race, however, a.nd movtid away In 
the t\nal 600 me\en to win b,. 
tbrae-quanera or a l•nC"th. T he 
JV and vanit y nu,e were t he real 
ahockt.n of tha afternoon 1ot' 
C.orretown n1ver th n aten1d 1n 
.tthu • venL Mar i1tta took both 
Yae1■ u a Uy. ,rtnnlnc by open 
'tlllll'atu. Thl• ttrlnc of d.t•• t• 
tnarked th• fih t t ime In t-ecent 
J'e...,.. t hat C.o,,iret,own tell victim 
to a clun swNp. 

Georp&.own fared little better on 
t he Sevem that aame &ltemoon. 
Th• GU Jfptwail'ht troth up .. t 
the Navy ttchtwetcht fTOah and 
SL And"Nwa t1' the openinc ract, 
but th• Hoya lichtwel•ht va r.tty 
• • • defeated b7 the MiddiH by 
three l•n•t.ha. A atrona- tide a nd 
hp.ry winds cut down tha nclnr 
tlmu a nd non• of t he eJ,-ht. broke 
aeYen mlnuua f or the 2000 m et.era. 

S t :,ron Cup 
l n a J>r ... n aatta race on t he 

Potomac, th, Oeorptown "B" 
f ro.ah )oat to G-,111'• Wa■hinrton 
h lth .cb ool a nd ftnJahed in a dead 
h eat with Hammond Bt&h School. 
Th• Hoyu hop• to bru'k out ot 
their late aeaaon .1l u mp when th11 
det, nd the S tJ'TOn Cup tn Satur
da y"• A n a ltes ratta, Glorretown 
h • • neTor loat • r a ce i n thla re-
l'•tta and t h• ch ancH of &nother 
a we•p ar• aood, a lthouah G .W ., 
A .U . and Howa Tii a n conllderably 
Im prove d, Th• ~ satta wnl be.,ln 
a t 2 p.m. 

The climax of the ace.eon for the 
oa rmetl will b• the O•d Vall a.4 

p t ta ,n PhU&<Mlphla on Ma;y 8 
and 10. Chiu' contender. ! or the 
Van thropy an Ma ri•tta, St. J oe' •• 
Geot-... town an.d Amh~nt.. 

EASTERN SPRINT 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

LAKE QUINSIGAMOND 
MAY 15, 1964 

ADMISSION $1.50 

SPONSORED BY 

EASTERN ASSOCIATION 

OF 
ROWING COLLEGES 

-HOST

QUINSIGAIIONO REGATTA 
mDCIATION 

' Outstroke 
To 'vVin Vai 

b11 Pa,t Bright 

A!ter the dlsastroue f our th
place ftnlsh in the area rcg-at
ta, the ct'eW'& se1f-proclaim ed 
Indomitable spirit seemed 
m ore domitable than their 
newly-published brochure in
dicatea. VlndJcatlon came \.hla paat 
weekend on the roucb ••~rs of 
th o Sehuyk ill .Rivor in Philadelphia 
where Gooreetown', •acro11iYe 
e leht captured the Dad Vail Tro
phy lor t-h• second Um• In threa 
years. T he junior ·var,it.y f\nii1hed 
third behind Rollin , Co11e&'tl o! 
Winter Park. Florida and M.-ri
ett,, and the freahm•n lost to Mar
ietta'• y earUnca by one and one 
half length,. 

Coaneback 
The triumph in the Dad Va.il b a a 

to ra nk amon,: the tnoat unucpected 
victories in the hlatory of the Unt .. 
venity. On the weekend precedinr 
tb«lr ,rreataat a c:htevement.s, tb• 
Ho7as had ab,or!Md a 1hocldna- de-. 
feat in th~ re,-atta tor the Styron 
Cup and t h11 a rea championship. 
I n tbat. event, Rowar d, American 
U.. and Georce Wa1hlnrton a ll 
paSM.d th e tadln,:, Roya boat 1hort,.. 
ly a!tu the. half.way mark, end 
Geor1:etown was more than four
leneth• behind •t Lhe f\ni1h. Pur• 
thermore, St.. J oseph'• Coll•S'41, and 
M e rrlet ta had both beat.en the 
U'o)'aa durinc the rea-ulu· aeaaon , 
a n d )hrietta had won b:, a whop• 
pina- three lencth• on the Potomac 
Juat two wHkend.a earlier . 

ButURatly 
The Ho7aa quallt\ed easily on 

Friday, but their time for th• 2000 
meter course wu nurly 10 sec
ond, slower than Har-lett.A'a, and 
th• P ion Nrt beat tho Jhyu t o the 
flniah line '" the. ••m.lfinala by 
4.5 16Con<b. The.n came the fina ls. 
The Tioya s sprinted to the lead at 
the bcarinninc and m&.lnt.ain ed 36 
stroke• p er mJnuta tor &lmost the 
w hole race. A, the boa t.a n eared the 
finish, the race bkune a contest 
between St. J oHph '• and the 
H oyu.. 'l'h• Raw U t h~tened to 
ovcrt.ake tht winners in t.he la1t 
2i yar ds of the rac:e, but Dan 
Ebert r a ised the at:rokt to 40 per 
rninut.e, •nd the Hoyas won by 
t.hre•-q\la rtera of a lcn,ih. 

I n t he junior var atty competition 
t.he Hoyaa• aceond el«ht almost 
didn't reach the ftn•lt. A cloainlf 
sp r int In the l)r ellmlnary rounds 
ena bled th& Boyas to quallty ! or 
the t iLJe round ar the1 elll'llina ted 
Pu rdue In an exciting ftnlah. Th• 
next. day the junior v arsi l-y took 
the lud Jutt u dJd th• var1lty, 
holdln~ t hf!lr lead for nt.arly t.hne
l ourtha ot the race.. Rollfna and 
Ma.riett.a Lht:n ~ • n to 1prlnt and 
the Hoya, cou ld not keep pace. T he 
H oyaa tJme of 7 :14.9 left t hem weJt 
beh ind Rollin 1, which wora in 7: 
06.7, an d about three-quartcra o-t 
a len,th behin d Marlett.a. 

The freshmen gained tome re,.. 
venc• by btatlnc L•S• Jl• tn both 
the ):lrelhninary heat and the final,, 
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O'Brien, and Prest, not to mention Barrett and Remuzzi themselves, had striven 

so hard to establish. The solemn mood deepened, as the nine listened to that hon

or roll and thought of their own responsibility. 

Then he reminded them of who they were and all they had hoped for, the 

goals Cadle had set the previous summer: win the Vail, go to the IRA, compete in 

the '64 Olympic Trials. He told them things they already knew about themselves 

but had forgotten in the last three weeks. They were all - even the sophomores 

- veteran oarsmen who'd sacrificed their vacations to row through the heat and 

humidity last summer to weld themselves into a fast crew capable of realizing 

th0se goals. They were the same guys who made that boat "sing," and who had 

rowed the Potomac course in 5:48 against an incoming tide.
16 

Three of them had 

rowed undefeated in '62. The truth was they hadn't been beaten in the DC race 

as much as they had fa1faited it by their own uncharacteristic mistakes. ow they 

muSt put aside their humiliation and decide how they would respond to the chal

lenge of the next week. Physically, they were the equals of any crew in their way. 

They had only to recover their belief in their goals, in each other, and in them

selves as individuals. A light was breaking through now, and the mood began to 

change. In place of despair, a grim determination was raking hold of the crew. 

The psychological conversion having begun, Goose now applied the master's 

touch. He convinced the Varsity that they cou ld, and that they would win again; 

and that the earlier losses were not necessarily the worst preparation for rowing 

the Dad Vail against their prime rivals, Marietta - the defending champions, and 

St. Joe's - who'd beaten GU three weeks before. Strategically, it might even prove 

to be a psychological advantage. Let them gloat over Georgetown's collapse. That 

was then. This was now. And now was the time to reassert Georgetown's pre-em

inence and add their own names to that honor roll. They were sitting forward now, 

listening intently as he laid out the strategy for the coming victory. 

Though born of desperation, the plan Goose and Frank offered them had 

the simplicity of genius. Forget about vying for a favorable lane assignment, just 

row the Friday afternoon and Saturday morning heats to qualify and advance to 

the finals. Nothing fancy, don't show them much, and "don't get bloody-minded" 

as Cadle would say; just get into the final. Let Marietta and St. Joe's believe the 

st0ries about the DC debacle; let them have their way in the heats. Then, in the 

final on Saturday afternoon, would come their chance for vindication. George

town would roar off the line at 48 spm, take them all by surprise, grab the lead, 

and then enjoy the race all the way to the finish line. With that vision of victory in 

their minds the nine looked at each other and knew, knew, it was really possible. 

The meeting ended. Without rhetorical flourish, the simplicity of the talk 

worked magic. Goose had restored their faith in themselves and their hope in the 

mission: Win the Vail and take back their pride. His conviction had rekindled their 

determination as well as their confidence, and recast the haunted as the hunters. 

The Dawn of the Remuzzi - Barrett Era 

The Copley meeting on May 3rd, 1964, marked the moment of transition from the 

era of Don Cadle to the era of Remuzzi and Barrett. With this talk Goose proved 

himself the leader worthy and capable of filling Don's place and commanding the 

confidence of these men so in need of revival. The "Don is gone" fog had lifted. 

Recall that there were six seniors sitting there in Copley that Sunday. Sergeant, 

Ebert, Mullin, Hoeschler, Pisano, and Vollbrecht - guys who desperately need

ed the vindication Goose had sketched so effectively; they were facing their last 

chance. Even the other three, Blyberg, Angelini, and Mc eill, badly wanted to 

win for the sake of the seniors as much as for themselves. The Copley meeting, 

as much as the victory it predicted, was a historic moment in the evolution of 

John Kelly stands watch on 

the Schuylkill. 
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NEVER ROW 

Georgetown Rowing. It was GURA's Pentecost Sunday. 
The workouts that week showed the effect of the Varsity's revived spirit. The 

nine had matured markedly in those few days. They had recovered their trust 
in each other and had the boat swinging once more, and the run stretched out 
as never before. Though no less serious about their task, they were smiling and 
looking forward again. In keeping with Cadle's prerace training regimen, they 
rowed shorter workouts stressing starts and short pieces at a racing beat. This idea 
of a "tapering down" was based on the physiological theory of storing up the 
athletes' energies for the main event. As Tiger Sergeant explains: 

The week before the Vail was not even a full week of practice. There 
was the taper. Monday we probably had a 'hard' practice, and then 
started to build up energy - that was a Cadle plan. He would warn 
us of our built up strength: car doors opened with extra force and 
slammed by that same untapped reserve. The pent up energy is re
leased in the final. Workouts were light, with starts, short sprints at 
high levels. Strokes counted with 20s and 10s, but no long pieces. 

Aside from its physiological merits, the psychological appeal of the taper should 
not pass unnoticed. Cadle's "warning about our built up strength" was akin to a 
post-hypnotic suggestion that Goose no doubt wished to use to advantage: they 
were getting even more powerful, more ready, more confident. So be careful with 
those car doors/ Like the old joke about the medicinal effects of chicken soup on the 
deceased, "It can't hurt!" Especially in springtime, the "Joys of the Taper" must 

never be underestimated. Hell, it worked. 

After the Passion, the Resurrection: The Dad Vail 1964 
Georgetown drew lane two in the second (of four) Varsity heats on Friday after
noon. Alongside them were Wayne State (in lane 1) and American International 
(in lane 3,) and then Marist, Amherst, and Florida Southern. After about six 
strokes Al's cox lost control and veered into GU's lane and oars clashed. Both 
boats were forced to stop. The race was restarted and went according to plan: 
GU kept their cool and without extending themselves17 came in first ahead of 
Amherst by 5 seconds, 7:02.2 over 7:07.2, with Florida Southern 7:10.3, Wayne 

State 7:18.4, Marist 7:35, and American International (no time) trailing.18 

As Pete Blyberg recounts, the first place finish meant that GU had lane 1 in 
the Saturday morning semi-final, against Rollins, CW, Marietta, Amherst, and 
Florida Southern in lane 6. G iven the lane assignments that had been published 
for the final, Goose told them not to try to win but instead aim to take second or 
third place. Again the GU eight rowed with cool control as they qualified for the 
final coming in third behind Marietta and Amherst.19 The plan was working, and 
the stage was now set. For the six seniors there was only one more race, their last 
as Hoyas; for all, one last race for victory and vindication. 

Their lane for the Dad Vail Final turned out to be just as Goose had hoped: 
as the third place crew they drew lane 3, and being in the middle of the course 
meant that Tiger would have a good view of both major rivals, Marietta in lane 4 
and St. Joe's in lane 5. Everything had now fallen into place. In the last meeting 
before they shoved off, Goose reviewed the plan with Tiger and Dan and Mike 
Mullin. Go out high and fast, grab the lead and hold it. Call for power as needed, 
and sprint to the finish. Seniors, enjoy your last race! Enough said. Now it was 

time get up to the line, and win the damn race! 
And just like in the movies, that is exactly what the Varsity heavies did. 

Coxed by the irrepressible Tiger Sergeant, and stroked by the unflappable Dan 
Ebert '64, followed by Mike Mullin '64, Pete Blyberg '65, Jack Hoeschler '64, 
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Darro Angelini '66, Bill McNeill '66, Mark Pisano '64, and Fred Volbrecht '64, 
the Georgetown Varsity sprinted off the line into a strong head wind, took the lead 
by the quarter mile mark, extended it to two lengths at the halfway point and held 
on for a¾ length victory with a winning time of 7:03.8 for the Henley distance 

of a mile and 5/16'"' · St. Joe's and Marietta placed second and third in 7:06.3 and 
7:11.8, followed by Amherst 7:12.2, Fordham 7:18, and Drexel 7:24.8. 

The Hoya heavies had pulled it off and returned to the championship for the 
second time in three years. Mark Pisano describes the race from the two seat: 

So we were sitting right where we wanted to be on the inside lane. Our 
strategy was to go out fast, 42 and settle down to 36. Worked perfectly. 
Never behind. Came into the final 500 with about half a boat lead and 
started sprinting even before the 500 meters relying on our conditioning. 
The reason I remember the lead (we were not supposed to look at our 
opponents) was that Vollbrecht was screaming his head off at me to pull 
harder so that we could get open water. At the end we did not have open 
water but close to it. Besides the glory of victory, what we gained was 
the trust in one another, possibly the greatest gift of crew. 

It was a sweet moment for all of us because those guys had become our heroes that 
year, and we identified with their agony in defeat, and now relished the thrill of 
their victory. There was even talk that the Area Regatta had been a set-up to the 
upset. Preposterous, but in the glow of that afternoon, it was a great laugh-line. 
Champions can afford to laugh and bask in the moment. It was a great day for the 
entire crew, and secured the future of rowing at Georgetown.20 

Sometime amid the celebration, Goose made a long-distance call to Don Ca
dle in Germany to report the results: Varsity first, Freshmen second, and JV third. 
The call was emotional, but also anticlimactic, for it marked the closure of the 
Cadle era. The victory at the '64 Vail belonged to Frank Barrett and especially to 
Bob "The Goose" Remuzzi, the two guys who during those "seven days in May" 
saved the future of Georgetown crew for the generations that followed. 

The Freshman Race at the Dad Vail21 

Since there were only twelve Freshman crews entered that year, there were only 
two six-boat heats with three from each to qualify for the final Saturday after

noon. In the first heat late Friday afternoon, Marietta 7:16.3 beat Drexel 7:23.5 
and Howard 7:28.3; and in the second heat the GU Freshman avenged their ear
lier loss by coming in first in 7:09.622 ahead of LaSalle 7:12.1, with Purdue taking 
third 7:13.8. W ith these six crews, the next day's final field was set. But we under
stood that the real race would be against the big M's from Marietta who'd in
flicted that sweep only two weeks before. To ensure that we would get up to the 
starting line in plenty of time for the heat our cox Jay Weldon borrowed my wrist 
watch to wear on his bicep during the row up. During the excitement of the race 
it slipped downward on his slender arm until it somehow ended up between his 
steering toggle and the clapper board on the side of the shell. After we were safely 
over the finish line he looked at me apologetically and held up the watch with 
its shattered crystal. Fortunately, quality endures in watches as with oarsmen. 
Even after other similar mishaps and repairs, I am still wearing that 1959 vintage 
Omega "Seamaster." It's rare that I look at it and don't recall that Friday 
afternoon on the Schuylkill. 

The lane assignments for the final on Saturday afternoon were Drexel in lane 
1, Georgetown, Purdue, Marietta, LaSalle, and Howard in lane 6. ] remember 
very little of those seven minutes of the final except that we never did get to look 
back at on Marietta's blue shirts with their big white "M"s. They took off from 

The victory 
belonged to 
Frank Barrett 
and to Bob 
"The Goose" 
Remuzzi, the 
two guys who 
during those 
"seven days in 
May" saved 
the future of 
Georgetown 
crew for the 
generations 
that followed. 
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The Rowing News reported on the Dad 
Vail victory. 
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the start and lead all the way, with us and Drexel in the chase. The Washington 
Post reported that "Georgetown staged a grand rally at the end to place second but 
could not catch Marietta which was the winner by nearly two lengths." To correct 
any faulty inference from that account of a final "rally," we never trailed Drexel; 
ours was strictly a two boat race between the H oyas and the Pioneers. 

The one thing that I do remember was the roar of the crowd as we came up 
to Peter's Island. Crew is not usually a big spectator sport, and in our previous 
races, even on the Schuylkill, there had been only faint applause from a handful of 
friends barely audible out on the river. But Saturday at the Dad Vail draws crowds 
numbering in the thousands and gathers them right on the river bank, virtually 
within a stone's throw of the crews. 23 So as we came up on Peter's Island in the last 
quarter mile, the roar was stu nning. I recall being on the edge of exhaustion, when 
the noise of the crowd lifted me onto that final level of exertion. Maybe that was 
the "grand rally" cited by the Post. 

W e crossed the line and glided to a rest in the shadow of the stone railroad 
bridge, disappointed and exhausted (but upright) as the adrenaline began to dissi
pate. We had rowed our best but lost again to the farm boys from the Muskingum. 
The times were 7:11.7 for Marietta, 7:19.1 for Georgetown, and 7: 20.9 for Drexel, 
with Purdue 7:26.7, LaSalle 7:26.9, and Howard 7.33.9. Marietta's jinx on me 
would last for as long as I rowed; I would never beat a Marietta crew. I came in 
second to the Big M's in three out of my four Dad Vail finals. 

The JV Final 
Despite having won the gold in 1962 and 1963, the JV boat (coxed by Russ La
Mantia '65, and stroked by Linc Hoffman '65, powered by Bill Allen '64, Roe 
Kramer '66, Marc O'Brien '64, Terry Jerge '65, Mike Hughes '66, Jim Hanna '66 
and Ben Domenico '65) was also disappointed with their third place finish behind 
a surging Rollins crew 7:06.7 that came in a length and a half ahead of Mariet
ta 7:11.2 with Georgetown 7:14.9 in third. LaSalle 7:20.7, Amherst 7:20.9, and 
Trinity 7:23.4 trailed. Given the comparatively poor performance of the Rollins 
Varsity that day - they settled for first in the consolation race - there was some 
talk that Rollins may have "stacked" their JV in the hopes of winning at least that 
final.24 But it's best not to cast such aspersions, since for the next two years ('65 
and '66) Georgetown would suffer its own identity crises in trying to distinguish 
between "Varsity" and "Junior Varsity" boats; the differences being however that 
a) although there were several Varsity veterans in the JV those years, Goose did 
not "stack" our boats, and b) the JV didn't win either year. 

T here was also an unusual (and somewhat mysterious25) "combination race" 
that morning for spares that had two H oya eights rowing against St. Joes', and 
two combination boats manned by the spares of American, Howard, and Trinity 
as one crew, and American, Iona, and M arietta as the other. Apparently it was a 
good race for the Hoyas, who placed first (7:20) and second (7:22.4,) ahead of St. 

Joe's (7:46); no times were recorded for the two "pickle boats." 
With the Freshman and JV races over it was time for the Varsity to work 

their miracle. The afternoon was a success because they won the Dad Vail Trophy 
for the second time in three years; and the second and third place finishes of the 
Freshmen and JV at least earned us all medals, not to mention the beautiful pew

ter mugs awarded to the Varsity nine. The drive home was happy. 

The Eastern Sprints 
The '64 season was the inaugural season of lightweight racing26 at Georgetown, 
and the skinnies closed out their year by making the trip to Worcester, M ass. for 
Eastern Association of Rowing Colleges championships on Lake Qiinsigamond, 
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better known as the "Eastern Sprints." Despite a mixed season (they won against 
Purdue at home April ll'h

, then lost to Navy at Annapolis April 25th27) they were 
eager for a chance to row in the "big time." 

In contrast to the small colleges and start-up programs that raced in the 
Dad Vail Rowing Association, 28 the EARC Sprints included the long-established 
rowing powers of the Ivy League, schools that traditionally dominated the world 
of crew racing. For lightweight oarsmen, to compete in the Sprints meant rowing 
against the best in the country, if not the world. So this first trip to Worcester 
cannot be exaggerated in terms of its effect on their morale; this was BIG for the 
skinnies, but no less significant for the Georgetown crew as a whole. The skinnies 
were carrying the Blue & Gray into the front ranks of American rowing. 

Logistics for the trip from DC to Worcester were facilitated by the presence 
of heavyweight captain Peter Blyberg,29 and moderator Fr. Joe Sellinger who had 
arranged with his fellow Jesuits at Holy Cross to host the Varsity and Freshman 
skinnies overnight Friday. After the eight hour bus trip, they left their bags in the 
gym where they would spend the night, went off to dinner at a Shrewsbury steak 
house, "a real step up from Tad's in that the steaks were so big they took over most 
of the plate." Too bad the guys had to make weight before the racing!30 

All the racing took place on Saturday, starting with the Freshman light
weight heats at 9 a.m.31 Because of the nine boat field,32 the Hoya Freshmen drew 
the first and larger (five boat) heat, and lined up in lane five. Unfortunately, there 
was no upset that morning as the young Hoyas33 came in fifth 7:21.5, twenty-two 
seconds behind the eventual winner Columbia in 6:59.5, followed by Harvard 
7:02.7, Penn 7:07.4, and MIT 7:08.5. Nor did the three boat consolation race 
that afternoon provide any consolation as the frosh trailed MIT 7:20.5, and Dart
mouth 7:29.9, coming in about three lengths back in 7:42.5. 

In the Varsity events, the Hoyas were competing against ten of the nation's 
best lightweight crews34 Like the Freshmen, the Varsity Hoyas35 drew the larg
er six boat second heat, and regrettably came in fifth36 and also headed into the 

consolation race. Though disappointed at not making the final, the Hoyas were 
undaunted by their Ivy League competitors, and rowing up to the line that after
noon, they reminded each other about the importance of this last race and dis
cussed how best to row it. The consensus was to keep the stroke down (low 30s) 
so as not to exhaust themselves too early. Whatever might have been the merits of 
this battle plan, it did not survive "first contact with the enemy." 

Rowing in lane one (on the far western side of the course) the Georgetown 
Varsity went off the line at a brisk 44 spm and to the surprise of the PA announc
er and themselves, they maintained a high stroke throughout the race. As Bill 
Crusey, '65 recalls: 

Despite our good intentions we got off to a mediocre start. Approach
ing the halfway mark we were at best in a three way tie for third place 
in a five boat race. 37 

(By way of background, the preceding November, shortly before 
President Kennedy was assassinated, we lost Dave Casey, the beloved 
stroke of our heavyweight boat that won the Vail in '62. Dave was our 
hero and his death broke our hearts.) 

At this point, the cox (Art Charles) called "power ten for Casey." 
We were electrified! The boat took off in an emotional, communal 
explosion of focused power .. .It was a magic moment. Within a minute 
we were out in front with open water and managed to stay out in front 
and won by open water. 

Fred King's memory differs from Bill's but makes much the same point: 
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To close the season, a celebration at 
the 1789. 
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We had the new Karlish shovel-bladed oars38 and we went off the line 
in the mid 40s and settled at a 40. I remember the public address an
nouncer at the 1000 meter mark exclaiming: "I can't believe it! George
town is still at a forty!" We weren't third; we were leading. Navy started 
to move a little on us. At this point Art Charles yelled: "Give me a power 
ten for Dave Casey!" I have never felt a boat surge as we did at that time. 
In ten strokes we opened another length on Navy and won walking away. 

Indeed, the Hoya skinnies did win "walking away" in a time of 7:16.7. Following 
in their wake came Navy 7:21.4, Rutgers 7:26.2, Columbia 7:32.7, and Penn 7:44.9. 

But what is remarkable about this incident of the power ten is the evocative 
power of Casey's memory even among guys who'd never had the chance to row 
behind him. Fred King concludes his account of the race: 

We were in our sprint with maybe 250 meters to go. There was a 
bit of a chop or maybe a wake. On a recovery my blade hit the chop 
and completely spun in my hands. I almost pissed myself I said the 
quickest and shortest prayer of my life. Miraculously, I avoided a crab, 
gripped the oar handle and made my catch and didn't miss a stroke. If 
I had mucked up one of the greatest races in which I have ever partic
ipated I don't think I could have lived with myself. Divine interven
tion ? Perhaps, with the intercession of David Casey. 

It would be hard to write a better testament to the high esteem in which Casey 
was held than this story of his role in winning the consolation race for the Varsity 

skinnies at the '64 Sprints. 
Pete Blyberg describes their closing sprint from his vantage point on the beach: 

I was at the finish line listening to the announcer ... As the race was 
being called and the skinnies were right in the thick of it I started 
getting carried away. As the boats approached the finish and we had 
opened up a gap on Navy l started wading out into the water scream
ing. The finish line was right in front of me and it was truly an excit
ing moment. Georgetown could hold its own in the big leagues. 

By winning the consolation race, Georgetown had earned seventh place among 
the top lightweight crews in the country, and while it was "only" the consolation 
race, it was still worth celebrating in the traditional manner, so the crew seized 
their dehydrated cox and tossed him into the waters of Lake 09insigamond where 
he could finally drink his fill. The phone call back to campus sent the news to 
Coach Al and the heavies who immediately prepared the welcome home. 

Since they had rented the bus for only one night, the lightweights loaded 
quickly and got on the road for the eight hour trip back to DC. When the bus 
pulled around Carroll Circle late that night they received the best reward of all 
n the cheers, congratulations and well-earned respect of their fellow oarsmen. 

The next day, a rainy Sunday afternoon, Richard McCooey39 hosted the tra
ditional Black Velvet party in the dining room of the 1789 to celebrate the close of 
a truly remarkable season. White-jacketed waiters poured bottles of champagne 
and Guinness into dozens of cocktail glasses, while scores of happy Hoyas lined 
up for plates of steaming Welsh Rarebit. We toasted ourselves, our victories, and 
especially our young coaches, Goose, Frank, and Al; and in absentia, Don and 
Inge Cadle, and all those who had made this celebration possible.40 

This had been an extraordinary year, a time of momentous changes that 

would play out over the next two years. ■ 



CHAPTER 

IX 
The Summer of'64 

With the Black Velvet toasts that rainy Sunday afternoon, the rowing 
season came to an end. For everyone but the Varsity that is. They still 

had to prepare for a challenging schedule of racing that summer. For 
the Varsity heavies and the guys who chose to row along with them, that summer 
would be a continuation of the rigorous training in preparation for the IRA in late 

June, the Independence Day Regatta, then the Olympic Eights Trials in July, and 
the Nationals and Olympic Small Boat Trials in August.1 

These summer races had been part of the plans laid by coach Don Cadle back 
in the spring of '63 when he set the goals for the next year. Winning the Vail was 

only the first leg of the hoped-for trifecta that included the IRA and the Olympics. 
To accommodate his crew Goose had arranged for a block of dorm rooms in New 
North for the Varsity and any others who wanted to stay for the summer season; 

he also managed to talk the physical plant office into providing us with campus 

jobs to help support ourselves. So in the weeks after the Dad Vail the talk among 
the freshmen concerned whether we wanted to remain on campus to row the river 
rather than return home for a summer of more conventional "R & R." I recall 

sitting with president Mike Mullin by the Stump one Saturday morning after the 
Dad Vail, explaining that I didn't think my parents would allow me to stay the 
summer. He listened, and then said something I remember to this day. "Your par

ents want you to be happy. They will let you do what you want." His prediction proved 
to be accurate. When I explained to mom and dad that this was something that 
I really wanted to do, that I could live on campus at no cost, and that I'd have a 

job working for the university, they were surprised, but they did agree. Actually, l 
think they were secretly proud that I had become so dedicated and so independent. 

Aside from providing valuable rowing experience, an advantage in the com

petition for a seat in next year's Varsity boat, there were the stories of the legendary 
Summer of '63.2 Ironically, these horror stories didn't deter us freshmen in the 
slightest; quite the contrary. So after a short vacation at home, many of us decided 
to return to campus to enjoy our own summer in the dorms. 

Returning to campus in mid-June, I found l was rooming with Zac Qtincey 

on the second floor of New North, a typical dorm room on the southern (hot) side 
of the building. The next morning after our workout, I reported for work at the 
physical plant office, located in the lower level of Ryan Hall, on the driveway op

posite New South. At that time the physical plant was the domain of Fr. T. Byron 

Collins, SJ, but the actual day-to-day operations were run by Messrs. Phillips & 
Weldon, who had the challenge of finding things for us to do to earn our hourly 
wage of $1.75. In my case it turned out to be window washing. That morning I 

was given a bucket and a squeegee and was told to begin washing the windows in 

Healy. "Which windows?" I asked. "All of them," they replied. My job, they ex
plained, was to wash all the windows on the campus. My impression was not that 

the windows needed to be washed, but that a job needed to be found. Phillips and 

Weldon were good guys who understood the nature of summer jobs of this sort; 

Ryan Hall housed the office of 
physical plant. 
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with regard to us, their management style seemed to be "out of sight, out of mind." 

Supervision was negligible. 
Thus began my summer as a window washer. Eventually I finished Healy 

Hall, the Reiss Science Building, and the windows in the public areas of New 
South. Since no one individual had ever done this before, no one in the office had 

any idea of how long washing these windows should take, so I was working at my 

own pace, with practically no oversight from about 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. I did do a good 
job, but I certainly was in no particular hurry. And I soon lost any fear of heights 
while doing the windows on the front of Reiss Science Building. I had to climb 

out of the tilt-in windows and stand (with no safety belt) on a seven inch ledge 
six floors up, wielding my sponge and squeegee. For amusement, I'd wring out 
my sponge and count the seconds 'ti] the water splattered on the sidewalk below. 

After a few days of this it became routine, and despite the risk, even perversely 

enjoyable.3 Other guys had more glamorous jobs. Bill McNeil] drove a truck but 
sometimes served as chauffer for the university president, and Darro Angelini 
worked in the Medical School where he would sometimes transport cadavers to 

the refrigerated storage room in the anatomy lab; literally, a very cool job. (See 

D arro's account in Chapter 5.) 
The daily routine that summer was exhausting: up at 5:30 a.m., run down to 

the boathouse, workout on the river from 6 'til after 7, grab something for break
fast at the Hoya Carryout on M St.4, get back to the room, change, and report for 

work by 8:30. Comparatively, washing windows was recuperative. At 5 p.m. we 
gathered on the upper field for workouts, running laps and wind-sprints until 6 

o'clock. Then back to the dorm for a quick cold shower, and off to supper at Te
haan's or the Tombs. 

One of the restorative aspects of rowing during the summer was the beauty 

of the river at dawn. Whether we rowed upstream to the H ens and Chickens5 

where the river narrows, the current quickens and cool shadows linger, or down 
to Memorial Bridge where the rising sun looms low and ruddy behind the Capitol 

dome and aligns with Washing ton's obelisk and Lincoln's Doric temple, the river 

was always a setting of great natural beauty. D espite the exhaustion, humidity, and 
relentless heat, dawn on the river was aesthetically a balm to the spirit. Wheth

er pausing for a moment's respite, or merely turning about to row back to the 
boathouse, one could always look out across the water and take in a view that by 

itself made all the sweat, thirst, and fatigue slip away momentari ly as one became 

absorbed in the quiet splendor of the morning. And even on sweltering after
noons, on the road down from running wind sprints on Observatory Hill there 
were hibiscus trees whose fragrant flowers lightened the spirits of even the most 
exhausted rower. Then in late fall when the fi rst chilly night had settled down on 

the warm water of the river, a low-lying mist would cover the Potomac. And on 
these rare mornings an eight could disappear into the mist so that only nine dis

embodied heads could be seen gliding along above the blanket of fog. In spring, a 
light rain would hiss softly as it fell on the glassy surface of the river. Whatever the 

season, rowing provided moments of surpassing beauty for those who had the wit 

to accept all the g race Nature has to offer. 

But let's return to the racing that sum mer. 
Upon g raduation the Varsity lost Dan Ebert to the Army and the battlefields 

of Vietnam.6 This crucial vacancy posed a difficult decision for Goose. T he obvi
ous replacement should have been that year's JV stroke, A lbert Lincoln Hoffman 

III ('65). Linc had stroked his Freshman crew to second place in the Dad Vail 
of '62 ; and having rowed stroke in the JV early in '63 he won the two seat in the 

Varsity in time for that year's Dad Vail. Throughout '64 Linc continued to stroke 

the JV and finished third in the Dad Vail. So when the Varsity needed someone to 
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replace Ebert, Linc appeared to be the logical choice. 
But it didn't work out that way, and the reasons it didn't seem to have been 

psychological and reflected both the character of the Varsity and Linc's own per
sonality. On the one hand, despite winning the Dad Vail, this was a crew that had 
suffered through a season of erratic performances that had left them uncertain of 
their ability to row their best consistently. They needed the calm steadiness that 
Dan Ebert had brought to the boat, and so his loss cast the summer campaign into 
doubt. On the other hand, there was the question of Linc's "butterflies." While 
most oarsmen experience their pre-race tensions in the bladder, and deal with 
them by a quick trip to the john, Linc felt his in his gut and frequently vomited 
waiting on the line for the race to start. Once the race was underway he'd be fine 
and the guys in his boat seemed to be unaffected by these incidents, but this liabil
ity did raise a doubt at exactly the seat and at exactly the moment when confidence 
was most needed. So putting Linc into the Varsity stroke seat raised serious con
cerns on both hands. 

In the end7 it was decided to switch Mike Mullin to stroke and bring up Bill 
Allen to row seven. But despite the changes, they had a solid month of hard work
outs to get ready for their debut among the nation's elite crews. 

The IRA, Onondaga Lake, Syracuse, NY8 
Although the Intercollegiate Rowing Association brought together the best 
heavyweight crews from throughout the country,9 the absence of I larvard and 
Yale from the mix prevented it from being a true national championship race. 10 

Having earned the trip to the IRA by winning the Dad Vail, the GU heavyweight 
Varsity followed their skinnies into the big time that summer, but unfortunately 
for the heavies there was no consolation race to afford them a second chance to 
improve on their performance in the qualifying heat.11 

On the sunny Friday afternoon ofJune 19th
, the Boyas found themselves in 

the second of three heats, rowing in lane 6 against Rutgers in lane 2 (there were 
no boats assigned to lane 1), M.l.T., California, and Dartmouth. The competi
tion took its toll on the hopeful Boyas as the eventual champion California crew 
rowed away by open water in 6:05.4, over MIT 6:13.9, Rutgers 6:16.6, Dart
mouth 6:22.9. GU trailed in 6:25.2. With no consolation race on the program, the 
Hoyas12 could only pack their boat on the trailer13 and watch the next day as the 
Golden Bears of California easily out-rowed the final field in 6:31.l with Wash
ington 6:37.8 second followed by Cornell, Princeton, MIT, and Navy. California's 
victory in the IRA set the stage for an epochal confrontation with their absent Ivy 
League rivals, Harvard and Yale at the Olympic Trials a few weeks later. 

Next, Georgetown entered a senior eight and two coxed fours in the senior 
and intermediate events in the Independence Day Regatta. In the senior four-with 
race the Hoyas14 came in at 7:27.5 behind St. Catherine's 6:57.8 , Potomac 7:06.9, 
and Vesper 7:07.1. While in the race for the intermediate fours the competition 
was different, the result was the same: GU15 again placed fourth behind Union 
BC, West Side, and Vesper. 

In the senior eight race, no results are available, but the GU boat is listed as: 
bow Mike Qiincey, Paul Barbian, Bert Mason, Jim Leahigh, Jay Scully, Rocque 
Kramer, Jay Mahoney, str. Linc Hoffman, and cox Art Charles. The competition 
included two Vesper boats, one of which would become the U.S. O lympic repre
sentative and eventual gold medal winner of'64; however it is unclear whether this 
program accurately reflects the boatings for this event. 

The Olympic Trials,July '64 
The Trials for eights and singles were held July 81h to the 11'", at the New York 

The New York Athletic Club hosted the 
Olympic Trials 1n 1964. 
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FIRST ATTEMPT ..• for an Olympic lt•rth by th• G«-"cetowll 
hea.,1weirht cr.w failed, but C.or1etown ••d• a reprita-e:n.tatJ'f'c, 
ahowln1 durlnir the •ur1uner Trial._ 

Georgetown's varalty crew concluded an eventful year 
by participating in aeveral major college rowinl' r ea-atta.s 
during the summer. The Roya IJghtweirht varolty made Its 
blg-tlm" debut In tho E113tern Sprint Championships at 
Worcester, MaS11achusetto on M•y 16. The lightweights fin
ished fourth In their morning heat, but came on strong In 

the aft..flrnoon winning the 
consolation race, 

Georgetown'• heavyweight 
eia-ht entered the IRA re&"atta 
at Syracuse, New York. on 
.Tune 19-20, but 1\nl■hed out 
of the runninl' tn their qualltyinc 
h•t and did not even QllAllfy tor 
the consolation race. Coach .. 
Fnnk Durett and Bob Romuxd 
t.oolc: their he&Y)'W.Jl'ht et,-ht to 
Tra•en hland for the Olympic 
Trfale on Jul,- 11.12. The boatinir 
ITom bow Nad: Fred Vollbrecht,. 
Ma.rk Pita.no, Bill MeN•ll, Da.rro 
An•elinl, Jack rroa.chlu-, Pet• :Bly~ 
btrl', DIii Allin, Mike; MalUn and 
ieox: Tfc•r Sarreant. The Boyu 
wue placed Jn a qualUyinr heat 
wlt.h Waabtncton. Bar,ard and 
Detroit AC and flnl•htd • credit,. 
able fourth. Bopu fol' • comeback 
In the "rtpech•e•" ne•er m•kri•l
lud and G~rptown waa shut out 
In tW: Olympic bfd in the e.Jchta. 

Georeetown then turned It.a 
,le-ht. on quallfyfnr- for th• Olym
p&e., In the tour~red 1he1l1. Tll• 
Hoya, entered • four wltli a ,tu. 
board at.rob In the Praldtnt•• 
Cup R.pt.ta on the Potomac on 
Ausust 17. Georcetown boated 
Mike Mullin htroke). Oarro An
cellnl (8), Mark Pbano (2), BUI 
McNall (bow) and Art Charle. 
(co.s.) and the B01• four- c.ook a 
au,-prlsln,- ,eeond behind SchyllrUI, 
Navy. Fonowtnc this lmpreutve 
ahowinc, Ceorrotown retumd to 
Traver• bland on Auruat 2t--A0 tor 
the Olympic Trials fof" amaller 
boat.a, The HoyH Ju■L ml1Hd 
quallfytne becau" the number two 
oar Jammed with 500 met.era lelt.. 
Dl■a1ter ■track in the "re.,.chace'• 
• • well when Muntn caucht a aab 
with lua than ten ■troku 1e1't, 
coattns O.Orc•town a chance to 
quality. 

,------·-·--~, 
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Navy Crew Beats Cornell in ffiA 
Regatta Trials, Georgetown Last 
SYRACUSE, N.Y., June 19 

(UPI)-Undefcated California, 
Navy, and Washington, won 
trial heats today in the var· 
sity event of the 62nd Inter• 
collcgiale rowing champion• 
ships on Onodaga Lake as 
clcfcndin~ champion Cornell 
was upset in its heat. 

The favored Cornell crew 
was nosed out in the first var
sity heat by Navy, as the l\1icl
clics crossed the finish line in 
6:12.0 against Cornell's 6:12.5. 

However, Cornell also qual
Hied for Saturday's finale, as 
<lid the runners-up In the 
other two hcats-l\Il'f and 
Princeton. 

Qualifiers for Saturday's 
junior varsity finals were 
Cornell, California, Washing
ton, Navy, MIT, and Colum· 
bia, while qualifying for the 
freshman finals were Cornell, 
Co•1mbia, Wisconsin, Syra
cuse, Washington, and Brown. 

Jim Lcmmon's Golden Bears 

or California were the easiest 
winners of the day, scoring 
by three length over mit, and 
also the fastest with 6:05.4. 
Mil was clocked in 6:13.9. 

In the . last varsity heat Fil 
Leandcrson's powerful Wash
ington crew by-passed see
sawing Princeton and Brown 
in second place, and won by 

ONONDAGA LAKE 

SYRACUSE, N .V . 

f11He 19 and 20, 7964 

one and a halflcngths with a 
6:07.4. Princeton finally got 
by Brown and finished second 
with 6:10.9. 

California coach Lemmon, 
whose two crews entered in 
the regatta both qualified for 
the finals, said he was 
"pleased" with the way his 
crews rowed, "especially the 
junior varsity." 

The Jayvecs beat out Cor
nell by nearly two minutes. 

Lemmon said they did bet
ter than he expected them to. 
As for Saturday, the Bears 
coach says "it looks like a 
good race in all three divi
sions." 

California jumped right 
ahead in the second heat and 
kept incr~asing the margin 
gradually all the way. MIT in 
second place in 6:13.9, fol
lowed by Rutgers third In 
6:16.6, Dartmouth fourth in 
6:22.9, and Georgetown fifth 
and last in 6:25.2. 



Confident Hoya Crew 
Shovels 0££ to Syracuse 

By Doua <Am borne 
ataltlttllOl1M 

The Georgetown University crew Is plottlni: to 0 1hovel11 Its way to n1Uonal oromlnence thJs weekend. 
The Hoyas hope to make a couple ot Inches co a Jona w~ by using unique •~rs In the lntercollegl1te Rowing A11ocl1-tJon'a neg1tta In Syracuse Friday and Saturday. 

Harvard, Cornell, Penn ana 
Washington will have 1lmllar 
equipment but Georgetown 
can claim an ed1e In added 
11d1etry. 

The ruckus ln Syracuse 
will be about the oar1, e.spe
eially tho type the world 
champion Ratzebur,: Rowing 
Club from Germany used laJt 
you In b • a tin I lhe top 
.American col1e,:e crews. 

Georgetown was the first to 
aee th& German ttthnlquc
from many boil len,lht a■t, 
ern--oand bccamo the llrst In 
th• country to Import the 
.. ,hovel" oar. lt ls six incbea 
longer and the blade ts three 
inches wider and boWed to 
apoon the water more etrec• 
Uvely. 

Sandy Sa n born, who 
atepped down 11_ the Hoya 
coach a couple of weeks aeo, 
tinkered wJtR the new oan 
.. rly In lh< aprlnf, 1ddln1 
a1u.mlnum apparatus tn pl~ 
or leather buttons. The but
ton Is thal porUon ol tho oar 
ahart that mi lnlo th• oar
lock. 

The r .. ult ll an adjustable 
futorum point, a llmplc ln
no•atJon almost exclualve to 
Georgetown, The Hoyas can 
Jnsert their oars to 1ccomo
dat.e the 1tie or each oarsman 
11 well u the water condl• 
Uons. 

The ahovels also cautcd the 
Hoyas to adopt the Teutonic 
t.cchnlque with Jess layback, 
c.,r backward lean, at the end 
or th• 1trnte. Wlth lhe &hovel 
eo•• a higher tempo - 38 
1Lrokc1 per minute In the 

body of the race and H hl1h 
as 50 Jn sprints. 

The Hoyu took lo the 
German style • so well they 
won lhe small college eham
plonahlp ln the Dad Vall 
Re11tta lut month and an 
lnvllallon 10 lhe IRA. 

Co• coaches Bob Rcmuu.l 
and Frank Barrell, the Hoya 
1hc1l and crew le!l ror Syra• 
cuse yesterday. The bow man 
wlll be Frod Vollbn,cht and 
with him will be Mark Pl11-
no, Blll McNeil, Darro Anae
llnl, Jack Hoeschler, Pele 
Blyberg, Bill Allen, 1lroke 
Mike Mullin and cox1waln 
Doua SeraeanL 

A Ike d about eompeUng 
against 13 "b I 1" co 11 e I e 
crewa, Remuzzl aald: 11We'll 
put on a pretty 1:ood show." 

And S■nbom prnmlled: " IC 
the water and U10 boy, arc 
calm, Georactown wHI be a 
lot closer than i.1t vcar.♦' 
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Athletic Club's faciiities at Travers Island in Pelham, close by the NYC park at 

Orchard Beach. The parks department had dredged the lagoon and set out a 2000 

meter race course complete with lane markers and a spectators' area set aside on 

the last 500 meters of the southern shoreline. 16 

The Georgetown eight fared no better at Orchard Beach than it had on Lake 

On_o~daga. Whether it was the loss of Dan Ebert and/or the higher level of com

petition (Harvard, U. of Washington, and Detroit B.C.) the GU eight was badly 

be~ten in the first heat on July g,h_ 17 The next day in the repechage, GU again 

trailed behind Laconia R.A.'s "A" and "B" crews; the times: 6:17.3, 6:20.4, and 

6:26. 7. It was a learning experience for us all. 18 

With Georgetown eliminated, the main interest in the Trials was focused on 

Harry Parker and his undefeated Crimson Cantabs of Harvard, the boat Sports 

Illustrated had recently compared to a Rolls Royce19, and which a avy coach said 

was "flawless, every move they make is perfection." Having led all the way in de

feating Cornell at the Eastern Sprints, and then easily beating Yale in their 99'" 

a~nual race on the Thames, the '64 Harvard Varsity2° was considered certain to 

wrn the Trials and represent the USA in Tokyo. Like his fellow American coaches 

Parker had seen the future of crew the previous summer when the 1960 Olympic 

~nd reigning World Champions of Ratzeberg Rowing Club toured the U.S. and 

rntroduced the new higher stroke and their tulip blades. He immediately ordered 

the new oars for his crew and as soon as the ice melted on the Charles he set them 

to interval training. 21 

The regimen must have worked some special magic because I have never 

~een any crew row as beautifully as Harvard did in the final on the July 11'". Look

rng up the course through binoculars I could clearly see the six white splashes as 

other boats took each catch, but in Harvard's lane I saw only the oars square up 

and disappear - no splashes because their blade-work was flawless. As they went 

paSt me in the last 100 meters they did indeed look like the rowing equivalent 

of a Rolls Royce motoring smoothly down the course: perfect swing, perfect 

finishes, everything exactly as it should be, except for one thing. They were in 

second place. 

Unfortunately for the Can tabs, a race is not a beauty contest - no points are 

awarded for style. Although aestheticaJly, they had rowed a splendid race with 

a_bsolutely perfect form, they were decisively beaten by the not-so-pretty but con

siderably faster crew from Philadelphia's venerable Vesper Boat Club. 22 California 

and Yale trailed. In October, Vesper went to Tokyo and won back the Olympic 

gold for the United States with an open water victory over the mighty Ratzeburg 

crew: 6:18.23 over 6:23.29. 

Disappointed but undaunted, Goose pressed ahead with Cadle's plans and 

split the eight into fours and sent the faster boat23 to the Nationals, and the second 

round of Olympic Trials in late August. 

That summer the GU heavy Varsity finished last in: the IRA, the Indepen

dence Day Regatta, and now the Olympic Eights Trials. The dismal string con

tinued in the four-with at the Nationals, and the August 27-28'" Olympic Tria ls 

for small boats. 24 

At the President's Cup Regatta, August 16'", the results were a little bet

ter. Georgetown entered the senior coxed four that came in second (7:30.2) be

hind Schuylkill avy (7:24.2), but ahead of Potomac (7:37,) and Penn AC. In the 

intermediate eight race Potomac won (6 :57.3), and GU came in second (7:07.3.)2' 

In the senior eight event, Vesper (not their Olympic crew) placed first (6:43.2), 

but again GU26 came in second (6:47.2), ahead of Penn AC (6:56), and Potomac 

BC (6:57). 

We could not foresee it at the time, but the Dad Vail championship of 1964 

Vesper Boat Club won the 

·54 Trials. 
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The crew competed 1n several summer 
regattas. 

NEVER ROW 

would prove to be the high-point for Georgetown crew for the next three long, ag
onizing years. A s Frank Barrett plaintively observed: "We used to win and now we 

come in last." That might have been overstating the situation but it is indicative of 

a darkening mood among the heavies, and more ominously, among their coaches. 
Competitively, '64 turned out to be the summer of our discontent. 

But despite the disappointing race results, the summer of '64 did produce a 

couple of funny stories that still provide some laughs even after fifty years. For 
example, there was the epic adventure of the Naval Academy's barge. 

Murphy's Law 
One of the happy consequences of the Ratzeberg race in April '63, was the re
newed interest taken in Georgetown's crews by the U.S. Naval Academy. As a 

major rowing power, Navy would row against Ratzeberg later that spring in the 
Eastern Sprints and they wanted to try the new higher stroke with (rather than 

against) a non-competing crew that had proven itself by going stroke for stroke 
with the Germans. Add to that the performance of the new GU lightweight squad 
at the Eastern Sprints,27 and you can understand why Navy became GU's most 

friendly rival. Almost immediately after hearing of how well the GU heavies did 
against the Germans, Navy invited the Varsity over to the Severn to row a workout 
at the traditional long and low stroke, and then at the higher German rate. As Pat 

Doyle '63, GU's fou r-man recalls, at the lower stroke that was Navy's forte ( <32 
spm), the Admirals walked away from the Hoyas; but at the higher rates (>40), 

the Hoyas moved out in front. Granted, this was simply a workout and not a race, 
but it did impress the coaches of both schools, and solidified a growing relation

ship. That November (11/2/63) the novice Freshman heavies were invited to row 
with Navy's Freshmen, but the choppy conditions on the Severn that Saturday 

forced the cancellation of the meeting. The lightweights also rowed both with and 
against their Navy competitors the following spring of '64. And so naturally the 
two crews and their coaches grew closer. 

Now it happened that Navy had an old and long unused training barge 

parked at the dock alongside the Hubbard Boathouse, and in a gesture of good 
will their coach offered it to the Hoyas. So shortly after the O lympic Trials in July, 
Goose laid plans to bring the Navy barge back to Georgetown. Given the sheer 

size and weight of the thing it was impossible to lift it out of the water and load 

it on a trailer, so the only alternative was to tow it out onto the Severn, down the 
Chesapeake, and up the Potomac. A quick check of a map shows that this would 

mean a voyage of epic proportions, approximately 180 miles, in small open boats, 
and at something less than 10 mph. Nevertheless, the plans proceeded as Goose 
recruited Mike Mullin '64, along with Paul Barbian, nominally of the class of '67 

but somewhat older than a typical freshman, and experienced with mechanics and 
engines, just in case anything went wrong with the two outboards. But what could 

possibly go wrong with a plan like this? 
And so it came to pass that on July 18, 1964, after our morning workout on 

the Potomac, we hauled our two launches out of the water, removed the outboard 
motors, and packed them all on the crew trailer, along with a fifty gallon drum of 
gasoline and provisions for the three intrepid voyagers. Then the small caravan set 

off for Annapolis. Arriving shortly before noon, Goose supervised the unloading 

of the two launches and their motors, and the securing of the drum filled with gas. 
With everything securely tied down, and the water, tool kit, and provisions stowed 

away, we wished the intrepid trio ban voyage and returned to Georgetown. 
M eanwhile, out on the always treacherous Severn River, things were get

ting hairy. In the first place, a wooden boat like the barge, when left too long in 
a well-protected mooring such as the aval Academy's dock, begins to dry out 
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above the waterline; the gunwales shrink, opening small seams that admit water 

once exposed to the choppy conditions on the river; and of course there were al
ways choppy conditions out on the Severn. Then it started to rain as a squall swept 
in off the Chesapeake. Between the rain coming down, the water seeping through, 

and the waves washing over the gunwales, the barge began to take on water at an 
alarming rate, much faster than bailing could keep up with. Given the minimal 

freeboard of the barge any excess water could, and indeed did, prove disastrous. 
The barge began to sink - rapidly. A s Paul Barbian recounts: 

When the barge began to fill and it became obvious that the tow 

project was doomed, the obvious course of action was to cut the barge 
loose from the boats and find a way home. Goose ordered Mike and 

me into one of the boats and we headed for shore. H e stayed alone in 
the boat that was tied to the sinking barge. The rope was of course 
sodden and pulled very tight. So just cut the rope, right? Murphy 

strikes again! Goose did not have a knife, and spent at least 30 min

utes struggling with the rope. Mike and I watched from the shore 
anxiously shouting encouragement and offering to come back out to 
help. Somehow Goose finally freed the wreck and made for shore.28 

We gathered some drift wood and poured gasoline on it. I took 
the precaution of moving the gas can down the beach about 20 yards 

before Goose lit the blaze which whooshed across the sand but stopped 
short of the gas can. 

It seemed like hours later that the rescue party arrived in force 
and gave the shipwrecked crew a good skulk from behind the truck 
and trees. 

The heroic attempt had proven to be a heroic fiasco, and gave a whole new mean

ing to the phrase "messing about in boats." After making their way back to the 
safety of the Naval Academy boathouse, Goose called Ben Domenico to gather a 
crew and come back down with the trailer to pick up the launches and the three 
"survivors." Word spread quickly down the hall in New North and about a half 

dozen of us gathered for the ride to Annapolis. When we arrived to retrieve our 
crew-mates and their gear, Goose managed to summarize the whole misadventure 
with Nelsonian brevity: "Murphy's Law was in full effect."29 

When all was added up, the failed attempt cost only about $80 and provided 
a story that's still being told among those involved.30 

Ben's Hair- cut 
One Saturday that same summer, our new president, Ben Domenico, had a big 
date for a formal occasion. It was about five in the afternoon in New North when 

Ben looked in the mirror and commented that his curly locks needed a trim. Since 
it is always amusing to watch a fellow getting into formal attire there were a sev

eral of us hanging around critiquing the process, so when he mentioned the trim, 
Bert Mason '67 volunteered to play barber. Though Ben was initially somewhat 
wary, Bert assured him that he'd done this sort of thing many times, and immedi

ately produced a pair of scissors with all the self-assurance of a professional. And 
of course the rest of us joined in encourag ing both of them in what we intuitively 

knew would provide laughs until the "trim" grew back in. Acceding to this una

nimity, Ben sat down and Bert expertly draped his shoulders in a nearly fresh 
towel. 

Since Ben was particularly concerned that his hair not overhang his collar, 
Bert began to trim there at the back of his head. Without having a mirror to mon

itor the process, Ben patiently endured while Bert cut. At first it was pretty simple 

The senior coxed four placed 
second 1n Ph1ladelph,a. 
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to cut away the overgrowth, but then the task became to taper and shape the trim 
upward and evenly side to side. Had Bert had an electric trimmer, this would have 

been easier, but wielding a pair of scissors the process became more problematic. 

As we sat around watching, it reminded me of the challenge of trimming the long 
leg on a wobbly table: one cut leads to another until all the legs are too short and 
still uneven. Each time Bert clipped his scissors, off came a little bit too much on 

one side that needed to be evened out by another cut. Under Bert's barbering, Ben's 
rear hairline was being raised quite a bit above his collar, but it was still just a tad 

uneven, and Bert needed to make just a few more snips. You can see where this is 

heading (pun intended.) 
By the time Ben's patience ran out, his hairline resembled a monk's tonsure, 

only not as neat. Naturally we all laughingly reassured Ben that he looked great, 

really; and that it in any case it would eventually grow back. Fortunately for Bert, 
Ben was a good sport about it because as he recalls "the girls loved me anyway;" 
and of course it did grow in, eventually. Not so Bert's reputation for barbering. ■ 



CHAPTER 

X 
The Harder We Trained ... 1 

rom the perspective of fifty years, it is understandable why this year 
would turn as dark as it did. Think of all that happened to us in the 
year since September of 1963. 

In early November, Dave Casey '63 was killed in an auto accident, a heart
breaking loss deeply felt by all who knew him.2 His tragic death was followed by 
the assassination of another charismatic Irishman, our first Catholic president, 

John Fitzgerald Kennedy,3 who was succeeded in office by his immediately suspect 
and decidedly uncharismatic vice president, Lyndon B. Johnson. Soon afterward, 
Don Cadle announced that he would be leaving in the spring. We made it through 
the spring, and even managed to win the Dad Vail, but our joy was soon damp
ened by that summer of discontent as GURA lost every race we entered. 

But our discontent was also affected by changes in the wider cultu re. 
"0 tempore, 0 mores/" In rock music it was the time of the Beatles and the "British 
Invasion". Bob Dylan was the Pied Piper of protest poetry, long hair was the 
fashion, and people like Timothy Leary and Allen Ginsberg were urging college 
kids to "turn on, tune in, and drop out." Although the discipline and fellowship 
of the crew made us virtually impervious to the allure of illicit drugs, we cou Id not 
ignore the counterculture of "sex, drugs and rock 'n roll." Dedicated as we were 
to the ideal of athleticism and self-discipline these anarchic developments were 
unsettling. The times were indeed "out of joint," (pun intended.) 

Compounding this growing sense of alienation, in August President Johnson 
pushed through Congress the Tonkin Gulf Resolution as the legal pretext for 
sending U.S. troops to defend South Vietnam against aggression from the north 
and subversion from within. The word "escalation" became part of the political 
vocabulary, and we all began to revise post-graduation plans in light of our mili
tary obligation and the threat of the draft. Making the grade in college had taken 
on a new and serious meaning, since failing out meant losing one's student defer
ment. Our former stroke, Dan Ebert '64 was already serving in the US Army.4 

About that time we got the news about Bill Allen, '64. He had been complet-
ing Navy OCS in Newport, RI, and as Al Di Fiore recalls: 

He would spend all of his off-duty weekends at my home where he 
loved my mother's cooking (Ma Liz to him). As I write this the emo
tion is building because, since he was not allowed a car on the Naval 
Base, he would leave his little red Triumph in my back yard.5 The 
weekend after his graduation from OCS, he spent with my family and 
then got in his car to go back to the state of Washington to see his par
ents before his first tour of duty. It was on that trip that he was killed 
in an automobile accident. 

Like Dave Casey, Bill Allen had been one of those guys that everyone liked and 
none can forget, so the news of his death was another blow to our morale. 

By the September of '64, life was becoming too real and too earnest. So it 
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was not surprising that '64-65 unfolded under the shadows cast by all these larger 

events of the year just past. 

The Fall of'64 
There were workouts that fall and the usual effort by the upperclassmen to recruit 
among the incoming class of '68. Pat Doyle '63, the former Varsity heavyweight 
and second year law student became the Freshman coach that fall, stepping up to 
fill the place of Al Difiore who had graduated that June from GU Law School. To 
foster a sense of competitive responsibility, Goose also invited the upperclassmen 
to volunteer to teach the new Freshman crews in the afternoon. This arrangement 
not only relieved the burden on the alumni coaches but also had the advantage of 
requiring the "teachers" to think analytically about their own rowing. No better 
way to master an art than by having to teach it. 

The freshmen that fall included some promising candidates: heavyweights 
like Mike Vespoli, Dennis Brown, Rusty Duffy, Ron DeGrandis, Mac Ludolph, 
Rick Morris and cox John King, all of whom would make it into the Varsity boat 
when their chance came; and lightweights like Jim Gadek, Bob Lovas, Bernie 
Montsalvage, and John Schmidt. ]n all, there were 59 freshmen who made it 
through the fall and winter to row in the spring of '65. 

Nor was there any shortage of talent among the upperclassmen.6 Returning 
from the winning Dad Vail Varsity were Captain Pete Blyberg '65, and Bill Mc
Neill '66;7 and from the JV boat, veteran stroke Linc Hoffman '65, and powerful 
guys like Rick Reynolds '65, Ben Domenico '65,Jim Hanna '66 and Mike Hughes 
'66. The new sophomores included eventual Varsity contenders John Barry, the 
former Freshman stroke, John Soisson, Ed Witman, Mike Ryan, Bert Mason, 
and Jim Woods. As for coxswains, there were Russ LaMantia '65, Art Charles '66, 
Ned Moran, Mike Walsh, and Jack Renfrow all of '67, and Bob Abraham '68. 

In mid-October when the Freshmen graduated from the barge to the eights 
there were four full boats and a couple of spares competing for the title of fastest 
frosh8• Their Varsity coaches were no less enthusiastic and plans were laid for a 
race on November 14'h between the three fastest (of the four) freshman boats and 

a pickup boat of their coaches.9 The "Varsity" gave the freshman boats a ten sec
ond head start and agreed to keep the stroke below 24 spm. Not surprisingly, the 
coaches easily surpassed their pupils by five lengths. 

The Lurk and The Skulk 
The arrival of two new Pocock pairs on October 271h meant a whole new rowing 
experience in small boats. We were paired-up,10 and assigned times to try these 
ultra-responsive boats. The purpose of training in small boats is to enhance the 
rowers' sense of balance and timing. Small boats are unforgiving: any flaws in 
technique or coordination make rowing at best frustrating and at worst pose the 
danger of a dunking.11 To add to the challenge, these were "straight" pairs - no 
coxswain to steer the course - so this sometimes proved quite exciting for oarsmen 
unused to looking where they are rowing. But on the upside, when a well-matched 
pair did get the boat on keel and their timing just right, the effect of a hard stroke 
was sheer acceleration, and at those moments rowing a pair was almost better than 
sex. (Almost.) So that fall we all learned to set-up and move our new pairs. 12 

The naming of these new boats is a story in itself. Originally it was proposed 
to name them Hoya and Saxa, but by reason of the somewhat strained relations 
between the crew and the university administration, Goose vetoed that idea.13 So 
instead, it was decided to christen them Lurk and Skulk, names suggested by the 
stealthy stalking of the beloved cartoon character, Wile E. Coyote. 

In addition to coaching freshmen and rowing the new pairs, upperclassmen 
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also worked-out on the field next to McDonough Gym, doing calisthenics and 
climbing ropes in addition to running wind-sprints and laps on the "upper field."14 

Sometime late that fall, the lightweights beat the heavies in a race, and there
by started a rivalry that carried over into the next fall when the heavies avenged 
themselves in a rematch that they won by three lengths.15 Nevertheless, the fact 
that the heavies lost to the lights at all was an omen of things to come next spring. 

The pressure on Goose to select a varsity boat to defend the Dad Vail trophy 
was beginning to take its toll. Two incidents reflect the change in his state of mind 
and oddly, both events concern a classic book on rowing and involve two of the 
crew's most respected leaders, Captain Pete Blyberg '65 and (eventual president) 
John Soisson '67. 

Here's Pete's account: 

.. .I was trying to learn all I could about rowing in 1964, since I felt 
as Captain of Boats, it was also on my shoulders to help in any way J 
could. I found a book called The Way of a Man with a Blade, by H.R.A. 
"Jumbo" Edwards who was coach at Oxford when Don was there. It 
talked about the Oxford crew and how he as a coach analyzed rowing 
and crews. I went to Goose about it and he was less than pleased. He 
did not want me analyzing things too much and told me to put it away. 
1 got the feeling at the time that he just wanted us to trust him and his 
coaching and not try to get too analytical. 

Goose wanted people to believe what he was telling them but he 
lacked Don's touch ... 

Now it was about this same time that John Soisson was trying to gain weight by 
eating as many meals as possible at "Chez Bear," the row house at 1209 33"1 St.16 

just up from M St. that was shared by Captain Pete Blyberg, Fred King, Jack 
Hardigg, Art Charles, Nick Carlucci, and Dan McEvily. It was probably at "Chez 
Bear" that John first saw, or heard of, Jumbo Edwards' book, and decided to order 
a copy for himself. John's own room was on 4th floor of the newly finished I larbin 
Hall on campus, the same floor where Goose was RA. As John recalls: 

Harbin had an elevator that opened right outside Goose's room and 
that day his door was open and he saw me get off. I was paging 
through the book. He stopped me and asked what the book was. I was 
scared to death. There had been all the talk about what was wrong 
with our crew and I was aware of the tension with Goose, so when he 
confronted me I felt like I had been caught collaborating. I showed 
him the book, he called me into his room, and we had a brief conver
sation during which I was admonished to keep the book to myself and 
not show it around. Goose could be very intimidating and that day I 
was very intimidated! ... The experience impressed upon me then - and 
remembering it now I better u nderstand Goose's anxiety- the deep 
concerns that everyone had at that time and the defensiveness that the 
coaches felt, especially Goose. 

To be fair to Goose, it may be excusable that as a third year med student17 strug
gling with the multiple demands on his time and intellectual resources, the last 
thing he wanted was another book to study, especially one on the arcana of rowing. 
He was already operating at the very limits of his abilities and was understandably 
peeved by the implicit criticism, no matter how constructively intended. 

A n Inauspicious Start: Swamping "The Goose" 
After the winter workouts in the gym we hit the water on Washington's Birthday, 

Sometime late 
that fall, the 
lightweights 
beat the heavies 
in a race, and 
thereby started 
a rivalry that 
carried over into 
the next fall. 
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Sacrifice for Excellence Marks Oarsmen 
Ever since the Georgetown crew 

rowed its way to an undefeaU'd 
sra.Aon amt a Dad Vail champion .. 
ship in 1962, much has been writ• 
ten about what it i• that ha• made 
thi• sport one of the largest- and 
winningt>,.lr-at GffirgPtown. Anet 
whal has been wrilt.cn has surnmOO 
up the reasons for this 6UCcess in 
one idea: sacrifice. The puhlicil}' 
the crew has received has P.trcssed 
Lltil" itJ .. a by U-lling or lht MJHlrt.an 
training the men who row under
take: how they row at 6 :30 a.m. 
everyday, with douhlP. workout.1' on 
weekends, how they go out in all 
weather conditionR, how thry run 
thr~ miles a day, how they lifl 
weight,, and row in th• fall, how 
they undergo strenuouM indoor con• 
ditioning in the gym all winter, 
and how they HacrHice Thankftgiv
ing, mid-semester, spring and even 
"'ummer vacation UJ rt>main at 
Georgetown and train. And they 
tell of how this training helps to 
pay off in the external ~urreMM-11. 
of the crew- the races and cbam-

pionships won. the amassment of 
opponents' ahiTt.a and the accumu• 
lation of finp equipmPnt fin1tnced 
through the efforts of the oarsmen. 

out for the sport. 
But identifying Georgetown row

ing with masochism is completely 
mitudng the point. It ia doubtful 
that any of the oarsmen enjoy the 
hardship of the conditioning or the 
s trictness of the training rules. 
Hut they realiu that these are 
necessary if they arc to produce n 
winning crew. Five-thirty a.m. may 
not be the most appealing Lim, uf 
day for a practice, but it is the 
onl}r time when there are no claKs 
conflicts. 

Fahie Jma,re 

Nol that all of thi• isn't the 
truth but somehow, a false image 
is portrayed. The oar-Nman iR pic
tured as a s leepy fellow with blis
tered and hlet'tling h,.nd•, •ching 
muscles nnd a runny nose caught 
from rowing in a MIN't. st.Orm the 
dny before. He supposedly enjoy• 
th• pain and lonelin••• of this 
conditioning .u.nd training, and i~ 
identified as essentially masochistic 
nnd anti social in character-. 

And yet thi• imnge is of no help 
lo tht, (ulurt- of tht- crt!w. In the 
fall when the varsity members go 
through the freshmen dorms re
cruiting, they are greeted wit.h in
quirit-,s such a1, '"Are you guys the 
ones who gel up at • :00 in the 
morning?" These and other exag
gPration111 kf"Pp many potentially 
good oarsmen from ever lr)'ing 

Pboto br Rkh Tafbl 

morning break-

Uig-Time Racing 

Rowing al Georgetov.'TI has f"n
tered the big-time; moT<' schools 
offer to race ua than we havf" open 
dates. And each year, as names 
euch aft Princf"ton, Navy, nart..
mouth, and Harvard appear on our 
race Mchedule, the oanmen realize 
that the only way they can con
tinue their winning ways is to 
train harder. 

To the oarsman, rowing is a way 
of lift-, but not a masochislic 
one. He loves the sport for what 
it i8 and what it teaches him. The 
traditions of rowing are rooted 
deep in a spirit of self-giving and 
self-discovery. When the oarsman 
has rowed so Jong and hard and 
thinks he ran row no more, he di~ 
rovers an unknown strength in 
himself which, reassured by the 
enduring cf!'orts ot the other seven, 
enables him to finish the race hon
orably. He discovers new potential 
in himself, and by giving compldti• 
ly of himself de,·elops character. 

Fritndshipe 

Crew at Georgcto'A'll is more than 
rowing. The re• pect and confidence 
thP oar11mt-n develop in ont another 
,.,~hile in the boat overflows in a 
fellowship that provides mortar for 
the building of life-long friend
ship~. The men who row are as 
closely-knit a group a• can l,e 
found anywhere. Beside training, 
repRirinr equi'>mcnt, selling raffle 

The Way 
of a Man 

with a Blade 

H. R. A. (Jumbo) EDWARDS 

tickets and tr21.velling to races, 
they live, cat and study together. 
Since bedtime comes early, their 
social activities center a&.round day
time nctivities. They go out into 
the country on long bicycle. rides, 
to Block Pond or Little }'alls for 
swimming parties, to Gifford's for 
ice cream or to the zoo for a picnic. 
In the (».II many play rugby for the 
Washington Rugby Club or partici
pate in other sparts. Th- activi
ties, however, do not result in ab
sence of e:tudy time which can be 
witnessed by a 3.0 average QPl 
for the light-weight var,ity last 
semester. 

Many people have receh·cd the 
impresMion that since the crew 
"1acri1\cc1" the typical Hoya's M>

cial life of heavy drinking, dating 
and partying that they don't have 
any fun. This is untrue; the men 
who row know how to have a great 
time on or off' the water. 

Crew at Geo~town is more than 
rowing. It is a taste of excellcnct 
Just enough to whet spf)f'tites for a 
lifetime. Here, one will find fel
low11hip, lradition, and an oppor~ 
tunity for commitment, learning 
and giving. Georgetown crew pro
vides for participation in the very 
finest aspects of sport. 







In Memoriam: 
Robert "The Goose" Remuzzi 

by Ed Witman '67 

He stood six feet three inches tall and 
weighed no more than 160 lbs., had 
dark hair, and an olive complexion. 
He drove a VW, was rarely without a 
cigarette in one hand and a large coffee 
in the other, and he kept his sleep-de
prived eyes shaded behind a pair of 
aviator sunglasses. Like an exhausted 
Cassius, he had "a lean and hungry 
look." When the weather turned cold 
he'd wear an army-surplus parka, over
pants and wellington boots. I can still 
see him carrying gas cans down the 
dock to the launches, or driving the 
big pick-up truck that towed the crew 
trailer to away races. In truth, Goose 
did not at all resemble the image one 
might have of a college crew man. Nev
ertheless, he embodied all that was the 
Georgetown crew in the mid-sixties. 

Like his own mentor Don Cadle, 
Goose instilled in his crews a profound 
respect and love for rowing that was 
almost Zen-like. He didn't preach a 
philosophy of the sport, and I never 
saw him pull an oar, but he exemplified 
the generous spirit that must animate a 
great crew, or a great life. At the eve-

ning meeting before we departed for 
the Dad Vail my freshman year, Goose 
did come close to philosophizing when 
he told us that he expected us to give 
our best, and if we did, he'd be proud 
of us; but more importantly he stressed 
that we could be proud of ourselves, win 
or lose. Goose's strength as a coach was 
that by word and example he taught us 
"The Great Truth" that the honor of 
a sport derives from the effort it de
mands, "the victory cheap and hollow 
were it not for the rigor of the game." 
His legacy is that so many of us heard 
his gospel and took it to heart. 

Later, when we freshmen became 
Varsity oarsmen the mutual confidence 
he had established with us sustained us 
through some very rough times when 
we were just not achieving our potential 
as a crew. We could see that disappoint
ment and frustration were eating at him 
and while we shared in it, most of us felt 
all the worse for him who had worked so 
hard for our success. If a coach's heart, 
spirit, and dedication were enough to 
win races, Goose's record would be un
blemished by defeat. But his character 

and its influence on us arc not measured 
by the races we won or lost, rather by 
the virtues he epitomized and sought 
to instill in each of us; by that measure, 
Goose was a champion of excellence. 

Goose's influence on Georgetown 
rowing went beyond coaching. After 
Don Cadle left, the crew faced a cri
sis. Rowing is an expensive sport, and 
without Don's generosity and deep 
pockets, it was Goose who underwrote 
rowing at Georgetown and ensured 
that crew would have the future we 
now all look back on and celebrate. 

Goose did all this because he 
saw through the transient to the en
during. Let it never he forgotten that 
everyone of us who has ever pulled 
an oar for Georgetown in the years 
since his time is profoundly indebt
ed to the man who made it possible, 
Robert "'Ihe Goose" Remuzzi. 'lhus 
even now after fifty years, whenever I 
pass a smooth river or a glassy lake, 
in my mind's eye I sec a pair of eights 
stitching their puddles across the sur
face, and in the trailing launch, urging 
them on stands The Goose. 
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Internal Competition 
Marks Preparation 
For LaSa11e Con test 

by J okn Bellizzi 

The Hoya crew is getting 
psyched up for its opening 
day on April 3 against the 
LaSalle heavyweights and the 
Marietta I i g h t w e i g h t s. 
Coaches Barrett and Remuzzi 
have been running off challenge 
races in order to cletermine the 
boatings for the big day. 

Coveted 
There has been gruesome com

petition for the coveted seats in 
the heavyweight varsity boat. Linc 
Hoffman and John Barry have 
struck up a fierce contest fo1· the 
stroke's scat. Both boys have 
looked impressive, and either one 
could easily hold down that posi
tion in most other schools. John 
Soisson has shown a good deal of 
fines&e in th!! seventh seat, which 
is a key position bemuse this oar 
must set t he pare for the starboard 
oarsmen and coordinate thnt side 
with the pace set by the stroke. 

The other men who have kept 
seat.~ in the first boat are Pete Bly
berg, Mike Ryan, Darro A ngehni, 
Rill Mt:-Jeill, Jim Woods. and Rick 
ReynoldR. The whole boat is pretty 
ficrsome and ,hould bring one home 
to the Hilltop on April 3. 

l lntamed King 
The lightweights, not usually a 

quiet group, ar~ relurtRnt to sar 
anything about their boat because 
no one fe.,1, i11vul11.,rable tu a chal
lenge. Bob Zach has held down the 
stroke position as well as Swampy 
Mahoney has kept his seat. Sophs 
Jim Haller, Paul Barbian, and Mike 
Tarone have £?"1ven thP h1;htwPight 
varsity con$idcrablc spunk to sup
plement the untamed emotion of 
Fred King. 

The boat has benefitted from the 
refined technique of seasoned oars
men Phil Negus and Nick Carlucci. 
But despite these assets, the sec
ond lightweight boat has offered 
stiff competition and al~o has much 
talent which can not bi, supp,·essi,d. 

A II the oarsmen are pre tty well 
worked up about the upcoming con
tests; as one oarsman put it, 
"We've worked out for six weeks 
in the gym, rowed before sunrise 
for a month, snld two thousnnd 
raffle tickets, and we don't plan 
on Jetting this thing 1;0 down the 
river." 

Preparation for the season was intense. 

NEVER ROW 

February 22nd
, a morning some of us will never forget. 18 Arriving at the boathouse 

just before sunrise we could see that this would be a rough day on the river. It was 

cold, and despite the clear sky there was a stiff northwest wind churning up siz
able white-capped waves.19 Undaunted, Goose ordered us out in a four, The Goose. 
Mike Hughes was in bow, Jimmy Hanna 2, Bill McNeill 3, Ed Witman was 

stroke, and Ned Moran (probably) was cox.20 As the first boat to go out on the 

first day on the water we carried the boat down and, despite the dock heaving 
and rolling on the swells, we launched and started down river with the stiff tail 

wind pushing us along. Waves were lapping over the gunwales as we approached 
Roosevelt Bridge and we could see an eight coming down the ramp. It was about 
that time that the keeper broke on the 2 rigger which, under these conditions, 

made fu rther rowing practically impossible. While turning about to point up

stream into the wind we took a few rollers broadside, which only added to the 
water that was already sloshing around our ankles. In bow Mike Hughes struggled 

to keep us pointed into the waves as we drifted with the wind and current, and 
waited for the other boats to come down and alert Goose to our peril. 

T he peril was real. The wind was blowing us farther down river, and we 

were taking on water with no means of bailing. Soaked by spray, our sweats were 

icing-up and without the exertion of rowing to keep us warm, hypothermia was 
beginning to set in. Jim Hanna's bare legs were of particular concern. 

Meanwhile at the boathouse, the first eight launched was encountering simi
lar difficulties, taking waves over the gunwales while tying-in. Sensing the danger 

in continuing to launch crews in these conditions, Goose called a halt and waved 
the eight in off the river. But where was The Goose? Nowhere in sight. Goose 
quickly got the launch started and headed down river in search of his lost four. 

By this time we were drifting under the Lincoln Memorial Bridge with the 

decks awash and waves sweeping over the gunwales. We could see the plumes of 
spray off the launch as it ploughed its way toward us through the chop. When 
Goose maneuvered close alongside we barely managed to clamber aboard, aban

doning The Goose to its fate on the rocks about a hundred yards south of the bridge. 
Even then our rescue was hardly assured. Getting back to the dock was itself 

a dicey bit of boating with a mile of whitecaps to traverse in the dangerously over

loaded launch. Six bodies, five of them wearing frozen sweats, certainly exceeded 
the capacity of the small craft, especially in these wild conditions. But Goose 

brought us home and we managed to stumble onto the dock and stagger up the 
ramp to the shelter of the boathouse. While we got out of our frozen sweats and 
into drier clothes, Goose assembled a gang to return by truck to the site of the 

grounding to see what was left of his namesake four. 

Finding The Goose about where it had been abandoned, the guys managed to 
climb down the rocks and lift the boat up onto the bank. The oars were relatively 
undamaged; and the boat itself was structurally intact save for the hull which had 

suffered a six inch-wide gash under the coxswain's seat, nothing that a master 
rigger like Goose couldn't repair with some epoxy, varnish, and sand-paper once 
the boat was safely back in Thompson's. We were back rowing the next day, under 

better conditions. The Goose itself took a few days off for repairs, but was on the 

water by the next weekend.21 Although we all survived to tell the tale, it was defi
nitely an insane and inauspicious start to the spring season. 

April 3rd
, An Upsetting Day: LaSalle, Marietta, and Cornell 

March passed uneventfully and after the usual challenges and shifts in seating, the 

boats were set22 for the first races April 3rd_ The heavies hosted LaSalle while the 

lighrs raced against Cornell and Marietta. T he program that Saturday had every 
one of Georgetown's crews in action against one or another of these three rivals.23 
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That year Cornell's lightweights came south for their spring break and, per
haps as the result of the credibility the Georgetown skinnies earned by winning 
the consolation race at last year's Eastern Sprints, the reigning EARC champs24 

stopped in DC to workout with the Hoyas, arriving a day or two before the races 
on Saturday. When their crews emerged from the boathouse they chanted "Big 
Red! Best Men Afloat!" Of course it was arrogant, but as the saying goes, "It ain't 
braggin' if you can do it," and do it they did. 

Since the Hoya heavies were hosting LaSalle that Saturday, and the lights 
had a previously scheduled race with the Marietta lights that afternoon, their on ly 
opportunity to row against the "best men afloat" was Saturday morning. 

Recognizing that they truly were competing against the "best," Frank Barrett 
called for a tactical change in the starts: instead of the usual high spm start and 
twenty or thirty, Frank told his crews to go for a start and fifty in order to grab the 
lead, and try to hold on.25 As Jim Leahigh recalls: 

We took the start and fifty and we did go up three quarters or maybe 
a whole length but when we settled down, they under-stroked us and 
went by without much trouble. We were always fit, but technique was 
not our strong point. 

The day began quite well as the Hoya second frosh26 won their race in 6:29.6 over 
Cornell's 6:32.7. The first frosh27 also beat the "best" by a second: 6:23.7 over 
6:24.7. But from then onward, the Cornell lights proved themselves better than 
the Hoyas by open-water margins. In the 3"1 Varsity race, Cornell came across in 
6:14, trailed by GU in 6:27.4.28 The JV match was somewhat closer: the Hoya 
second boat29 trailed by 7.3 seconds behind CU in 6:08.7. 

In the lightweight Varsity race, the EARC Champs showed their form by 
decisively out-distancing the Hoyas with a time of 6:13 over 6:29.7. The Hoya 

reported: 

The first, second, and third lightweight Varsity boats were defeated by 
Cornell's respective crews in what was a recurrent pattern: George
town would take a lead off the starting line and hold it until the 1000 
meter mark at Key Bridge; but from then on they could not hold 
off Cornell's low smooth cadence. The Hoyas, using the longer and 
wider German blades, rowed at 40-44 spm, while Cornell took longer 
strokes at the beat of 28-32. Except for the second boat, the light
weights were defeated by about four lengths. In the afternoon, howev
er, the first light Varsity came back to score a victory over Marietta. 30 

(The Hoya, 4/9165) 

Mike Tarone recalls the Cornell coach commenting that the Hoyas "didn't row 
the boat so much throw it down the river."31 It is unclear whether this was intended 
as praise or criticism; probably both. 

That afternoon, the heavies had their way with the Explorers, and scored 
an easy opening day sweep. The big first Freshman boat32 established a good lead 
early and rowing a steady 35 spm and sprinting at 40, "pulled away gracefully" to 
win by more than a length in the time of6:05 over LaSalle in 6:10. 

In the lightweight matchup with Marietta, the Pioneer Freshmen led the 
not-so-fresh men33 of GU by 6:09.4 over 6:16.2; then Marietta's lightweight JV 
easily outdistanced a hapless crew from American U. in 6:15.2 over 6:37.8. 

Now the stage was set for the lightweight Varsities to face-off against each 
other and the GU heavyweight 3'd Varsity.34 Despite their loss earlier to Cornell, 
(or perhaps because of it,35) the Hoya lights were more than ready for the men 
from the Muskingum, and went off high and hard to win by a half-length in 

Wind~ Cold Detract 
From Crew's Debut; 
First Race April 3 
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CREW UITS WATER 

by Jim Woods 
After six weeks of grueling 

calesthentics in the gym the 
Georgetown Crew is finally on 
the water. Although a cold 
and windy Washington's 
Birthday prevented the Hoyas 
from taking a full workout on the 
traditional opening date, the G. U. 
oarsmen are hungrily looking :for
ward to th&ir firsL race wiLh La 
Salle on April 3. 

Neither rain or sleet nor snow ... 

They under-stroked 
us and went by 
without much 
trouble. We were 
always fit, but 
technique was not 
our strong point. 
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When sophomore 
stroke John Barry 
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beautifully to take the 

lead, and the race. 
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6:09.4 to Marietta's 6:11.7; there was no time posted for the heavy 3rd Varsity. 
Since LaSalle did not bring their own JV, the heavyweight finale of this busy 

day featured their Varsity against both Georgetown's Varsity and JV in an exciting 
and portentous race that would set the tone among the heavies for the next two 
years. The Washington Post reporter Doug Lamborne described the action: 

Georgetown's Junior Varsity heavyweight crew36 skimmed from behind 
in the sprint and upset its own Varsity eight37 in rowing races yesterday 
on the Potomac River. 

The second string Hoyas trailed the Varsity for much of the race 
but moved ahead in the final 100 yards and won by a fourth of a boat
length. Third in the race was the Varsity of LaSalle from Philadelphia. 

Boosted by a steady tai l-wind, the Hoyas rowed the 2000 meters in 6 minutes. 
The H oya had it this way: 

In the main event of the day, Georgetown's second heavyweight boat 
scored the biggest upset of the day by nosing out our first Varsity and 
LaSalle's first boat. All three boats were nearly even for most of the 
race, with our first boat taking a 3-seat lead. In the last quarter mile, 
r.owever, when the boats went into their sprints, the second boat 
turned on the power to "walk" past the first boat to take prime honors 
for the day. This performance might cause the names to be changed 
from the first and second boats to the "Go" team and the "Chinese 
Bandits" respectively. 38 

For the guys in the so-called JV this was a great moment, a solid boost to their 
morale; when sophomore stroke John Barry took the stroke up they had respond
ed beautifully to take the lead, and the race. For the guys in the Varsity it was a 
humiliating loss that shook their confidence as a crew. For the coaches the in
tra-squad upset was even more problematic; in coaching it is a truism that when 
you have two equally fast boats, you don't have two Varsities, you have two JVs. 
This would be the dilemma for Goose for the rest of this season and the next. 

The Marietta Trip, April 9th & 10th 

The following week the lightweights stayed home to host Navy, while the heavy
weights traveled to the picturesque town of Marietta, Ohio, to race their arch-ri
vals on the tricky currents of the Muskingum River. Trips to Philadelphia and 
New York were usually made in oarsmen's own cars in order to share and mini
mize expenses, but given the distance, the trip to Marietta was made by chartered 
bus and took us over the mountains and down the winding roads ofWest Virginia. 
On a sunny day such as this, the spring scenery was quite beautiful and offered 
some diversion from the cloying odor emanating from the chemical toilet in the 
rear of the bus. So after the seven hour bus ride Friday afternoon, and a more or 
less uncomfortable night on cots in the Marietta field house, the Hoyas had their 
traditional light breakfast of eggs, toast, tea and honey, and tried to get psyched up 
for the tough races they knew were coming. The coxswains had already been taken 
out in Coach Lindamood's launch to acquaint them with the peculiarities of the 
course, and now it was time for the freshmen to get on the boats. 

There was only one change in the first Freshman boat that week: Bill Grohs 
moved up from the second boat to the bow seat. Their race was disappointing 
as the Marietta frosh won. The Hoya Varsity and JV boatings were unchanged 
except for the switch in coxswains, as Art Charles took the Varsity and Russ La
M antia the JV In their race the JV repeated their performance of the previous 
week as they glided across the line well in front of Marietta's second boat. The 
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Varsity confrontation was Marietta's chance to avenge their defeat at the Dad Vail 
the year before, and they seized the opportunity right from the start.39 George
town's "first" boat never headed the Pioneers who won by more than a length. The 
loss, combined with the JV's victory, left the guys in the Varsity in a deep funk. 

Despite their well-deserved (and much envied) Marietta trophy shirts and 
the understandable intra-squad kidding on the long ride home, the JV no less 
than the Varsity felt that in terms of morale, this inversion of the proper order of 
things was disturbing. To put the issue in simple terms, the question in the back of 
every heavyweight's mind was "Do I want to be in the winning JV or the winless 
Varsity?" Ordinarily one strives to make the Varsity because that is presumed to 
be fastest, the "big" boat. But now that supposition was in question. The JV guys 
were proud of their wins, but they were still "just" JVs. Conversely, there could 
only be hollow pride in being in the Varsity while the "big boat" remained winless. 

The problem for Goose was that among these sixteen oarsmen, he had seven 
seniors, three juniors, and six sophomores, only two of whom had rowed in last 
year's champion Varsity.40 That left six seats in the Varsity to fill and fourteen solid 
candidates from whom to choose. 

The Lightweights Defeat Navy (twice!) 
As the heavyweight Varsity was losing to Marietta on the Muskingum, the light
weight Varsity was having their way with the Middies on the Potomac. Recall that 
the Hoya lightweight Varsity had out-sprinted Navy to win last year's consolation 
race at the Eastern Sprints, so the Admirals hoped to avenge that loss. And in the 
Freshman and JV races, it went Navy's way as the Hoyas41 couldn't keep up with 
the men from the Severn. 

But then came the main event for Varsity eights. As usual the Hoyas went 
off the line high and fast to grab the lead while the under-stroking Middies fell 
astern. By the time the crews were approaching Key Bridge, GU's lead was about 
a length. Fred King describes the action from there: 

We led Navy by a length through Key Bridge when a couple of old 
fishermen in an aluminum boat42 darted out from behind an abutment 
and hit the trailing Middies. Even though we weren't required to give 
Navy a re-row it was the gentlemanly thing to do, so we re-rowed the 
whole race and throttled them again. 

This was a major victory for the Varsity skinnies and is commemorated in a fine 
photo of the crew posing with their oars by the Thompson Boathouse that shows 
cox Ned Moran soaking wet from his celebratory toss into the Potomac.43 

So while the lightweight Varsity rightly rejoiced in their second victory in 
as many weeks, comparatively speaking the mood of the heavyweight Varsity 
only darkened. 

Because Easter break started mid-week after the Marietta race there were no 
classes Holy Thursday or Good Friday. But there were double workouts and plenty 
of time for challenges to change the seatings for the next race at home against St. 
John's and Iona on Wednesday, April 21' t. In the (nominal) Varsity boat Ed Wit
man moved up from four to replace Linc Hoffman at stroke; and Jim Hanna came 
up from the JV to fill the vacated four seat. Mike Hughes who had been rowing 
three in the JV also came up to replace John Soisson at seven.44 

There were also some changes in the JV, as John Nowicki came up from 
the 3rd Varsity to take the bow seat from Jerry Foust, Ben Domenico went from 
seven to three seat, Terry Jerge moved to four, and Linc Hoffman took the two 
seat. John Soisson was now in the seven seat, reunited with John Barry, his stroke 
from the '64 Freshman boat. The stern pair of Barry and Soisson proved to be a 

Navy shirts were plentiful. 
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formidable asset and an important factor in the success of that boat.45 

Unfortunately, these races on April 21st didn't settle the intra-squad rivalry 
since neither St. John's nor Iona provided any real competition for the Hoyas who 
scored an easy sweep. The Varsity came off the line at 46 spm, settled at 38 and 
covered the course in 6:41.8, followed far behind by Iona, and then St. John's, 
whose times were not recorded. 

That same week the coach from East Carolina State brought his crew up to 
the Potomac to get experience rowing with the Hoyas. ECS was a new crew with 

virtually no racing experience, so in a gesture of good will Goose agreed to have 
them row with us the afternoon of Holy Thursday, April 15'". Since this was ape
riod of tension and challenges, the mood in the Varsity was grim. To minimize the 
potential embarrassment for the visiting novices, Goose sent the Varsity down
stream to practice starts on its own while he and the ECS coach took the GU JV 
and 3rd Varsity upriver to row a workout together; it is doubtful that he ever let on 
to our guests that it was the second and third boats they would be rowing with. 

After about an hour of starts and twenties, the Varsity was more than a bit 
testy, when around the bend just south of the boathouse appeared the flotilla of 

the two crews: the ECS boats and the two GU eights. Goose motored over to us 
and without any introductions announced that all boats should line up as evenly as 
possible for a start and thirty and a quick run down through the Theodore Roo
sevelt Bridge. For the Varsity, this was an instant attitude adjustment. Moments 
before we had been "bloody-minded" and bitter, sulking about our ambiguous 
status vis a vis the JV. But now was a chance to show off our power, and impress 
both them and Goose. So we watched hungrily as the boats got aligned and set. 
"Sit ready! Ready All? ROW1" 

Until that instant I had never felt what it meant for a crew to lift the boat out 
of the water, but that is what we did in those first three strokes. All the frustration 
of the previous weeks exploded in that start as our boat literally leapt ahead and 
away from the others. It is a wonder that nothing broke. In ten strokes we had 
almost a leng th and by the settle we were leading the JV by a wide stretch of open 
water, with the ECS boats and our 3'd Varsity trailing. 

Of course this wasn't really fair, nor indicative of the true relative state of 
affairs between the Varsity and JV, but for those few minutes that beautiful warm 
afternoon the nominal Varsity dominated, and it felt sooo good. Goose said noth
ing but he must have understood what we'd done and how we felt, while the ESC 
coach must have wondered "who the hell are these guys?" The rest of the workout 

was routine. I only recite the incident because it was indelibly imprinted at the 
time. That start and thirty was a high-point that season, which unfortunately says 
everything about our mood that spring. 

The next Saturday, April 24th St. Joe's and Holy Cross came to the Potomac 
to race the heavyweights, while the lightweights traveled north to row against 
Rutgers on the Raritan. Holy Cross was not much of a factor in these races, but St. 
Joe's was always a crew to be taken seriously. 

The weather was cold and rainy, the sort of day that kept the few intrepid 
spectators huddling in the doorways of the boathouse trying to get a glimpse of 
the action without getting any wetter and colder than they already were. In the 
Freshman race, the Hoyas' first boat46 won by a half-length over St. Joes in 6:42.2 
to 6:44 while the Hoya second frosh47 trailed in 7:01. The Georgetown JV once 
again proved that it was a very good crew by crushing the Hawks' second boat 
by 6:27.8 over 6:41.4; the GU 3rd Varsity came in third in 6:49, far ahead of the 
struggling Holy Cross JV in 7:09. 

The afternoon finale came through the murky rain with the day's most excit
ing race. As reported in The Washington Post (4/25/65): 
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Georgetown's Varsity heavyweight crew48 battled tenaciously from 
behind and then barely held its lead to win the feature event of a crew 

regatta yesterday on the Potomac River. 
The Hoyas trailed St. Joseph's for the first quarter of the 2000 

meter race and took over at the Key Bridge dogleg. 
Sprinting through a chilly rain St. Joe's started to regain ground 

with every stroke but Georgetown held on and won by five feet. 

The times, 6:21.2 over 6:22.1, show that the margin was about a quarter length, 
with Holy Cross a distant third. Despite winning we could hardly take much sat
isfaction given the narrow margin, and although the Varsity did post a faster time 
than the JV under essentially the same conditions, the difference (5.7 seconds) was 
trifling given that the JV was cruising easily, while the Varsity was hard-pressed. 

In spite of the second sweep in four days, the morale in the Varsity was no 
better than it had been all season; we had eked out a win over St Joe's, but the .9 
second margin was much too close to bolster our spirits. Little did we know that 

something drastic was pending the following week. 
Meanwhile, up on the Raritan that same day, the Hoya lightweights were 

wrecking the Scarlet Knights of Rutgers; unfortunately, that was literally true in 
the Freshman race. Georgetown had to borrow three of Rutgers' eights that day 

and after winning the Freshman race the Hoya cox, John King, somehow mis
judged the speed of his approach49 and ran their boat up onto the dock all the way 
to the bow seat. Not a good thing for a victorious borrower to do to his host's boat. 

"Crash King" never lived that down. 
The Hoya JV also won as did the Varsity by a little more than half a length, 

2.5 seconds ahead of the Rutgers eight.so 

"What's in a name?" The Goose Makes a Switch 
On paper the results of the heavyweights' season so far did not look that bad: tak
en as a whole, the squad had scored three sweeps over four weeks, and lost two of 
the three races at Marietta. Yet no one on the crew, heavyweight or lightweight, 
could ignore the fact that the Varsity heavies were not consistently the fastest boat 
they should have been. Not only did their JV occasionally beat them in practices, 

but so did the lightweight Varsity. The difference between the two heavyweight 
crews was in name only, and in the bogus pride that came with being in the so
called "Varsity." But such pride was merely a disguise for a deep depression that 

gnawed at the eight guys in that boat. 
And if the oarsmen were depressed, one can only imagine how Goose felt 

faced with selecting the Varsity crew to defend Georgetown's D ad Vail cham
pionship only two weeks away. Something had to be done, and Goose figured it 
should be a shock to the system. So he switched the two boats for next Saturday's 
Fourth Annual Metropolitan Collegiate Championship for the Cadle Cup (aka 
the DC Area Regatta). The former Varsity would row as the JV, and vice versa. 

This made sense for two reasons. First, the morale among the erstwhile JV 
had been high all season as they were the undefeated boat.st They were deserv
ing of a shot at Varsity status, no ? Yes! And so it was that when May 1st arrived, 
the Georgetown heavyweight Varsity crews2 was the prior week's JV. The grand 

"switcheroo" was ready for its trial run. 
Second, in terms of the competition in the DC Regatta, this was a low risk 

experiment. Last year's freakish debacle notwithstanding,s3 nei ther American, 
George W ashington, nor Howard was expected to pose much of a threat to 

Georgetown's return to hegemony on the Potomac. As for the former Varsity 
oarss4 now relegated to the JV, we were not surprised at the switch, despite the sense 

Jack never attended a crew race 
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that at some seats the man-for-man comparison did seem, shall we say, counter
intuitive? We would have to wait and see what happened out on the river. 

The weather was ideal, sunny and warm with only a negligible wind to rip
ple the Potomac, a beautiful Mayday for crew racing. In the opener, the Hoya 
Freshmen cruised to an easy victory of more than four lengths, 6:59.4 over George 
Washington 7:18.4, and Howard 7:32.4. 

The JV event had GU in lane one (on the Virginia side,) GW in lane two, 
and Howard in lane three. Because of the staggered start, Howard had an ap
parent half-length lead on us, and at the command "ROW!" they went off like 
gangbusters to seize a quick lead of about a length by the settle. Never noted for 
their cohesion, Howard's crews were always highly enthusiastic off the line and 
tended to burn all their power in the first quarter mile, leaving little in the tank 
for the last quarter. After the settle, Russ LaMantia was telling us that we were 
gaining with every stroke, but then leaned forward to me to confide sotto voce that 
in fact Howard was "pulling away from us." As stroke I was not too concerned at 
this point because we were rowing well and I expected them to fade; the race is 
not 500, but 2000 meters, and we still had more than 1500 to go. GW was already 
falling back in our wake. As anticipated, we caught the Bisons at the half-mile 
mark and built our lead rest of the way, winn ing by a length, 6:28.6 over 6:32.4, 
with GW drifting down in 7:04. 

Now the time had come for the newly named GU Varsity to show its mettle 
in a four boat race with Howard (the defending DC champion), GW, and A.U. 
Unfortunately for the new Varsity this was not going to be a good day. Howard 
was in lane one, then GW, American, and GU in lane four (on the DC side); this 
was the same lane GU had for the disastrous defeat the year before. 

At the start the Hoyas took the lead, but soon things began to get "interest
ing." As expected, American and Howard lagged, but GW stayed right with the 
Hoyas despite under-stroking them by 4 or 5 spm. Gradually, the Colonials began 
to draw away, leaving the Hoyas to fend off challenges by the hard-straining Bi
sons. Coming out of Key Bridge, GW had a length, and by the finish, two lengths 
on the sprinting Hoyas. The times were 6:23.7 over GU's 6:32.1, which was only 
5.2 seconds faster than Howard at 6:37.3; American was last in 6:38.3. 

If Goose wanted a shock to the system, this was more than even he had bar
gained for. For the second year the pride of the Georgetown crew had been hum
bled on its own river, the same river that Cadle's crews had dominated since 1961. 
This loss was a measure of how far our fortunes had fallen this season. Nor could 
the JV victory provide any comfort in terms of morale, for the crew that only days 
before had been the Georgetown heavyweight Varsity to come in barely a length 
ahead of Howard's JV(!) was tantamount to a loss. That "win," coupled with the 
defeat of the new "Varsity," boded ill for Georgetown's chances in the Dad Vail 

regardless of which boat carried that designation. We had to acknowledge that 
neither boat was very fast and there was little time left to improve. And no one 
could expect another miracle come-back two years in a row. 

Yet something had to be done even at the last minute, too late even to make 
the deadline for the Dad Vail program.55 Goose again made a major shift by ex
changing the "engine rooms" of the two boats. So Bill McNeill 3, Jim Hanna 4, 
Mike Ryan 5, and Pete Blyberg 6, moved back into the Varsity replacing John 
Nowicki, Terry Jerge, Pete McGrath, and Ted Kundtz who reverted to the JV. 
This was a good move in that the new Varsity engine room was more powerful 
and included the veterans of the '64 boat (McNeill and Blyberg), while retain
ing the stern pair (Soisson and Barry) from that year's freshman boat. So we all 
crossed our fingers and hoped this latest boating would break us out of our funk. 
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The Dad Vail, May 8th
, 1965 

The big story of the Dad Vail that year had nothing to do with the decline of the 
Hoyas, but focused on the sudden rise of the black-shirted crews Coach Ernie 
Arlett had forged at Northeastern University in Boston. They swept the Vail and 
then the very next year stepped up to row in the EARC. It was a stunning perfor
mance for crews in their first year of rowing, and I suspect that hardly anyone in 
the DVRA was sorry to see Arlett's boys move up and out of our future. 

The preliminaries on Friday afternoon and Saturday morning included several 
close races, but unfortunately none provided any good news for the Hoya's hopes. 

In the third heat on Friday the latest Georgetown Varsity56 made it into the 
semi-final by placing second (6:59.6) to the very fast Rollins crew (6:45.) That 
fourteen second gap would have been bad enough but by the end of the day, the 
Hoya's time was only the 10th place among the twelve semi-finalists. Then on 
Saturday morning in the second semi-final, they failed to make the cut when they 
came across the line in fifth place (7:05.5) behind Rollins 6:53.5, Northeastern 
6:55.6, St. Joe's 6:58 .7, and Drexel 7:03; American trailed far back in 7:17. This 
was the first time since 1960 that a Georgetown Varsity had failed to qualify for 

the Dad Vail final. 
In the second of the three JV heats Friday, Rollins posted the fastest JV time 

of the afternoon, 6:46.4, running away by a full five lengths ahead of the second 
place Hoyas57, whose time of7:06.4 proved to be the slowest of the six qualifiers. 

There was disappointment for the Hoya Freshmen58 as well. In their four boat 
heat Friday they qualified but trailed Trinity by open water: 6:50.4 over 6:55.3, as 
Drexel (7:00.8) and Iona (7:02.2) followed. 

Each of the Saturday afternoon finals was a close race, with the widest mar
gin coming in the Freshman event as Marietta trai led the Northeastern yearlings 
by only 2.4 seconds (6:50.2 over 6.52.6) followed by St. Joe's in 6:54.4, Trinity 
6:56, and LaSalle 7:04, edging out the last place Georgetown frosh in 7:04.4. 

In the JV final, the Hoyas could do no better than fourth, coming across 
the line in 7:06.4, behind Northeastern in 6:56.6, Rollins 6:57.1 and Marietta in 
7:03.6. Pushing the Hoyas were Drexel in 7:07.4, and Howard in 7:07.6. 

The Varsity final was won by Northeastern in a narrow finish that saw Coach 
Arlett's boys make up a length deficit in the last quarter mile to pass Marietta by 
less than a deck-length at the finish line in 6:45.8; the margin was a mere .6 of a 
second. Trailing off the pace were Rollins 6:55.2, Amherst 7:01.9, George Wash
ington 7:02, and St. Joe's. The fact that GW Colonials placed fifth in the final 
confirmed that their win the previous week in the DC regatta was no fluke, but 

that was no consolation to the humbled Hoyas. 
Speaking of consolation, the Varsity did manage to win (narrowly) the very 

competitive consolation race over Howard (7:06 over 7:08.2) with Drexel third in 
7:09.5, Florida Southern 7:10, American 7:17.2, and LaSalle. 

Thus the heavyweights closed a deeply disappointing year of losses both on 
and off the water. Graduation would also take its annual toll in June as we bid 
adieu to the class of '65: President Ben Domenico, Captain Pete Blyberg, Linc 
Hoffman, Russ LaMantia, Pete McGrath, Terry Jerge, Rick Reynolds, Jay Scully 
and Jerry Foust. They would be hard to replace in 1966. 

The Eastern Sprints 
Although 1965 had been a bad year for the heavies, it was a very good year for the 
lightweight Varsity. Not counting the loss in the unscheduled opening day scrim
mage-race with Cornell,59 the skinnies had gone undefeated, leaving Marietta, 
Navy, and Rutgers in their wake. So they returned to Lake Qyinsigamond with 
high hopes for the Eastern Sprints on May 15th

• The Hoya Varsity knew they were 

"Dad" Vail made his mark as a coach. 
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a fast crew and were eager to take the measure of the Ivies. 
The Hoyas drew the first (and lighter) five boat heat that included Columbia, 

Cornell, Navy, and Penn. Cornell's first place finish (6:17.6) surprised no one, but 
for the other crews, the results must have come as a bit of a shock. Columbia came 
in a close second (6:18.6) while Georgetown placed third less than a length back 
in 6:22.1, followed by Navy (6:25.4) and Penn (6:27.0). 

In the second heat, Harvard led the way (6:16.9) trailed closely by 
Dartmouth (6:17.4), MIT (6:17.6), and then Yale (6:20.2), Rutgers (6:24.4), 
and Princeton (6:26.2). 

E lated at qualifying for their first final at the Sprints the skinnies looked 
forward to racing the cream of the Ivy League lightweights. But cream does 
rise to the top and the Hoyas were disappointed in their quest for big east glo
ry. In the final the order of finish ran: Cornell first in 6:21.2, a full length over 
Harvard in 6:25.2, followed by MIT third 6:31.5, Dartmouth fourth 6:31.7, Co
lumbia fifth 6:35.6, and Georgetown sixth two lengths back in 6:43.7. Yet even 
their last place finish in the finals still ranked them ahead of the crews in the 
Reserve Section: Yale, Rutgers, Princeton, Navy, and Penn. Georgetown's sixth 
place meant that the Hoyas were ranked in the middle of the best lightweight 

crews in the East in only their third year of existence. They had come a long 
way from their last place finish on the Muskingum back in March, 1963, to 61h in 
the Eastern Sprints in 1965. 

In the first JV heat, Georgetown placed fourth (6:29.1) behind Harvard 
6:22.9, Cornell 6:23.3, and Navy 6:25.6, but well ahead of fifth place Columbia 
6:32.2. In their Reserve Section race the Hoya second boat placed a deck ahead 
of Penn in 6:30.5 over 6:31.0, but behind Princeton 6:23.5, and a deck behind 
Columbia 6:30.0. Overall, the JVs ranked 91h out of 10. 

The Hoya frosh skinnies drew the lighter four boat heat but came in last 6:29, 
behind the eventual winner Harvard 6:19, MIT 6:21.5, and Princeton 6:26.7. In 
their Reserve Section race, they placed 81h overall in 6:37.3, behind Dartmouth 
6:30.9, and ahead of Penn 6:38.7. 

For an upstart crew with no alumni and only amateur volunteer coaching 
the lightweight Hoyas had made a favorable impression on their big time Ivy 
competition. 

Summer races, 1965 
Since the crew now had a complete fleet of boats, the focus that summer was small 
boat training. Besides rowing our usual seats in the eights, we were divided into 
two coxed fours, two coxed pairs, and two straight pairs. One of the most remark
able of these small-boat combinations was the pairing of Pat Doyle '63 and Ed 
Witman '67. W e were the rowing equivalent of The Odd Couple. As the veteran 
4-man of the undefeated Dad Vail boat of '62, Pat weighed a very solid 225 lbs. 
and was arguably the most powerful Georgetown oarsman of that (or perhaps of 
any) era. On the other hand, I was a sophomore and weighed all of 180 lbs; and 
despite drinking Metrecal60 supplements and eating a loaf of bread and jelly a day, 
] couldn't gain a pound. Aside from the weight differential, this pairing was fur
ther complicated by the fact that, since we were both port oars, it was decided that 
Pat would switch to row as starboard stroke while ] rowed port, and Ned Moran 
coxed recumbent in the bow to better distribute our weight. Yet despite these un
usual factors, ] suppose that Goose hoped I would learn a thing or two by rowing 
with Pat. Of course our competitive chances were exceedingly slim, (depending 
on whether the other crews met with catastrophic misfortu ne) but it was a valu
able opportunity for me to train with a powerful senior oarsman, and to compete 
on the national level against some of the best pairs in the country. 
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The President's Cup Regatta, August 8th 

This race was a worthwhile test both for its own sake, and as a prep for the follow
ing weekend's National Championships in New York. The annual regatta on the 
Potomac was held on a Sunday this year, and Georgetown had entries in eights, 

coxed fours, and straight and coxed pairs, to make the afternoon interesting, even 
if the results proved disappointing. 

Our first race for senior61 fours with cox, was sent off at 1:10 p.m. and fea
tured a GURA crew of bow Mike Vespoli, Dennis Brown, Bill McNeill, stroke 
Darro Angelini, and cox Ned Moran, competing against Vesper BC, and Potomac 
BC. Vesper won in 7:17.1, with Potomac second 7:25.1 and GU a mere whisker 
behind in 7:25.2. 

Then at 1:40, Bill McNeill & Darro Angelini had been scheduled to row 
their senior straight pair against two Potomac entries, but may have scratched 
since no results are posted. It appears that Potomac may have rowed unopposed.62 

At 2:10 the intermediate coxed four event put the GURA crew of bow John 
Barry, Bert Mason, Dave Monahan, stroke Jim Hanna, and cox Bob Abraham63 

against fours from Vesper (first in 7:36.3) and Potomac (7:49.3). GU came in a 
length back (7:53). 

At 3 p.m., the Hoya intermediate eight64 (third in 7:13.) went off against 
Vesper (6:58) and Potomac (7:00). 

T hen at 3:20 the senior coxed pairs went off with two GURA entries, a 
heavyweight pair of Ed Witman and Pat Doyle with Ned Moran coxing, against 
a lightweight pair of John "Swampy" Mahoney and Glenn Farris, coxed by Bob 
Abraham. Both pairs were competing against a lone Potomac entry. This was the 
singular bright spot on the program as the GU lights Mahoney & Farris came in 
first (8:55.1) just ahead of the Potomac boat (8:55.2), and their third-place heavy
weight brothers. 

I n the featured senior eight race, GU65 went up against two fast crews from 
Potomac and Vesper who made a thrilling race of the finale, with Vesper winning 
(6:38.6) over Potomac (6:38.8). Unfortunately, the Hoyas trailed far off the pace 
in 6:53.8. 

Although the results were disappointing, the experience of having to row in 
virtually back-to-back events in different boats against national caliber crews was 
a valuable (and exhausting)66 experience. 

T he Nationals, August 14th 

T he National Championship Regatta was held at the Orchard Beach course in 
Pelham, NY, the same venue that had hosted the Olympic trials the previous sum
mer. Georgetown entered the senior and intermediate fours-with,67 and a pair
with. GURA finished last in both events. In the senior fours-with, the race was 
won by Vesper BC 6:46.2 over Yale Crew Assn. in 6:52.9. Trailing were St. Cath
arine's RC 7:00.2, Potomac BC 7:17, and a quarter length back, GURA 7:18.1. 

I n the pair-with race, Ned Moran, Pat Doyle, and I were left very much alone 
right from the start as the other pairs68 sprinted away from us. For some reason 
(defective equipment?) Ned was unable to stretch out in the normally recumbent 
position in the bow and so had to sit up the whole race which affected the trim 
by shifting even more weight toward the stern. And with Pat overpowering my 
port oar, Ned spent much of the race on the rudder, compensating and struggling 
to keep within our lane. We crossed the line DFL by quite a wide margin; we 
can't say exactly how wide because mercifully no times were reported for third or 
fourth, but it wasn't close. 

When we returned to the dock and put the boat on the trailer, Goose came 

During summer 

training, Goose 

placed a salt 

tablet dispenser 

by the water 

cooler in the 

boathouse 

to replace the 

sodium lost 

through 

perspiration. 
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up to us and in a rare fit of temper berated us for our lousy showing. Now to me, 
Goose was akin to the deity so I was not the one to respond to this dressing-down. 
But Pat was having none of it, and told Goose bluntly that he had no right to talk 
to us that way since he was the one who was largely to blame for the poor perfor
mance. We knew we had rowed poorly, but in all fairness it was Goose himself 
who had mismatched a 180 lb. sophomore with a 225 lb. post-grad. Add to that 
the fact that Pat had to switch from port to row starboard and you have a pretty 
good excuse for the last place finish, not to mention the elite level of the compe
tition we faced. Chastened by Pat's frank rebuttal, Goose fell silent and looked at 

us through his sunglasses for a long moment, and then walked away. It had been a 
bad day all around, and taking all those disappointments into account I was will
ing to cut him some slack for his emotions. To me Goose would always remain a 
deity. Perhaps to make amends he did drive me back to Washington that night. 

The Middle States Regatta, September 5th 

Our last race that summer was on the Schuylkill in the Middle States Regatta 
where GURA entered at least our two coxed fours that came in third in the senior 
race, and close second to Malta BC (7:13.7 over 7:15.6). 

And so with the singular exception of Mahoney & Farris's victory in the 
President's Cup, a second winless summer came to a close. Realistically, these 
losses were not surprising given that unlike virtually all the other clubs we rowed 

against, GURA oarsmen were undergraduate69 college rowers competing against 
seasoned Varsity and older, more experienced clubmen. Our own experience in 
small boats was comparatively brief and our coaching practically nil. 

Nevertheless, the cumulating losses extending back now over two summers 
and a lackluster regular season (of'65) left us with little to celebrate and much to 
be concerned about for the next year. We did look forward to the return of Darro 
Angelini '66, whose arm seemed to be improving, and to the development of three 
big sophomores, Dennis Brown, Mac Ludolph, and Mike Vespoli, who looked 
like strong candidates for the heavyweight Varsity. But all things considered, the 
outlook for the coming season of '66 was far from bright. The Dad Vail victory of 
'64 was a fast fading memory. Sic transit gforia mundi. 

A brief encounter with Dean Rusk 
One sunny morning that summer I was jogging out of the lumber yard by the 
boathouse, when I suddenly found myself staring into the sad, baggy eyes of Sec
retary of State Dean Rusk. On his way to Foggy Bottom, his long black limousine 
was stopped in traffic at the merge from K St. onto Rock Creek Parkway. For that 
brief moment he gazed out his window at an American boy back-lit by the morn
ing sun, a boy not very different from the thousands of young men who would 
spend that day fighting a war for which he bore an awful burden of responsibility. 
I looked into his eyes and thought I saw in them a profound melancholy, and I felt 
pity for this man who had such a tragic role in the decisions that would shape our 
fates . 

Then the limo eased forward and the Secretary of State went to work, strug
gling to achieve that most elusive of diplomatic goals, "peace with honor." But the 
war would go on, taking its bitter toll on American and Vietnamese families for 
another ten terrible years. No peace, and very little honor. 

As I resumed my run back to the campus that morning I felt very lucky to 
be where I was. For me, the war would remain far, far away. And I was grateful 
for that. ■ 



CHAPTER 

XI 
... The Harder We Lost 

ickens' famous line - "It was the best of times, it was the worst of 
times." - might well describe the spring season of 1966, for the deci
sions made in those months and during the following year marked the 

culmination of the crew's ideal of student governance, and ironically the begin
ning of its end. We did workout, rowed our races, and won some and lost others, 
but the important events that year occurred off the water and behind the scenes, 
and brought about the end of the Remuzzi-Barrett era. The turn away from alum
ni volunteer coaching was probably inevitable given our growth, but it was no less 
difficult for that. 

As usual, the fall was spent recruiting and coaching the freshman class of 
1969. We followed the same program of the previous year with the upper-class men 
volunteering to coach crews of freshmen and then competing for the bragging 
rights of having coached the "fastest frosh." 1 

Recall that the previous fall ('65) the lightweight Varsity had handily defeat
ed the heavies in an inter-squad race and the heavies had been smarting ever since. 
So there had to be a rematch this year. The boating for the heavies was thought to 
be predictive for the Varsity crew the following spring: 

In bow: Jay Forster '68, 6'3" 190 
Jim Hanna '66, 5'11" 180 
Mac Ludolph '68, 6'2" 203 
Mike Vespoli '68, 6'4" 197 
Dennis Brown '68 , 6'3" 189 
Ed Witman '67, 6'5" 180 
Bill McNeil '66, 6'2" 180 
Stroke: Darro Angelini '66 6'2" 190 (Art Charles '66 was cox.) 

Physically, this was an impressive eight2 and not surprisingly, on November 10'\ 
the day of the showdown, we overpowered the fast lightweight Varsity by more 
than three lengths. There was also comfort in the fact that this fall version of the 
Varsity was consistently 2 or 3 lengths faster than the JV so hopefully there wou Id 
be no need to switch boats this year. Morale had improved and it seemed that the 
malaise of the past year was lifting. As we closed out the fall rowing, Goose was 

smiling again. 
Yet the smiles reflected only a relative improvement. Realistically li ttle had 

actually changed. The fact that a big heavyweight crew beat a good lightweight 
crew was hardly evidence of significant improvement. Nor was the equally unre

markable fact that the Varsity was several lengths faster than its own JV. Shouldn't 
this be the normal state of affairs within a sound crew program? So despite the 
better mood, there remained some unspoken questions about the quality of the 
crew in general and about our coaching in particular, questions that would not 
remain unspoken (or unanswered) for much longer. 

The early morning workouts in the gym started January 51
\ 1966, and soon 
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revealed a troubling inconsistency between reasonable expectations and individu
als' actual scores on the Saturday morning performance tests. The rankings from 
these tests were used to create theoretical boatings and the results placed five of 
the fall's heavyweight eight in the 3rd Varsity! The discrepancy between seasoned 
talent and the mediocre PT scores was disturbing. In terms of personnel, the 3-V 
looked to be the "fastest boat" in the gym. Were the "big dogs"3 dogging it? And 
if so, what would that mean for morale once we got on the water? An even more 
serious question might have been asked: did this discrepancy reflect a failure by 
their leaders and coaches to motivate them? 

Despite the snow and ice that covered the Potomac on Lincoln's birthday, we 
were all looking forward to putting the docks in by the weekend of February 19th 

and 20'\ and we got on the water that Sunday in typical weather: 18 degrees and 
ice covering everything. At least this year none of the boats swamped! Goose did 
institute a new training rule that we should run three miles after every workout. 
Since we usually ran the mile down to the boathouse and back to campus anyway, 
the additional two miles was not greeted with enthusiasm.4 On some days, instead 
of the three miles, we would do 16 circuits on the "Exorcist steps." After five weeks 
of this sort of rigor, we had pretty much settled the boatings and were looking 
forward to avenging last year's losses. 

On March 30th
, the Cornell lightweights returned to the Potomac for their 

spring break and again demonstrated their superior size and speed by out racing 
the GU light Varsity by 2 and a half lengths, despite under-stroking by 8 to 10 
spm. "Of course, they are monsters compared with our guys."5 The same result 
befell the JV and the Freshman Hoyas. These finishes should not have been too 
surprising, since at the EARC Sprints later that year, Cornell's lightweights would 
place second in the Varsity race, first in the JV, and third in the Freshman final. 

Marietta Sweeps the Heavies 
On April 2nd the Marietta Pioneers passed through DC on the way to Florida 
for their Easter workouts and race against Rollins. To accommodate Coach Lin
damood's desire to get out of town as early as possible, the races were set to start 
at 10:30 a.m., with the Varsity race scheduled for noon. The Pioneers quickly 
out-rowed both the GU Freshmen and JV that morning, and set the stage for an 
impending sweep at noon when the two Varsities shoved off.6 

The Potomac that Saturday was roiled with white caps under an overcast sky 
and a gusty 14 knot wind out of the NW, meaning we had a wicked tailwind to 
contend with as we lined up for the start. Because of the conditions GU went off at 
a relatively low 38 spm and then dropped down to 33-34 for the body. Though this 
was an unusually low stroke for us, we were moving quite well on Marietta until 
a succession of five disastrous crabs cost us the race. This was our first race of the 
year, and although Darro's arm had seemed sound during practices, the stress of 
the race exacerbated the inflammation in his feathering elbow and in the choppy 
conditions he had difficulty controlling his blade.7 Despite the multiple crabs, we 
still lost by only a length and a half As a crew we felt as bad about losing Darro at 
stroke as we did about being swept by our arch rival Marietta (their second sweep 
on the Potomac in as many visits.) This was his sen ior year and with his physical 
condition in doubt he would be unable to finish his career in the Varsity boat. It 
was a tough break for all of us since as a veteran of the '64 Dad Vail boat Darro 
represented a vital link to that now legendary victory. 

With Darro's injury, the Varsity stroke seat became vacant without a defi
nite successor,8 a situation that only added to the coaching problems that season . 
Having lost seven-man John Soisson to the lightweights, and five-man Mike Ryan 
to Fribourg, and now with Angelini's injury, the heavyweight Varsity eight had 
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serious vacancies in the stern section. The next week was the Easter holiday, so 
there were no races on Holy Saturday, and when the crew resumed workouts the 
following Monday (April 12th

) John Barry took over as Varsity stroke and Joe 
Creed became JV stroke. 

Just as Marietta's crew was packing their shells to get on the road to Flor
ida, the Hoya lightweights were starting their own races against Penn on the 
Schuylkill. Same result. Penn proved too fast for the skinnies in their opener and 
scored a sweep over the Hoyas. 

April 2nd
, 1966 was a dark day for Georgetown crews. 

Details for the rest of the season are hard to determine; after five decades 
memories fade, and scrap-books get tossed in spring cleanings. So the follow ing 
accounts of both the heavyweight and lightweight races are lacking the sort of 
detail that has been provided for previous years. 

On April 161
", the heavies raced LaSalle (on the Schuylkill?) where the Var

sity lost but the JV and Freshmen won. 

The Lightweights Sweep Navy 
On April 23rd

, the lights traveled to Annapolis to row Navy on the unusually calm 
waters of the Severn. Last year the Hoya varsity had defeated the Admirals on 
the Potomac, and then again in the Eastern Sprints (for the second year,) so this 
race would h ave been something of a grudge match for the Middies, but they were 
destined to be disappointed yet again. In the Freshman race the I Ioyas came in 
ahead in 7:25.2. Then the JV scored a half-length win 7:26.8 over 7:28.4. Finally 
came Navy's long awaited chance to avenge their two year losing streak against the 
Georgetown Varsity; but despite having a flotilla loaded with highly partisan naval 

officers to cheer them, the middies came up short again as the Hoyas, stroked by 
Bob Zack, held them off in a thrilling one second victory, 7:12.8 over 7:13.8. A 
great day for the lightweights! 

The heavyweight Varsity won its first race of the year on April 30th (yes, it 
came that late) as the Hoyas swept St. Joe's and Villanova on the Potomac. The 
victory over St. Joe's was heartening because the Hawks were always a good crew 
as evidenced only two weeks later when they would place second to Marietta in 
the Dad Vail final. 

Then on May 71
", Georgetown recaptured (after two consecutive losses) the 

DC Area C hampionship and the Cadle Cup by sweeping GW, and H oward. The 
Washington Post reported the Varsity times as: GU 6:33.2, GW 6:35.8, GU's JV 
6:42.3, and Howard 6:52. 

In the Freshman race, Howard sprinted out to an early lead but faded by the 
half-mile mark, leaving the race to the Hoyas and Colonials. As The Washington 
Post (5/8/66) reported: 

The Hoya frosh gained a length lead coming under Key Bridge into 
the straight-away with both the Hoyas and Colonials hitting 32 
strokes per minute. With a half mile to go the Colonials had cut the 
margin to three seats. Forty-five strokes from the finish line the Hoyas 
opened to 38 strokes and won pulling away. 

The Dad Vail results were another disappointment for the heavies: the freshman 
boat placed 41

", the J V 2nd
, and the Varsity 7'h. We will discuss the details of the 

Dad Vail below. 

The Lights at the £ARC Sprints9 

On Saturday, May 14, 1966, on the 2000 meter course on Lake Qiinsigamond, 
the lightweight tried to repeat their success at avy. 
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FIRST DAY IN E IGHTS •.. European rigged Varsity leues dooro 
after rowing for two weeks in pairs and fours. 

Crew, Staff Prepare 
Intra-Squad Regatta 

by Mike Tarone 
After working out in small boa.ts for two weeks, the 

Georgetown Varsity crew began rowing in eights last Sat
urday. The objective of this was to perfect the form of each 
oarsman and to master a new style of rowing. With an 
intra-squad regatta but two weeks away, coaches Remuzzi 
and Barrett are pressing their boats for perfection. 

The freshmen spent their 
first four weeks of George
town crew in "the training 
barge" and are now rowing in 
eights. This year's freshman 
squad has exhibited tremen
dous desire and enthusiasm both in 
the boat and in their one mile run 
t.o the boat house. The varsity oars
men who are coaching the fresh
men have done a good job of instill
ing the spirit traditional with the 
Blue and Gray crew. 

Besides rowing a modified style, 
the crew has changed other train
ing techniques. Beginning the sec
ond week of November, the 150 
stalwart athletes will begin a 
weight lifting program in the &'YJll. 
Not since the days of the football 
team has the weight room of Mc
Donough Gym been used. The crew 
will a lso be doing considerable road 
work. 

Dad Vail 
Last yenr's gonls of Dad Vail and 

Eastern Sprint Championships 
were never reached, yet it became 
apparent that to nttain these goala 
more work would be required. Crew 
at Cornell, Howard, Northwestern, 
and Marietta is almost profes
sional sport. They award mem
bers scholarships and operate on 
budgets between over $26,000 and 
$100,000 per year. Spirit has never 
seemed so high as it is this year to 
make Georgetown a big-time row
ing power. 

The lightweight varsity, which 
last year defeated Navy, Princeton, 
Yale, Penn, Rutgers, and Marietta, 
hM five of its oarsmen returning 
this year. Coach Frank Barettt, 
who refers to his new boat as "the 
eight water sprites," is using " new 
European rig. The heavyweight 
varsity coached by Bob Remuzzi is 
meaner than it is bi . The boat 

Paite Fourteen 

Crew Takes To Water 
As Season Approaches 

Last Saturday the crew fin
ished its winter calisthenics 
period and took to the Poto
mac with renewed vigor. As 
their program in the gym was 
designed for strength and en
durance in a way most effec
tive for the new stroke, on 
the river the oarsmen will 
concentrate on skill and uni
son. 

in rowing any style, one impor
tant factor is that the oar be pulled 
through harder at the catch, thP 
l><>l{inn ing of the strokP, than at 
an y oth<'r time. At thiis point the 
oarsmen is leaning forward and has 
th<' great<•st mechanical advantage 
ovn his body. Since the oar is flex
ihl<> it is bent so that it springs back 
later in the stroke when the oars
man is extended and not pulling so 
hard. The catch puts more strain 
on the arms than on anything else; 
to simulate this, pull-ups and re
verse push-ups have been stressed 
in the gym. 

Thi' crew has chosen to row at 
the very high cadence of 44 strokes 
pH minute, to utilize the des ign of 
thPir Karlisch hlades. They have 
trained for the high "pip" with 
sit-ups and running which tax the 
stomach muscles, important 
('very recovery motion. 

On Sunday at 6 :00 a.m. and 
degrees , the crew took to the water, 
finally getting into the sport after 
a month and a half. The strategy is 
to roll up as much distance early in 
the season so that they can work 
the kinks out of their styles and be 
moving as one flowing unit by 
April. 

The rowing team put out three 
hPavywPight and three lightweight 
varsity boats, which will be coached 
from three launches by Boh Re
muzzi, Frank Barrett, Pat Doyle, 
and John Harrington. 



Style Of Crew Contemplated; 
Heavyweights Add To Finesse 

by John Rellizzi 
The crew is rowing according to 

the A mcrican style which t hey 
used two yenr> 81{0 when they won 
the Dad Vail. Sinre then, there has 
IM•t•n a g ood drul of experiment 
with several different European 
forms. Many theories are in circu
lslion on how to make a boat go 
faster in addition lo pullin!( hard
er. One is to recover fast; another 
advises to recover slow. One say8 
lo t.ake strokes as rApidly as pos
sible; another ha s them long and 
slnwn. It is Almost the truth that 
nnythin11: n crow does will fit under 
one cntego1·y as Ion!( as everyone 
is doing the same thin11:. 

There are, however, shades of 

ditTvrencr thnt fnrnr rlifTrrent typrs 
o f crews. Georgetown hns n small 
crew favored by the quirk recov
ery, which tends to lift the how 
nut of the w11ter for more ,·un 
(glide between strokes). This also 
permiLs rowing at a highH ca
dence. Since they will not iret the 
power that the big~t•r c1-e" ~ J(td 
from enrh stroke, they hnve to takr 
more nf them and r ide them out 
better. 

Former Heavyweights 
Several years ago, (;eorgetown 

st.a rt..•<l a liithlweight rrew lu suL
isfy the mleresled students. But 
llwy found th,il they wen• lerrihly 
ouLqized hy t he expnirnred 1t11:ht 
wcighl crews. This yenr many for 
mt•r henvyweights hstv() rom~ down 
lo ranks of the "skinnies." They 
promise tn tnkP the ~re11ter part 

or thf.' gla mour nwing ag-ninst 
Novy. Penn. Columbin, Mnr1ctLn, 
M.I.T. a11d eilhrr llarvnrrl or 
Prinrclon. 

The heavyweight l•mt, lrnH' 
some fairly hefty nnrsmrn, hul nre 
not Ooo,lt•d with th,• ahumlunn• uf 
oarsmen that lhr lighLwe1ghLs 
ha,t!. Thl.') HH' spl•11tli11.c 111ud, ti( 

thr-il· time 111 pnir~ »nci fou r<. try
ing- t.o d(•vt~lop linl•~~t•. As !-ICH1n u~ 
thry grl thrre the)' ought tn look 
imprt•~~ivt:> 

The lightwrighl hnnt is pullNI hy 
.J im Lehi![h. Pa ul Mur phy. Jim 
Woori•. Fred Kmg. Boh 1.0\·n,. 
(;Jen f',11 ris . .Jim Hall,•r. u111I Hoh 
Grohs. N,•d Moru11 •lN• rs. 

Out IIIJ,C' lhtt µr«-";f'RSttll wo1 k11uls 
there hnve been numerous chnl 
lenge~ and with nwr(' 1•xµc-c.:lt•d in 
the nc-ur future. th(' Mturt inl! lint• 
fn1 t.he find nH.·Ps is ,till unct·rtain 
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Varsity Races 

Heat 1: Harvard 6:28.1, D h 6 29 9 P 6 3 8 "11T 6 32 5 N 

6

:

38

_

8 

artmout : . , enn : 1. , 1v : • , 
1 avy 

~eat 2: Cornell 6 :35.4, Yale 6:36.2, Princeton 6:37.5, Columbia 6:39.9, Rutgers 

:48.9, Georgetown 6:49.4'0 

6

Final: Harvard 6:40.5, Cornell 6:42.5, Dartmouth 6:47.4, Princeton 6:52.1, Penn 

:53.9, Yale 6:57.5 
Reserve: MIT 6.45.8, Columbia 6:47.0, t\avy 6:50.9, Georgetown 6:54.6, Rut-

gers 6:56.0 

JV Races 
Hleat_ 1: Cornell 6:31.0, Harvard 6:31.8, Penn 6:40.9, Georgetown 6:52.3, Co-

umb1a 6:57.2 

6

Heat 2: Princeton 6:34.6, MIT 6:35.4, Navy 6:36.1, Dartmouth 6:40.9, Yale 

:49.6 
Final: Cornell 6 :34.2, MIT 6:36.1, Princeton 6:38.0, Harvard 6:41.6, Penn 

6:45.4, avy 6:46.2 

Reserve: Dartmouth 6:58.1, Yale 7:03.7, Georgetown 7:05.3, Columbia 7:13.1 

Freshman Races 
Heat 1: Cornell 6:38.3, Penn 6:40.8, Georgetown 6:47.1, Rutgers 6:48.8, Yale 

6:52.9 
Heat 2 Harvard 6:27.0, M IT 6:34.1, Princeton 6:38.5, Columbia 6:38.6, Dart-

mouth 6:55.8 
Final: Harvard 6:32.1, Penn 6:36.3, Cornell 6:38.1, MIT 6:39.3, Princeton 

6 :51.1, Georgetown 6 :52.7 

Reserve: Yale 7:00.5, Columbia 7:03.2, Rutgers 7:03.7. Dartmouth 7:08.2 

The Questions About Coaching 

Why weren't Georgetown's crews winning more of their races? Only a few years 

before Georgetown had gone undefeated among Dad Vail competition; now the 

Hoyas were also-rans, struggling in vain to regain some of their former glory. 

Was it the German style high stroke? Was it the heavier and longer Karlish 

oars? Could we have done better by reverting to the old Conibear style, the long 

and low stroke, and Pocock blades? Conibear was easier to master, and Pocock 

sweeps were easier to handle; and both had served well enough until 1964 when 

the change was made - and our slump started. Among the lightweights there was 

grumbling about the Karlish blades being too heavy for lightweight competition, 

an~ among both lights and heavies there was a failure to master slide-control at 

r~ti~gs above 38-40 spm.11 \Vithout the requisite finesse, the higher ratings only 

dissipate power, and efforts become counter-productive. 

Would more hours training in smaller boats have been helpful? \ Ve had pairs 

and fours, but they went under-utilized in selecting rowers for the eights. 

Were we simply over-training, spending too much energy on conditioning 

and not enough on oarsmanship, crewmanship, and speed on the water? 

. All of these questions were facets of one underlying question: \ Vas our coach-

mg as good as we needed? 
That year the answer began to take on definite expression: ;-,:o, it was not. 

The early losses that spring only exacerbated the stress Goose was under as 

a fourth year med student who was also the head coach responsible for George

town's largest athletic team. The pressure was clearly taking its toll physically 

and psychologically. As painful as it is for one who reveres Goose as a great and 

~ood man, I must acknowledge that he changed that spring. He had always been 

intense, often acerbic and taci turn, but now he was becoming darker and more 

sharply abrupt with us. Two incidents illustrate this shift in mood and demeanor; 

The pressure was 

clearly taking its 

toll physically and 

psychologically. 
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both concern seat challenges that spring, challenges that in no small measure af

fected the fate of the Varsity at the Dad Vail. 
In the first, John Barry recalls that during one workout late in the season he 

had smashed his finger against the thwart and was bleeding badly. That day John 
was in Goose's bad graces and perhaps deservedly so,12 and it was at this moment 

that Goose decided to run a challenge race for John's Varsity stroke seat. Given his 
obvious injury, running such a challenge seemed vindictive and manifestly unfair, 

but this is how Joe Creed, the erstwhile third Varsity stroke ended up stroking 
the Varsity in the Dad Vail, while John Barry was demoted to JV stroke for the 

remainder of the season. 
The second involved me. I cannot say for certain how I came to be in the 

JV (after rowing six in the Varsity for the early races) but I strongly doubt that 
I was taken out by a challenger - that I would not have forgotten! In any event, 

I do know13 that Goose gave me the last challenge before the Vail against Rick 
l lulefeld '68 for the Varsity six-seat. Rick was a big sophomore (6'4") with a good 
attitude, a guy who literally rowed through his pain. During one workout when 

Goose asked him why he was rowing so poorly, he held up his hands to show palms 

that looked like hamburger meat: his blisters had torn open and were now raw and 
bloody. But despite showing great heart, Rick was not yet a good oarsman, as 
blisters so severe are a clear indication of poor technique. So to be honest, I believe 
I was a better oarsman and would have made the boat faster. Nevertheless, Rick 

had "my" seat and I challenged him to win it back. Well, I lost my challenge, and 
had to reconcile myself to rowing in the JV for the Dad Vail. But that is all beside 
my point about Goose. 

After the challenge when we were on the dock putting away our oars, I asked 

Goose who won. His reply was harshly negative in both substance and tone; he 
almost took my head off I have forgotten his exact words, but I do remember that 
he was mighty angry about something and at that moment I became the object of 

his wrath. I think that I was more disturbed by his reaction than my own disap
pointment in losing the challenge. 

My inference was that I had probably bettered Hulefeld's time but not by 

the requisite 4 seconds, and that Goose was furious with me for not having won 
outright, and at himself for having to keep Hulefeld in the boat. Having run the 

challenge, he now - against his better judgment- had to accept the result. 14 This 
may sound self-serving, but it was my sense that he was terribly frustrated at 
going into the Dad Vail with a Varsity in which he had less than complete con

fidence.1 ' So despite my own disappointment] could not hold it against Goose, 
especially in light of the outcome at the Vail: the Varsity16 again failed to qual

ify for the final and had to settle for winning the consolation race 6:33.6 over 
GW 6:38.8; while the JV17 placed a close second to Marietta, 6:27.2 to 6:28.8. 
The Hoya Freshmen18 came in fourth (6:48.7) behind Marietta 6:37.3, Fordham 

6:43.8, and St. Joe's 6:43.9. On the whole, the Dad Vail was easy to summarize: 
It was a Marietta sweep. 

The 1966 Dad Vail was a sad and bitter ending to Goose's coaching career.19 

Darro summed up the situation well: 

The sad and ironic thing is that we all, including the coaches, were 
trying so hard, getting nowhere, and we all realized that we had 
reached the limits of our abilities unless better coaching became avail

able. The implications of that were of course very painful to us all. I 

now recognize that with the passage of time, and with the courage and 
efforts of people such as yourself, the situation was brought to a head 

and a necessary correction was begun.20 



. . . THE HARDER WE LOST 

"AN C · " ecessary orrect1on 
So it was that the really important events that spring occurred off the water as 
the members and officers of the crew began to consider the need to replace their 
coaches. There were two reasons to consider this change. The first was practical 
and face-saving: both Goose and Frank had come to turning points in their ca
reers. Frank was already planning to move from DC to Connecticut that summer 
('66); and Goose was graduating from GU Medical School in June and had his 
commitment to the US Navy to fulfill. 21 So while there had been no mention of 
his resignation, it seemed clear that we would be losing Frank and possibly Goose 
for the next year. 

The second reason was the proverbial "elephant in the room": the plain fact 

that the crew as a whole and the heavyweights in particular needed better coach
ing than our alumni volunteers could realistically provide. As the season wore on, 
the discontent grew, and quiet discussions began on how to broach the subject 
fairly and with due respect to Goose whom we all admired. 

The GURA officers that year were President Art Charles, Captain of Boats 
Jim Hanna, Captain of Lightweights Mike Tarone, and Secretary John Soisson. 
Under our constitution, the president had the authority and the responsibility 
for "the selection and removal of coaches, and the general direction of the team 
as a whole;"22 so this was not a mutiny. Furthermore, there was a precedent for 
such action. At the end of the spring season of 1963, newly-elected president 
Mike Mullin terminated the services of an assistant coach in what was the first 
exercise of this constitutional authority. Nevertheless, the attitudes toward the 
change varied from the loyalists (for want of a better term) who were reluctant 
to "fire" Goose after all he had given the crew, to guys who felt that change 
couldn't come soon enough. And it is noteworthy that this latter group includ
ed several seniors as well as the younger guys (of '68) who had never known 
Cadle, and knew Goose only as the dark and distant character that stress and 
frustration had lately made of him. 

But in the end, even the loyalists had to concede that the frustration was a 
function of the coaching, and while there was no denying the debts spiritual and 
material that we owed to him, Goose had topped-out and could not take us back 
to the glory days of '62 to '64. For the guys who were privy to Cadle's parting 
advice, Goose was the savior of GURA, the guy to whom we owed our survival. 
After the "DC debacle" it has Goose who revived our spirits and led the Varsity to 
its stunning comeback victory in the Dad Vail of'64. For us to contemplate his dis
missal was emotionally akin to parricide. And yet rationally, even we recognized 
it had to be done. 23 So over the course of that spring, the quiet discussion evolved 
from whether, to how: how to recruit a successor and arrange the transition as 
gracefully and with as little pain as possible. 

This discussion was complicated by the fact that there were two ideals that 
had been Cadle's legacy and the crew's tradition; the first was volunteer ama
teur (i.e., unpaid) coaching; the second, epitomized by guys like Barrett, Difiore, 
Doyle, Harrington, and Remuzzi, was alumni coaching. It was believed that only 
alumni could be faithful custodians of the defining traditions that Cadle had es
tablished and the members cherished. But the truth was that these OxBridge ide
als were more reflective of the necessity of our financial circumstances than they 
were of our deliberate preference. The reliance on alumni volunteers was a matter 
of making a virtue of necessity: there was no money to pay a coach. But it was also 
something more. 

Since the departure of Don Cadle the crew, and Goose in particular, had 
developed an acute concern (verging on collective paranoia) regarding its relation
ship with the university administration,24 an inbred suspicion among the mem-
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bers that the administration would withdraw its support of $2000 per annum, 
the boathouse rent (about $1800), and even the crew's status as a varsity sport. 
(Given the size to which the team had grown and its strong support on campus 
this would now seem preposterous but that fact did not register with many of the 
upperclassmen.) lt was argued that if we were going to recruit an "outside" coach 
it would have to be someone who could both preserve our traditions and defend us 
against the perceived threat from the administration. We needed another Cadle, 
but knew that Don was one of a kind. 

And this posed another problem: it was extremely unlikely that an outsider 
with these skills would volunteer to work without pay; and if he was to be an 
employee of the university there was concern that he would be less an advocate 
of the crew's interests than an executor of the administration's decisions. Main
taining our autonomy required keeping our coaches accountable to the presi
dent and officers of GURA, and independent of the athletic department and the 
university administration. 

This was the dilemma: how much of our traditional autonomy were we will

ing to put at risk for a shot at excellence? Would our pursuit of one entail the 
sacrifice of the other? This debate would continue even throughout the next year 
as the records of the GURA Executive Council show. 25 

The details of how these discussions among the oarsmen moved into action 
have long been forgotten, but sometime that spring Art Charles approached Char
lie Butt of Potomac Boat Club for advice about possible coaching candidates.26 

This overture itself was disputed by the loyalists who were suspicious about the 
designs that Butt might be harboring vis a vis the Hoya crew. 

This was another measure of just how paranoid some of us had become. 
Forgotten was the gracious hospitality and assistance Charlie Butt had given the 
Hoya Originals back in the Maletz years when the GU crew was using Potomac's 
dock and renting their equipment.27 Exactly what sinister designs Butt might be 
nurturing was never plausibly explained, and the very fact that suspicions were 
raised against the legendary and venerable rowing mentor is a shameful symptom 
of our delusional frame of mind that spring. 

Charlie Butt suggested that Art speak with Tony Johnson. The name needed 
no recommendation since Tony's standing as an internationally-ranked oarsman 
was familiar to us all.28 So Art had a few conversations with Tony, who for his 
part was quite interested in coaching Georgetown's crew. And since Art's term 
was coming to a close, he thought it prudent to involve his secretary, John Soisson, 
in these discussions.29 The EARC Sprints were coming up and Tony would be 
attending so it was agreed that John should seek him out and take his measure on 
neutral shores of Lake ~insigamond.30 

This was a wise move because as things turned out, Soisson would be elected 
to succeed Art as president of GURA for 1966-67, which is a story in itself: 

There was at the same time conversation about who would be presi
dent the next year. There was strong feeling that it should be someone 
who shared the belief that a coaching change was needed so that the 
transition would not only be smooth but that it would indeed happen ... 
So there was a group of people who supported me as president since I 
shared Art's belief and that of others. 

With Soisson's election, the die was cast. Tony was offered the head coach posi
tion, and a job in the alumni relations office that served technically to protect his 
amateur oarsman status under the rules of the NAA0. 31 He continued to compete 
very successfully in the coming years, winning a silver medal in the straight pair 
with Larry Hough in the 1968 Olympics, and golds in the European Champion-
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ships of 1967 and 1969. 

All that remained to complete the transition was to bid farewell to The 
Goose. The discontent with the coaching had come to the surface that spring 
and Goose must have been aware of the discussions about replacing him. How 
the decision was finally communicated to Goose seems to be long forgotten (or 
repressed), but we can assume it was a painful moment for everyone involved. 
Robert Remuzzi was one of the crew's founders of '58, who had given generously 
of his time and tens of thousands of his own dollars to ensure the survival of crew 
at Georgetown. Now he was being told his services were no longer needed. There 
probably was no way to close his tenure without pain, but as it happened, the end 
was handled badly. 

It was an overcast afternoon in late May shortly after the end of the season 
when about twenty upperclassmen gathered at the boathouse. Goose was there 
and as we stood around him, Art Charles presented him with a nicely framed 
scroll listing all the reasons we had to be grateful for his years of leadership and 
service to the Georgetown crew. Goose accepted the scroll, and we all applauded. 
And that was pretty much all there was to that. There was no reception at the 
1789, no Welsh Rarebit, no Black Velvet toasts; just an awkward anticlimax there 
in the boathouse on a weekday afternoon. It was a moment unworthy of us, of our 
traditions, and most especially, unworthy of all that we owed The Goose. 

For his part, Goose proved himself capable of accepting the dismissal with
out hard feelings. It was a painful conclusion, but he understood the reasons and 
accepted it with better grace than might have been expected.32 About a year later 
as editor of the SGO Newsletter he wrote that: 

Frank and I retired as some of you already know. Frank moved back 
to Connecticut making commuting to coach a bit expensive, and I 
decided that I had better learn some medicine during my internship, 
before I killed somebody. In addition we found two people to take over 
of much better quality, to say the least, than anyone who had previ
ously come down the pike. The heavyweight coach is Tony Johnson, 
who you might remember was rowing at Potomac during the summers 
of '63-64. He subsequently went to the Olympics in the pai r, and 
then rowed at Vesper, and with them against Harvard at Henley. His 
presence fills a background void present since the fall of '63. John Har
rington has taken over the LWs and after helping me with the heavies 
last year, has an excellent idea of what not to do. Phil Negus and Art 
Charles are coaching the HW and LW Frosh and with four HW 

experienced oarsmen great things should be forthcoming. 33 

While this version was well and good for a newsletter, he was more candid in a 
personal letter to me written from Vietnam: 

I do regret some things about my five years with the crew and l guess 
the prime regret is that technically Frank and I weren't better. But one 
thing I don't regret is that you - all of you - stood on your own two 
feet & told me to get lost! I might be rationalizing but I think that 
although it would have been easier on my ego ifl was hailed & patted 
on the back etc. you -again all of you - would not have gotten out of 
crew that which I thought was most important: a sense of manhood, 
maturity, responsible independence, self-discipline - call it whatever 
you will. The fact that you did tell me to go to hell demonstrated to 

me that I had done my job and that meant more to me than all the 
plaques and scrolls. 
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Believe me, ifl was coaching to win races, I would have given up 
after the first year. Even I realized that technically I had little to offer. 
But I felt, as I told you so many times and as you all demonstrated, 
that there was more to it than that.34 

Goose was always the realist, knew what was needed, and upon returning from 
Vietnam devoted himself to serving the crew by fund-raising and communicating 
with our growing alumni through the Society of the Golden Oar and by chairing 
the Second Annual Cherry Blossom Regatta in April, 1970.35 He remained a cen
tral figure in the life of the Georgetown crew until his death in 2000. 

Let John Soisson write the epilogue to this part of our history: 

. .. that entire episode reveals the essence of what I would regard as the 
'true' GU crew. As poorly as the transition was handled ... the fact was 
that it was handled by students. In the end, the crew was a student 
organization. Students made the decisions and had the power to hire 
and fire coaches. That, I think, was the heart of the Cadle legacy that 
Goose sacrificed so much to preserve. 

The Summer of 1966 
With Goose having been deposed and Frank Barrett having moved to Connecti
cut, it is uncertain who coached us that summer, or who was in what boats, but 
according to the NAAO Rowing Guide 1967, GURA did enter several regattas, 
though without much success. 

On June 25'h at the NYAC Regatta on the Orchard Beach course, GURA 
entered a straight pair that came in third behind Vesper 7:11.6, and Union BC. 
In the intermediate eights race the result was the same: Penn AC won in 6:13.7, 
followed by Vesper, Union BC, and then GURA. 

Next, in the Independence Day Regatta on the Schuylkill, we rowed an in

termediate eight, and came in third ahead of last place Potomac, but behind the 
winner Penn AC 6:39.9, and second place Union BC. 

In the President's Cup, August 8'h we entered an intermediate four-with, 
along with the eight. In the fours' race GURA trailed in a distant last (8 :20.3) 
behind first place Potomac 7:50, and Vesper 7:56.4. According to the NAAO re
port, the intermediate eight event produced a thrilling fini sh as the GU boat came 
within a foot of catching first place Vesper 5:58 over 5:58.1, with Potomac three 

lengths back 6:09.36 

Finally, in the Nationals on the Schuylkill August 20, the GU intermediate 
eight37 placed third behind Union BC 6:03.3 and Vesper 6:15.6. GU's time was 

6:22.2. ■ 



CHAPTER 

XII 
The Advent of Tony Johnson 

I n retrospect, the dispute over replacing Bob Remuzzi must now seem both 
overheated and shortsighted. The Georgetown crew had grown beyond the 
small "band of brothers" who had founded and sustained the organization 

in its early years, and by the spring of 1967 GURA had become a "program" 
with a membership of well over one hundred upper-classmen, not to mention the 
freshman squads.1 At some point, quantity changes quality. Such growth inevi
tably brought about a change in the way the members, particularly the younger 
guys and the lightweights thought of the potential of their crew. Racing in the 
EARC Sprints the lightweights had taken a bite out of many of the Ivy League 
crews2 and liked the taste of "big time" competition. The heavies too recognized 
that with better coachi ng they might not only reclaim honors at the Dad Vail, but 
someday follow the "skinnies" into the EARC and IRA. The sheer size of the 
crew program inspired ambitions that only professional coaching could nurture to 
fulfillment. The era had passed for grad-student alumni trying to coach the way 
Don Cadle had taught them. By 1966 the crew wanted - and deserved - to move 
up to something better, and by "hiring" Philip Anthony Johnson as head coach the 
crew got what they wanted. 

As the saying goes, "comparisons are odious," and in the case of Bob Remuzzi 
and Tony Johnson comparisons would be as fruitful as the proverbial apples and 
oranges.3 From his days as a high school oarsman, Tony Johnson had the good 
fortune to come under the tutelage of some of the country's best coaches: Charlie 
Butt at Washington & Lee HS, Loren Schoel at Syracuse University, and Allen 
Rosenberg and Dietrich Rose at Vesper Boat Club. A varsity caliber oarsman vir
tually from the start, Tony had proceeded up the ranks of national competition 
to represent the USA in international regattas including the European champi
onships, Henley, the Pan American Games, and the O lympics in Tokyo '64, and 
Mexico City '68 where he won the Silver medal with Larry Hough in the straight 
pairs. From these coaches and crews, Tony Johnson learned about rowing and 
winning on the elite level of international competition: what it demands, how it's 
done, and most importantly, how to teach its mysteries. He'd learned from the 
best and was well-prepared in both the practice and theory of rowing. Moreover 
he was a local guy familiar with the Potomac Boat Club and its connections with 
the history of Georgetown rowing, and was eager to take on the job ofleading the 
GU crew into the future. What's not to like?! 

But it should not be forgotten that Tony joined a crew that had been pro
foundly shaped by (and continued to rely on) its alumni coaches whose dedication 
still inspired them. While it is true that none of those alumni, not even Don Ca
dle, could match Tony's credentials as an oarsman, there is no doubting that their 
moral legacy made his task that much easier.4 As John Soisson notes: 

Goose's legacy was/is much more than wins and losses. Tony was a 
fairly dispassionate man. Goose on the other hand was driven by his 
passions. By his model of sacrifice and devotion and long hours and 

In 1966, Tony Johnson became 
head coach. 
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enormous giving of himself, he gave us all heart. He taught us not to 
quit no matter the obstacles. He showed by his example how import
ant it is to believe, to be devoted and faithful. He showed us not nec
essarily the true meaning of sport, although he did that well, but the 
deepest meaning oflife ... Love something passionately, or don't love 
at all. Goose's emotions were on his sleeve where everyone could see 
them. He could laugh and cry with us. Tony gave our rowing fortitude, 
but we got into Tony's boats with the heart and soul that Goose gave 

us. Goose motivated us, fueled the desire in us to win. And ironically, 
in the end that very same fire he built in us, burned him. 

So in the fall of 1966, Tony Johnson took over a rowing program that despite its 
recent disappointments and frustrations was deep in both tradition and potential. 
It was one of those fortunate junctures in our history when man and moment 
meet, and things are never the same again. With Tony Johnson, the Georgetown 
University Rowing Association had turned the corner to a brighter future. 

But lest it seem that Tony labored alone that year, we must also note that he 
was ably assisted by a cadre of alumni volunteers who continued in the best tra
dition of Barrett, Difiore, Doyle, and The Goose himself Phil Negus and Pete 
Linzmeyer5 handled the heavyweight Freshmen, John Harrington took charge of 
the Varsity lightweights, and Art Charles coached the Freshman skinnies. 

Leadership 
Another factor in the successful transition from the Remuzzi to the Johnson 
regimes was the heroic work of the officers that year: Captain of Boats Ted 
Kundtz, Lightweight Co-Captains Jim Woods and Ned Moran, Secretary Vin 
Rocque, and Treasurer Rusty Duffy, but especially President John Soisson. As 
Jim Woods recalls: 

As President for 1966-67, John took over many of the tasks that Goose 
had handled, and was really in charge of the administrative and logis
tical details of running the crew and ensuring its continuing viability. 
This was virtually a full-time job ... At one point Tony reminded John, 
"You do know that I am the coach, don't you?" But John explained 
that the GURA was a student-run organization and so this was our 
tradition. 

While this was true in constitutional theory, in practice these were things that 
Goose had taken care of, even under Cadle.5 But after being involved in Goose's 
dismissal, John understandably felt that as President he bore an especially heavy 
burden of personal responsibility for filling that void and revitalizing our Ox
Bridge ideal of student governance. 

One example of John's leadership and vision was his creation of the Friends of 
Georgetown Rowing that year. FROGS, as it came to be known, was conceived to 
communicate with crew alumni, parents, and 'friends' to keep them informed and 
involved, and thus cultivate these friends as contributors to the financial viability 
of the crew. Knowing how important it was to share executive responsibilities with 
underclassmen, John appointed Rusty Duffy '68 as "chairman" of FROGS, which 
provided him with the experience he'd need the next year when he was elected to 

succeed John as President.7 

Although too modest to describe his own tenure,8 John does indirectly pro
vide a sketchy narrative of the origins of FROGS: 

In spring of 1967 Rusty Duffy was appointed to develop a fund raising 
mechanism for the crew. We called it Friends of Georgetown Rowing 
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or FROGS (Friends Rowing of Georgetown) ... It represents the first 
formal, organized fund raising effort by the crew while it was still a 
student-run organization. I don't know how much money we raised 
that year and I don't know if the FROGS died in 1968 or at some later 
date, only to be revived much later.9 

Reading his account10 decades after the events, we recognize John's self-effacing 
leadership; his description of the crew as "a student-run organization" is the key to 
everything John did that year. 11 

Running the GURA John renewed the understanding of how the 
crew members were truly responsible for everything - hiring coaches, 
making sure the boats were working, scheduling racing events, loading 
and driving the boats to races, making sure the GURA was financially 
viable, etc. 

C reating a truly "democratic" organization - John's leadership 
clearly demonstrated that everyone was equally important .. .John taught 
us that.12 

In 1968 when Rusty was elected President, Bob Crocco '70 became GURA sec
retary and chairman of FROGS; it is Bob's reportage in the FROGS' newsletter 
that provided much vital information for C hapter Fourteen of our history. 

The success of GURA in the "Johnson Era" was thus in great measure the 
result of this remarkable cooperation between two extraordinary young men, 
John Soisson and Tony Johnson, the President and the Coach, who together re
turned the crew to its honored place atop the Dad Vail Rowing Association. 

The Transition: Fall '66 & Winter '67 
The fall of '66 was a time of getting acquainted with our new coach, and there 
was not much difference on the river except that workouts seemed somewhat more 
"relaxed" for want of a better word. Tony was easing into the job and his crews 
were gradually warming to the new man in charge. And no doubt, Tony was in 
charge.13 Without being officious, or authoritarian, he brought a new crispness to 
the coaching role that impressed even the seniors; he had the aura and the author
ity of an experienced coach who knew exactly what he wanted from each workout, 
and how to accomplish it. 

To test how good we might be Tony arranged a workout with Navy's heavies 
in late October. 14 

We went down to Annapolis last Thursday to row against their 
heavyweights and we were scared until we started to row firm - then 
we moved out on them! My boat was the fastest on the river, six crews: 
4 Navy & 2 GU. The boat was: Bow, DeGrandis 186 lbs, Woods 
170, Brown 189, me 188, Mike Ryan 196, Vespoli 207, Mason 175, 
Montsalvage 165. We were beating Navy's 4 heavyweight boats quite 
well. One boat, their fastest was even over-stroking us 33 to 29 and 
we still beat them ! T hat boat had their stern four in it from last year's 
IRA second place crew and 2 guys who rowed in it when they swept 
the IRA 2 years ago. 

This morning (Sat. 10/29) we rowed Potomac BC in practice and 
did well against them too ... Both against Navy and P.B.C. we rowed 
only a workout not a race so don't go saying GU beat Navy in a race; 
we only rowed short distances, sets of 15, 20, and 40 strokes, and 2 
half mile races.15 

Big Frosh Turnout 
Spurs New Interest 
In G. U. Oarsmen 

Ir numh,•rs nrP any indirntinn of 
strength, Georg<'town's frcshmrn 
cr<'ws will morr thnn hold their own 
when th1>y mM't their fir1;t inll•r
rollegiat.P rnm1wtition m•xt April 
Ovrr !30·rurious frosh showf'd up 
for th<' orimtntion mcrting hrld 
last wrPk, making thi, thP largrst 
C'rop of frP~hnw11 in \t1~orJ{t-'LO\\ n 'M 
rowinp: history. Thr large turn
out was dur mainly to thr intrnsiv<' 
recruiting job stagrd hy thi> ,·ar~ity 
oarsmrn. Thii; ron,i1;tNI or a dis
p lay in N1•w South during Orirnla
tion Wrrk, nnd n canvassing of lhr 
fre•hmrn rooms 

At lhr meding ,John Soi•i,on, 
prrsident of the crew, acquaintrd 
thr pot,•ntial oarsmen with thl' 
oflic·Pr~. c-oarh<"s;, traditions, and his-
torr of thf' Ro" ing A ~•oriat ion. 
Sois,·on nlso nnnounrrd the fall 
~chl'dull' for thr frl'Fhmen. This 
wi11 ronsisl or ,.~vpral ,,N•ks in lh" 
training h:irgr and a month in th,• 
shl'lls, with thr ,·arsity onr•mc-n 
sPning as conchr•. Thrir hnrd 
work "ill IM' p'lt~d ugainsl l'at·h 
othrr. 

In addition, n surpri•<' appl'ar
ancP and tnlk hy FRthrr 7Rits, thr 
rww modt•rn.tor of lhP rrPw nnd an 
old oarsman himsl'lr, highlightrd 
th~ mP~tii.g. Father Zeit• spokP 
about the sacrifices one mnkrs and 
thr ll's.~ona one lcnrns ns nn oars
man. 

Ask<'d what hp thought of thP 
record-hreaking turnout, Soi~son 
snid, "Surr, there nre a lot of thPm, 
hut w~ can always usr more. We 
don't makr cul, and WI' aren't lim
iW to any Sl't numlwr. Anyonr 
who iR "illing to make the sacri
fkPs involvi-d i~ welcomP" 

It was on this notf' that the frosh 
hit the water Saturday for the first 
time and found, in the words of 
one surprised recruit, that, "It isn't 
as easr as it look~." 

1966 was a good recruiting year. 
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Hoyas Sweep 
All 3 Events 
In Crew Races 
Georgetown scored a three

race sweep yesterday In the 
1netropolitan collegiate crew 
championships yesterday in a 
downpour on the Potomac River 
off Thompson Water Sports 
Center. 

The def>ending champion Hoya 
11arsity eight maintained a n.ar
row lead over George Washing
ton over the last hall of the 
2,000-meter course to defeat the 
favored Colonials. 

Georgetown's junior varsity 
and freshman eights also won 
their races. The juniors defeated 
GW by about three lengths with 
a time of 6:33 and the frosh tri
umphed over another George
town shell and American Uni
versity's freshmen in 6:32. 

GW held a slim lead through 
the first half of the varsity eight 
race before Georgetown nudged 
ahead. 

The Hoyas, with John King 
as coxswain, were unable to 
lengthen the lead until the 
closing seconds wMn a spurt 
sent them over the finish line 
about three-quarters of a length 
ahead of GW. 

Georgetown was timed un
officially in 6:12, three seconds 
better than GW. The other three 
shells in the race were never 
a factor. Howard was third, 
two lengths behind GW, with 
AU and Richmond Professional 
Institute trailing. 

Thurt"dny, !ltnr 11. l!lG7 

Oarsmen Hoping For Dad Vail 
This :Saturday, the Hoya heavy

weight crew will ct1ny GP<>l);P· 
to,..n·~ colors to Ph!laclelph1a to 
race in their ninth Dael V111I for 
the ~mall college champ1onsh1p 
Climaxing their most succe,:-ful 
season in three years, the Hoya 
oar<smen once again aspire to bring 
the covetecl Dad Vail Cup b.1rk to 
Georgetown for the first time since 
1964. 

Thi! field will Include such 5ea
soncd crews as Marietta, Trinity 
of Connecticut, St. Joseph's or Phil 
adelphia and Rollins or Floricla 
These oarsmen have undergonC' 
the same pressures as the Hoyas 
this year and should provide rug
ged competition. 

This year's crew is a combina
tion of experience, str<-ngth ancl 
determination on the part of the 

oar;men. :Stroke John Ha, rr 1s 
barkl'rl up in th!' ho.it h) four 
oth<'I' ~enmrs· John Soi!l,on Pr!'s
lclent of the Rowing AS§t><'i.1tlon. 
1s a thr<'l' year vn1·,1t)' mnn: Tt•tl 
Kundl1., heavyw<'11:ht c~ptain, 1, 
rowini: two, Ed Wh11mnn and Jl.11k,, 
fiyan ro"'ing four and fiv<' rc
sperl l\rly rompo, .. l\,o of lht• 
thr!'e powtr •cnts Thi squn<I of 
sk11le<I srmon. 1s rompll'mrntt'<I 
by Mirhnl'I Vc~poh, a two y,•nr 
var,it> m.in. who complete, thr 
power •ection 

At lhl' thr!'I' srat I~ Tknms 
Brown. alw a junior, and o n!'w 
adilltion in the OO'-' seal 1, Ru~t), 
Du/Ty up from the junior varsity 
John King •pends hi• 11ml' m cox
mg the well rl<'vclop('(l hoat 

The varsity record 1• 3-2 The 
losse. wt're to Mnriel ta o! Ohio 
and LaSalle. Their combined mor• 
gin of ,•ictory over the H,>yas 

I amounted to only seven tenths of 
a seconcl The varsity just recently 
won the Styron Cup for th<' .S<'C· 
ond year running by defeating all 
th<' D. C. area erewl. 

The undefeated Junior varsity 
has an excellent chance for vic
tory in the Dad Vail. Thi~ crew 
has d<'feated all thr Wa•hington 
area schools, the Philadelphia 
schools and the cltad<'I of rowing 

p(>'-'Crs - !lt,1r11•lla. 
Bt'r1 ;\l.i<nn rows in th<' fivl' 

51'111; \'m }tO('(lUC', ('('l'C'tllry of 
lh<' Rnwini: A~so<'latlnn Is fou1· 
man \\llh Jo,• CreNl ,incl John No
\\1Cki romplc1ini: the ~cnior t;qUn<l. 
nick Morris strok<•s th<' h,111t nnrl 
" folln'-'<'<I hy Ron U1-G1 amhs 
Tom Dullock, S1e,·r Ravari,1 ,ind 
Jnck Murray (all i:ophomoresl 
1111 out the line -up of George. 
town', fine•<! junior var~1ty er,'". 
Mnnn1n.; thl' llller is cox.,wnm 
Matt Anch·ri1 

Th!' first frl'$hmnn hont 1:ot otT 
to a s tr0nJ! stnrt this s('ason by 
h<'alini; \'11lanov,1 1n its flrsl r.icc 
,incl lntt.-r ,..,liking away "ith the 
Ke11 Cup in l'h1laclelphia. Suhse
'luent loss<', tn St. Josc:'ph'~ :inti 
Mnri!'t ta hav1• not clamJ'('necl frosh 
hop,•s for a victory I hi, W('t'kl'ntl 
Last Saturday's triumph over 
Ame11can UnivcrMtY ind1cat<.-s an 
upwarcl tr<.-nd which should mnke 
lh<' r.rorgPtown frPshmen PIJ.:hl ft 

formlclnhlc- crew in th<' Dall Vall. 
The frosh Hoyos have bcc-n gu1decl 
by their mentors. i:rnduate stu
dents Phil NPK'Js and Pele Lin.i:-



Crew Team Suffers 
Twenty Inch Defeat 

by Bob Spangenberg 
Last Saturday, Georgetown's heavyweight crews travelled 

to Marietta College in Ohio to race their heavies on the 
Muskingum River. The Hoyas were especially anxious to win 
these races because of the two crews' 10 year rivalry, which 
was heightened by the fact that the winner this year would be 
established as the favorite in the Dad Vail Championships on May 13. 

The races started off in George
town's favor when the second 
heavyweight freshmen swept to an 
easy two and a half length victory 
over Marietta. ln the next contest 
GU's first Frosh team reversed the 
trend as Marietta moved out early 
and went on to win by three lengths. 

Georgetown's undefeated junior 
varsity jumped out to a slight lead 
at the start, increased the margin 
to a little over a length at the half
way point and held off an early 
Marietta sprint to win by a half length. 

The Hoya JV's are now 4-0 and 
have already defeated most of 
their future competition in the 
Dad Vail by at least a half length. 

The varsity race saw Marietta 
take a slight lead at the start but 
the Hoyas soon pulled even and the 
race was a toss-up until the three
eighths mark when Marietta took 
the stroke up by about four beats. 
Georgetown went up two. 

At this point the Hoyas slowly 
pulled out to a quarter length lead 
but by the time both teams passed 

the quarter mile mark, Marietta 
was even again. From this point 
the race was dead even, with one 
crew and then the other going out 
into the lead as its oars went into 
the water. 

At the finish line Marietta's oars 
were in the water when George
town's oars were out and the 
Ohioans won by one-tenth of a 
second. The times were: Marietta 
5:39.6, Georgetown 6:39.6 The 
winning margin was 20 inches. 

Jn the lightweight races on the 
Severn River, both the freshmen 
and the JV boats fell behind at the 
start and lost to both Navy and 
Harvard. The varsity boat jumped 
out to an early lead over both the 
other crews but were unable to 
maintain their advantage and also 
wound up third. 

This Saturday the heavyweights 
will race GW, AU, University of 
Virginia, RPI and Howard Uniyer
sity in the D. C. area champion
ships at Thompson Boat Center. 
The lightweights travel to New 
York to face Columbia and Rut-
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Forty eight years later Tony Johnson confirmed this account "In fall of 1966 we 

took two eights over there, a mixture of lightweights and heavyweights. Seems to 

me that the results were a lot closer than perhaps we thought it might be." 

It was during this visit that Johnson recalls Mike Ryan being a bit awestruck 

by the size of the Navy varsity. "These guys are really BIG." Since Mike was a 

"really big" guy himself (6'5") Tony was amused. But what impressed me (also 

6'5") was the seemingly indefinable age of the Admirals. Maybe it was their 

uniform sweats and crew haircuts, but they all looked considerably older, more 

mature, like men in their thirties. They certainly did not look like the sort of col

lege boys we were. 

By the end of the fall any reservations about the wisdom of hiring Tony had 

been forgotten and the crew was united behind him and looking forward to what 

he had in store for us in the spring. 16 

The most notable innovation that Tony made in the fall and winter work

outs'7 was a weight-training regimen performed in a dark, dungeon-like corner of 

McDonough Gym. There, in a windowless room about 18 by 20 feet, he would 

instruct us on the proper techniques for lifting the barbells. We did several sets of 

three reps with the maximum weight while maintaining the proper form. Those 

of us who had never lifted before learned to press, clean and jerk, bench press, and 

dead-lift. It was often surprising to see smaller guys out-lift bigger and apparently 

stronger guys by virtue of superior technique. Just as in a boat on the river, form 

and finesse mattered in the weight room, but here the purpose was to build the 

strength to power that form and finesse. Lifting would prove its worth on the wa

ter when the racing season came around that spring, and especially the next. But 

in the meanwhile we still did the customary calisthenics and running to keep us 

from getting "muscle-bound;" one of our "favorite" destinations on these runs was 

Fletcher's Boat House, two miles up the C & 0 canal; and of course, the wind

sprints on the road up to Observatory Hill. 

Armageddon on N Street 

It will come as a surprise to most of our readers to learn that late one winter night 

in 1967, the radio reported a nuclear attack upon the United States by the People's 

Republic of China. These reports from NORAD, the Pentagon, and the White 

House were all very grim and told listeners that missiles were heading toward 

Washington, DC, and that the end was imminent. Huddled by the radio in their 

apartment on N St., Ned Moran, Rusty Duffy, John Soisson, Bert Mason, Zac 

Quincey and Jack Murray listened intently. Their reactions were understandable; 

some wanted to get to Dahlgren Chapel to make peace with their Maker, while 

others just wanted to "make it," one last time. Soisson remembers that: 

I leaned my head against a wall and kept saying "It's over ... there's no 

way to survive. We're going to die any minute." Rusty (Duffy) ran out 

of the house and down the street to tell (their neighbors) Mike Vespoli 

and Dave Hildt. He got halfway there and decided he shouldn't wake 

them but rather let them die peacefully in their sleep. 

That whole experience still ranks as one of the most frightening 

of my life. 

As the guys listened to their last minutes ticking down to nuclear annihilation, 

the reporter's voice signed-off with some last words of advice that put the terrified 

young men out of their misery: "Sit against a substantial wall, put your head be

tween your legs, and kiss your ass goodbye." 

Only at that moment did Jack Murray emerge from the kitchen with a big 

smile and announce that the whole report had been a perfect prank. He and a few 

The most notable 

innovation that 

Tony made in the 

fall and winter 

workouts was a 

weight-training 

regimen performed 

in a dark, dungeon

like corner of 
McDonough 

Gym. 
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Ever since the 
"German style" had 

revolutionized rowing 
in the early sixties 
Georgetown crews 

had trained to race 
at relatively high 

stroke rates. 

THE ADVENT OF TONY JOHNSON 

friends had put together a tape-recording of the "official reports" complete with 
appropriate sound effects; and then, with Qyincey's complicity, they used a wire
less device to transmit the recording over the apartment's radio. 

The legend of "the night the Red Chinese attacked N St." still lives among 
those who endured a half-hour of terror when it sounded as if the Cold War had 

suddenly turned white hot. A classic prank, but its awful credibility is a sober re
minder of the perilous state of international politics in that decade. 

The Spring of 196 7 
Ever since the "German style" had revolutionized rowing in the early sixties 
Georgetown crews had trained to race at relatively high stroke rates: rowing starts 

and sprints in the forties and the body of the race in the high thirties. But the 
higher rates had produced discouraging results over the next years; higher spm's 

had not translated into speed; quite the contrary. So Tony's weight-lifting regimen 
enabled a second, and more subtle change from the crew's recent past.17 When 
we hit the water in late February we started rowing at the "relaxed" rate of 28 
to 32 spm. Thanks to the weight training we were more powerful, and our form 

efficiently translated that power into better run. The change had a psychological 
benefit was well. At the lower rates, we could actually concentrate on our form 
during the recovery, and on power during the drive; we had more time to gather 

ourselves for each stroke. Something so simple, and yet the difference was tell
ing.18 That spring, we were beginning to row well within ourselves, and despite 

double workouts four days a week (rowing and lifting alternating with rowing and 
running,) we didn't feel as stressed as we had in '65/'66.19 

Another of Tony's innovations was giving each of us a chance at sculling. 

Rowing in these exquisitely narrow shells20 is a valuable training technique to refine 

an oarsman's sense of balance and applied strength; one cannot be "bloody-mind
ed" while sculling. So that March Tony managed to borrow a few older singles and 

a double from Potomac Boat C lub for us to use. 
As every rower knows, the Potomac in March is cold, and on some mornings 

it is covered with a skim of ice, as it was on this overcast morning. l stroked away 

from the PBC dock and made my way toward the Three Sisters. The ice was thin 
and crackled under the blades as the bow sliced smoothly across the glassy surface. 

I had rowed this single the week before without mishap and so I now felt confident 
that I had this sculling thing well under control. So I began to apply some power 

on the pull-through . The boat was moving more swiftly with each firm stroke, 
and I was enjoying the boat's responsiveness, the solitude and the speed. Sculling 
was like being an arrow in one's own bow. I was truly "in the moment." But then 

suddenly, I was in the water; actually, I was under the water. 

The physical effects of plunging into icy water are felt differently in different 
parts of the body. My ears, feet, and particularly my vital nether parts were affected 
instantly. But because I was wearing a heavy hoodie, I was momentarily buoyant 

and my head came to the surface quickly. I gasped, and was able to get to the boat 

and hold on without much difficulty. Then as my sweats became sodden, I began 
to sink lower, until I could barely keep my chin above water. By now all body parts 

were reporting in with the message that they were cold . I was treading water as 
best I could, and looking toward the dock about a quarter-mile away, where I saw 
that my distress had been noticed, and Tony was getting the launch started on his 

way to rescue me. And his scull of course. 

Five minutes later I was drying off in the locker room at PBC and pulling on 
a pair ofTony's own black tights that my mates hastened to mock since they accen

tuated my rather long and slender gams. Not for nothing was I known as "Stork" 
back in those days. But "all's well," as they say: the boat had suffered no damage, 
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my dignity suffered only slightly, and once back in a hot shower in New South I 
was relieved that sensation had returned to my benumbed extremities.21 

But aside from such minor mishaps, the sculling exercises had the benefit of 
introducing us all to a sport we would be able to pursue for the rest of our lives 
after our crew (sweep) rowing careers had ended. Like riding the proverbial bicy
cle, once you get the hang of it, you never forget. In fact, during the mid '80s and 
early '90s I raced an Alden Ocean shell in the Head of the Schuylkill each year 

and enjoyed sculling greatly. 
The first trial of our new lower stroke came on Thursday, March 30, when 

the heavies traveled over to Annapolis again to row with Navy on the Severn. The 
afternoon was remarkably calm for the usually turbulent Severn, and the George
town boats acquitted themselves well despite being outweighed by the always large 
and formidable Middies.22 This was to be a workout rather than a race, but it d id 
involve a series of five half-mile pieces that amounted to abbreviated races. (It is a 
truism that whether intended or not, any time you put two crews side by side you 
wind up with a race.) 

... we stayed with them for these pieces. When we rowed low (28) we 
beat them, but at the higher stroke (33-34) they moved out on us by 
½ length each half mile, but we were rowing 32 to their 34-35 so we 
were giving them a run for the money.23 

Tomorrow [April 1"] we will go for a mile and a half race with 
the Cornell lightweights. Our own lightweights rowed them yesterday 
and led for a mile and a quarter, but lost by a length in the last¼ milc.24 

This workout with avy provided us with some well-needed confidence that we 
could row low and use our new-found power to move the boat without having to 
resort to the high ratings of yesteryear. It also gave Tony the opportunity to ap
praise this particular boating and make some changes in seating before the season 

opened. Goose observed that the Varsity "looked pretty good," but "they were not 
as smooth at 32 as they were at 28. They are getting good solid catches, and really 
look like the potential is there."25 

April 8th : The Villanova and Penn Races, 26 

The heavies first formal race of 1967 was at home against Jack Galloway's crew 
from Villanova and a newly established crew from Philadelphia Community Col
lege consisting of new recruits and some guys from Penn AC. The Lightweights 
travelled to row Penn on the Schuylkill. 

Since neither PCC nor Villanova promised much of a challenge, this was an 
ideally relaxed race for all the Hoya boats, and they all came across the line nicely 
with open water between them and the competition. The conditions were equally 
cooperative: flat water with a slight tai lwind. 

In the freshman event, Georgetown rowed both its first27 and second28 boats 
against Villanova and American U's frosh. First place was never in doubt as the 
Hoya first frosh drew away from the start to open water and built their lead to a 
ten second margin at the finish. Goose described the victors: 

The heavyweight frosh were more solid appearing than they were last 
week in practice and they handle the German oars remarkable well. 

Having experienced oars has helped, but it is more than that, these 
guys are really ape. 29 

The only excitement of the afternoon was provided by the second Hoyas battling 
the Villanova freshmen to the line to take second by a deck with American by 
only a quarter-length behind. The times were GU First Freshmen 6:33.2, GU 2nd 

The sculling exer
cises had the benefit 
of introducing us 
all to a sport we 
would be able to 
pursue for the rest 
of our lives after 
our crew (sweep) 
rowing careers 
had ended. 
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GWRowers 
Win hut AU, 
Hoyas Lose 

George Wa-shing1:{)n won in 
crew races yesterday, but 
Georgetown and American 
University were defeated. 

GW swept varsity and jun
ior varsity races against Rich
mond Professional Institute 
at the Thompson Boat Cen
ter. The varsity finished eight 
lengths in front, registering 
ils third straight victory .:nd 
fourth of the season. The jun
ior· varsity won by seven 
lengths. 

In Ohio, Goorgetown heavy
weights were beaten by host 
Marietta by one-tenth of a sec
ond. Marietta took the lead 
but the Hoy-as moved ahead 
at the quarter-mile mark. 
They remained · blanke1ed- un
til the finish Which found Ma
rietta timed in 5:39.5 and 
Georgetown 5:39.6. 

Ma-rietta also won tlle first 
freshman race but George
town -salvaged the second and 
the j uni OT varsity C{) • · 

In ightweig t competition 
at Annapolis, Georgetown Jed 
for the first half mile, but 
finished third behind Harvard 
and Navy in the Haines Cup 
vace. 

At Philadelphia, La Salle 
won both the v,arsity eight and 
freshman eight meetings from 
AU on the Schuylkill. La Salle 
finished ten lengths ahead of 
AU in the varsity race and 
three a'h'ea:d in the.frosh event. 

Mixed results for the Hoyas. 

NEVER ROW 

6:43.3, Villanova 6:44.1, and American U 6:45.4. 
The Hoya JV3° also won easily over PCC, 6:27.4 to 6:34.2. 
In the Varsity race, the Hoyas31 were "swinging well together but their timing 

was a bit ragged when viewed from astern. Part of this is no doubt due to the fact 
that they were up higher for the first½ mile than they generally had been rowing." 
Nevertheless, they easily d rew away to a two and a half-length lead at the finish, 
6:15.2 ahead ofJack Galloway's Villanova crew, 6:28.3. 

Regrettably, the Penn Lightweights swept the Hoya Skinnies by open water 
margins in all four events, from second freshmen up to the Varsity. Happily Rut
gers was also racing and the Hoyas did manage to continue their hex by comi ng 
in ahead of the Scarlet Knights. The only mitigation for this disappointing result 
was the fact that Penn had a very strong crew this year and was looking forward to 
challenging Cornell's preeminence at the EARC Sprints. For Penn, Georgetown 
was a mere tune-up. 

The times: 
2nd Frosh: Penn 6:30, GU 6:46.5 
1" Frosh: Penn 6:18, GU 6:38, Rutgers 6:40.5 
JV: Penn JV 6:15, Penn 3V 6:27, GU JV 6 :37, Rutgers 3:38.5 
Varsity: Penn 6:10, GU 6:21, Rutgers 6:32. 

Goose summarized the races: "The opinion seems to be that both the Frosh and 
the Varsity were too low, in addition to which the Varsity got a bad start, losing 
a length in the first ten strokes. They held this until about the last ¼ when they 
slipped the rest of the way."32 

The heavyweight varsity rowed in six races in 1967 (not counting the two 
heats at the Dad Vail,) and lost - came in second - in three. Two of these losses, 
by the slightest of margins, were to Marietta - always a strong and competitive 
crew. The third was to LaSalle in the Kerr Cup, the bitterest loss of my fou r years 
of rowing. This was a race we should have won decisively, but lost due to our own 
mistakes. It was a dark day for the varsity that season. 

The Kerr C up was rowed on the Schuylkill and drew a full six boat field in
cluding (in order of their finishes) LaSalle, Georgetown, Drexel, St. Joe's, Marist, 
and U. of Mass. The Varsity33 race was lost from the start when a port-side crab 
by the Hoyas gave LaSalle a ½ length lead coming out of Strawberry Mansion 
Bridge. Down the long straight-away we managed to recover a slight deck lead by 
the head of Peter's Island. At that point we should have taken over the race, but in 
the sprint LaSalle recovered, pulled even and then drew away to a quarter length 
win. The times tell the tale: LaSalle 7:17.4 over GU at 7:18. A margin of6/io'h' of 
a second. W e had fought back from a bad start, only to let the race slip away in the 

last hundred yards. It was a bitterly disappointing loss.34 

There was only cold comfort in the fact that Georgetown crews easily won 
the freshman and JV races by open water margins. 

Freshman Race: GU 7:36, LaSalle 7:42, St. Joe's 7:44, followed by U. of 
M ass, Drexel, and Marist. 

JV Race:35 GU 7:27.4, U. of Mass. 7:35, Marist, St. Joe's, LaSalle, and Drexel. 
With the memory of that defeat still smarting, the heavy Varsity was out for 

some measure of redemption at the expense of St. Joe's when the Hawks came to 
visit April 22. H aving out-raced them last week on the Schuylkill, the Hoyas were 
not expecting much of a challenge on the home waters of the Potomac. There was 
a stiff wind over the starboard quarter, but otherwise conditions were good. 

T he overconfident frosh heavies36 were surprised by a resurgent St. Joe's boat 
they'd beaten the week before, and suffered their first loss of the season "by mere 

yards after St. Joe's pulled ahead in the closing strokes." (The Washington Post, 
4/23/67) The times were 6:16 over the Hoyas' 6:16.2. 
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The undefeated Hoya JV37 continued its winning ways by a leng th over the 

Hawks at the finish, but it was an exciting race for the first mile. 

It was touch and go all the way down to just past the jetty in the last 

¼ mile when a speed boat went roaring by and threw up a huge wake 

which threw St. Joe's off much more than it did our JV, and they were 

not able to recover as quickly and fell behind by (a) length ... It was too 

bad because it was shaping up to be the best race of the day and at that 

point was still up for grabs.38 

In the Varsity race, 

Georgetown's Varsity heavyweight crew39 skimmed away from St. Jo

seph's of Philadelphia yesterday on the Potomac River and established 

itself as a threat for the small college rowing championship. 

The heavy Hoyas crossed the Thompson Boat Center finish line 

four lengths ahead of the Hawks. Georgetown seized the lead at the 

key Bridge halfway point and then raced out of reach with a strenuous 

40 stroke a minute. (The Washington Post) 

The times for the JV race were 6:22 over 6:26; and for Varsity, 6:08.2 over 6:20.4. 

Meanwhile over on the Severn, the conditions were, as usual, more suited to 

wind surfing than rowing and the severe chop pretty much frustrated the I loyas 

Lightweights who had a hard time just getting their oars clear of the rough water. 

Navy took revenge for last year's Georgetown sweep, by scoring a sweep of their 

own in taking all three divisions by open water. 
The times: 2nd Freshmen: Navy 7:24.6, GU 7:58.4, 1" Freshmen: Navy 7:05, 

GU 7:11.7,JVs: Navy 7:11, GU 7:40, Varsity: Navy 7:01.5, GU 7:10.5 

T he Marietta Race & T he Lightweights at Navy (again!) 
On April 291h, it was our turn to travel out to picturesque Marietta, Ohio for 

our annual race with Coach Lindamood's crews, so Thursday afternoon we went 

down to the boat house and packed our boats on the trailer for the long haul west 

to the banks of the Muskingum. We made the trip Friday on a Trailways bus; the 

only good thing to say about this sort of conveyance is that it makes any destina

tion seem heavenly by comparison. 

This was a confrontation that would test whether the heavy Varsity was as 

good as we thought we were. Marietta was always our particular nemesis40 and 

this year would be no exception. The weather was perfect: a warm sunny Saturday 

with a negligible breeze. Even the river itself seemed relatively mild - for the usu

ally fast and turbulent Muskingum; it was fast, but nothing like conditions GU 

had faced in '63 and '65 when the races felt like a start and thirty, settle for twenty, 

and sprint to the finish; over before you got into a rhythm. What had been a cox

swain's nightmare in the past was merely demanding this time and all the Hoya 

helmsmen covered the distance admirably and without incident. 

Because of the inclusion of the second Freshman boats there were four races 

scheduled and we split 2 and 2 with our hosts, but they had the best of us by taking 

both the first Freshman and the Varsity races. 

The first race was won by the second Hoyas "who did a great job." 

They acted just as cool as ice, and as soon as they realized that Marietta wasn't 

unbeatable, about ¼ mile mark when they were leading by a ½ length, they just 

took it away.41 They won by a length of open water, 5:57.8 over Marietta's 6:05.7.42 

The first Freshmen were not so "cool" and due to several crabs throughout 

the race, "it was one big clutch." The times tell just how big a "clutch" it was: 

5:47.2 faster than 5:58.7. 

Hoya Crew 
Wins Easily 
Georgetown's varsity crew 

easily defeated St. Joseph's yes
terday on the Potomac. 

The Hoyas increased their 
stroke to 40 at the half-way point 
and coasted to a four-length 
victory. 

Georgetown's junior varsity 
also won, beating St. Joseph's 
by three lengths. However, the 
visitors spoiled Georgetown's 
hope for a sweep by edging the 
Hoyas at the finish in the fresh
man race. 

The crew bounced back after 
a close loss the week before. 
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We crossed the line, 
and though no one 

could tell which boat 
had won, we knew 
that we had rowed 

the race of our lives. 

NEVER ROW 

In the JV race the undefeated Hoyas rowed with cool determination as 
they rowed side by side with the undefeated Pioneers for the first mile, and then 
drew off to a better than halflength win to hand the Marietta JV its first loss since 

Northeastern beat them in the 1965 Dad Vail. The times: 5:49.6 over 5:51.8. 

"A thick coat of varnish" 
So now came the race the Varsity43 had been waiting for all season. We shoved off 
and rowed upstream against the fast current and then came about for the start. We 
hardly looked over at the blue-shirted competition but we knew that they were on 

our port side ready to race. This was it, a grudge match that would become a battle 
of attrition. We were ready, and when the command was given, both crews went 

off the line high and hard, GU at 40, with Marietta higher at 46. 

At the first¼ mile, they seemed to have a seat lead, but given the bend in the 

course that might have been their starting advantage. As the course straightened 
we took a seat or a bit more on them, and so it went for the body of the race. Side 

by side, stroke for powerful stroke, neither crew giving much, and neither able to 

pull out to a definite lead.42 

For the sixteen oarsmen this was a relentless, brutal ordeal; each man rowed 
through his own personal agony of physical and mental exertion, praying not to 
crack or crab, to endure the distance to the finish; I know that's what I was think

ing as we approached the mile mark and began our sprint. l was already feeling 
foggy, consciousness fading, my lungs and bronchial passages burning with every 
breath, and my arms working almost without much conscious control, but some
how I continued to row as we raised the stroke. Then as we heard the crowd cheer

ing, my mind cleared and I was in the race again; this must be what marathon 
runners mean by the second wind after running "through the wall." I remember 

Mike Ryan's hoarse breathing and John King's frenzied screaming. We were in the 
last thirty strokes and driving stroke for stroke with Marietta with no discernible 
advantage for either boat. 

Then in the last five strokes someone on the shore set off a cherry bomb 
that broke my concentration, and our whole boat seemed to hesitate. That instant 

of distraction was all it took. We crossed the line, and though no one could tell 
which boat had won, we knew that we had rowed the race of our lives. As Goose 

described the last few seconds: 

... then our sprint seemed to trickle down (Bill McNeill and I both thought 

this but we didn't have watches, so couldn't swear to it) and Marietta 
caught them about five strokes from the finish. The time difference of 

.1 sec is probably too long. It was more like a thick coat of varnish. 43 

Some in the boat were dry-heaving as we were borne down-stream on the current 
and our own momentum. 

The disappointment over this loss was understandably deep and serious and 

yet the race itself was, for me personally, an experience that transcended the com
petitive outcome. It was a moment that remains unique in my life, and no other 
race - not even the Dad Vail final - comes close to those 5:39.6 minutes on the 

Muskingum. Of course winning feels better than losing, and losing by "a thick 
coat of varnish" is especially bitter, but regret is not the dominant emotion that 

I feel as I relive that afternoon. What I recall with deep pride is that in the most 
grueling race of my life I rowed my best through the fog of fatigue and finished 

without breaking the stroke.44 

Could we have won? Yes. Should we have won? This is harder to say. The 

fact is that two good crews faced off, rowed an extraordinarily close race, and there 
was a winner and a loser, which is the whole point of the rowing. We lost - fair and 
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square. To say we lost by "only" a tenth of a second is misleading in that to have 
won that race we would have needed to be two tenths of a second faster. In essence 
we should not have let the race get down to the last stroke; we lost because we did 
not win it over the entire course. They over-stroked us throughout and yet we did 
not raise our stroke to match them, a tactical failure that is difficult to understand. 
Given that the Muskingum was a notoriously fast course, this should have been 
an ideal race to row high. Had we been rowing at the same rate as the Pioneers we 
might have overpowered them and taken a decisive lead to the finish. We didn't, 
and we lost. "The fault, dear Brutus ... " 

But there was reason to hope. The Dad Vail was only two weeks away, and 
we (the seniors) would get one last shot at Marietta. They were now aware that 
this year's Hoya varsity and JV were not only contenders, but serious threats to the 
defense of their Dad Vail Championships.45 Furthermore, we knew we were their 
equals and could look forward to the rematch; so despite the loss the mood within 
the varsity was more determination than disappointment. The Dad Vail seemed 
quite within our grasp. 

A postscript: 
Goose and Bill McNeill had driven out to watch and report on the race and once 
the we loaded the boats, took our showers, and packed our bags, Goose offered 
to take a couple of us back to DC in his Buick Skylark convertible. Since this was 
still a warm and lovely Saturday afternoon, John Barry and I jumped at the chance 
to avoid getting on the bus for the seven hour ride back to DC. Somewhere along 
the way, during the waning daylight of that afternoon as we came up behind the 
bus and began to pass, we looked up and beheld a rare astronomical alignment: a 
dozen or more full moons, side by side.46 

It was a moment that serves to remind us that despite our disappointments, 
we were still just college boys, "young friends, messing about in boats." That in
delible image of a dozen full moons almost made the long trip worthwhile. 

The Lightweights meet Harvard at Navy (again.) 
Although Goose was with the heavyweights at Marietta, he managed to gather 
enough facts to give this thoughtful appraisal of what was "another tough day at 
Navy" for the lights. 

The conditions worsened as the afternoon progressed and John (Har
rington) had the Varsity row in the Spirit rather than the Casey.47 

This didn't help their run or ease anything and it showed. They were 
leading at the start by about a¼ length, but Harvard at a 33 with no 
start just walked away, to the tune of about 1" per stroke, which is all 
it takes ... Needless to say their spirits are not the greatest, but they are 
a young varsity boat with 4 out of 8 sophs, and 2 juniors, and only two 
seniors (Woods and Lynch) not counting the cox, Ned Moran ... There 
is nothing like hours on the end of the oar to develop ability, and as 
the LWs "age" a bit they will improve.48 

The lightweights' race results speak for themselves: 
Freshmen: Harvard 6:34, Navy 6:43.3 Georgetown 6:53.3 
JV: H arvard 6:27, Navy 6:38.1 Georgetown 6:51.2 
Varsity: Harvard 6:37.5, Navy 6:52 Georgetown 7:00 

The DC Area Regatta, May 6th 

Given our performance against Marietta, we approached the Area Regatta more 
as an exercise than a major race; there was no "taper," and we rowed our regular 

Bert Mason '67 
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workouts Thursday and Friday. The Varsity was looking past this weekend to the 

Dad Vail and a second chance against the Pioneers on the Schuylkill. The local 

crews did not factor into our calculations except as sparring partners,49 and for

tunately that was an accurate assessment of the racing that first Saturday in May. 

In the Varsity there were changes as John Barry and Ted Kundtz switched 

seats; Barry moved to stroke and Ted went to two. This move reunited Barry, 

Soisson (7), Ryan (5) and Witman (4), the stern four from the '64 Freshman eight.50 

At bow, Rusty Duffy '68 made his debut as a Varsity oarsman, replacing Ron 

DeGrandis, '68.51 

Tony Johnson's inaugural year as head coach was coming down to our last two 

weekends and the competitive prospects looked very good that Saturday morning. 

The weather however was uncooperative as a steady and chilly rain fell throughout 

the afternoon, but it proved to be fine weather for ducks, and Hoyas. 

The day began with an open water win by the cruising Hoya first Freshmen52 

in lane 2 (6:32) who came in ahead of the second frosh 53 in lane 3 (6:41,) and 3 

lengths over American in lane 1 (6:45). 

The undefeated GU JV stayed that way by over three lengths of open water 

6:33 in lane 1, over GW in lane 2 in 6:51. 

Then came the Varsity race with five boats entered, spread across the river 

from lane 1 to 5 were Howard, Georgetown, George Washington, American U, 

and the brand new crew from Richmond Professional Institute. 

The reports of the race agree that GW went out to an early lead and held it 

through Key Bridge when the Hoyas started to move up and then pull away from 

the Colonials over the second half of the race to win by a length, 6:22 over 6:26. 

Howard came in five lengths back, with American and RPI trailing far behind. 

This second Georgetown sweep of the DC Championship in as many years 

finally assuaged the embarrassments of the varsity defeats in '64 and '65, and set 

an optimistic tone for the week before the Dad Vail. We were a very different crew 

this year and were looking forward to winning the Vail once again. For the se

niors, Kundtz, Soisson, Ryan, Witman, and Barry, and this would be our last shot 

at the "Small College Championship" and we were hungry for that elusive honor. 

While the heavies were sweeping the Potomac, the lights continued their 

snake-bit season up in New York at the NYAC's Orchard Beach course against 

Columbia and Rutgers. Columbia scored their own sweep, while the Hoya skin

nies came in second in the Freshman and Varsity races, and third in the JV race. 

As Goose remarked, "no times were taken. As a matter of fact when the times 

were asked for, the official replied, 'it's about 2:20."' If you were familiar with 

the NYAC in that era, this obtuse response would be no surprise. So here are the 

places, sans times: 

First Second Third 

Freshmen: Columbia Georgetown ¾ length Rutgers 1¾ lengths 

JV: Columbia Rutgers ½ length Georgetown 1 ½ lengths 

Varsity: Columbia Georgetown 2 lengths Rutgers 3 lengths 

While their season had been "a learning experience," for the young Varsity, their 

positioning in the heat at the £ARC Sprints still looked pretty good. The compe

tition was Cornell, Princeton, Navy, and Rutgers, with three to qualify; so having 

already beaten Rutgers, they would qualify if they could just come in ahead of 

Rutgers again and one of the others. ■ 
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CHAPTER 

XIII 
A Senior's Last Dad Vail 

y 1967 the Dad Vail had grown to 32 Varsity crews' which made it the 
largest and most competitive collegiate regatta in the world.2 Crews from 
as far west as East Lansing, Michigan and as far south as Lakeland, 

Florida packed their shells and oars on trailers, and their oarsmen on buses, all 
heading to Philadelphia to race on the Schuylkill for the "small college champi
onship." By reason of their strong season records the regatta officials seeded the 
top crews over six Varsity heats: Marietta, Georgetown, Rollins, Wesleyan, St. 
Joe's, and Florida Southern, of which only Rollins and Florida Southern failed to 
qualify for the Saturday afternoon final.3 

In the interval between the DC Regatta and the abbreviated workout Thurs
day morning, Tony made one final change in the boat, returning Ted Kundtz to 
stroke and John Barry back to the two seat; Rusty Duffy held his seat in bow. This 
would be the boat for the Dad Vail.4 

To be candid, there is little that I remember about that week, and nothing 
that I wrote about in my letters home. I suppose that the anticipation of rowing in 
my last Dad Vail was a complex emotion that failed to find its proper expression at 
the time. Of the racing itself, I do have some memories that are probably common 
to all of us who have ever rowed the Schuylkill that second weekend in May. 

Perhaps the most enduring memory of rowing in the Dad Vail was the sheer 
thrill of competing in three consecutive six boat races. Since most of our races 
during the season were against much smaller fields, to go up to the line against 
five other crews spread out across the river, all in their schools' colors, waiting for 
the starter's commands, was deeply impressive. And then the adrenaline rush at 
the starts, the suddenness of those first strokes that get the boat up to racing speed 
amidst the wash of the blades, the cries of the coxswains, and the flashing oars 
swinging at the edges of one's vision! A six-boat field affords a splendid spectacle 
even for an oarsman caught up in the middle of the action, and the organized 
chaos of those first thirty strokes at a high beat is something that one never for
gets. Then the long row from the bridge to the final sprint at Peter's Island, and the 
closing rush to the line; and to do this three times in twenty-six hours of increasing 
competitive tension! The Dad Vail is a spectacular culmination of a rowing career. 

The Preliminary Heats, Friday Afternoon5 

The first round of heats opened at 2 p.m. and ran every twenty minutes until the 
last went off at 5:40 p.m.; six Varsity heats, then three JV and three Freshman 
races. So giving the results in chronological order: 

Varsity Heats: (Three to qualify for semi-finals.) 
Heat 1: Marietta 6:08.4, Trinity 6:10, U of Rhode Island 6:29.4. 
DNQ Stony Brook 6:45.8, American U 6:47.4, Richmond Pro( Instit. 
Heat 2: Georgetown 6:08.5, Purdue 6:12.2, Holy Cross 6:24.3. 
DNQ East Carolina 6:33.4, Clark 6 :33.7, Michigan State. 
Heat 3: St. Joes 6:08.2, U of Mass 6:11.8, Notre Dame 6:24. 

- 15 1 

Ed Witman '67 as a senior. 
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DNQ Iona 6:30.8, C.W.Post 6:40.2. 
H eat 4: Wesleyan 6:24. 8, LaSalle 6:27.2, Marist 6:30.8 
DNQ W ayne State 6:38, St. John's 7:04.8. 
Heat 5: Amherst 6:24, Villanova 6:24.1, George Washington 6:25. 
DNQ Florida Southern 6:31.7, Fordham 6:57. 
Heat 6: Drexel 6:22.7, Rollins 6:24.8, Temple 6: 26.7. 
DNQ Canisius 6:38.1, Howard 6:44.7. 

Junior Varsity Heats: (Two to qualify for the fi nal.) 
Heat 1: Amherst 6:19.3, U of Mass 6:20. 
DNQ Purdue 6:20.9, Iona 6:25.3, Drexel 6:32.6, Clark. 
Heat 2: LaSalle 6:18.6, Marietta 6:26.3. 
DNQ H oly Cross 6:32, East Carolina 6:40.2, U of RI. 6:45.6. 
Heat 3: Georgetown 6:21.2, Trinity 6:26.7. 
DNQ St. Joe's 6:34.4, Marist 6:43.4, Stony Brook 8:01.2. 

Freshman Heats: (Two to qualify for the final.) 

Heat 1: Trinity 6:18, St. Joe's 6:25.9. 
DNQ Notre Dame 6:32.3, Villanova 6:39.3, Drexel 6:42. 
Heat 2: Marietta 6:18.2, LaSalle 6:22.5. 
DNQ American 6:27.8, U of Mass 6:29.1, H oly C ross 6:34.2. 
Heat 3: Georgetown 6:17.4, Marist 6: 20.9. 
DNQ Purdue 6:30.7, U of Rhode Island. 

So by the end of the Friday heats, our Hoya crews had each won their races, some
thing no other school could boast. But Saturday's finals were the only races that 
really counted. 

The Varsity Semi-finals6
: 

Saturday 9:30 to 10:10 a.m. (Two to qualify for final.) 
Semi-fin al 1: Marietta 6 :20.6, Wesleyan 6 :20.9. 
Consolation race: Villanova 6:28.6, Holy Cross 6:28.7. 
Semi-final 2: Georgetown 6:17, Temple 6:21.7. 
Consolation race: LaSalle 6:21.8, U of Mass 6:28.7. 

Semi-final 3: St. Joe's 6:21.4, Purdue 6:23. 
Consolation race: Trinity 6:23.4, George W ashington 6:28. 

As the times for the two Varsity qualifying races indicate, Georgetown was look
ing very good beside traditional rivals Marietta and St. Joe's; and they both had 
been pressed in narrowly winning their semi-finals. And interestingly, of the thir
ty-two schools participating in the Dad Vail, only Georgetown and Marietta had 
succeeded in placing crews in all three finals. 

We rested for the remainder of the morning, had a light lunch, and tried to 
keep calm, cool, and off our feet until our time came later in the afternoon. 

In the Freshman final at 2:30 p.m., LaSalle was in lane one, then came 
Marist, Marietta, Trinity, Georgetown, and St. Joe's in lane six. Although Mar
ietta's undefeated frosh had established a definite lead by the half-way point, the 
race remained close right up to the last quarter when the Pioneers pulled away to 
win by open water in 6:59.5. The excitement of the race came as the crews rushed 
over the line in a bunch with less than a length separating 2nd from 5th

: LaSalle 
7:05.8, Marist 7:06.2, Georgetown 7:07.9 and Trinity 7:08.6. St. Joe's Freshmen 
trailed two lengths back in 7:17.5. 

The JV race was never in doubt despite an early lead taken by LaSalle in lane 
three. In lane five the Hoyas were coming through the pack when bow man Vin 
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Rocque recalls: 

(A)s we came under Strawberry Mansion Bridge, the cox (Matt 
Andrea) called 'Vinnie, Vinnie, Vinnie,' for me to really stand on it 
for ten to get the boat pointed downstream without using the rudder. 
As soon as I did my thing, we had all oars immediately enter a power 
series. We soon had a wonderful view of the big white 'M's on the blue 
backs of a crew that shall remain nameless. 

Back in the stern things felt even better. Stroke Rick Morris '68 says: 

... the JV final at the Vail in '67 still feels like the best race I'd ever been 
in. From the start the boat was in perfect balance and harmony even to 
the point that we never sprinted to the finish. We had it at a constant 
37 spm and were so smooth that we had several lengths on the second 
place crew so I told Matt to just keep it where we were, no sprint. I felt 
we could have continued down the river to the Atlantic. It was "effort
less," as close to rowing "purity" as I've ever felt.7 

Even without a sprint, at the finish they still had open water on second place 
LaSalle, 6:45 over 6:49.6. Trinity came in third in 6:53.4, followed by Marietta 
6:55.4, U of Mass 6:55.7, and Amherst 7:00.5. This was a clear and well-deserved 
victory for a crew that had showed its guts and class throughout the season. 

The Varsity Final 
In the history of sports there are some pairings that invariably come to mind when 
the conversation turns to winning and losing "the big one": Bobby Thomson and 
Ralph Branca in the NL pennant race of '51, Ali and Frazier in Manilla in '75, 
Affirmed and Alydar for thoroughbred racing's Triple Crown in '78, Villanova 
and Georgetown at the NCAA Final Four in '85. To know what it feels like to win 
such legendary contests, ask the winners. But to fully grasp the deeper meaning, 
you must talk with the losing contestants. The joy of winning is usually taken in 
stride, savored, but soon put aside and forgotten, to be recalled only occasionally 
on anniversaries and reunions. But the ache of such a loss is like an arthritic joint 
on a damp winter's day; it's a twinge that never quite goes away. Its memory draws 
the mind back to the event even decades later to relive what happened and to pon
der what might have been. 8 

For me personally, and I suppose for each of the seniors who rowed that final 
race, Georgetown's loss to Marietta in '67 has been that sort of experience. 

The sun was bright and warm as we made our way from Boathouse Row up 
along the western side of the Schuylkill, and by the time the Varsities went to the 
line, the light head wind that had been blowing upstream all afternoon became 
more of a factor in the racing.9 It wasn't causing much chop, but it did slow the 
crews and made the race that much longer. We rowed as far above the starting line 
as was permitted and checked everything for the last time as we waited for the 
officials to call us down to the stake boats. 

The spirit in the boat was good; we were looking forward to winning the 
Vail and avenging our earlier loss to Marietta and felt confident in our chances. I 

was already thinking that this would be my last race, and I was telling myself to 
enjoy every minute of it.10 The lanes were assigned according to the results of the 
semi-finals, so the three first place boats (GU, Marietta, and St. Joe's) were side
by-side in the middle lanes: 

One Two Three Four Five Six 
Temple Purdue Georgetown Marietta St. Joe's Wesleyan 

The joy of winning 
is usually taken 
in stride, savored, 
but soon put aside 
and forgotten, 
to be recalled only 
occasionally on 

. . 
anniversaries 
and reunions. 
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Georgetown Loses to Marietta 
By Foot in Dad Vail Regatta 

Bpectal to Th• Waahlngton Po,t in the day, won the race for Georgetown wu fourth in 
PHILADELPHIA, May 13- place by a scant two feet over the freshmen fina1 although 

Georgetown University's var- Holy Cross. the Hoyas Jed by a quarter
sity crew lost by a foot to de- Georgetown won the junior mile from the finish. Marietta 
fending champion Marietta in varsity title by overtaking La won, followed by La Salle and 
the 30th annual Dad Vail row- Salle in the sprint. Trinity of Marist of Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 
ing regatta tod_ay on the wind- Connecticut was third with de- American U.'s frosh lost by 
swept 

1
Schuylk1!: River. fen(llng champion Marietta a foot to Massachusetts in the 

Mar etta led ivr most of the 
2000 meters and almost was fourth. 
caught by the high-stroking · 
Hoyas In the closing yards of 
the race. Marietta posted a 
time of 7:02.0; Georgetown 
7:02.1. 

Following we re Purdue, 
Wesleyan of Connecticut, Tem
ple and St. Joseph's. 

George Washington, ellm
inarted in the semifinals earlier 

. . ; 
1 The crew logo was printed on decals. 
2 Georgetown went to the Dad Vail Regatta in 1967 feeling pre
pared to take home the championship after two lean years. 
3 Boathouse Row on the Schuylkill River was a familiar and 
inspiring sight. 
4 The seniors of 1967, their coaches and Fr. Sellinger. 
5 During the first decade of the modern crew the University 
Barge Club was the Hoyas· home away from home. 
6 The results of the Regatta finals were painful. 
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This was actually an ideal situation since we knew that this race would be a duel 

with Marietta and we wanted it to be at close-quarters. 

Of the race itself I have few distinct memories. I recall that from the start 

through the bridge the crews were all bunched which made the first half mile very 

exciting. But then as we got into the straight-away at the Canoe Club, we began to 

draw away from the pack to establish a definite lead, with Marietta a seat or two 

back. As predicted, by the midpoint it was a two boat race with Purdue a length 

back in third. I could tell we had at least a half-length lead on Marietta because 

from my four-seat I was glimpsing the sweet sight of the big white 'M' on their 

bow man's shirt.11 We held or even increased that lead to the head of Peter's Island 

when Marietta started their sprint, and began to move up on us. 

Stroke Ted Kundtz remembers the last quarter mile: 

Toward the end of the race we were ahead by half a length but Mar

ietta started gaining and they were making a strong finishing move. 

We tried to take the stroke up a bit which was probably a mistake as I 

think it shortened up our stroke and put us a bit out of sync as opposed 

to moving faster ... 

Looking back I think it was a race we could have won ifI had 

been better prepared on how to finish a really close race. That was 

something we never practiced and never discussed with the coaches. 

As we came up on the grand-stand, I recall seeing their stern pair and cox from 

the corner of my eye and hearing John Barry calling for Ted to take the stroke up. 

Marietta had taken away our lead and were now almost even with us as we passed 

the end of the island and came into the final twenty strokes. This was not a good 

place to be. Coach Lindamood's version of that final rush: 

With about 10 strokes to go Marietta had just overtaken Georgetown 

when Marietta's number six man caught a crab and Marietta was 

suddenly down by a deck's length. With a desperate sprint Marietta 

caught Georgetown on the last stroke to win by about a foot. 12 

This is the only mention of a Marietta crab in any of the accounts I have read, and 

with due respect to Coach Lindamood, it taxes credulity to suppose first, that a 

crab in the closing sprint cost only a deck length, and then that they managed to 

recover to win, all in the last ten strokes? And no reporter noticed it? 

Goose saw the same finish and simply reports: 

Coming into the last¼ we were ahead of Marietta by about½ boat 

length, and the next boat was about 1 boat behind that. Then the 

sprint, and it looked just about the same way it did at Marietta. We led 

until the last two strokes when they passed. It was a real heart-breaker, 

but Marietta was moving, and if the race had been longer, they proba

bly would have won by more.13 

We crossed the line and knew in our hearts that we'd lost, again. The photo of the 

finish shows Marietta with its oars in the water just after the catch, the moment of 

maximum thrust, with a lead of about a foot. The times: 7:02 over 7:02.1.14 Pur

due took third a length back in 7:06, followed by Wesleyan 7:07.9, Temple 7:08, 

and St. Joe's 7:16. The official announcement of the results was delayed because 

of the extraordinarily close finishes not only for first, but for fourth place as well. 

Given their win in the Varsity final, and third place in the Freshman race, the 

Pioneers took the Jack Bratten point trophy, with Georgetown second. 

Reflecting on the race we find only the harsh and obvious fact that we had taken a 

substantial lead but then failed to build on it, and then let Marietta back into a race 
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The Dad Vail course 
is exactly 6,930 feet 

but that day only the 
last foot mattered. 
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we should have had iced at the head of Peter's Island. We watched them coming on 
and yet did not respond with enough to hold them off. This loss was worse than 
the race two weeks earlier on the Muskingum because there our two crews were 
fighting each other on even terms down the entire course; but on the Schuylkill, 
we had them, but let them win. As seniors who had just rowed our last race and 
lost it, there would be no "next year," nor even the comfort of knowing we had 
rowed our best. This was defeat beyond any face-saving. "Close" is not enough, 
and a miss really is as good as a mile. The Dad Vail course is exactly 6,930 feet but 
that day only the last foot mattered. 

John Barry summarized the race quite simply: "Too low and too slow."15 

John Soisson gets the last word on our last race: 

I remember the long painful row back to the dock after the race ended, 
pulling into the dock and then Tony coming to the boat and working 
his way from cox to bow to congratulate us on a good race and to try to 
cheer us. When he came to me and shook my hand I burst into tears, 
and have sobbed ever since. 

The race that afternoon closed the careers of Goose's original proteges from the 
Freshman heavies of'64, and marked the conclusion of the Remuzzi era.16 It would 
have been "fitting indeed, and just and right" to win the Dad Vail for the Goose, 
but alas, it didn't work out that way, and that was not the least of our disappoint
ments that weekend. 

The Lightweights at the Sprints, May 13th 

In writing this history, the focus on races - while understandable - is nevertheless 
quite partial. It must seem as if the boats just magically appear at a distant venue 
and then reappear back at Thompson's for the next week's workouts. It is time to 
redress this omission and give overdue credit to the guys who worked this magic. 
The coincidence of the Dad Vail and the EARC Sprints in 1967 created a logis
tical nightmare for Denis Chagnon, the crew's rigger responsible for transport
ing the boats to and from Washington, Philadelphia, and Worcester. Add to the 
exhaustion of marathon driving was the fact that there were exams to be passed 
the very next week, and we can begin to understand why riggers occupy such a 
respected place in the esteem of coaches and rowers. So before reading further, 
please turn to the appendix for "A Tribute to the Riggers." 

The Sprints' Results17 

Freshman Heats (three to qualify): 
1" heat: Penn 6:19.6, Cornell 6:24.7, Georgetown 6:28 
2nd heat: Harvard 6:24.5, MIT 6:30.9, Yale 6:33 
(Princeton & Dartmouth eliminated) 

JV Heats (three to qualify): 
1" heat: Harvard 6:21.8, MIT 6:28.4, Yale 6:30.4, followed by Co
lumbia 6:46.6 & Dartmouth 6:48.1. 
2nd heat: Cornell 6:24, Navy 6:24.2, Penn 6:24.6, followed by Prince

ton 6:26.6, Rutgers 6:41.5, GU 6:42.5 

Varsity Heats (three to qualify): 
1" heat: Cornell 6:14.9, Princeton 6:16.6, Navy 6:21.9, followed by 
Georgetown 6:28.6, and Rutgers 6:33.3. 
2nd heat: Harvard 6:05, Penn 6:07.6, Columbia 6:08.5, followed by 

MIT 6:08.8, Yale 6:11.5, and Dartmouth 6:27.5 



A SENIOR'S LAST DAD VAIL 

Consolation Races for Place 
Junior Varsity: 
1" Princeton 6:26, 2nd Georgetown 6:36, 3rd Columbia 6:38.8, 4,h 
Dartmouth 6:39, 5,1, Rutgers 6:40.2 

Varsity: 
1" Yale 6:09.5, 2nd MIT 6:10.4, 3rd Georgetown 6:18.5, 4,h Rutgers 
6:20.3, 5,h Dartmouth 6:21.3. 

Finals 
Freshman 18 : 

1" Penn 6:27.4, 2nd Cornell 6:29.8, 3'd Harvard 6:30.4, 4,1i George
town 6:38.5, 5,1i MIT 6:40.5, 611, Yale 6:46.8. 

As Goose summarized the Sprints19
: 

... in both the heat and the race for place, the Varsity found itself in the 
lead at the 1000 meter mark but then (they) were unable to hold it... 

The Freshman LWs have to be the surprise of the year. I must 
admit that I didn't expect them to do as well as they did, and not only 

is their great job a compliment to their coaches, Art Charles and Mike 
Qyincey, but it also portends well for the future. For the lightweights 

can now anticipate the depth that is vital to having the Varsity and JV 
not only in the finals each year, but winning. 

Ave atque vale! 
Chapter 12 of our history opened with the arrival ofTony Johnson and Chapter 13 
closes with the departure of Bob Remuzzi. Peter Blyberg made the announcement 
in the SGO Newsletter: 

June 21, 1967 
Gentlemen, 

\,Vith this edition of the SGO Newsletter we mark the passing of the 
last tangible link that the present crew has with the small but deter

mined group of undergraduates to whom they owe their founding. Af

ter ten long years as an institution at Georgetown, the Goose has been 

given his orders by Uncle Sam who has decided that he can do more 
good in Viet-Nam than if he stayed around Washington. For me, as I 

can imagine for many of you, it will be impossible to think of rowing 
at Georgetown without thinking of the Goose, either as a coach, a fel

low oarsman, or a friend. Without Goose, the organization might have 

failed and folded for the third time in the history of Georgetown, but 
he and many others helped to see the crew through its most difficult 
period since its founding ten years ago. Today it is a thriving organi

zation with a future that is assured and an outlook that is extremely 
bright...Goose leaves for Camp Pendleton in July, where he will spend 
about a year and then head across the wide pond to Viet-Nam to join 

the rest of those members of the SGO who constitute the Society's 
Saigon Branch. 

Godspeed, Goose! Along with Don Cadle's, your legacy remains, "Absolute." 

Postscript: An Evening in May, 1967 
The traditional post-season dinner was breaking up and we lingered a while on 

the sidewalk outside the 1789. The day was ending, but spring was in full bloom. 

Mike Tarone had his Chevy convertible parked around the corner on Prospect St, 
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Georgetown crew 
had formed each of us, 
for the better I think, 
and we loved it deeply. 

And so that evening 
we spoke of separation 

and transition. 

NEVER ROW 

and since it was such a beautiful evening he suggested we take a ride and enjoy 
the moment. As seniors we were marking the end of our rowing careers, and it 

seemed fitting that we prolong the mood just a little longer. As I remember, "we" 

were Mike, John Soisson, Ted Kundtz, John Barry, and I. 
It was about 7 p.m. and a golden sun shone on the new leaves of mid-May. 

The sky was a cloudless blue and the soft breeze fragrant with spring foliage as 

we drove with the top down along the glassy Potomac down by Memorial Bridge. 
It was a most beautiful evening, and the mood of the moment was happy, if a bit 

reflective. 
By tradition, the dinner had been a celebration of the rowing season just 

concluded, Tony Johnson's first as our new and successful head coach. The mal
aise of the prior year had been replaced by a new spirit of confidence that Tony's 

leadership had instilled. The JV had gone undefeated and despite the Varsity's 

heart-wrenching loss at the Dad Vail, the crew had recovered its e/an, and had 

much to look forward to in 1968. 
As we drove around the memorials in the May twilight we didn't dwell on 

the past with its glories and disappointments, but on the future of the crew at 
Georgetown. It was a remarkable conversation of young men about to graduate, 

about to leave a sport to which we all had dedicated the larger part of our ambi

tions, time, and effort for four years. Georgetown crew had formed each of us, for 
the better I think, and we loved it deeply. And so that evening we spoke of sepa

ration and transition. 
Until a few days before we had been leaders of the organization from which 

we were now retiring and leaving in the hands of those who would come after us 
and take our places in the boat. There was a theme of gratitude and pride that 

the Georgetown crew and its ideals of student leadership and responsibility had 
endured the challenges of our tenure. Don Cadle had passed those ideals to Bob 
Remuzzi, and he in turn had inspired us. We had accepted their challenge and 

continued in their tradition. Now we were the retiring custodians of that trust we 

were passing on to succeeding classes. We had rowed our course and fought the 
good fight, and had kept the faith. The crew was renewing itself and flourishing 

in its own springtime. 
There was nothing sentimental, or wistful about our discussion. It was quite 

a sober conversation. We were in the process of separating ourselves, and bidding 

farewell to something we loved, and to friends who shared that love. It was a rare 
moment of explicit self-consciousness, of expressed appreciation for a formative 
period in our lives that was closing this very evening. We knew we would never 

again be together like this; and what is more, I think that in our way, each of us 

said as much. 
That evening, riding along the Potomac and past the familiar monuments, 

we were together one last time, and we were at our best. 
At least that is what I recall. The others who were with me that evening may 

recall it differently, or not remember it at all; but that is inevitable given the de

cades ofliving that have intervened. It is enough to say that l regard that evening 
together as one of the happiest and most satisfying moments of my life, the fitting 

denouement of my Georgetown career. 
So to all who rowed the course with me, I say "Thanks," and -

Never row! ■ 



CHAPTER 

XIV 
Going Undefeated, Again! 

I n June of 1967, graduation took a heavy toll on both Varsity squads. The 

heavyweights were especially hard hit, losing five from the Vail Varsity eight 

and three from the JV, while among the lightweights only four seniors grad
uated. The openings for the sophomores and juniors meant that the Varsities of'68 
would be fundamentally new crews made up of guys for whom the Remuzzi years, 
much less the Cadle era, were only dimly- if ever - recalled to mind.1 Those days 

were long past and 1967-68 would be the year that Tony consolidated his leader
ship of the GU crew and transformed the heavies into a dominant power in the 
Dad Vail Rowing Association. Declaring his determination, Tony told them that 

fall that he "expected to win the Dad Vail by at least 10 seconds."2 He proved to be 
almost as good a prophet as he was a coach.3 

These were more than the annual changes in personnel; they represented the 
inevitable evolution of the Rowing Association. Among some of the SGO alumni 

there was a feeling that connections and traditions were being supplanted by the 
changes. A case in point occurred that fall when several lightweights approached 

GURA president Rusty Duffy to urge him to replace their Varsity coach, John 
Harrington '64. Along with Freshman coach Art Charles, John represented the 
last alumni coaches of the Cadle era; he had rowed bow in the first lightweight 
boat back in 1963, went to the Sprints in 1964, and served as GURA treasurer. 

John's dismissal was a poignant reminder that this was a different time and a 

different crew. His successor, Vic Cuillo was a law student at Catholic University 
who had rowed at Syracuse and came highly recommended by Tony Johnson.4 

Another Washington & Lee High School and Syracuse alumnus, Frank 
Benson, took over coaching the heavyweight Freshmen, assisted by John Soisson 
and Bert Mason, both of'67. 

The fall rowing ended the first weekend of November with a Friday morning 

race between two fours, The Goose, coxed by Page Jackson, and the Molly B, steered 
by John King. Page had his crew off at a racing beat, while John kept the Molly B 
to a lower 28 spm and then lowered it even further to a 24. Despite the differen

tial, the Molly B held the lead almost all the way until The Goose took flight in a 
sprint and finished first by inches. The report in The Hoya fails to give the boatings 

so it is unclear what significance this race might have. On Saturday, lightweights 
faced off against the heavies in a four boat race that fortunately did not forecast 

the heavyweight's fortunes the following spring. Starting above Key Bridge, the 
four boats were closely bunched, but gradually the lights drew away to finish ahead 

of their bigger brothers. In the day's featured event the three fastest Freshman 

eights faced off for their first taste of racing and the boats' surprisingly smooth 
performance showed the benefits of the fall's workouts and coaching by the three 
"-sons": Benson, Soisson, and Mason. 

The party at Potomac Boat Club that evening served to celebrate the end of 

the fall season but also provided an opportunity for the members of the SGO to 

mix and mingle with the current oarsmen and try to warm relations that some 

I967-68 would be 
the year that Tony 
consolidated his 
leadership of the 
GU crew and 
transformed the 
heavies into a 
dominant power 
in the Dad 
Vail Rowing 
Association. 
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As soon as exams 
ended twenty-two 

H oyas departed 
the frozen Potomac 

and headed down 
to the warmer waters 

of Lake Maitland 
in Winter Park, 

Florida. 

NEVER ROW 

felt had cooled in the last year. Many of the alumni still living in the Washington 

area and some from farther afield attended despite the damp and foggy weather. 
We all had a good time, whether or not the party served its political purpose of 
strengthening ties between the alumni and undergrad oarsmen. 

The Florida Trip 
To get a jump on training for the spring season, Tony arranged with Coach Lyden 

of Rollins College to host the heavies over the semester break at the end of Jan

uary. As soon as exams ended twenty-two Hoyas departed the frozen Potomac 
and headed down to the warmer waters of Lake Maitland in Winter Park, Flor

ida. Most of the crew arrived January 25'\ and the others made it down the next 
morning. The two-a-day workouts in borrowed boats were made somewhat te
dious by the fact that Lake Maitland was only a mile and a quarter long and so 

required a lot of turning around. Thus the focus was on technique and workouts 

were not particularly grueling,5 although the crew did run the 2.3 miles from the 
motel where they stayed to the boathouse. In the off-hours there were pleasant dis

tractions to relieve any boredom and restore the Hoyas' spirit: football, basketball, 

and some field hockey games; and of course there were the parties for which Rol
lins was justly famous. Since the usually strict training rules were relaxed for the 

stay, and the Rollins "co-eds" proved to be enthusiastic and pliant hostesses, the 

visitors enjoyed their, ah, company at every opportunity. As Dennis Brown wrote, 
"In total, it was a beneficial trip for everyone in every facet of the stay."6 

Dennis' letter provides a contemporary report on the state of the crew in 
February of 1968: 

We returned to Washington (from Florida) and the cold and the gym. 
Tony stepped up the pace. We now have circuit weight workouts (14 
stops, 3 rounds) and they're a bitch. On the alternate days, we have 

the SBX then do circuit callisthenic exercises or run the Observatory 

II ill (as many as twenty times.) Also we hold relay races up "Mount 
Collins," that big dirt hill behind the football field. 

Tonight (W ednesday 2/14) we had a meeting and Tony gave us 
the psyche talk for the coming year ... 

At this meeting it was also decided that there will be a $10 dues 
fee for each member. This came up because we acquired a great deal of 
equipment and the present officers didn't want to leave a carry-over debt. 
The new purchases: 

• AU disbanded and we purchased their year-old 8 for "$1600. 
Also their oars. 

• Harvard sold us a lightweight eight for $1000. It is five years 
old but in very good shape. It was only used by visiting crews as a race 
boat.7 

• W e also acquired sets of lightweight Pocock oars8 from Co
lumbia, Princeton, Syracuse, and AU. These will be the oars that our 

lightweights will use. (Heavyweights still have the Karlish.) 
• Traded ten Karlish to Potomac for their quad, the Uncle Bob 

with riggers and oars. 

• Sold Spirit of'61 to Walt Barber at Jeb Stuart for $800.9 

• Sold some Kadish and some of our old American oars. 

You're probably wondering why all this was done. It just happened that 
all these deals came up and Tony was the first to get a bid in. If we had 
waited we probably would have to make a purchase later at a higher price. 

Ray Cebulski also built a bench press and bent-over rowing straddle 
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horse for weight workouts to be conducted at the boathouse. He is also 
building a rowing machine similar to the one GW had but not the same. 

Vic Ciullo is the lightweight coach. He's got the lights working 
hard and they should be very good this year. 
As a fitting climax I present you with our [heavyweight] schedule10

: 

March 30 at Princeton - a race! 
April 6 Navy scrimmage 10-12½ miles 
13 at St. Joe's and Temple 
20 Kerr Cup, 6 crews but I don't know who they are. 
27 Marietta and George Washington 
May 4 Area Regatta - could be a large regatta but only time will tell. 
Rollins, Canisius, RPI, UVa, and others are interested in coming. 
May 11 Vail 
That's about the total of rowing news for now. We hit the water in a 
week for all the fun and frolic on the freezing Potomac.11 You miss it, 
Big Ed? 
DB 

What is noteworthy about this schedule is that the first official race for the heav
ies didn't come until April 13'\ two weeks later than usual and only four weeks 
before the Dad Vail. This delay enabled the heavies to get into probably the best 
condition of any Georgetown Varsity yet. The weight-lifting begun in the fall 
and intensified during the winter workouts produced significant improvement in 
strength and speed that became evident in the spring races. 

H istory vs. Sport 
It is worth noting that History intruded upon Sport that spring.12 Dr. Martin Lu
ther King Jr. was assassinated in Memphis on April 4'\ and Washington erupted 
in rioting that resulted in the imposition of a city-wide curfew for the next several 
nights. Then the week before the IRA on the night of June 5'\ Bobby Kennedy 
was assassinated, and the whole country seemed to be coming unhinged.13 lt was 
a dark and bitter time when our best men were being killed not only in the jungles 
of Vietnam, but right here in the homeland. 

Fred Pennekamp was a sophomore that spring and describes those days: 

I remember the day MLK was shot vividly14 
••• they closed all the 

government offices and the city went into shutdown. We were on a 
bus when looting started on K Street. People throwing bricks through 
windows and carrying everything out of the stores .. .l ran back to the 
dorm and then down to practice. I was not at all worried until we were 
rowing back down the river, coming around the bend and Tony saying 
"Let her run" and looking at the DC skyline, all I saw was smoke. 

The rioting on Saturday night, April 6th made the heavies' return trip from their 

scrimmage at Annapolis a bit complicated as it seemed the whole city was locked 
down around them. Paul Casamassimo '70 describes his "surrealistic" return to 
the safety of the Hilltop: 

You could see the burning buildings and plumes of smoke and flames 
from the 14-16'h Street areas. ational Guard troops were everywhere. 
We had to bypass the city, go down to Alexandria and work our way to 
Key Bridge where we encountered a tank blocking traffic. We talk-
ed our way back onto campus. The next week we practiced, running 
past guardsmen with M-1 rifles on almost every corner. A tank was 

Mike Vespoli '68 rowed Varsity for 
three years. 
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Heavily Favored Rowers 
Awaiting Dad Vail Test 

Hot on the heels of their second 
clean sweep on the Potomac In 
two weeks, Georgetown's heavy
Weight crew heads to Philadelphia 
today for the -national small col
lege rowing championships. 

Fielding three of the best crews 
!n recent memory, the Hoya heav
ies will be strongly favored in the 
frosh, junior varsity and varsity 
events. 

The freshman crew, which suf
fered early season losses to a 
Powerful St. Joseph frosh eight 
as well as to Drexel, has 1inally 
gotten into full swing by beating 
Marietta, George Washington and 
Virginia. 

Prospects tor a freshman Dad 
Vail victory are the best ever for 
the Hoyas and they are certain 
to give their strongest opponents, 
St. Joseph's and Drexel, a run for 
the money. 

In the perenially strong Hoya 
JV, the oarsmen have streaked to 
wins over all Dad Vail competi
tion except for an early loss to 
a high stroking Trinity junior var
sity in the Kerr Cup. Recent wins 
over Rollins and Marietta show 
an upward trend which could car
ry the Georgetown junior varsity 
to its second Vail victory in two 
years. As with the freshmen, the 
JV's strongest competition should 
be Marietta, and, should their 
performance be consistent, Trin
ity's junior varsity. 

Georgetown's heavyweight var
sity, riding on the crest of a 4-0 
winning streak, and having de
!eated every competitive Dad Vail 
crew by a minimum of one length 
and a maximum of four lengths, 
is the strongest Georgetown con. 
tender for a Vail crown in years. 
Rowing the body of every race at 

a moderately slow 32 strokes per 
minute, the Hoyas have proven 
their ability to gain ground on a 
powerful settle. 

The competition, however, is un
doubtedly the best in the 30-year 
history of the regatta. Powerful 
crews from Temple and Purdue, 
relative newcomers to the Vail, 
as well as defender Marietta and 
a surprisingly strong George 
Washington eight, promise to be 
tough opponents for Georgetown. 
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Richard McCooey and the 1789 

No account of the Spring racing sea
son of 1964 would be complete with
out crediting Richard J. McCooey, a 
GU alumnus ('52) and founder of the 
1789, who generously provided train
ing table meals for the Varsity and 
First Freshman heavyweight eights. 
He contributed two thirds of the cost, 
and Goose kicked in the rest to make 
this meal-deal possible. These din
ners were served in the upper dining 
room of the '89 by waiters in white 
jackets on tables elegantly set with 
linen and silver service. The menu in
cluded loin lamb chops, steaks, roast 
beef, etc. The Varsity and Freshmen 
dressed in blazers and ties for these 
dinners and our etiquette was punc
tilious because we wanted to show 
the utmost respect for McCooey's pa
tronage which extended for two sea
sons ('64 & '65) before the cost and 
logistics became impossible for the 
restaurateur. Then on the Wednesday 
evening before the '64 Dad Vail, he 
hosted the entire crew for a send-off 
dinner. As Rory Qyirk noted in The 
Hoya the next week, "People like 
McCooey make the phrase 'alumni 
participation' meaningful." What an 
understatement. 

by Ed Witman '67 

The benefits of these dinners were 
as much spiritual as nutritional: the 
mingling of the Varsity and Freshman 
heavies at a formal dining table solid
ified an esprit de corps that pervaded 
the entire crew and made us all feel 
very special. And after the Varsity's 
victory at the Dad Vail in '64, McCoo
ey hosted a Black Velvet party for the 
crew in the 1789 dining room, serv
ing the traditional Welsh rarebit on 
toast, along with the Guinness stout 
& champagne. The celebratory Black 
Velvet was an English tradition carried 
over by Don Cadle from his days row
ing for Balliol College, Oxford. 

Then on the Saturday of the Dad 
Vail in 1965, each of us received an 
envelope. It was fine Crane stationery 
engraved by John 0. Mooney & Co, 
Waldorf Astoria, NY and contained 
this note: 

When the Georgetown colors 
appear on the Schuylkill, 

you take with you a part of all 
those who have carried them 

with honor before you. 
May God give you the added strength to 

bring you the victory 
far which you are so superbly trained 

and that you so richly deserve. 
Know further, that whatever 

the outcome, we honor the spirit 
which is yours. 

1789 

We received many best wishes that 
day, but none so eloquent or so pow
erfully affecting. Richard McCooey 
was a classy guy in the best sense of 
the term, and we rowed all the harder 
to honor the spirit which he so well 
exemplified by his commitment to 
Georgetown and its crew. 

The late John Courtin, '70, a mem
ber of the 1969 Dad Vail championship 
Varsity and later executive director of 
the Georgetown University Alumni 
Association, once wrote that "no indi
vidual Georgetown alumnus has done 
more to improve the human culture of 
Georgetown than Richard McCooey. 
His project was done as near to perfec
tion as humanly possible - right down 
to the oars over the fireplace." 

As this book was being readied to 
print, on August 6, 2014, Richard Mc
Cooey died in a hospital in Connecticut 
and the crew lost one of its most loyal 
fans and greatest supporters. 
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The crew on the water was a sign 
of normalcy. 

NEVER ROW 

perched on the heights near New South and the old trolley tracks. DC 
was a hotbed of anti-Nam activity so I was a little worried that these 

guardsmen would get trigger happy. 

The crew rowed the next day despite the distraction of smoke billowing over the 

District as a shameful backdrop for the monuments of our nation's pride. Tony 
remembers that day from a coach's perspective: 

After the row I learned from the team that because of the riots and 

unrest in DC, Georgetown had shut down for Easter vacation. So 

instead of that break starting the following Wednesday we started 
two-a-day practices on the Sunday after our trip to Navy. 

That summer was the fifth anniversary of Martin Luther King's civil rights 

demonstration and the famous "I have a dream" speech. But the rioting after his 

assassination in April radicalized the demonstrators of '68. A tent city sprang up 
on the south side of the reflecting pool in front of the Lincoln Memorial and 
turned his dream into a nightmare of racially motivated violence and squalor. 

D.C. is now under a curfew - no traveling after 9 p.m. National Park 

police are patrolling the streets. No rioting but the threat is definitely 
present. Saturday I went down to see the "city" and it is a real disgrace. 
The reflecting pool, "Lake Urine," is filled with all kinds of debris 

from newspapers and bottles to shoes and beer cans, etc. It is being 
used for bathing and other nauseating purposes. 

The police are not allowing any white person to walk down that 
side of the pool. Segregation in reverse. The people in the "city" are 

living like real pigs. You'd think they would try to make it look good, 
a real model city so people would sympathize with them. But instead 
they created an eyesore & disgraced themselves and desecrated a beau

tiful park. T here have been several assaults and fights per night within 
the "city" itself and one inhabitant had his throat slit "from ear to ear" 

- a quote from the DC police commissioner. It is a real shame.15 

T hat spring and summer of '68 the mood of the country became darkly divisive, 

and the legitimacy of Sport itself came under attack as at least a distraction, or 
worse, an escape from the serious issues of the war, racism and violence.16 But 

fortu nately not everyone saw it that way.17 
The truth is that sports, and especially amateur sports like crew, provide a 

portal to transcendence, a chance to recognize human beings at their best, strug
gling to ach ieve excellence as incarnate spirits. "On the fields of friendly strife" 
men meet each other on even terms, where the rules of competition are clearly 

defined, mutually accepted, and fairly enforced, and where people really are judged 
on their performance not on the color of their skin. To characterize sports as mere 
escapism or entertainment is to radically miss the finer point that like the Sabbath 

day, there are times we need to transcend the profanity of"serious issues" and seek 

that grace of perfect performance in Sport. 18 It is in those moments that we are at 
our best: as individuals, team-mates, and competitors, and most importantly, as 

creatures of God. "Tis 'semper idem' for 'absque hoc nihi/ est. "'19 

The Spring Schedule 
The '68 season opened with prelims against Princeton's heavyweights on Lake 
Carnegie (March 30th

) and Navy on the Severn (April 6th). Against Princeton, 
the Hoya Varsity came in second but kept wood on the Tigers' stern, and led their 

lights by two lengths after 2000 meters, while the GU second boat won the JV 
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race. 20 The next week, rowing on the Severn, the Hoyas stayed within a half
length of Navy's improving Varsity in each of their eight 500 meter pieces. 

The String Begins21 

The heavies' first race against Dad Vail competition was in Philadelphia on H oly 
Saturday, April 13th against St. Joe's Hawks and Temple's Owls, but neither of the 
birds provided much of a challenge to the Hoyas22

• Indeed the only surprise that 
Saturday was second place Temple out-racing St. Joe's by a length and a half. The 
times: 1" Georgetown 6:25, 2nd Temple 6:29, 3'<l St. Joe's 6:35. 

Unfortunately the Hoya frosh lost to St Joe's 6:40 over 6:44. TheJV's had to 
sit this one out due to the lack of a willing competitor. 

The next weekend, April 20'\ the heavies returned to the Schuylkill for the 
Kerr Cup, a regatta that featured six boat races in all three divisions. Despite trou
ble steering at the start, the Freshman race went well as Frank Benson's boys built 
a length lead going into the last 500 meters when "several tragic crabs ... smashed 
their hope of victory when the boat nearly came to a stop."23 The times: Drexel 
6:23.9, Trinity 6:31, and LaSalle 6:33. GU took fourth, followed by U. Mass and 
Holy Cross. The JV event turned into a two boat race when Trinity took a one 
length lead over the Hoyas who struggled to close the gap but ran out of river at 
the finish: Trinity 6:15, GU 6:19.1, U. Mass 6:28.1, LaSalle, Drexel, and Holy 
and Cross. But to be fair to our JV, we should notice that Trinity's winning time 
in the JV race proved to be suspiciously faster than their Varsity's time in the day's 
main event. Comparing the two races, the Hoya JV time would have placed them 
second to their own Varsity. Hmmm ... 

In the Varsity race for the Kerr Cup, the issue was decided right off the line 

as the Hoyas sprang out to an impressive lead and built on it over the course, row
ing a long and strong 33 spm. By the finish the winning margin was almost two 
lengths: Georgetown 6:13, LaSalle 6:20.8, Drexel 6:22.2, followed by Trinity, U. 
Mass, and Holy Cross. 

Meanwhile, over on Lake Carnegie the lightweights were contending with 
their Ivy rivals: the Tigers, Cornell, and Rutgers. Unfortunately, each of the races 
proved to be a two tier event with Big Red and the Tigers in the first echelon and 
Rutgers and Georgetown in the second, in that order. The times: 

Freshmen 
Princeton 6:17.2 
Cornell 6:19.4 
Rutgers 6:28 
Georgetown 6:33.424 

A Day to Remember 

JV 
Cornell 6:14.8 
Princeton 6:18.6 
Rutgers 6:24.4 
Georgetown 6:32.2 

Varsity 
Cornell 6:12 
Princeton 6:13.2 

Rutgers 6:27.4 
Georgetown 6:29.425 

For readers of our history there can probably be no sweeter Saturday in this first 
decade than April 27th 1968, the day that Georgetown's heavies scored their first 
sweep against the visiting crews from Marietta, the defending Dad Vail (Varsi
ty) champion.26 And the fact that it came in front of a huge crowd celebrating 
the tenth anniversary of the revival of Georgetown rowing made it all that much 
better. It was a splendid day for our spirits, if not for the spectators who had to 
dodge the intermittent showers that punctuated the afternoon's races; and besides, 
the light rains served to flatten the river and ensured fast conditions while stake
boats helped to keep the races on schedule. As the saying goes, April showers pre
dict May flowers. This sweep, along with the Varsity's victories the previous two 
weeks, boded well for the Dad Vail, since the Hoyas had now met and defeated the 
best of their competition for the "small college" championship.27 

There can probably 
be no sweeter 
Saturday in this 
first decade than 
April 27th, I968, 
the day that 
Georgetown's 
heavies scored 
their first sweep 
against the 
visiting crews 
from Marietta. 
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As prelude to the races, the anniversary formalities included the christening 
of two new eights: The Spirit of'61 and the William Allen '64. 28 While Bill's step
father, Dr. Carnahan assisted, John Harrington's wife Ginger poured the cham
pagne over the bow of the Allen, and then Caron Cadle did the honors in chris
tening the Spirit. 

The competition this day included not only arch-nemesis Marietta, but a 
potent cross-town rival Varsity from George Washington. 

The Freshmen finally broke out of their funk and scored their first victory in 

a thriller that was decided only in the final seconds. 

Coming into the last twenty strokes Marietta had built a slight lead 
when Hoya cox Larry Marantette called for a finishing sprint. The big 
Hoya Frosh went up immediately and at the finish line were a solid 
length ahead of the Marietta crew. GW finished a distant third. 

The JV race proved to be even better for the home team: 

Stroked by John Courtin, (the JV) jumped into a quick one length 
lead with a tremendous start and settled smoothly at a 33. The lead 
remained at a length until the Marietta crew raised their beat to a 37 
and caught the Hoyas, with the aid of the turn, under Key Bridge. The 
lead then changed hands for half a mile and the large crowd roared 
as the two crews came toward the finish almost even. However, the 
Hoyas put together a strong final kick and cox Page Jackson steered 
his crew across the line a half-length victor. George Washington again 
took third place. 29 

With the Freshman and JV races out of the way, and the possibility (nay, the 
probability) of an historic sweep looming, the Hoya heavy Varsity shoved off to 
the cheers of the large partisan crowd at Thompson's. But there was little suspense 
in this event as Rick Morris and his crew left the starting line and eased out to a 
steadily increasing lead under a heavy rain shower. Rowing a long and low 33 spm 

all the way, the Hoyas had no need to sprint. They crossed the line in the impres
sive time of 5:58.5, followed a length back by the surprisingly swift Colonials of 
GW who nosed out the unusually tardy Pioneers in 6:02.5 over 6:03.2. 

Once their boat was safely on the rack, the victorious Hoyas gathered 
around the Thompson flag pole and ran up the celebratory broom and cheered 
themselves, their coach, and their supporters for this first-ever sweep over the 
men from the Muskingum. This was a day for all Hoya oarsmen (and alumni) to 
savor and remember. 

The next weekend, May 4'", the heavies scored their second sweep in seven 
days by taking the major honors30 at the Area Regatta,31 while the lightweights 
traveled up to the Raritan to row against Rutgers and Columbia. 

In the DC Area Regatta, the Hoya squadron cruised the home waters with 
serene aplomb as each crew crossed the finish line with an ample margin of open 
water between themselves and their competition. 

In the Freshman race Frank Benson's boys simply ran away from the field 
and won easily in 6:21, trailed distantly by U.Va. 6:35, and GW 6:38, Howard 
and Washington. 

The JV race was closer, but hardly close. GU crossed the line in 6:20.4, 
followed by Rollins in 6:29.4, and GW, R.I.P., U.Va., and Howard. 

The Varsity race was comparatively the closest, and did provide a bit of excite
ment as the persistent Colonials of GW hung on in the Hoyas' wake and seemed 
to be moving up as the crews approached the finish. But then our cox, John King, 
called for power and the Georgetown eight moved away smartly to finish in 5:57.5, 
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a length and a half over GW in 6:04, and Rollins 6:10. U.Va trailed. 
So after tossing John King32 into the salubrious waters of the Potomac, the 

Varsity joined their JV and Frosh in the ritual raising of the clean sweep broom to 
the top of the Thompson flag pole for the second week in a row. The Varsity string 
was now at four victories; but as we all understand, the success of a season depends 
on a crew's performance at the Dad Vail. Yet given the fact that the Hoyas had 
already defeated their most likely contenders, the outlook for a conclusive victory 
in the Vail seemed good. 

In New Brunswick, the lights were struggling to hold their own against their 
£ARC rivals. It was a relatively good day for both the second Freshmen and the 
JV. In the former race, the second frosh led Columbia all the way up to the last 

quarter when the baby Blues came on to nose out the disappointed Hoyas. The 
first Freshmen came in second behind Rutgers but ahead of Columbia. The bright 
spot came in a surprising performance by stroke Ken Diffenderfer and his JV 
when they crossed the line well ahead of both Columbia and Rutgers. 

The Varsity race seemed to be virtually settled when the Hoyas took off at a 
fast 40 spm and maintained this beat to take a two length lead over the first half. 
As Tom Maher recalls: 

Vic (Cuillo) said that at the 1000 m mark, GU being more than two 
lengths ahead of everyone, the other coaches almost conceded. Then 
we hit a wall and came in third. (As stroke) I always felt somewhat 
responsible, so not a great moment. 

The times tell the tale: Rutgers 7:09.9, Columbia 7:16.6, Georgetown 7:21. 
Despite the skinnies' losses, the spirits and the hopes for both squads were 

high going into the last week of the regular season. The heavies looked like the 
favorites at the Vail, and the lightweights eager for their fifth trip to Worcester and 
the 23rd rowing of the Eastern Sprints. 

During that final week Tony Johnson thought that he could squeeze a bit 
more speed out of the Varsity with a change in the rigging: shifting John Napol
itano from 2 to bow, Rusty Duffy to 2, and Steve Bavaria to 4.33 This so-called 
German rig had proven successful with the JV in last year's Dad Vail, and Tony 
thought it might reduce the occasional tendency to pull to port and thus obviate 
the need to compensate by resorting to the rudder. Since three of these guys were 
veterans of that same '67 JV, the shift was easily accommodated and the boat cer
tainly suffered nothing by the adjustment.34 

So that week the Georgetown heavies counted the hours to Saturday after
noon's final on the Schuylkill and a return to Dad Vail glory.35 

The Dad Vail 
The Dad Vail continued its growth in 1968 as the Schuylkill course was crowded 
with thirty-one Varsity,36 twenty three JV, and eighteen Freshman eights; and 
given that this was an Olympic year, the traditional Henley course was shortened 
to 2000 meters.37 The heats Friday afternoon went off every fifteen minutes start
ing with the Varsities at 2 p.m. and continuing until the last Freshman heat at 5 
p.m. so it was a crowded river up around the sta rting line. As expected, the I-Ioyas 
swept through the Friday heats without much difficulty, and after Saturday morn
ing's JV and Varsity semi-finals, all Georgetown boats were set for their finals that 
afternoon. 38 

In the first Freshman heat (two to qualify) Georgetown39 came in second to 

St. Joe's thus qualifying for the advantageous lane six in the next day's final, right 
next to Marietta in lane 5, with St. Joe's one over in lane 4. Due to the Schuylkill's 
dogleg the near lanes (5 & 6) start slightly ahead of the far lanes though the ad-

The Dad Vail 
continued its 
growth in I968 
as the Schuylkill 
course was crowded 
with thirty-one 
Varsity, twenty
three JV, and 
eighteen Fresh
man eights. 
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vantage is purely psychological. 

But despite whatever the advantage their lane afforded, the Freshman race 

proved disappointing as Marietta once again defeated our yearlings. Trailing by 
a length at the midpoint, the Hoyas raised the stroke and began to close the gap, 
but the Pioneers quickly responded and held on to win by a bit more than a length 

in 6:14.5 ahead of 6:18.7.40 Trailing the Hoyas came St. Joe's 6:21.6, Trinity 6:22, 
Drexel 6:22.4, and LaSalle 6:30.5. 

In Friday's first JV heat (three to qualify for the semi-final) the H oyas41 came 
in second behind Purdue, but ahead of Amherst. Then in Saturday morning's 
semi-final (two to qualify) the Hoyas won their race over U. Mass and Rollins. 

The JV final was a disaster for the Hoyas "as confusion reigned at the starting 
line." Unfazed, Marietta and Trinity managed to seize a leng th lead over the field, 
and then fought it out in what was essentially a two boat duel as the race settled 
down coming out of Strawberry Mansion Bridge. Georgetown was third, a length 
ahead of the rest of the pack but regrettably for the Hoyas that was as good as it 

got. The finish had Marietta first in 6:08.1 followed by Trinity a deck length back 
in 6:08.8. Far off the pace came GU in 6:19.3, and in a rush Wesleyan 6:22.7, 
Rollins 6:23.3, and U.Mass 6:24.4. 

The Varsity heats on Friday (three to qualify) had Georgetown rowing in 
the last of the six heats, but coming in first ahead of Florida Southern and Drexel. 
In the third heat of the semi-finals the Hoya Varsity, conserving its energy, still 
crossed the line a bit less than a length in front of the Colonials of George Wash
ing ton, 6:10.2 over 6:12.7. With the eliminations complete the final six crews 
were now set: 42 

Lane 1 
Trinity 

Lane 2 
Geo. Wash 

The Varsity Final 

Lane 3 
Temple 

Lane 4 
Marietta 

Lane 5 
G'town 

Lane 6 
St. Joe's 

In the race for the Dad Vail Cup the Hoyas, several of whom hadn't lost a boat race 
in two years, completed their undefeated season in g rand style, taking the early 
lead and under-stroking the competition to win going away with "the fastest time 
since 1953," 6:00.6.43 

The race was not without incident however. Whether it was the rain playing 
with the acoustics of the river, a case of nerves, or nefarious intent, one can only 
speculate, but Temple jumped the start. The crews were recalled and backed up 
to the stake-boats for the second start. "The Dad Vail race officials rebuked them 
and announced 'If it happens again Temple you're disqualified."' The officials, all 
Philadelphians, were not going to allow any advantage-taking even by a Philly 
crew, and so "the next start was legit."44 But having to endure the ten minute delay 
under the pelting rain didn't help any of the six crews strung out across the line. 

For the first 200 meters the contest was a heated one, with the shells 
bunched. Georgetown had a slight lead. St. Joseph's and Marietta were 
close at hand. The latter two boats, however, were stroking at a higher 
clip than the Hoyas. It was in the middle phases of the race that the 

fl eet began to string out. Georgetown, stroking at about 34 beats, 
refused to part with its slim edge. Temple was second and almost even 
with the Owls was St. Joseph 's. 

The three leaders experienced little difficulty in retaining their positions 
for the rest of the trip down the river. 

Temple and St. Joseph 's made a late bid to overtake the H oyas but 
the Georgetown oarsmen, keeping to their 34 beat, succeeded in 
even adding to their margin.45 
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Writing in the SGO Newsletter, John Harrington described the victory perfectly: 

The first nine men to cross the finish line for the Dad Vail Varsity final 
all wore blue and gray. The Dad Vail Cup has returned to Georgetown 
after a three year absence! There was open water as they rowed by a 
jubilant Georgetown cheering section. Stroked by Rick Morris (Se
nior), the body of the race was a consistent and strong 34. Under the 
careful eye of coxswain John King (Senior) they raised the stroke to a 
long 36 for the last quarter mile and opened up more distance on the 
other crews. The form was perfect as the German rigged William Allen 

'64 crossed the finish line in 6:00.6 - a new Dad Vail record for the 
Schuylkill. There was almost no wind as a heavy rain kept the water 
flat. The other members of this undefeated crew (the first since 1962) 
were from bow: John Napolitano (Junior), Rusty Duffy (Senior) - the 
president, Jack Murray (Junior), Steve Bavaria (Junior), Fred Penneka
mp (Sophomore), Mike Vespoli (Senior), and Ron DeGrandis (Se
nior) - the captain. The presentations were made at the finish line as 
the oarsmen received their Dad Vail cups46 and Coach Tony Johnson 
accepted two trophies - one for the Varsity victory and one for having 
the most overall points for the entire Dad Vail Regatta.47 

To sum up the three finals : 

Varsity Freshman 
1" Georgetown 6:00.6 
2nd Temple 6:04.9 

Junior Varsity 
Marietta 6:08.1 
Trinity 6:08.8 
Georgetown 6:19.3 
Wesleyan 6:22.7 
Rollins 6:23.8 
UMass 6:24.4 

Marietta 6:14.5 
Georgetown 6: 18. 7 
St Joe's 6:21.6 
Trinity 6: 22 

3rd St. Joe's 6:05.6 
4'" Geo. Wash 6:07.5 
5,1, Marietta 6:12.6 

61
h Trinity 6:12.8 

Drexel 6:22.4 
LaSalle 6:30.5 

Culminating their undefeated season, the Varsity's victory at the Vail lifted this 
crew into rarefied company with the best of the Cadle-era boats, the Varsity of 
1962, and it made a fitting conclusion to the first decade of the modern era of 
Georgetown rowing. This was now the Johnson era. 

The Eastern Sprints 
Up on Lake Qiinsigamond the lightweights48 were closing out their season that 
same Saturday, but without the sort of success they had worked and hoped for. 
Although the Hoya crews made it into the semifinals, they failed to quali fy for the 
main events, and had to settle for rowing in the races for place. The order of finish 
and times for the three consolation races: 

Freshman 
Princeton 6:33.3 
Dartmouth 6:39.8 
Georgetown 6:40.9 
Columbia 6:47.8 

JV 
Yale 6:32.5 
Georgetown 6:37 
Rutgers 6:39.6 
Dartmouth 6:40.7 

Varsity 
Rutgers 6:27.3 
Georgetown 6:28.3 
Dartmouth 6:36.3 
Columbia 6:45.1 

As the times show, the Varsity rowed a very competitive race for their overall 811, 

place ranking. The JV, which missed the final by mere seconds, finished eighth. 
And the freshmen finished in ninth place.49 

These results might appear disappointing taken by themselves, yet that per
spective is shortsighted. From the vantage point of history we must recognize that 
in their five years of competition the lightweights not only established themselves 

as a highly spirited squad within the Georgetown crew, but had taken the Blue 

"The first nine men 
to cross the finish 
line for the Dad Vail 
Varsity final all 
wore blue and gray. 
The Dad Vail Cup 
has returned to 
Georgetown after 
a three year absence!" 
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Georgetown Crelt' 
Tops 1llfrldies by 
Length 011 Serern .. 

,\ X . A PO L I S. J un,· l -
G e o r ::: e t o w n nk crs1ty·~ 
eu) weight e1gh• defeated 

~I\} hC3\",Y\ICig h by 3 

length tod3y on the -1:\'f.:rn 
River fn a w3rmup matt:h for 
the Intercolleg,au· Rowing A~ 
oC'iation regata In two week, . 
Geori,ctown won t<>day in 

6:04 O\'Cr the 2000-mctcr course 
while Xaw was 6 08. Thr Mid• 
dJe,;' Junior ,·ar,ity wac third 
Xavy won a Courc. match by a 
!:apin:: mar;tin. 

The crew was ready for the IRA. 

NEVER ROW 

and Gray into the ranks of the nation's most prestigious rowing programs. It was 
the skinnies who prepared the way for their heavyweight brothers to follow in the 
years ahead. Thanks to them Georgetown was now regularly holding its own in 
races with the highly touted crews of Yale and Princeton, Navy and Columbia, 
Penn and Dartmouth. So in that regard, the lightweights richly deserve their dis
tinguished place in our history, and in our hearts. 

The Run-up to the IRA 
Having won the Dad Vail, the Varsity heavies received and accepted their invita
tion to compete in the 66th annual Intercollegiate Rowing Association Regatta on 
Lake Onondaga, in Syracuse, NY, June 131

", 14th & 15t h• 

But in order to maintain their competitive edge during the five week inter

im, Coach Johnson arranged a mutually beneficial race with the Naval Academy 
crews, as well as entering the senior eights event at the American Henley June 8th 

on the Schuylkill. John Harrington reports the encounter on the Severn: 

As a warmup, they raced the Naval Academy this past Saturday win
ning by a little more than a length over two improved crews from the 
Eastern Sprints. The men appear confident of what they can do. Tony 
has put together a very consistent and hard-working crew this year. 50 

Bob Crocco gives a bit more detail in The Friends of Georgetown R owing Newsletter: 

As a preparation for (the IRA) the Hoyas travelled to the Severn River 
where they raced the Naval Academy. The eight defeated the shocked 
Middies by one length, but the four,51 having rowed together for only 
three days, lost to the Navy shell by two lengths. 

A week before their trip to the JRA the Hoyas traveled back to the Schuylkill to 
race two of their future opponents. The step up in competition was something of 
a disappointment: 

Georgetown's big Varsity, winner of the Dad Vail championship last 
month placed fourth in the Stewards' Cup race behind Penn's Varsity, 
Princeton's Varsity, and Penn's Junior Varsity. 52 

The racing went better for their coach however, as Tony Johnson and Larry Hough 
swept the coxed and straight pairs events. In the pair-with event the Potomac Boat 
C lub boat won over a Vesper BC college combo, and an MIT entry. Then in the 
straight pair, Johnson & Hough were declared the winners when the Vesper com
bo (that had come in ahead by a foot) was disqualified for leaving its lane.53 

The IRA 
Being an Olympic year, the IRA course, like the Dad Vail, was shortened to 2000 
m. This obviated the need for the Hoya's to adjust to the traditional IRA distance 
of three grueling miles against a wide-open field of sixteen or more boats spread 
out across the lake. So the Hoyas arrived on Lake Onondaga well-prepped to race 
fifteen of the best eights in the country.54 

The protocol for the shorter IRA required that on Thursday afternoon (June 
13th) the sixteen Varsities would race in three preliminary heats, with the winners 
immediately qualified for the final. The also-rans would go to three repechage 
races on Friday afternoon, winners to advance to complete the six boat final, with 
the second and third crews to the six boat Petit Final (7th to 12th places,) while the 
remaining four crews would row in the Third Level Final (13th to 14th places.) 

As relative juniors in this annual meeting of the "big time" rowing establish
ments, the D ad Vail victors were relegated to the first (six boat) heat on T hursday 



GOING UNDEFEATED , AGAIN! 

afternoon. The lanes looked like this:55 

Lane 1 Lane 2 Lane 3 Lane 4 Lane 5 Lane 6 
Columbia Georgetown Syracuse U. Penn Wisconsin Stanford 

Though only an opening heat this race proved that the Hoyas were not to be taken 
lightly. That year Penn (or the absent Harvard)56 was regarded as the best of the 
college crews and the odds-on favorite to represent the U.S. in the summer Olym
pics in Mexico City. So Penn was the seeded crew in this heat, and the only ques
tion was how much would they win by, and which of their Ivy rivals would come 
in second.57 The Dad Vail victors hardly figured in the early handicapping. In fact, 
as Jack Murray recalls, before their heat one of the other coaches asked Tony if he 
«thought he was ready to coach at the top level of college rowing." Now regardless 
of how politely the question was asked, it still expressed a bit of condescension and 
may have had something to do with the Hoyas' go for broke attitude toward their 
first race at "the top level of college rowing."58 

But the newcomers were used to winning and so were undaunted despite the 
step-up to the IRA. 

(The Hoyas) got off to a great start, and not surprisingly so did Penn . .. 
Anyway some of the JV guys walked over to the grandstand at the 
finish line to watch our heat (Page Jackson and Frank Wesner told me 
their story.) We were neck and neck with Penn for a good part of the 
race ... the announcer's call was almost as exciting as the actual race. As 
roughly reconstructed by Page and Frank: 

"The crews are off!" 
"It's Georgetown and Penn at the first 500 meters!" 
"Penn and Georgetown are out in front!" 
"Georgetown and Penn are pulling ahead of the field." 
"It's Georgetown and Penn, Georgetown and Penn!" 
Penn won but the fact that we - Georgetown (a club crew!)59 

-

were vying with possibly the best crew in the nation was exhilarating ... 
Page and Frank said the Georgetown oarsmen in the stands went wild 
at that announcement "Georgetown and Penn! Georgetown and Penn!''60 

The evening after our heat with Penn, at a dinner w ith all the 
coaches, that same coach announced: "Yesterday I asked if you thought 
you were ready to coach at the top level of college rowing. You an
swered that question today."61 

Summing up the first day's heats: Penn, Northeastern and Washington qualified 
for the Saturday final, while all others were assigned to the three repechages on 
Friday. The results of Friday's races:62 

Repechage 1 
Brown 5:53.4 
Georgetown5:55.4 
Boston U 6:04.3 
Dartmouth 6:07 
Columbia 6:12.8 

Repechage 2 
Princeton 5:45.6 
Cornell 5:53.6 
Wisconsin 5:54 
Navy 6:00.5 

Coach Tony tells his own story of the racing: 

Repechage 3 
Rutgers 5:57.2 
UCLA 6:00.2 
Stanford 6:04.6 
Syracuse 6:06.8 

In our first race we drew Penn, the heavy favorite .. .I think everyone 
else was reluctant to race Penn but we went after them, we did fair
ly well and we finished second to Penn. That gave us a pretty good 

''Penn and 
Georgetown are 
out in front/" 
"Georgetown and 
Penn are pulling 
ahead of the field." 
'1t's Georgetown 
and Penn, George
town and Penn/" 
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repechage race with Dartmouth and Brown. The Brown coach, Vic 
Michalson, was my Syracuse Freshman coach. I felt Dartmouth would 
go after the lead early and that if Brown was going to be a factor it 
would be at the very end of the race. Sure enough Dartmouth led, we 

rowed through them and I suspect the guys thought they had the race 
won. But at the very end of the race Brown went through us. A close 
result, maybe a half-length or so. 

We did finish ninth overall as I recall,63 but I felt, based on what
ever Brown did in the final and how we raced them that we were only 
a half-length out of 5th place. And I guess at that time I thought that 
was pretty good. 

By placing second in their repechage, the Hoyas qualified for the Petit Final, their 
last race of the year, and of our first decade. 

Lane 1 
UCLA 

Lane 2 
Stanford 

Lane 3 
BostonU 

Lane 4 

Wisconsin 

Lane 5 
Cornell 

Lane 6 
Georgetown 

This consolation final proved to be the most exciting finish of the entire weekend 
as four crews swept over the finish line with less than two seconds separating first 
from fourth. In first place came UCLA 6:30, hotly pursued by Wisconsin 6:30.2, 
Cornell 6:30.4, and Georgetown in 6:31.9. Farther back were Stanford 6:38.5, 
and Boston U 6:43.7. 

This finish put the Georgetown heavyweights in 10th place in the overall 
IRA ranks that year, ahead of such illustrious rowing programs as (in rank order) 
Stanford, Boston, Dartmouth, Navy, and Columbia. (And although the compari
son is dubious, their time in the Petit Final would have put them ahead of61h place 
Brown in the final.) 

Georgetown also brought a Varsity four64 that advanced to Friday's repechage 
round by placing second (7:49.9) in their heat to Cornell 7:44.3, and ahead of 
MIT 7:53.7, and Dartmouth 7:56.7. In the second heat, Navy won over Trinity, 
Rollins and Syracuse. 

The Hoya four then qualified for the final by coming in 6:58.2 ahead of 
Dartmouth 7:00.7, and Rollins 7:03.4. In the second repechage MIT (6:54.5) 

easily out raced Trinity 7:02.2, and Syracuse 7:08.6. 
Thus the final for the Varsity fours: 

Lane 3 Lane 4 Lane 1 Lane 2 
Trinity Cornell Georgetown Dartmouth 

Lane 5 
MIT 

Lane 6 

Navy 

At the finish line the Hoyas again came across in a respectable fourth place. 

Cornell won in 7:24.4, followed by MIT 7:26.4, Navy 7:29.2, George
town 7:32.6, Dartmouth 6:39.6, and Trinity 7:42.4. 

Given the results achieved by his crews at the D ad Vail and at the IRA, Tony had 
demonstrated that he was indeed ready to coach at the top level. But even more 
important than his accomplishment that year was its significance as the culmina
tion of a long struggle over that first decade of founding and flourishing. 

New Officers for 1969 
At the end of the spring season the members of the GURA come together to 
choose their leaders for the following year, and for '68/'69 they chose President 

John Schnare, Heavyweight Captain Tom Bullock,65 Lightweight Captain Ray 
Cebulski, Secretary John Courtin, and Treasurer Bob Crocco. ■ 



CHAPTER 

xv 
The End of Our Beginning 

"One whose name was writ on water. "1 

T he seventeenth Olympiad marked a high point in the racing career of our 
coach, Tony Johnson, a young man whose oar did in fact, write his name 
on the waters of the rowing world. So it is fitting that we open our final 

chapter with a brief account of his pursuit of Olympic gold that summer and fall 
of 1968. 

Having guided his undefeated Hoyas to the Dad Vail championship and 
their tenth place rank at the IRA that June, Coach Johnson resumed his training 
with his partner Larry Hough2 in their straight pair. In August, the US Olympic 
Trials were held in Long Beach, California, and as expected, the seasoned pair, 
undefeated during the summer of '67,3 earned their place on Team USA with a 
dominant performance: fifty one seconds ahead of their competition. There was 
little doubt that Johnson and Hough would be the favorite to win gold at Mexico 
City in October. 

But Mexico City is 7,743 feet above sea-level, an altitude that poses signif
icant difficulties for athletes' oxygen uptake. To win in the thin air of the Xo
chimilco rowing venue would require prolonged acclimation, so Tony and Larry 
began their altitude training August l11h, three weeks early, at the U.S. Olympic 
training facility in Gunnison, Colorado. After seven weeks the U.S. rowers broke 
camp and headed to Denver for their final outfitting before flying to Mexico City 
and the opening of the games. Before embarking Tony described his own version 
of what Hoya oarsmen understand as "the great truth"4 of athletic competition: 

I am sure that my dream is no different from that of any other Olym
pian. That is what makes the Olympics the great vehicle that they are. 
We all hope and dream. We all try. Many will fail, but the few that 
succeed, whether black or white, Russian or American, will keep all 
the rest hoping and dreaming. And we shall always know that we were 
there to try, and regardless of our abilities there is a great degree of 
pride and honor in the fact that we accepted the challenge. 

This feeling is not unique to the Olympics but rather to all sports. 
The challenge is the same and it matters not on what level you are 
competing. Those who accept the challenge can know that they met it, 
and trained and tried.5 

Nineteen sixty eight was not a good Olympics for American oarsmen. West Ger
many won the eights and although all seven of our crews advanced to their finals, 
the USA came away with only two medals in rowing: in the double sculls, John 
Nunn and Bill Maher took the bronze, and Tony and Larry took the silver with 
an extremely close photo finish, losing by only .15 of a second to the pair ofJorg 
Lucke and Heinz-Jorg Bothe of East Germany. Tony's summary of the final is 
characteristically straightforward: 

Larry and I rowed a good race and we have no complaints or excuses. 
I think that our change in strategy due to the altitude factor was the 

xx 

"And we shall 
always know that 
we were there to 
try, and regardless 
of our abilities there 
is a great degree 
of pride and honor 
in the fact that 
we accepted the 
challenge." 
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correct decision ... We had hoped that by being content to row relatively 
even with the other crews in the early stages of the race we could then 
save enough to drive through the field over the last half of the race. All 
went well except that the East Germans were capable of sprinting with 
us and of going a little faster over the last 250 meters. 

For myself, I cannot forget rowing and perhaps because I have lost, 
I have a new eagerness to return to Washington and work with the 
crew at Georgetown.6 

It may be hard for those of us who are not Olympic athletes to regard an Olym
pic silver medal as a "loss," but it must be equally hard for a competitor of Tony's 
caliber not to see things that way. It is a question of perspective; but from any per
spective, Tony Johnson proved himself to be a great competitor, a great coach, and 
a fine exemplar of those ideals to which Georgetown rowers aspire. 

The Fall of '68 
With head coach Tony Johnson training for the Olympics, heavyweight Freshman 
coach Frank Benson assumed the head coaching role. Frank continued the rowing 
and weight-lifting regimen that the crews had become used to since Tony took 
charge back in the fall of '66. 

Graduation had taken an especially hard toll on the heavyweight squad that 
year. The new alumni included coxswain John King, stroke Rick Morris, sev
en-man and captain Ron DeGrandis, big six-man Mike Vespoli, bow-man and 
president, Charles "Rusty" Duffy, and erstwhile ('67 Varsity) three-man Den
nis Brown. So when Tony returned from Mexico City that November the ques
tion was whether he could work his wonders with what would be a virtually new 
heavyweight Varsity.7 Could the Hoyas retain the Dad Vail championship and 
return to Lake Onondaga for another shot at the IRA? For lightweight coach Vic 

Cuillo the task appeared to be somewhat easier since his skinnies had lost only five 
seniors: John Schmidt, Jim Gadek from the '68 Varsity, and Bernie Montsalvage, 
Bob Spangenberg, and cox Matt Andrea, from the JV. But happily, what gradua
tion takes away, underclass talent and ambition quickly come to replace, and this 
year would be no different, for the heavies at least. 

Recruiting that fall of '68 relied on proudly displaying the Dad Vail silver
ware (both the Varsity Cup and the Jack Bratten Point Trophies) and a four-oared 
shell to attract attention, but was conducted with "a lot more concentration on 
those frosh who were really interested ... (and) collaring any freshman over six feet." 

It was the feeling among the coaches that it would be more profitable if 
they worked with a nucleus of enthusiastic oarsmen rather than spend 
time teaching fundamentals to a large number who would eventually 
drop out.8 

After the usual attrition, the freshman class of '72 came down to two full eights 
for both the heavies and the lights along with several spares. 

For the heavyweight upperclassmen, Frank Benson laid out an intensive 
training program of weight lifting9 combined with interval rowing interspersed 
with long pieces at low spm's, thus affording oarsmen time to correct their flaws. 
The emphasis in the fall was on technique: maintaining proper form and blade
work, and to this end Frank also had them switch sides (from rowing port to 
starboard and vice versa) so that they could develop a better feel for the stroke 
and set-up. This provided a novel and valuable lesson on paying attention to each 
phase of the stroke from the unaccustomed side.10 

Assisted by Freshman coach Bert Mason '67,11 Vic Cuillo kept the light-
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weights especially busy that fall by devoting two out of the six days of training 
to strength development through a regimen of weightlifting and exercises. The 
objective from September on was to build the sort of strength necessary to put the 
skinnies on a par with their Ivy League competitors in the spring. The advantage 
of this strategic plan was that it formed the basis for weight workouts (and running 
for stamina) throughout the off-the-water months from November to February, so 
that by the time the lightweights hit the river in March they no longer looked so 
much like "skinnies." On the water Vic concentrated on "developing and coordi
nating a style which would give the boats consistency over two thousand meters."12 

Once rowing resumed in the spring, the workouts would gradually increase the 
spm up to the actual racing beat, and the weightlifting sessions would gradually 
be dispensed with. 

The Fall Regatta, October 23rd 1968 
As usual the fall rowing program culminated with the traditional intramural show
downs between the various Freshman and Varsity crews. The Varsity heavies and 

lights broke into fours and raced in eliminations to select their respective fastest 
fours; the resulting Varsity field included two heavy fours against one lightweight 
four. The final was a victory for the heavyweight four of Erik Meyers, John Tomlin
son, G reg Carroll (three sophomores of'71) and Horace Scherer '70, followed closely 
by the lightweight and the other heavy four. 

Soon after this weekend, the docks at the Thompson Boathouse were taken 
in for the winter, and several Georgetown boats were moved up to Potomac BC for 
use during the late fall or at least until the river froze over. 

One final item of note from that fall was the purchase (for delivery in early 
April) of a new Pocock eight of the same design (deep and narrow) as the William 
Allen, the boat the Varsity rowed to victory in the '68 Dad Vail. 

The Spring of 1969 
The schedule of races that season began March 29'h with an early trip by the heav
ies up to Lake Carnegie to row against the Princeton Tigers. Not a happy memory, 
as the Hoyas chased the tiger's tail in each of their races. 

Easter came early that year and the first home race was the much heralded 
first Cherry Blossom Regatta13 on a beautiful Holy Saturday, April 5,1i_ George
town's competition included George Washington, Univ. of Virginia, St. Joe's, and 
Marietta. The course for the regatta was unusual in that the race started 2000 
meters upriver from the finish line at Potomac Boat Club, so there was a dogleg 
turn to port at the Three Sisters, about a half-mile from the finish. This feature 
of the course proved to be a significant factor for the outcome of the JV race and 
consequently, for the Varsity as well. 

In the JV race Georgetown was rowing on the DC side of the course, with 
Marietta to their starboard, then UVa., and GW off on the Virginia side. The 
Hoyas had a good start and were rowing well with a small lead for the first half 

of the race. Coach Johnson had instructed their cox, Jay Shea, to call for a "pow
er thirty" coming out of the dogleg. Anticipating this power series, Jay proved 
himself a shrewd tactician by taking advantage of his inside lane and cutting the 
dogleg close - very close - to the rocky edge of the Sisters, saving at least a half
length. Once pointed, they took their thirty and added a length to their lead over 
Marietta and UVa. They were now pulling away for the last half mile, and to the 
guys rowing it seemed like the race was won; Jay didn't want to distract them by 
remarking on the fact that way over on the Virginia side GW was rowing a close 
second. Crossing the line comfortably ahead of Marietta and UVa., the guys "let'er 
run" but were suddenly shocked to see GW finishing close behind them. Being a 

Each Varsity oarsman was rewarded for 
his Dad Vail victory. 
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Rugged Georgetown Crew 
Displays Champ Potential 

by Bob McCallion crews compete. Georgetown placed "willingness to work and ])aSiC The most demanding sport at tenth, a very unexpected and physical strength " Georgetown may well be crew highly respectable finish. The toughest races or the sc~wherc all the practice hours on It is interestini: to note that son ror the varsity will be their 
th

e water, the weighUirting scs- most of the other crews in the first two. On March 29, they travel slons, and the drcadcd running up IRA's, such as Harvard, Penn, Co- to Princeton to compete agaln•t •t•ps are climaxed in a seven min- lumbla, and several othPrs have one of the flnest creWl! In the ute race. But the hard work has crew budgets of over $50,000, In- country. One week later the Iloy• paid off for the Hoya crew in the door training tanks, full scholar- as meet St. Joseph's and Marietta past, and Coach Tony Johnson an ship crews, paid coaches, and many the best or the Dad Vall class corn· Olympic silver medal win~er other premiums. Georgetown has petition, on the Potomac River, hopes that the 1969 squad wili a budget or slightly over $2,000, emulate last year's team, the coaches are volunteers, there La,t year Georgetnwn won the a rc no scholarship oarsmen, and Dad Vall ChamplonshiPcS which is the members of the crew hav<e to the small college championship. pay their own t ravclmg expenses. The Hoyns were also Invited to Last year's varsity heavyweight row in t_he Intercollegiate Rowing crcw was one or the finest, IC not ASSO('lnt1on Championship In which the finest crew every tleldcd by th
e fin•st of the American college Georgetown They were a big (av

eraging over 6 rt. and close to 200 
lbs.) and a strong crew. This 
year's team will be younger and 
slightly Amaller than their 1968 
wunterparts, but s hould be strong
er due to an Improved welghtJlft. 
ing program. Because or the mild 
winter, they have been able to 
spend more time on the water, and 
this will hopcrully result m H very 
high qunlity of rowing. Head 
Coach Johnson expects a cham
pionship crew. Frnnk Benson, 
freshman heavyweight coe.ch, 1s al
so looking forward to a good sea
son for the varsity. He cites thPir 



GEORGETOWN 

VARSITY 

Pos Name Class Aa:e 
8 Courl1n John '70 20 

2 Carro I. Greg '71 19 
3 Meyer~, Erik '71 19 
4 Devlin, John '71 19 
S Pcnnekamp. Fred ' 70 21 
6 BaSIMse, Edw 7l 19 
7 Crocco, Robert 70 21 

St• Mason, Michael 70 20 
Awerage 
..;("• Shea, Jay '69 21 
S bi. Ostendorf, K"v1n '71 18 

Schwan, Michael 71 19 

Ht. 
6,1 
62 
6,3 
62 
6,5 
63 
60 
6,1 
62 
5,10 
62 
6·1 

WI, Home Town 
187 Buffalo, NY 
187 Baltimore, Md. 
190 Glcnshaw, Pa. 
205 West Haven, Conn, 
198 We$tlield, N.J. 
190 Saratoga, Calif, 
185 Philadelphia. Pa 
189 Cumberland, Md. 

190 
128 Stony Brook. N,Y, 
180 Palo Alto, Calif. 
185 Miami, Fla. 

Coach: Antnony Johnson Manaaer1 Greg Hesterberg 

VARSITY-(Left to Right) John Court1n, Crpg Carroll, Erik Meyers, 
John OPvhn, f"red Pt'nnekamp, E.dwa,d Basanese, Roh~rt Crocco. 

{Kneehng): M,chal!I "1ason 

NAVY 

VARSITY 

Po, Name Class Age 
Bel.,, Scharte, Mark C. 71 19 

2 Purdy, $. R. '71 19 
l Dempsey, R M. '69 22 
4 Waterman, B. N '71 21 
~ Hanneman, J, R. '69 22 
6 Collins. John P '69 22 
7 Schwenk, Jas. R. '70 20 

Str Nold. Wm. F. '71 20 
Average 
Co:11. Cu1bf!rtson, F. Jr, '71 20 

HI. 

6,1 
6,0 
6:4 
6,0 
6,5 
65 
6,2 
6 4 
6:21't 
5,7 

WI. Home Town 
180 Cherry I-tills, N.J 
175 Hyde Park, N.V. 
190 Ft. Sam Hous., Tex 
180 Alexandria, Va. 
190 Eagle, Wis. 
195 Detroit , Mich 
190 Vista, Calif. 
175 Columbus, Ohio 
185 
117 Holly Hills. s.c. 

Co1ch: Carl F, Ullrich Manae:e1: Peter R Jouannet 

23 

VARSITY-(Left to R1aht), Bill Nold. Jim Schwenk, John Col ins, 
J,rn Hannemann Brett Waterman, Dick Oemp5ey. Steve Purdy, 

\4ark Scharte, (Kneel,n11, Frank Culbertson. 

Georgetown Wins If/ff} 
Kerr Cup on River ,~ 

Georgetown University's J)OW· 

erful va,rsity crew woo the Kerr 
Cup for the second straight year 
in the Schuylkill, but Drexel 
Tech won the frestiman race. 

t,eorgetown won the cup event 
by more than three lengths . 

Drexel's freshman boat won 
on a final sprint by 10 !eel over 
Georgetown frosh in the six-boat 
field . The time was 6:21, against 
the Hoyas 6:21.5. 

VARSITY EIGHTS FOR KERR CUP 
-1. G,oraetown Ibo" Michael 
Schwartt; 2. Kevin Ostendorf : J . Eric 
Menrs ; ◄ . GreK Carroll; 5. John OC\'· 
Jin ; 6, Ed Bosancse : ; . ~·reel Penne
kamp: strok• ,John t'ourtin ; roxswain 
Jay Shea> ; 2. ~lassachusetts ; J. Wes• 
leyan ; ◄ . Drexel ; 5. Marisl; 6, Wil• 
Uams. 5.50.5; 6.04; 6.05.4 

JUK,JOR VARSITY-I. ;\1assachusells 
I bow w,ndcll Frost; 2, Steve Malone; 
3, Bob TePan: 4. David Sola; 5, Bob 
Sporlsba: 6. John Peteroo~ , 7, David 
Richards : stroke Tom Mo:,1 c; couwa1n 
Chris Cod!reYl; 2, Ceoraetown; J , 

Marist; ◄ , Drexel; 5, Wesle)'an; 6, 
Williams. 6:31: 6:31.5; 6:43.5. 

l"RFSHMEN-t. 0-rexel fboy Dan 
Dalton; 2, Frank Persichlno; J, Jim 
Parise; ◄. Geor1e Dando; S. Ernie 
Lenherr; 6. Wayn, Blanchard ; 7, Wes 
~arver; stroke Mike M.cKenna; cox
t wain Gary Faust l; 2. GeorJetown ; 
),, llt.•.;:+llchusetts ; ◄ . Mansi: 5, Wil
l,.~, r,. Wesl,yan. 6·21:'6 ·2\.~. 6:22.5 



Light, Heavy Crews 
Prepare For Season 

For a month now, thf' Gf'orge
town crew has been on the water 
in preparation for the coming rac
ing season. All crews have taken 
to the shells in good shape, due to 
an extensive running and weight
lifting program carried out since 
Thanksgiving. For the heavy
weights, the emphasis this winter 
has been on the development of 
arm, leg, and back strength, using 
large amounts of weight for 
snatches, cleans, squats, dead lifts, 
and the like. The lightweight 
crews concentrated primarily on 
endurance. attempting to gain as 
much strength as possible while 
remaining in the 155-160 pound 
weight range. 

For the past weeks, the crews 
have concentrated mainly on long, 
hard rows at a low stroke, de
signed to develop the balance and 
swing necessary for a champion
ship crew. Two mile stretches at 
full power were common, as the 
work load was gradually increased. 
Major emphasis was placed on 

the "catch," or first part of the 
stroke, In order to obtain maxi
mum efficiency. As Coach Tony 
Johnson pointed out, a lengthened 
catch could make a crew a boat
length faster over a 2000 met.er, 
240 stroke race. 

Lightweight emphasi~ has also 
been on the catch, with Coach Vic 
Ciullo concentrating on a con
trolled recovery while preparing 
for the next stroke. In this way, 
maximum effort is exerted dur
ing the initial stage of the 
stroke with a gradual tapering 
at the finish. In developing this. 
Coach Ciullo has looked for con
sistency of techniques within his 
boat, attempting to make the 
style second nature. Commenting 
on his crew, Coach Ciullo said, 
"When the boat swingi; together, 
it really flies." He hoped to de
velop this swing by the April 5 
meeting with Navy. 

In the next few weeks before 
the Princeton race, the heavy
weights will concentrate on in
ternal workouts at a higher stroke, 
gradually building to a racing beat 
ot approximately 34 strokes per 
minute. As of now, competition 
for the varsity boat is still wide 
open. Coach Johnson has the 
pleasure of coaching two fairly 
equal shells. 

On the frosh scene, the baby 
Hoyas are anxious for their first 
taste of Intercollegiate competi
tion. Coach Frank Benson's big 
squad will be traveling with the 
varsity to take on the little Tigers 
at Princeton. Bert Mason's frosh 
"skinnies" are also looking for
ward to their first encounter with 
the Plebes of the Naval Academy. 
Both coaches are ready to lest 
their squads. 

~~~, Georgetown Def en s 
In Dad Vail Reg·atta 

By F.RANK BATES jmake ~ strong b!d to regain the 
College eight-oared crews1cup, and also will have a w~li-

from many parts of the United !rounded JV boat to defend its 
Slates bore down on this city ,1968 title in that division, and a 
Thursday for the 31st annua1 lgood freshmen eight in a bid to 
Dad Vail Regatta on the 'keep the tro~h crown_. 
Schuylkill Friday and Saturday. ·,\mong newer entries com1>et
Some arrivals are expected Fri- ing will be Worcester (Mass.) 
day momillg. Poly Tech, Washington College 

Nearly 100 eights-varsity, o! Chestertown, Md., •nd 
JV and freshman-will be in Williams College. 
action. QUALIFYING HEATS 
GEORGETOWN DEFENDS Friday's program consists en-

Georgetown will defend the tirely of qualifying heals, sta!• 
Vail Cup in the var1;ity events ting at 2 P. M. Each of the six 
and a1so hopes to retain posses- varsity beats can accommodate 
sion of the Jack Bratten Mem- six varsity crews. There will 
or ial point trophy. Marietta will also be two heats of fours, four 

of JV eights, and three beats 
for freshman crews. 

Semifinals are on the pro
gram for Satw>day morning, 
starting at 9:30 o'dock. Finals 
start at 1:45 P. M., with the 
Cup final ot 4 o'clock. All races 
are the Oly:npic diStance of 
2000 meters. 
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well-disciplined crew they hadn't noticed that they were engaged in a close race all 

along. Jay had prudently kept them on course, and in the lead.14 In the words of 

one of the crew, "Jay was smooth." His tactical skill as a steersman and his sang

froid in the face of competition did not go unnoticed. The next week Jay Shea 

became the Varsity cox and held that seat for the rest of the season. 

Unfortunately there was no such happy ending for the Varsity15 as the Hoyas 

fell behind two strong boats from St. Joe's and Marietta. Although this was a 

major defeat (St. Joe's margin at the finish was three lengths)16 it did serve as a 

stimulant: the Varsity would not lose again that season. 

There were no races the following weekend and it was during this interlude 

that the new Pocock eight arrived and was named (but not yet formally christened) 

the Dan Ebert '64 in honor of the stroke of the Dad Vail champion Varsity of 

1964.17 This new boat provided an immediate boost to morale because it proved to 

be very fast, once the crew got it set on an even keel. 

The Kerr Cup, April 19th 

As a preview for the Dad Vail, the Kerr Cup Regatta on the Schuylkill proved 

once again to be a good omen for Georgetown. The competition included crews 

from Drexel, Marist, UMass, Wesleyan, and Williams. In the prelims, Drexel's 

frosh won their race, and UM ass took the JV, but in both events the Hoyas were 

very close runners-up ("both only a half second off the winning boats.")18 

The race for the Kerr Cup itself proved to be a run-away as the revitalized 

Varsity Hoyas,19 rowing in the brand new Dan Ebert, cruised the course in a re

markably fast 5:50.5, four lengths in front of UMass 6.04, and Wesleyan 6:05.4, 

with Drexel, Marist, and Williams trailing. The Varsity victory coupled with the 

second places in the JV and Freshman races gave Georgetown both the Kerr Cup 

and the point trophy for the second straight year. But the Varsity victory was 

somewhat overshadowed by the accident that occurred as the day drew to a close. 

A s usual for away races, the boats were loaded on the trailer and securely tied 

down for the trip home,20 and although he was a rower not a rigger, it was decided 

that John Courtin (Varsity stroke) should drive the boats back to DC. ot being 

all that used to driving the truck and trailer, nor with the local traffic patterns, 

John proceeded cautiously down East River Drive past the Museum of Art and 

across the river onto West River Drive only to discover that he was now heading 

north when he needed to be heading south on the adjacent Schuylkill Expressway. 

Pulling over to the curb to check the map, John didn't pay much attention to a 

light pole on the curb to the right side of the trailer. After getting his bearings and 

carefully watching the bows, John swung the truck into a slow left turn. 

All looked just fine until I heard a loud crunch from behind. The 

sterns had swung over the curb and that light pole was in my blind 

spot; it took a big bite out of the Spirit, severing about 42 inches off 

the stern. Moreover, it exerted significant lateral pressure on the Ebert 

which of course was tightly tied down ... At first blush the Ebert did not 

appear to be damaged but closer inspection revealed that a crack had 

occurred in the starboard gunwale right beside the stroke seat, and the 

delicate cedar skin had pulled away from the gunwale; there was an 

indentation in the cedar skin but it hadn't shattered, perhaps because it 

was a brand new boat and the skin was more resilient. 

So far this story sounds pretty bad, but it epitomizes the ethos of the Georgetown 

crew in that decade. Let John explain: 

The most amazing part of the story is what happened next. The boats 

The race far the 
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course in a remark
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arrived back at the boathouse and immediately the "brain trust" of 
Georgetown riggers went to work. The team included Tony Johnson, 
Frank Benson, Walt Barber, Denis Chagnon, and Larry Maran-
tette. Amazingly the dent in the Ebert popped back into place and 
the cracked gunwale was cleverly repaired by a "sister" piece installed 
inside the boat. So we were back in business in the Ebert within a few 
days and went on to win the Dad Vail in the Ebert a few weeks lat-
er. As for the Spirit ... the rigger team worked tirelessly over the next 
several weeks and (it) was back in business though not in time for that 
year's Vail. 

This was a tight group of young men (Courtin was still a Junior, and Tony Johnson 
was not yet 29) coping with adversity in the best and only way they knew how: 
together, as a team. Taking responsibility for driving a seventy foot rig from DC to 
Philly and back again, suffering misfortune, keeping cool, assessing the damages, 
and setting to work to make things right. That is what the GU crew had always 
done, and done well. So this isn't a story of an accident as much as a lesson about 
the spirit that made our crew so formative in the lives of the men who loved it. 

And regarding John Courtin, everyone who ever drove the truck-trailer com
bo had the same thought: "There but for the grace of God go I." 

The Marietta Race, April 26 
As satisfying as their second straight Kerr Cup might be, they all knew that a ma
jor test would confront them on the treacherous Muskingum the next weekend, 
when they would get a rematch against Coach Lindamood's Marietta crews.21 

This would be a chance to avenge the loss suffered on the Potomac three weeks 
before. Starting with the 1963 Dad Vail no crew inflicted more losses on George
town than Marietta; in those years the Big M's were not simply our arch rivals, 
but too often our nemesis.22 So beating Marietta was a highpoint for any Hoya 
crew, and to beat them on their own river would be especially sweet. In any event 
this year's match would reveal whether the Varsity was a contender or a pretender. 

The Freshman eights race proved a disappointment for the Hoyas23 as they 
struggled with both the turbulent Muskingum and the always well-trained Mar
ietta frosh who won by about a length. But after that, the afternoon belonged to 
Tony Johnson's crews. 

The next event was a Freshman coxed-four race that the Hoya second Fresh
men took over from the start so that by at the finish they were "approximately ten 
lengths" ahead. At that distance it is hard to tell exactly! 

The JV race was interesting both for the competition and for the tension 
within the boat itself. As for the competition, for the first quarter mile the Hoyas24 

suffered the normally rough water compounded by a few wakes, conditions that 
allowed the Marietta boat to take about a half length lead for the first 1000 me
ters. But once they collected themselves and settled into their swing, the junior 
Hoyas pulled even and away to a quarter length of open water by the finish. 

What made this JV victory especially tense for the guys in the stern was 
the fact that early in the race stroke Mike Mason suffered a broken wheel on his 
seat and had to row the distance precariously balancing his weight on only three 
wheels. Bob Crocco in the seven seat also suffered the suspense of having to watch 
each stroke, waiting for an impending disaster. Fortunately, Mason was equal to 
the challenge and quite literally maintained his poise to win the race. 

Now it was time for the finale of the afternoon, the chance for the George
town Varsity25 to test whether their earlier loss was a fluke or an omen. As usual 
the start was close with the boats trading the lead depending as much on the 
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currents as the crews, but gradually the bow of the refurbished Ebert began to 
surge further and further ahead with each stroke. By the last quarter mile sprint, 
the under-stroking Hoyas had a length lead.26 Marietta went into their sprint and 
began to close gap when disaster struck somewhere in the midsection of their boat. 
As Erik Meyers describes the scene from his vantage in the Ebert's 3-seat: 

The Marietta race was a classic...we won in about 5:2027 due to the 
ripping current on the Muskingum; things were tight for about 1200 
meters ... (until) we saw a Marietta oarsman hurtle through the air and 
land (sic) behind their boat. The moment the motion of the exiting 
oarsman registered I recall thinking - or perhaps someone vocalized -
"we've got this one!" We promptly jumped out to a length lead.28 

The victories by the frosh four, the JV and the Varsity ensured that the long bus 

ride home would be a happy trip, but it was even better than might have been 
expected because "Greg Carroll was in peak form" entertaining his enthusiastic 
albeit captive audience. 

The Lightweights Struggle on the Schuylkill 
That same weekend (4/26) the Georgetown lightweights were in Philadelphia 
contending with their powerful Ivy League rivals Penn and Princeton. It was an
other dark day for the Hoya skinnies, coming in third in each race: Varsity,29 JV, 
first and second Freshmen. Princeton won the second Freshman race, and Penn 
won everything else. 

This '69 season proved to be an ordeal for the lights as they lost every race, 
bowing to Navy, Marietta, and Rutgers, and now Penn and Princeton. The fol
lowing week, May 3rd

, the Hoyas traveled up to race Columbia and Rutgers on 
the choppy and fast moving tides of the Harlem River.30 Though the young Va r
sity, now made up of sophomores and juniors, showed substantial improvement 

by taking the lead over the first 1000 meters, their midrace sprint proved to be 
their undoing as they never settled back down to a sustainable racing beat. As 
the crews came into the final quarter Columbia and Rutgers both moved past to 
leave the Hoyas again in third place, six seconds off the winning time. The JV 
managed a second place behind Columbia, and the Freshmen took second to Rut
gers. Although their W /L record was dismal, the Georgetown lightweights were 
improving and hoping for some measure of redemption at the Eastern Sprints the 
following weekend, May lO'h •31 

A Major Change for the Heavies 
The victories at Marietta provided Tony Johnson with the opportunity to make a 
move that he had been considering for some time that spring. The origin for this 
move goes back a year to when Mike Mason and Bob Crocco were rowing three 

and four respectively in the JV. As Tony Johnson recalls: 

It was pointed out to me by my friend Conn Findlay,32 that the way 
Mike was rowing he would probably make a good stroke. So for the 
fall of '68 while I was away [traini ng for the Olympics] I asked Frank 
Benson to switch Mike to port. It had to do with the coordinated 
fashion that Mike rowed during the drive sequence - "hanging on the 
oar"33 is the phrase we use today. So come springtime Mike was a port 
and eventually stroking the JV. 

The Monday following their Marietta win the JV was naturally pumped up during 
their first workout back on the Potomac and was rowing very well. So well in fact, 
that they beat the Varsity "convincingly, not only at the start but continued to pull 
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away during the body"34 in two consecutive ten minute pieces. Tony continues: 

I remember going downstream, rowing through Key Bridge when I 
realized what a good job Mike and Bob were doing and I knew then I 
had to try them in the Varsity. At first I wasn't quite as clear how to go 
about it. I felt I had to "sell" the Varsity that it was the right thing to 
do ... So I came up with the idea of switching the stern pair. 

So on Tuesday, he moved Mason and Crocco into the Varsity, and Courtin and 
Pennekamp into the stern of the JV, and ran what in effect was the deciding chal
lenge race: another ten minute piece that the newly constituted Varsity won hand
ily. So the Varsity would now have a new stern pair, Mason and Crocco; while the 
question remained about John Courtin and Fred Pennekamp, two Varsity-quality 
oarsmen, who were now relegated to the JV. But such was Tony's savvy "sales" plan 
all along: 

I knew everyone realized Fred and John were good rowers, and if the 
Varsity went better (even] without them, then it would only be a mat

ter of putting them back in, in place of two others; at that point where 
and who they would replace was still to be determined. 

I do not remember much of the detail of these moves .. .l at least 
believed that the Varsity was better with the new stern pair ... Fred was 
better suited back at five. John Courtin did make a good bow man 
too .. J think all of them liked the idea of how well they were rowing.35 

The boats remained this way for the next day or two until Tony made an execu
tive decision and moved Courtin to bow36 and Pennekamp to five in the Varsity, 
replacing Mike Schwarz and Kevin OstendorP7 in time for the DC Regatta on 
Saturday. This boating would be the Georgetown Varsity for the Dad Vail.38 

The DC Area Regatta, May 3rd 

"The Potomac Rowing Regatta" as it was now called, proved once again that 
Georgetown's heavyweights ruled the river as the Hoyas scored their fourth con
secutive sweep over the local crews from George Washington and Howard, and 
the visitors from Univ. of Virginia, Rollins, and Virginia Commonwealth. 

It was another beautiful sunny Saturday with only a light breeze to ruffle 
the placid Potomac. The racing program had hardly begun when it had to be sus
pended because the Virginia cox lost control of his Freshman boat and steered into 
the Georgetown shell necessitating a two hour delay. When their race was finally 
restarted, our patient yearlings prudently paddled away to the safety of a four and 
a quarter length lead and an easy win. 

The JV race provided some excitement for the first half mile as the crews 
were all closely bunched, but coming out of the bridge the Georgetown crew 
moved away to a length, and then added a bit of open water, a lead that they held 
all the way to the finish. 

In the afternoon's featured event, the newly configured Varsity under-stroked 
their competition but still moved out to a length lead coming up to Key Bridge. At 
that point the other crews raised their stroke rates and closed slightly, but couldn't 

hold their gains. Rowing a smoothly efficient 33-34 spm over the body and raising 
only to 36 for the final quarter mile, the Hoyas glided over the line with a solid 
length lead over UVa, with Rollins, GW, Virginia Commonwealth, and Howard 
trailing in order. 

Assessing his crews' performance, Coach Johnson "felt that the races on Sat
urday were not as good as the boats are capable of'39 which was probably true, but 
also reflected the coach's desire to keep this sweep, and their performance, in the 
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proper perspective: the only race that mattered would be the next one, the defense 
of their Dad Vail Championship. 

The Dad Vail, May 9th & 10th , 1969 
The 1969 Dad Vail drew twenty-nine Varsity entries,40 a slightly smaller field 
than the prior year's thirty-one. Beside the Varsities, there were nineteen JVs, and 
seventeen Freshman eights, as well as a new coxed-four event that drew twelve 
entries.41 Following the precedent set in '68, the course remained at the Olympic 
distance of 2000 meters rather than the bygone Henley distance. 

The Friday heats went as expected for the Hoyas as all our eights made it into 
the finals Saturday afternoon.42 The Freshmen43 had the smaller (five crews) of the 
three Friday heats, rowing against Holy Cross, Williams, LaSalle, and Marietta, 
with the first four to qualify for the two Saturday morning semifinals. 

In their Saturday semifinal (first three to qualify), the young Hoyas won in 
6:27.9 coming in ahead of Trinity, Marist, UM ass, Holy Cross, and Notre Dame. 
The second Freshman semi-final saw Marietta win in 6:34.5, over Drexel, LaSal
le, St. Joe's, Virginia, and Villanova. 

The HoyaJV44 got a glimpse of their immediate future in a very close semi-fi
nal (first three qualify) when they came in third behind Marietta 6:38.9, and Trin
ity with only 2 seconds separating the first four boats; although GU and Rollins 
were both timed in 6:40.1, the photo gave the edge and qualifying third place to 
the Hoyas.45 The other JV semi qualified LaSalle 6:37.2, UMass., and Wayne 
State. 

The three Varsity semis (first two qualify) looked like this: 

First heat Second heat Third heat 
1st St. Joe's 6:12.4 Georgetown46 6:29 Geo. Wash. 6:30.2 
2nd Trinity East Carolina U. Mass. 
3rd M arietta Rollins Worcester Poly 
4th Virginia Villanova otre Dame 
5th Marist Drexel Purdue 
6th Temple LaSalle (DQd) Holy Cross 

The Finals 
There was little surprise in the Freshman final when for the fourth consecutive 
year the Marietta frosh (6:37.3) out-paced the field, while the Hoyas came in 
second for the fifth time since 1962! The spread at the finish was a length, with 
Trinity, Marist, LaSalle, and Drexel following. Maybe next year? 

The Hoya Junior Varsity, having rowed their guts out qualifying in the 
morning semi, faced the same competition in their final. This was the perhaps the 
most exciting race of the afternoon, as the same three crews - Marietta, T rinity 
and Georgetown - were blanketed for the first 1000 meters. Then, at the 1000m 
mark Trinity powered out to a half-length lead over Marietta, with Georgetown 
a close third about a length back. At the head of the island, Trinity went into a 
sprint and seemed to increase their lead, but then Marietta began its closing run , 
raising from 34 to 37 spm and simply rowed past Trinity in about 15 strokes to win 
by a half-length in 6:31.7 over Trinity 6:33.6, with Georgetown over a length back 
in third, 6:38.7. Trailing were LaSalle, UMass and Wayne State. 

The Varsity Defends the Dad Vail Trophy 
Having lost (badly) to St. Joe's in their regular season opener, Georgetown came 
into the final as underdogs despite being the reigning champions and having im
proved over the last several races. The '69 Hoyas were a young crew composed of 

·1·hree Hoya 
Crews Gain 
In Dad Vail 
PHILADELPHIA, May ~ -
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four sophomores and four juniors; the only senior in the boat was their coxswain, 
Jay Shea; and Fred Pennekamp in the five-seat was the only hold-over from last 
year's undefeated Varsity. The wishful thinking along Boathouse Row was that at 
last a Philly crew, Coach Joe Toland's top-seeded St. Joe's Hawks, would win the 
Vail for the first time since LaSalle had turned the trick in 1958. 

But wishful thinking is not much to rely on, and cocky confidence can be 
a tricky asset if it leads to underestimating the competition. Since their defeat in 
early April, the Hoya Varsity had improved their speed and crewmanship signifi
cantly. For speed, their new narrower and faster shell, the Dan Ebert, had been re
paired and was poised to race; and let's not underestimate the power of that name 
- Dan Ebert had also suffered a loss to St Joe's, and defied worse odds to stroke his 
Hoya crew to an astonishing comeback Vail victory in '64.47 And for crewmanship 
and swing, there was the new stern pair, Mason and Crocco, behind whom the 
crew had jelled just in time for the season finale. So despite their discounted odds, 
the Hoyas were quite ready for their opportunity to repeat as Dad Vail champions. 

The lane assignments for the final: 

Lane 1 Lane 2 
Georgetown Trinity 

Lane 3 

St. Joe's 
Lane 4 
E.Carolina 

Lane 5 
U.Mass 

Lane 6 
Geo.Wash 

This position meant that the Hoyas would suffer the apparent disadvantage of the 
staggered start and finish lines, but make it up at the turn going into Strawberry 
Mansion Bridge, which was just what happened as the crews came out of the 
bridge at the head of the long straight-away. 

By all accounts Georgetown took the lead early and held it all the way to the 
finish. 

H ere is the memory of stroke Mike Mason: 

At the Vail final I remember St. Joe's was the heavy favorite ... We got 

off to a good start and found ourselves out in front at the end of the 
first 500 m. I think that shook them because they never took the lead 
after that. We maintained the lead from start to finish. The ratings: 
probably 42 at the start, 34-36 through the body of the race and back 
up to 40 at the finish. 

Coach Johnson wrote this more detailed version for The Oarsman (July, '69): 

In the final, Georgetown and St. Joseph's started at 43 with Trinity at 
46. All three crews were virtually even for the first 300 meters. Com
ing into the 500 meter mark Trinity crabbed just as Georgetown start
ed to inch out in front of St. Joe's. Going under Strawberry Mansion 
Bridge Georgetown was slowly increasing its lead with St. Joe's second 
and Trinity about a length behind the leaders. George Washington 
was starting to feel the pressure of the pace and was dropping back. 
Massachusetts and East Carolina were about a length behind third 
place Trinity. As the crews came clear of the bridge the two leaders, 
both at 34½, began to open up on the field. Georgetown kept adding 
to its lead and there was a little open water with 800 meters to go with 
Trinity another two lengths astern. Along Peter's Island St. Joe's went 

to 38 and closed the gap to ¾ of a length by the finish. Georgetown 
was timed in 6:19.4, with St. Joe's at 6:21.9. Trinity was third another 
two lengths back. Massachusetts, George Washington and East Caro
lina rounded out the field. 

Coming out of the bridge, there was a more succinct progress report from one of 
the crew (who prefers to remain anonymous): "We're ahead/ No Shit/ We're ahead/" 
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Indeed they were ahead, and they stayed ahead right across the finish line. 
For the three winning crews, the results of the 1969 Dad Vail were the same 

as in 1968, with the Georgetown taking the Dad Vail Trophy and Marietta again 
repeating in the JV and Freshman divisions, and by their overall team perfor
mance the Hoya crew also retained the Jack Bratten Point Trophy accumulating 
17 points to Trinity's 15 and Marietta's 13.48 

"The Tony Factor" 
In summarizing their Dad Vail repeat, John Courtin credits "The Tony Factor": 

In addition to having a great new hull, the Ebert, and finally coming 
together as a great crew with everybody in their ideal seat, there was 
the effect that Tony had on us all. I think our confidence level was so 
high because we had such a great role model sitting there in the launch 
with us every day ... fresh back from Mexico with an Olympic silver 
medal in his pocket. Simply put, we thought anything was possible; we 
really believed in one another. So "the Tony factor" is not to be un
der-estimated in explaining our success that year. 

Indeed. This victory was especially significant even for Tony. Successive victories 
in '68 and '69 speak for themselves, and recalling that in '67, his first year coaching, 
the Varsity missed that win by a mere tenth of a second, one could fairly say that 
Tony's Dad Vail record was pretty good for such a relatively young coach. But what 
made this record all the more impressive was the fact that he accomplished it with 
what were essentially three different crews: twenty-three men filled the twenty-sev
en seats of those three Varsities.49 

The Lightweights at the Eastern Sprints 
That same weekend (5/10), the lightweights traveled up to Worcester, Mass. to 
seek redemption for what had to this point been a dismal season of losses. The 
level of competition would be the same Ivy crews that the Hoya lights had always 
raced, but the intensity of rowing in the Eastern Sprints always made this weekend 
something very special.5° This would be their last chance to finally jell and recover 
some measure of respect. 

The early Saturday morning heats for the Hoya's produced these results:51 

Freshmen (heat 1) JV (heat 2) Varsity (heat 2) 

1" Harvard 6:50.8 Penn 6:54 Yale 6:40.6 
2nd MIT 6:57.1 Yale 6:55.1 Penn 6:44.1 
3,d Yale 7:00.5 Cornell 6:58.6 Princeton 6:46.9 
41h Georgetown 7:12.4 MIT 7:05.5 Navy 6:50.1 
51h Dartmouth 7:15.9 Georgetown 7:20.5 Georgetown 6:53.9 
6th Columbia 7:01.8 

While these placements were somewhat disappointing, they were hardly surpris
ing given the competition (note the spread in the times) and their prior perfor
mance during the year. But the Hoyas still had the consolation races in the Re
serve Section to demonstrate the measure of their improvement. 

In their last race of the year, the Varsity faced two recent rivals, Navy and 
Columbia, along with Cornell and Dartmouth, in the five-boat consolation race. 

After their second false start of the regatta, the skinnies found them
selves dead even with Navy and Cornell. The Cornell crew, ex-world 
champs, took a slight lead and left Navy and Georgetown to battle it 
out. Cox'n Carl Reidy called a mid-race power drive, and after stroke 

The Univers,ty"s colors origi
nated with the crew In 1876. 
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Jim McGeorge took it up two strokes, the Navy boat was left behind 
and we finished second to Cornell by a length. It was a good victory 
for the lightweights who had lost to Columbia and Navy earlier in the 
season.52 

The times provided some satisfaction at the end of a bad year: Cornell 6:43.3, 
Georgetown 6:47.9, Navy 6 :51.6, Dartmouth 6:59.6, and Columbia 7:03.7. De
spite the second-place finish behind Big Red, coming in ahead of those three 
crews meant that the H oyas would be ranked eighth among the best lightweight 
crews in the country. 

In the JV consolation the results were: Columbia 6:57.1, MIT 6:57.4, 
Georgetown 7:10.5, and Rutgers 7:20.3; a ninth place finish out of eleven. 

For the Freshmen the consolation race was no consolation at all: Rutgers 
6:38.1, Princeton 6:42.6, Dartmouth 6:45.7, and Georgetown 6:53.1. 

Ironically, the Sprints of'69 meant the end of the brief tenure of Vic Cuillo 
as the Hoya lightweight coach. Like his predecessor, GU alumnus John Har
rington in fall of '67, Vic was dismissed as much for dissension within the squad 
as for the poor performance of his Varsity during the season. And there was the 
"Tony Factor." The success of the heavies in those two years led some lightweights 
to make unfavorable comparisons between the two coaches (Vic and Tony). The 
heavies were winning and having fun, and the lights were doing neither. The 
effect on morale was understandable but divisive, and eventually led some of the 
lightweights to ask Tony to replace Vic with Freshman Coach Bert Mason. So 
when the season came to an end, Vic was dismissed and Bert became head coach 
of the lightweights.53 

The Run-up to the IRA 
To the Dad Vail victors came the spoils, among which was an invitation to return 
to the shores of Lake Onondaga to row in the 67th annual Intercollegiate Rowing 
Association Regatta in mid-June. 

During the intervening weeks of studying and passing their final exams,54 

Tony arranged workouts for his Hoyas with the top local high school crews of 
Washington & Lee, and Jeb Stuart, as well as coach Neil Campbell's high school 
crew from Ridley College (Canada). These were the best schoolboy crews in the 
country and were preparing for their own end of the season national champion
ships, so the workouts (a series of 500m pieces) were mutually beneficial. Just to 
make things interesting, and since he was a close friend, Tony invited Neil to row 
with the Hoyas one morning when he was a bit hung-over from overindulging 
with Tony the night before. As Fred Pennekamp recalls: "We did our best, with 
Tony's urging, to take the rate up and make him suffer." After all, what are friends 
for? 

There was also a trip over to Annapolis to row against Navy in what was to 
be a tune-up for the IRA. In this case the difference between calling the contest 
a "race" or a "scrimmage" proved to be mutually embarrassing to both Tony John
son and Navy coach Lou Gellerman. With some last minute adjustments to John 
Courtin's bow seat and stretchers to prevent him running off the end of his slide, 
the Hoyas come in ahead of the Middies, an outcome that occasioned the embar
rassment. As Tony recalls: 

We beat them, and in my exuberance I called those results in to the 
Post. They printed a short piece and the Navy coach, Lou Gellerman, 
got in trouble because it was not a previously scheduled race. That was 
the "scrimmage" part. 
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Whatever it was called, the fact that the Hoyas came in ahead of Navy's Varsity on 
the Severn was certainly a good indication that Georgetown would be competitive 
on Lake Onondaga.55 

The IRA Regatta,June 12th to 14th, 1969 
The 1969 IRA drew the same traditional field of sixteen other Varsity entrants 
from the long-established rowing powers throughout the country,56 and as in the 
previous year, the course for the races was set at the Olympic distance of 2000 
meters. The protocol for the three heats on Thursday were also the same, with the 
winners advancing to the Saturday finals, while the other crews went to the three 
repechages on Friday afternoon; the winners of the repechages would advance to 
the finals, while the runners-up would row in the petite final for 7'" to 12'11 places, 
or the third level for 13th to last place.57 

This year along with the Varsity eight and a Varsity four,58 Tony decided to 
bring along his Freshman eight59 to give his soon-to-be Varsity yearlings the expe
rience of rowing at the top level. 

In the opening heats for Varsities, Georgetown drew the first heat:60 

Lane 1 Lane 2 
Georgetown UCLA 
4th

: 6:31.2 5th
: 6:35.4 

Lane 3 
Stanford 
3rd : 6:20.8 

Lane 4 
Dartmouth 
1st

: 6:10.5 

Lane 5 
Northeastern 
2nd

: 6:19.3 

The Hoya Freshmen drew the last and smaller four boat third heat: 

Lane 2 
Northeastern 
2nd

: 6:32.1 

Lane 3 
Georgetown 
4'": 6:56.8 

Lane 4 
Navy 
1st

: 6:29.3 

Lane 5 
MIT 
3rd : 6:33.3 

The Varsity coxed-fours heat brought out a fine performance by the Hoyas: 

Lane 4 Lane 5 Lane 1 
Virginia 
61

": 7:42.9 

Lane 2 
Navy 
51

": 7:30.6 

Lane 3 
Oregon St. 
3rd

: 7:22.2 
Georgetown Cornell 
2nd

: 7:18.1 1st
: 7:15 

Lane 6 
Loyola, L.A. 
4'11

: 7:28.J 

So when the sun set Thursday, the Hoya crews went to bed knowing they had 
to face another day of repechages before advancing to Saturday afternoon's final 
rounds. 

The results of the Friday afternoon repechages: 

Freshman Eights Varsity Fours Varsity Eights 
Rep.l Syracuse 6:49 Wisconsin 7:19. Cornell 6:28.8 

Northeastern 6:52.2 Rutgers "B" 7:24.3 Princeton 6:33.5 
Princeton 7:03.7 Loyola,L.A. 7:26.2 Syracuse 6:35.8 

Rep.2 Brown 6:45.9 Georgetown 7:19.2 Wisconsin 6:22.3 
Rutgers 6:50.9 CalifL.Beach 7:25.5 Georgetown 6:28.8 
Georgetown 6:52.1 Trinity 7:26.5 Brown 6:32.2 
Dartmouth 6:52.5 Purdue 7:26.9 Dartmouth "B" 7:38 

Rep.3 Washington 6:41.3 Rutgers "A" 7:29.9 Navy 6:25.4 
Wisconsin 6:46.5 Oregon St. 7:28.4 Stanford 6:27.5 
Columbia 6;52.2 Amherst 7:40.4 UCLA 6:31.3 
MIT 6:58.3 Dartmouth "~' 7:46 Columbia 6:40.6 

Virginia 7:54.9 

Georgetown first competed in the IRA 
1n 1900. 
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And so ended the 
collegiate rowing 

season for the 
Georgetown heavies. 

It had been a year 
that started in 

disappointment, 
but ended with 

a second Dad Vail 
championship. 

NEVER ROW 

The Saturday Races,June 14th 

For the Hoyas, the Saturday races began at 3:15 with the petite final for the Fresh
man eights. Northeastern 6:26 came in first with a bit more than a length over 
Wisconsi n 6:29.1, followed very closely by Columbia 6:29.6 and Rutgers 6:31.7. 
Georgetown took fifth, a length back in 6:35.6, while Princeton trailed by several 
lengths in 6:48.1. Their finish in the petite final earned the Hoyas 11th place over
all in the regatta. 

The petite final for Varsity eights came at 4 p.m. and proved to be a great 
race for the Hoyas. Although Brown won by a half-length (6:18.5) over Princeton 
6:20.6, the crews were blanketed coming over the finish: Georgetown took third 

a half-length back in 6:22.6, followed by Syracuse 6:23.1, UCLA 6:23.9, and 
Stanford 6:24.9. The photo of the finish shows the Hoyas' oars bent in maximum 
effort and their backs nicely aligned for the last stroke. This finish placed them 9th 

among the best crews in the country. 
At 4:45 p.m. came the final for the Varsity coxed fours. As the only George

town crew to make the final for their event, there might have been high hopes for 
the Hoyas had it not been for the gastro-intestinal problems besetting their stroke, 
"Sky-high" Mike Schwarz.61 By race time Mike was seriously dehydrated and his 
weakened condition probably accounts for the boat's disappointing 6th place finish 
(6:48.6) behind Rutgers "A" 6:24.3, Orange Coast 6:34.1, Cornell 6:35.6, Wis
consin 7:39.2, MIT "N' 7:40.3. 

The championship final provided no surprise as the powerful Penn crew 
"three-peated" by taking a length lead from start to finish in 6:30.4, followed 
by Dartmouth 6:34.3, Washington 6:37, Wisconsin 6:40.1, Cornell 6:41.7, and 
Navy 6:52.6. 

And so ended the collegiate rowing season for the Georgetown heavies. It 
had been a year that started in disappointment, but ended with a second Dad Vail 
championship, and a respectable showing at the IRA. Most of the crew dispersed 
to return home for the summer, but a few returned to Washington to row for Po
tomac Boat Club. Three weeks after the IRA: 

Hoya oarsmen paced Potomac to the overall club honors at the Indepen
dence Day Regatta in Philadelphia. In the day's final race, John Cour
tin, Bob Crocco, Erik Meyers, John Devlin, Mike Mason and Page 
Jackson teamed with coach Tony Johnson, his partner Larry Hough and 
Phil Walker, a Brown University oarsman, to capture the senior heavy
weight eight title with a three-length victory over Union, Vesper, and St. 
Catherine's. In August, Potomac also won the National Club Champi
onship with help from Tom Qiigley and Bob Schumacher, winners of two 
gold medals each in lightweight eights and coxed fours.62 

There is something fitting about these winning combinations for they closed a 
circle begun years before when Georgetown's novices first appeared on Potomac's 

docks eager to learn to row. It was there that our story opened, and there that it 
comes to a close. 

Tony Departs 
That July, Tony Johnson interviewed at Yale and soon accepted an offer to become 
their new head coach later that fall. As Tony wrote in a personal letter to Captain 
Fred Pennekamp: 

I suppose by this time somebody else has written to you about my 
plans ... I have an offer to coach from Yale University which I have 
decided to accept. The position at Yale offers too much for me to 
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turn down ... I doubt whether any school could offer a more complete 
"package" than Yale ... I could stay a long time at Georgetown and be 
very satisfied ... But this really is a great opportunity that I might never 
see agarn. 

Tony recommended Frank Benson as his successor: and as for the transition, add
ed, "There will be problems but I hope that you, the officers, the varsity letterman, 
and the whole squand are big enough to overcome them."63 

This was more than a mere change of jobs, for it would also mean the end of 
Tony's rowing career once he took charge in New Haven. At Georgetown, Tony 
had been employed in the alumni office, and coached crew on a volunteer basis, 
an arrangement that allowed him to continue to compete as an amateur oarsman. 
So before formally undertaking his new position, Tony and Larry Hough returned 
to international racing one last time to defend their European Championship on 
Lake Woerther in Klagenfurt, Austria, September 10'h-14'h. 

Accompanying Tony on the trip were Walt Barber, who served as the U.S. 
Team's assistant manager, Mike Vespoli '68 as bowman in the U.S. straight four, 
and Erik Meyers '71 as an alternate for the U.S. eight. Under the headline: "Hough 
& Johnson Collect Gold in Last Race Together", The National R owing Foundation 

Report of October, 1969 reported: 

Larry Hough of Oxon Hill, Md., and Tony Johnson of Arlington, Va., 
successfully defended their pair-without-cox title as the United States 
won two of the seven events in the European Rowing Championships. 
Hough, 25, and Johnson 28, who were competing for the last time as 
a team, were the only repeat winners from the 1967 European Cham
pionships held in France. "It was a perfect climax at the end of our 
career," said Johnson, who will become a professional coach for Yale 
University next season. 

The next month The Oarsman (November, 1969) reported: 

Perennial champions Tony Johnson and Larry Hough, after leading 
from the start, won in one of the narrowest margins of the day. The 
Danes and East Germans had strong entries who had matched the 
U.S. times in their heats and semi-finals. Tony and Larry, as seasoned 
competitors, rowed their own race and had the stamina when it count
ed to win their last race before retiring. Tony assumes the coaching 
responsibilities at Yale and Larry will be working at MIT after his 
armed service commitment is fulfilled. 

The times at the finish were: USA 7:11.73, East Germany 7:12.07, D enmark 
7:14.24, West Germany 7:23.62, Poland 7:29.04. 

This postscript to "The End of An Era" appeared that fall in the GURA 
Newsletter: 

Tony's departure is naturally deeply regretted, but much of the pro
gram he built remains. Most importantly, Frank Benson, new Hoya 
coach, had been brought to Georgetown by Tony who had rowed 
with him at Washington and Lee and Syracuse. Frank is eminently 
qualified to fill the head coaching spot and, with the remainder of 
the program that was started under Johnson, will build an even better 
Hoya heavyweight crew of his own. The continued development of the 
Georgetown program is no doubt the best way to show appreciation for 
Tony's work- although Tony may disagree when Georgetown meets 
Yale on April 18. 
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NEVER ROW 

The End of Our Beginning 
Historically, the season of'69 marks the end of our beginning. In the course of this 
first decade, we were guided by, and then bid good-bye to Fred Maletz, Don Ca
dle, Bob Remuzzi, and Tony Johnson, four men who established the Georgetown 
crew that endures to this day. 

Yet lived time is a subjective framework and temporal horizons naturally 
change with age. As undergraduates, our sense of the past is limited by our youth; 
last year is "history" and a decade-ago is then a virtual lifetime.64 But from the 
vantage point of history, how brief our first decade must seem now: only eleven 
years from the Shrimp Boat and the Care Package to the William Allen and the 
Dan Ebert, and from the leadership of Drew Gerber and Jim Fitzgerald to the 
presidency of John Schnare, and captains Fred Pennekamp and Ray Cebulski. In 

this longer perspective, Georgetown's return to ~insigamond and Onondaga in 
196965 can be seen as the vindication of the faith of our founders that Georgetown 
crews would not only survive, but flourish. 

With Fred Maletz Hoyas had started rowing on a lark, then accepted Don 
Cadle's challenge to excellence, and struggled along with Bob Remuzzi to sustain 
that spi rit. Under Tony Johnson their hopes had come to fruition, so that now at 
the close of their first decade, they could all take pride that Georgetown oarsmen 
had arrived where they belonged, among the best college crews in the nation. ■ 



EPILOGUE 

EPILOGUE 

Next time you are in the Tombs, sit at a table near the 

fireplace and linger a bit looking at the Georgetown oars 

still displayed there, and recognize the impact that the 

Cadle-era crews had on all those championship crews 

that fallowed. You were our heroes. We knew your names 

(sometimes still taped to the backs of our oars). You set far 

us the very high standard of winning ... the bench mark 

against which we measured ourselves. 

john Courtin '70 

,( 

ittle more than a decade passed between the struggles of the original 
Hoyas in March of '58 and the Dad Vail victory of '69. Those nine 
classes from '61 through '69 created traditions that have defined and 
sustained Georgetown rowing ever since. We who rowed in those early 

days and approach old age still return in memory to our times on the river, in 
the morning of our lives. For most of us the days we rowed the Potomac were 

the happiest and most formative of our lives, and we are forever grateful to our 
crew mates, our coaches, and all those whose generosity of spirit and purse made 
it all possible. 

This volume began with the understanding that what was worth doing then is 
worth remembering and preserving. And now that our stories have been told, we 
can "let 'er run," content that our memories are secured in these pages. We can 
rack our oars knowing that what we lived and loved has not been lost. 

The story of our era has ended, but the crew we founded continues to flourish. 
Other young men and women are learning to row and race; and win or lose, that 
experience will change their lives just as it changed ours. And someday, let us 
hope, they will add their own volumes to our history. 

Never Row! 

" ... the benchmark against which we 
measured ourselves." 
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Like all sports, rowing has a special vocabulary 
that the non-rower may find mystifying; hence this 
glossary to explain some of the terms used in our 
history. 

Blade, n. the wide end of the oar that goes in the 
water. 

Bladework, n. that aspect of the rowing stroke that 
is visible when the oar is out of the water on the re
covery; how well the rower handles the oar to min
imize splashing at the catch and finish of the stroke 
that would disturb the forward run ofrhc boar. 

Black Velvet, n. the traditional celebratory drink 
of English oarsmen, equal parts Champagne and 
Guinness Srour, served in a champagne glass. 
Opinions differ as ro whether this is a worse insult 
to the Champagne or to the Guinness; nevertheless, 
it is a wonderful drink ro down along with a plate of 
Welsh Rarebit after a victorious season. 

Bow, n. the forward or front end of the boat, as op
posed to the stern, the rear or rudder end of the boat. 

Bowseat or Bowman, the person rowing in the 
most forward scat in the boat; the first person 
in the boat to cross the finish line. 
Bowhall, n. a safety device, a hard foam rubber 
ball (about the size of a baseball) attached over 
the beak of the bow as a protection for both the 
beak and anybody who might otherwise be im
paled by the beak; essentially, a front bumper. 
Bow section, n the first two scats in the eight, 
(Bow & 2). These arc the relatively small-
est men in the boat in terms of weight if nor 
height. 

Bump race, n. an English rowing tradition deter
mining the fastest boat among a large number of 
(usually intramural) contenders; racing takes place 
over several days during "Eights Weck." Due to the 
narrowness of most rivers in England, side by side 
racing is impossible, so bump racing was arranged. 

A number of competing boats line up along the 
river bank, their ranking determined by last year's 
results. Boars arc held in place by ropes, one end 
anchored and the other held by the coxswains; the 
boats a rc separated by a specified distance, usually 
two boar lengths. At the start the coxswains let go 
of the ropes and the crews begin the chase. T he 
objective is for the trailing crew to overtake and 
"bump" the boat ahead, thus succeeding to that 
boat's position in the line. The bu mped boat then 
drops back a place for the next day's racing. Thus the 
fastest crew advances to "The I lead of the River," 
and is proclaimed the champion for that year. 

Camber, n. the slight longitudinal curvature (con
cavity) of a rowing shell that must be accounted for 
during storage on boat house racks; since boats arc 
racked upside down {hull-side up) the middle rack 
needs to be about a half inch higher than bow and 
stern racks to preserve the proper "camber." 

Catch , v & n. ("To rake the catch,") the first part 
of the stroke at which the blade of the oar enrcrs 
the water and the oarsman begins the pull-through. 
The more quickly this entry is accomplished the 
better, so as to minimize splashing or disturbing the 
forward run of r he boar. 

Challenge (or seat) race, n. Actually a pair of races 
between first and second boars to determine which 
of two oarsmen will move the firs t boat faster. 

Challenges work this way: times for two races 
under ideally the same conditions (weather, current, 
fatigue) arc compared and if the challenger improves 
the first boar's rime by at least four seconds, the 
challenger wins the scat. 

1. The challenger from the second or third boat 
asks the coach in confidence to challenge his 
rival. 

GLOSSARY 

2. T hen on a certain day the coach brings the 
two boats up to the starting line and announces 
that "This will be a challenge race." Neither 
the challenger nor the defender knows whether 
they are the ones being compared, so everyone 
in the first boar feels in jeopardy, while no one 
in the second boat can be certain whether this 
is his challenge or someone else's. Therefore 
everyone has equal incentive to row his best. 
3. The race is run, the rimes recorded, and the 
differential noted, (cg. First boar came in 13.6 
seconds faster than the second.) The boats 
return ro the dock to switch the two rowers. 
Only now do the two individuals involved 
know of their challenge. 
4. T he boars return to rhc line and run the 
second race. Now it is important to understand 
that the times for this second race might serve 
as the basis for a subsequent challenge, so the 
motivation to row one's best was kept constant 
among the other oarsmen. This minimizes the 
temptation ro pull harder - or dog it - ro help 
a favored boatmate; doi ng so might jeopardize 
one's own seat. 
5. After the second race the two differentials 
arc compared, and if there is a four second im
provement in the first boar's time in the second 
race, (cg. Suppose the first boar came in 18. 7 
seconds faster than the second, and thus a 5.1 
second improvement,) the challenger wins h is 
scat, and if there is another challenge pending, 
the next challenger is switched into the first 
boat for the t hird race of that day's series of 
challenges. 
6. This might continue for three or four series, 
depend ing on the coach's disposition and the 
number of challenges he's received and thinks 
worthwhile to run. 

A lthough this arithmetic sounds quite rational in 
theory "all things being equal," it ignores the vari
ables that arc impossible ro hold "equal" and which 
may affect the times. Personally, I suspect rhar our 
coaches used this system as much ro manage morale 
as to increase speed between the boars, balancing 
to optimum effect the incentive of the challengers 
against the insecurity of the defenders. 

Check, n. a crack in the hull of a wooden shell, 
usually along the horizontal grain. Repairable by 
applying epoxy cement and finishing to a smooth 
surface with fine sandpaper. 

Coxswain or cox, n. the member of the crew sitting 
facing forward on a stationary scat at the stern, 
responsible for steering and communicating tactical 
information to the stroke and crew. Coxswains are 
usually chosen on th ree criteria: small size/weight, 
intelligence and savvy, and a spirited voice. 

Crab, v & n. ("To catch a crab,") the failu re to take 
the catch with the blade at the proper {less rhan 
perpendicular) angle. This results in the blade 
slicing downward on the pull-through; and since the 
oar is a lever, when the blade slices down, the handle 
in driven upward with the irresistible momentum 
of the boat, and usually knocks the errant oarsman 
backwards or sometimes catches him under the ribs 
and lifts him out of the boat entirely. At the least, 
it slows the boar dramatically, at worst it breaks the 
man's scat, and leaves the eight with only seven row
ers. Short of colliding with another boat or a bridge 
abutment, "catching a crab" is the worst thing that 
can happen to a crew during a race. 

D eck(s), n. the covered bow and stern sections, 
fore and aft of the cockpit of a shell. I n the old 
Pocock shells the decks were made of a translucent 
varnished cloth material. 

"Easy-All," v. 1. A maneuver in which the oarsmen 
finish the stroke and sit at rest with the blades held 
feathered and high off the water, parallel to t he 

surface. I f the keel is good the boat glides on its 
momentum. 2. T he coxswain's command to execut e 
this maneuver. 

Engine room, n. the middle four seats (3, 4, 5, 6) in 
an eight arc often called the "engine room" or "power 
section." These oarsmen are usually the tallest, larg
est and strongest rowers in the boat and are expected 
to provide the greater part of its motive force. 

Feather, v. (at the finish of the stroke,) to turn the 
oar 90°011 its axis so that the blade faces up parallel 
to the surface. This minimizes both wind resistance 
on the recovery, and the disruptive effects of choppy 
water hitting the flat back side of the oar. Feathering 
is accomplished by flexing the wrist closest to the 
blade. See "squaring-up." 

Fin, n. the thin metal plate attached to, and in line 
with the keel on the underside of the hull toward the 
ster~ of a shell that serves to keep the shell "tracking 
true by res1srmg the tendency of the stern to slip 
sideways in response to the rudder. lrs function is 
the same as the "dagger board" on a small sailboat 
or the "skeg" on a surfboard. ' 

Finish, n. the end of the pull-through at which the 
hands must push downward to lift the blade cleanly 
out of the water, and then feather the blade. 

Freeboard, n. the distance from the top edge of the 
gunwale to the waterline, or surface of the water. 
When choppy conditions and/or wakes exceed the 
freeboard, the boat will take on water over the gun
~ales and begin to founder. Any water accumulating 
m the boat acts as a damper on its forward motion, 
and the water's weight reduces the freeboard, lowers 
the level of the oa rs above the water, and makes the 
recovery more difficult. None of this is good, and in 
cold weather it is very hard on the feet. 

Gunwales, n. the uppermost sections (port and star
board) of the hull of the boat to which rhe internal 
braces and the external riggers are attached. The 
gunwales run the length of the cockpit or the crew 
section of the boat. 

Henley distance, n. the Royal H enley Regatta in 
England is rowed over a course that measures a mile 
and 11>6'"', or a distance of 6930 ft. In the 1960's, the 
Dad Vail was rowed over the H enley distance until 
'68 when it was shortened to the Olympic distance of 
2000 meters, 368.4 feet less than H enley. 

"Hold all," v. the command to cease rowing and 
hold the oars perpendicular in the water in order 
to brake the forward motion of the boat; used in 
emergencies to avoid collisions, ere. 

Hull, n. the outer (wetted) surface of the boat; in 
Pocock shells the hull was made of thin sections of 
fine cedar approximately¼ inch thick fastened with 
small brass rivets to the ribs and braces supporting 
the infrastructure that carried the weight of the crew 
and distributed the stresses of rhe rowing. 

Keel, n. 1. Structurally, the central longitudinal 
strip of wood that runs from bow to stern and serves 
as the spine ofa wooden shell. 2. More commonly, 
the term is used to refer to the balance (port vs. 
starboard) of the boat throughout the stroke; also 
termed the "set up" of the boat, as in "set this - - -
ing boat up'" 

Launch, n. a usually small, but sometimes quite 
large, motor-boat used by the coach. Ideally, a 
launch should be fast enough to allow the coach to 
move quickly from one part of the river to the other, 
and yet leave as little wake as possible to disturb the 
crews. 

"Let 'er run," v. the command to cease rowing, 



leaving the oars to trail on the surface; equivalent to 
standing "at ease." 

Lock, n. the pivoting U-shaped device attached by 
the vertical "pin" (bolt) to the rigger that receives 
and holds the oar. Together, rhe lock and pin serve 
as the point of the force on the pull through of the 
stroke, and as the fulcrum for the oar on the recov
ery. On most rowing shells, the locks have a hinged 
bar called a "keeper" that engages the lip of the lock 
opposite the pin to secure the oar from lifting out of 
the lock. 

Olympic distance, n. in Olympic competition row
ing races are 2000 meters. T hat equates to 6561.6 
feet, or 38.4 feet short of 1 ¼ miles or 6600 ft. 

Paddle, v. to row lightly without full power. Nor 
to be confused with the noun! Rowers use o.a.r.s., 
they have nothing to do with paddles, which a re for 
canoeists and kayakers. A rower faces backwards, a 
paddler faces forward. See "Rowing." 

Port, adj. when facing rhe bow, ic. from the cox
swain's seat, the left side of the boat ; when facing 
the stern (ie. from the point of view of the rowers,) 
the right hand side. 

Power strokes, n. (as in "Power ten .) a number of 
strokes demanding maximum power but at t he same 
spm; a tactical effort to accelerate t he boat. T he 
coxswain's signal for power strokes may be a verbal 
command, or coded rapping on the gunwales with 
the steering toggles, or in more modern shells, an 
electric buzzer or speaker, enabling the crew ro seize 
a sudden tactical advantage on t he competition. 

Puddle, n. the swirling whorl left in the water by 
the blade at the finish of the stroke. The size of the 
puddle is an index of the power of the oarsman's 
stroke. By reason of an unmistakable resemblance, 
puddles were often (obscenely) referred to as "ele
phant's assholes." 

Rigger, n. 1. the metal frame work that attached to 
the gunwale and holds the oarlock out from the side 
of the boat. It is the placement of the lock on t he 
out-rigger that allows for the narrow beam of racing 
shells without sacrificing the leverage of the longer 
oars. 2. The person responsible for maintaining the 
crew's equipment, repairing boats, oars, launches, 
motors, etc. The jack of all trades and their master, 
too. The rigger is also often responsible for driving 
the truck and boat trailer ro away races. Riggers are 
the true unsung heroes of rowing. 

Rowing, n. paradoxically defined as "T he sport in 
which you sit on your ass, pull on your stick, and get 
ahead by going backwards." 

The sport of rowing is divided into two catego
ries: sweeps and sculls: Sweeps are rowed by crews. 
See Sculls, below. 

Run, n. (or "spacing') the distance t he boat travels 
on the recovery, between the finish of one stroke and 
rhe next catch; ie, when the oars are our of rhe water. 
The run is the best index of the crew's efficiency 
in moving the boat. Run is easily measured as the 
distance between the puddle left by the two-man's 
blade and the place where the stroke takes the 
next catch. Rowing a race at 36 spm a good crew 
should get a run of fou r to five feet. Of course run is 
inversely related to stroke rate: the higher the stroke, 
the less the run, until at some point {>40- 42spm) 
the stroke and seven men start to row in two and 
bow's puddles. 

Sculls &. Sweeps, pl.n. the two types of oars used 
in rowing, and hence the two types of racing shells, 
and events. 

Sculls come as a pair of oars (about 9 ft. long) 
starboard and port. Sculling boats are distinct ive in 
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that they do not use a coxswain. There are several 
types of sculling boats. 

Singles: one rower with two oars/sculls; 
Doubles: two rowers, four oars; 
Qiads: four rowers, eight oars. 
Because sweep boats may/nor utilize a cox
swain there is a greater variety of sweep shells. 
Straight pair: two rowers each handling one 
oar, without a coxswain; 
Coxed pair: two rowers with one oar each; 
Straight fou r: four rowers with one oar each 
without a coxswain. 
Coxed four: four rowers with one oar each; 
Eight: eight rowers with one oar each with a cox. 
A Sweep is an oar (designed either as a port or a 

starboard) used by a rower in a crew; being intended 
for a two-handed grip, sweeps are thus longer (about 
12 ft.) and heavier than sculls. Sweep boars may or 
may not have a coxswain. 

Generally, sculling is l imited to private club 
sponsored events rather than scholastic or collegiate 
regattas; hence most oarsmen begin rowing sweeps 
as part of a crew and then graduate to sculling if the 
opportunity arises later in life. 

To really appreciate just how vital a coxswain is in 
a boat race, try sculling! 

Shell, n. the term used to denote any rowing boat 
specifically designed for speed and thus suited for 
racing. Shells are usually extremely long and narrow, 
light in weight, and feature sliding (rolling) sears 
and outrigger oar locks. As the name suggests, 
shells arc frag ile or "tender," and must be rowed and 
handled with appropriate care. 

Shim, n. on older shells (before adjustable riggers,) a 
thin metal strip or washer placed between the rigger 
and the gunwale to adjust the height of the oarlock 
above t he water; this may be done to accommodate 
the preference of the individual rower, or to rake 
account of the rowing conditions on the water at the 
time of the race. 

Slide, n. originally derived from the greased seats 
and padded leather trousers on which oarsmen did 
in fact slide during the stroke. Now an inclusive term 
generally used to denote the following: 1. v. The 
movement of the oarsman toward the stern on the 
recovery of the stroke, as in "slide control," mean ing 
that such movement is controlled and synchronized 
with the crew as a whole. 2. 11. The rolling scat on 
which the rower sits, along with the metal track on 
which the sear rolls. 3. v. T he command ro suddenly 
lower the stroke rate, usually after the start of a race, 
cg from a starting rate of 44spm "Slide!" down to a 
34 spm. 

Stakeboat, n. a small rowboat anchored in each lane 
at the starting line of a race in which the "srakeboy/ 
gi rl " waits ro reach out and grip the stern of the 
shell ro hold ir fin place until rhc starter gives the 
command to ROW! 

Without stakeboat s races must be started utilizing 
a spotter on the shore giving flag signals to the 
Starter when the bows are evenly aligned and point
ed; with novice coxswains and crews this can be a 
very tedious proccss. l frhe coxswains prove unable 
to hold their points after several attempts, a Sta rter 
may decide to start the race using a count-down; this 
can be hair-raising for all involved. 

Starboard , adj. when facing the bow, the right-hand 
side of the boat; when facing the stern (ie. from the 
point of view of the rowers,) rhc left-hand side. 

Start, n. the first set of strokes in a race. The set 
usually begins with a ha lf stroke (sitti ng ar rhc "X 
position") to get the boar moving, then a three-quar
ter stroke to accelerate, and then a fu 11 stroke, fol
lowed by a number (twenty or thirty) strokes at a rel
atively high rate, essentially an opening sprint. The 
coxswain's commands would be "X! Three-quarters! 

Full!) T he so-called "X position" derived from the 
fact that in Pocock eights, there was an X shaped 
cross bracing under each scat; when sitting over the 
X the rower was about midway between the catch 
and rhc finish: the half stroke position. 

Stretchers (foot-), n. an adjustable horizontal piece 
of the structure of a shell that serves as a foot brace 
during the stroke. It consists of a pair of shoes that 
arc fixed to the keel below and the gunwales on t he 
sides, and arc adjustable according to the length of 
the rower's legs. 

Stroke, n. 1. The complete rowing motion, consist
ing of the catch, p ull-through, finish, and recovery. 
2. The oarsman seated closest to the stern and re
sponsible for setting the stroke rate (strokes per min
ute) for the oarsmen rowing behind him; the stroke 
is the leader-captain of the boat and responsible 
for the tactical decisions during a race relying - in 
coxed boats - on the advice of the coxswain. 3. The 
number of strokes per minute a crew is rowing in a 
given interval of time; Eg: "Georgetown in now at 
36 strokes per minute." Stroke rates arc determined 
by counting a set number of catches (usually 3 to 
5) and the time lapse between rhc first and the last 
catch. Eg. If a crew is taking 5 catches in 10 seconds, 
its stroke rate is "30 spm". Fortunately for coxswains, 
coaches, and other enthusiasts, there arc specialty 
stop-watches that do the arithmetic automatically. 

Swing, n. the synchronized motion of the eight 
rowers' bodies during the stroke, such rhar all 
eight backs and shoulders arc moving in rhe same 
d irection and at the same angle at each moment of 
rhe st roke cycle. Once achieved, "swing" makes t he 
rowing more efficient and thus more enjoyable for 
the crew. 

Taper, n. the abatement of hard workouts in the 
days prior to a race; a period of relatively light 
practice sessions in which a wcll-condirioncd crew's 
energies are rested and replenished in preparation 
for racing. 

Washing out, v. the failure to properly fi nish the 
stroke rhar results when rhc hands pull through roo 
low causing the blade to rise ou r of rhc water prema
turely and throw up a wash. T his represents a loss of 
power on rhc stroke, and is often a sign of fatigue. 

Winning, n. it's neither "everything," nor "t he only 
thing," bur it is the essential objective of racing; and 
it feels much better than not winning. 
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APPENDIX A 

The Past as Prologue 
Caveat remige! 
Prior to 1958, rowing at Georgetown had b_een_a 
sometime thing. As the following infor~atmn illus
trates, there had been a Georgetown Univers~ty Boat 
Club in the late 1870's, a nationally compeuuve crew 
in the first decade of the twentieth century (from 
1900 to 1907 under Coach Pat Dempsey, even placing 
2nd in the IRA in 1903 behind perennial champ 
Cornell (W ash . Post, 5/9/61)), and a short-lived club 
crew in the early nineteen-forties. Unfortunately for 
the continuity of our tradition, these early crews failed 
the hard test of sustainability and each eventually 
disbanded, leaving behind only relics of George-
town's rowing past. . 

Let these remnants remind us of the vagaries of the 
crew's fortunes. While we pay homage to these early 
crews, we must also take heed. The future is fraught 
with peril and promise, and our past teaches us that 
we must not ignore the perils, nor take the promises 
for granted. Each generation ofH oyas must accept 
the responsibilities of custodianship an_d ensure that 
our crew continues to endure and flourish. 

A Crew Chronology 
1876 John Agar declaimed The Maniar of the Abbey 
by Robert Southey and The Widow G~ay, and Clem
ent M anley The Vagabonds by T rowbridge to raise 
funds to start a crew. Both Agar and Manley were 
members of the committee which selected Blue and 
Gray as the Boat Club colors. 
1876John Agar composes the Georgetown College 
Boat Song: 

Above the smooth and limpid wave, 
Come, rpeed our boat along, 
And as she dashes to the goal 
We'll time her with a song ... 

1877 A letter solicits money fo r a boat house 
which has "just been completed and is now in t_he 
possession of the club." Sports on campus at this 
time had to be self-supportmg. When the boat 
club approached President Patrick H ealy in the 
spring of 1877 for a loan ofSJ00 to buy a boat, 
he turned them down. The boat house alone cost 
Sll00. Designed by J. L. Smithmcycr, whose _firm 
designed H ealy H all, it stood on the Potomac JU St 
west of the College. ln February 1881, a flood 
washed away the Boat C lub's shells and virtually 
destroyed the boathouse, signi ficantly stal ling the 
momentum of the C lub. 
1900 Claude E. Zappone (1858-1919) attended 
Georgetown in the 1870s. Prominently identified 
with the promotion of amateur rowmg 1_n the U.S., 
he was a member of the National Association of 
Amateur Oarsmen for 33 years, serving one term as 
that body's president and acting as its treasurer from 
1910 u ntil his death. President of the Potomac Boat 
Club, he was coach of the Georgetown_ crew in 1900 
and 1901, a time of resurgence for rowtng on ca_m
pus. Although the Boat Club had been formed 111 
1876, it was not until 1900 that Georgetown e~tered 
intercollegiate races. His obiruary_in The Washington 
Poston March 24, 1919, termed him the father of 
rowing at Georgetown. . 
1911 Because crew was seen as a heavy dra111 on 
the University's ath letic funds it was discontinued. 
However, it was not intended to be permanent and 
the expectation was that the sport would resume the 
following year. It was five decades before the sport 
was again officially recognized at <?eorgctown. 
1920 Unsuccessful attempts to revive crew were 
made sporadically in the 1920s and '. 930s 
1941 During the 1940-1941 academic year, a group 
of some 40 Georgetown students formed a rowing 
club. Usi ng shells borrowed from th: Potomac Boat 
Club, they competed in five races, w111n111g one (on 
the Potomac against Rollins College.) 
1961 James Duffy became the first member of crew 
to be added to the Georgetown Athletic H all of 
Fame. H e was recognized for his work as a member 
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of the 1900 and 1901 varsity crew, rowing No. 5 
starboard in 1900 and No. 7 starboard in 1901. 

The History of the Georgetown Crew: 
Guardian of the Blue and Gray 
by Lawrence Cooke 

Lawrence H. Cooke wrote this essay while a student in 
Father Durkins class. The class essays are collected in 
the volume titled: Swift Potomac's Lovely Daughter. 
While a number of facts in the essay are not historically 
accurate the essay itself presents very well the grand 
sweep of rowing at Georgetown since 1876. 

Eight men drift across the still water that flows 
in front of W ashington H arbor and Thompson's 
Boathouse. It is 5:45 a.m .. They a rc sitting above 
the river propped up by a long, thin shell. E~ch 
drapes his arms over the oar to lace his feet mto the 
sneakers that arc fastened to the bottom of the boat. 
When they are finished tying in, and have checked 
the wheels attached to the bottom of their seat by 
sliding back and forth on the tracks mounted to 
the bottom of the boat, a count begins in the bow 
and continues up to the last man in the boat who 
announces "stroke", telling the coxswain the group is 
ready. ]die chatter and an occasional laugh interrupt 
the darkness that envelopes a predawn practice. 

A man in a tattered, woolen Georgetown jacket 
arrives in a small motorboat. H e shouts the first 
command: "All right, take it off with arms and bod
ies." The coxswain repeats this command, addtng 
"at the finish, ready all." The rowers bring the oar to 
thei r stomach, leaning back until they hear_ the next 
command from the cox: "Row!" Backs straighten, 
shoulders square, eyes look straight ahead, eac_h 
focusi ng on the man in front ofhi_m. Almost 1_m
mediately the eight start to move 111 perfect unison. 
They first push the oar away from thei: bodies w ith 
their hands; their backs follow out until th~y are 
stretched and their hands are almost at their feet . 
Immediately they lift their hands and together the 
blades instantly fall into the water, leav111g only a 
small splash behind the blade where it entered the 
water. The eight pull together, mov111g the boat 
methodically up the river. The coach tells the cox to 
add quarter, half, three-quarters and then full slide. 
The cox gives these commands to the rowers and the 
boat accelerates. 

This is the way practice begins for the George
town crew. The scene takes place more than one 
hundred and ten years after the founding of the 
Georgetown University Rowin~ Association. ~he 
crew and rowing have changed 111 many ways s111ce 
1876, bur in many ways they remain the same. 
This paper depicts three stages in the h(story of the 
Georgetown crew. The first stage conta111s the on
gins and earliest history of the crew. Dunng th~ first 
stage, which began in 1876, the crew was lea~n111g to 
row. Thei r strongest desire was that of not be111g left 
behind in the competition among the colleges and 
universities of their time. They were very careful to 
conform to the proper forms and procedures of the 
other rowing associations along the east coast. The 
second stage of the paper discusses the develop
ments between 1900 and 1910. During this time the 
crew had its first experience with competition and 
victory. Unfortunately, as in the first stage, the crew 
declined because of a lack of fund111g, the deadliest 
blow to this expensive sport. The third stage started 
in 1958 and runs continuously to today. During the 
sixties the crew had to start over and relearn the 
lessons of the fi rst two stages. The seventies saw a 
decline of interest in the crew but never to the point 
of discontinuing it. The efforts of the crew and the 
administration beginning in the mid-1970s made 
the crew an institution and strengthened its tics to 
the University. 

Stage 1 
"We are not among the timid who look 
upon the enterprise w(th doubtful eyes 
and, judging by the failure of the past, 

arc fearful lest failure instead of suc-
cess should be the reward of strenuous 
endeavors. We are not among those who 
suspect there is not eno~gh of ge_nerosity 
in our students to contribute their mite 
towards the accomplishment of this 
laudable undertaking. We are convinced 
that though our beginnings be small and 
our progress moderately rapid, th_c r~sult 
will be commensurate with the d1g111ty 
and proportionate to the high standing of 
other institutions." 

These were the aspirations of the first members of 
the Georgetown University Rowing Asso_ciation who 
came together in 1876 under the leadership of John 
C. Agar. To report the founding of the crew _with~ut 
deferring to his eloquent w?rds would be ~ d1s_serv1ce: 

"At last, this long proJected association 1s 
fo rmed, and with every prospect of an ac
tive career, if one may judge from the spir
it manifested by all concerned. Let it be 
recorded on the tablets of time that March 
15th, 1876, gave birth at Georgetown to 
this commendable organization - one that 
now sets us abreast with other colleges 
on the seaboard in the matter of physical 
sports, as we hope Georgetown is not 
behind in other matters of more sen ous 
importance. On that day, a meeting of the 
students was called at noon, J. G. Agar in 
the chair, and a committee was appointed 
to draw up a scheme of the organization." 

At this first meeting several matters had yet to 
be decided. The one fact the members of the asso
ciation were sure of was that Georgetown was not 
going to be a second class school in any respect to 
others on the cast coast. So, t hey made sure that they 
had all the trappings of any fine crew, and published 
the first Boat Song in May of 1876: 

Boat Song 
Dip lightly the oar, 
To guide the boat o'er . 
The bright placid breast if the nver; 
We're gliding along 
As we sing our boat-song, 
Neath the moonbeams that scatter a11d quiver. 

The light tinkling plash 
Of the waves as they dash 
On the bow of the boat and are broken, 
The eddying whirl 
Of the watery wrl 
Are like words that but one could have spoken. 

May our vessel of lift 
In the turbulent strift 
She encounters while sailing Time's river, 
E'er find a strong hand 
That will guide to the strand 
Where we all must be landed forever. 

The Association had a large agenda to be ad
dressed during its first year: it must select a crew, 
buy or borrow boats, and find a place to store those 
boats. All these problems were solved in the first two 
years after t he founding if the Association. 

The Association was more than crew as one would 
imagine it today. Today the Rowing Association 
consists solely of those athletes who row for the 
crew. The historic Association was a large group of 
students and friends of the river. From this group a 
crew was selected for competition; other members of 
the Association were not rowers in t he crew, but had 
free use of the facilities. The College journal explained 
that this practice was not different from the custom 
of other colleges: 

"] n other Colleges where such Associations 
exist, their first step is to select a suitable 
crew, who then go into training in a . 
gymnasium, are subsequently given their 
boat - generally a six-oared gig- and 
after sufficient practice in their different 
positions, are put in possession of a shell. 



Then, for the convenience and amusement 
of the other members of the Association, 
a number of single boats are purchased, 
which are free to the members at any time." 

T he Rowing Association had members whose 
only connect ion to racing was that they thought 
rowing was helpful to the community. Members 
paid dues as ifit were a club. The Association would 
then select as crew. The Rowing Association was 
very much concerned with this process: 

"The most important matter to be settled 
is the selection of the crew, and too much 
stress cannot be laid upon this point -
that they be selected for the strength and 
endurance of the individuals comprising 
it. Again in order that the benefit of this 
year's practice may be added to the next, 
thus placing them in a position to cope 
with some of the neighboring clubs, the 
men now selected should be such as can 
hold their position until June (18)77 ... 
The selection of a competent crew cannot 
receive too much attention." 

T he result of this decision by members of the As
sociation meant that J.G. Agar and other members 
founding the organization were never able to be 
members of the crew. There were many applicants 
for the crew as early as May 1876. T he Association 
received assistance from others (non-GU people) in 
the area who were concerned with rowing: 

"Mr. Randall, one of the members of the 
Potomac Boat Club, has kindly volun
teered his services in selecting and "coach
ing up" the crew. About fifteen, in answer 
to a notice on the bulletin board, have 
handed in their name to t he Secretary as 
contestants for the honor of being on the 
crew, and daily the number exercising on 
the rowing weights in the gymnasium is 
increasing." 

The Potomac Boar Club would allow Georgetown 
to use its boats ro practice in because GURA did not 
have any of its own. 

By June of 1876 a crew had been selected under 
Mr. Randall and they were practicing in an eight
oared gig. This was done to prevent the previously 
inexperienced men from flipping into the river. The 
coach thought that soon these six men could be 
trusted in a shell. A gig is a rowing boat that is much 
wider than a shell; many of the early descriptions of 
gigs describe them as having room for passengers. 
A shell is only about two feet wide and is very easily 
tipped over in the water. 

The first six members of the Georgetown crew 
were E. McCarthy, W.F. Dammann, J. Dolan, T.F. 
Malian, M .J. Condon and Jas. Lynch. 

The crew contained six members, unlike today, 
when crews race mostly in eight-man shells and 
sometimes in four-man shells. American crews 
raced in sixes without a coxswain because this is a 
faster boat than an eight with a coxswain. American 
rowers at this time were able to use these boats be
cause unlike their English counterparts who had to 
race on very narrow, winding rivers, the rivers that 
the Americans raced on were generally very large 
and had buoyed lanes, generally straight, so that no 
coxswain was needed. 

Having thus selected the crew, the Association 
advanced towards their second task: they had to find 
boats for them to row in. First they used Potomac's 
boats, every Tuesday and Thursday afternoon during 
the months of May and June. During the spring of 
1876, the crew thought it unwise to seek to purchase 
a boat because they had collected only S250. In May, 
they received a generous gift. A letter from the Poto
mac Boat Club, dated May 4, 1876, arrived. It read, 
much to the delight of the Rowing Association: 

"By a vote last evening our club passed a 
resolution presenting to your Association 
one of our four-oared shells and oars com
plete, and which I have to now ask you to 
accept. Arthur T. Brice, Sec'y, P.B.C." 
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Qyickly the Georgetown University Boat Club act-
ed, and on May 6th passed the following resolution: 

"Resolved, that a vote of thanks be 
returned the Potomac Boat Club, for their 
kind and generous donation of a shell and 
oars complete. 
"Resolved, that the above resolution be 
printed in the College}ournaland Washing
ton Capital." 

T he GURA was now in possession of its own 
boat. This was a four-oared shell, which required a 
minor modification of the crew. T he six members 
were changed to four and two alternates. The story 
of paring down the crew is accompanied by an in
teresting anecdote in the College Journal, describing 
a practice. The author complained that there had 
been no mention of"an accident to the shell and its 
occupants, of being run into by a tug, without other 
damage however than wetting of the rowers and a 
slight straining of t he shell; it is said that "Kaiser" 
there upon doubled up his fist and knocked the tug 
over, and that the owner of the tug has presented his 
bill to the College for a thousand dollars damages." 

Georgetown Rowing realized almost ar its incep
tion that it wou ld need outside support to continue its 
programs. In May of 1876, the crew started its first 
alumni fund-raising drive. Before the donation of the 
Potomac shell, the Association sent out this notice to 
former students and friends of Georgetown: 

"Even this Uusr buying a modest shell) will 
tax our resources heavily, and if there arc old 
students who feel disposed to do a generous 
action, or if there be a friend of present 
students who wishes to encourage their 
laudable enterprise, let him come forward at 
once with his donations, and communicate 
with the Treasurer of the Association, or 
some other resident of the college." 

The Association was fortunate enough to have 
a shell donated to this laudable cause. Ir shortly 
thereafter received word that the Potomac Boat Club 
was interested in sell ing an eighr-oared barge which 
Georgetown quickly bought. Moreover, the Ana los
tan Boat Club donated a six-oared gig, named 
"Lightfoot", to the Association. The immediate 
problem was to find a place in which to srore those 
shells. A boathouse was the solurion. 

In the first spring of the Rowing Association, some 
members were looking for ground that would be su it
able for a boathouse. At first, the only land available 
was across the Key Bridge near t he aqueduct piling. 
I n the short run this was unacceptable because the 
bridge at that time was a toll bridge and the students 
couldn't afford to pay to get to their boathouse every 
time they wished to practice. T hey thought this prob
lem would be alleviated because there was a rumor 
that Congress was going to buy the bridge and make 
it available for public use. The Association also real
ized that they would not be able to buy a boathouse 
that year because they had accumulated only S250. 
Much of this problem was solved early in the next 
school year. By October 1876, a Mr. Shoemaker made 
a gift ofland on the Georgetown side of the river. It 
was a "short distance above the College" and upon 
"passing through the tunnel under the canal, one 
comes immediately upon the spot." This was a perfect 
location on the river for a boathouse. Shortly after
ward Mr. J.L. Smithmeyer designed plans for this 
construction. The house was to be 60 feet long and 
26 feet wide and was almost 15 feet high. The section 
designed to house the boats was 50 feet long, 6 feet 
wide. On February 22, the Association proclaimed 
that the boathouse was completed: 

"The students of this college, appreciating 
the inestimable physical advantages to be 
derived from the excellent and popular 
exercise of rowing, about one year ago 
formed themselves inro an association 
for the purpose of buildings boat club. 
The work being undertaken at once, was 
prosecuted with a great deal of zeal; and 
with the assistance of some friends, but 

mainly through their own untiring efforts, 
they succeeded in accumulating a fund 
large enough to induce them to undertake 
the erection of a boathouse. A suitable site 
was chosen; and the house, begun several 
months since, has just been completed, 
and is now in the possession of the club." 

The boathouse was completed by Messrs. Young and 
Kcnenan at a cost ofSll00. 

The Association had now made the three most 
important moves necessary to start an organization 
of this type. There were still several problems to 
be solved. One question on the mind of at least one 
prolific student concerned the name of the organi
zation. Georgetown University Rowing Association 
was not appropriate because Georgetown College 
had been the name thar the students had always 
used. This writer was afraid that students would 
lose their identity as collegians if they started calling 
themselves University students. The members of the 
club a few years later changed the name of the club 
for another reason. They wrote: "We must remark 
that the term ' Rowing Association used by us, is out 
of date. The proper ti tle is Georgetown University 
Boat Club." These distinctions seem minor now, bur 
the discussions about them took up several pages of 
the journal. The students who associated themselves 
with rowing in the 1870s were very much concerned 
with observing t he forms of the era ft to which they 
quickly became apprentices. 

No discussion of the Georgetown crew will ever 
again be complete without examining its role in the 
adoption of the Blue and Grey as Georgetown's col
ors. When JG. Agar founded the crew, he formed a 
committee on colors. 

During the mid-to-late 1800s colleges across the 
country were adopting colors that were disrinctivc 
of their schools. This happened primarily because 
of the increasing importance of crew at these schools. 
Crew races at that time were generally four miles 
long. Binoculars had yer to be invented and the 
spectators needed a way to distinguish t he crews on 
rhe river. H arvard was probably the firs r to adopt 
colors; they chose crimson. All the rowers wore 
scarves around their necks as they rowed so rhar those 
on the shore knew for whom to cheer. This obsession 
with color increased among rhe colleges. Yale adopted 
blue and white, Princeton black and orange to 

distinguish themselves, Penn used red and blue. T he 
Georgetown committee on colors selected blue and 
gray "as appropriate colors for the club and expres
sive of the feeling of unity that exists between the 
Northern and Southern boys of rhe College. Shorrly 
thereafter the young ladies of Visitation presented 
the Boat C lub with a Blue and Gray pennant. The 
pennant was half blue and half gray. It was embroi
dered wirh the words Ocior Auro ('swifter than rhe 
wind'). This flag became the informal rallying point 
of the student body. When ir was first presented by 
the girls, there was an impromptu parade after its 
unveiling. The next two occasions when the flag 
was used signaled the acceptance of rhe colors by 
the student body of rhe whole University, and nor 
by the Boat Club alone. When the President of the 
University left Georgetown in rhe summer of 1876 
to attend the centennial celebration in Philadelphia, 
the leader of the students ran into the President's 
office to get the banner and then led the parade that 
was the Father's send-off. When the seniors of1876 
graduated, two flags flew during the ceremony: 
The United States flag on one side and the blue 
and gray on the other. 

The college accepted rhe Boar Club colors as 
those of the school. The Club then made moves to 
incorporate the colors into irs organization. Within 
a month rhe boat song was changed to incorporate 
the colors. The dedication of the song referring to 
the colors indicates that this song was more appro
priate, because of its reference to blue and gray, than 
the previous one had been. It also constitutes today 
a precious relic of American Victorian expression 
of feelings: 
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Boat Song 
Dedicated to the G.U.B.C. Colors: Blue 
and Gray 
Above the smooth and limpid wave, 
Come, speed our boa/ along, 
And as she dashes to the goal 
We'll time her with a song 

Chorus: 
Give way-give way - no man shall say 
We're laggards al the oar; 
No dame shall flush, nor maiden blush 
For Georgetown's honest fame. 
Hurrah.' then, boys, hurrah.' hurrah.' 
The Blue and Gray forever. 

We give lo thee, Potomac fair, 
--Thou river all our own -
As trim a bark, as blithe a crew 
As e'er thy waves have known. 

Chorus: Give way - give way etc. 

Speed - speed her 011 with stalwart arms, 
Cleave - faster cleave the wave.' 
These storied shores should look alone 
Upon the dauntless brave. 

Chorus: Give way-give way etc. 

She flies: the oars, with rhythmic beat, 
Divide the sparkling spray: 
She leaps like some gay thing of life, 
All eager far the fray. 

Chorus: Give way - give way etr. 

Still 011.' The Blue our pennon bears, 
To triumph leads the way; 
Or, if we fail we still shall hold 
To honor with the Gray. 

Chorus: Give way - give way etc. 

This period in the history of the crew lasted for a 
few years. During the era there was little mention of 
any racing done by the boats although they practiced 
frequently. The only mention of a race is an invita
tion that was received in 1879 from Albany, New 
York. Jr displayed three beautiful challenge cups 
and announced that they would crown the National 
Amateur Oarsmen. The journal said that it believed 
that Georgetown would decline. 

The crew relied on the donations of friends of the 
river during this first period. One way in which the 
Association was able to keep a crew on the water was 
through frequent socials. The crew began ro hold 
dances in 1877. They also sponsored poetry read
ings, concerts, and many other functions designed to 
raise funds for the crew. 

The crew disappeared from the College journal 
after the fall of 1877. A letter of 1891 tells the 
tragic story: 

"Thus it was with our boathouse. Though 
built on strong piles and warranted to 
withstand the buffets of a storm or fresh
et, the boathouse, or a great part of it, 
nevertheless, fell a victim to an extraor
dinary freshet and went sailing down the 
lordly Potomac one spring morning." 

The crew was still listed in the University Catalogue 
in 1884 but there was no mention of any of its activ
ities. There were attempts to find another boathouse 
and restart the crew around 1890, but these ventures 
were unsuccessful. 

Stage 2 
Rowing did not stop at the Hilltop with the washing 
away of the boathouse. The men of Georgetown 
continued to row when the weather was p leasant in 
the fall or in the spring. This account appears in the 
year 1899: 

"The river has received more patronage 
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th is year than for some years past, owing 
to the mild weather which has made row
ing agreeable. Rowing is enjoyed almost 
every half holiday ... " 

Crew did not follow far behind. The support of 
alumni and friends began what was a very successful 
era for our rowers. Starting in the school year 1899-
1900, rowing was again a team sport at Georgetown: 

"Just after Christmas, rowing machines 
were presented (through the efforts of Mr. 
(J. Hadley) Doyle) to the A thletic Asso
ciation and were immediately installed 
in the old baseball cage. Since that time 
Frank Kerns, Med., of Worcester Mass., 
then intermediate sculling champion, has 
been busy trying to install t he rudimenta
ry ideas of rowing into a squad of earnest 
and worthwhile candidates." 

The crew entered a period of exceptional success 
in 1900. The coach during this time, Mr. Zappone, 
would direct its 4: 15 p.m. practices from his single 
shell, rowing abreast of the eights. P ractice for the 
men consisted of daily eight-mile rows starting at 
Potomac Boathouse. The crew trained hard and the 
rewards were soon to come. 

On M ay 17, 1900, the crew raced against Navy 
at A nnapolis. Georgetown won on the water for the 
first rime in her history. T he crew then directed its 
attent ion to Poughkeepsie and the nation's prime 
intercollegiate regatta, where 25,000 ro 50,000 wit
nessed a "thrilling, nerve destroying, heartbreaking 
experience of the greatest, closest most exciting and 
one of the fastest boat races ever rowed in this coun
try and probably the world, over a four-mile course." 
This pace was too much fo r our tyros, whose boat 
finished last with a rime of twenty minutes nineteen 
and one fifth seconds. Mr. Zappone expressed the 
feelings of the boat when he said: 

" ... we felt very much like apprentices 
assuming to enter the class of skilled 
mechanics, for, up to sixty days before 
the race, six of the eight never sat in a 
shell or handled a sweep." 

The general sentiment was that this was not a real 
cause for discouragement for the crew. T hey knew 
that ifrhey trained hard they would be able ro come 
back next year and do much better. 

During the fall of 1900 Georgetown found an
other boathouse in which to store its shells. By April 
of l 901, the Columbia Athletic Club had turned 
over the keys of their boathouse to the H oyas, who 
bought it for S5000.31. Father Whitney took this 
opportunity to recognize rowing as a permanent 
institution of rhe College. 

In July l 901, t he crew agai n loaded shells for 
the long trip to Poughkeepsie. T his year the results 
were slightly different. I nstead of writers telling 
Georgetown that they had noth ing to be ashamed 
of, Georgetown was the surprise of the contest. The 
journal summarized the press' reaction: 

"No eight in the regatta deserves higher 
praise than t he Georgetown crew. They 
went into the race with but one previous 
contest as experience; half of the men 
never handled a sweep in a race before, yet 
Georgetown surprised everyone by holding 
on to the leaders in grand style. Such a 
combination of pluck and skill was entirely 
unlooked for; it was something even for 
seasoned oarsmen to have finished fourth in 
such a race, to have defeated the other two 
contestants, and to have broken an intercol
legiate record; but to have done all this with 
such little preparation and experience is, 
indeed, a thing to be remembered in the 
history of athletics at Georgetown." 

l n this second regatta Georgetown, although not 
winning, had finished in faster rime than the previous 
world record for a four-mile race. 

Georgetown continued to make Poughkeepsie an 
annual event. In 1902 the Blue and Gray finished 
last there; they came in second in the 1903 race, 

their best finish ever. In l 904 came a let-down when 
they crossed the finish line in fifth place. 

In the fall of1904 Mr. Dempsey became their new 
coach. Unfortunately, in the spring of 1904 the crew 
was forced out of their home in the Columbia Boat 
H ouse on 34th Street. The sire was government land 
and the boathouse was razed. Luckily, Mr. Dempsey 
had an ice house next to the aqueduct abutment where 
Georgetown was able ro store their shells. While the 
crew continued to look for a home, Georgetown held 
a huge track and field contest that was to benefit the 
boathouse fund; four thousand people attended. 

Despite the large crowds that turned out in sup
port of the crew, the sport itself is amateur. There 
is no way to charge admission to a regatta because 
ir covers four miles of a public river. The crew was 
faced wit h severe financial difficulties in the spring 
of 1904. It did not have enough money to buy the 
land for building the boathouse. The crew was not 
as successful as it had been in the early 1900s. The 
administration, facing the decision of whether or not 
to support the crew, decided to maintain it. 

However, interest in rowing at Georgetown began 
ro ebb. l n 1911 a reference ro rhe crew appears in the 
scrapbook of Wm. E. Harrington. The note says the 
University could continue to support the crew if the 
football team remained successful. After this there 
were no more references to our rowers until 1941. 

Stage 3 
The men of Georgetown continued to keep rhe 

spirit of rowing alive despite long periods of obscurity. 
Rowing was not formally part of the university after 
1910 but many continued to row as individuals and 
simply for fun. There is an account of a race between 
American International College and the Georgetown 
Rowing Club in the newspapers in I 941. There is a 
description of Georgetown racing and unfortunately 
losing to Washington and Lee in May 1941 and to 
Penn in Ju ly. These students used shells, like many of 
the first members of the crew in 1876, that were bor
rowed from the Potomac Boar Club. These races were 
infrequent and they received little press attention . 

The Georgetown crew embarked upon its current 
history in 1957. Again rowers used the club format 
to cultivate interest in the sport. Fr. Bunn, then 
president ofrhe university, told Mr. Maletz, the coach 
of the club, that ifhe could keep students rowing 
for five years, the university would again adopt the 
sport officially. The crew continued as a club for a 
year, then, during the next year Washington rowing 
got its biggest boost. 

l n 1959, the Water Sports Center, now known as 
Thompson's Boathouse, was approved on the merits 
of three advantages proposed by the Washington 
Rowing Association. This new facility would be a 
place for public rental and storage of boats, a place 
for colleges and high schools to store the delicate 
shells that they used for crew, and for planned 
intercollegiate regattas. Washington had been the 
host to four Eastern Sprint Championships, two 
H igh School National Championships and, during 
the summer of 1959, played host to the tryouts for 
the Pan American Games and as a training site for 
the Russian National Team. All these factors led to 
the construction of Thompson's Boathouse, which 
insured that Georgetown would have a place to 
store its boats. 

The H oyas began regular workouts with the addi
tion of the Water Sports Center to the shores of the 
Potomac. ln May 1961, the boathouse that Coach 
Dempsey had built to house the shells at the turn of 
rhe century burned down. This was the convened 
ice house next to the aqueduct abutment. 

Georgetown became a serious contender for 
rowing honors in 1962, when Don Cadle became the 
head coach. In the year before his arrival the crew 
had finished third in the Dad Vail final, the small 
college national championship regatta. l n his first 
season, Cadle's team was undefeated and then won 
the Dad Vail Regatta. T his boat was even consid
ered as a possible Olympic contender. Du ring the 
next season, the crew defeated all its regular season 



opponents. The only team it lost to was the World 
Champion German National Team. The crew came 
in second in the Vail in 1963. In 1964, it continued 
its dominance and again won the Vail. 

Success guided the crew in the early sixties. 
Coach Rcmuzzi finished medical school while 
directing the crew in 1965. This group of rowers was 
not as successful as Don Cadle's but they kept row
ing alive at the Hilltop. The 1964 Vail winning sea
son prompted many others to join. This also marked 
the bcginni ng of the long association between the 
crew and the Tombs restaurant. Many of the 1965 
rowers called themselves the Black Velvets because 
several oarsmen would go to the Tombs to drink a 
combination of Guinness beer and champagne. 

During 1964 Georgetown started its lightweight 
rowing program. Lightweight boars must average 
155 pounds for eight rowers, none of them weighing 
over 160 pounds. The lightweights rowed in the 
more competitive Eastern Sprint League, which 
includes many Ivy League schools. The lightweights 
did fairly well against the tough competition in 
the Eastern Sprints, but never won. When the 
D ad Vail opened its competition to l ightweights, 
Georgetown's crews in this class switched to 
take advantaged of the winning possibilities by 
competing against schools whose crews were not 
heavily endowed. 

The lean years of the mid-sixties gave way with the 
1966 arrival of Tony Johnson, a former Washington 
and Lee High School rower who returned to Wash
ington to row with his partner Larry Hough, and 
competed in rowing internationally. He undertook 
the coaching job at Georgetown with the understand
ing that he was to volunteer his coaching services in 
order to maintain his amateur status. He worked in 
the Alumni H ouse as assistant fund director. Johnson 
led by the sterling example he set. H e just missed 
in his attempt to represent the United States in the 
1964 Olympics in rhe straight pair, a race involving 
two sweep oarsmen without a coxswain. With a new 
partner and during his years at Georgetown he was 
undefeated in national and international competition. 
I n 1968 Johnson and Hough went to the Olympics as 
the favorites bur lost by less than a second to the East 
German team in a hotly contested final. 

Tony Johnson was able to translate his personal 
victories into coaching success. One of his rowers 
explained that Johnson told his crew what it took 
to win and had them decide if that was what they 
wanted to do. To them winning was something that 
the coach made easy. Almost immediately this style 
resulted in victory. In 1967 the H oya heavyweights 
captured the silver medal at the Dad Vail. I n 1968 
they recaptured the gold. The same crew then 
repeated their championship performance in 1969. 

In that summer Yale heavily recruited Tony 
Johnson. After winning the Olympic silver medal 
he decided to end his amateur career and accepted a 
lucrative position at New H aven . 

H e left a group of very talented sophomores at 
Georgetown. Under the guidance of Frank Benson 
they again won the Dad Vail in 1971. This was the 
last gold medal for the heavyweight crew. The late 
sixties and seventies were difficult times for the 
crew. The sport at Georgetown fell victim to the 
sweeping social changes that were happening both 
outside and inside Healy gates. Crew became associ
ated with conservatism. It was part of the old school; 
getting up at 5:45 to row as a unit wasn't popular. 
Johnson had been able to preserve the dedication of 
the Hoya crews during his tenure, but shortly after 
his departure the effects of the nationwide social 
changes began to emerge. 

Success was spotty for Georgetown's crew in the 
early and mid seventies. Not as many athletes re
mained committed to the program. There were many 
good oarsmen but they didn't seem to "get it together." 
Only recently did the crew start to regularize itself 
and strengthen its ties with the University. The most 
important factor in this process was the arrival of 
Father Healy in 1976. 
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The new president of Georgetown had long been 
a strong supporter of crew, and his work and that 
of others enabled crew to become a permanent part 
of Georgetown. During the late seventies and early 
eighties the crew has grown tremendously. I n 1975, 
Sharon Courtin founded the highly successful 
women's team. 

Currently, over 100 students row for Georgetown. 
Starting around 1977, part-time coaches became 
more permanent, coaching longer than others had 
done previously. John Forster was the men's head 
coach for nine years between 1977 and 1986. He 
would often use his own money to cover the crew's 
expenses. John Devlin and Jack Ni hill, both former 
members of the Georgetown crew, started coaching 
in 1979 and continue doing so today. T he establish
ment of the crew is most significant in the areas that 
troubled the crew in the past: funding, coach ing, 
and a boathouse. 

The crew is currently completing a million-dollar 
capital campaign. The nearly $900,000 that has been 
pledged provides assurance that this expensive sport 
will always be funded. Coaching was regularized 
further with the hiring of Fred Schoch, the team's 
first full-time coach . Georgetown is currently 
attempting to build a boathouse for the crew as the 
final guarantee of the sport's continued survival at 
the Hilltop. 

The bonding between the crew and the Univer
sity has brought back the success that the crew was 
accustomed to in the early 1900s and then again 
in the early and late 1960s. The freshmen boats, 
a good indication of talent to come, have won the 
D ad Vail for two years running. The lightweights 
earned gold medals in 1986 and 1987, the heavy
weights in 1985 and 1986. Last year the Varsity 
boats came closer to former Vail glory. They were 
all in their respective finals at the championships. 
The women won the Vail and went on to finish 
seventh in the nationals held in California. Fred 
Schoch fu rther augmented the reputation of the 
crew during the summer when he coached the 
Junior National Team to a gold medal in the world 
games held in Germany. 

The Georgetown crew has become a regular part 
oflifc at our University. We arc celebrating her bi
centennial in 1989. Crew has played a major part in 
the lives of many of our students for the last century. 
The union of the University and the crew served to 
protect the crew from withering away. The crew has 
also served to honor the Potomac's lovely daughter 
and, in the words of the boat song, has preserved the 
"Blue and the Gray forever." 

"The Blue and Gray Rowing Story" 
It may be news to scores of rowing buffs that the 
entry of Georgetown University's crew in the 1964 
I ntercollegiate Rowing Association Regatta is 
not the inaugural and lone appearance of a Blue 
and Gray shell in this ancient and highly revered 
athletic classic. 

Instead of a first for the Hoya crew it happens to 
be their ninth participation. A search of yellowed 
and worn record pages of!RA history at the ECAC 
Office revealed that Georgetown competed among 
the IRA's four mile University eights from 1900 
through 1907. During that period of the Regatta, 
held on the Hudson River at Poughkeepsie, George
town earned a second in 1903 behind champion 
Cornell; a third in 1905, a fourth in 1901, fifth 
place finish in 1900 and 1904, and sixth spot in the 
varsity heavy weight race in 1902, 1906, and 1907. 

The record follows: 
1900- Fifth behind Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, 
Cornell, and Columbia 
1901 - Fourth behind Cornell, Columbia, Wiscon
sin, and ahead of Syracuse and Pennsylvania 
1902 - Sixth and last 
1903 - Second behind Cornell and ahead of Wis
consin, Pennsylvania, Syracuse, and Columbia 
1904 - Fifth out of six finishers 
1905 -Third behind Cornell and Syracuse 

1906 - Sixth and last 
1907 - Sixth out of seven finishers 
From the 1964 IRA Program 

Tom StevensonJr.'s Memoir 
A graduate student named McSweency who had 
rowed for Manhattan College decided to start a 
crew to row the Potomac. Georgetown had a crew 
prior to World War 1 but had never reactivated the 
sport after the war. The college still had three old 
shells which had been used for years by the Potomac 
Boat Club and which were stored in their boathouse 
on the river below the college. The boars were still 
usable although one boat stroked from the starboa rd 
side whereas all modern shells stroked from the port 
side. A lot of my friends also joined the fledgling 
crew includ ing Ray Moore, Bill Maloy, John Kohl, 
and Jim Fleming, to name a few. We would rise very 
early, around 5:30 a.m., and run down the steep 
steps to the river and row for about an hour in the 
cold of March. We would then run up those steep 
steps, and shower and dress in time for breakfast and 
our classes - the power of youth. 

One of our coxswains was the son of the Polish 
Ambassador. One cold March morning he must 
have dozed off. H e steered the boar into the piling 
supporting the K Street Bridge and the bow col
lapsed and the boat sank. Fortunately, the coaching 
boar was nearby and all the rowers were rescued. 
Bill Maloy was in the unfortunate position of being 
the bow rower and he had a very cold swim. Our 
fleet was then reduced to two shells but we did make 
headlines of the Washington Post! 

The crew had gotten some stature. We rowed 
against Navy and Pennsylvania. For them ir was 
only a scrimmage but we were in the big league. Our 
equipment was nor acceptable to those colleges so we 
were granted the privilege of using their shells and 
their oars. We lost to Navy very badly but they treat
ed us nicely, not as poor cousins. When we rowed 
against Penn on the famous course on the Schuylkill 
River they were not as tolerant of us. On our first 
start someone caught a crab and broke his oar. .. We 
started again, and l caught a crab and broke the oar. 
Those oars cost S50, a lot of money in those days. 
The Penn coaches were not pleased and promptly 
let us know about it. Almost in revenge, their crew 
proceeded to give us a good drubbing, all in a good 
gesture. They gave me the broken oar to take home. 
It is still mounted on the wall of the finished base
ment of my father's original house in Shore H aven in 
Manhassct. 

Contributed by his son, Tom Str·umson '67. The 
younger Tom rowed lightweight crew from '64 to '67. 
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Karlish vs Pocock Oars: An Argument and 
the Comparison 
Judging from the ]RA Program for the 1964 regatta, 
the introduction of the Karlish "tu lip" oars by the 
1960 Olympic champions from Rarzeburg created 
a lively debate among American coaches over their 
actual advantage in moving boats. I !ere is an excerpt 
of the argument: 

"One of our most thoughtfu l and successful 
coaches is H arrison (Stork) Sanford. 
The veteran Cornell mentor was (and is) 
concerned over whether the high-stroking, 
shovel-oared techniques used by the Ger
man Olympic champions in 1960 and con
tinued successfully over here by essentially 
the same crew last year arc demonstrably 
better for all crews in a sprint race. 

Sanford was one of several American 
coaches to order oars in the German pat
tern, oars which arc slightly longer overall 
- with all the extra length outboard - and 
which have a shorter but wider blade. The 
oars supposedly are a bit tougher to handle 
in rough water and require top blade work. 

---
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To find our if they move a boar better than 
our conventional oars, Sanford rigged 
the shovel oars on one side of a Cornell 
shell and conventional oars on the other 
side, then had his lads pull away. He then 
reversed the oars and once again gave 
the signal to "Row!" If one oar had had 
an inherent advantage over the other, it 
would have pulled the boat around in its 
direction. But in each instance, the boar 
went straight and true without requiring a 
coxswain's steering adjustment. So Stork 
is using conventional oars. 

Of course several coaches have turned 
to the shovel oar, among them Harry 
Parker at Harvard and his old mentor, 
Joe Burk of Penn. H arry has had notable 
success with them, witness his East-
ern Sprints championships. Bur H arry 
maintains that the oars have had "no 
measurable influence" on his crew, at least 
one that shows up on a stopwatch. "My 
oarsmen just like them," says Harry. 

Burk says his test showed that his 
particu lar crew showed a live second im
provement when using the compact oars 
compared to using the regular oars." 

From "Rowing Ferment" by Mel Woody, The Newark 
News (p. 15 of the 1964 IRA Regatta program} 

Comparing the Pocock vs Ka d ish Oars 

Characteristics Pocock Karlish 

Flex/Spring "Spring & Limber" "H eavy & Swift" 

Blade length 32" 24" 

Spoon width 7" 7 3/4" 

Shaft outboard 102 1/4" 

H andle inboard 

Overall Length 

(lnboard + Outboard) 

43" 

145" 

105 3/4" 

44 1/4" 

150" 

Data from 1965 NAAO Rowing Guide, p.50. 
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The Coxswain's Song 
The beauty and speed of a good rowing crew is an 
artifact of discipline and ream work, of individuals 
merging themselves into an athletic organism that 
moves in perfect synchrony. Just as an infantry recruit 
masters the "Manual of Arms" and close-order drill, 
the rower's first practical introduction to the sporr is 
learning to execute the series of commands necessary 
for eight men to carry a delicate (and expensive) six
ty-two foot shell safely from its rack in the boathouse 
down to the dock and onto the water, and return it 
thence at the end of the day. 

To the seasoned rower there is poetry in these 
commands and grace in these motions that a rc as 
beautiful as a full dress parade on the Plain at West 
Point wou ld be to army veteran. The drill sergeant 
and master of ceremonies in these proceedings is the 
coxswain, the little guy with the big voice and an 
abundance of"attitude." 

For those of us who began our careers rowing 
eights, the coxswain was usually the target of 
expressed abuse but tacit respect. Most of the rime 
we'd find fault with his "dead" weight, or faulty 
steering, or for being a passive passenger sitting 
there in the stern. We granted only grudging appre
ciation for the unique combination of personal and 
technical skills a good cox must master. I n short, 
coxswains rarely received the full credit they deserve. 
Consider the time-honored ritual of the victorious 
crew tossing the cox into the river; this is all done 
in the spirit of celebration and good cheer, but the 
symbolism is paradoxical at least. 

The reasons for this paradox have more to do with 
appearances than substance. Consider that almost by 
definition the cox must be relatively small in stature 
and slightly built, weighing hardly more than 120 
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lbs., yet possess the hearty self-assurance and strength 
of will to control much larger men by the sheer power 
and confidence of his voice. This is not an authority 
that simply comes ex cathedra as it were; there are 
many people physically small enough to fir into the 
cox's scat who fail utterly in the art of command. 
Nor is it the job for a Napoleonic egotist, since the 
command of the boat - so far as rowing the race is 
concerned - is shared with the stroke for whom the 
cox serves as executive officer, his eyes and ears and 
voice during the race. 

Despite the coxswain's small stature, s/he must 
be athletically the equal of his oarsmen. Ifs/he is ro 
build rapport and command their respect s/hc must 
engage in the same rigorous training, the calisthenics, 
the lifting, and running that they do, with the only 
difference being thats/he is not permitted the reward 
of eating freely. Maintaining the proper weight means 
always having to diet while the rowers feast. Then 
there is the physical beating suffered in the continual 
slamming of the sacrum against the back of the cox's 
scat at each catch of the oars, leaving rainbow colored 
hematomas that hardly ever get a chance to heal 
during the course of a season. And in the bitter days 
of February and March, the immobility of the "pas
sive passenger" only increases the suffering of frozen 
feet and butt. In short, being a cox means enduring 
hardships oarsmen know nor o( 

Furrhermore, oarsmen should not overlook the 
fierce competition among coxswains to win that seat 
in the first boar. While there are fou r starboard and 
four port oars in an eight, there is only one cox, so 
given relatively large number of athletes vying for 
the coveted stern scar, the competition among cox
swains is generally stiffer than among oarsmen. All 
other things being equal, even the fourth best port 
or starboard oa r will still find a seat in the varsity, 
but the second best coxswain will not. 

On the water the cox must be an ever-watchful 
river pilot looking our for dangerous flotsam and 
errant boaters, an aggressively competitive steers
man always hewing the shortest line to the finish, 
and a surrogate coach correcting flaws in the crew's 
technique. T hese are merely the technical require
ments for coxing. What separates the great cox from 
the mediocre is the indefinable skill ofleadership, 
the ability to inspire a flagging crew tO respond to 
his demand for a "power ten" or to rally at t he end 
of a grueling race, and work this magic by the mere 
power of his wits and rhetoric, his personality and 
voice. I magine gallant King H arry Vin the stern 
scat rather t han storming the breach at H arfleur 
and you'll get the idea. 

So let us now pay our hearricsr respects to those 
little guys in the stern for their service to our com
mon goal. L isten to the coxswain's song, and in your 
mind's eye watch and remember how we first heard 
that voice and learned t he "Manual of the Boars." 

Cox: ALL EIGH T ON T H E BOAT!! 
Count-down when ready! 

Crew: Bow. Two. Three. Four. Five. Six. 
Seven. Stroke! 

Cox: All eight, lay hold! L ift 'er up! And 
case her our. 
Port side hold, Starboard go under! 
All eight: To your shoulders lift 'er 
up! Walk 'er out ofrhc house. 
Swing the bow down the ramp and 
up-stream. 
Over your heads lift her UP! 
To your waist roll 'er DOWN! 
To the water place her IN! 
Bow and Stroke hold her off, 
Two to Seven get the oars. 

All eight, one foot in, 
And, off! 

A PPEN DIX D 

A Tribute To the Riggers 
When it comes tO crew, coaches coach, oarsmen row 
and riggers do everything else. ' 

Crew is a capital intensive sport with a large 
physical plant: shells, oars, launches, outboard-mo
tors, a truck (or two,) a trailer, and all the tools 
appropriate to each. The people who are responsible 
for ensuring that the boars arc ready to row and race 
and for maintaining all the other material means ' 
that serve that purpose are the riggers. At the major 
IRA schools the rigger is a well-paid professional, 
but at Georgetown our riggers were students who 
volunteered to become the "go-to guys," the jacks-of
all-trades, and their masters as well. Joe Frederick 
writes: "We also served as 'go-fers' for the coaches, 
fueling and maintaining the launches, reserving 
hotel rooms and restaurants for the crew. I learned to 
drive a stick shift in Don Cadle's VW beetle, jerking 
back and forth on my initial trips to get gas." 

And they did this without uniforms and with none 
of the glamor and glory that the crowds award to the 
rowers on the river. So the time has come to give these 
guys the credit and the honor that their generous ded
ication, talent, and hard work have earned. It is rime to 
say"Thank you!" for making the crew possible. 

Anyone who has ever rowed a wooden boat soon 
comes to understand that such craft a re quire tender; 
the need for maintenance is constant, and for repairs, 
frequent. Under the stress of rowing, hulls check, 
seats wear and break, stretchers that cause foot blisters 
may need sanding, riggers shimming, and oar locks 
reset. Even oars wear, crack and need repair, and 
frequent repainting. Denis Chagnon recalls "many 
hours putting a fresh coat of paint on the oars before a 
regatta a couple of times each year - I probably spent 
as much time if not more painting than repairing the 
oars." When these minor - and sometimes major 
- fixes are multiplied by the eight rowers of a crew, 
and then again by the number of crews on the team, 
one comes to appreciate the challenges that face the 
rigger, the guy who takes care of the boats, the oars, 
and just about everything else in the boar house. 

The first of Georgetown's riggers was that 
Renaissance man of our history, Bob "The Goose" 
Remuzzi. Goose was not only one of the Originals 
of'61, but also a genius with remarkable hands. His 
career as an orthopedic surgeon might have been 
foreseen by anyone who watched him roiling over 
a checked hull or a broken scat. The work area at 
t he rear of the T hompson Boathouse was his first 
operating room, complete with overhead lamps, in
struments, and sometimes an 'intern' to assist in the 
arts and crafts he practiced and taught; for Goose 
was not only an artisan but a teacher, role model and 
mentor to the guys who would take on these respon
sibilities after him. 

T he first in this line of apprentices was Joe 
Frederick, '64. Jack Hoeschlcr recruited Joe in 1962. 
Then followed a succession of talented and dedicat
ed guys: Don Ellis '67, Denis Chagnon '68, Frank 
McBride '68, and Bill Pokorny'69. 

Besides the arts of maintenance, there was the 
stress of taking the boats to away races, a task that 
required all the skills and endurance of a long-haul 
truck driver but without the pay much less the hours 
of training. And this was long before cell-phones 
and C PS made driving as secure as it is today. The 
medical-surgical maxim comes to mind: "See one, 
do one, teach one." In the early days, Joe Freder-
ick says: "Goose usually drove the truck and you 
just had ro watch where the bows and sterns were 
on right turns." T hen later, it was just a few turns 
around the block with Goose and off you go. 

As Denis Chagnon explains: "I had never seen a 
stick shift until (Goose) taught me on the crew truck!" 
As was the case in those days, one did things first and 
asked permission later. No oversight, no formal train
ing and here a freshman and sophomore were driving 
a university truck and rowing 62 foot racing shells on a 
makeshift trailer up and down the east coast. 



Whether this casual attitude toward the legal 
liabilities involved in interstate truck-driving was 
prudent, was a question that seemed beside the point 
of getting the boats to their destinations on time. 
Bur our luck held and the only encounter with the 
law that anyone can recall occurred somewhere in 
central New York. Joe Frederick was the rigger in 
those days and tells the story. 

"An oarsman was driving and I was navigating. 
As usual I was low on sleep and dozed off, awaken
ing to see us make the wrong turn at a major inter
state split. A check of the map showed about forty 
miles to the next exit so we resolved to make a U-e. 
We needed a cross-over and no traffic and finally 
got a chance. I told him only one car was coming so 
make it quick. After we turned and straightened out, 
he looked in the side view mirror and said the good 
news was that we beat him but the bad news was 
that it was a New York State cop. I would have liked 
to have seen the expression on his face when he came 
over a small rise and saw two shells perpendicular to 
the Interstate. After he pulled us over, he was more 
fascinated by the shells and the oars on board than 
our crime. After advising us not to do it again, he 
sent us on our way.' 

One can only wonder what might have been 
the repercussions had the trooper asked to see a 
chauffer's license for driving a trailer rig. 

Then came the epic weekend of May 12th and 
13th, 1967, when the heavies rowed in the Dad Vail 
and the lightweights rowed at the EARC Sprints. 
Just recounting the sequence of trips is exhausting. 

On Thursday morning (May 11th) after t he 
morning workouts, the heavies loaded their boats on 
the trailer, and D enis and cox Jay Shea '69 left DC 
for the five-hour drive up Route 1 to Philadelphia 
and Boathouse Row. Once at the University Barge 
Club, the boats were unloaded and Jay remained 
with them as overnight security man. 

Denis then returned to Thompson's to load the 
light weight eights Friday morning. T his time Bill 
Ludolph ' 70 went along for the twelve hour ride up 
to Lake Qiinsigamond. No sooner had they arrived 
than Bill received an emergency message to phone 
home; his father had died suddenly earlier that day, 
and so they had to deal with travel arrangements and 
get Bill to Logan airport for his flight home. 

Saturday, May 13th, the lightweights rowed 
their races, and then loaded the boats back on the 
trailer. Having enlisted a volunteer to accompany 
him on the long ride home, Denis arrived back at 
Thompson's just before dawn on Sunday, and tried 
to (finally) get some sleep in the truck until some 
oarsmen could come down to unload the eights and 
carry them back into the boathouse. 

But now came the hard part, the final sprint so 
to speak: Denis and another volunteer set off again 
to retrieve the heavyweights' boats from Philly. Ar
riving at University Barge Club around 1 p.m., they 
got the boats loaded and securely tied down, and 
set out on the last drive back to DC. Anticipating 
the physical and psychological exhaustion of serial 
long-distance drives, Dr. Goose Remuzzi had given 
Denis a "small pill to take in case 1 was not able to 
stay awake .. .J took it after arriving in P hilly, and felt 
really ready to go-go-go for the final leg home. 

"So goes the story- perhaps 34 hours of d riving 
the truck and trailer from Thursday to Sunday. 
I doubt I slept a total ofl0 hours in that entire time 
period. After taking that pill, 1 still to this day 
recall the semi-hallucinations I had with things 
popping out from the sides of the road at the 
truck ... BUT I did stay rational, and did indeed 
st ay awake. On arrival back at school, I tried to 
st udy but things were all fuzzy and retaining any
thing was out of the question . 

"At the insistence of a few rowers, I went with 
them to the Tombs at the 1789 where they were 
having the end of the year Black Velvet party .. .I recall 
going down the steps at the '89, and having one Black 
Velvet. . .The next thing I recall is waking up in my 
bed on campus Tuesday morning. I had missed an 
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exam on Monday, and another Tuesday morning. I 
postponed another as well... It was a wild and crazy 
weekend." 

Denis concludes this tale with the understate
ment: "The life of a rigger was not all wine and 
roses and song!" 

In recognition of their work, in 1964 Goose 
arranged for Joe Frederick to receive his Varsity 
letter and Golden Oar; and in 1968 Denis was given 
the "Manager of the Year" award; no "manager" ever 
deserved it more. 

So let us now say "Thank you!" to the riggers 
who maintained those beautiful wooden boats and 
delivered them to our races safely and ready to row: 
Joe Frederick '64, Don Ellis '67, Denis Chagnon '68, 
Frank McBride '68, and Bill Pokorny '69. 

Maybe they '"never rowed" but without them, 
neither could we. 

APPENDIX E 

Gifford's 
One of the treats that made rowing endurable during 
the sweltering summers of the mid-sixties was ice 
cream. Large amounts of ice cream. At a moment's 
not ice on a Satu rday afternoon or a Tuesday evening 
we would all pile into the available vehicles and 
drive over Key Bridge and up Lee H ighway to the 
Falls Church Gifford's. T here was anot her G ifford's 
out in Maryland, but the one in Falls Church was 
more accessible and so received preferred status. 

T his classic ice cream parlor became a crew 
institution in those years. Besides the cute high 
school girls behind the counter, the other delights 
included the usual favorites: cones, sundaes, banana 
splits, thick-shakes, etc. But my personal favorite was 
a "Dutch Chocolate" sundae that was served with a 
miniature pitcher of a dark chocolate sauce so rich 
that after a few spoonfuls of the sundae the skin on 
my face would tingle and tighten. This was probably 
some sort of insulin rush, but the dish was absolutely, 
unquestionably, the best sundae ever, anytime, any 
place. 

They also served a super-large bowl of ice cream 
na med "T he Cow" that certain guys (you know who 
you arc) would order primarily in order to race each 
other to the bottom. This got real ugly, real fast, but 
invariably provided great entertainment for the spec
tators cheering on the contestants. Of course it was 
sophomoric, but we were all sophomores in those 
days! Needless to say, the trips out to Falls Church 
became a regular relief from the constant heat and 
humidity of the dog days of August. 

APPENDIX F 

The Pirates and The Santa Maria 
A comedy in three acts 

ACT ONE: The Caper 
In the summer of 1966, a full-scale replica of Co
lumbus' ship Santa Maria came to be moored on a 
wharf along the Anacostia waterfront. The ship had 
been an exhibit at the NY World's Fair a year or two 
before and was now a minor D C tourist attraction. 

Since the summer rowing season was in the dol
drums at the time, and we had little to occupy us 
other than our jobs and morning workouts, some
body got the idea to stage a "pirate raid" on the 
Santa Maria. Second floor H arbin was the center 
of the action that summer because that's where the 
more spirited members of the crew class of'68 were 
living with MikeVespoli, Rusty Duffy, Billy Groh, 
and Mack Ludolph, as ring-leaders. l myself was 
sharing a stiflingly hot room in Old North with Joe 
Creed, but was a frequent visitor to the air-condi
tioned Harbin suites. 

No sooner was the idea broached than plans were 
laid to borrow canoes from the dock at the Harry 
Thompson Boathouse in the dark of night, paddle 

down the Poromac, portage over Ohio Drive into the 
Tidal Basin, and thence into the Anacostia River. 

Upon hearing th is, I decided that as the senior 
member present, I had better go along as a stabi
lizing influence. And so one Saturday night eight 
of us gathered in the lumber yard adjacent to the 
boathouse to wait for the custodian, "Sailor John," 
to fall asleep. 

As we watched and waited, the weather was 
unseasonably chilly under a light drizzle. When 
impatience told us we had waited long enough, we 
skulked our way down to the dock and managed 
to launch four canoes without detection. Mike and 
I ended up in the last canoe; I took the stern scat 
while Mike took bow. Up ahead of us in the rainy 
gloom paddled Ludolph, Duffy, Groh, Ron Dc
Grandis, Rick Morris, and Dennis Chagnon. 

lt was well after 1 :00 a.m. when we paddled past 
the Jefferson Memorial and entered the Anacostia. 
We boarded ou r target in the classic pirate style: 
hand-over-hand from the canoes. Once aboard we 
ran up a small "Jolly Roger" on the main mast and set 
about to plunder and loot. But this was no treasure 
galleon, and we managed to make off with only a few 
items including an hour-glass and a Castilian flag. 

Returning as we came, we slipped the canoes back 
up on the boathouse dock and went back to campus to 
celebrate our successful prank over an early breakfast. 

ACT TWO: The Scam 
Sunday passed uneventfully, bur on Monday the 
Washington papers reported a major felony had been 
perpetrated: antiques worth thousands of dollars had 
been stolen from the Santa Maria by a gang of river 
'·pi rates." 

Now the items in question could not have been 
worth more than a hundred bucks at most. Obviously, 
someone was trying to scam their insurance company 
with an outrageously in flated claim. We might be "pi
rates" but we weren't crooks. T his fraud could nor be 
allowed to go any further. T he scam could not stand! 

ACT THREE: Pirates Repent 
As word spread through the dorm, the buccaneers 
gathered the loot in a cardboard box with a note af
firming that this was everything that had been taken 
and expressing remorse for the prank. Then Billy 
Groh and Dennis Chagnon set off in Bill's VW to 
find some safe way to return the faux antiques without 
incriminating themselves. Spotting an empty police 
cruiser parked outside a downtown precinct house, 
stealthy stalwart Dennis Chagnon managed to stash 
the box on the backseat and slip away unnoticed. 

The next day the morning papers ran the story 
with the headline "P irates Repent!" along with the 
inventory and the note of apology. 

The class of'68 had made its mark in crew 
prankster lore. 

------
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M E MORIES 
1 1/mry V, Art 4, Smie 3. 

Th, Cr,at Catshy 

IN TRODUCTION 
1 From Fragmmtr The Co/1,rtrd Wisdom of 
l/erar/1/us, translated by Brooks I laxton. 

'A dollar bill cert i lied that "1 here is on 

deposit in the Treasury of the United S1a1cs 

of America one dollar in silver payable 10 the 

bearer on ctcmand." 
1 Mark Bowden, The Best Came Ever Playfd: 

Grants vs. Colts, 1958, and The Birth of Th, 

Modern NFL, 2008. 
• The Theodore Roosevelt Bridge was not 

yet built; 11 opened only in 1964. 

I know because during the summers of'65 

and '66 I worked for PS&.G prospecting for 

1ha1 sand and gravel by raking core samples 

of the nvcr bed down by Ft. Belvoir, ~lary

land. It was the bc,1 summer job I ever had, 

and one 1ha1 later employed fellow crew· 

mates John Barry '67 and Chuck Shon '69. 

'· Originally, the Watergate was a Aoa1ing 

stage moored at 1he river SICJJS behind the 

Lincoln ~lemon al on the north side of the 

Memorial Bridge. On summer evenings 

performers emen;1ined audiences before the 

noise of commcrc,al jctlinef\ from :S:a11onal 

A irport forced it 10 shut down. 

All but one of1hesc stone abu1men1s was 

removed by blasting but because ofi1s prox

imit) 10 the firs, concrete pier of Key Bridge 

(on the Rosslyn side) 1 he Im w;s deemed 

100 risky 10 remove and so s11II remains. 

'13111h 111 1903 by Patrick Dempsey, 1he 

Georgetown crew coach from 1900 to 1908, 

this boathouse was located ,thout scvcn-

1y-five feet west of Potomac BC It wa, 

dest royed in in ·a spectacular fountain of 

Aames" on May 3"1, 1961. Sadly, it had been 

abandoned the previous O<tober due 10 the 

opening of the new Thompson Water Sports 

Center downstream by Rock Creek. (Th, 

Wosh1ngto11 Post, 5/4/1961). 

• In 1958 this hand,ome brick building, 

distinguished by., pair oflarge high-arched 

doorwa)s rim formerly served the District's 

trolley cars, was auxiliaf)· office space for the 

U.S. S1,11e Department and the workplatc 

for Fred ;l,lale12 
1' So-called by rca,on of1hc 1973 horror 

movie of1ha1 name which fc,11ured these 

steps in its clin1;1c1ic scene. Among rowers 

the steps were infamous for ""rnnning cir

cuits"' up jnd down them ,,her workouts on 

the river. 
11 Teha.rn\ (yes, tlrn is the correct spelling) 

occupied the sp<11 now held by F. Sco11's. 

The I l tlhop was on the corner where tl1c 

1789 now stands. Accordrng to Frank Bar

rett and Al Di Fiore, Tehaan's was favored by 

the East Campus people for J beer or quick 

snack between cl;1"es, while the I lilltop was 

more of a bar and restaurant, catering to the 

College guys after class hours. Al recalls 1ha1 

St. Patrick's Day al the I l illrnp was "wild" 

with green beer, (Up the lmh!), while Jim 

Fi1,gcrald adds the details about pinball ma

chines and pitchers of beer, and 1ha1 below 

rhc I l ilhop where the Tombs is now loc,11cd, 

there was., Chinese laundry 

CHAPTER[ 
1 Georgetown had ,1 na1ionall) compc111ive 

Varsiry crew at the rum of the century from 

I 900 ID 1908 under Coach Pat Dempsey, 

even placing 2"' in the IRA in 1903 bcl11nd 

perennial champ Cornell. (Wmh111gto11 Post, 

5/9/61) For more de1,1ils on 1hc early history 

of rowing at Georgetown sec 1hc appendix. 

' From John Ford's classic western, "Th, 

FOOTNOTES 

Matt Who Shot librrty Va!enre. • 

'This account is based on Jon Ure 

Van Tassel's memory as related in phone 

conversations 3/12 &. 13/14. On 3/9/14 Jon 

contacted Tony Johnson who then forwarded 

his information 10 me. I then called Jon and 

spoke with him about these events that form 

the background for the events that follow. 

• There are scant details available about Fred 

Maletz. One early article published under 

the byline of I lenry Frankhauscr in the 

Wmhi11gto11 Post in late March or early April 

of'59 reports 1ha1 :-01alctz was a Yugoslavian 

(by ancestry) working "as a business manager 

for rhc Bureau of Standards during the day," 

and coaching GW in the afternoon. A year 

later another article (also in rhc Post) reports 

his impendingdcparru rc: "The I loyas will 

be wi1hou1 a crew coach March 31 when 

Fred Maletz of the Sure Department leaves 

for a new assignment with the American 

Embassy in I ran." 

• Thanks 10 Don Whamond who contribut

ed this de1,,il about Male1z's workplace. 

• Q1oring a Washington Post article 5/14/58. 

• Given 1ha1 Fr. Rpn was the Dean of 

Discipline at the time this choice oflocarion 

raises some interesting questions. 
• ~like ~lcAllisrcrwrites 1ha1 "B1II Pres1 

dragooned me onto the boats and rousted 

me our ofmy bed in I " New North on those 

early mornings in March." 10/3/12 
9 Frank Barreu's memoir rela1cs that this 

"upperclassman" (Van Tassel) was a gradu· 

a1ing senior and so could not himself rake 

advantage of his own proposal or Maletz' 

offer. 

II\ In those first weeks rowing was done with 

the GW crew in the afternoon. Jim Fitzgcr· 

aid, phone conversation 10/2/12. 
11 T hese workouts in t he gym during January 

and February were initiated by Don Cadle 

in 1961. 
11 Frank Barrett, 7/13/12. Rcgre11ably for 

the crew 1ha1 he founded, Drew left George· 

town after his sophomore year in July of 

1959 10 enlist in the US Marine Corps. I le 

remained ,ruomm,mirado for fifty-three years 

until contacted by me on 7/21/12. That was 

a memorable phone call, like awakening Rip 

Van Winkle! Although poor health kept 

him from a11ending the April '13 reunion 

the surviving members of Drew's boar sent 

him a signed framed photo of their origina l 

crew. Drew passed away August 7'", 2013; 

he was 74. 
11 D on W hamond, 7/22/12. M ike McAllis

ter provides a side-light on 1hc personality 

of guys who row bow· ";'I ly clearest memory 

i, when Co,1ch (Male1t) had me row bow 

in the second boat because that's where 

the "crazy" guy in the boat wc111. I feh 

comfortable with 1ha1 diagnosis because it 

was noc meant in a derogatory way, bur as an 

accolade. ~ laybe you don't have 10 be "crazy" 

to row bow, hue it sccn1s to help." 

" Let's also pay our respects m 1heir host a1 

Potomac Boar Club, Charlie 131111, Sr who 

cpi1omi1.ed the best of what the sport of 

rowing seeks 10 build in irs devotees. I lis 

example as coach, mentor, and friend 10 

generations of young oarsmen at \-V&L and 

Potomac BC, and hos gracious gencrosi1y 

in sharing space and equipment with the 

novice GW Colonials and GU I loyas should 

never be forgo11en. I Ii, friendship toward 

Georgetown's crew played an important role 

in recruiting one of his pro1eges, Olympian 

.incl U.S. Pairs Champion, Tony Johnson as 

GU coach in 1966.SceChaprer 12. 
1 ' T'he crew's relarion~hip with the university 

in these early years is a subject we will take 

up in the next chapter, but here we can sim

ply quote Frank Barrett:"We rowed because 

it was a fun thing 10 do ... We probably 

enjoyed the 'them vs. us' that went with a 

sport the administration was afraid of, didn't 

want, and hoped would go away." 
1• The GU crew rook delivery of these shells 

March 31, 1961; their names were an im

provement on The Shrimp Boot, the name of 

one of the shells they were borrowing from 

Potomac BC. (Jim Fitzgerald, 8/15/12). 

" John C lynes '62 has provided two signif

icant relics from that momentous spring 

season. The first is an undated clipping 1ha1 

reported "Colonials Defeat H oyas in First 

Crew ;'\leering" between 1hejumorvarsi1ies 

of Georgetown and George Washington. 

C lynes explains 1ha1 Fred Maletz wanted 10 

give the JV guys a chance 10 compete and 

so filled out their boar with several varsity 

rowers and arranged this "'first" race; this 

race is nor 10 be confused wirh the earlier 

v,m,ty "workout" with Potomac and GW. 

This article gives the winning lime for the 

one mile course as 5:40. and the margin as 

15 seconds. The I loyas listed in the article, 

from bow: ;'\ l ike Danna, Frank Kane, Mike 

M c A llisrer, Bill Prest, John Clynes, Don 

Whamond, Bill Farrell, stroke Drew Gerber, 

and cox Al D,Fiorc. The second is a phot0 of 

a GU crew taken on the ramp in front of the 

Potomac BC. The identities of the members 

as best as can be decided are (1 10 rand pre· 

sumably from bow 10 stroke) Paul Coughlin, 

Peter App, M 1ke McAllister, Jerry Oslo, 

John Clynes, Tom Filardi, Bart Sullivan, 

and Bill Prest, with Chuck Wolfertz as cox. 

Linda I loeschlcr found this boating in a 

Washmgto11 Post article of 5/18/58 reporting 

1heJV race, and 11 nicely matches the line-up 

in the photo. QED. This is very probably the 

earliest surviving photo of a GU crew in 1he 

modern era. 

"Frank Barrc11's memoir, "GU '61 Varsity 

Row."' 
" In fact, "Every person who coached before 

Tony [Johnson I and probably also Tony end

ed up paying for the privilege of coach ing." 

Frank Barrell, 8/10/12. 

'" Indeed, they not only had l\ lale1z, bur in 

his absence a substitute in Sieve Benedek, 

GU's assistant track coach. As Jim Fitzger

ald recalls, "Maletz had 10 go on a business 

trip so during the two week prep for the first 

race agains1 the :-Java! Academy, Steve sat 

in for Fred. Steve was a I lungarian refugee 

who had rowed in I lungary and represent· 

ed them in equestrian events in 1he 1952 

I lclsink.i Olympics. I le loved what the crew 

was <loing." 

" Le, i1 be noted that Butch had his name a 

long time before Paul :-:cwman rook on the 

movie character! 
11 Tim Toomey's letter home sets this date. 

·, This list of the Varsity comes from a con· 

temporary photo and article in the 4 /16/59 

issue of Th, Foreig11 Service Courier, a srudcnt 

publication of the School of Foreign Service. 

"This reported "win" in '59 is dubious. The 

source is a / loya art icle from the Spring of 

'61, bur the "Originals" are unanimous in 

asserting that the true '"first win" came on 

April 15'", 1961 against S1. Joe's on the Po10-

mac. This may have been merely another 

joint workout rather than an actual race. 

'' Per Jim Fi12gerald phone conversation 

9/29/12. Frank Kane remembers 1ha1 the 

conditions were so rough 1ha1 the GU eight 

swamped, which would account for the loss; 

phone conversation, 3/20/13. 
1
• As reported in Th, lloya the Varsity boat 

for this race was: Frank Barrett (bow) Bob 

O'Brien, Mike Dana, Don Whamond, Mike 

O'Brien, Jim Fitzgerald, Drew Gerber, 

Bill Prest stroke, and Al Di Fiore in the 

coxswain's seat. 
11 The JV boat was: Mike McAllis ter, Tom 

Cardella, Tim Toomey, I lenry Snyder, Rob

ert Daly, Bill Blanchet, ~like Lang, Frank 

Kane stroke, and Bob Ri ley at cox. 

" T he Fordham Varsity placed second 10 

LaSalle in the Dad Vail in '58. 
19 Bule111 Atalay had rowed at St. Andrew's 

School (DE), and brought valuable experi

ence 10 the Freshman boat. his his artwork 

1ha1 serves as the frontispiece for this book. 

•
0 John J. Sulger was president of the Na

rional Association of Amateur Oarsmen in 

the '60s, as well as serving as the coach for 

NYAC and Fordham University. 

C H A PTER II 
1 This version of the famous but long-lost 

ad comes from an article reprinted from The 

Hoya in the Spring of 1961 The by line is 

Michael Raoul-Duval. 
1 The contemporary report in The I loya 

(3/31/60) gives the lower number; in the 

Raoul-Duval article a year later the higher 

number is given. Sec note 9, below. 

' h was Inge Cadle who first read the ad 

and brought it to Don's aucmion. Pc:n,onal 

conversation, 10/18/ 12. 

• In writing this history we must pay 1riburc 

to Inge Cadle who played a central part in 

the success of the GU crew. Nor only did she 

feed 1hcm and launder their uniforms, she 

was also 1he financial patroness who under

wrote her husband's expcndinires for boars 

oars, equipment, etc. The Cadlcs were tn,1; 

a "power couple" long before 1ha1 phrase 

became common usage. 

• D on spent his early childhood in Alabama 

bur ,he family laier moved 10 Denver, so it ' 

is probably more accurate 10 say Don came 

from Denver, Colorado. 

• Frank Barrett. 

' Don was the first non-Englishman 10 be 

elected Captain of Boars a1 Balliol. 

' Balliol College Boar Club website. 

' According 10 the 1961 article by 

Raoul-Duval, "Out of fifteen applicants l\.Ir 

Maletz chose Don Cadle as Varsiry coach 

and Thor Hansen for the Freshmen" If this 

can be credited, it would explain why none 

of the officers of that year (Mike O'Brien 

Frank Murray, Chuck Wolfre1z, and Al Di

Fiore) recall being involved in the selection 

process. One wag ventured an alternative 

theory: "Knowing Don, he probably hired 

himself." 

'" T hor I Jansen (5/7 /28-1/12/08) rose to t h e 

rank of Vice Admiral, and retired from the 

US :S:avy in I 982. 
11 Don's sobriquet at Yale was either "the 

Denver Darling" according 10 Caron Cadle 

(12/14/12) or "The Denver Dandy" accord: 

ing 10 Frank Barrell, (7/12/12). Whether a 

darling or a dandy, Don was from Denver. 
11 Sec the Supplement for the definirions of 

amateurism in rowing. 

" In England, the popular interest in 

"Eights Week" and "The Boar Race" 

between Oxford and Cambridge would be 

equivalent IO the Kenrucky Derby or the 

Super Bowl in the United States. 

""Ox Bridge" will be used as a contraction 

for Oxford and Cambridge, England's fore

most universities and rowing powers. 
1' Etymologically, the term ·varsity'' itself 

is a colloquial abbreviation for the word 

"'university." 
" The most pertinent summation of this 

paradigm is the GURA Cons1iru1ion. Sec 



Supplement for the full text, circa 1964. 
17 St Joe's would eventually place second to 
Brown in the Dad Vail that year. 
" The Wash111gto11 Post, 511160. 
' Tht 1/oyn, 5/5/60. 

' By deduction it must have been 5/7 /60. 
:-So accounts of this race have been found. 
11 Georgetown did not enter the Junior 
Varsity race at the 1960 Dad Vail. 
'· The Dad Vail Regatta is named for I larry 
Emerson Vail (1859 - 1928) one of the 
sport's most beloved coaches who got his 
start coaching at Georgetown in the e,rly 
years of the 20th century. Thanks ro Pat 
McArdle for bringing this fact to my atten
tion, 4/ 13/ 13. 
11 Vito Zambelli comribured this detail in a 
phone conversation 9/10/12. In those years 
the awards ceremonies were held on Boat 
I louse Row, and not, as in later years, on the 
dock by the grandstand. 
" lt must be noted that for a sport that was 
brand new to the campus and that had no 
alumni support, the crew received very good 
and encouragong publicity during these 
years. Such coverage and the student-body 
support it engendered played a significant 
role in finally convincing the administration 
that the crew was worthy of recognition. 
•~ Frank Barrett remind~ us that what 
was not mentioned in this article was 
the fact that in addition to the thousand 
dollar allowance, the university also paid 
an unknown amount 10 cover the rent for 
the crew's space in the new Thompson 
Boathouse. 
''' In spring of 1966, I ran the crew rafAc 
on a Bultaco 55 cc motorbike, (and that 
year we actually did have the prize before 
we sold the tickets.) The winner was one 
of our own lighrweiglns, Chuck Short '69. 
Another more profitable fund raiser in 1967 
was the "Sign The Oar" campaign in which 
students and other supporters paid a dollar 
or two ro sign their names on a long white 
board to which was attached one of our old 
Pocock oars. That oar hung in the back of 
our bay at the Thompson Boathouse for 
years afterward memorializing our loyal 
supporters. There is a picture in the 1967 
Ye Domesday Book of one of our first signers, 
GU President Gerald Campbell, SJ with 
GURA President John Soisson holding a fist 
full of dollars. 
"See Chapter Three for more on the "Cadle 
Touch." 
"Frank Barrell. 
" It is also very likely that Fr. Joseph Sell
inger, SJ (who became our moderator about 
this rime) had something to do with lobby
ing his fellow Jesuits on behalf of the crew. 
In November of'62, The Courier reported 
"With the generous assistance of the Rev. 
Joseph A. Sellinger, SJ, as faculty moderator, 
it is believed that increasing cooperation 
be1ween the university and the team is as
sured." I laving made this optimistic predic
tion, the writer then reminds readers that: 
• It is remarkable 10 note that the crew ream 
since it was established has been virtually 
independent of the unversiry in financing its 
expenditures. The life blood, financially, has 
been tapped from three basic sources: conrri
bmions from generous alumni, contributions 
from private individuals not necessarily 
connected with the universi ty, and from the 
ream's own fund-raising efforts." 

C H A PTE R III 
1 The crew class of'64 eventually came 10 

include such stalwarts as Bill Allen, Dean 
Conley, Dan Ebert, Bob Frederick.Joe 
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Frederick,John I larrington,Jack I loeschler, 
Jack ;\Jichael, ;\like Mullin, Marc O'Brien, 
Mark Pisano, Pete Reyburn, Doug "Tiger" 
Sergeant, Robert Vallerian, and Fred 
Vollbrecht. However, not all of these guys 
rowed their freshman year; Dan Ebert, Jack 
I loeschler, Marc O'Brien, ;\1ark Pisano and 
Bob Valerian came out in their sophomore 
year, 1962. 
1 This new boathouse was • ... the brainchild 
of the National Capirol Parks Superinten
dent I larry T. Thompson, (and) built with 
funds allocated under a IO-year expansion 
and rebuilding project embarked on by the 

ational Park Service in 1955 and intended 
10 be completed by the 50'" anniversary of 
the Park Service in 1966, hence the name 
'Mission 66'. The facility was renamed 
3/28/61 for its champion who passed away 
live months after its dedication." From: 
11 istor) of the Thompson Boar Center 
(website). 
'See Chapter I for a list of the Originals of 
'61 who founded the GU crew as freshmen 
in the late winterof'58. For 1he lettermen of 
'61 and charter members of the SGO see the 
last page of this chapter. 
• For a more complete chronicle of the 
crew's relation~ with rhe university, sec the 
postscript 10 Chapter 11. 
' The Society of the Golden Oar was legally 
incorporated :"lovcmber 19, 1964. The incor
porarors were Robert Remuzzi, Francis W. 
Barrett, and Patrick A. Doyle. Sec the Sup
plement for the Articles of Incorporation. 
t- As Don Whamond writes, .. The univcr~it) 
loved Cadle." 
' An earlier version of this chapter posted 
on the crew website erroneously had Don's 
Oxford degree as a Ph.D. Bulent Atalay, a 
Ph.D. himself, corrected this error by point
ing out that the Oxford degree of doctor of 
philosophy is a "D.Phil." As a freshman, 
Bulent stroked his crew to the first victory 
over Fordham in April, 1959. See Chapter I. 
• The NASA connection was not insignif
icant. Remember that this was 1960, the 
dawn of the "'space race,'' a time when the 
nation's power and prestige were invested in 
developing t he technology that would rake 
Americans 10 the moon. 'ASA was the 
flagship agency of that effort, and so 10 be 
connected with the space program carried a 
very potent cachet. 
'Cadle was born into a family of Alabama 
Baptists, bur later became a Presbyterian. 
"' Rev.Gerald Yarcs, SJ. (1907-1979.) From 
the Jesuit website. The Yates Field I louse i, 
his memorial. 
11 Frank Barrett recalls that Cadle once 
explained that the most important thing he 
looked for in a man was the willingness and 
ability to commit himself to a worthy goal. 
Dedication and commitment demand the 
seriousness that was evident in everything 
Don did. In Frank's term, Don was an 
"excessive compulsive"' in his pursuit of 
excellence. 
1 Among Don's files I found this hand wrn
ten text that sums up the esteem in which he 
was held: 

Dedication 
Ir is customary rhar an affair such as 
rhis be dedicated to a person who has 
given of himself over a long period 
ofyeus. Ir is an exceptional occasion 
indeed when this tradition is viol.ired. 
Yet, in violating this tradition ron,ght, 
we feel that we are honoring an excep
tional man. This man has been here 
at Gcorgerown for only a year, but in 
that time he has gained the respect and 

esteem of a lifetime. 
So let us praise ,tnd dedicate this 

night ro a man who is already an Old 
Blue of Yale, a fellow of Oxford, and 
who we now arc proud to call a Gen
tleman ofGeorget0wn. 

Don Cadle 
"Thanks 10 a log derailing every workout 
and race, the spring rowing season of'61 
(at least with respect to the Varsity boat) is 
the most carefully documented of the first 
decade. The log was discovered 10/17/12 
among Don Cadle's collection of crew mem
orabil ia. Unfortu narcly, the identity of the 
person who kept the log remains unknown; 
because of their handwriting differences 
and 3'' person references 10 "Mr. Cadle" and 
"Coach Cadle; it seems that none of the 
most likely people (Cadle, Al Di Fiore, or 
Bob Remuzzi) could he the au1hor, so the 
m)·stcry remains unsolved to date. See the 
Supplement for the complete log. 
"The quote is usually a11ributed 10 Bill 
Shankly, Sco11ish footballer and coach of the 
Liverpool Club. 
" This term is chosen cleliberately for its 
association wi1h the Jesuit tradition. St. 
Ignatius Loyola wrote and prescribed Th, 
Spmtunl Extrwes for his company of priests, 
the Society of Jesus. It is a classic of spiritual 
formation ancl self-analysis. 
1
" Personal interview 
"Jim :\1ierus' memoir, 9/13/12. 
"In his book, Thellmateurs, David I lalbcr
sram describes Olympic sculling contender 
John Bigelow as "The Connoisseur of Pain.'' 
Don Cadle would have approved that turn 
of phrase. 
" For the log itself, sec the Supplement 
When reading the log it is important 10 note 
that throughout ;\,larch '61 GU was still 
rowing to and from the dock at ,he Po1omac 
Boat C lub _just upriver from Kei Bridge, 
so distances and lanclmarks for those e.trl) 
workouts need 10 be iclenrified from th.11 
perspcc1ive 
'' Chris Risser. The log confirms that the 

challenges began April 4/61. 
.ll ·r he crew moved into Che new Thompson 
Bo,uhousc April 4 111

• 

" These shirrs deserve a page of their own in 
our histol'). There is a phoro taken that April 
of the Varsity crew posing in front of the 
new boat house in their brand new shirts. 
One of the crew's great ladies, ;\ loll) Bar
rell, remembers caring for these hallowed 
ves1mcnts: "In Inge\ ;tb,;;cnce, I became 
the crew laundress. Oh1 I low I remember 
those striped uniform,. Pure cotton ancl very 
pricey ... Anyway, I wa, terrified that the 
uniforms would shrink (not a prellJ p,uure), 
so I convinced the guy a, the Liundromat to 
turn off the hot water and the hear ,n the 
driers. The problem was the humicliry and, 
no ma11er how many dimes I poured into 
the dryer, the heavy-grade cotton wouldn't 
dry. So, every week, all season long, I hung 
those outfih in my bedroom {mv roommacc 
had the patience of a saint and a verr iood 
sense of humor); then, if they weren't dry by 
race da), I ironed them' Imagine that' At the 
encl ofrhe iear, I learned that one member 
of the crew had washed ,md dried hi, own 
uniform, throughout the season, and nc11her 
the hot water nor the heat in the dryer 
mattered. They didn't shrink Aaaaarrrrrg
ggghhhh! V.1hen Frank and I were ma med, 
we received a telegram: "Laundry piling up. 
Plc.tse come home. Love ..... 

Beginning with the I RA in the summer 
of'64, the heavyweights switched 10 new 
singlet srrlc slee\'eless shirts, gray with a 

broad horizontJI stripe of ropl hlue The 
1,ghrwe,ghrs continued to race in the Oxford 
pinstripes through the Eastern Spronts of 
1966 when the) were finally retired :-So one 
can recall what became of them ,tfter the 
lights finally switched to the singlet srrlc, 
bur despite being very well worn, those 
~hirts would fetch a king\ ransom at ;.1uctton 
;tmong the old oarsmen who raced in them 
The)· defined the "Cadle era" crew,. 
11 .. Downstream'' refers to the loc.:;uion of the 
start relative 10 the finish line, not the direc 
110n of the boat relative to the current. The 
.. upstream" course Started up at the Three 
Sisters, ran under Kc) Brnlge anti finishccl 
at the Thompson Boathouse. Once the piers 
from the old aqueduct were removed, this 
upstream cour,c became the regular r.tcc 
course. 
-'' Al Di Fiore explains: (on the upstream 
course)" .. each lane had ., pair of designated 
old piers to go between (I think two ,hell, 
between each ,er of piers) then throuih the 
bridge, turn a little to the right and fin"h 111 
front oft he boat house." 

From the bow, the freshmen were John 
11:crrington,Jack ;\l icl1.1cl 2, Pete LinzmeJer 
3, Carlos Sarmento 4, Pete Rerhurn >. l'e1e 
Fisher 6, ;\like ;\lullin 7, Sterlin!( ;\1,llcr 
stroke, and Tiger Sergc,,nt cox. Given the 
need to run the JV race immcdiatcl) after 
the Fre,hm.an r..tcc, it i, likely tlut the 
Freshmen rowed on Th,• Spmt of'/,/ wh,lc 
the JV rowed in the Mu!t•tz Th" would 
have allowed the Varsit) enough ume to 
take their scats in the Spmt, adjusi the foot 
stretchers and get to the startinl( line for 
their own race 
"· From the bow· l lenry Walker, Bill Blan 
chct 2, Bob Remuni 3,John Wal,h 4, Burch 
C.tssidr c;, Jal o·Bricn 6, C .crl 11.teger 7, Bi II 
Prest stroke, and Paul Rictcrcox There i, ;t 
photo of 1his crew crossini 1hc finish line Ir\ 

the Thr Wmh111gto11 Pou of 4/1(,/61 
'
1 This vcncr,1hlc ... hell would ,erve Gcor~c 

town crew!'> for ,even year.., unril It wa.., at 
List solcl to Jcb Stu,trt I IS for 5800. (Denni, 
Brown '68, lettcrofFebruar) 14, 1%8) 

In reading mar~in, of a lca<l hc1wecn ho.us 
the gencr,,I rule" that I sec.•• 16 ft. In ,I Ii 
nal sprint it take, an ci~ht .,bout 4 ,ccon,h to 
travel one length (about 62 feet.) 1'111, varic, 
with the qu:llity o( the (rcw ;.tnd conditions 
hut nor hy ven mud, 

Founded b) Ch.1rl1e Butt and Fred J\l.1lctz 
in 1949, "The Wa,hiniton & I .cc crew 
(The Ccncrals) wa, the most duminam h1~h 
,chool crew in the country W&l .'s record 111 
this periocl included 13 national rh.11npi
onship,. 26 Srote,bury ch,1mpion,h1p,, 26 
Northern Virg1111J ch,1mp1onsh1p,, .,nd 
the first U.S. public school 10 part1cipa1c at 
I lcnlc, "(Paul Yaier. W&I. '<;()) The Ccn 
erals owned the U.S. N,11,onal sd10olhoy 
title from 19>7 thru 1962, .,ml ,n 1963 llctl 
for the ch,11np1on,h1p with I lammoncl I IS 
'' The Freshman boat on tlus cl.ty was, from 
bow. John I lamngton, Ton) \lu,to 2 , 
Fred Vollbrecht 1, Carlo, Sarmente1 4. Pete 
Reyburn c;, Pe1e Fisher 6, Mike J\ l ullin 7, 
Sterlin!( J\lillcr stroke, .,ml Tiger Sergeant 
cox. 

"The JV boat was, from bow· 1 lenr) 
Walker,John Wal,h 2, Bob Rcmuu.11, !'at 
Doyle 4, Butch Cassidy ,,Jay O'Brien 6, 
Carl I Iaeger 7, Bill Prest stroke, .inti Paul 
Riner cox 
''Jim Mietus and Frank ll.irrett bmh rcr,tll 
C.tdle's pronouncement. 
11 From bow· FrJnk 8.trrc11,Jim Fit1~cr;tld 
2, !\ l ike O'Brien 1, Don Whamond 4,John 
l\ lcGuirc c;, Dave Ca,ei 6, Chm Risser i, 
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Jim Mierns stroke, and Al Di Fiore cox. 
"These times are taken from Ralph Linda
mood's Marietta Crew: /I I listory of Rowing 
at Marie/In College, p. 173. In conrrast, the 
CU crew log records the same varsit y heat 
times as GU 6:19, Amherst 6:21, which arc 
borh several seconds faster than rhe times 
in the first heat, and more than ten seconds 
faster than the winning time in rhe third 
heat. This inconsistency in rhe times casts 
some doubt on the 1og·s times for these 

hears. 
" This was the first year that Georgetown 
entered a Junior Varsity in rhc Dad Vail. 
From bow: Bob Rcmuzzi,John Walsh 2, 
Bob Keating 3, Par Doyle 4, Carl I Iaeger 5, 
Jay O'Brien 6, Vito Zambelli 7, Bill Prest 
stroke, and Paul Rirter cox. 
"· From bow: Fred Vollbrecht, Jack Michael 
2, Ed Geary 3, Pete Fisher 4, Pete Reyburn 
5, Dean Con ley 6 , Mike Mullin 7, Sterling 
Miller stroke, and Tiger Sergeant cox. 
17 I laving scored their sweep, as well as their 
third consecutive Varsity victory, Brown 
would later announce (ar the winter meeting 
of the Board of Stewards) that rhcy would 
withdraw from the Dad Vail Association 
and join the I RA and EA RC. 
" This list is from the program for the 
awards ceremony. 
"Although Blanchet and Fitzgerald did not 
row in ''i9-'60. 

CHAPTER IV 
1 Of the nine seniors who graduau.·d, five 

came from the '61 Dad Vail Varsity: Al 
Di Fiore, Frank Barrctt,Jim Fitzgerald, 
Mike O'Brien and Don Whamond, and rwo 
from rhe JV: Bob Remuzzi and 13ill Prest. 
The others were Wilfred Blanchett and Joe 
N1 astcrson. 
1 Jay O'Brien was also president of the crew 
in 1961-62, succeeding his older brother 
Mike in that office. 
' The term "Varsity" may be somewhat mis
leading in this pre-season context in that it 
seems ro imply a fixity in boatings that were 
in foct and in principle, quite fluid. Dean 
Conley '64 clarifies the situation: "There 
were not two squads, Varsity and JV, but 
two boatings that mutually shifted members 
during the season (with)in ONE Varsity 
squad. The basic structure of the rowing 
program ... migh1 best be characterized as 
having two major divisions: a Freshman 
crew and a Varsity crew ... The Freshman 
team was separate and consisted of members 
in their freshman academic year - and 
operated as such. The Varsity, consisting of 
players in the othe r three academic years, 
was a separate, but unified pool of individu
als within which there was a Junior Varsity 
classification. For the Georgetown crew, as 
for other pro gr a ms at rhat Ii me, the JV was 
the second string Varsity - not a separate 
team as a whole.JV meant Second Varsity 
or "B" boat with orhcr Varsity boats below 
,hat (Third Varsity, etc.). Cadlc's training 
program involved "internal competition" 
for scats in each level of rhe overall Varsity 
crew. Thus, there was nor a set Varsity boar 
from rhe beginning of the racing season. 
Scaring changed- or could change - on a 
daily basis. Those in the JV boat were always 
in a position for competing to move up by 
displacing someone in the Varsity or down 
by being displaced by someone in the 3,J 
Varsity ... Cacllc certainly projected an image 
rhar nobody's seat was safe." 
• Three seasons would become four the nexr 
year when Cadle set sights on the '64 Olym
pic Trials and commenced summer rowing 
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in 1963 to prepare. From then on, rowing 
summers became something like a rite of 

passage for I Joya oarsmen. 
' Bob "The Goose" Remuzzi was starring his 
first year at GU Medical School, while Al 
and Jack were in GU Law School. 
• "I graduated from LaSalle College in 1957, 
entered the Navy, and arrived at Georgetown 
Law School in mid-September of 1960. I was 
not involved with the Georgetown crew until 
spring of 1962." Jack Galloway l /2/13. 
7 According ro NAAO rules: "Lightweight 
crews shall average 150 pounds, with no 
individual oarsman weighing more rhan 155 
pounds." Thus, "making weight" imposes a 
constant burden on the ever-hungry "skin
nies" borh as individuals and as a crew. 
'This new Pocock would be ch ristened Tb, 
Inge in honor of Mrs. Inge Cadle. 
• This initial Varsity boat from bow: Fred 
Vollbrecht '64, Dave Casey '63, Mike Mullin 
'64, Pat Doyle '63, Pete Reyburn '63, Jay 
O'Brien '62, Carl I Iaeger '63,Jim Mietus 
'63, and cox Paul Ritter '63. (Ritter stood 
5'4" and had earned the nickname "Little 
Moose," according the Tb, Wnsbington Post, 

5/16/62.) 
"'From the bow: Bill Allen '64, Mark 
Pisano '64, Marc O'Brien '64,John Walsh 
'63, Jack l loeschler '64, Dean Conley '64, 
Bob Valerian '64, srr.Jack Michael, and cox 

Tiger Sergeant. 
11 4/12/62. 
"As reported in the Pbiladelpbia Inquir
er, 4/8/62. No boating was given for rhe 
Freshman race. 
11 The Varsity boa ring changed from 
rhe week before as Casey and O'13ricn 
exchanged scars: from bow, Fred Vollbrecht, 
Jay O'Brien, Mike Mullin, Pat Doyle, Pere 
Reyburn, Dave Casey, Carl I Iaeger, str. Jim 
Mietus, cox P,ml Ritter. 
"The J V was also slightly different as 
Carlos Sarmento replaced John Walsh in 
the 4 scat. 
" The 3V from bow: Frank Cunnip, Byron 
Sigg, 1 lenry Walker, Bob Frederick, Kim 
Esteve, Dan Ebert, John I larring ton, srr. 
John Walsh, cox Kevin Kelly. 
1'' From bow: Ben Domenico, Rory Q\1irk 2, 
Jerry Foust 3, Charles Carozza 4, Jay Scully 
5, Pete Blyberg 6, Bob Kaeding 7, str Linc 
1 loffman, cox Russ La Mantia. 
17 From bow: Frank Gun nip, Byron Sigg 2, 
Vinnie Bova 3, Carlos Sarmento 4,Joachim 
Esteve 5, 13ob Frederick 6, John I larrington 
7, Dan Eben str, and Kevin Kelly cox. Vin 
Bova recalls that "Both Kim and Carlos 
had rowed in prep school ... ir made a big 
difference to our boat. We won a II seven of 
our races that year. and some of us rowed out 

of Potomac B.C. that summer." See note 5, 
chapter 5. 
"From bow: 13cn Domenico, Rory Qi,irk 2, 
Jerry Foust 3, C harles Carozza 4,Jay Scully 
5, Pete Blyberg 6, Bob Keading 7, Linc 
1 loffman srr, and Russ LaMantia cox. 
"From bow: Mike Mullin,Jim :vtierus 
2, Fred Vollbrecht 3, Pat Doyle 4, Jack 
l locschler 5, Jay O'13rien 6, Carl I Iaeger 
seven, Dave Casey sir, and Paul Ritter cox. 
10 Th, Wasbi11gto11 Post, 4/29/62. 
11 From bow: Eric Martell, J im Lock 2, Jim 
I Jergen 3, Scan Dolan 4, Rick Reynolds 5, 
13ill Crusey 6, Jack Hardigg 7, Phil Mause 
sir, and Mike McLean cox. 
11 From bow: Frank Gun nip, Byron Sigg 2, 
Vin Bova 3, Carlos Sarmento 4, Kim Esteve 
5, Bob Frederick 6,John I larrington 7, John 
Walsh str, and Kevin Kelly cox. 
'' Tbe Wnsbi11gto11 Post, (516162) reporting on 
the boating for this crew was incomplete and 

incorrect. As listed from bow, the Post had 
"Bill Allen, Dan Ebert, Mark Pisano, Pere 
Reyburn, Dean Conley, Bob Valerian, Jack 
Michael str, and Tiger Sergeant cox." That 
is a sevm man crew, and has Pisano (a port 
oar) rowing 3. It is likely that Marc O'Brien 
rowed 3 in that boat, bur was mistakenly 
omitted in the report. 
"The seating in the Varsity changed slightly 
for this week: Doyle and O'Brien switched 
sears with Pat in six and Jay in four; other
wise rhe boat remained the same. 
" The Callow Cup Regatta is an annual race 
for lightweight crews. In '62 . avy won. This 
trophy is not to be confused wirh the Callow 
Cup awarded ro the Dad Vail JV Champion. 
Two di fferent regattas and two different 
trophies. Rusty Callow was borh the founder 
of the Dad Vail Rowing Assn. as well as a 
legendary coach at Penn and the U.S. Naval 
Academy, hence his identification wirh bot h 
"big" and "small" college rowing programs. 
21' In 1962, rhe schedule of heats started wirh 
the Freshmen ar 9:30 a.m., rhen theJV's at 
10:15, and finally the Varsities beginning at 
11 a.m. 
17 This information about a second GU entry 
is dubious. It comes from the otherwise ac
curate statistics presented by Maricrra coach 
Ralph Lindamood, in his Mariella Crew: /I 
History of Rowing nt Mariella College. 13ut 
the 1962 Dad Vail Program does not show 
this GU second Freshman boat. 
" From Bow: Ben Domenico, Rory Qi, irk, 
Jerry Foust, Charles Carozza,Jay Scully, 
Pete Blybcrg, Bob Keading, Linc I loffman 
str, Russ La Mantia cox. 
"The vict0rious Dad Vail JV from bow 
was Bill Allen, Dan Ebert 2, Marc O'Brien 
3, Mark Pisano 4, Pere Reyburn 5, Dean 
Conley 6, Bob Valerian 7,Jack Michael srr, 
and Tiger Sergeant cox. 
,o Crew coach, Rollins College. 
11 The undefeated Dad Vail Champions 
were, from bow: Mike Mullin.Jim Mietus 
2, Fred Vollbrecht 3, Pat Doyle 4,Jack 
1 loeschler 5, Jay O'Brien 6, Carl Haeger 7, 
Dave Casey str, and Paul Ritter cox. 
11 While it is anachronistic, it is also signif
icant that Georgetown's first place finishes 
in the Varsity and JV events, coupled with 
the second in the Freshman race would have 
given them the Jack Bratten Point Trophy 
first awarded to Marietta in 1967, and won 
by Georgetown in 1968. 
11 There might be an argument from the 
undefeated Varsity of'68, but given that 
this was Georgetown's first championship, 
personally I'd give the nod ro the '62 boat as 
packing rhe greater emotional wallop. 
"The other teams made "outstanding play
er" awards rhar night, and Cadle presented 
rhe crew's version to: 

Dean Conley 
For Devotion And 

Outstanding Leadership 
Georgetown University 

Varsity Crew 1962. 
Besides rowing, Dean was the publicity 
artist for the crew and illustrated the race 
Ayers (e.g., for the Rarzcburg race in '63) 
and rhe cover of the '64 crew brochure. The 
Cadle Award was Don's way of recognizing 
the outstanding non-varsity member of the 
crew. Other recipients that decade were Joe 
Masterson in '61, 13ob Frederick '63, Art 
Charles '64, 13crt Mason '65, Vin Rocque 
'66, Paul Welch '67, Don MacKinnon '68, 
Ray Cebulski '69, and Larry Maranterre '70. 
"Apologies ro Edna St. Vincent Millet for 
changing her tenses. 
16 Thc Eastern Association of Rowing 

Colleges, and the I ntercollegiare Rowing 
Association. The EA RC "Sprints" on Lake 
Q\,insigamond in Worcester, MA, and the 
IRA Regatta on Lake Onondaga, NY, were 
the annual championships for rhe major 
rowing powers. Traditionally, rhe Dad Vail 
champion of the "small college crews" was 
invited 10 race rhe "big boys" each year. 

CHAPTERV 
1 "Georget0wn's Little Known Champions," 
an article in The Courier, (April/May, 1963) 
by Bob Valerian & Tom Timberman: "After 
starring the season with 150 men the crew is 
now composed of 54 members divided into 
rluce heavyweight boats: rhe Varsity, Junior 
Varsity, and Third Varsity, one lighrweighr 
Varsity boat, and two Freshman boats." 
2 Casey, I Iaeger, Keating, Maloney, Mc
Guire, Micrus, Risser, and Ritter rowed un

der Maletz for only a few weeks in March of 
'60. Pat Doyle never even knew Maletz si nee 
he was recruited off the basketball team in 
Fall of'60 after Maletz's departure. 
' Rory Qi,irk, Tbe /-Joya, 2/28/63. 
• The creation of a lightweight crew nat
urally meant that what had formerly been 
simply "the crew" now became rwo division~: 

heavyweights and lightweights. Initially 
(in spring of '63) there was just the one 
lightweight eight coached by Al and Frank 
that raced "mostly as a JV entrant" against 
heavyweights (Frank Barrerr). As for the 
heavyweights, Don handled rhe Varsity & 
JV, and Jack Galloway rhe Freshman. Vin 
Bova provides some intercsringbackground 
on the formation of rhc lightweight crew Out 

of the 3,J Varsity of 1962: "As luck wou ld 
have it there were just enough bodies to 
make a third eight and even better we had 
some former prep school rowers, Kim Esteve 

and Carlos Sarmento, bur also everybody 
was a lighrweighr except me. That changed 
in about a month !! That eight was the 
precursor 10 the lighrweighr program that 
developed soon after.'' 
' Jim I Jergen was rhe first captain of the 
lightweights. 
6 In treating this as the first lightweight 
crew, I acknowledge that I am risking 
controversy, so an explanation is called for. 
Whether this crew would actually have mer 
,he official weight requirements for a light
weight crew (150 lb average, and no man 
>155 lbs) is a moot point since there was no 
weigh-in. Because they were only competing 
against heavyweights there was no question 
of meeting the weight standard that first 
year ('63.) So technically, the first crew ro 
weigh in as lightweights was the 1964 crew. 
Nevertheless, the '63 crew bonded and iden
tified itself as "skinnies" and rowed as such 
(see the race program for rhar dare which 
lists them as "Georgetown Lightweights") a, 
Marietta in 1963. For that reason I submit 
rhat rhey deserve their honor as the fi rst 
(or perhaps we should say "proto-") GU 
lightweight crew. Rory Qi,irk argues ro 
the same point: "The '63 LW crew was the 
first. Because of our newness we didn't get 
on established lightweight schedules. We 
rowed Marierta'sJVand we were going ro 
scrimmage Navy's LWs midweek (but that 
never happened.) Otherwise we got thrown 
inro I IW races where (as you would expect) 
we fared poorly. So our LW record in '63 was 
0-1, but it was a GU LW crew." 
7 Even raking into account that rhe Vail was 
rowed over the longer I lenlcy distance of a 
mile and •M••, the time differential for the 
cwo races was impressive. Racing on the 

Muskingum was a bir like watching a video 



in fasr forward. 

• The first GU Freshman boat was, from 
bow: Bart Edelen, Tom Walker 2, Jim Con
ley 3, Jim Hanna 4, Bill Mc eil 5, Darro 
Angelini 6, Fred King 7, Rocque Kramer str, 
and Arr Charles cox. 
' l n essence, rhis second boat was rhe 
lighrweighr first Freshman boar, from 
bow: Terry Sullivan, Dan McEvily 2,John 
Mahoney 3, ick Carlucci 4, Glenn Farris 5, 
Jim Leahigh 6, Dave Weir 7, Bob Zack srr, 
and Dave Feliciano cox. 
1
• The six second spread for a two and a half 

lengrh lead is evidence of the speed of the 
current. 
11 The heavy J Vs, from bow: Rick Reynolds, 
Dean Conley 2, Ben Domenico 3, Mark 
Pisano 4, Marc O'Brien 5, Dan Eben 6, 
Carl Haeger 7, Linc Hoffman srr, and Russ 
La Mantia cox. 
12 Linc I loffman's coolness as stroke was all 
the more remarkable because it did not come 

narurally. Qi,ite rhe contrary, Linc's bur
rerAies often became so bad rhar he became 
physically ill before racing, bur "it never 
affecred his performance" as stroke. Molly 
Barrett, 6/20/13. 
11 From bow: Fred Vollbrecht,Jim Mietus 2, 
Mike Mullin 3, Par Doyle 4,Jack Hoeschlcr 
5, Pete Blyberg 6, Bill Allen 7, Dave Casey 
str, and Tiger Sergeant cox. 
'' The GU Varsiry remained virtually the 
same as the prior year (only t he cox and six
man graduated); by comrasi, rhe Marietta 
boar retained only three men from their 
'62 runner-up boar and even included rwo 
freshmen. GU definitely had rhe advamages 
in borh size {averaging 6'2" and 185 lbs 10 

6'1" and 180 lbs) and experience over the 
younger Pioneers. 
" The Hoyas' rime, 4 :58 for 2000111 equates 
roughly to a 4-minure mile, or 15 mph. 
11

• Among the Varsity sports reams at GU, 
I would be willing to bet that the crew had 
the highest average GPA {Tiger and Dave's 
GPAs norwithstanding). It is certainly 
an interesting discussion topic among our 

high-achieving alumni/ae. 
17 Adam focused on the O lympic distance 
of 2000 meters rather than the much longer 
distances traditionally rowed by British and 
American crews. 

'"For a comparison of the Pocock and Kad
ish oars sec the Supplement. 
" In a Washington Star article leading up 
to the race, Cadle admitted candidly, "I'd 
say the odds arc about 100 to 1 against us 
bearing Ratzcburg." 
'" The issue of the boars in this race is 
interesting. It is certain the Germans rowed 
The Inge, because that fact was reported in a 
Washington Post article on the race 4/20/63, 
and reaffirmed by Frank above. The ques
tion of rhe Varsity's boar is less ccrrain, but 
Frank writes "I believe the Varsity rowed 
the Du.lJyversus the Germans."This makes 
sense as TheJ.PB. Du.lJy 'OJ would have 
been brand new that April, and so presum
ably Georgetown's best bet. Unfortunately, 
however, Frank also opined that the Du.lJy 
proved to be "a lousy boat - big, heavy, 
clunky." Sec note 44 below for more about 
the unlucky Duffy. 
21 From bow: Glenn Farris, Darro Angelini 
2, Bart Edelen 3, Bob Zack 4, Dave Weir 
5, Rocque Kramer 6, Bill McNeill 7, J im 
I lanna str, and Art Charles cox. 
" From bow: Ben Domenico, Mark Pisano 
2, Bob Valerian 3, Dan Ebert 4, Marc 
O'Brien 5, Terry Jergc 6, Carl Haeger 7, 
Linc Hoffman str, and Russ LaMantia cox. 
21 "Ironically (the Varsiry race) was the only 

FOOTNOTES 

race Georgetown lost all day. Georgetown's 
third Varsity and Frosh 'B' eights swept 
American U. in a morning regatta." The 
Hoya, 5/2/63. 
2' Bob Valerian raised an interesting 
question at the Cadle Era reunion 4/13/13. 
Given that this was an "international 
regatta" featuring the World Champions, it 
is likely rhar international commands were 
used, "Etes vous prctc? PARTEZ!" 
2

c; One reason for rhcsc variations might be 

that the staggered starting and finish lines 
on the Potomac course give an apparent 
advantage to lanes on t he DC side at both 
rhe start and the finish to compensate for 
the wider rurns they must make passing 
under Key Bridge. All crews row the same 
2000 meters, but a crew (GU) on an inside 
lane that appears to be rowing a half-length 
behind the crew on its port (DC) side is ac
tually even with it. Conversely the staggered 
finish means that the inside (VA side) crew 
must be half a length ahead just to finish 
even with an outside (DC side) competitor. 
In the heat of a race the respective "leads" 
as viewed by the oarsmen can thus be quite 
different depending on whether they are 
factoring in the staggers at starr and finish. 
"' The NY Tim,s gave GU's strokings as 44 
spm at the start, sen le ro 40, and finished 
at 44. 
" In Cadlc's usage "bloodymindedness'' 
connoted the desperate resort to brute 
muscle power to move the boat rather t han 
power tamed by technique and finesse. Such 
unbridled aggressiveness is self-defeating 
in somethi ng as delicately balanced as an 
eight-oared shell. 
211 Litera11y, "Let's make haste!" In essence, 
"Take the stroke up and let's get away from 
these g uys." 
29 A photo taken from Key Bridge shows 
Ratzeberg with a lead of more than a length 
at or jusr before the crab. 
'" It is a point of pride among Georgetown 
rowers that the University's colors, Blue and 

Gray, were first worn by the crew of 1876 10 
symbolize the uni ty of oarsmen from North
ern and Southern stares after the Civil War. 
" In t he aftermath of t he Rarzcburg race, 
Linc l loffman '65 challenged J im Mietus 
and took the 2 seat in the Varsity, so the 
crew that "made the boar sing" was Voll
brecht, Hoffman, Mullin, Doyle, Hoeschlcr, 
Blybcrg, Allen, Casey, and Sergeant at cox. 
12 "When you get the rhythm in an eight, it's 
pure pleasure to be in it. Jr's not hard work 
when the rhythm comes - that .. swing" as 

they call it. I've heard men shriek our with 
delight when that swing came in an eight; 
it's a thing they'll never forget as long as they 
live." George Pocock, quoted in The Boys in 
the Boat by Daniel James Brown. 
n Pete was the only member of that crew to 
row (as a senior) with the subsequent Varsity 
of'65 that included your author. 
'' Frank Barrett: "Cadle wanted to coach 
rhe Freshmen, (he) felt the Varsity couldn't 
lose and hoped to speed up the Frosh." 
(8/10/12). 
""I graduated from LaSalle College in 1957, 
entered the Navy, and arrived at George
town Law School in mid-September of 
1960. I was not involved with the George
town crew until spring of 1962." Jack was a 
seasoned oarsman, having rowed for West 

Catholic H .S. and in LaSalle's Dad Vail 
champion eight of 1957. H is four principles 
of coaching were technique, conditioning, 
equipment and enthusiasm. Cadle provided 
the equipment, and the oarsmen had to 

bring the enthusiasm, bur the technique and 

conditioning came from lots of"miles ... 
miles {were) the secret to maintain tech
nique in the last quarter." 
16 Results reported in Thef-loya, May 2, 
1963, and provided thanks to Dean Conley, 
and Bill McNeil!. 

" T his was the second year for this annual 
regatta among DC crews, and the first 
year it would have its own Styron Trophy, 
donated by M.J. Styron, a local boat dealer. 
It would later become "The Cadle Cup." 
" The I !oya, 519163. 
" From bow: Barr Edelen, Bob Zack, Jim 
Conley, Darro Angelini, Bill Mc Neill, 
Rocque Kramer, Dave Weir, Jim I lanna at 
stroke and A rt Charles as cox. 
"' The Freshman boat from bow: Bart Edel
en, Bob Zack, Fred King, Darro Angelini, 
Bill McNeill, Rocque Kramer, Dave Weir, 
str Jim H anna, cox Arr Charles. 
'' From bow, Rick Reynolds '65, Jim Mietus 
'63, Bob Valerian '64, Dean Conley '64, 
Marc O'Brien '64, Terry Jerge '65, Ben 
Domenico '65, srr Dan Ebert '64, cox Russ 
LaManria '65. 
'' Rick Reynolds. 
" From bow, Fred Vollbrecht, Linc 
H offman, M ike Mullin, Pat Doyle,Jack 
l loeschler, Pete Blyberg, Bill Allen, and 
Dave Casey at stroke, and Tiger Sergeant 
as cox. 
" Another reason for their good mood was 
that they would be racing in a brand new 
shell: TheJ.PB. Du.lJy, 'OJ. This was the 
fourrh Pocock eight 10 arrive in as many 
years, thanks in greatest part to the unstint
ing generosity of Don & lnge Cadle. 
" On Friday, the Varsity won their heat in 
6:37 over Marist 6:44.4, and Purdue 6:44.8; 
in the Saturday morning semifinal they won 
in 6:14.4 over Drexel 6:18.4, and Amherst 
6:2-1. 7. The other qualifying finalists were: 
M arie11a 6: 14.3 over St. Joe's 6: 16.5, and 
Wayne State 6 18.9. 
"' O ne innovation that Coach Cadle 
introduced for the Dad Vail was a system 

of electric bells under the scats that enabled 
the coxswain to signal his crew non-verba lly 

without alerting competitors. 
"Two who did make it imo the big boat that 
summer and the Varsiry the following spring 
were Bill Mc 1eill and Darro Angelini who 
rowed the 3 and 4 sears in the '64 boat. 
•>1 Assuming that this was the same trial, 

the rime was indeed impressive: 5:48 for 
the 2000 m (Mark Pisano, 6/21/12), which 
might well be the fastest time for any 
GU eight that enti re decade. Sec note 16, 
Chapter 8. 
•• The firsr four, rowing in the second heat 
Friday at 6 p.m. is listed as: from bow.John 
I larrington, Rocque Kramer, Fred King, 
and str. Darro A ngclini; the cox is 1101 listed. 
The second four rowing in another heat Sat· 
urday afternoon is listed as: from bow, Bill 
Allen, Terry Jergc, Ben Domenico, srr. Marc 
O'Brien; this second four was coxed by Art 
Charles according to the press report. 
"' The intermediate eight from bow: Jay 
Mahoney.Jim Lcahigh, John I larrington, 
Rocque Kramer, Bill McNcill, Peter Bly
berg, Fred King, srr. Darro Angelini. The 
program docs not list the cox. 
" It must have been a senior eight since 
under NAAO rules Vollbrecht, I locschler, 
Mullin, and Casey had become senior oars
men when they won the Dad Vai l in 1962. 
The boating for the eight was: from bow, 
Fred Vollbrecht, Linc I loffman, Bill Mc
Neill,Jack I loeschler (?), Mike Mullin(?), 
Pere Blyberg, Bill Allen, str. Dave Casey, 
and cox A rt Charles. The questions arise 

from that fact that both I loeschler & Mullin 
arc starboard oars. It is likely that Mullin 
rowed four and l loeschler five. 
"Supporring evidence for this underutiliza
tion comes from Fred King who recalls that 
there was a sizable weed growing out of the 
dirt that had accumulated in a corner of his 
room. Fred watched it grow all summer. 
" Among them, Darro Angelini, Bill 
McNcill, Art Charles, and Fred King, all of 
the class of'66. 

CHAPTER VI 
1 In the mid-1960s crew consistently drew 
the largest freshmen rurnou1 of any sport on 
campus perhaps because virtually no one had 
rowed before and everyone Started even. 
' In those days "The S111mp" was all that 
remained of a once Aourishing "old maple 
tree that stands at Copley's south entrance. 
An old tree that is dear to the hearts of all 
Georgetown men. For this tree has been 
their refuge from the cares of any day ... 
it is under this tree that studenb plan their 
social activities ... and discuss everything 
that young men discuss." Y, /)ommlny Book, 
1964, p. 67. Sadly, it had to be cut down af
ter suffering serious storm damage in spring 
of'63, but i1s stump remained ,1 common 

rendezvous point for those living on campus. 
' Running from the I l ilhop clown 10 the 
boathouse allowed for a variety of routes, 
b111 in those early days I followed the 1wh 
Tiger had taken that first Saturday, along 
the C&O towpath behind the stores along 
M Street. This stretch oft he canal runs 
between high brick wall, from 14'" down 
to 30'" Sr., a d istance of about a quutcr of a 
mile. Usually freshmen rowed in the after
noon, bm the re were timc!t when we'd h,tvc 
10 run down in the misty prcclawn d,,rknc~s 
of late ()ctobcr and on those d;trk n1ornings 

the tow path appeared a gho!-tly ~•Ulnt-

lct made all the more eerie by the single 
fog-dimmed street light shining far down 
the alley, and by the orcasional srartlccl rat 
splashing into the canal. It was the sort o f 
place you'd expect 10 meet up with Jack the 
Ripper or Mr. 1 lyde on the hunt for new 
victims. 
• Teddy Roosevelt expcrieneed soml't h ing 
similar when he moved from his Manhatt,in 
home to Cambridge as a I larvard fresh
man. Sec David McCu Hough's Ma1111ngs 011 

1/omhat//. 
'Since crews almost ;1lw;1ys row with a 
port stroke, this assignment to port or 10 

starboard was a fateful division in that it 
usually precluded srnrboard oarsmen fron1 
ever rowing the stroke seat. It was rare 1ha1 

an oarsman ever changed !iidcs once he'd 

learned to row, although l\1ike Mullin '64 
proved the exception to this rule switching 
from sta rboard 7 to row port stroke in the 
Olympic Trials in July and August of 1964. 
' I don't think I learned Bob\ real n:ome 
until the spring: racing season 

"We'll take anybody who come, 0111. There 
arc only two req11ircmcn1s. The firs t is to 
show up, the second is to try as hard as you 
can." 13ob Remuzzi, quoted in Th, 1Vmh111g 
ton Post, 4/24/65. Byline, Bill Gildea. 

'Of course, the reverse is true at the catch: 
when the legs drive down and the crew's 
mass thrusts toward the how, the boat's 
opposite reaction discounts the forward 
impetus of the oars and c,,uses the rhythmic 
pulsing forward motion of the shell. 
• This is often referred to as the "Conibear 
Stroke" for the legendary coach, I Ii ram 
Conibear (9/5/1871-9/9/1917) who studied 
the mechanics of sliding scat rowing at 
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the University of Washington in the early 
1900's, and developed what became the 
standard American stroke style. "Conibcar 
maximized the efficiency of the leg drive, 
and he added a force and strength tO the 
rowing stroke ... When Washington started 

winning then other schools started hiring 
Washington graduates to coach their crews." 

The Book of Rowing by D.C. Chu rbuck 
(Overlook Press, NY: 2007). 
"' For examples, the classic Oxford-Cam
bridge Boa1 Race on rhe Thames is 4.2 
miles. The Intercollegiate Rowing Associa
rion (1he IRA) annual regatta in the 1930's 

had the Freshman crews row 1wo, theJVs 
three, and rhe Varsities four miles; later all 
race~ were run at three miles. In the annual 

I larvard-Yalc regatta rhcir crews srill row 
1hc traditional 2, 3, and 4 mile distances. 
11 For a comparison of rhe Pocock and Karl

ish oars see rhc Supplemen1. 
" Recall the explanation ofrhis development 
in Chapter Von "The Rarzeburg Race." 
11 Note that during the pull-through an oar 
is a lever using the water ~ls a fulcrum with 
1he force of1he rower exerted against rhe 
oar-lock and prying rhe boar forward. 
1' Thanks tO Glenn Farris, FS '66, for this 

important detail. 
" The previous year, Don Cadle had 
considered isometrics, bur was deterred 

by 1he thought of the equipment i1 might 
require, u111il Mark suggested that a looped 
rope would suffice 10 provide the resistance. 

4/13/13. 
"' As reported in Th, I loya, rhis 1ea- toraling 
regime would come under question the next 

year when "Coach Bob Rcmuzzi ... decidcd 

to change the training rules oft he crew so 
as ro encourage his men to drink tO their 
contcnt. .. thc night before a race so that their 
morale will he strengthened and they be 
made more aggressive as a rcsuh .. .This will 
also serve to intensify their innarc animal 

instincts which the oarsmen will channel 
into the function of rowing." The by-line 
was John Bellizzi, and rhc da1clinc was April 
I ·• 1965. LOL. 
17 Richard l laydcn (Sec Th, Domuday Book. 
1967). 

CHAPTER VII 
1 Th, lloya of 2/13/6 reports rhc date of 
Don's resignation as January 20, 1964. 
1 Phone conversation with Inge Cadle, 
1/3/13. 
' This extra year for remediation was 1hc 
price of rhe all the hours he"d spent with the 
crew and away from his medical studies. 
• Somewhere in his political philosophy 
Nicolo Machiavelli writes that the true test 

of a great statesman is ro build his state on 
such a firm foundation that it will survive his 
passing. On that criterion Cadle was a great 

statesman. 
< Regarding my "hopeful" reading ofCadlc's 
advice, Pete Blybcrg (Captain of Boats '64 
& '65) demurs: "Knowing Don, I doubt that 

he was playing mind games. I think he gave 
them his hone:,t asscssment. .. it was not :t 

question of competence, it was one of rime." 

• Iris ironic that as the moving force behind 
1he GURA Constitution that empowered 
the president co hi re and replace coaches, 

Don Cadle never discussed his impend-
ing departure with the student officers 
( President Mike Mullin, Captain Pete 

Blyberg, or Treasurer Marc O'Brien) nor 
did the alumni coaches, Al, f-rank, and 

Goose. Such reticence is understandable 

given rhe foregone conclusion that the crew 
wou Id have endorsed both the decision to 
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continue the crew, and Goose's assumption 

of coaching responsibilities. Nevertheless, 
the fact remains that the future of the crew 
was (happily) decided by Goose without the 
.. advice or consent" of the oarsmen or their 

officers. 
7 To assist in this endeavor, Roberr Rcmuzzi, 

f-rancis W. Barrett, and Patrick A. Doyle, 

acting as incorporators, filed "Articles of 
Incorporation ofThe Society of The Golden 
Oar" on November 23, 1964. "Article Three: 
The particular aims and objects of the Cor

poration arc to encourage, foster, and pro
mote, through independent means, the sport 
of rowing and the continuity and sustenance 
of the crew at Georgetown University as a 
student controlled, voluntarily supported 
and coached entity; to encourage the devel

opment of the sport at the university and at 
high schools throughout the Metropolitan 
Washington area; and to solicit moral and 
financial support for the sport from interest
ed alumni of the university and from other 

individuals, organizations, corporations, 

societies, and groups." 
'Coach Sanborn came with a distinguished 

rowing pedigree. "After three years at 
George Washington, this is Sanborn's first 
season at the 11 illrop ... I le rowed ar Colum
bia where his father was crew captain ... f-ol-

1owing the family tradition, his son Vincent 
Guy Sanborn 111, is an up and coming 
scu lier who was second in rhe schoolboy 
nationals last year." The Wmhi11g1011 Pos1, 
4/23/64. Jack Galloway recalls that like 
Fred Maletz before him, Sanborn had been 

a regular at Potomac Boar Club. In 1963 
& 1964 Sanborn was one of the founders 
and president of the Capitol Rowing Club, 
Annandale, VA. 
" Again, to quote Frank, "Goose was work

ing to keep all the moving parts under con
trol (he was the man) and we were managing 
arounci Sandy Sanborn who was a nice man 
but nor a real coach." 
"' As reported in The Washi11g1on Pou, 
6/4/64. 
11 A l Di Fiore, having graduated from GU 
Law School in 1964, returned home to 

Rhode Island to begin practicing law. 

" The Georgeiown Univrrsily Crew 1964 
(brochure) p.13. Actually, Don attended 
rhe first home races on March 31 and April 
1·•, and didn't leave for Germany until mid

A pri I. Sec below. 
" The Washing1011 Pou, 3/16/64. 
"This text is from a handwritten note found 
among Don's files. 
" I low docs one translate "absolute"? One 
of my greatest pleasures in researching this 
history was my first phone contact with 
Drew Gerber (7/21/12.) Drew left GU after 

his sophomore year in the Summer of 1959, 
and remained 111rom1111111irado for 53 years so 
he had never even heard of Don D. Cadle. I 
had rhc pleasure of explaining to Drew, our 

srudc111 "founder,"' who Cadle was and what 
"the Cadle legacy" meant to the crew. 
1'· By this rime Georgetown had four eights: 
The Fred Malelz, The Spiril of"61, the Inge, 
and rhcj.P.8 Duffy 'OJ; as well as two fours 

with-cox: The Goose and The Molly 8. As 
rhc lirsr freshmen heavyweights, we usually 
rowed and raced in the Spiri1. In late Octo

ber of'64, we go1 rwo pairs, Lurk and Skulk. 
A II were Pocock boats. 
17 Sec rhc explanation of challenge races in 

the Glossary. 
" The shirts bore the label: "Wa/1er's
Oxfard." Sec Chapter 111, note 22 for more 
derails on these treasured relics. 
" For the origin of the GU vs. F U rivalry (in 

which the 1959 GU Freshmen drew "first 
blood,") sec Chapter I. 
10 Thinking back on this bit of intelligence I 
suspect that it was Goose using Cadle's mind 
games to give his crew an edge. Since this 

was the first race for both crews, there was 
no record on which ro base this assessment 

of rhei r stroke's tendencies. 
21 This truck was a big gray '63 Dodge used 
to tow the crew's boar rrailcr. Painted on the 
doors was the Georgerown "'G"' with crossed 

oars, nicely done. It was probably purchased 

by Don Cadle, one of many such things for 
which the Cadles were responsible. 
11 The Roman poet Virgil captured this 
moment in Book f-ivc ofhisAmeid, in what is 
probably the earliest description of a crew race: 

The oarsmen do11 lhPir wrea1hs of poplar 
leaves, 
Oil poured on their naked shoulders makes 
I hem gliuen. 
They crowd the 1hwar1s, thPir arms tense 
at the oars, 

Ears tmsr far thP signal; hParts pounding, 
racing with nervn 
I ligh-smmg and grasping lust far glory. 
At /au a pierri11g blare of the /rump,t
suddenly all 
The ships burJ/ from /he line, 110 uoppi11g 
thrm now, 
The shouls of1he sailors hi11he skies, 1he 
oarsmen's arms 
Pull bark to their chPsl as /hey whip the 
swells lo faom. 
S1ill dead even, they plow 1h,ir furrows, 
ripping 1he sea 
Wide open wi1h 1hrashi11g oars and 
deaving beaks. 

11 NY Times, April I, 1964. 
'' This greatly annoyed "Sailor John" the 
irascible custodian of rhc Thompson Boat
house who always walked around grumbling 
to himself. 
1' The Freshman coxswain for the St. John's 
race was George McCloon. 
11' In its account of this race The Evening Siar 
(4/2/64) reported: "Fordham entered its best 
boat in the junior varsity race and rurned 
in a 6:11 clocking to beat Georgetown's JV 
by a length plus open water, followed by 
Georgetown's No. 3 eight and American 
University." 
17 The I !oya, 4/10/64; byline Rory Qyirk. 
lk In this respecr, the Gcorgcrown traditions 

Cadle imbued in us were in some degree 

transplanted to Fordham by Bill Crusey '65, 

who preceded me in coaching the Rams in 
rhe late sixties. 

,. The Freshman coxswain for the LaSalle 

race was Ned Moran. 
1'I From bow: Jim Mockler,Jim Woods, 
Chuck Dailey, 1 lenry Sherr, Mike Ryan, 

Ed Witman, John Soisson, str John Barry. 
The coxswains rotated during the season 
among Ned Moran, George Mc Loon, Jack 
Renfrow, and Jay Weldon. 
11 No one writing on what makes a good 
stroke in the context of the Georgetown 
crew could fail to pay respects to David 
Timothy Casey (1942-1963) the greatest 
GU stroke of that - or perhaps of any- era. 
Unfortunately for this history, I mer Dave 
only once and then only very briefly; thus 
I cannot do justice to his character nor his 

influence on the crew. I le was Captain 
of Boats in 1962, Prcside111 in 1963, and 
stroked rhe undefeated Varsity of'62. 
Tragically, he died in an early morning auto 
accidcnr returning ro Qi.1antico l\1arinc base 
November 4, 1963. For those who rowed 
with him, he remains one of a kind as the 
"greatest" Gcorgccown stroke. 

CHAPTER VIII 
1 By this time the heavyweight Freshman 

boat was set. From bow: Jim Mockler, Jim 
Woods, Chuck Dailey, I lenry Scherr, Mike 
Ryan, Ed Witman.John Soisson and John 
Barry. The coxswain for the Drexel race was 

Jack Renfrow. 
1 From bow: Fred Vollbrecht. Mark Pi
sano, Bill McNeil), Darro Angelini,Jack 

l loeschlcr, Pete Blybcrg, Mike Mullin, srr. 
Dan Ebert. 
1 The Freshman coxswain for the Sr. Joe's 
race was George McCloon. 
• My own rowing career can be summed up 

like a "good news/bad news" joke. The bad 
news is that I never beat a M arictta crew; 

the good news is I was never beaten by a St. 

Joe's crew. Eight our of eight races, over four 
years. 
' The Washington Post reported the times as: 
6: 19.2 over 6:21.1 , with Iona ar 6:34. 
• Frank's assessment of the race may be 
over-generous. A very different report is 

quoted in The Washi11g1011 Post, 4/23/64, (by
line, George Minot): "St. Joc·s should have 

been disqualified," (Sanborn) maintained. 
"At the 500-meter ma rk, a cross-wind forced 
their shell into our lane and their 7 man bear 
oars with one of our rowers for five or six 

strokes. About half of our boar quit rowing 
for a spell, thinking ir a foul. We'll get 
another crack at 'em in the Dad Vail."' 
7 Thanks to Paul Barbian's slide presentation 
on the Cadle era for the April 2013 Alumni 
Row Weekend for the photo of this eight. 

'The Freshman coxswain for the Marietta 
race was Ned Moran. 

• The Freshman coxswain for the DC Regar
ta was Jack Renfrow. 
10 F'rom bow: Ben Domenico, Jim Hanna, 

Mike Hughes, Terry Jerge, Marc O'Brien, 
Rocque Kramer, Bill Allen, str. Linc I loff

man, cox Russ LaMantia. 
11 Rory Qi1irk rowed 2 scat in the first Fresh
man eight in 1962, and 6 scar in the very 
first lightweight Varsity in "63, bu1 didn't 
row after his sophomore year. 
" Thanks to the first hand recollections of 

coxswain Doug Sergeant, Peter Blybcrg 6, 
Darro Angelini 4, Bill McNeill 3, Mark 
Pisano 2, and Coach Frank Barrett. 
" The Washington Post photo (5/3/64) from 
Key Bridge at this point shows the I loyas 
far out in lane fou r about even with GW 
fighting for third place. 1 loward is leading 

by a length and a half over American. 
" In his classic work on rowing, The Way of a 
Man wi1h a Blade, 1-1.R.A. "Jumbo" Edwards 
writes: "'The value of morale as an aid to 

victory in war has always been recognized ... 
Ir is the same in sporting contests; the ream 
with rhe fighting spirit and the will to win 

usually comes out on top ... But this spirit 
docs not just appear on the day of the race. Jr 
has to be built up. It is a blend of confidence 

in one's abiliry and speed, trust in the rest 

of the crew, experience, the knowledge that 
everything possible has been done in the 
way of training, that their opponents fear 
them, the certainty that their cqu ipmcnt 
is good, and that they have a good chance 
of winning. If this is backed by a winning 
tradition, it is a very powerful combination." 

" Remember that Goose had his own 
personal investment at stake. Only a few 
months earlier he had com mined himself 

co the survival of Georgetown crew in the 
face ofCadlc's advice to let it die. The events 
of recent weeks had appeared to confirm 
Don's grim forecast, so to make good on 
his pledge, Goose had to work a miracle for 
himself as much as for his beloved crew; for 



all intents and purposes, those two interests 
had become identical. 
11

• Mark Pisano reports this time (6/21/12). 
Frank Barrett lends a qualified corrobora
tion: "The time I recall was 5:55. Cadle had 
rhe watch so it could have been a bit of a 
mind game. The reason I think so is that the 
JV also was under 6:00 ... We were fast at the 
end of August and did have some really good 
rows. I lowever, I really think Cadle was 
playing games as 5:55 or 'whatever' would 
have been really quick for Aat water." See 
also note 48, Chapter 5. 
" According to Linc Hoffman's annotated 
Dad Vail program, the Varsity H oyas' stroke 
rare remained at 36 spm for the entire second 
half of the hear. 
"Times for the first hear: Marietta 6:53.2, 
Rollins 6:57.1, George Washington 7:03.6, 
Trinity 7:08, LaSalle 7:08.6 and Iona 
7:09.2. The third heat: Drexel 6:56, Purdue 
7:00.7, Fordham 7:04.9, American U 7:14.2, 
C.W.Post 7:25. The fourth heat: St. Joe's 
6:54.2, I loward 7:06.2, St.John's 7:06.4, 
Clark 7:07.2, Michigan Sr. 7:25.9. 
" The times for this first semi-final were: 
Marietta 6:46.6, Amherst 6:53.1, George
town 6:53.3, followed by George Wash
ington 6:56.8, Rollins 7:00.1, and Flo rida 
Southern 7:04.2 The second semi-final: St. 
Joe's 6:46.8, Drexel 6:50.9, Fordham 6:52.4, 
I Iowa rd 6:52.8, St. John's 6:57.4, and Pur
due no time given. 
"' For the three veterans of the undefeated 
'62 Varsiry,Jack Hoeschler, Mike Mullin, 
and Fred Vollbrecht, this was their second 
Dad Vail championship in three years. 
" The Freshman Dad Vail boat was, from 
bow: Jim Mockler, Jim Woods, Chuck Dai
ley, Henry Scherr, Mike Ryan, Ed Witman, 
John Soisson, str. John Barry, and cox Jay 
Weldon. 
11 Linc I loffman recorded our strokings in 
this heat: "36, 34, 34, 37, 40, 40." 
11 Depending on how rowdy (or well-po
liced) the crowd, this is more than a mere 
metaphor. Throwing stuff at the crews 
closest to the bank was always a temptation 
for drunken •fans," although they seldom 
actually interfered with the races, and after 
an ugly assault at the Vail in 1967, alcohol 
was banned. 

'' The fact that Rollins' time in winning the 
JV final, 7:06.7, was significantly faster than 
their Varsity's winning rime in rhe consola
tion race, 7:10, and would have placed third 
in the Varsity final, a half-length ahead of 
Marietta, gave rise to this invidious specu
lation. I lowever, 10 set the record straight, a 
comparison of the Dad Vail programs from 
'63 and '64 rebuts this slanderous suspicion: 
there is no overlap between rhe Rollins 
Varsity of'63 and their JV of'64. Rollins did 
not stack their JV. 
" The '64 Dad Vail program lists these 
two boatings as (in lane 2, the second place 
boar): from bow, D. Saientine, N. Carlucci, 
J. Conley, D. Conley,J. Scully, P. McGrath, 
R. Reynolds, str. J. Faust, and cox E. Dailey. 
This was the regular heavyweight 3rd Varsi
ty. The other GU boat (which finished first, 
in lane 5) is listed as: from bow, J. Leahigh, 
J. Creevy, P. Negus, G . Farris,J. Davin, K. 
Merritt, V. Roque, str. M. Duffner, and cox, 
J. Dolan. This list is made up oflightweights 
who did not make it into the Varsity that 
went 10 the Eastern Sprints the next week. 
Jim Leahigh disclaims the honor, pointing 
out that as a port oar he would not have 

rowed bow and did not row at all that day. 
The NAAO Rowing Guide for 1965, reports 
that the GU "second Freshmen" won this 

FOOTNOTES 

race, but virtually none of the men in these 
rwo boars were freshmen that year. So it is 
more likely that the winner was the 3'" Var
sity heavies in lane 2. Perhaps the last word 
on this mystery comes from Linc I loffman's 
annotated Dad Vail program in which he has 
crossed our rhe lisrccl boating, and written 
"2"" Frosh", so maybe the NAAO report is 
correct. 
26 As explained in Chapter IV, there was a 
lightweight crew in 1963, but no lighrweight 
racing as such. Jn '63 and earlier in '64, the 
lightweights rowed as an extra entrant in the 
JV heavyweight races. See above. 
" The GU lightweight JV did win their race 
against Navy that day. (Glenn Farris). 
" "The purpose of this group will be 10 
promote competition among colleges strug
gling to begin rowing, as well as those larger 
schools nor yer ready for the 'big time'." 
Rusty Callow, 1934, on the founding of the 
DVRA. 

" Unfortunately, the lightweight coach, Al 
Di Fiore could not accompany his crews to 
the Sprints because he had to prepare for his 
law school final exams the very next week. 
This account relics on Pete's own memoir of 
the weekend. 
"' Captain Jim Hergen, a chronically heavy 
lightweight, was so concerned about his 
weight that he dressed in sweats and ran that 
morning to make sure he made the 155 lbs 
limit. (Glenn Farris). Meanwhile, coxswain 
A rt Charles had resolved to lose every 
possible gram, so he not only forswore food, 
bm even liquids the night before the race. 
(Fred King). 
11 The wake-up call that morning came a bit 
too early. Presuming that the Catholic gen
tlemen of Georgetown would want 10 attend 
early Mass, a hapless campus cop barged into 
the gym around dawn to rouse the sleeping 
I loyas by banging his nightstick on one of 
the iron cots. Unfortunately for the cop, he 
awakened the sleeping Bear himself, Fred 
King, who did not feel especially religious 
at that hour and proceeded to bum-rush the 
cop out the door in a torrent of profanity 
that probably still echoes across the campus 
at Holy Cross. (Mike Tarone). 
'' Along with Georgetown the Freshman 
crews were Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, 
I larva rd, MIT, Penn, Princeton, and Yale. 
11 From bow: Mike Q,incey, Paul Barbian, 
Steve Piunken,Joe Creed,John Bellizzi,Jim 
I laller, Mike Tarone, str. Carl Galauski, cox 
Ned Moran. 
" These were rhc top seeded boats of Cor
nell, MIT, Harvard, Columbia, as well as 
Dartmouth, Yale, Navy, Princeton, Rutgers, 
and Penn. 
31 From bow: John I larringron, Byron Sigg, 
Fred King, Bob Frederick, Jim l lergen, Bill 
Crusey, Phil Negus, str. Dan McEvily, and 
cox Art Charles. 
16 Behind I larvard 6:58, MIT 7:01.2, Princ
eton 7:02.2, and Rutgers 7:04.2, but ahead 
of Penn 7:28.7. All the times for the Sprints 
arc from Pete Blybcrg's notes as confirmed 
by the next year's (i.e., 1965) EARC pro
gram furnished by Bill McNeill '66. 
" Besides Georgetown, the consolation race 
included Navy, Rutgers, Columbia, and 
Penn. Interestingly, the crews finished in 
order of their lanes: first through fifth . 
" It is debatable whether these oars proved 
10 be an advantage or a disadvantage for a 
lightweight crew because they were both 4¾ 
inches longer, and had blades ¾'1" of an inch 
wider (and farther out on rhe shaft) than the 
traditional Pocock blades. As former light
weight captain Mike Tarone writes: "Row-

ing 40 spm with Karlish was the equivalent 
of rowing with oak blades in leaky boats ... 
The oars were the story ... longer than the 
Pococks, (with) big handles designed for our 
friends from the Black Forest." For a detailed 
comparison of the Pocock and Karlish oars 
sec the Supplement. It was not until spring 
of 1968 that the lightweights finally got sets 
of used Pocock lightweight oars purchased 
from Princeton and Columbia. 
"Sec page 165 for a tribute to Dick Mc
Cooey. 
•• At the annual Athletics Awards Banquet 
that May, Art Charles received the •our
standing Player" (sic) (The Cadle Award} 
for crew, Jack I loeschlcr earned the Stude111 
Athlete Award, and Joe Frederick the Sn,
dcnt Manager Award. (GeorgP1ow11 Record, 
May 1964) Almost a sweep' 

CHAPTER IX 
1 The Trials for eights and single sculls 
were held July 8'" to 11 '", and for the small 
boats August 27'1' - 29'" 1964, both events at 
Orchard Beach, Bronx, NY. 
' Sec the Postscript to Chapter V, "The 
Romance of Raunch." 

' Edgar Allen Poe's story The lmpojthe 
Perv,rse provides an insightful account of 
this psychological aberration. One day that 
summer, a co-worker, a self-proclaimed 

"roofer," inveigled me into climbing up the 
groin of the slate roof over Gaston I !all, 
down through a hatch at the peak into the 
attic, and thence up into the l lea ly cloc k 
tower. The late morning trip up to the belfry 
was relatively easy since the sun had not yet 
come around m heat the slates on 1hc back
side of I lealy. But by the time we had 10 case 
ourselves back down, the hot slate shingles 
were barely endurable anci we burned our 

hands and butts trying to brake our slide 
down 10 the rain gu11er and fire-ladder at the 
edge. This was one of the most stupid things 
I have ever done and I still shiver when I 
think of slipping off the roof 10 certain death 
on the bricks five stories below. Several years 
earlier, John Carrol Clynes, o ne of the orig
inal Maletz oarsmen pulled off a nocturnal 
raid on l lealy tower to remove the hands of 
the clock, which he held "in escrow" until 
the pressure from the Jesuits made the situ
arion too hot and the location of the missing 

hands was disclosed, no questions asked. 
• The I loya Carryout was a small eatery on 
the south side of M St. that served good hot 
food over the counter at very low prices. The 
place was run by Don, who did the cooking, 
and his wife Rose, who served as waitress. 
Both Don and Rose were physically impres
sive. Don was large and looked like a very 
tough guy, and Rose resembled "Liu le An
nie Fannie," the Plnyboy cartoon character of 
that era. For thirty five cents you could get 
two eggs, two pieces ofb1111ercd 1oa>1, jelly, 
and coffee. For another dime you got a side 
of ham, bacon, or sausage. And when Don 
was preoccupied, you got to marvel at Rose's 
incredible proportions. 
1 The I lens and Chickens arc rocky islands 
in the Poromacjust southeast of Chain 
Bridge in the vicinity of Fletcher's Boat
house. 'T'his was as far up-river as we cou ld 
safely row. 
• Tragically, Captain Dan Ebert was killed 
in action 7/ 19/68. Sec note 4, Chapter X. 
'Or maybe from the first. In the same article 
reporting the resignation of Sandy Sanborn, 
it was also noted that: "The I loyas yesterday 
also lost Dan Eben, a senior, 10 Uncle Sam. 

Ebert reports for induction June 9. I le will 
probably be replaced by Mike ~lullin, with 

former Junior Varsity oarsman Bill Allen 
moving into Mullin's No. 7 spot in the Var
sity boar." (Thr 1Vnshwg1011 Post, 6/4/64). 
' Bccau,e 1964 was an Olympic year, the 
I RA's traditio nal three mile distance was 
reduced to 2000 meters. 
' These were (alphabetically): Brown, 
California, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, 
M.l.T., avy, Penn, Princeton, Rutgers, 
Syracuse, Washington, and Wisconsin. 
Seeded crews that year were Cornell, Cali
fornia, and Wi,consin. 
"' I larvard rowed Yale in their annu,1I four 
mi le race on I he Thames June 20'"; I Ltrvard 
won in 20:48.2 over Yale's 21:06. I larva rd 
also won the JV, but Yale wo n the Freshman 
race. 
11 This heat marked the first appearance of 
GURA's new singlet style gray with blue 
stripe racing shirts that replaced the c iJssic 
Ox Bridge pinstripe shirts Don Cadle intro
duced in I he spring of 1961. 
" In addition 10 the Varsity eight, the 
Georgetown contingent included their ready, 

willing and able spares who rowed in .1 coxed 
fou r cve111 that day: Art Charles, Linc I loff
man, Ben Do menico, Peter i\lcGrath, ancl 
Jim I lanna. ( Pete J\lcGrath 1/7/ 14). The 
I loyas were hosted by LeMoync College 
that weekend. 

" For Joe Frederick's story of how I he i><,,11, 
arrived at Lake Onondaga, read the trihutc 
10 the riggers in the Appendix. 
" The program for this rcga11,1 lists the 
Georgetown senior four as: Jay Mahoney, 
Jim I lanna , Bill Allen, str. I.inc I loffman 
and cox A rt C harles. 
1~ The program lists this bo,u as Jim 
Mockler, Ed Witman, Pete :\lcGr,11h, and 
John Soisson as stroke (an error,) with ,\like 
Walsh as cox. I lowcvcr, Pete couldn't row 
due to minor surg-c~ for an infcc1cd cy:a on 

his arm. I don't recall who took hi, pl.ice but 
I clo know that 1his w~ls my first ti1nc strok
ing a race and I remember very clearly that 
it was a very hm day - even for a 4'" of July 
After crossing the finish line, we glided into 
the cool shade of the RR bridge just beyond 
the finish line. bm instcJ.cl of pausing 1hcrc 
in the shade while we recovered a bit, we 
drifted 0111 again into the brilli.uu sunshine 
that suddenly feh like a thousand wall heat
lamp beating clown on the top of my head. It 
was a grueling r;lce. 

"' According to the NAAO Row111g Cmd, 
196~: "This course is the only course in the 
United States built according 10 F.1.S.A. 
specifications. ii was un,1nimously agreed 
by all rowing s.tgcs and competitors that 
there is no finer course in the country and is 
completely fair 10 all competirnrs." William 
L. I lcnry, p. 'i3. Thi, opinion was probably 
more reflective of the view of NAAO pres
idem and NYAC host Jack Sulgcr who l1.1d 
successfully lobbied m win the Tri,1I, for his 
home course. 
' The times· I larvarcl 6:24.3, Washingrnn 
6:33.6, Detroit 6:37.1, Ceurgctown 6:53.2. 
"Tiger Sergeant provide, another possible 
reason for not making it to To kyo, ,1 story 
that involves his confrontation w11h :, yacht 
captain over the rights t0 launching space 
,II the dock immediately prior to their heat: 
.. This crucial acccs~ was about to he denied 
by his large cabin crn iscr. I introduced 
myself as the coxswain of the Ccorgetown 
crew and politely asked him 10 move. The 
Captain w;1.~ short, fat and not inclined to 
move, and claimed that :ts a 17-ycar member 
ofrhe NYAC he hod every right 10 tic up 
where he was and that he was nm going 
anywhere. There being linlc time left for 
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talk and negotiation, I told him I was going 
to untie his craft and set him adrift. I le 
swore loudly for about rhe third rime in 
our deliberations, then directed his wife to 
get his gun. I untied him and shoved him 
from the dock as the Coast Guard arrived 
on the scene to vindicate our right ro the 
dock. Bur now all was in haste instead of rhe 
calm, cool and collected approach we had 
all anticipated. Our actual start was just as 
hurried and we scrambled behind the Aect 
down the course. I doubt the outcome of the 
race would have been any different, but this 
incident certainly hadn't helped matters." 
" Spam ll/11urated, May 25, 1964. 
'" From bow: Bob Schwarz, GeoffGratwick, 
I larry Pollock, Tom Pollock, Jim Tew, Paul 
Gunderson, Bob Whitney, str. Geoff Picard, 
cox Ted Washburn. 
.n For Parker's assessment of the new oars, 
see I he comparison of the oars in the Supple
ment. 
11 The Vesper boat from bow: Stan 
Cwiklinski, I I ugh Foley, Emory Clark, 
Boyce Budd,Joe Amlong, Tom Amlong, 
Bill Knecht, Str. Bill Stowe, and cox, Bob 
Zimonyi. 
1' From bow: McNeill, Pisano, Mullin, and 
Angelini, with Art Charles as cox The 
Olympic program for 1he small boat trials 
(8/26-29/64) lists "Substitutes: Benedict 
Domcnico,James I Janna, Peter McGrath, 
Peter Blybcrg, C. Douglas Sergeant. 
1' The program from the Trials gives the GU 
four from bow: Bill McNcill, l\lark Pisano, 
Mike Mullin, str. Darro Angelini, cox 
Tiger Sergeant; however photos from rhat 
clay show Mullin as the starboard stroke, 
with Angelini 3, Pisano 2, McNeill in bow, 
and A rt Charles ,ts cox. Thanks ro Muffin 
1 loffman for sharing Linc's collection. Ari 
Charles won the weight competition with 
Tiger Sergeant 10 cox the four at the Trials. 
'' From bow: Mike (Zac) Qi,incC), Paul 
Barbian, Terry Manning, Jim Lcahigh, Jay 
Scully, Bert Mason,John Soisson, sir Ed 
Witman, cox Mike Walsh. This was my 
first time as ~trokc of an eight, a memorable 
moment in my life. 
"· From Bow: Ben Domenico.Jim I Janna, 
Jay Mahoney, Rick Reynolds.Jim Mockler, 
Mark Pisano, Pere McGrath, srr Peter 
Blyberg, cox Art Charles. 
17 Recall that GU's lighrweighrs l1Jd won the 
consolation race at the '64 Sprints, outrow

ing Navy by 7: 16.7 over 7:21.4. 
" As Mike Mullin recalls, Goose (the 
future surgeon) had to use his car key to 
saw through the ¼'h inch rope one strand at 
a time. 
'' Murphy's Law states: 1) No task is as 
simple as i, seems, 2) anything that can go 
wrong, will, and 3) i1 will go wrong at the 
worst possible moment. In WW 11, G l's had 
1hc abbreviation, "SNAFU" and 1he synon
ymous "FUBAR." Such was the situation on 
1he Severn 1ha1 July afternoon. 
" I lappily, 1hc publication of this story 
on 1hc Cadle-era crew website inspired a 
successful search for our long lost captain 
and president, M ikc Mullin. During the 
summer of 2012, Linda and Jack I locschler 
were able to bring him back into the fold 
after being in(o111mu11itado for 49 years. Mike 
attended rhe April 12'"-14'". 2013 reunion 
weekend, recounted his own version of 
the talc, and stroked the alumni eight that 
Sunday morning. 

CHAPTERX 
1 "It was a tough year for all our crews. We 
trained hard and lost hard, and it seemed the 
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harder we trained the harder we lost." John 

Soisson. 
' The accident occurred 12:35 a.m. Monday, 
November 4, 1963, as Dave drove back 10 
Qi,antico Marine Base. Thanks to Russ 
LaMan1ia for providing much of the back
ground information on Casey. 
1 See "The Day the Music Died" in the 

Supplement. 
• Later came the news that Captain Charles 
Dandridge Ebert, USA, was killed by a boo
by-trapped 105 mm round in Qi,ang Nai, 
Vietnam on July l 9, 1968. Dok, et d,forum 
pro patrin mori. 
' Russ La Mantia remembers Bill's car as an 
Austin I lealy 3000. 
'' Ironically, it was this very abundance (and 
balance) of talent that posed the coaching 
conundrum char year and into the next. As 
usual when the boats hit the water the first 
boat included the eight guys who'd scored 
the highest on the PT tesrs in rhe gym, bur 
during March the problem of choosing the 
right eight guys to row a consistently reliable 
Varsity boat proved 10 be maddeningly 
difficult. 
7 Conspicuously missing from this list is 
Darro Angelini '66. Unfortunately for h is 
crew and its prospects, the four man from 
the '64 Dad Vail Varsity was suffering a 
serious inflammation in his right {feather
ing) arm that prevented him from rowing a1 
all in the Spring of 1965. The intensive daily 
workouts from late February '64 through the 
end of August had taken its toll. "Goose ... 
rccommcndccl that] have surgery to fix ir. 
For whatever reason I was not happy with 
the idea of su rgery and so the problem 
remained and only got worse. With any kind 
of sustained activity (i.e., rowing) my elbow 
swelled to the point that I could 1101 bend it 
and hence could no t row." Darro returned tO 

row that summer, but his arm continued to 
cause him problems and limited his rowing 
into the spring of'66 and throughout his life. 
'The title of"Fastest Frosh" went 10, from 
bow: Jim McCormack, Bob Spangenberg, 
John Schmidt, John DeCarlos, Dave I lildt, 
Pat Moran.Jan Miller, str. Terry Flynn, and 
cox Jeff McGrath, and the honors to their 
coaches. John Barry and Paul Barbian. 
' This coaches' eight was, from bow: Terry 
Manning, Jim I Janna, Ben Domenico, Ed 
Witman, Rick Reynolds, Pete Blyberg,John 
Soisson, and stroke John Barry. It is likely 
that Art Charles coxed. 
'" Pete McGrath '65 and I were one such 
pair. 
11 Mike I lughes remembers capsizing in 
the pairs rwicc: "Maybe once with John 
Barry and the other with Jim Hanna; both 
times headed up stream of rhe boathouse." 
(6/13/12) But on a lighter note Fred King 
recalls that "Swampy (John Mahoney) and 
I rowed the 'Lu rk' down to Mount Vernon 
once (to Frank Barrett's chagrin) and rowed 
back with rhe boat filled with cherry blos
soms with which we defused Frank's anger 
by telling him we picked them fo r Molly." 
Fred later corrected this by (a) acknowledg
ing that Mount Vernon was well beyond the 
range of a pair, and (b) his companion was 
Paul Barbian not Swampy Mahoney. But the 
cherry blossoms remain a constant amid the 
shifting demi ls of the story. According to 
Frank, the actual destination was the Tidal 
Basin; and yes, he was indeed "pissed," but 
"Molly-fied" by rhe cherry blossom bouquet. 

(Excuse the pun.) 
11 Oddly, despite their utility for the 
pu rposc, t hesc pairs were not used for 
challenge races which continued to be run 

in the eights. Ir is interesting to speculate 
on whether rowing challenges in the pairs 
would have solved the coaching conundrum 
that season. 
11 Sec the Postscript to Chapter 11 for a brief 
account of this history. As Ben Domenico 
explains: "'In general, the crew of that era 
was not often in a ' I loya Saxa' mood." 
1' One October afternoon as we were work
ing out on the lower field, Goose pulled up 
in his Buick Skylark, opened the trunk and 
handed out heavy gray "hoodies" embla
zoned with "Georgetown Athletic Dept." 
I low he came into possession of these re
mains a mystery, bur I was fortunate enough 
to gc1 one that had the number "67" on it, 
my graduation year. T har hoodie remained 
one of my prized souvenirs of GU until my 
son wore it to high school one day where it 
was stolen. 
p; Much of the information in this account 
of the fa ll '64, comes from my contemporary 
letters home. 
16 Thanks to Pete Blybcrg and Fred King for 
the exact address. The name "Chez Bear" 
deserves explanation. By virtue of their 
power and seeming imperviousness to the 
bitter cold and wet oflare winter rows on 
the Potomac, crew guys proudly adopted 
the title of"bears." and since Fred King 
hailed from Louisiana, the French "'chez" 
sounded appropriate. So the house became 
"Chez Bear" and was a rallying point for 
social events during the mid-sixties. For an 
alternate version of the story: "The Bears 
sprang spontaneously when members of the 
crew began calling Mike I lughcs "I lug-
gie Bear" and Bill McNcill "Fuzzy Bear." 
Soon there was a .. I Janna Bear," a "'Freddie 
Bear," and an "A rthur Bear." Being a bear 
is a complete blending of the physical and 
the spiritual. It is a term of endearment 
because we really respect one another for the 
effort and dedication to the crew." "Fussers, 
Mussers, and Bears," by Dec Wedemeyer, Thr 
Washington Post. 
17 Recall that Goose had to repeat his first 
year of medical school ('61/'62) so '64/'65 
was his third year. His personal sacrifices on 
behalf of the crew were above and beyond 
any comparison in our history. As Jesus said 
of Mary Magdalene, "Because she has loved 
much, much is forgiven her." 
lM We may never forget it, but we do remem
ber its details somewhat differently. Thanks 
to Mike.Jim, Bill, and Pere McGrath for 
their contributions to our narrative of this 
incident. Even the date is disputable: Ye 
Domesday Book for l 965 gives the date as 
2/2 J, as does my own letter home, but the 
weather report for the 21 ' ' doesn't jibe with 
our unanimous memories, so it is more likely 
that date was 2/22, Washington's birthday 
and a Monday. 
19 Pete McGrath checked the D.C. weather 
record for 2/22: low temperature was 23.4 
degrees, and the wind was 19.4 knots, which 
would equate ro a wind-chill factor of about 
11 degrees. This was nor a day to be rowing. 
"' Who coxed that morning is another 
mystery. None of the oarsmen is positive on 
the point, and Ned Moran, Art Charles, and 
Russ La Mantia all deny being in the boat. 
Russ argues that he was Varsity cox that year 
and so would not have been coxing rhe (JV) 
four; and Art has written poetically that 
he was among the guys who went back 10 
rc1 rieve The Goose: 

T'was 11011 in the coxswa,·n's seat, 

Though my fare was frozen stiff, 
But a bwuh of us rared down the stream 
To resnu the oars and skiff 

So for my part, I am vot ing for Ned since 
a) that is my admittedly fallible memory, 
and b) his demurrer was less than emphatic: 
"I don't believe I was ever in a boat that 
swamped." 
11 Postscript: In September, 1985, I got a 
call from Charlie Gross of the Navesink 
Rowing Club (NJ) about an old four that 
had been offered for sale by Georgetown. 
Charlie knew that I had rowed for GU and 
asked if I knew The Goose. When he said 
that magic name the memory of that frigid 
morning came vividly back. I told him about 
the repair t0 the hull, and assured him ofrhc 
boar's rugged history. The following summer 
he invited me 10 join some other guys for 
a Sunday paddle in their new acquisition, 
and I enjoyed my reunion wirh this beloved 
boat. And so, The Goose came to cruise the 
Navesink, powered by the local high school 
and club rowers. 
" There is an initial GU RA roster from 
that week that lists all the members and 
their scars as of April 3••. In addition, the 
heavyweight boatings for each race of rhc 
'65 season were contemporaneously recorded 
by me on a 6x4 nore card : Varsity, JV, and 
Freshmen, along with their W/L's. Unfortu
nately, after that initial roster rhc light
weight boatings were not so well-recorded, 
and have to be reconstructed by oarsmen's 
memories. Thus for the '65 season on ly rhe 
heavyweight boatings listed herein can be 
raken to be authoritative. 
'' All times for this day's races arc from The 
Washington Post of 4/4/65. 
2' In 1964 Cornell's lightweight Varsity and 
JV won the Eastern Sprints. 
" Fran k writes "We hoped to bushwhack 
them. We had been rowing for weeks ... and 
they were just arrived from the frozen north. 
What I failed to take into account was that 
Cornell had ranks in Ithaca and their tech
nique was ar mid-season levels." 
16 From bow: Steve Sullivan, Frank Weimer 
John Berger, Pete Sweetzer, Don Loomis, ' 
Dave Hildt,John Weisner, str. Jan Miller, 
cox Jeff McGrath. 
17 From bow: Paul Welch, Bernie Monrsal
vage, Vince Aug, Bob Lovas, Bill Far
ring1on,John Schmidt, Bob Spangenburg, 
str. Jim Gadek, cox Bill Barker. 
" From bow: Mike Qi,incey, Charles 
Murphy, Terry Manning, Dave Poole,John 
Bellizzi, Dennis OHara, Glenn Farris, str. 
Joe Creed, cox Mike Walsh. 
" From Bow: Steve Plunkett,Jim Leahigh, 
Jack I lardigg,Joe Creevy,Jim I Jergen, Nick 
Carlucci, John Dolan, str. Dan McEvily, cox 
Ned Moran. 
"'The lightweight Varsity that day was, 
from bow: Mike Tarone.Jim I laller, Fred 
King, Paul Barbian, Jay Mahoney, Bill 
Crusey, Phil Negus, srr. Bob Zack, cox Jack 
Renfrow. There is a photo of this crew in 
superb form taken from Key Bridge rowing 
up to rhc line; this is one of the best shots of 
a GU crew in action from that decade. 
11 Coach Frank Barrett also concedes rhar 
"We rowed a sryle that was at best odd ... a 
long hold at the finish, a dive to the catch 
and no pause but into the card, ASAP." 
" From bow: Ron DcGrandis, Hugh 
I !ayes, Dennis Brown, Phil Marineau, Mac 
Ludolph, Mike Vespoli, Paul Murphy, str. 
Fred Good, and cox Pierre Cossard. This 
was indeed a big crew: the boat averaged 
181, only 2 lbs less than the Varsity that day. 
11 Recall the lightweights had raced (and 
these Freshmen had won) against Cornell 
only hours before. 
" From bow: Tom Stevenson, Joe Wythe, 



John Nowicki, Charles Rance, Jay Scully, 
Vin Rocque, Roland Marcotte, str. Ed 
Lynch, cox Mike Walsh. 
11 Bill Crusey recalls rhar in a gesture of 
good sportsmanship, rhe Cornell guys 
cheered for the Georgetown skinnies that 
afternoon. 
11

• The JV, from bow: Jerry Foust, Terry 
Jerge, Mike I lughes,Jim I lanna, Pete 

McGrath, Ted Kundtz, Ben Domenico, str. 
John Barry, cox Art Charles. 
" From bow: Rick Rcynolds,Jim Woods, 
Bill McNei ll, Ed Witman, Mike Ryan, Pete 
Blyberg, John Soisson, str. Linc I loffman, 

cox Russ LaMantia. There is an overhead 
photo of this boar heading up-river before 
the race in Y, Domesday Book (the College 
yearbook) of 1966, p. 146. 

" Th, 1-/oya, 419165. In his prediction of a 
name change, the unnamed reporter proved 
prophetic. 

" "Lindamood has whetted the spirit of 
competition his crews feel toward George
town by painting the shower room walls in 
the boathouse 'pushover pink' as a reminder 
of last year's Vail. They stay that way until 
the Blues humble the I loyas."' Mariflla Ohio 
Times, 4/9/65. 
"' Pete Blyberg '65 ar six and Bill McNeill 

'66 at three. Recall that Darro Angelini was 
nursing an inflamed arm this season and 
could not row. (Note 7 above). 

'
1 The Freshman lights were probably the 

same as the week before, and the JV and 
Varsity changed as Capra in J im Hergen 
moved up to row five in rhe Varsity replacing 
Joh n "Swampy" Mahoney who moved ro 
rhe JV. 

' ' Frank Barrett corrects Fred's account on 
two points, insisting that it was .. a couple 
of college kids in a canoe," and rhc crash 
occurred above Key Bridge. Frank also adds 
that the referee for t he race was Gordy Cal
low, the son of rhe legendary Rusty Callow 

who had coached both Penn and Navy. 
" From left to right in t he photo: st roke Bob 
Zack, Phil egus, Bill Crusey, Jim I Jergen, 
Paul Barbian, Fred King,Jim l laller, and 
bow Mike Tarone. 

"The new boating for the Varsity, from 
bow: Rick Reynolds,Jim Woods, Bill Mc
Neill,Jim I Janna, Mike Ryan, Pete Blyberg, 

Mike Hughes, str. Ed Witman, and for the 
April 21" race, Mike Walsh as cox. 
'

1 So to clarify, rheJV for 4/21 was, from 

bow: John Nowicki, Linc Hoffman, Ben 
Domenico, Terry Jerge, Pete McGrath, Ted 
Kundtz, John Soisson, srr. John Barry, and 
rhe cox that day was Art Charles. 
"' From bow: Bill Grohs, Hugh I Jayes, Den
nis Brown, Phil Marineau, Mac Ludolph, 
Mike Vespoli, Paul Murphy, str. Fred Good, 
cox Bob Abraham. 
" T h is boating is only probable, based 
on the roster of 4/3/65. From bow: Bob 
Murrie, Jim Lanshe, Ron DeGrandis, Rick 

Hulefeld, Rusty Duffy, J im McCormick, 
Pete Canestrino, str. Rick Morris, cox P ierre 
Cossa rd. 
•• From bow: Rick Reynolds, Jim Woods, 

Bill McNeill,Jim Hanna, M ike Ryan, Pere 
Blyberg, Mike I lughcs, str. Ed Witman, cox 
Art Charles. 

'' In fairness roJohn King there were some 
extenuating circumstances that deserve note, 
so let Frank Barrett set rhe record straight: 
.. The race course on the Raritan is above 
the boar house and as rhc Raritan is ridal, 
rhc three races wenr off one after the other 

over a period of ten minutes. Joh n had never 
coxed on any other river bur the Poromac 

where one lands rhe boar wirh the dock ro 
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rhe righr. (You land pointing the bow up
stream!) As races were still being run , John 
came to rhe boat house by himself. I le did as 
he was trained to do, however he was com
ing in downstream with the tide going out. 
I le was really moving." After apologizing to 
Finley Meislahn, rhe Rutgers lighrweighr 
coach, the I loyas made a hasty departure. 
Mcislahn went on ro become a successful 

coach of Cornell's heavyweight crew. 
'''This rime was reported in the same The 
Washi11g1011 Post article, 4/25/65. 
11 Much of the credit for rheJV's morale 
musr go 10 their srroke,John Barry. Discon

rented wirh being in rhe second boar, Jack 
resolved early on that he'd make his boat 
faster than the Varsity in every workout. 
1 lis leadership was a major factor in creating 
rhe spi rir that made the JV so consistently 
competitive, and finally earned him the 

Varsity stroke sear - as a sophomore - for rhe 
Dad Vail. 

" From bow: John Nowicki, Linc Hoffman, 
Ben Domenico, Terry Jerge, Pere McGrath, 
Ted Kundtz, John Soisson, srr. John Barry, 

cox Art Charles. Thanks ro a photo provided 
by Muffin I loffman we know that they 
rowed rhe Fred M alerz that day. 

" Regarding rhc •Debacle" see C hapter 8. 
"From bow: Rick Reynolds.Jim Woods, 
Bill McNeill,Jim I Janna, Mike Ryan, Pete 
Blyberg, Mike I lughes, str. Ed Witman, 
cox Russ LaManria. There is a nice photo of 

this boar raken from Key Bridge rowing up 
ro rhe line. 

" This explains why rhc 1965 Dad Vail 

program fails ro list the actual boatings for 
the GU Varsity &JV. The accurate boatings 
are given in footnotes 56 and 57 below. 
"' The Vail Varsity from bow: Ben Domeni
co '65, Linc Hoffman '65, Bill McNeil) '66, 
Jim I Janna '66, Mike Ryan '67, Pete Blyberg 
'65,John Soisson '67, srr. John Barry '67, cox 
Russ LaMantia '65. 

'
7 The JV, from bow: Rick Reynolds '65, J im 

Woods '67, John Nowicki '67, Terry Jerge 
'65, Pere McGrath '65, Ted Kundtz '67, 
Mike I lughcs '66, str. Ed Witman '67, cox 
Art Charles '66. Spares were Vin Rocque '67 
and Jerry Foust '65. 
'' From bow: Ron DeGrand is, I lugh 

I Jayes, Dennis Brown, Phil Marineau, Mac 
Ludolph, Mike Vespoli, Paul Murphy, srr. 
Fred Good. Cox Bob Abraham. 
19 Cornell's lighrweigh r Varsity went on ro 

win the EA RC championship- the W right 
Trophy- for the third straight year. 
60 "Metrecal" was a popular weight loss 

product supposed robe a nutritious dietary 
supplement taken in lieu of high caloric 

foods. T hough it was usually sold as a liquid 
in quart cans, I had bought (on sale) a large 
3 lb can of the powdered orange-flavored 
product that had robe mixed in water as a 
drink. Bur the powder resisted emulsifica

tion and floated in clumps that might gag a 
maggot. Nevertheless, I did persevere and 
d rank glasses of the revolting stuff every clay 
until it was gone. All to no avail: my weight 
remained around 180 all rhat year. 
•

1 According ro NAAO rules: "Any oarsman 
who has competed in a Varsity or a Junior 
Varsity E.A.R.C. or I. R.A regatta or who 

has won in a Varsity or Junior Varsity race in 
the Dad Vail regatta shall be classified as a 
senior oarsman." Thus a crew rhar includes 

a senior oarsman was ineligible to row in 
"intermediate" events. 
"See NAAO Rowing Guide, l 966, p. 132. 
6·1 This boating indicates that rhe four was 

rigged for a porr bow and stroke, wirh 2 & 3 
rowing srarboard. 

""From bow:J ay Foresrcr,Jim I Janna, Mike 
Love, Bert l\lason, Ed Cooney, Mike Vesp
oli, Dennis Brown, str. Ed Witman, cox Bob 
Abraham. 
1
'' From bow: Fred King, Ed Witman, Ed 
Cooney, Mike Vespoli, Dennis Brown, Pat 

Doyle, Bill McNcill, str. Darro Angelini, 
cox Ned Moran. If this boating is correct, it 
was rhe only rime 1 ever rowed rwo. 

"" A quick check of rhe hectic schedule will 
show just how exhausting. Several of our 
events allowed virtually no interval for re
covery. Most of us barely made it out of one 
boar and inro the next in time ro get back up 
ro rhe starring line for rhe next race. 
'·'The senior four was from bow Mike 
Vespoli, Dennis Brown, Bill McNcill, Darro 
Angelini, and cox Ned J\ loran. The inter
mediate four was John Barry, Bert Mason, 
Dennis Brown, Ed Witman, and cox Bob 

Abraham. 
•~ Our competition rhat day (in order of 
finish) was: Vesper 7:43, Potomac 7:44.5, 

and Lake Meritt (no time.) 
" Post-graduate Pat Doyle was the only 
exception, bu, since Pat had no prior experi
ence in pairs even he was csscnrially a novice 
in small boat racing. 

CHAPTER X I 
1 J have a note from that fall listing the guys 

that Rusty Duffy and I teamed-up 10 coach 
in rhe barge: Chuck Shorr, Tom Cr,,wford, 
Jack Ciack , Terry Bolger, 1 lerb Vierth, 
Clyde Bolser, Chris Murray, and Rob Mur
phy, and cox Bill Lamb. The note indicates 
that this was "Boat 4" and rowed the barge 
from 5 ro 5:20 p.m., and Saturday, 11 :30 

ro noon. Virnrnlly all of these freshmen 
were lighrwcights, and as far as I know only 
Chuck Shon and Bill Lamb actually raced in 

rhc spring of'66. 
1 Using darn from programs of the previous 
year's races, rhis crew aver,lgcrl approximate
ly 188,6 lbs and over 6'2". But these figures 
probably understate the actual size of these 
men that fall. Conspicuously absent from 
the boat is Mike Ryan '67, who would have 
been rowing the 5 oar but for his decision 
10 spend his junior year srudying abroad at 
rhe University of Fribourg. I l is ,tbscnce was 

sorely felt as rhe spring season progressed. 
1 Names have been withheld to protect the 
suspects. This in format ion comes from my 
lcrtcrs home. 
• In hindsight the issue of"ovenraining" 
seems a plausible, if only part ial, explanation 
of the crew's lackluster performance that 

spring. Physically and psychologically we 
had long passed the point of diminishing 
reru rns. For example, one rainy day during 
Easter break Goose had us run across the 
Theodore Roosevelt Bridge, up the George 

Washington Parkway, and back across Key 
Bridge and up ro the campus. Running on 
the grassy shou Icier of rhe Parkway in soggy 

sneakers was no fun and such exhaustion 
added nothing ro our speed, endurance, or 
morale. It seemed that not knowing how to 
improve our oarsmanship and speed, Goose 
was resorting to conditioning as a dcfauh 
tactic. 
' From my lcrrer of3/30/66. This was 

nor much of an exaggeration. Among Ivy 
League programs ir was cusromary 10 recruit 
(and scholarship) nominally heavyweight 
oarsmen under ~170 lbs, and then train and 

diet them down ro make the lightweight 
limits. Coach Frank Barren tried this 

approach with former heavyweights John 

Soisson and Jim Woods (both '67.) Both 
were strong but nan, rally lean guys who 

weighed in rhc mid I 70 lbs, and were thus 
comparatively light for heavyweight Varsity 
oarsmen. Despite e:.1ting g;trgantuan mcab, 
neither was able to .idd much weii:ht during 
his sophomore year. So in the fall of'65 
.. Don Barrcttzini" made them ·an offCr coo 
good ro refuse' and persu,1cled them to row 
as lightweights in the springof'66. It proved 
robe a good move for rhe lightweights ,is 

both John .incl Jim were great oars and made 
the lightweight Varsity that much faster that 
year. Jim remained a lightweight (,cc note 
15, Chapter X 11,) but fortunately for the 

heavies.John hulked up and switched back 
to row heavy Varsity seven scat in his senior 
year while serving a, President of CURA 
John Soisson i~ thus unique in the lii~tory 
ofGcorgcrown crew, rowing in 1he Vusuy 

seven scat all duce yc;1rs: ;1s a heavyweight 
in both the Dad Vails of I96'i and 1967, as 
well as a lightweight in the Eastern Sprints 
in 1966. 
"'rhc bo.uing for 1his race w:1,, from bow. 

Ron DcGrandis '68,Jim I l.1nna '66,J,1y 
Forster '68, Mike Vcspoli '68, Bill J\lcNcil l 
'66, Ed Witman '67, Mike I lughes '66, and 

Darro Angelini '66 :11 stroke. Art Charles 
'66 coxed. From a photo 1,1kcn on the dock 
before the race. 

' A similar fate befell the Varsity during the 
Rarzcburg race in '63. Sec Chapter V. 

11 There were ~cvcral candidates for Mrokc. 
John B.irry had stroked the V.irsity in the 
Dael Vail in '6'i and was currently JV stroke. 
Ed Witman had also stroked the Varsity for 
;t couple of r;1cc!c- that year .ind , trokcd the 
JV in the Vail,,. well a, during the r,1ccs 1ha1 
summer. And finally, there w,isJoe Creed, 
the 1"1 Varsity stmke. But Joe was a mere 165 

lbs, and would have lwl a tough time hold
inp; any oft he like!) ~even men. So Joe w:t~ •• 

long shot. Bui a, events unfolded. he proved 
to be the guy 10 watch that season. 
' These resuhs arc taken from the EARC 
Regan., program for 1967, p. 38. 
'" The lightweight Varsi t), from bow: 

Bill Grohs, Bob Lovas, Z,1< Qpinccy,Jim 
Wood,, Fred King.Jim Leahigh,John Soi, 
son, str. Bob Z,,ck, cox Neel Mor.111 T here 

arc two photos of1his crew rnkcn .ll the 
Thompson Boa1ho11,c that arc nmcworthy 
for being the last ever taken of., Georgetown 
crew wearing the Ox Bridge pinstriped shirts 
Don Cadle introclucecl back in 1961. 
11 The lightweights (cg, Bill Crusty, J\likc 
Tarone, Bob Zack, .,ml even their Coach 
Fr.ink Barrett) had been skeptical about the 

new style of stroke as far back '" '65. Sec 
note 31, Chapter X. 
1
·' Besides bcin~ a good strokc,John Barry 

w,1~ a wise-guy with a quick lip d1.11 could 
sometimes charm, .tnd at other times irri• 
rate. This must have been one of the l.111cr 
occasions. Goose was not ;1muscd. 
11 From ,1 lcncr home. 
1' l\ly reasoning is that l1.1d I l11lcfclcl actually 

beaten my time, Coose should have been 
reassured th:u he did have the better rnan in 
the boat; no reason for ,111yhocly to be upset 
with that result . But that w,is nm his reac
tion. Ir is also noteworthy 1ha1 no times were 
disclosed, and given his mood, I die! 1101 to 
pursue the quest ion. 
" Those who rowed during that ye.tr will 
j11clge for themselves the compar,11ivc 

quality of the personnel in the stern sections 
of the Varsi ty &JV boats: ,11 stroke, Joe 
Creed v. John Barry' At 7, Mac Ludolph v. 
!\like I lughes? At 6, Rick I lulefclcl v. Ed 
Witman? Whatever their reasons, neither 
I lulcfcld nor Ludolph rowed in 1967 or 

1968. Joe Creed rowed 4 in the JV while 
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Wirman and Barry rowed Varsiry four and 
two in '67. It should also be noted that from 
the five seat to the bow, the Varsity was 
definitely the better boat than the JV. The 
question of relative quality focused only on 
the stern three. 
11' From bow: Ron DeGrandis '68, Jim 
I lanna '66,Jay Forster'68, Mike Vespoli 
'68, Bill McNeil! '66, Rick I lulefeld '68, 
Mac Ludolph '68, str. Joe Creed '67, cox An 

Charles '66. 
11 From bow: Jim Conley '66, Ted Kundtz 
'67,John owicki '67, Darro Angelini '66, 
Rusty Duffy'68, Ed Witman '67, Mike 
I lughes '66, John Barry '67, Jo hn Kmg '68 
"The heavyweight Freshmen of J 966 were 
coached by Phil 1cgus '65. From bow: Tom 
Bullock, Bill Pokorny, Mike Semler, Steve 
Bavaria, Greg Ryan, John Napolitano, Ray 
Cebulski, str. Jerry Palms, cox Phil 11 ildts. 
" The Jack Bratten Point Trophy, memorial
izing the longtime chairman of the Dad Vail 
Rowing Association, would not be awarded 
until 1967, but using its point system retro
actively Georgetown showed better in the 
overal l sta ndings than they had the previous 
year (6 pts in 1965, 10 pts in 1966). At best, 
this was cold comfort. 
-'

11 Frank Barrett makes much the same point: 
"I think Bob was huge, but also that Art 
Charles and 1he others who went to Charlie 
Butt, recruited Tony and fired Bob were the 
ultimate difference-makers. God works in. 
I lard o n the Goose but best at the end of 
the day." 
11 Goose sti ll had his internship to do and 
did not enter active duty in the USN for 
another year. During the 1967 racing season 
he remained in Washington and wrote the 
SGON,wsl,11er. I lis meticulous reportage 
furnished the race results cited in the follow
ing chapter. 
" The Constitution of the Georgetown 
Univcrsiry Rowing Association, Article 
5, section I. The origin of this Constitu
tion is unclear, but it was almost certainly 
drafted under Don Cadlc's tutelage and was 
probably adopted in his last year, 1962-63. 
It is ironic that with the deparrure ofd1e 
alumni coaches, Rcmuz.zi anci Barrett, the 
constitutional ideal of student governance 
was finally and fully realized the next year 
during rhc presidency of John Soisson. 
But in later years, it fell into desuetude as 
the crew, perhaps inevitably, came more 
and more under the aegis of the un iversiry 
athletic department. 
" As Jim I Janna recalls: "For us as officers 
rhis was an excruciating rite of passage, a 
challenge berween authority and our loyalty 
(to Goose), ancl a question of honor and duty 
to the crew ... Our legacy (as officers) had to 
be good coaching at Georgetown ... (we were 
afraid of) the crew collapsing without it." 
1' Sec the Postscript to Chapter 11 for the 
history of this relationship. 
1' Sec rhe Supplement for rhc "Statement on 
rhe Financial Status of GURA,'' December 
5'", 1966. 
''' Captain Jim I lanna recalls that it was 
he who urged Art Charles ro initiate rhcsc 
discussions with Charlie Butt. 
17 Treasurer Al DiFiore's '"Financial Report" 
for the year ending 12/31/60 shows that 
I Joya oarsmen paid S805 in rental expense 
{for shell $450, launch S 105, and boat club 
$250). It was still a very cordial relationship 
in those early days. See the Supplement for a 
copy of Al's accounting. 
" By the spring of 1966, Tony was twen
ty- five years old and had already won two of 
his eventual three U.S. Championships in 
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the coxless pairs, and had represented the 
U.S. in the pairs in the Tokyo Olympics of 
1964; and his best years were still to come in 
'68 and '69. 
" Regarding these conversations Jim Woods 
writes: ·1 recall a meeting in the living room 
of a house at 36'" & 0 Sts. where a number 
of us met 10 discuss the crew's options. It 
all seemed a little conspirat0rial, but when 
asked I expressed my opinion that I thought 
we needed to select a new coach. A signifi
cant number of others felt the same way and 
A rt and John moved forward to make the 
offer to Tony Johnson." 
111 This narrative of events is based on John 
Soisson's recollections. 
11 Frank Barrett. Sec the Supplement for the 
NAAO and l lenley rules on amateurism. 
u In the SGONewslfllerofMay 15, 1967, 
in a paragraph reporting the election of the 
new officers for '67-'68, Goose wrote: "These 
officers have a tough act to follow, because 
this year's officers did an oursrandingjob, 
and for the first time really ran the crew. 
They have earned our compliments and our 
thanks." That, dear readers, is class' 
"SGO N,wslmer, Vol. l V, 'I. This letter is 
dated "Jan. 30, 1967," but the quoted para
graph was written April 5'". 
•• Letter, April 16, 1968. Frank Barrett con
curred: "Ar the end of the day, you saved GU 
rowing by your action just as Bob and I (to 
a lesser ex rent) did by ours." I must however 
point our that Goose was exaggerating when 
he described his dismissal as being rold "10 

get lost" or "10 go to hell." There was no dis
respect; quite the contrary, Goose was then 
and will always remain one of the crew's 
most revered coaches and patrons. 
" The crew also showed irs abiding appre
ciation and affection for Goose by inviting 
him and Rachel and their children to preside 
ar rhc christening of a new Vespoli eight, the 
'"Rober/ Rnnuzz.i '61 "on the 251

1, anniversary 
of the founding of the modern crew; and 
later presenting him and Frank Barrett with 
the Agar Award, October 15'", 1994. 
"' This NAAO report seems doubtful. First, 
the rimes for this race seem incredibly fast 
for intermediate eights on the Potomac 
course in August; for comparison, sec note 
16 in Chapter Vlll for the 5:55 achieved 
by the GU Varsity during the summer of 
'63 {and that was a very fast crew!) Second, 
as the probable stroke for this race I would 
remember a tentl1 of a second loss ro Vesper, 
and the facr is I don't. But memory is a fickle 
faculty. My inference is that the times are 
mistaken by perhaps a minute: 6:58 seems 
more likely than 5:58 for an intermediate 
crew on Aat water. 
17 A photo from that day provides the boat
ing for this race. From bow: Bert Mason.Joe 
Creed, Bob Rodgers, Bernie M ontsa lvage, 
Mac Ludolph, Rick Morris, Dennis Brown, 
srr. Ed Witman, cox Terry Brown. Bob 
Rodgers was a Notre Dame guy studying 
at GU that summer, and Terry Brown was 
spending the summer at GU with his big 
brother before heading 10 Vanderbilt in the 
fall. It is unclear whether this was the same 
boating for the earlier races tha, summer 
because of 1he mid-summer defection of 
Charlie "Rusty" Duffy and Mike Vespoli 
who took off to hitch-hike 10 San Francisco 
for their own "Summer of Love." 

CHAPTER XII 
1 These numbers arc based on the rosters for 
the senior class of'67 (17) and the juniors 
of'68 (50) and a reasonable estimate of the 
sophomore class of'69. 

1 By placing 6'" in the Sprints of'65, the GU 
lightweights outraced Yale, Rutgers, Prince
ton, Navy, and Penn. 
1 The U.S. pair missed the gold by inches 
(.15 of a second,) edged 0111 by the East 
Germans. 
"Easier only in so far as the crew's organiza
tion and discipline were firmly established; 
but probably more dijjiwlt in so far as Tony 
had the rask of respectfully laying to rest 
those ghosts of coaches past. It is a tribute 
ro Tony's personaliry and skill that he filled 
their shoes so gracefully and with such great 
success. He fit from the start. We should 
also note that Tony Johnson served the 
Georgetown crew longer than any coach in 
ou r history. He commented later: "Those 
three first years of coaching while I was 
still training really felt like a hands-on lab. 
It was learn-as-you-go for me." (Q,orcd 
from "Staying Power: Oarsman, Olympian, 
Coach" by Jen Whiting, in Rowing, Novem
ber 2013.) 
< "For the sake of clarity, Phil did the coach
ing. I 'assisted' him (i.e. drove the launch, 
took the crew on runs along the tow path, 
helped with ad min. sruff, took over when he 
slept in, accompanied him 10 the Peacock for 
a beer or rwo, announced some of the races 
on rhc Potomac, and generally was on the 
scene with the crew when Phil was there)." 
Pete Linzmeyer '64. 
''"Asa student-run g roup with adherence 
to the spirit of the Constitution we arc very 
young. For while we have always been an or
ganization which is ostensibly student-run, 
the work of management, until recently, has 
been left largely to the coach, the burden of 
responsibility not being felt so acutely by the 
oarsmen themselves. It is an excellent theory 
which is finding great success in practice." 
From A Statement 011 the Finanriol S1atus of 
the Georgetown University Rowing Assoti
otiori, (p. 2) December 5, 1966. Although 
this statement does not include the name 
of its author, in the memory of secretary 
Vin Rocque ir was written at the behest of, 
and substantively reAecrs the convictions of 
GURA's president that ycar,John Soisson. 
(See the full statement in the Supplement.) 
See also note 6, Chapter VII. 
7 See Rusry Duffy's first FROGs letter in rhe 
Supplement. 
'" I don't think there is anyone I have met 
better at keeping his light under a bushel." 
Jim Woods. 
' In a letter of J 2/13/13. 
111 See also John's concluding comment on 
rhe dismissal of Bob Remuzzi in Chapter 
Eleven. 
11 Charles "Rusty" Duffy, 2/15/14. 
11 Lightweight Co-Captain Ned Moran 
shared the N St. apartment with John that 
year and pithily summarizes his character: 
"Never lost his temper. Always did more 
than his share. Was great in the 'galley' ... 
Q,iet, thoughtful and serious. Read a lot. 
Loyal. Cared a great deal about his friends." 
11 One welcome indication of Tony's confi
dence as coach was that he made changes in 
boatings without resort to '"challenge races" 
instituted by Don Cadle and continued by 
Frank and Goose. I le knew what he wanted 
in an oarsman and he didn't hesitate 10 make 
a change when he didn't get it. 
1' The date of the 1avy workout was 
10/27/66. Later that fall The lloya 
{11 /11/67) ran a photo of the heavy Varsity 
under the headline "Oarsmen Scrimmage At 
Navy; Change Noted, Outlook Good". 
" From my letter home, 10/29/66. 
16 Sometime that fall Mike Ryan suggest-

ed ro Tony that he speak to Jim Woods 
about returning to the heavies: "(Tony) 
suggested that I might be a good addition 
to the heavyweight boat. I was surprised 
and Aatrcred to be asked, but without much 
thought I told Tony that I'd been elected 
co-captain and I thought I should stick 
with rhe lightweights ... 1 wish I had given 
Tony's invitation a little more thought. .. the 
decision nor to row heavyweights remains a 
big disappointment. Given the requirement 
to lose so much weight, I am not really sure 
I helped rhe lightweights that much. Going 
back 10 rhe heavyweights was where my 
hearr was and rowing for Tony I know would 
have taken my skills ro the nexr level." (Sec 
note 5, Chapter XI.) 
17 According to my letters, winter workouts 
in the gym began January 5'", and allowed a 
few days off for a trip home during semester 
break, 1/23 to 1/31. Classes for the spring 
semester began February l". 
"Ron DeGrandis, heavyweight Captain of 
Boats '68, described Johnson's coaching style 
as .. a tutorial on improving what you were 
doing technically. I le also t0ld us ro 'think 
like I larva rd, expect to win.' It's a matter of 
attitude and style ... quiet confidence." As in 
the credo of modern architecture, sometimes 
less is more. 
"Ir was probably mere coincidence, but that 
spring of my sen ior year I came to prefer ris
ing fifteen minutes earlier than usual so rhat 
I could walk rather than have to run down 10 

the boathouse. This change in habit resulted 
from my discovery of how tasry a "Drake's 
Cake" could be with a cup of Charlie Weis
muller's freshly brewed coffee. As any I loya 
of the sixties will recall, Charlie ran a little 
deli next door to Tchaan's. Most mornings 
I was Charlie's first customer of the day. So 
with a Drake's Cake in one hand and a hot 
cup of coffee (light and sweet) in the other, 
I would saunter down to the boathouse in 
plenty of time. And since the rest of the 
crew arose just m inutes before they were due 
on the dock, and so had to run down, I got 
ro enjoy the morning solirude of a leisurely 
walk with a little something in my rummy 
and Weismuller's caffeine as a stimulant for 
the day's workout. Indeed, things were a bit 
more relaxed in the spring of'67. 
1• The proportions {length ro width} of a 
single scull a re virtually identical to the 
dimensions of a newly sharpened Ticondero
ga pencil, about 28: I. Just balancing one of 
these delicate beauties is a "challenge." 
11 Our introduction to sculling began March 
18'", so this incident probably occurred 3/26 
during the week before Easter. 
21 Georgetown brought the Varsity and JV, 
and the JV rowed against Navy's freshmen. 
'' The Varsity for this workout was, from 
bow: John Soisson '67, John Barry '67, Bert 
Mason '67, Mike Vcspoli '68, Ron DeGran
dis '68, Ed Witman '67, Dennis Brown '68, 
str. Ted Kundtz '67, cox John King '68. 
Two notable points about the Varsity boat
ings for this year. First, the preponderance of 
upperclassmen: no sophomore made it into 
the heavyweight Varsity for any race in 1967, 
and not counting the junior cox, John King, 
only two juniors (Dennis Brown and Mike 
Vespoli) rowed in every race. Second, the 
port oars (Kundtz, Vespoli, Witman, and 
Barry) held throughout the season; changes 
in personnel were all on the starboard side. 
1' This is from my letter home, 3/31/67. 
1' SGO N,wslellerdated 1/30/67, bur actual
ly written 4/5/67. Goose started it in January 
but finished it rwo months later. 
'"The program sheet for the Villanova 



race includes nor only the boatings, but the 
wonderful nugget that "The l lonorary Judge 
for today's race is I Ion. J.P.B. Duffy, 'OJ, a 
member of the Georgetown Alumni Asso
ciation's Board of Governors." Judge Duffy 
was a member of the GU crew at the turn of 
the 20'" century under Coach Pat Dempsey, 
and for whom one of our Pocock eights was 
proudly named. See Chapter V for more on 
The Duffy. 
17 From bow: Paul McKenney, Paul Casa
massimo, Bill Grimberg,John Courtin, Fred 
Pennekamp, Ken Jasinski, Bob Crocco, str. 
Frank Wesner. 
2' From bow: Jim Donovan, Mike Hayes, 
Fred Brems, Ken Diffendorfer, Bob Valenti, 

Joe McCaffrey, Mike Mason, str. Horace 
Scherer, cox Tony Chin Far. 
"SGO News/mer, 4/9/67. T he times are also 
from this letter. 
1° From bow: Steve Bavaria, Vin Rocque, 

Tom Bullock, Jack M urray, Rusty Duffy, 
Rick Morris, John Soisson, str. Joe Creed , 
cox Matt Andrea 
" This week rhe Varsity boat was, from bow: 
Bert Mason,John Barry, Mike Ryan, Mike 
Vespoli, Ron DeGrandis, Ed Wit man, Den
nis Brown, str. Ted Kundtz, cox John King. 
'' Times and quote from the SGO News/el/er 
of 4/9/67. 
"The Varsity boat for the Kerr Cup, from 
bow: Ron DeGrandis,John Barry, Dennis 
Brown, Mike Vespoli, Mike Ryan, Ed 
Witman, Bert Mason, str. Ted Kundtz, and 
cox John King. 
1
• The loss seems even worse considering 

that LaSalle placed 9'" in the Dad Vail fou r 
weeks later. 
"The five-man in this boat, Charles -Rusty" 
Duffy remembers that after the victorious 
crew tossed their cox '" Fat Mau" Andrea 
off the Universiry Barge Club dock, "We 
all watched, waiting for him to rise up and 
swim back, but for a minute or so he didn't 
surface. We started panicking, some ready to 
dive in to find and rescue h im. Then he rose 
to :he surface a few feet from the dock with 
a sinister smile, flipping us the bird." 
"• From bow: Paul Kenney, Paul Casa
massimo, Mike Mason. John Courtin, Fred 
Pennekamp, Ken Jasinski, Bob Crocco, srr. 
Frank Wesner, cox Page Jackson. 
17 The JV from bow: Tom Bullock, Vin 
Rocque, Steve Bavaria.Jack Murray, Rusty 
Duffy, Joe Creed, Bert Mason, str. Rick 
Morris, cox Matt Andrea. 
"SGO Newslrtter, 4/23/67. 
"The Varsity boat for this week, from bow: 
Ron DeGrandis, John Barry, Dennis Brown, 
Ed Witman, Mike Ryan, Mi ke Vespoli, 
John Soisson, str. Ted Kundtz. 
"

0 As noted earlier, in my own four year 
career and over eight races I never beat a 
Marietta crew. Like Snoopy and the Red 
Baron, I srill can't let it go. 
' 1 These accounts are from the SGO Newslet
ter, 4/30/67. 
" As seven man Fred Brems recalls there was 
more to this win than was clear at the finish 
line, and much of the credit goes to the 
coxswain Tony Chin Far: "On the firs t turn 
he drove us under the tree branches - wc'rc 
all seeing branches over our heads bending 
off to our left -we were WAY in! He picked 
up a half-length for us. After the win, he 
had this silly g rin on his face - not sure if 
his move was planned, but he had seen the 
opportunity and taken it!" 
"The Varsity remained unchanged this 
week; from bow: DcGrandis, Ba rry, Brown, 
W itman, Ryan, Vespoli, Soisson, str. 
Kundtz, cox King. 

FOOTNOTES 

"My own account of the race from a letter 
home: "We went stroke by stroke at 34 to 
their 37-8 the whole race. Three strokes 
u ndcr them and dead even for most of the 
race, and ahead for the rest of the time. But 
neither crew led by more than 3 or 4 feet at 
any time. They were at 46-8 at the start, we 

were at 40. They moved out slightly but after 
30 strokes we were dead even. At the last 
quarter mile they went to 43 and we went up 
to 38-9 and we moved ahead, but then our 
stroke dropped to 37-8 and they held." Since 
the minimal unit on t he a nalog stopwatches 
of that era was a tenth of a second, that's 
what got recorded. Doing the arithmetic for 
a time of 5:39.6 for 2000 meters one finds 
that a tenth of a second equals a margin 
of l.92 feet or 23 inches which is visually 
much more than a "thick coat of varnish." So 
Goose may be right in suggesting that the 
time differential was even less than a tenth 
of a second, more like a bow-ball perhaps. 
4

~ That it was a grueling race for both crews 
is confirmed by John Nowicki's memory 
that the Marietta bow man fainted while 
carrying their boat up to the boathouse. John 
rowed in t he JV that day. 
" ' Marietta had swept the Dad Vail in 1966. 
"Bill Mc eill confirms this extraordi
nary sighting, although John Barry writes, 
"When there were so many moons, it's hard 
to remember them all." 
"Recall that the Cosey was a new light
weight shell, whereas the Spirit was a six 
year-old heavyweight but rode h igher in the 
water and afforded a bit more free-board for 
a lightweight crew in the rough conditions. 
Ir was a good call. 
" SGO News/el/er, 4/30/67. 
' " As Goose presciently described the 
competition: "GW is the only real boar in 
the race, l loward and particularly AU have 
all t he qualities of a nightmare." (4/30/67) 
This would be the last year for rowing at 
American University; they disbanded their 
crew, a nd that fall sold off its boats and oars 
to Georgerown among others. 
"So the Varsity for the DC Regatta was, 
from bow: Rusty Duffy, Ted Kundtz, Den
nis Brown, Ed Witman. Mike Ryan, i\likc 
Vespoli, John Soisson, and str. John Barry, 
and cox John King. 
f,J There is an interesting historical coinci
dence here. ln 1963, Linc I loffman replaced 
Jim Mietus in the heavyweight Varsity for 
the DC regatta and the Dad Vail. In both 
years, after sweeping the DC races, the 
Varsity lost at the Vail, while the J V won. So 
even in hindsight, it is debatable who got the 
berrer of these seat shifts. 
"From bow: Paul McKenny, Paul Casa
massimo, Bob Valenti, John Connin, Fred 
Pennekamp, Ken Jasinski, Bob Crocco, str. 
Frank Wesner, cox Page Jackson. 
"From bow: Jim Donovan, i\l ike I Jayes, 
Bill Grinberg, Ken Dieffcndorfer, Mike 
Mason, Joe McCaffery, Fred Brems, str. 
I lorace Scherer, cox Tony Chin Fat. 

CHAPTER XIII 
1 T he schools represented were, in no partic
ular order: 
Marietra 
Georgetown 
Rollins 
Wesleyan 
St. Joe's 
Florida Southern 
Stony Brook 
Clark 
American 

Rhode island 
Richmond P.1. 
Trinity 
I Joly Cross 
Eastern Carolina 
Michigan Sr. 
Purdue 
C.W. Post 
Notre Dame 
M assachusetts 
Jona 
Wayne State 
LaSalle 
St. John's 
Marist 
Ford ham 
Amherst 
Geo. Washington 
Villanova 
Drexel 
Canisius 
Howard 
Temple 

2 In comparison, the IRA that year hosted 
16 crews, and the EA RC Sprints 11 heavy
weight and 9 lightweight crews. 
1 The first two heats on Friday afternoon had 
six boats each, and the next four heats had 
five boats each. In these preliminary races, 
the first three in each heat qualified for the 
three, six boat semi-finals. 
• The Dad Vail boatings (bow to cox) were: 
Freshmen ('70): Mike Mason, Paul Cas
samassirno, Robert Valcnti,John Courtin, 
Fred Pennckamp, Ken Jasinski, Robert 
Crocco, Frank Wesner, and Page Jackson. 
(Subs: Bill Grinberg, Joe i\lcCaffrey). 
Junior Varsity: Vin Rocque '67, Thoma, 
Bullock '69, Steve Bavaria '69, John Nowicki 
'67, Bert Mason '67,John l\ lurray'69, Ron 
DeGrandis '68, Rick Morris '68, and Matt 
Andrea '68. (Sub. Joe Creed '67). Notice 
rhat this was a .. German rig'' with a port bow 
and starboard 4 & 5 scars. Thanks ro Vin 
Rocque for this clarification. 
Varsiry: C harles -Rusty" Duffy '68,John 
Barry '67, Dennis Brown '68, Ed Witman 
'67, Mike Ryan '67, Mike Vcspoli '68,John 
Soisson '67, Ted Kunchz '67, and John King 
'68. (Subs: Bert Mason '67, Rick Morris '68). 
'The times for the Dad Vail he:m & finals 
are from Goose's report in the SGO Nrws 

lei/er of 5/15/67, as supplcmcntccl by Ralph 
Linclamood's Mnri,110 Cr,w: A I listory of 
Rowing nt Mnnelln College, p. 179-80. In 
light of the next clay's final, it is interesting 
to notice the winning time:, in the first rwo 
Varsiry heats. 
• The Varsity consolation race was won by 
GW in 7:01.2, followed closely by I loly 
Cross 7:02.4, LaSalle 7:03.5, U Mass 
7:03.8, Trinity 7:09.6, and Villanova 7:12.6. 
7 Rick Morris, 5/14/13. Given Rick's frame 
of reference this JV final of'67 must have 
been an extraordinary race. The next year 
he would extend his winning streak by 
stroking the heavy Varsity to an undefeated 
season and the Dad Vail championship, and 
10'" place at the I RA. Part of the reason for 
this smooth performa nce by the JV was the 
switch to a German rig in the week before 
the Dad Vail. As Bert Mason explains: "The 
JV had a group of strong oarsmen but with 
John Nowicki at 3 it was pulling to port. 
The Monday before the Vail Tony changed 
the rigging 10 move Nowicki to 4 behind 
me at 5. Monday's practice was terrible. The 
boat was off keel most of the time ... At the 
end of the workout I walked up to Tony anrl 
rold him the new rigging was ridiculous and 
that if we lost the Dad Vail it would be his 

fault. Unfazed and with a hint of.t smile he 
asked ifhe should get the credit ifwe won. 
That thought stopped me .. .Tony was proved 
right about the rigging ,ind our ability to 
handle the last minute clrnnge ... We had a 
great race at the Vail - strong and in comrol 
the whole way. Moral: Good coaching is due 
some creel it."' 
'What might have been? -The winner of the 
varsity final was invited to row in the Gil
lette Cup Regatta in Ratzeburg, Germany, 
and 1:ucr that summer l\ larietti.l rowed at 
Ratzeburg and at l lenlcy, England." Ralph 
Lindamood's history of the Marietta crew, 
p. 179. 
'A comparison of1heJV and Varsity 1imes 
shows that the wind added at lc.,s1 1 _c;: sec· 
onds to the Varsities' time:,.. Amhcn,t\ l.1,1 
place time in their JV race would have won 
the Varsity final by 1.5 seconds 
'" As a coach, the,e were a )ways my Ja,t 
words to my crew :ts they shoved off for a 
race: .. Remember to en.joy it.'' 
11 This memory is closely corrohoratecl by 
~even man John Soi%on: .. I have one slight 
memory of the r.tcc ... wc were well pa~t 
the Strawberry i\lansion Bridge and 1n my 
memory Marictt,t is off to our port. At th,tt 
poim they were behind u:- ;tncl it seemed like 
we lrnd almost the entire river to nun.elves." 
IJ A1tJrin111 Crrw, p. 179, 
" SGO Newlmn, 5/15/67 The fact-cha l
lenged account in the Wmh111g1011 Post the 
next day (5/14) had Marietta leading "for 
most oft he 2000 meters and alm<N was 
caught by the h igh->1roking I loyas in the 
closing yards of the race" t hns gctt1ng 
virtually every dew) (except who won) 
wrong, including the Dad Vail I lcnley 
distance of ,1 mile and ~,.'11'! The 11nnamccl 
wri1cr also fudged the ,1cco11nt of,hcJV 
race: ... GcorKctown won the junior v~1r-.it y 
title by overt,1king ()lj LaSal le in the sprint." 
But a:,idc from thc~c minor rni~1.1kcs, i1 
w,i; a fine piece of sports journalism Thr 
NY'/,mes article simply reports the finish 
without providing any acrount ofCLJ's lc;HI 
or l\larieu,,'s comc·froni·bchind :,.print. 
"This is the official time reported in the 
press, but om· Dael Vail progr,un I have seen 
h," the GU time as 7:02.03. 
"As an explanation of the outcome (100 
slow bccam,c too low) John\ commcn1 
requires some comment. In 1hcory, and 
holding all other things eq11,rl (strcngt h, 
skill, conditioning, etc.), the higher stroking 
crew will p:tss a lower stroking crew. In 
actuality though, things arc rarely "eqn:tl" 
and rai!)ing the stroke can sometimes prove 
countcr·productivc :ts Ted Kundtz explains 
in Im memory quoted above. So to infer that 
we los1 because we didn't r:rise the stroke 
is arguable, and what makes the debate stl 
frustra ting is that none of the published 
accounts of d1is extraordinary race give 
the acrn.t.l strokings for either ~larictt<l or 
Georgetown! 
"' Alphabctically:John Barry, Ted Kumlt,, 
l\likc Ryan.John Soisson, and Ed Witman 
11 The lighrwcigh1 boatings for the Spnn1s 
were: 
Freshmen: From bow, Steve i\lascari, Marty 
Warcl, Rich Beyer, Mike Driscoll, Rich 
Gilston, Tom <41iglcy, Bob Schumacher, w 
Tom Maher, cox George Leone. 
JV: From bow, Chuck Campisi '69, Roland 
Marcotte '67, John Berger '68, Bernie 
I\ lonts:tlvage '68, Bob Spangeberg '68, John 
Schmidt '68, Paul Welch '68, str. Eel Lynch 
'67, cox Jay Shea '69. 
Varsity: From bow, Bob Lovas '68,Jim 
Woods '67,John Schnare '69,Jim Gaclck 
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'68, Ray Ccbulski '69, Dave I lildr '68, Paul 
Murphy '69, str. Frank Prcviti '69, cox 1ed 
Moran '67. 
"This was the first t ime GU Frosh had 
qualified for the finals. Trailing were Co
lumbia 6:28.6, and Rutgers 6:58.6. 
"All the results above are from Goose's 
report in the SGO News/el/er of May 15'1', 
1967. 

CHAPTER XIV 
1 As if to symbolize the passing of time, after 
seven years of rugged service the original 
Spirit of'61 was sold to the University of 
Virginia for S400 to be replaced by a "practi
cally unused lightweight eight obtained from 
I larva rd for S 1000." The boat was gone, bm 
the "spirit" endurccl, as the crew of'68 wisely 
decicled to retain the name and rechristen a 
newer eight The Spirit of'61. Sec also note 
7below. 
1 0!1orcd in a letter from John Soisson, 
10/18/67. 
' The Varsity's winning margin at the Dad 
Vail that l\lay would be "only" 4.3 seconds. 
• Eventually, Art Charles would meet the 
same fate. At the end of the '68 season Vic 
Cuillo fired him over differences in coaching 
styles. Art wt:m ro George Wa'-hington as 

their head coach for three years, until 1971. 
"The .. first boat., pictured in the alumni 
newsletter shows the shirtless I loy,ts in good 
form: Cox Paige Jackson, str. Rick Morris, 
Tom Bullock, Fred Pcnnekamp, Ron De
Grandis, Mike Vespoli , Rusty Duffy, John 
Napolitano, and bow Bill Grinberg. 
'' A personal letter dated 2/14/68. This in
formative letter (quoted below) is supported 
by Jack Murray's article in The/ lo)'n uncler 
the headline "G.U. Oarsmen Rernrn From 
Rowing I loliday." Jack's article acids the de
tail that "Denis Chagnon and Bill Ludolph 
recently rernrned from a lengthy trip to 
1 larvarcl University wi th a newly acqu irecl 
lightweight shell while the light weight 
crew kept busy in the gym with calisthenics 
and at the boathouse painting oars recently 
acquired from Princeton.'' 

' It seems likely that this is the boat later 
christened the Willinm Ill/en. The AU pur
chase was likely to become the seconcl Spirit 
of'61. 
'Given rhe longstanding dissatisfaction 
among the skinnies with their Karlish oars, 
this was a most welcome acquisition. 

~ T his amount is inconsistent with the infor
mation in note 1 above. But Dennis' letter 
is dared seven weeks earlier than the SCO 
News/el/er and is probably more accurate. 
"' The 1968 lightweight schedule was: 
March 30 Cornell at home 

April 6 Penn & Rutgers at Penn 
April 13 Open 
April 20 Princeton &Cornell at Princeton 
April 27 Open 

May 4 Columbia & Rutgers at Rutgers 
May 11 Eastern Sprints at Worcester 

11 The actual dare for getting on rhe water 
was February 20"'. SGO Newsletter, 4/11/68. 
12 It was a momentous political season that 
began on Sunday evening, March 31" when 
Lyndon B. Johnson rold us, ·1 shall not seek 
a nd I will not accept the nomination of my 
parry as your president." 
11 Ironically, on rhe night of King's murder 
it was Kennedy's extemporaneous eloquence 
that calmed the passions of the Afri
can-American community in Indianapolis 
where he was campaigning, and prevented 

the violence rhat broke our in many orher 
cities that night. "What we need in rhe 
United States is not division ... nor hatred ... 
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nor violence and lawlessness, bur love, and 
wisdom and compassion toward one another 
and a feeling of justice roward rhose who 
srill suffer within our country whether they 
be white or whether they be black." 
14 Since the assassination occurred late in 
rhc afternoon of April 4,h Fred's memory is 

probably of rhe nexr day, 4/5. 
" From my letter of 6/24/68. 
1• No less an authority than I Iowa rd Cosell 
took to rhe airways rhe day after RFK's as
sassination ro proclaim that this was no time 
to be "speaking of sporrs," (the name of his 
radio program) and instead used his mono
logue to urge listeners to ponder "a terrible 
sickness in society." For Cosell, sports were 
no more chan entcrrainmcnr, and this was no 

rime for entertainment. 
17 Our friends at the Wnshi11gto11 Post took 
the crew's familiar presence on the Potomac 
as a comforting sign amidst the fires and 
rumu lt: "While cars and people were 
streaming out of Washington over Key 
Bridge yesrerday and firefighti ng equipment 
was racing over the bridge from A rlingron 
into the ciry, a sign of normal times could 
be seen on the Potomac River below. The 
Georgetown University crew was out on the 
river again, and had not yet gone out ofirs 

scull.'' 
""Rowing gives us permission to do the 
same th ing over and over, seeking per
fection, an important lesson in life. Yoga 
teaches that every breath, every minute, is of 

value, like every stroke, 10 be savored." Mike 
Mullin, '64. 
""Tis ·,vrr the snme' for 'without this ther, is 
1101hi11g.'" I lenry IV, Pt II, Act 5, sc.5. 
"' This victory was especially satisfying to 
Charlie "Rusty" Duffy. -1 was rowing 5 in 
theJV ... before the race started some A- hole 
in the Princeton crew said to his colleagues, 

'Check out the five man. We've got this race 
in the bag.' Of course we won." 
11 To give creel it where it belongs, rhis 
account of the '68 season owes much of its 
information to John I larrington's reportage 
in the SGO Newsl,11ers, Vol. 5, '1 through 7. 
Like Goose who precedecl him, John proved 
to be an excellent correspondent and an 
astute commentator. 

" The Varsity boating, from bow: Rusry 
Duffy, John Napolitano, Steve Bavaria, Jack 
Murray, Fred Pennekamp, Mike Vespoli, 
Ron DcGra ncl is, srr. Rick Morris, and cox 
John King. This crew wou ld remain together 
for the whole season, although Coach 
Johnson did change 10 a German rigging 
for the Dael Vai l which mcanr shufAing the 
bow four. 
11 The I loy11, 4/25/68. 
'' A phoro oft he Varsiry from this race 
shows (only) rhe srern four: cox Matt An
d rea, str. Dave I lildt, Bob Spangenberg 7, 
Tom Maher 6, and John Sch narc in 5. Boar
ings for the Freshmen and JV arc unknown. 
This phot0 is also inreresring because ir 
shows the crew using their newly acqui red 
Pocock lighrweight oars. 
1' A fac tor in the Varsiry's poor finish might 
have been the illness of their stroke, Dave 
I lildt, during the week before this race. 
1• The campus Ayer advertising this race 
asked, and answerecl the quesrion "Who IS 
Mnrie11n?": • Last year, M ariena defeated 
Georgetown's crew by a margin recorded as 
one foor (.l sec.). Two weeks later, Marietta 
gained the Dad Vail championship in Phil
adelphia. In this race, Georgetown led by a 
deck lengrh until rhe Marierta crew pulled 
even about rwenry strokes short of the finish. 
Then in the most thrilling Dad Vail finish of 

all time, Marietta nipped rhe H oyas by mere 
inches. With Georgetown's crew currently 
undefeatcd ... this weekend's race is expected 
to be one of the most exciting in I loya histo
ry. The last time G.U. defeated Marietta was 
in the Dad Vail vicrory of 1964, yer since 
then we have never been more than a length 
behind Marietta in six races ... That's who 
Mariella WIIS!" From Fred Pennekamp. 
17 It should also be remembered that the 
prior year's JV had gone undefeated, and so 
for stroke Rick Morris, Steve Bavaria, and 
Jack Murray their personal unbearen string 
was now into its second season. 
211 To be strictly accurate, rhese were nor 

newly bui lr, but only newly acquired by 
Georgetown after gentle use by American 
University and I larvard. Recall that Bill 
Allen was the seven-man in the Varsity for 
the IRA and O lympic Trials in 1964 who 
died in a car accident in August of'64. It was 
the Willi nm Allen that the Varsity rowed to 

victory at the Dad Vail rwo weeks later. Billy 
would have been borh honored and pleased. 
19 Both of these accounts were written by 
Bob Crocco, and appeared in The Friends 
oJC,orgetowr, Rowing News/el/er (undated 
but clearly written after the Dad Vail & the 
Eastern Sprints). 
"'"Major'' in the sense that for the first time 
the Varsity regatta featured "two classes of 
collegiate racing: the first included George
town, George Washingt0n, University of 
Virginia, and Rollins College; the second 
included I loward, Community College of 
Philadelphia, Richmond Professional In
stitute, Washington College, and Salisbury 
State College." SCO Newletter, 5/6/68. T he 
Salisbury crew was foundecl and coached by 
none other than our own Douglas "Tiger" 
Scrgeanr, the cox of the '64 Dael Vail cham
pion Varsity. Community College won the 
race in this second division. 
" Aka: The DC Area Regatta. This new 
name for rhe championship of the DC area 
was sponsored rhis year by the Downtown 
Chapter (DC) Jaycees of t he United Stares, 
and The Washington Rowing Association. 
The regatta program included this statement 
of future intenr: "Next year f1969]. on April 
5, the Downtown Jaycees of Washington 
will sponsor a rowing regatta in conjunction 

with the Cherry Blossom Festival. This 
regatta will bring to Washington some 
of the finest college crews in the East to 
compete in rhe first big rowing event of the 
season. Today's regatta is the initial step in 
returning t0p collegiate crew competition 
to the Potomac, the sire of numerous past 

college championships." 
" John's heave-ho was caught by Washi11gto11 
Pou photographer Ken Feil for rhe Sunday, 
May S'h article by Douglas Lamborne. 
11 To clarify t he new seating: bow Napoli
tano (port), 2 Duffy (starboard), 3 Murray 
(p), 4 Bavaria (s), 5 Pennckamp (s), 6 
Vespoli (p), 7 DeGrandis (s), and stroke 
Morris (p); John King held the knockers in 
the coxswain's seat. 
"See note 7 in Chapter 13 for more details 
on the switch to a "'German" rig. 
1

~ Perhaps it was during this adjustment that 

according ro Erik Meyers, the first Fresh
man boat "scrimmagecl the Varsity eight in 
the week before the Dad Vail in S00's and 
bear them on several pieces." 
16 The lanes for the six Varsity heats early 
Friday afternoon looked li ke this in rhe 
program: 

! !EAT 1 
Lane 1: Purdue 

Lane 2: East Carolina U. 
Lane 3: Villanova U. 
Lane 4: Univ. of Virginia 
Lane 5: Iona College 
Lane 6: I loly Cross 

HEAT2 
Lane 2: Wesleyan U. 
Lane 3: Sr. Joseph's Coll. 
Lane 4: I Iowa rd U. 
Lane 5: Univ. of Mass. 
Lane 6: Stony Brook 

I IEAT3 
Lane 2: LaSalle College 
Lane 3: U of otre Dame 
Lane 4: Marist College 
Lane 5: Wayne Srare U. 
Lane 6: Geo. Wash. U. 

HEAT4 
Lane 2: Marietta College 
Lane 3: Community Coll. 
Lane 4: St. John's Univ. 
Lane5: U. of Rhode lsld. 
Lane 6: Trinity College 

!! EATS 
Lane 2: Richmond Prorl 
Lane 3: Rollins College 
Lane 4: Temple Univ. 
Lane 5: Amherst College 
Lane 6: C.W. Post Coll. 

HEAT6 
Lane 2: C lark Universiry 
Lane 3: Drexel Univ. 
Lane 4: Georgetown U. 
Lane 5: F lorida Southern 
Lane 6: Fordham Univ. 

The lanes are numbered from the far shore, 

with lane 6 being closest ro the grandstand. 
'' T he shorter course makes it difficult to 
compare times for '68 to the recorcls set by 
earlier crews. 

l!C Georgetown and Marietta were rhc only 

two schools to qualify their crews in all 
three final s. 
" From bow: Kevin Ostendorf, Mike Stew
art, Tom Stack, Erik Meyers, Bob Clancy, 
Ed Basanese, Greg Carroll, str. Mike 
Schwarz, cox Larry Marantette. 

"' John Harrington, writing in the SGO 
News/el/er, 5/12/68, pointed out that "This 
is the fourrh time since 1962 that our heavy
weight Freshmen have come in second ar rhc 
Dad Vail; that victory still escapes us." In '62 
the victor was LaSalle, in '63 Fordham, and 
in '64 Mariet ta. 
' 1 T he JV, from bow: Fred Brems, I lorace 
Scherer, Mike Mason, Bob Crocco, Dennis 
Brown, Frank Wesner, Tom Bullock, srr. 
John Courtin, cox Page Jackson. 
' 1 Back at rhe Ben Franklin Motor Inn 
during the lunchtime lull before the finals, 
Mike Vespoli spent some rime composing 
telegrams to several of the orher crews 
consoling them on their loss. T hough fortu
nately none were ever sent, Jack Murray did 
save them from the trash and they survive 

today as evidence of Mike's clairvoyance 
in predicting rhe I loya's victory later rhat 
afternoon. Jack also remembers rhat to en
hance rhe Willinm Ill/en's hull speed -we all 
grabbed sheers of extremely fine sandpaper 
and wet sanded it prior ro the fina l." No 
doubt rhat was what explains their victory! 
"This "record" requires qualification how
ever, since rhe '68 course was 2000 m, 368 
feet less rhan the rradirional Henley distance 
of a mile and 'il,,h•. Doing the marh this 



equates 10 6:34.7 for the Henley course. 
"Thanks to Jack Murray for this significant 
detail. 
"Michael Straus, NY Times, 5112168. 
•• These cups are better described as hand
some glass-bottomed pewter mugs embossed 
with the Dad Vail logo. Unfortunately for 
Captain "Grunt" DeGrandis, on returning 
home that night his mug fell our of their sta
tion wagon and was backed over while park
ing: "Fla, as a pancake." Ron did manage to 
obtain a replacement, however. Thanks to 
M ike Vespoli for this memory. 
' ' The latter refers to the Jack Bratten Point 
trophy memorializing the longtime chair
man of the Dad Vail Rowing Association 
who died sudrlenly right before the Dad Vail 
regatta of 1966. It was first awarded in 1967 
to Marietta, 
"The lightweight boatings for the Eastern 
Sprints, from bow: 
Varsiry:John Schmidt,Jim Gadek, Mike 
Driscoll, Ray Cebulski, John Schnare, Paul 
Casamassimo, Bob Schumacher, srr. Tom 
Maher, cox Tony Chin Fat. 
J V: Don MacKinnon, Bernie Montsalvagc, 
Dave I larris, Tom Qyiglcy,Jim Donovan, 
Bob Spangenberg, Paul Walsh, str. Ken 
Diffendorfer, cox Matt Andrea. 
Freshmen: George Keating, Gary Falwell, 
Paul Louisell, Victor Bozzuffi, Joseph 
Davis,John Blazer, Tim Meagher, str. Peter 
Casey, cox Charles G iannelli. 
•·

1 Times and places arc from Bob Crocco's 

account in The Friends o/Georgetown Rowing 
News/el/er. 
'

0 SGO News/el/er, June 6'", 1968. The date 
of this Navy workout was June 1st, 1968. As 
reported in The Wnshi11gto11 Post: "George
town won today in 6:04 over the 2000 merer 
course while Navy was 6:08. The M idrlies' 
junior varsity was third." 

""A Varsity four comprised of Junior Varsity 
oarsmen." From bow this coxed four was: 
Bob Crocco, Frank Wesner, Tom Bullock, 
str. John Courtin, and cox Page Jackson. 
'' The Washington Post, 6/9/68. 
" Both of these news reports (of the Navy 
race and the American Henley) come from 
Mike Vcspoli's archive. 
"Not counting Harvard and Yale of course, 
who raced their t raditional duel on the 
Thames that weekend. Harvard won, 20:21 
over Yale's 21 :05.4. 
"The other Varsities were: In heal 2: Bos
ton Univ., UCLA, Princeton, Brown, and 
Northeastern; In hear 3: Navy, Dartmouth, 
Washington, Cornell, and Rutgers. 
"I larvard had the distinct edge, having de
feated Penn at the Eastern Sprints that year. 
" In 1968 Penn was the defending I RA 
champion, having won in '67, and would go 
on to sweep in '68, and then win the Varsity 
event for a "three-pear" in 1969. 
"With the advantage of hindsight th is re
mark was probably less an expression of Ivy 
League condescension than a subtle feeler 10 
Tony, an idea to be filed away for the future. 
~
9 This is a significant fact in this context. 
Remember that the I RA member schools 
sponsored their rowing programs with 
budgets that ran 10 hundreds of thousands 
(if not millions) of dollars anrl provider! 
scholarships for top prep school oarsmen. 
In comparison, the Hoyas came from a pro
gram run on a very short shoe-string. 
"' Without taking anything away from GU's 
performance in this hear, we must note that 
in terms of t he qualifying protocol, seconrl 
place was no better than sixth since the five 
also-rans all went to the repechage. But the 
Hoyas were rowing for pride not place-
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meni and made their rlebut with tdot! As 
Rick Morris recalls, it was "after that race 
Ted Nash (a legendary Penn alumnus and 
Olympic champion) said to some of us 'Con
gratulations, Georgetown. There arc a lot of 
crews here rorlay that wish you hadn't come.' 
I felt that was high praise for our program. 
We were on the map." 
61 Jack Murray. 
"These results are from the I RA Program 
Supplement for June 15, 1968. 
61 Actually, Georgetown finished 4•h in their 
Petit Final (see below), a fin ish that ranked 
them l 0'" out of the field of 16 crews. 
., From bow: Bob Crocco, Frank Wesner, 
Tom Bullock, str. John Courtin, cox Page 
Jackson; and spare, Mike Mason. 
(,, Unfortunarcly, Tom was unable to row 

that spring and so the heavies chose Fred 
Pennekamp 10 replace him; Fred held the 
captaincy for '69 and '70. 

CHAPTER XV 
1 Littera1eurs wi ll recognize John Keats' 
ironic epitaph. 
' Larry was an Ensign in the U.S. Navy, 
who had done his college rowing at Stanford 
where he captained the heavyweight Varsity. 
' In quick succession the Johnson/1 lough 
pair came in firsl at : "The Independence 
Day Regatta in Philadelphia, the Pan 
American Games at Winnipeg, Canada 
August 3-5'", the 1orth American Rowing 
Championships at Saint Catherine's in On
tario, Canada, August 10-13'", the United 
Stares National Rowing C hampionships 
in Philadelphia, August 25-27", and the 
European Rowing Championships at Vichy, 
France, Sept 7-10'"." The Hoya, September 
28, 1967. 
'I firs t learned this aphorism during my 
freshman spring of 1964: " In the end the 
grea1 1ru1h will have been learned, 1ha1 the 
quest is greater than what is sought, the 
effort finer than the prize, or rather that 
the effort is the prize, the victory cheap and 
hollow were it not for the rigor of the game." 

Justice Benjamin Cardozo. 
1 Th, Hoya, 10/10/68. Tony wrote a series 
of three articles on his Olympic experiences 
that fall (datelines: 9/29, 10/3, and 10/22); 
t he firs, and second appeared in The !!oyn on 
10/10, and the 1hirrl on 10/24. 

'' Th, Hoyn, 10/24/68. 
' Of the '68 Dad Vail champions, only five
man Fred Pennekamp ('70) would remain 
to row in the Dad Vail Varsity of'69. None 
of the three juniors from that boa, - Steve 
Bavaria, John Napolitano, and John Murray 
- rerurncd co row thei r senior year. 

'Fred Brems and Paul Cassamasimo writing 
in the FROGs NewslelferofJanuary, 1969. 
' To allow for this expansion of weigh t train
ing .. rhe university has pu rchased rwo thou
sand pounds of new weights and reconverted 
the old bowling alleys into a weight room 10 
be used expressly by the crew." FROGs, I /69. 
IO Switching sides was more than a mere 

exercise. It significantly enhanced the op
tions available 10 coaches. In one noteworthy 
example, Mike Mason and Bob Crocco 
(starboarrl and port oarsmen in the J V of 
'68) were switched 1ha1 fall and in t he spring 
became stroke and seven in the '69 JV, before 
being moved up to the Varsity for rhc Dad 
Vail. 
11 Bert succeerled A rt C harles who was 
coaching at GW that fall; see note 4, Ch. 14. 
"FROGs Newsle11er, 1/69. 
13 Sec notes 30 and 31 in Chapter 14 for 
more background information on this event. 
"As Jay reports, "The boar was in sync ... 

You could always feel it in the gunwales and 
in your scat; our guys seemed strong and 
were doing exactly what they needed ro stay 
in charge of the race." 

'' From bow: Mike Schwarz, Kevin Os
tendorf, Erik Meyers, Greg Carroll, John 
Devlin, Ed Basanese, Fred Pennekamp, str. 
John Courtin, and cox Page Jackson. Two 
things to note about this boating arc first its 
youth: six were sophomores, and Penneka
mp, Courtin, and Jackson were juniors. 
Second, it conrinues rhc same "'German" 

rigging oflas1 year's boat, a port bow, anrl 
starboard 2, 4, &5 seats. As a veteran 
international oarsman (Olympics of'72), 
Fred Pcnnekamp explains the advantage of 
the German rig: "In 1hc regular rig, [even] if 
all the starboard guys are the same strength 
as all the port guys the starboard guys are all 
sitting four feet closer to the bow so all 01hcr 
things being equal, they will pull 1hc boa, 10 
port; if both 4 and 5 are 1oge1hcr this effec, 
is evened out." 

"' Coach Johnson's version of the race is 
candidly blunt: -we got killer! in a regatta 
on 1he Potomac by S1. Joe's (13 seconds is my 
recollection) anrl Marietta (7 secs.)." 
"Captain Dan Ebert, USA, was killed in 
action July 19, 1968. (Sec note 4, Ch. 10.) 
Dan's parents donaterl 1he new shell as a 
fitting memorial to their son anrl attended 
the christening in the spring of 1970. 
"The limes in these races tell 1he exci1ing 
story: in the Freshman race Drexel won in 

6:21, with Georgetown 6:21.5 and U.Mass 
6:22.5; same rcsuh in the JV: U.Mass 6:31, 
Georgetown 6:31.5, and Marist 6:43.5. 
"From bow: Mike Schwarz, Kevin Os
tendorf, Erik ,\1cyers, Greg Carroll.John 
Devlin, Ed Basanese, Fred Pennckamp, str. 
John Court in, cox Jay Shea. 
1 '

1 Looking at 1he rig from 1he rear the boa1S 
were: the oldj.P.B.Duffy. 'OJ on 1he left, Th,• 
Spirit of'61 on the righ1 and 1he brand new 
Dnn Ebert '64 snugly securer! in 1hc middle. 
11 This year, 1969, was unusual in 1ha1 GU 
raced ~1arictta twice during the regular sea

son (4/5 & 4/27) and again a, the Dad Vail. 
" '01 counting the hca1s in 1he Dad Vail, 
t he overall record stands as: Varsi1y races, 
GU won 5, ,\1aricna I0;JV races, GU won 
6, Marietta 5; and the balance is especially 
bad for the Freshman: GU 1, Marietta 
10. Yet in 1he ca1egory 1ha1 really counis, 
Georgetown leads all oilier schools of 1h:11 
era in Dad Vail Varsity championships, with 
4 10 Marietta's 3. 
" From bow: Robert J\lacCallionn,John 
Dean, John Brarlley, William Gage, Barry 
Smit h , Dave Migliaccio, Mike Liuon, str. 
Thomas Carey, cox Nick Partnope. 
' ' From bow: Scb Palmeri, Bill Piersig, Fred 
Brems, I loracc Scherer, Thomas Stack, 
Frank Wesner, Robert Crocco, str. Michael 
Mason, cox Page Jackson. 
11 From bow in the German-rigged Varsi1y: 
Mike Schwarz (P), Kevin Os1endorf(S2), 
Erik Meyers (P3), Greg Carroll (S4), 
John Devlin (S5). Ed Basanese (P6), Fred 
Pennekamp (S7), str. John Court in (P8), cox 
Jay Shea. 
1• Part of this learl is auributablc 10 a tactical 
blunrler by the Pioneer cox (a freshman) who 
a11cmp1ed to crowd the I loyas on the turn. 
Refusing to give way, Jay held his course and 
thus forcer! the aggressor ro resort ro hard 
use of the rudder 10 avoid the imminen1 
threat of clashing oars and probably disqual
ification. 

" This is only Erik's off-hand estimate. The 
actual times for the races arc not known. 
"This victory was 1he first time since 1963 

that the GU Varsiry harl beaten Mariella on 
the Muskingum. In fact, with their victories 
in 1heJV and Varsity races, Mike Mason and 
John Courtin enterer! the elite company of 
Georgetown strokes of 1ha1 decade who de
feated J\1arictta on their hon1c course. In the 
JV division, Mason joined Linc I loffman (in 
'63) anrl John Barry (in '65); Court in joined 
Dave Casey (in '63) as the only 1wo Varsi1y 
strokes to win on the J\luskingum. Goorl 
company and swcc1 memories. 
"' "Georgetown's Varsity lightwciglus, row
ing af1er a swi1ch in lineups which resulted 
in the purge of all 1hrec seniors. 1rni led ,IS 

Penn anrl Prince1on fo11gh1 a close race. 
Penn passed Princeton in a final 11pro01 (sic), 
10 win by one lcng1h." Th, I loyn. 5/1/69 
" Aka: 1he Eas1 River. 
11 One mcmbcrof1hc Varsity provide~ some 

trenchant comments on the lightwcig:hts' 
disappoin1menis 1ha1 season: -we would 
row strong 1hroughou1 our pr.1nicc~. hut 
come race day, between 1000 and I 'i00 m 
somebody in 1he boa, would jusi give up. 
Then I he boa, would just ge1 heavier and 
hc:tvicr ... It was very frustr.Hing. We seemed 
to do fine in pr:1c1ices. It would jusi fall apart 
in races. We woulrl of1en be close 10 1he lead 
and up significanlly on 1he (rest of 1he field) 
al 1 'i00 m. Then 1he boal would siar1 10 ge1 
rc~tl heavy. We would get ~lower .ind slower 

and 1he 1hird place crew would siart mov111g 
1hrough us a sea, per siroke and we'd lose by 
some1hing like 20 or more second,. While 
my n1cmories oft hose r,tccs were not good, I 
and the or hers certainly enjoyed our overall 

experience. Crew was such an intc~r,tl 
part of our colle!(C life anrl idcn1i1y .. we all 
apprecia1ed our coach Vic Cuillo, both for 
Im 1cchnical coaclung and for SI ickin!( up 
for us ... 

'· Conn Fi ndlay won Olympic !(Old med.ti, 
in the coxed Jl.lirs in ''i6, and again in '64, 
and a bronze in '60. Then he ,wi1ched 1<1 

sailing and won anOlher hronze medal (w11h 
yach1sman Denis Conner) in 1hc '76 Olym
pic:, in the Tempest cl.1ss. 

" As Tony explains: -·1 1:tnging on 1hc oar' 
describes the oarsman\, po~turc on the p11ll-
1hrough such 1ha1 his back, hips, and arms 
,ire 1cn:~cd so that there is maximum power 

exeried on 1he o:ir. In cffcc1, 1he oarsmrn is 
lifting himself off his sea, ,111d is vmually 
'hanging on the oar'." In c;.1rlicr day~ rowen, 

were exhorted to 'st:rnd on it' at the catch 
and Goose used to apply srnps of adhesive 
tape 10 the sc~us in the boat so the rower:. 

would maint,1in contact with their scar:. 
while 0S1ancl111g on 11·. 
14 Bob Crocco, 4/(,/14. In,, later email 
Bob explains: "I clisiincdy remember 1h:11 
prac1icc because I (and I 1hink Mason) w,is 
pisser! nm 10 be in 1he Varsi1y boa, after 
M,1ne11:1 and J\ like and I whipped 1hc JV 
into a frenzy for 1h,11 praclice." 4/27/14. 
11 Tony Johnson, 4/27/14 
"' T he new bow man.John Court in, 
confirms Tony's judgment. "I soon came to 

really enjo) rowing 1he bow sea1. .. you get 1<1 

see the whole crew rowing down the cour~c, 

and the sight of all 1he blade, dropping into 
the water in perfect unison was <l powerful 
image 1ha1 I remember well 10 th is clay" 
" Mike Schwarz became sirokc, and Kevin 
OSlcndorfrowecl 3, in 1hcJV for 1he DC 
Rcga11a and Dael Vail. 
"Thi, sea, shuffle will remind re,11lcrs of 
the dark season of 1965 (Ch. 10) when 1he 
nominal -JV" proved 10 be 1he faster boa, 
regardless of who was rowing where. T h:11 
year Goose was unable 10 dia!(nose the Varsi
ry's problem and prescribe the right remedy. 
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Fortunately, by continually experimenting 
with different boatings throughout the sea

son, Tony Johnson knew how to get the best 
combinations for his sixteen oarsmen. 
,., Th, I loyn, 5/8/69. 

"' The lanes for the Friday afternoon Varsity 
heats looked like this: 

IIEAT I 

Lane 2: Purdue Univ. 
Lane 3: U. Rhode Island 

Lane 4: East Carolina 
Lane 5: St.Joseph's Coll. 
Lane 6: Fordham Univ. 

IIEAT2 

Lane 2: Marietta Coll. 
Lane 3: Wesleyan Univ. 
Lane 4: I loward Univ. 

Lane 5: George Wash. U. 
Lane 6: Villanova Univ. 

II EAT 3 

Lane 2: Iona College 
l.ane 3: Amherst Coll. 
Lane 4: LJ. of Virginia 
Lane 5: I loly Cross 
Lane 6: Georgetown U. 

IIEAT4 
Lane 2: Trinity College 
Lane 3: Stony Brook 
Lane 4: Williams Coll. 
Lane 5: Notre Dame 
Lane 6: Drexel 

1 IEAT 5 
Lane 2: Rollins College 
Lane 3: Temple Univ. 
l.ane 4: St. John', Univ. 

Lane S: Worce,ter Poly 
Lane 6: Wayne State lJ. 

I IEAT6 
Lane 2: Marist College 
Lane 3: LaSalle College 
Lane 4: Va Commonweahh 
Lane 5: Univ. of Mass. 

The lanes are numbered from the far shore, 
with lane 6 being closest 10 the grandstand. 

" Georgetown's four, from bow: Gavin 
Viano, Dave Migliaccio, Frank Folz, str. 
I ,cc O'Dea, cox Kip Byrne. Unfortunately 
the four finished fourth in its heat (behind 
Marietta, Rollins and Villanova) and did not 

make it into the final which St. Joe's won by 
a half- length (7:32.3), overtaking Marietrn 
in a furious final furlong. Purdue, Rollins, 

Virginia, and Villanova trailed. 

"What was quite surprisi ng was the failure 
of perennial contender Marietta to make the 
Varsity final. After placing in the top three 
for six of rhc past seven years, the Pioneers 
had tO settle for second in the Varsi1ycon

sol:11ion race won by University of Virginia. 
Somehow a Dad Vail final without Marietta 

just doesn't seem the same. 
"The I loya Freshmen, from bow: Bob Mc

Callion, Andy Stoehr.John Bradley.John 
Dean, Barry Smid,, Tom Carey, str. Mike 

Litton, cox ick Pannopc. 
"From bow: Seb Palmeri,Jim Fauareau, 
Kevin Ostendorf, I lorace Scherer, Tom 

Stack, Frank Wesner, Fred Brems, str. Mike 
Schwarz, cox Page Jackson. 

" Fred Brems explains: " In the '69 Vail 
semis we were in the far outside lane and 
Rollins was in the near inside lane. We were 

comfortably ahead when we were hit by a 
monster wake maybe 100 yards from the fin
ish line. Rollins was not affected by it but we 
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scrambled - lost all cohesion. Rollins moved 
up on us ... we ended up getting into the final 

["by inches" in Tony Johnson's account in 
The Oars111011} but it should have been more." 

"' From bow: John Courtin, Greg Carroll, 
Erik Meyers, John Devlin, Fred Pennekamp, 
Ed Basancse, Bob C rocco, str. Mike Mason, 

cox Jay Shea. 
' 7 Sec Chapter 8 for the story of the re

markable "resurrection" of the heavyweight 

Varsity in 1964. 
"The Bratten Trophy commemorates Jack 
Bratten who served as chairman of the Dad 
Vail Rowing Association from 1953 until his 

death the week before the Dad Vail of 1966. 
The trophy is awarded 10 the school that 
scores the highest combined total of points 
for their crews· placements in the regatta. 

Although the trophy was not awarded until 
1967, its point system (8 pts for first place in 

the Varsity and 6 pts for first in the JV and 
Freshman races,) provides a reasonable basis 
for ranking a school's performance year over 
year. Using this system, the Georgetown 

University crew had the highest overall 
ranking of any school for that decade. 
,., In the undefeated boat of'68, there were 

three holdovers from '67: cox John King, 
Mike Vcspoli, and Rusty Duffy; in '69 there 
was only one: Captain Fred Pennekamp. By 
comparison, the successful Varsities of'62, 
'63, and '64 relied on seventeen men in the 
twcnry-sevcn scats. 
c;o This year there were lightweight ent ries 
from eleven schools: Columbia, Cornell, 
Dartmouth, Georgetown, I larva rd, MIT, 
Navy, Penn, Princeton, Rutgers, and Yale. 
"All times are for 2000 meters. 
12 Paul Casamassimo and Fred Brems, writ

ing in the FROG's Newslell,r, May '69. 
" The next year, 1970, Bert's lightweights 
won the Petite Final (7'" place) in the EARC 
Sprints, a modest but significant improve
ment over their eighth place in '69. 

"Fortunately, of the '69 Varsiry, only cox
swain Jay Shea was graduating that June. 

"" An interesting point of comparison: 
unlike past years when, in Mike Ryan's ('67) 

description, the avy g uys were "really big," 
in '69 the I loyas actually had the physical 
edge, averaging 6'2" and 190 lbs, 10 1avy's 
6'2.5" and 185 lbs. In 1968, it was Navy that 
had the advantage: 6'4" and 192 lbs over the 
1 loyas' 6'2" and 188 lbs. 

"· A lphabctically: Boston Univ., Brown, Co
lumbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Georgetown, 
MIT, Navy, Northcasrcrn, Pennsylvania, 
Princet0n, Rutgers, Stanford, U.C.L.A., 
Washington, and Wisconsin. As usual, I lar

vard and Yale were rowing their traditionally 
exclusive 4 miler that weekend. 
\

7 It is important ro norc that in the "rcpc

chage" system for the heats, 2'"' place is no 
better than 61h in terms of advancing to the 
next round, and therefore the order of finish 
may not rcAcct rhc true relative strengths of 
the crews. Sec Chapter 14, note 60. 
" From bow: Fred Brems, Frank Wesner, 
Kevin Ostendorf, str. Mike Schwarz, cox 

Page Jackson. The subs this year were Seb 
Palmeri and Tom Stack. 
19 From bow: Robert McCallion, Andrew 

Stoehr.John Bradley, Lee O'Dea, Michael 
Litton, Thomas Carey, srr. Barry Smith, cox 
David Walsh; subs: Nicholas Partnope and 

Michael Redden. 
'"' The following resul ts and times are taken 

from rhc FROG's Newsle/lrr of September 
1969, by Bob Crocco, with additional times 

from The Syracuse I lrrnld-jouma/,June 14, 

and The 11,rnld A111rrica11, June 15, 1969. 
• 1 Two man Frank Wesner recalls the nick-

name referred t0 Mike's ability "to take the 
stroke up to a super-high rate in about three 
strokes." 

" Bob Crocco in the FROGs Newslellerof 
September, 1969. 
61 Defying Thomas Wolfe's dictum that "you 
can't go home again," after spending twenty 
years as Yale's head coach, Tony Johnson 
came home t0 the I lillt0p and coached from 
1990 until his retirement at the end of the 

spring season of 2014. I !is twenty-eight 
years of coaching Georgetown oarsmen 
have endeared him t0 three generations and 

left a hallmark of rowing excellence on our 
history. Thanks, Tony for all you have done 
and for all that you mean to the Georget0wn 
crew. 
"

4 More than once in the course of writing, 
people have remarked about how little of the 
crew's history was passed down to from year 

to year. Understandably their orientation was 
wward the future defined as that season's 
races. The origin and maturation of the 
organization were rarely even alluded IO. 

"' Recall thar Georgewwn crews had com
peted in the I RA from 1900 through 1907, 
and again in 1964. See appendix on the early 
history of GU rowing. 
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Why Crew? 

You have to work hard, you have to be responsible, you have to be accountable, 
you have to have a lot of perseverance, and you have to deal with a lot of 
frustration. Because, you know, it's not "fun" the way other sports are ... it's not 
a game. Basically it's hard work ... It takes people who are patient, who are 
willing to work hard and deal with a lot of frustration until they get it right. But 
once that happens, you know, they're hooked. They're hooked for life. 

Harry Parker, quoted by Tony Johnson. 

In the year 1958, a Mr. Lee of California wrote to Rusty Callow, Coach of Rowing at 
the U.S. Naval Academy and asked him why do people row - "Why Crew?" Rusty, 
who is one of the sport's legendary coaches and oarsman wrote the following which 
for everyone who has ever rowed, answers the question most cloquently. 1 

Your letter of December l '\ concerning the question "Why Crew?" is before 
me, and after almost fifty years as either an oarsman or a coach of rowing, I believe 
you have, in effect, given me the unfathomable job of defining virtue. 

To express why a man becomes a dedicated crew man is as difficult as 
attempting to put into words why and how an individual develops religious ardor. 
Why, indeed, do some men tum from the more normal worship of gold and the 
material things of this life, to worship some of the less tangible things that in the end 
arc the things that really count. 

Your first question concerning why men choose crew in preference to other 
sports, granting the man the size and attributes to compete in other sports, is perhaps 
the easiest of your questions to answer. 

1. In most schools which sponsor rowing, it has long years of trc:1.dition and a 
fine alumni following behind it. 

2. Rowing is unquestionably a Man's sport requiring hardihood, stamina, raw 
courage, and a selfless team spirit. 

3. Among his fellows on a college crew squad, a man meets many of the 
highest type men and gentlemen in his school as teammates, men who are, 
on the whole, unselfish or they would not be there. He meets the opposite 

1 This is a transcript of a mimeograph distributed to members of the GU Crew in the Spring of 1964. 
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of the semi-professional or professional ilk who ask of their sport only, 
"What's in it for me?" The oarsman asks himself: "What can I give?" 
rather than "What will it do for me?" 

4. In short, this amateur sport has attracted and will continue to attract the 
idealist who believes that it is only more blessed to give than to receive. 
This ideal has had an impact on the minds of truly intelligent men since 
time immemorial, and even in our highly materialistic society it continues 
to attract men of good will. 

Still in answer to your first question, I spoke earlier of the class of men an 
oarsman meets on a crew squad. On my first squad as a coach at the University of 
Washington in the fall of 1922 and spring of 1923 were men who became true 
leaders in many fields of endeavor. The President of Pratt-Whitney Corporation, 
one of the executive heads of the Rockefeller Medical Foundation, the present head 
coaches of rowing at the University of Washington and Cornell University, the 
athletic director at Harvard University, and others who have made out.standing 
contributions to this country's life and times. Every squad I have had since that time, 
be it at Washington or Pennsylvania, or at the naval Academy has been comparable 
for they too have had their great leaders. The first squad shows merely the type of 
men the sport attracts and then helps to develop. 

This is, I believe, a diHerent breed of men from the one I talked with a good 
number of years ago following a losing effort on the football field. I was talking with 
one halfback and made an apparently uncalled for effort to cheer him up in defeat. 
His answer to my statement was, "What do I care. I get paid as much whether we 
win or lose." That cannot be the attitude of the oarsman. I can't be because he 
doesn't get paid except in the few exceptional cases that prove the rule. In fact, I've 
heard many athletes, after going out in my launch to watch a workout say, "You 
could not pay me to do that. It's too hard work." 

Your second question, why a newcomer to rowing, once he recoh111izes the toil 
and effort that is required, sticks with the sport, and keeps going beyond the point 
where many athletes in other sportc, would quit, might be much more simply stated. 
You could have easily asked why some men have perseverance, why some men are 
successes and others failures; why some men keep driving when others quit. Some 
men, whether athletes or not, are quitters. Others have the moral courage to go on 
and finish their job, reg-ardless of the blood, sweat, toil and tears required. 

'The military services award decorations for "service above and beyond the call 
of duty." Without the indefinable spark that motivates such men, we'd all be nothing 
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but a bunch of lackadaisical morons and drones. The hope of a people lies with 
those who are willing to go above and beyond the minimum requirements set in any 
field of endeavor, and fortunately for those who are privileged to coach rowing, the 
sport attracts this type of manhood. 

I cannot do better in finishing this answer than to parc1.phrase Kipling when he 
said, "If you can make your heart and nerve and sinew serve their tum long after 
they are gone, you'll be a man, my son!" 

Your third and fourth questions concerning the rewards of rowing and the 
unity you have noticed among oarsmen and former oarsmen, I cannot separate in 
my mind since each partake so much of the other. You ask about the individual's 
sense of accomplishment and/or contribution to the group effort. You also speak of 
the unity of oarsmen which comes the closest to being a religion of anything in 
athletics. 

Always remember in rowing there are no quarters, halves, timeouts, or 
substitutes. For anywhere from six to twenty-two minutes the oarsmen in a racing 
crew are in constant motion and are continuously expending effort without any hope 
of respite. Once the starter's gun fires or the command, "Ready all - Row!" is given, 
the individual oarsman is on his own in one sense, and interdependent on his fellows 
to "row it out" in another. It is possible to "dog it" in any sport, but it is all but 
impossible to hide lack of team effort from your fellow oarsmen in rowing. Those 
puddles that leave the end of the oar at the end of each stroke are as meaningful to 
the men they go past as the boat moves forward as the moving finger, which having 
written, moves on. 

To me the finest spectacle in sport is to watch a crew when all of its members 
are seemingly close to exhaustion, rise to challenge, or to the challenge of their 
opponents, and go out and beyond themselves. If you have never been part of such 
an effort, you can never really fully appreciate what it accomplishes in the minds and 
hearts of its participants. The individual oarsman never forgets such an experience, 
and in that great common effort lies the real secret of the almost "religious" feeling 
oarsmen have for their sp01t, the affinity they have for one another. Such an effort 
cannot attract or hold the man who thinks of quitting when the going gets rough. 

The supreme effort called for in the situation I have just described, and the 
long hours of backbreaking practice that it takes to ready a crew for competition 
cannot help but build the participants' respect and admiration each for the other. It 
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really separates the men from the boys, the drivers from the quit1ers, the successes 
from the failures. 

True, some are better oarsmen than others by reason of size, strength, speed, 
or stamina, but the spirit and courage must be the same. I have coached oarsmen for 
four years who were never competent enough as oarsmen to row in a racing crew. 
Yet the spirit had to be there or they would not have stuck it out for four years. They 
missed what I consider the supreme thrill of rowing, yet they nonetheless knew what 
it is about. They, in short, had faith, even though they had not seen, as the biblical 
Thomas had to be shown. 

To put it another way, I tum to the Bard, in HENRY V, wherein the King 
speaks to his army before the great battle of Agincourt: 

By Jove, I am not covetous for gold; 
Nor care I who doth feed upon my cost; 
It grieves me not if men my garments wear; 
Such outward things dwell not in my desires . .. 
. . . Proclaim it throughout my host, 
That he who hath no stomach to this fight, 
Let him depart; his passport shall be made 
And crow11s for convoy put into his purse; 
We would not die in that man's company 
That fears his fellowship to die with us ... 
. . . From this day lo the e11dfr1g of the world, 
We in it shall be remembered: 
We few, we happy few, we band of brothers. 
Por he today that sheds his blood with me 
Shall be my brod1er, be he 11e'er so vile, 
This day shall genlle his condition; 
And gende1nen in England now abed 
Shall think Jl1emsclves accursed they were not here 
And hold their manhoods cheap, wlule any speaks, 
Who /ought with us upon Saint Crispin 's Day! 

You ask of "unity," "esp1it de co1ps," "approach to religion." I hope in some 
small way I have been able to define my sport, the men who make it, and the 
reasons for their dedication. From the Scouting ideal of the good turn done without 
thought of recompense; the ideal of helping others, from such sincere, unselfish 
cfTorts come the real rewards in life. Rowing offers this to its adherents, who, despite 
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normal personal difforences on other matters, are still "We few, we happy few, 
we band of brothers." 

From the foregoing comes the sheer physical joy that an oarsman experiences 
when the boat is swinging, the spacing lengthens out., and the call for "ten" or 
"twenty" hard strokes welds the eight men and a coxswain into a single, unified, 
struggling, competitive entity. 

This may be a wholly different answer, but this is the true rationale behind any 
real answer to "Why crcwP" 

Sincerely yours, 

Russell "Rusty" Callow 
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T'HE CONSTITUTION OF THE 

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY ROWING ASSOCIATION 

Preamble 
We, the members of the Georgetown University Rowing Association, do 

hereby set forth the Constitution of the organization, formed for the development of 
the Christian gentJema.n-scholar-athlcte, the promotion of intercollegiate and 
intramural rowing al Georgetown University, an<l the advancement of the University 

in this endeavor. 
In order to attain these objectives and serve the best interests of Georgetown 

University, we hereby stale that the Association shall model itself on a system 
prevalent in English colleges which stresses autonomous organization, extensive 
student leadership and initiative, and amateur coaching, and that it shall further 

abide by the articles as herein stated. 

b,rticle I : Name 
'fhe org-,rni1_.ation shall be known a~ the Georgetown University Rowing Association 

(hereafter called the Association. 

Article II : M~bership 
Section 1. Applications for membership may be received from any male student of 
Georgetown University in good standing. These applications shall be considered and 

passed on by the Executive Council. 

Section 2. Any member who shall be absent from three consecutive regular 

meetings without an excuse, or shall be delinquent in meeting required obligations 
for more than one month, shall be dropped from the rolls if so decided by the 

Executive Council. 

Section 3. Honorary membership may be bestowed by unanimous vote of the 

J<-:Xecutive Council. Honorary members arc exempt from the assessment of fees. 

Section 4. 'T'hc membership actively participating must constitute a minimum of 

thirty slu<lent5. 
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Secction 5. Members of the Association are ineligible for any rowing scholarship 

aid. 

Article III : Moderator 

A member of the faculty or administration of the University shall be recommended 

by the President of the Association to the Moderator of Athletics to act as 

Moderator of the Association. 

Article IV : Officers 

The officers shall be as follows: President, Heavyweight Captain of Boat'i, 

Lightweight Captain of Boat-;, Secretary, and Treasurer. 

Article V : Duties Qf Qffi~crs 

Section 1. President. The President shall be a member of the Association who has 

rendered outstanding service and is of sound administrative ability. He shall call 

special meetings at the request of Lwo or more members of the Executive Council, a 

coach, or the Moderator. He shall make all of the decisions regarding the 

Association's activities under the policy direction of the Executive Council and with 

the advice of the coaches or Moderator, as the case may be. His duties inclucle 

administration of the Association's business activities, the selection and removal of 

coaches, and the general direction of the team as a whole. He may appoint, with the 

approval of the Executive Council, individuals or committees to be responsible for 

such activities as publicity, historical investigation, or record keeping. 

Section 2. Captains. 'fhe Heavyweight and I ,ightweight Captains shall be members 

of the Association who shall be responsible for the intcn1al organization, discipline, 

and spirit of Lheir respective squads. They shall plan, or assist in the planning of, the 

daily workouti; in consultation with the coaches. 
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Section 3. Secretary. It shall be the duty of the secretary to keep minutes of the 
Executive Council sessions and to have custody of the reportc, and documents 
connected with the Association. He shall be responsible for the log books kept daily 
by the respective coxswains, receive all communications, and answer same at the 

direction of the other officers, the coaches, or the Moderator. He shall notify each 
member-elect of his election, keep a correct roll of all members with their names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers, post notices of all meetings, and keep the official 
Crew scrapbook. 

Section 4. Treasurer. It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to present at every 
regular meeting a report of the financial status of the Association and an account of 
tl1e receipt<, and disbursements since the last accounting; to receive all money and to 
he personally responsible for the funds of the Association; to enter in his ledger the 
exact date and amount of payments of each member's obligations. He shall examine 
the bills contracted by the Association for error, and shall certify them as being 
correct before bills are paid; he shall then sign all draft., for the payment of this bills. 
He shall present all books and records on the demand of the other members of the 
?Executive Council for audit, to an auditor chosen for the purpose by the council. 

Article VI : Executive Council 
Section l. The Executive Council shall consist of the afore-mentioned officers: the 

President, the two Captains of Boats, the Secretary, and the 'T'reasurer. 

Section 2. 'T'he Executive Council shall set policy in all matters affecting the welfare 
of the Crew. The President's judgment, upon the advice of the other members, shall 

be final in all Council matters, except when subject to the unanimous opposition of 

tJ1e other Council members. 

Article VII : Elections 

Section 1. The duties of the officers shall be read at a meeting previous to the 

elections. 
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Section 2. 1'hc election of the President shall be by secret ballot, and the candidate 

receiving the majority votes cast by the seniors and juniors shall be declared elected. 

He shall first be nominated from the electorate. 

Section 3. The election of the Captains shall be by secret ballot, and the candidates 
receiving the majority votes cast by their respective varsity squads shall be declared 

elected. They shall be nominated from their respective electorates. 

Section 4. The election of the Secretary and the Treasurer shall be by secret ballot, 

and the candidates receiving the majority of the votes cast by the active members of 

the Association for the respective positions shall be declared elected. 'fhcy, likewise, 

shall be nominated from their electorate. 

Section 5. The new officers shall take office after the end of the competitive racing 

season in which they were elected. 

Article VIII : The Removal of Officers 

If two-thirds of the Association membership decide by secret ballot delivered to the 

Moderator that they are dissatisfied with those holding office, officers may be 

removed by a three-fourths vote of the membership at a meeting of the Association 

requested by the Moderator. 

Article IX : Vacancy of Office 

At the time a vacancy in any office occurs, it shall be filled temporarily by a vote of 

the l➔:xecutive Council, and as soon as possible thereafter, the vacancy shall be filled 

by elections as prescribed in Article VII. 

Article X : Letters and Numerals 

The Coaches and Captains of Boats will jointly recommend to the University the 

men who have earned the right to wear varsity letters and freshman numerals. 

Article XI : Meetings 

Section 1. The annual meeting shall be held within one week of the end of the 

spring racing season, and tl1e annual business meeting in the month of January. 
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During the annual business meeting, the Constitution of the Association shall be 

read to the members by the President. 
Section 2. Fifteen members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of 

business. 

Section 3. Notices of regular meetings shall be posted by the Secretary. The time of 

the next regular meeting shall be decided at the previous meeting. 

Section 4. No business shall be transacted at special meetings except that of which 

notice is given. 

Article XII : Finances 
Section l. The dues and initiation fee shall be determined by the Executive Council 

Section 2. The University allocates $2,000 annually to the Association. The 
University assumes no responsibility for debts incurred by the Association. 

Article XIII : AmendmenL-; 
This Constitution may be amended only by submitting a proposed amendment at a 

regular meeting. The proposed amendment shall be discussed at this meeting, but 
the final vote shall be held over until the following meeting. For adoption, the 
proposed amendment must have the approval of sixty-six and two-thirds percent of 
the members present at the meeting. Notices of adopted amendments must be sent 

to all members of the Association. 

Article XIV : Parliamentary Authority 
All questions of practice not herein provided for shall be determined in accordance 

with Robe1t's Rules of Order (revised edition). 
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Gi!.O"'Ult'rOWN UNIVERSITY ROWING ASSOCIATION 

F1nDno1Rl Report 

Year ending Deoomber 31. 19GO. 
I 

Receipts 
Bulano& - January 1 t 1960 
Receipts from raffle 
Loan 

Deduct exneneee 
Shell rental 
Launch rental 
Boat Club rental 
Equippment repair or replooement 
Raffle 
Repayment or loan 
Bank,service charge 
?-11 e oellaneou s 

Balance• December 3lt 1960 

0 305.27 
734.00 
700,00 

~ 450.00 
105.00 
250.00 
I !58.82 
128.05 
700.00 

,.oc 
19+75 

$1739.27 

Submitted 
January 17, 1961 
Albert Di Flore 

/el!Ml~~ 
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A STATID1ENT ON THE 

FINANCIAL STATUS OF 

THE GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY 

ROWING ASSOCIATION 
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On Monday, December 5, 1966, the executive council 
of the Rowing .,ssociation met to weigh the opinions and 
advice that had been accumulated during the course of the 
past month and, on the basis of that information and our 
own feelings, to reach a decision on the question of 
finances and our University budget. 

1 

In this statement we hope to explain further those 
considerations which caused us to vote against asking the 
Univer8ity for an increase of our present annual grant of 
.,;2000. 

Letters were sent 'to all members of the Golden Oar 
Society, an oreanization of graduated oarsmen. Thirteen 
replies were received, a few by wor~ of mouth. Six were 
definitely acainst asking for an increase, urguing that 
this would malce the Association too dependant on the 
University and would thereby infringe not only on the 
•autonomy• which we enjoy but would have the added effect 
of decreasing the responsibility which falls on the oarsmen 
for the maintainance of the rowing program. 

On the other hand, seven were definitely in favor of 
asking for the increase. Their belief was that the crew 
cannot continue to offer itself to the students of 
Georgetown, and hence to the University, unless some sort 
of financial stability is attained and reliable sources 
of income are secured for future years. 

Generally, their f'eeling was that the University 
would not request any more control over the actions of the 
Association, e. g . the composition of schedules, the 
selection of coaches, than it presently does. Even if we 
should find it necessary to relinquish some of our 
1 autonorny 1 , it would be very little and would be a small 
p rice to pay for the financial security we would f ind. 

Leaders of the student body have urged that we seek 
an increase, feeling not only that we would be certain of' 
getting the larger irant without loss of any control 0f 
our affairs, but that we must obtain such funds in order 
to allow ourselves more time to devote to rowing and to 
relieve ourselves of the burden of debt and fiscal uncertainty, 

Generally, the membership of' the Association wa s evenly 
split., The seniors were the most dif:ficult to interpret 
because of a considerable f'luctuation in their aggregate 
opinion. But such a f'act only emphasizes the division and_ 
uncertainty about the matter. Argue~ents both for and ag!inst 
were s o convincing as to cause f'eelings to change according 
to the side of the arguement being considered. 
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How then was the decision ever reached? Let us review 
the problem which Bave rise to the situation. 

rl'he Georgetown Crew is no static organization. 'i'he 
annual change of the people who are managing the Association, 
the change of coaches every few years, and the lack of 
any real experience as a student-run group n.11 add to our 
insecurity. But these are perhaps contributors to the 
excitement, the challenge, and the dynamism of Georgetown 
Crew, and with the possible exception of the coaching 
insecurity, will be part of t he Georgetown Ro1-1ing 
Association for as long as it exists. 

As a counter to the swing toward l:otal annual change 
we have our Constitution, which eDtablishes our guidelines 
while leaving considerable room for variations in 
interpretations. 

As a student-run group with adherence to the spirit 
of' the Constitution we are very young. 111or while we have 
always been an organization which is ostensibly student-run, 
the work of management, until recently, has been left largely 
to the co ach, the burden of responsibility not being felt 
so acutely by the oarsmen themselves. It is an excellent 
theory which is finding great success in practice. 

But while there may be some insecurities inherent in 
the practice of that theory, finances need not be one nf 
them - at least not to the almost destructive extent that 
it is today. 

To a man, the oarsmen agreed tla t we must attain a 
condition of financial security. Our present debts must be 
paid and the Association must maintain a balanced budget 
from now on. It could very well be fatal should we again 
incur debts as we have during the last few years. 

The problem hadn't faced the Crew until recently 
because we had always enjoyed the financial asset of an 
11angel". When this asset was no lone;er available we exper
ienced a tremendous monetary void and because we found 
nothin[; to fill the vaccuum we found ourselves in debt. 

It would appear, then, tha t there could be no other 
alternative but to seek increased financial support from 
the University - regardless of any threat to autonomy. It 
was this 'appearance' which posed the real problem. 

We must base our decision on facts - expenses for 
next year based on expenses from the past few years, . 
anticipated income based on past years' income.- and if 
there is certain to be an imbalance, then we must seek 
additional funds. It was precisely these t ·wo considerations 
which raised the great doubt in our mind. 
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Expenses for the last two years, the years in which 
the debt was accumulated, were unusually high. Last year 
alone operating expenses were $4635.54; add to this capital 
expenses and expenses incurred and paid for by the oarsmen 
ti.e., traveling expenses, meals,etc.) and the figure. 
quadruples. Much of the figure, however, consists of large 
debts carried from the year before, unusual expenses for 
supplies, and unnecessarily high traveling and operating 
costs. To base a decision on such questionable figures 
is an almost impossible task. There is nothing which can 
show conclusively that with the exercise of moderation 
these costs will run as high this year, let alone next. 

Anticipated income is another uncertainty when one 
considers figures from the past few years. The fund 
raisinr5 efforts of the Crew have been largely uncoordinated 
during these years. That is, they have been conducted 
with the hope of paying off some already incurred debt. 
Under such pressure, it is understandable that the efforts 
of the oarsmen do not produce the desired revenue. 

Because there is no established pattern for raising 
funds and because there is no realistic figure on which to 
base a prediction about expenses, the issue becomes very 
clouded and more of an unsolvable problem. Under such cir
cumstances the wisest choice might seem to be to take no 
chances and to request the increase in budget. But we 
will most certainly be asked what efforts we have made 
to balance our budget prior to the request. We cannot say 
in good faith that the figures that we have labeled question
able and unnecessarily high represent such an attempt. 

What we do this year in reducing expenditures will 
demonstrate whether or not it can be done. Perhaps we will 
find that it is impossible to hold costs- less capital 
expenses - at ~oughly $7000. But at least this year's 
figures will possess a greater validity.than the ones we 
now have. 

As for money raising efforts, we must and will establ:is h 
some sort of organization. '11he sporadic and unsolicited 
contributions of friends and parents will be unified in a 
Friends of Georg~town Rowing program. The last five or six 
years have shown an annual average of $1000 from contrib
utions - and this without any organized effort or explanation 
of our needs. 

There will be one annual program for within the University 
community. This will be in the form of a modified Sports 
Week or a weekend granted to the Crew for the purpose of 
raising money. It will probably be the former. Just what 
kind of consistency can be expected from such a program 
will be seen when the alottment of this year's proceeds is 
made. For the purpose of discussion we have allowed $2000 as 
a reasonable yearly average. 
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In addition, we have our University budget of :)2000. 

If our minimum expectations of $1000 from donations, 
$1000 from members of the Golden Oar Society, ~2000 from 
a University fund raising project, and $2000 from our 
University budget are realized, and if our expenses, less 
capital expenditures, are kept at the most reasonable 
figure of $7500, we are left wi.,h a $1500 difference. 

4 

This sum would consist of the residue of bills from meals 
and traveling which the oarsmen themselves pay. Since it 
would require an average of $10 to $15 per man, there would 
be a considerable drop from the 1965 -66 average which was 
in excess of $75. 

It must be remembered that this is not considering 
lrage capital expenses such as shells, oars and coaching 
launches. Conservative estimates place these expenditures 
at an average of $2000 per year. To meet such costs one 
or the other of our sources of revenue must be increased. 
Our intention is to find out this year just which source 
we can expect it to be. If contributions, the Golden Oar 
Society, or a University-wide fund raising event cannot 
be hoped to produce more than we have anticipated of them, 
then we must attempt to increase the University budget. 

It then becomes apparent that we cannot consider the 
present decision to be final or irrevocable. It has been 
made with the intention of cutting or attempting to cut 
expenses and to establish annual sources of revenue -
reasonably secure sources. If the experience of a concerted, 
organized effort demonstrates to us that it is not 
reasonable to expect the Crew to continue without additional 
University support, then a case shall be formed which is 
at least presentable. 

Our decision must not be interpreted as either an 
implicit or explic:i.t attempt to avoid the University at 
all costs. Such an attitude is unhealthy and is the result 
of an overemphasis of one of the purposes of the Rowing 
Association. While we are attempting to demonstrate that 
student initiative is a reality, that student responsibility 
is a fact, and that a student-run organization can function 
effectively, we .cannot attempt it without a Crew, the 
very means of our demonstration. · 

If we have made every reasonable effort to establish 
our financial security, within our limited means, and find 
it necessary to request additional funds from the University 
it cannot be said that student initiative has failed. Rather, 
as one of our Golden Oarsmen noted, 11 it is just to say 
that an outfit as big as the Crew can only exist viably 
if it has reasonable University support to back its own 
efforts or if it has substantial angels ". 

We are not then deciding that we shall not ask for 
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more funds far the puruose oi' a.voiding the University, Our 
only intention in arriving at thb decision is to give 
ourselves the benefit of the doubt. If we arc an organ."Lzation 
which encouraGeS the responsibility and efforts of the 
student, then we must· take all steps within reason to 
eliminate the problem. 

If our efforts at cutting expenses and increasing 
our proposed and present sources of revenue are successful 
then we can look with pride to our acco:·,1plishrnents. And 
the entire University community would share in that pride . 

There is no giving up, no defeat involved. 1ro say 
that there was would be to equate success ,-Ii th financial 
separation from the University. 

Should it be found necessary to approach the University 
after our experiences this year, we would do so in the 
late Spring. The present officers would present the facts 
as they have found them---for they would be in the best 
position to judge from their Gln experiences. There would 
of course be no chance of receivin8 sny increase for next 
year•s Crew. For this a request would have to be made now. 

At first glance this would appear to jeopardize the 
financial stability of next year's Crew. Next year, like 
this year, under such unfavorable circumstances, major 
capital expenses ·would have to be avoided. While this is 
a most undesireable situation, the possibility of it must 
be faced. It is our sincere hope that the present sources 
of income will expand beyond our minimum expectations and 
that the problem will thereby be resolved. 

Two further observations must be made. We are of the 
studied opinion that to engage in two University-wide 
fund raising efi.'orts in one year is damaging to the morale 
of the oe.rsmen and to the good will of the other members of 
the University community which the Crew enjoys. 

When we refer to financial stability, we refer to a 
limited number of sources of sizeable sums of revenue. Not 
only does this p-revent the eff'orts of the oarsmen from being 
spread too thin, but it also helps to make those fund raising 
efforts more productive when they are held, 

We are fully aware of the controversial nature oi' this 
decision . While the feelings of some may be that we are 
irreperably harming the Rowing Association, we assure you 
that should such drunage appear to be inevitable on the basis 
of whatever experiences we have this year, appropriate 
action shall be taken. 

At the very least, this matter has served to point out 
to us many of the errors of' which we have been guiltY._ It 
has caused a review of the financial aspect of the Rowing 
Associ~tion and cannot help but produce a healthy effect. 
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COPY 
Articles of Incorporation 

of 
The society of the Golden Oar 

We, the undersigned natural persons of the age of twenty-one 
years or more, acting as incorporators of a corporation adopt the 
following Articles of Incorporation for such corporation pursuant 
to the District of Columbia Non-profit Corporation Act: 

FIRST: The corporation shall be known in law as the 
Society of the Golden Oar, Inc. 

$J .. COND: The period of duration is perpetual. 

THIRD: The particular aims and objects of the corporation 
are to encourage, foster, and promote, through 
independent means, the sport of rowing and the 
continuity and sustenance of the crew at Georgetown 
University as a student controlled, voluntarily 
supported and coached entity; to encourage the 
development of the sport at the University and 
at high schools throughout the Metropolitan ~· ttt ·, .. , .. 
Washington area; and to solicit moral and financial 
support for the sport from interested alumni of the 
University and from other individuals, organiza
tions, corporations, societies, and groups. 

F6URTH: The corporation is to have as its members, all 
men who have attained a letter in rowing at · , . 
Georgetown llJniversity and other parties who, from 
time to time, may be accorded honorary membership 
in the corporation by vote of the members. 

FIFTH: There shall be a Board of Directors chosen by 
the membership in accordance with procedures 
set forth in the by-laws. 
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2. 
No profit shall accrue to any individual by reason 
of the organization, and upon the dissolution of 
the corporation, all profits, goods, chattels, and 
property whatsoever, held by the corporation shall 
accrue to the uae and benefit of the Georgetown 
University Rowing Association. 

SbVLNTH:It is the intention of the undersigned incor
porators that this corporation shall be and will 
remain qualified as an exempt organization under 
the provisions as set forth in section 501 et seq. 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. No part of 
the net earnings of this corporation will inure to ·.::;. 
the benefit of any private shareholder or 
individual, and no substantial part of the activities 
of this corporation shall be the carrying on of 
propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence 
legislation. The corporation shall not in any :1r y 
substantial part intervene in any politicalcamai 
campaign on behalf of any candidate for public 
office. Further, it is the purpose of this 
corporation to be and rem.sin qualified under 
the provisions set forth in section 170c of the 
Internal Revenue Code, 1964. 

EI~HTH: The address of the corporation's initial regis
tered office is 3815 Davis Place, N.W., and the 
name of its original registered agent at au.ch 
addre~s is Mr. Francis d. Barrett. 

NINTH: The number of directors constituting the initial 
Board of Directors is seven and the following 
persons are to serve until their successors be 
elected and qualified: 
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John M. Harrington 

Carl Haeger 

Patrick A. Doyle 

Peter :Slyberg 

Linciln Hoffman 

Robert Remuzzi 

Francia w . .Barrett 
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ADDR1.SS 

5902-60th Avenue 
Riverdale, Maryland 
l806-37th street, N.w. 
Washington, D.C. 

408 N. Thomae street 
Arlington, Va. 
1209-33ri street, N. ~,. 
Washington, D.C. 

3 519 Prospect Street, N. './. 

Washington, D.C. 
Box 1573 
Georgetown University 
1:/ashington, D.C. 
3815 Davis Place, N.~v. 
Washington, D.C. 

TbNTH: The name and address of each of the incorporators 
is: 
~ 

Robert Remuzzi 

Francis 1v. Barrett 

Patrick A. Doyle 

Dated: ~9 November 1964 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, SS 

ADDllliSS 
Box 1573, Georgetown Univ. 
Washington, D.C. 
3815 Davia Place, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 
408 N.Thomae Street 
Arlington, Va. 

Sig: Robert Remuzzi 
Sig: Francie w. Barrett 
Sig: Patrick A. Doyle 

INCORPORATORS 

I, Florence M. \'iilliams, a Notary Public, hereby 
certify that on the 19th day of November 1964, personally 
appeared before me Robert Remuzzi, Francis \'l. Barrett, 
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4. 
and Patrick A. Doyle, who being first duly sworn, declare 
that they signed the foregoing document as incorporators, 
and that the statements therein contained are true. 

SEAL 

Sig: Floremce M. 1.:iilliams 
Notary Public 

My commission expiree:4/15/67 

FILBD AT TH~ OFFICL OF TH~ lt..CORDkR OF DLl!lDS, D.C. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. NOV. 23, 1964 
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BY-J:LA1lS 
of 

SOCIETY QI THE GOLDEN OAR 

i;e, the undersigned, acting for the members of the Society 
of the Golden Oar, adopt the following By-Laws pursuant to the 
Articles of Incorporation as filed on Nonember23, 1964: 

Artitle I - Establishment and Purpose 

1. The corporation, known 1n law as the Society of the 
Golden Oar, Inc. , was established as e non-profit 
Corporation 1n accordance with the provisions of the 
District of Columbia Non-Profit Corporation Act. 

2. The principal aims and objectives of the corporation 
are to encourage, foster, and promote through 1n 
independent means, the sport of rowing, and the 
continuity and sustenance of the cr~A at Georgetown 
University as a student controlled, voluntarily 
supported and coached entity; to encourage the 
development of this type of sports program at the 
University and at high schools throughout the 
Metropolitan Washington Area; to solicit moral and 
financial support for the sport from interested 
alumni of the University and from other 1nd1v1duals 
orsan1zat1ons, corporations, societies, and groups. 

3. No support, either moral or financial, ciote solicited 
from any political organization or pol1t c 1 figure 
nor can any support be given to such orsanize.tions 
and people. In no way 1s the association allowed to 
enter into a campaign of any sort where an object 
o:f such a campaign is the election of any political 
:figure. 

Article II - Powers 

The corporation in pursuit of its aims and obJeotivee 
1s allowed to own or rent property, both real and 
personal; to maintain bank e.coounts and negotiate 
loans; to solicit contributions and aid; to pledge 
its assets, but only as a furtherance of the sport; 
to publish and distribute propaganda concerning 
the present status or the crew at Georgetown. Its 
powers shall include all powers necessary to legally 
effectuate the enumerated powers (supra). 

Article III - Membership 

Membership shall be accorded all men who have attained 
a "letter" 1n rowing at Georgetown, and to other 
parties who in the opinion of the Board of Directors 
have merited such membership through their act1v1t1es 
1n the field of sport and he,ve furthered or contributdd 
to the ends of this organization. It is not necessary 
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2. 

for prospective members to have attained a Golden Oar 
as an undergraduate of Georgetown. 

Art1tleIV - The Board of Directors, Officers and terms of Office 

l.The Board of D1eectors - There shall be a seven man 
Board of Directors, consisting of three directors, 
a president, a vice-president, a secretary, and a 
treasurer. 

2. Terms of Office - The terms of each member of the 
Board shall be for three years, with no more than 
three vacancies being filled 1n any one year. The 
f1ret president and vice-president shall therefore 
serve a term of four years, while the secretary and 
one Board membenshall serve for five years, and the 
treasurer and the remaining two directors shall 
serve for three years. ( All dates for initial 

.· elections to be computed from the date of incor
poration.) Ar(;,y member of the Board of Directors 
may at any time submit a letter of resignation and 
be relieved of his duties. 

3. Eligibility of Officers - Any member in good 
standing of the Society may stand for election, but 
at no time shall the Board have a majority of 
undergraduates. 

4. Powers of the Board of Directors - In all business 
dealings of the corporation, it shall be incumbent 
on the Board to vote on the matter at a regular 
meeting and 1n accordance with the provisions of 
Article VI, except where such activity has beens 
specifically delegated to a committee or an individual 
at a prior meeting. In the latter case, the Board 
oan review the activities of the delegee and vote 
any such action as necessary. 

5. Powers and Duties of Officers -
President-shall preside at all ~eetings and can call 

special meetings by notifying all members of 
the Board of Directors at leaat1 days 
prior to any such meeting, of the date 

and reason for the meeting; shall determine 
the presence of a quorum and conduct the 
meeting. Except where such powers have been 
expressly delegated to him, the President 
can only bind the corporation after appro~al 
of the Board of Directors. He shall have the 
power to cosign checks for the Society in 
conjunction with the Treasurer. 

Vice President - Shall assume the powers of the 
President when it has become necessary 
beceuse of death siclmeas or any unavoidable 
absence. 

Secretary - shall keep the minutes of the meeting and 
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Article V - Elections 
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note all Board action and how each voted on 
same; shall assume the duties of the 
President if both the President and the 
Vice President are e.bsent for reasons of 
death, sickness or any unavoidable absence. 

- shall keep a financial record orfehe 
activities oifr,he Society; shall have the 
power to issue checks in the name of the 
corporation as a cosigner with the President. 

Elections to the Board shall be held within 60 days 
after there has been either a death, an expiration 
of a term of office oa a resignation from the aoard. 
In nny one election, there can be no more than three 
positions available on the Board. 

A 11st of qua11r1ed candidates for each position 
shall be submitted to the electorate (members 1n 
general) by the Board of Directors at least 30 days 
prior to the election date. If the members are 
dissatisfied with the proposed nominees, then they may 
submit a petition signed by at least 10 percent of 
the members, nominating any qualified member they 
wish. SUch a petition must be submitted no later than 
14 days prior to the election. 

The balloting shall be conducted either by mail or 1n 
person, and it shall be secret. No ballots shall be 
accepted unless received or postmarked on the election 
date. 

Any ties shall be decided by a secret ballot of the. 
Board of Directors. 

The Board of Directors shall be 1nphe.rge of the 
entire election machinery, and the counter s of the 
ballots shall be the current heavyweisht and light
weight varsity captains. If they are not available, 
then the President may select any two membeBs of the 
Society who are not members of the Board of Dieectors, 
to count the ballots. 

Article VI - Meetings 

l. There shall be at least one annual meeting held 1n 
any of the months of April, May, or June as designated 
by the President or those actins in his stead. 

2. Special meetings can be called at any time by either 
the President or any three members of the Board 
electing to call such a meeting and proper notice 
having been given all Board members. 

3. A quorum shell exist if five members of the .· · · 
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4. 

Board of Directors are present at any meeting. 

4. Business requiring Board approval must be passed by 
a majority offt,he quorum; or if the entire Board 1s 
present, then by a majority ot the Board. 

5. All members of the Board of Directors shall have one 
vote at any meet1ns on any one subject. 

Article VII - Amendments to the By-Laws 
Amendments to the above Articles shall be effectuated 
by a majority vote of~he Board of Directors, except· 
where the effect of any such Qmendment shall be an 
extension of the terms of office or a T.h e 1n the 
powers of any of the members of~h• Boa f Direbtors. 
In tae latter case, the amendment must e submitted 
to the electorate for approval by a majority vote. 
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The Society of the Golden Oar, Inc. 
Financial SUmmary Jen. 1, 1965 to Jan. 22, 1967 

Balance1- Jan. 1, 1965 
INCOML - 1965 

$290.00 

Golden Oar Alumni donations 8612.59 
Loans from Nat. Se,vings & Trust, Co. $3000.00 
Loan payments from the crew fl500.00 

Total Income 1 65$5402.59 

Income - 1966 
Golden Oar Alumni donations 81050.00 
Loan from Nat. Savings & Trust, Co. $2050.00 
Loan Payments from the crew 11115.00 

Total income 1 66 84215.00 

Income - 1967 
Golden Oar Alumni donations $250.00 

Total income •67 8250.00 
TOTAL INOOMl. 

I:;xpensea - 1965 
Stationary, Stampe, legal fees 
Interest on loans 
Bank charges 
Loan repayment to N.s. & T., co. 
Two pairs with cox 
Loan to the crew 

Total expenses 1 65 

1,xpenses - 1966 
Loss carried foward 
Bank charges 
Interest on Loans 
New Launch 
Loan Payments 

Total expenses •66 

il59.78 
1120.00 

$1.00 
s2000.oo 
$1828.81 

$1300.00 
$5409.59 

$7.00 
#7.60 

$86;.00 
$1000.00 

43000.00 
$4100.60 

19867.59 



Expenses - 1967 
None 

2. 
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TO'iAL EXPENSES 

!m,! BALANCE 

#9510.19 

l This figure represents the donations by the crew alumni 
during the year 1964, less the amount used to subaidize 
the Fall reception for the freshmen. 
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The General Rules of the Henley On Thames Royal Reg-atta 

(first rowed in 1839) 

No person shall be considered an amateur oarsman, sculler, or coxswain -

a) Who has ever rowed or steered in any race for stake, money, or entrance fee. 

b) Who has ever knowingly rowed or steered with or against a professional for any prize. 

c) Who has ever taught, pursued, or assisted in the practice of athletic exercises of any kind 

for profit. 
<l) Who has ever been employed in or about boats, or in manual labour, for money or wages. 

e) Who is or has been by trade or employment for wages, a mechanic, artisan, or labourer, or 

eng-.3gcd in any menial duly. 

Source: THE BOOK OF ROWING, by D.C. Churbuck (New York: Overlook Press, 2007 

p.171 

National Association of Amateur Oarsmen 
Article IV: Definition of An Amateur 

Section 1. An amateur Oarsman is one who engages in sport for physical exercise, development., 
recreation and diversion; who docs not, or never has so engaged for employment:, or profit in 
money, or goods, or material gain of any kind, directly or indirectly. 

Who observes and abides by the rnks and practices governing the sport in which he is competing. 

Who by his actions, speech, or written word, docs nothing calculated lo be detrimental to amateur 
sport or bring discredit on the same. 

Who has been and is a law abiding citizen or resident of the nation, and of the community in 
which he resides. 

Who, by reason of his employment or vocation does not have exceptional opportunity for practice 
or training in a sport in which he competes. 

Who does nol neglect his usual vocation or employment continuously for more than a reasonable 
time in training for competitions in sport. 

Who acts fairly, honestly, uprightly and frankly in observing the spirit of these rules. 

Section 2. The decision as to whether individuals are amateurs or professionals shall be made only 
by the E,xecutive Committee. 

Source: National Association of Amateur Oarsmen Guide, 1963. 
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Meeting Pr. Sellinger 

Academically, Georgetown was competitive, and it was not unusual to find that most 
of one's classmates had been valedictorians, yearbook editors, class presidents, and 
national merit scholars. Almost everyone came from the very top of their high 
school class so the competition for grades was stiff regardless of one's school or 
major. l7reshmen in particular felt the pressure of classrooms ruled by professors 

who seemed to care not a whit whether they flunked. In reading my old letters 
home from the years '63 thru '67, I am amazed by the relentless pace of tests passed, 

assignments written, and deadlines met; my own academic sutvival seems doubly 
impressive since I was devoting so much of my time to rowing. 

Given the sharp academic competition it is no surprise that the attrition rate among 

freshmen and sophomores was fairly high, and it is this fact that brings us to 
introduce into our narrative Fr. Joseph A. Sellinger, SJ, the Academic Dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences. College boys who fell into academic peril received a 
summons to meet with Fr. Joe for a stern reminder about the true purpose of their 
time here at Georgetown. There were not many who had to be reminded twice. 

Fr. Sellinger was not a tall man, but he was solidly built, broad in the shoulders, with 
dark close-cropped hair and sharp blue eyes; he carried himself like the athlete he 
was in his spare time. He was only thirty-seven years old in 1958, and had a young 
man's enthusiasm for competitive pursuits as the means of attaining personal 
excellence. Whether in the class room or on the field, the track, or the river, he 
insisted on striving to be the best; so when he perceived a lack of scholarly diligence 
or effort he became impatient, even annoyed, and would summon the academic 
delinquent to his office to explain his expectations, 

According to those who endured these meetings and smvived to graduate, Fr. 
Sellinger had a sort of protocol that he followed in these intetviews. Let Frank 
Barrett - one of those swvivors - sel the scene. 

Joseph Sellinger, SJ was as tough a~ steel and really a hard, scary man when 
you were an undergrad, but at the end of the day a wonderful man. While a 
student I lived in constant fear of being called to his oflice. It was about 30 
feet from the door to his desk. He wouldn't acknowledge your presence, he'd 
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just let you stand there for a while. Then he'd look up and fry you with his 
eyes. NOT FUN. 1 

Later, in 1961 when the University administration decided to l,rraIIt the Crew varsity 
recognition and pay the rent on the new Thompson boathouse, Fr. Sellinger became 

our moderator and a frequent companion on trips to away-races, as well as one of 
Crew's staunchest supporters within the administration. 

Regrettably for the Crew, in 1964 Fr. Sellinger was called away from Georgetown to 
assume the Presidency of Loyola University in Baltimore where he went on to serve 
the longest tenure of any Jesuit college president in the US before succumbing to 
pancreatic cancer in April, 1993. He was indeed a wonderful man and a great friend 

of the Crew in its early days. 

1 Another visitor to Fr. Sellinger's office was the Crew's first Captain of Boats, Jim Fitzgerald who confirms Frank's 
account of the proceedings. Jim adds to the lore this personal detail: "In 1972, he (Fr. S) was the official witness of 
my marriage to Melissa in Dahlgren Chapel. We have six children and celebrate our 40

th 
anniversary this 

September (2012) so he did a great job." 



l 08 Ridge Drive 
Toms River, NJ 08753 

Dear Drew, 
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A Letter To Drew Gerber 

July 21, 2012 

It was truly an honor to be the first person lo cont.act you from the great crew you helped to found 
so long ago. I was so happy to begin bringing you back into the fold that is the Georgetown 
Rowing Association today. Thousands of young men and women who have rowed the Potomac 
wearing GU's Blue & Gray arc indebted to your efforts, and they need to know who you arc and 
how you did iL 

When I started writing this history/memoir I a'ikcd my freshman coach Frank Barreu about the 
"old days" and how the GU Crew got started. He told me that the man who really should be 
credited with gathering the first guys to respond to Fred Malelz's now famous invitation was a 
fellow named Drew Gerber; he rowed at Nutley HS in New Jersey and was the first leader the crew 
had. But no one had heard from him since he left GU, and even Jim Fitzgerald had been unable 
to track him down for the big 1962-2012 50th reunion of the Dad Vail Champion boat of 1962. 

So I took up the challenge and with the help of Pete Blyberg '65, we finally made contact!!! 
Welcome back, Drew. Talking to you today, I felt like Stanley greeting Dr. Livingstone. Quite a 
thrill for a historian. 

The enclosed are several pieces of a longer and still very unfinished history. I have been collecting 
stories and data. from people who rowed the previous years, guys like Frank Barrett, Jim Fitzgerald, 
Mike O'Brien, Don Whamond, ct al. I hope to complete a narrative of the first decade from the 
founding to the Vail victory of 1968, the year after I graduated, in time for tl1e anniversary of the 
'64 victory in 20 I 4. 

I hope these pieces rekindle the old fire and that we grow ever closer in I.he next few years. There 
is just so much to rediscover about the last fifty-four years, that iL will take the next two years ('til 
'2014) to catch up. You have so much lo be proud of; you really started something big, and we all 
need to hear from you what those days were like. 

I just hope that you are plea,;ed with these pieces and a,; cager Lo tell, as I am to hear, the full story 
of how it all got started. 

Please keep in Louch. 

Never Row, 
EPW 

732 929-8631 Email cwitrnan@georg-ian.edu 
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"The Day the Music Died" 

A Memoir of November 22, 1963 

Edward P. Witman 

"The president's been shot! In Dallas," stuttered Randy Ferguson. "President Kennedy's 
been shot." 

That was how I first heard the news: from a blond Californian surfer-dude with a speech 
impediment, a guy who was regarded as a bit of a flake by his more conventional 
Georgetown classmates. Considering the source of this news to be less than authoritative, 
I continued on to my one o'clock class: Introduction to Calculus. 

It was a remarkably warm and sunny noontime in Washington, a bright crystalline 
autumn Friday, and this was my last class of the week, indeed, my last class before 
heading home for the Thanksgiving holiday, my first trip home since starting college in 
September. Although classes were scheduled for the next Monday and Tuesday, I had 
saved my "cuts" and decided that I wouldn't miss much anyway. My bags were packed, 
and I had a friend who'd drive me to Union Station for the train ride up to New York and 
a nice ten day vacation. 

When I got to class, everyone was talking about the rumor that not only had President 
Kennedy been shot, but that Lyndon Johnson, the VP was also wounded, and that the 
Speaker of the House, John McCormack would succeed to the Presidency. Class was 
quickly dismissed, and I hurried back to my dorm to get my bags and meet up with my 
ride. By this time the mood on campus had become decidedly grim. The prevailing 
concern was that this assassination attempt might be either a coup d'etat, or an attempt to 
decapitate the United Stateey Government as part of a first strike in a nuclear war with the 
Soviet Union. 

This was not as paranoid as it might sound today almost fifty years later. Recall that this 
was the most dangerous period of the "cold war." A year earlier, Kennedy had faced 
down Russian Premier Nikita Khrushchev in the "Cuban Missile Crisis," and on1y a three 
weeks before, the President of South Vietnam, Ngo Dihn Diem, had been the victim of a 
bloody CIA-supported assassination in Saigon. So a fair amount of fear seemed quite 
reasonable in the light of events 

Thus many of us were packing and calling cabs to get out of town and home to our 
families as quickly as possible. Washington suddenly seemed to be a very likely target 
for whatever dangers might be gathering that afternoon. Ironically, by the next day, 
Saturday, I was regretting that I had not stayed in DC for the historic events of the 
President's Funeral 
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As we drove downtown, I remember seeing small groups of people, many of them federal 
office workers standing on the street comers, confusion and dismay on their faces. It was 
on the car radio that I heard the announcement that the President had died at about one 
pm CST, two o'clock Eastern Time. At Union Station I boarded the 3pm train to NYC. 

I recall little of the next hours except for the melancholy silence on the train. Though 
crowded with weekend commuters heading to Baltimore, Philly, and NY, hardly anyone 
spoke. Even the conductor went about his task wordlessly. Most just sat and stared 
somberly out of the windows as the afternoon passed into twilight and darkness. 

By the time I arrived in New York, the late afternoon editions of the city newspapers had 
the story in huge headlines, and my most vivid image of that day was looking the length 
of the Long Island Railroad car at all those identical headlines held by dozens of silent 
readers: JFK DEAD IN DALLAS, PRESIDENT ASSASSINATED. 

I got home about 1 Opm, much to the relief of my parents who were glad to see me safely 
out of Washington. After a late supper, I walked out to the back yard alone, into the chill 
darkness of that November night. The air was heavy with the autumnal scent of dead 
leaves and damp grass. I stood and breathed deeply and looked up at the sky and knew 
that I would remember this day as long as I lived. 

* * * * * * 

However much the reputation of John F. Kennedy has been inflated by the mythology of 
"Camelot," the political idealism of that time was deep and genuine. It is hard today for a 
young person to imagine a time when the US Government enjoyed the spontaneous 
respect and confidence of people as a force for good in the world, and when government 
service in the military or in the new Peace Corps was something people regarded with 
unabashed pride. And when the use of the term 'patriotism' didn't imply the arch irony 
we are so inured to now. 

Whether, had he lived, John Kennedy would have avoided escalating the war in Vietnam, 
championed the cause of civil rights, and continued to inspire and hold the allegiance of 
the youth -- these are the imponderables of history in the subjunctive mood, of History as 
"What if." 

What is certain is that on that beautiful November afternoon fifty years ago, American 
politics lost more than the presidential personification of its heroic courage, self-

confidence, and idealism. It lost its music. 

And the aftermath of that day -
• the conspiracy theories surrounding the assassination itself 
• the escalation of the Vietnam War, 
• the failure of Lyndon Johnson's presidency 
• the political alienation of the youth 
• the draft riots, 
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• the counter-culture of sex, drugs and rock 'n roll 
• the assassinations of Martin Luther King and Bobby Kennedy 
• the Watergate affair and the impeachment of Richard Nixon 

has left us all feeling bereft, mired in the corrosive cynicism that still pervades our 
national life. 

Faulkner famously remarked that "The past isn't dead. It's not even past." And for those 
who remember all too poignantly, and for those who can only imagine through the 
medium of myth, the music of Camelot still haunts us and reminds us in virtually every 
election cycle that while our politicians may still recite the lyrics, they cannot recapture 
the music. 

So as that terrible anniversary approaches once again, 

Let's talk of graves, of worms, and epitaphs 
Make dust our paper, and with rainy eyes 
Write sorrow on the bosom of the earth, 

EPW: 5/1/13 

For God's sake, let us sit upon the ground, 
And tell sad stories of the death of Kings. 

Richard II, Act 3, scene 2 
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March 14, 

Dear Friend of Georgetown Rowing, 

This letter is to inform you of the beginning of an organization of 
people who share a common interest in rowing at Georgetown. 

The organization is designed to keep you informed of the activities 
of the Georgetown Crew. Included will be such things as races, schedules, 
purchases of new equipment, and news about former oarsmen and coaches. 

It is hoped that this organization will unify some of the spirit and 
support which hundreds of people have expressed in past years. 

The Friends of Georgetown Rowing will publish a newsletter periodi
ca I ly to keep you up to date on the activities of the Crew. Please find 
your first copy enclosed. 

We hope you find the newsletter informative. We would appreciate 
any suggestions you might be able to offer. 

Oeorgetovvn University "Washington, 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
Charles J . Duffy 
Chairman 

D.C. 20007 
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C 

New Varsity Coaches 

The Georgetown Crew is fortunate in having two excellent head 

coaches this 1967 season. To those familiar with Georgetown rowing, 

John Harrington needs no introduction. John, a former Georgetown oar 

in his undergraduate years, wi II be lightweight varsity coach this season. 

In 1965 John coached the freshman lightweights. Last year he coached 

the heavyweights along with Bab Remuzzi. When not coaching John is 

studying economics at Georgetown's Graduate School. 

Tony Johnson, the new heavyweight coach, is probably the most 

experienced coach in recent Georgetown history. In high school Tony 

rowed here in Washington at Washington-Lee High School under Charlie 

Butts. His collegiate rowing was done at Syracuse University. Tony re

turned to Washington to row for Potomac Boat Club, winning the Nationa I 

Championships in the pair in 1963. In 1964, Tony and partner Jim Edmonds 

won the National Championships, again in the pair. This same pair rep

resented the United States in the 1964 Olympic Games at Tokyo. The 

heavyweights should benefit greatly from Tony's experience. 

Fall Rowing 

About two weeks after school started the entire Crew began fall 

workouts on the Potomac. These sessions were particularly important 

because they were the first opportunity that the new coaches had to re

view their materia I. Practice sessions consisted of about an hour and a 

ha If of rowing a day. While emphasis was placed on technique, two 

practices with Potomac Boat Club and one with the Naval Academy at 

Annapolis injected some competitive spirit into the sessions. These joint 

practices are destined to became a part of the spring schedule. Tenta

tive workouts are scheduled with Cornell and the Naval Academy. Fall 

rowing ended with the traditional intersquad regatta, with races held in 

eights and fours. 

Winter Workouts 

Since January 7th the oarsmen have been working out in the Q)fffl 

six days a week at 6:15 each morning. Workouts consist of calisthenics 

and weightlifting on alternate days. Running adds conditioning and wind 

to tfie strength gained from these exercises. 

Georgetown University W-aehington, D.C. aooo7 
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Freshmen 

Last foll varsity oarsmen recruited over 100 prospective freshmen 

candidates. The varsity oarsmen coached these freshmen during the fa II, 

teaching them the fundamentals of rowing. This spring the freshmen will 

be coached by Art Charles, Pete linzmeyer, and Phil Negus - all former 

Georgetown oarsmen now in Graduate School. 

Officers 

President of the Rowing Association this year is John Soisson, a 

senior philosophy major in the College. John, who resides in Connelsville, 

Pennsylvania, plans to be serving in the Armed forces after graduation. 

Vincent Rocque, this yeor's Secretory, is a senior in the College. 

Majoring in history, Vin plans to attend Graduate School next year. 

The Treasurer is junior coxswain John King. John is majoring in 

International Affairs in the School of Foreign Service. 

Heavyweight Captain this season is Ted Kundtz, a senior in the 

Business School. Ted was recently voted a member of Who's Who in 

American Colleges and Universities. 

Lightweight Co-captains are Jim Woods, a senior English major in 

the College, and Ned Moran, a senior in the Business School, 

The Moderator of this year's Crew is father Anthony Zeits, head of 

the Student Personnel Office. Father Zeits is a former oarsman himself, 

having rowed for the Pennsylvania Athletic Club of Philadelphia. 

Equipment 

Th is fa II an extensive inventory was taken by Denis Chagnon and 

frank McBride, varsity rnanagers. The value of all capital equipment 

owned by the Georgetown University Rowing Association was set at $29,000. 

This total includes all shells, launches, oars, repair equipment, replacement 

parts, the truck, etc. Last year the Rowing Association purchased a new 

eight-oared shell, bringing the total to five eight-oared shells, two four-oared 

shells, two pairs without coxswain, two pairs with coxswain, fifty Karlish 

German oars, and forty Pocock American oars. A 11 equipment is housed in a 

rented bay at the Harry T. Thompson Memoria I Sports Center on the Potomac. 

.,. . 
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Old Coaches Depart 

Mr. Frank Barrett, last year's varsity lightweight coach, resigned 
his coaching duties at the end of last season. Frank, his wife and young 
daughter have left the Washington area to move to G011hen; Connecticut 
where he will be associated with the Colonial National Bank. 

Dr. Robert (Go011e) Remuzzi, last year's varsity heavyweight coach, 
was forced by his increasing responsibi Ii ties as a doctor to resign as cCX1ch 
at the end of the 1966 season. "G005e" graduated from Georgetown Medi
ca I School last year and is now serving his internship at D. C. Genera I 
H05pitol here in Washington. This summer Bob will be entering the Novy 
on active duty, probably in Viet Nam. 

Schedules 

Heavyweights: Lightweights: 

April 1 Holy Cross - Home 

April 8 Villanova and Philadelphia Rutgers, Penn. -
Community College - Philadelphia 
Home 

April 15 Kerr Cup Regatta -
Philadelphia 

April 22 St. Joseph - Home Naval Academy - Home 

April 29 Marietta - Away Navy, Harvard - at 
Annapolis 

May 6 D. C. Area Regatta - Home Columbia, Rutgers -
New York 

Ml:Jy 13 Dad Vail - Philadelphia Eastern Sprints - Worchester, 
Ml:Jssachusetts 
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Statement of Finance& - Georgetown University Rowing Association 

Fiscal Year 1965 - 1966 

lilalance - 1 July 1965 $ 1541 • .36 

!..~.Q9E1~ 

Donations • 1027.45 
Golden 0Ar Society Donation 1100.00 
University Allotment 2000.00. 
Old Debts 165 .oo 

·Loan 3000.00 
Revenue from Projects 

Raffle 
Snorts Week 
Concert 
Sale of Ties 5390.00 

Oarsmen for trips and meals 2412 .oo 
Total 16897-71 

§x:oenditures 

Treveling and meals i 1556.53 
Dad Vail eJfpenses (1965&1966) 2166.93 
Reoairs and supplies 1040.65 
Gasoline and oil 589.31 
Caoital Eauii:ment 4838.58 
Ties and Patches 249.63 
iarge and bed rental 261.00 
Physical examinations - 75.00 
ietting shirts 338.60 
NAAO :t.femberdhip 109.00 
ioathouse rental 1462.50 
Pa:pment ot loans Jl20100 

Total • 1594.3 • .39 
ialance 1 June 1966 $ 953.92 

Outstanding ~ht!;! 

Capital &iuiP1118nt $ 2630.93 
Loans - 3900.00 
Safeway Trails• Inc. 212.1° 

Total Debt $ 7110.03 
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Fiacal Year 1966-1967 

ialance l JUQ" 1966 

Income 

University allotment 
Snorts week 
Donation .from lloderator or Athletics 
Donations 
Golden Oar Society 
Revenue from project 
Loan 
Debt payments 
:Miscellaneous 

Exoenditures 

Sumner race e::icpenaea 
Loan N pa;ymont. 
Repaira and supplies 
Safeway Trails, Inc. 
Gasoline and oil 
ioathouse rental (two quarters) 
Capital F.auipaent Debt 
Loan re payment 
Stationery 
Partial ,~,ment of loan 
Travel expenses 
lied rental 
Launch license renaal 
l!i.scellaneOUIJ 

Total 

Total 
ialanee 8 April 1967 

Outstanding Debts 

Remaining nortion of loan 

EstimAted Enenditu.res 8 April to 1 J'ul;y 1967 

ioathouse rent (two auarters) 
ietting shirt.s 
Traveling and meal expense 
Gas, oila and repairs 

Estimate<! Income 

Oarsmen for Trit>S and Meal.a 
Golden Oar Society 
Donations 

Total 

Total 

f 953;92 

$ 2000.00 
2760.00 
1500.00 

557.00 
102.00 
4.12.00 
100.00 
168.22 

" ~188 

f 8966.02 

$ 161..00 
900.00 
9.36.55 
579.10 
159.34 
675.00 

26,30.9; 
100.00 

lD.00 
2000.00 

50.00 
84.05 
6.00 

7~.00 

I 8465.97 • 500.05 

t 1000.00 

$ 750.00 
500.00 

2750.00 
JOO.CO 

S s.300.00 

$ 2750.00 
1000.00 
1000.00 

$ 4750.00 
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VAULT C!l'.2li PRINT THIS 
Fbwered by qumelh;ibt ... 

May 20, 1963 

How They Row In Ratzeburg 
Rox Lardner 

The low nor Ratz:eburg (populat.:>n about 12,100) sits belw een lwo 1T11rotike lakes 1n Gerrt11ny's SchleSw ,g-1-t>lste.n U,1" recently~ has 

been notable chiefly '°' being 900 years old. and for having a btshopnc esiablished n 1154 by Henry 1he Lion. h the lasl few weell:i 

ha.vevoc. Rotzeburg has become famous, IO lhe US al leas I. for beitlll the horre town of an apparently brele-ss eight-oared crew thal has 

systerrebcally beaten uie best oar:men this covniry coul:l lru$ter during ts ITDnlh-long v15,t to the eastem US So far the Ratzeburo crew. 

the frst German eight to come here since 1932, has defeated F\mnsylvanl:i, Pnnceton, O>lulTl>ta. Clecrgelown alld the New York AC. us 

wel as St Catharines of Canad:i Th,s Salurday, in their rnal race, they w ii try for the Eoslcm Spnnl OulfTl110nShip on Lake Ou s,g!IITOlld, 

near Worcester. ~'lass 

Th,s success ol lhe Germans has come as no surpuse lo rrost Amer,can rowing coaches Nne of the 10 v,s,hng oarsmen (two car,-e along 

as spares) were rrerrbers or the Gern-en crew that won the world chal1l)onship at Lake Rotsee over a charrponship crew from the 

lJS SR The Russians, who fl realty were as L,lhuanians, already had defeated lhree or America's best e,ghts- lhO~e homCornel, 

Washinglon and the Vesper Boal QJl>-<YI Fllbde\:>hia's Sehuylo River. Mlreover, lendmg heft to Ille German shell are t,, o merrbers of 

1he Geure11 e,ghl-oared crew lhal won the 1960 Ofymp,c chan,,,onshlp n Aorm Pr10r to lhat v,cto,y. Amertcan crews had rrm ed away 

w rth every Olyrrp,c eight-oared chalT'l)IOllsh,p since 1920. 

Lice rowing clubs Jhe world over. Ratz:eburg is nol noted for 11s solllency in 1958 II had to borrow an eight town the Gerrren 

char1')oosh1p Since lhen t has menaged to acquire two e,ghl•oared she!s and has two more on order, l also owns 10 single scullr., sue 

doubles and four four-oared shels . Two of Ratz:eburg·s fours are designed 10 be reced w 1Jhout benef • of coxsw a,n but •s e,ghl Is slllGred 

by a stu,dy lilt.le 14-yesr-old named Thofms Ahrens who handles a racing shell Ike Graham HI handles a Grand Prue auto. 

Far more ~lant to the Genmn crew lhan (s boats, ilS snug boalhouse and Is fnsp,red coxsw an, however, i5 i1s coach Stocky, 

dedicated. 51-year-okl Or Karl Adam a former boxer and harm-er thrower, makes h.s l,v1ng teachino llllthetTBbcs, physics and gy,maslcs 

in a Ra12eburg high school. The l1:rr Ooktor helped found the local ra.ving club io 1953 111956 h., accorrpan,ed the Getlllln crews to lhe 

Olyll1>fCS in Ausltafa as scullng coach. U>sel by a Gerrmn debacle. he returned to Ratzeburg fuU ot revolubonary ideas lo 111l)(ove matters. 

During the winter Adam set h,s asp.-,ng oarsmen IX> a slrenuous program of gytrnasbcs, runntflg and weight .,ting (Geuren crews never 

pracbce in tonks fl thew inter as meny Amenca!\$ do ) in spring and sunrner they row ed-bul only now and then in the big shells Saice ~ 

was dlficul to get eight tren logether al the serm llllll, they generely pracli:ed 1n sculls n the lght, exlterrely narrow boats. Or. Adam 

reasoned. oa,srren get e belier feelol lhew ater. Besides, i is easier for the coach to determne who the strongest rowers aresrrply by 

p-ling them ,n races aga,nsl each other. 

Fromltack. Adam borrowed a system of condu;,nng caled interval 111111,ng, in wh,cha runner goes as fasl as he can for a sel perlOd of 

li'nll or distnnce, pgs lor anotl\er set period, then sprints aga n, ft! never stops to rest dumg his enlll'e workout 

Ratzeburg's coach also found. by experimentat10n. a kind or rregic nuntier lor applyng this system to whc> his rowers into condition for 

best perforrrance over 2.000 rreters- lhe Olyrrp,c and ilternabOnal chalT'l)IOllShlP d15lance f()( e,ghl•oared crew & 

The rmg,c nul'Tber les somewhere between 500 and 600 rrelers. Aller f111e days of sculing. Adamiak.es his eight bes I 1av1e1s, g111es 1hem 

b,g sweeps in place of lhell sculs and puls them In a shol F!om a racing start he has them tug away as last as they can for the 11'13g,c 

d,slance. They lhen paddle back lo Iha starbng po,nl, rowing one-handed and challlng together l they wish. Reaching the slart, they onco 

cnnsi.p,innhis d1tbbiity.com/pt/cpe:?1xpire : &tnl1:; How• They• Ra-1t • -,. ~treb&,g .. • • 05.20 63 • · •SI• V ~- 1/2 
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again drive down the course. They do this from six lo eight brres. tryng herd to reach the finish kle in exactly the sarre nurrber of seconds 

(give or take hal a second) each tirre they row. f they can do this, say eight Ii-res in a single afternoon, reasons Or. Adam. they can row 

2,000 meters n COO'l)ebtion at the extrem,ly hrgh, extrerrely sJTOOth strol<e thei' coach has setUed on as necessary to dem:iraize all 

opponents 

This stroke is the highest in the history of eight-oared rowing. The Germans, who sl relatively upright in their boat, take off at 50 strokes per 

rrinute-a figure that makes Arrerican racing crowds gasp when they hear it announced-then average, for the 2,000 meters. about 40. 

M:lst American crews, which use a longer, slower stroke, start at around 44 strokes and average 38 for a 2,000-meter race. The 

Arrericans reach forward rmre, keep their oars in thew ater longer, drive the shell farther with each stroke. Bui "the Gerrrens ;ist slick 'em 

in and take 'emoul," grunted one coach after the Ratzeburg victory on Lake carnegle. That they can keep up this fatiguing beat for the 

second and third 500 rreters or a 2,000-rreter race speaks wel for intetval training. 

Wtlh superbly cond1boned oarsrren at his disposal. Adam has been able to eJ<perment ill othe, drrectiotls He has designed a spoon-shaped 

blade, sightly shorter than that used by rmst Arrerican crews. which, he mei'ltains, produces less slippage i1 thew ater. He also 

experimented with shels in which the Jltl. 4 and 1-b. 5 oarsmen row on the sarre side, to p,ovide belier steerage 

The trouble w ih us 

Coach Adams princpal asset, how ever, is his rowers. They are not large by rowing standards-their average height is 6 feet 2, and their 

average weight is 180 pounds. Their average age is 23. M:>st of them ere students, though the bowrran is an insurance clerk, and 1-b. 3 is 

an apprentice electrician. Oie U.S coach has called them the best crew he ever saw . On lake carnegle, against A'inceton. Colurlilie and 

Pennsylvania, the Ratzeburgers not only rowed rn thew ildiest lane but used a lightweight shell. (They fel that the fwst shell Fl'l1ceton 

offered them was too old.) Though this shel had less free-board than a heavyweight, and the distance-a mle and three-quarters-was 

around 800 meters farther than the distance they are trailed for. they won i1Tpressively over a fired-up Colurrtira eight. "l shows our 

training is good for a rtN and three-quarters as well es for 2,000 m,lers,° said Adam 

"The success of the Ger1113ns-<n borrowed boats, on strange waters and against some or the best COl'l)8llllon we can furnish," said the 

coach of one of the crews Ratzeburg beat, "rrakes you wonder what is wrong with Am,rican rowing." D'. Adam gave him the answer. 

"Arrerican rowing," he sard sadly, "has not changed in 50 yeafs." 

Find this artlc:le at: 
http://sportsilustrated.cnn.com'vaul/article/megazineJMo\G10748131index.htm 

Check the box to ioclude the list of klks referenced in the article. 

Copyright e 2007 CNN/Sports llluSlrated 
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Prequel to Victory: The Other Great Race{s) 

Many of us remember the 1968 Dad Vail heavyweight varsity final as a 
tremendously memorable and satisfying achievement. We were proud of our 
victory and the hard work that preceded it. Proud in a personal sense, but 
especially proud of what we had done for and with our coach, Tony Johnson. 
Brilliant and inspiring, yet quietly understated and humble in his Indiana Jones hat 
(years before Harrison Ford), Sunny's Surplus outerwear and thoughtful, almost 
professorial demeanor, Tony generously shared all he knew about competitive 
rowing - the skill and, equally important, the will - with us fortunate members of 
the Georgetown crew, while also driving a cab and preparing himself for the 1968 
Olympics. 

As we waited at the starting line of the heavyweight varsity final, on May 11, 1968, 
there was a steady rain falling, not enough to be too uncomfortable or diminish the 
enthusiasm of the 10,000 or so spectators, but enough to calm the Schuylkill River 
to a glasslike surface, what would have been considered a "fast turf' had ·it been a 
horse race. Sitting in the boat, we knew the race was ours for the taking, if we did 
what we had been trained to do. We knew we had been taught the technical art of 
rowing by a master, so if we did it right there.would be no more efficient boat on 
the water than ours. We also were pretty confident that none of the five other 
crews sitting out there along with us had worked any harder in terms of building 
strength or endurance than we had. (Not to mention that we'd beaten most of them 
already in earlier races that year.) So we knew ifwe put those elements together -
best coaching, strength and endurance - we were the "logical" winners. 

Of course that's not enough in sports. They still want you to go out and win the 
race to prove it. So we did. And wonderful though it was, I have to say, even 46 
years later, that despite all the adrenalin flowing and thrill of the crowd cheering 
and Princess Grace's brother Jack Kelly presenting us with our victory mugs, it was 
a fairly uneventful race in terms of drama and excitement. We started out strong 
and just got stronger throughout the 2000 meters. Like a machine where every 
part functions exactly the way it is supposed to, where you begin to forget you are 
an individual and truly become just an anonymous cog in this highly efficient 
engine that lifts itself out of the water like a giant insect as it propels itself down 
the river. 

I'm sure many of us in the boat had had glimpses of that experience, where the 
holistic integrity of the boat as an entity unto itself transcends your own personal 
consciousness, during previous races or practices. But never before had we 
sustained it throughout an entire race the way we did that day in Philadelphia. Of 
course, the result demonstrated that, with a record-breaking time just under 6 
minutes, and lots of open water behind us. Denis Chagnon, without whose 
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dedicated work off the water as "rigger extraordinaire" we would not have even 
been on the river, captured the dimension of our victory margin in a memorable 
film of the finish line "gap" between Georgetown and second place Temple. 

Roots of our Victory: 196 7 
To understand that victory - how much our crew wanted it and why, as a group, 
we felt both confident and determined about achieving it - you have to turn the 
clock back a year to the 196 7 Dad Vail. Seven out of the nine members of the 1968 
heavyweight varsity had rowed in the previous year's varsity or junior varsity 
crews. Both had been in extremely exciting 1967 Dad Vail finals, although with 
vastly different results. 

Three of the 1968 crew - Mike Vespoli, Rusty Duffy and coxswain Johnny King -
had been in the 196 7 varsity boat that had its heart broken twice in losses 
measured in inches to Marietta. The first loss was on Marietta's home Muskingum 
River, after a harrowing road trip of hairpin turns and steep inclines across West 
Virginia from Washington, DC. (Again, Denis Chagnon and his crew of riggers -
including Frank McBride and Bruce Carter1 - worked wonders getting our boats 
over the mountains.) 

The varsity re-match at the 1967 Dad Vail in Philadelphia was as close as a race 
could be, and again ended in Georgetown being literally inched out by 
nanoseconds at the finish line. Those of us who had just successfully finished the 
junior varsity race (including Rick Morris, Jack Murray, Ron DeGrandis and Steve 
Bavaria of the 1968 varsity) have little memory of the 1967 varsity race except for 
its incredibly close and disappointing finish, having just barely managed to 
complete our race and get situated near the finish line to catch the end of the 
varsity event. All we knew was that the elation we had just experienced in our own 
JV final was quickly tempered - big time - by the result of the varsity race. 

But the race that we had just completed was, and may still be for the members of 
that 1967 junior varsity crew (which also included Tom Bullock, John Nowicki, Vin 
Rocque, Bert Mason and coxswain Matt Andrea), the most exciting, memorable and 
character-building experience of our lives. Our JV boat, a motley crew of seniors, 

1 Rowing is a truly anonymous team sport, where there are no ''stars," and where 
the idea of sublimating your own efforts to the overall performance of the boat is 
integral to a crew's success. But the job of "riggers" - who repaired boats, hauled 
them to races, drove coaching launches, schlepped gasoline, etc. - was even more 
selfless and anonymous. There were many of them over the years at Georgetown, 
but during the 1967 and 1968 seasons chief rigger Denis Chagnon was assisted by 
two really dedicated guys, Frank McBride and Bruce Carter. 

2 
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juniors and sophomores2, had been successful all year, with a memorable head-to
head win against Marietta's JVs out in Ohio that was quickly followed Uust like at 
the Dad Vail some weeks later) with the disappointing view of our varsity losing to 
Marietta's varsity by just a few inches. 

So like the varsity boat a year later in 1968, our junior varsity crew of 1967 
( despite plenty of jitters and nervousness) sat atthe starting line of the Dad Vail 
finals with a reasonable amount of confidence that we were the favored team and 
ought to win, if we did what we knew we were capable of. Unfortunately that 
confidence was shattered just a few seconds after the start of the race when one of 
us caught the mother of all crabs, bringing the entire boat to a dead stop. 

Talk about your life (as a 19 or 20 year old) passing before your eyes and realizing 
that everything you've worked for all winter and spring has been lost in a nano
second! There we were, sitting immobile in the Schuylkill River, while five other 
crews - namely, LaSalle, Trinity, Marietta, UMass and Amherst - were speedily 
racing down the course. Fortunately we had a secret weapon, albeit a seemingly 
unlikely one: Matt Andrea. Matt, or "Little Matt" as we disrespectfully but 
endearingly called him (I can say "endearingly" forty-seven years later, although it 
is unlikely any of us, especially Matt, would have considered the term appropriate 
then), rose to the occasion and talked us (shouted us, actually) back from the ledge, 
so to speak. Calling "power 10's" unceasingly, he coaxed us back into that race, 
seat-by-seat and boat-by-boat. Pounding the gunnels and shouting himself hoarse, 
Matt inspired us to believe that we were, first of all, still a factor in the race. Then 
as we passed boats 5, and then 4 and were catching up to number 3, he helped us 
believe that we could actually win. By the time we were catching the second boat 
(Trinity) and closing on the leader (LaSalle) there was no stopping us and we all 
knew it. We finished in 6 minutes and 45 seconds, a full 4 ½ seconds ahead of 
second-place LaSalle. 

To our crew, at the time, it was an amazing victory. From the perspective of half a 
lifetime, it was clearly more than that. Four years at Georgetown was an 
incomparable learning and growth experience. But there was no other single 
occasion where I learned as much or grew as much as I did during those six 
minutes on the Schuylkill River. 

2 Thanks to Ed Witman, Bert Mason and John Soisson for helping us determine 
who was actually in each of the 1967 boats. The Dad Vail program - my initial 
source - turned out to not be completely accurate, since Tony Johnson made some 
last minute changes that resulted in Rusty Duffy rowing in the varsity boat, and 
Ron DeGrandis and Vin Rocque rowing in the JV boat. Bert Mason had also just 
recently moved into the junior varsity, although his move managed to make it into 
the printed program. Having some seniors in the boat undoubtedly contributed to 
our keeping our cool during the particularly challenging early part of the race. 

3 
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Of course, there wasn't much time to reflect on the experience in the moment, with 
the varsity race coming up shortly afterwards. We just had time to row back to 
Philadelphia's boat house row, get our shell out of the water and put away, and get 
back to the finish line for the varsity final, whose exciting but disappointing ending 
tended to focus attention away from our JV achievement. 

But a year later, our 1968 heavyweight varsity crew brought the best elements of 
both of the 196 7 crews' experiences to the starting line. The 196 7 varsity oarsmen 
were able to distill from their bitter disappointment of losing by inches (that "so 
close you can almost taste it" feeling) the determination that "this time it will be 
different." Meanwhile, the 196 7 JV guys brought the confidence that no obstacle is 
too great to overcome or mountain too high to climb that their astonishing come
from-behind victory had given them. So for the members of both crews, their 
experience in the Dad Vail finals of 1967 - despite the two races' divergent results 
- were the crucible for forming and honing the forces that came together in the 
1968 boat. Putting it all together, and adding the best coaching in the world, it is no 
wonder the Hoya 1968 heavyweight varsity went to the final of the Dad Vail 
knowing that the race was definitely theirs to win. 

Who ARE those guys? 
Our reminiscence of the 1968 season would not be complete without adding an 
additional memory, one which speaks to the humor and idiosyncrasies of that 
year's rowing experience, rather than to the character-building elements of the 
season preceding it. Following our Dad Vail victory, Tony Johnson sought some 
additional competition for us in the weeks leading up to the Intercollegiate Rowing 
Association (IRA) regatta on Onondaga Lake in Syracuse. So one day he arranged 
for us to go over to Annapolis for a "scrimmage" with the US Naval Academy crew. 
For most of us, this was our first exposure to big time, high budget collegiate 
rowing beyond the Dad Vail level, and the Navy guys and their boathouse certainly 
looked the part. They were all huge, muscle-bound crew-cut guys, and their 
boathouse was enormous and well stocked with shells of all variety, launches and 
equipment. 

Meanwhile we showed up in our mis-matched gear (no official GU sweats), 
Napolitano in his ponytail, and with our oldie-but-goody Pocock shell squeaking up 
a storm. A word about our boat: We were a "heavyweight" crew in name only. 
While a few of our number might have counted as authentic heavies - Vespoli, 
Pennekamp, DeGrandis - most of us on any other crew would have been put on 
diets and become lightweights. Tony, knowing this, managed to find a "light- · 
heavyweight" Pocock out there somewhere (there was no E-bay at the time), buy it 
for a few hundred dollars (who knows where the money came from), and get Denis 
Chagnon to work his typical magic to make it river-worthy. With perhaps more 
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epoxy than wood in it, the boat protested mightily whenever we lifted it and 
carried it anywhere, and never made as much noise as it did the day we carried it 
through that Navy boathouse in Annapolis. I think the Navy guys were amused by 
this ramshackle quasi-hippy crew carrying a noisy antique rowing shell through 
their boathouse, and were probably even more amused when they learned they 
would be scrimmaging with us. 

You can probably guess the end of this story. The hippies soundly beat the 
midshipmen. While that was satisfying in itself, one of my greatest memories is of 
walking our squeaky boat back through the boathouse, dripping wet and still 
squeaking as loudly as ever. But this time, unlike our first walk through 90 minutes 
earlier, except for the squeaking, you could have heard a pin drop. And if you 
listened really carefully, you might have heard one Navy guy whisper to another, a 
la Butch Cassidy to the Sundance Kid, "Who ARE those guys?" 

############# 
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